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AUTHOR’S PREFACE
Why a Christian economics book? I was asked this question many times by friends
as I described this project. Some asked out of curiosity. Others asked with an implicit
judgment that I was wrong to do this. Some thought that God doesn’t teach economics
in the Bible; “You’re just trying to impose your economic views on us and putting a
God-approved stamp on it to silence debate.” Some of the most thoughtful and wise
critics warned against bringing my own presuppositions into Scripture; what I found
biblical might be without merit. There are certainly dangers in approaching this task.
Yet God does reveal truths about how to live our lives in the Bible. I believe this truth is
comprehensive, if not exhaustive, and extends to all disciplines—including the field of
economics.
The reader of this text ought to understand the theological perspectives that underlie
my presentation of the material. As an evangelical Christian, I believe in the complete
authority and validity of Scripture. Further, I believe that Christ should reign in every
facet of our lives and our society. I disagree with a distinction between the religious
and the secular, in terms of how Christians live and think. Secular scholarship by
definition can only include truth that is available to the natural mind; it purposely
ignores any possible truth from what Christians call “special revelation”; therefore, a
Christian approach to the study of any discipline will have an expanded basis of truth
to communicate. A Christian worldview is essential, and that includes how we approach
the study of economics.
One of the keys to my view of economics is how God relates to us on the issue of choice.
From the beginning we see that God allows us to choose. Adam and Eve had a choice to
trust and obey God, or to choose to disobey. We are admonished in Scripture to choose
life, as God sets before us blessings and curses. The Bible also shows us consequences of
this choice; to disobey God leads to negative sanctions, while obedience leads to positive
sanctions. Disobedience or obedience can be in response to either His offer of a covenant
relationship with Him, or to biblical principles of how we should live. Since God is
sovereign and providentially guiding every event (to include how our choices work out
in His plan), some might raise the age-old debate over whether our choices are truly free
or whether we are predestined to do what we do. However, for our purposes, it is not
necessary to go very far down this path. What is clear from Scripture is that we will be
judged according to the choices we make, however “free” we are to make them, based on
our knowledge of the truth. God wants to be chosen. Our choice is not simply to choose
this or that; but when we choose wisely, we are choosing to follow God’s will (whether we
realize it or not)! Augustine suggests an even stronger parallel: when we choose wisely,
we are choosing Christ himself! As he says in the City of God, “the tree of life is the holy
of holies, Christ; the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, the will’s free choice.” And
as we choose to follow God, he is progressively changing us more into the image of His
Son—He is sanctifying us (Romans 6:19).
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This suggests that economics and Christianity have a relationship. The central task of
economics is to understand how we make choices. Properly defined, economics studies
what a person does, while Christianity has prescriptions for what a person should
do. Economic textbooks often make the point early in chapter 1 on the difference
between positive and normative economics (as we will do also). Positive economics
explains “what is,” while normative economics explains “what should be.” Yet, as much
as economists try to keep economics purely a positive science, the results of economic
analysis are most often applicable to public policy choices and invariably have normative
implications. Economic analysis lends itself to answering the question: what should
we collectively do? Further, the assumptions made to make models tractable and even
the very nature of economic goals (e.g., efficiency) have subtle normative assumptions
embedded. Since we will have embedded morality, the approach in this text is to make
that morality explicit with a Christian worldview behind every economic principle.

PRINCIPLE OF REAPING AND SOWING
This book also emphasizes that our choices fit into God’s economy through what some
like to call the Principle of Sowing and Reaping. I have received very good counsel
during the review process of this book to be very careful in avoiding presenting
what is clearly a false gospel—the “health and wealth” gospel. I’ve tried to ensure no
misunderstandings in the text, but it’s useful to more fully describe what I mean,
and what I do not mean here, so when the reader sees my comment, he or she can
understand the broader purpose in my more limited text statements. Fundamentally, I
believe there is an ethical “cause and effect,” whereby our actions that are consistent with
God’s revealed will generally lead to good results in this life (often even good material
results) and always lead to good results for eternity (when done in faith). We see this in
both Scripture and in our everyday life. As it says in Galatians 6:6-9,
“6The one who is taught the word is to share all good things with the one
who teaches him. 7Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever
a man sows, this he will also reap. 8For the one who sows to his own flesh
will from the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to the Spirit will
from the Spirit reap eternal life. 9Let us not lose heart in doing good, for in
due time we will reap if we do not grow weary.”
Jesus also tells us to seek first his kingdom and righteousness, and all else (the material
things we need in this world: food, clothing, etc.) will be added to us (Matthew 6:2733). Further, we see in life that people that are honest, work hard, save and invest,
are kind to others, etc., generally have good things happen to them. For example, if
someone graduates high school, does not have a baby out of wedlock, gets married
(and stays married), and gets a job (and keeps it), he or she is highly unlikely to end up
in poverty. This is consistent with someone that lives a life according to what we see
in wisdom literature; Proverbs gives all of us sound wisdom as to godly behaviors that
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lead to a successful life. Proverbs should not be viewed as something that happens in all
situations, but rather gives principles that are generally applicable. In His sovereignty,
God may choose to direct outcomes that seemingly go against the principles of Sowing
and Reaping (e.g., what happened to Job). While the principles still apply, the blessings
and positive outcomes may be delayed. In some cases, the promises of God are fulfilled
in eternity, as we see in the description of many of the Patriarchs in Hebrews 11:
“13All these died in faith, without receiving the promises, but having seen
them and having welcomed them from a distance, and having confessed
that they were strangers and exiles on the earth. 14For those who say such
things make it clear that they are seeking a country of their own. 15And
indeed if they had been thinking of that country from which they went
out, they would have had opportunity to return. 16But as it is, they desire a
better country, that is, a heavenly one. Therefore God is not ashamed to be
called their God; for He has prepared a city for them.”
This passage helps illustrate how the “health and wealth” gospel goes awry. God does
want our best (Romans 8:28), but sometimes the best thing for us is not prosperity and
health in this world. Jesus tells us in this world we will have tribulation, but take heart,
because he has overcome the world. The reader of this book should embrace the practice
of applied biblical wisdom, confident that this will lead to God’s blessings on his or her
life. Nevertheless, we should be under no illusion or false doctrine that God’s best for us
is blessing in the here and now; His blessing will certainly come in eternity. As we see at
the end of the hall of heroes of the faith…
“32And what more shall I say? For time will fail me if I tell of Gideon,
Barak, Samson, Jephthah, of David and Samuel and the prophets, 33who
by faith conquered kingdoms, performed acts of righteousness, obtained
promises, shut the mouths of lions, 34quenched the power of fire, escaped
the edge of the sword, from weakness were made strong, became mighty
in war, put foreign armies to flight. 35Women received back their dead
by resurrection; and others were tortured, not accepting their release, so
that they might obtain a better resurrection; 36and others experienced
mockings and scourgings, yes, also chains and imprisonment. 37They
were stoned, they were sawn in two, they were tempted, they were put to
death with the sword; they went about in sheepskins, in goatskins, being
destitute, afflicted, ill-treated 38(men of whom the world was not worthy),
wandering in deserts and mountains and caves and holes in the ground.
39
And all these, having gained approval through their faith, did not receive
what was promised, 40because God had provided something better for us,
so that apart from us they would not be made perfect.” (Hebrews 11:32-40)
Scripture will be applied in at least four ways in subsequent chapters. First, Scripture
will be used for examples of the application of economic principles—not necessarily
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to prove the principle from Scripture, but simply to illustrate the application. Second,
Scripture will be used for historical value…such as showing the use of precious metals as
money prior to any nation/state creation. Third, Scripture will be used to outline general
normative principles, which will then be applied to economic questions. For example,
does “Thou shalt not steal” have implications for tax policy and income redistribution?
Finally and most importantly, Scripture provides the overarching worldview of how man
acts. The reality of living in a fallen world (where man is both sinful as well as created in
“the image of God”), will guide our assessment of the best institutional arrangements for
economies (such as, do we allow free markets or have social ownership of the means of
production?).
This book recognizes the intersection of positive economic science, public policy
implications, and how Christian values might apply. It is written as an introductory
student text, although the layman who wants a better appreciation for these
relationships should find it useful. The scope will be focused on key economic concepts
with applications for reinforcement. Each subject will also include a review of scriptures
that provide insight into the unique Christian perspective of what “ought” to be. The
intent is to provide the introductory student a solid foundation of basic economics to
well prepare him or her for higher level classes, and for all readers to see how economic
analysis is relevant to public policy decisions. The review of selected sections of Scripture
will help shape our thinking of how to apply this knowledge while reinforcing a
Christian worldview.
“Because in much wisdom there is much grief, and increasing knowledge
results in increasing pain…”
- Ecclesiastes 1:18
WARNING: There is a danger to increasing your economic knowledge. As you better
understand the economic implications of public policy choices our leaders make, you
may become frustrated and angry. But ignorance is not bliss; increasing your knowledge
is the first step towards being a positive witness to our nation. Christians are called to do
just that, and it is my prayer that this text will make you increasingly able to influence
our world.
“The first law of economics is scarcity, and the first law of politics is to
disregard the first law of economics.”
-Thomas Sowell

HOW TO USE THIS TEXT
The text is created to be an online resource, with both PDF versions and an eBook. This
not only saves the reader the cost of physically printing a book, but allows us to leverage
the tremendous breadth of information available on the Internet. I have included
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many hyperlinks for the readers’ use, falling in two categories. The first links are for
reference, and will be seen in a stand-out color that is “clickable.” If you want further
information, or a source to document a statement made in the text (especially scriptural
support), clicking through to the underlying link may be helpful. The second category
are links that the reader should watch/read to capture the intent of the text; these will be
indicated by explicit direction to read or watch something, with the videos given a direct
click from a picture (similar to what you’d see in an embedded YouTube video). While all
links are subject to change, they will be updated frequently.
A few words on the format: Every chapter will have an introductory Scripture section
with appropriate discussion to relate it to the economic material of the chapter. This will
be followed by a list of desired learning objectives; these should help guide the reader
to ensure he/she is capturing the important points. Each chapter will end with a “Great
Economist” history to help students understand more about the people who have created
the economic science we have today. Finally, there will be summary questions for the
reader to try and apply the information included in the text.
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PREFACE TO THE 3RD EDITION
In the 3rd Edition, the major change is to more explicitly ground the book in a biblical
worldview with a comprehensive revision of the first chapter. In some cases the chapter
simply reorganizes material in other parts of the book, but in other areas there is new
biblical grounding that provides the foundation for the rest of the book. We hope that
this additional biblical clarity in Chapter One will provide an excellent framework to
understand the biblical integration in the rest of the book.
If you are an instructor and would like additional support resources, such as powerpoint
slides which provide a useful starting point for a lecture, you may access them here.
Soli Deo Gloria
Jeff Haymond
11 Sept 2020
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION TO
ECONOMICS

WHAT TYPE OF ECONOMIC SYSTEM DOES GOD
FAVOR?
Joshua 5:13-15
13
Now it came about when Joshua was by Jericho, that he lifted up his eyes and looked, and
behold, a man was standing opposite him with his sword drawn in his hand, and Joshua went
to him and said to him, “Are you for us or for our adversaries?” 14He said, “No; rather I indeed
come now as captain of the host of the LORD.” And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and
bowed down, and said to him, “What has my lord to say to his servant?” 15The captain of the
LORD’S host said to Joshua, “Remove your sandals from your feet, for the place where you are
standing is holy.” And Joshua did so.
This is a very interesting passage of Scripture, with profound lessons for our perspective on
economics. After all, there are many Christians who think God is in favor of free markets,
with many others equally convinced that God must be in favor of socialism. This passage tells
us that our opening question is the wrong question.
Joshua’s question, “Are you for us or for our adversaries?” has to be one of the most absurd
questions ever posed by a spiritual leader, which should give the rest of us hope! Joshua
had seen the mighty hand of the Lord displayed powerfully time and time again in support of
the Israelites: delivering Israel from their oppressors in Egypt, and promising to destroy their
enemies in the promised land (Deut. 9:3). Of course God is for the Israelites and against the
people of Jericho; the Israelites were His chosen people, and God had already condemned
the wickedness of the people that possessed the Land (Deut. 9:4-5). What a silly question for
Joshua to ask: are you for us? The man identified himself as captain of the host of the Lord,
and undoubtedly was a visibly impressive figure; Joshua should have known that he was
an agent of the Lord even before he spoke. Of course, if he didn’t recognize the man as an
agent of the Lord, why would he fear one man? One man would not be in position to oppose
the Lord’s chosen people.
Nonetheless, the man did not answer his question; he simply said, “no, rather I indeed come
now as Captain of the host of the Lord.” He didn’t say who he favored, even though it should
be obvious that God favored the Israelites. Or did he? This passage suggests to us that all
of our human desire to have God favor us is misplaced. It is a man-centered focus, not a
God-centered focus. We should never ask the question that Joshua did: are you on my side?
The question we must always ask ourselves is am I on God’s side? Do I agree with God’s
Word, not, does God’s Word agree with me?
So what type of economic system does God favor? The answer should be clear from what
was just said: God does not favor any system of man. The questions should be: which
economic system is most consistent with God’s Word? Which economic system recognizes
we live in a fallen world and minimizes the damage we can do to each other? Which
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economic system best enables cooperation and service to one another through positive and
negative incentives? While I believe that a system of free enterprise is most consistent with
a Christian worldview, it is not based on some vision of a free market utopia. It is almost
the opposite. Given we live in a fallen world, what type of economic system will best meet
the needs of men made in the image of God, but who unfortunately all too often act in
accordance with the god of this world (2 Cor. 4:4)?
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Understand that God’s support of any economic system depends on how closely it
aligns with His will as revealed in the Bible.
§§ Explain that economics is grounded in human choice, which guides human action
through each individual’s assessment of costs and benefits.
§§ Extend the implications of man’s fallen nature to economics
§§ Summarize the meaning of methodological individualism
§§ Differentiate between objective and subjective knowledge
§§ Understand the role of coordination for successful economic action
§§ Contrast the differences in how free markets, Socialism, and Communism view
private property
§§ Explain why Christians view private property rights as individual stewardship
responsibilities
§§ Provide examples of how fallacies distort economic reasoning
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TOWARD A BIBLICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
When thinking about economics, we gravitate toward things such as money, markets,
and people exchanging things. But the most basic part of economics is about individuals
making choices—how human beings decide one action over another. It could be what
show I stream in Netflix or what job I take. Since any choice picks one thing over
another, the concept of cost comes immediately into play: what must I give up to get
what I want? There are necessarily tradeoffs inherent in any choice, a recognition that
comes naturally to us. From our earliest ages, our parents would give us “if you do this,
then this will happen” descriptions of both positive and negative outcomes. If I eat all
my dinner, I would get a piece of pie. Incentives—positive and negative—shape our
actions; we are seldom actually forced to do something. The incentives usually lead
us to do what “others” want. Each of us has our own internal valuations (subjective
preferences) that guide our evaluation of tradeoffs. Each choice we make forces us to
mentally compare alternative futures based on the choice. We have an expectation
that any action will lead to a better future than would otherwise happen. That’s our
definition of rationality: people do the best they can in their choices to make their day or
life go just a little bit better.
Our individual choices also reflect our participation in social groups. To get what
we want, we find that it is usually better to work with others than to do everything
ourselves. As we focus our efforts, we can become very proficient. Bigger tasks can be
broken down into smaller tasks, and many different hands can tackle those tasks they
do best. Markets emerge as people find it beneficial to produce more than they need and
exchange their surplus with others. These social exchanges are a major area of choice for
each of us. Do we sleep in every day, or get up and work for others? What price would I
charge to get out of bed by 5:30 a.m.? How much money would it take me to do the risky
job of working on skyscraper construction?
So the study of economics is a study of how humans choose. This suggests that to
understand economics, you must understand humans. And this means people must
look to the operating manual for humanity, the Bible, to understand who they are. We
begin our study of economics by developing a Biblical anthropology, or understanding
of man.

GENESIS 1
In the beginning, God…
This is the beginning—the beginning of all wisdom. The opening words of scripture
point to a beginning of time and all reality. In this eternity past, prior to creation, there
was God when there was nothing else. He is the uncaused causal agent, self-existent, and
He alone is independent.
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GENESIS 1:1
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
God is outside time, He created time and everything that is. A God that could
create all reality out of nothing, ex nihilo, is an omnipotent God. The book of Job
shows the difficulty of comprehending this incomprehensible God. Responding to
Job’s complaints, God spends four chapters elaborating on a small portion of His
omnipotence. Consider just this initial portion:
“Who is this that darkens counsel by words without knowledge? “Now
gird up your loins like a man, And I will ask you, and you instruct Me!
“Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth? Tell Me, if you
have understanding, who set its measurements? Since you know. Or who
stretched the line on it? “On what were its bases sunk? Or who laid its
cornerstone, When the morning stars sang together and all the sons of
God shouted for joy? Or who enclosed the sea with doors When, bursting
forth, it went out from the womb; When I made a cloud its garment and
thick darkness its swaddling band, And I placed boundaries on it and set
a bolt and doors, and I said, ‘Thus far you shall come, but no farther; And
here shall your proud waves stop’?”
With this brief introduction, we can pause to consider economic implications.
Economics is a social science, since its subject matter is humanity. In a broad sense,
economics is concerned with how human beings choose. Why do we choose one thing
instead of another? Why are we even forced to choose at all? Why can’t we have our cake
and eat it too? More narrowly, economics is concerned with how individuals choose
in market settings. Some economists define economics as the study of how to allocate
scarce resources among competing ends. But all of these ideas—that we choose, that
there are limited resources, that we have desires which can’t all be satisfied, flow out of
the material reality created by God. We must understand the idea of scarcity (which we’ll
define later) and choice in the context of the sovereign plans of a Holy God.
Further, we see the creative God is independent—there is no causal force that can act
on him. Material reality only affects God to the extent He allows it according to His
own plans and purposes. The corollary is that all of creation, including all humans, are
necessarily dependent beings. As the Apostle Paul says, “in Him we live and move and
have our being.” God’s independence is complemented by His infiniteness, and the
parallel is that our dependence is complemented by our finiteness. God is everywhere; as
the Psalmist says,
Where shall I go from your Spirit? Or where shall I flee from your presence?
If I ascend to heaven, you are there! If I make my bed in Sheol, you are there!
If I take the wings of the morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the
sea, even there your hand shall lead me, and your right hand shall hold me.
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God is not just everywhere, He is active and controlling all things: “in Him all things
hold together,” and He “upholds all things by the word of His Power.” We can imagine
God actively sustaining His creation at the subatomic level (or any level below that which
might be there!) by providing the strong nuclear force needed. Creation needs sustaining
and our dependent nature requires the superintendence of a providential God. While He
is infinite, we His created beings are finite, i.e., we are limited in actions and knowledge
and can only seek after God’s knowledge of His creation. As it says in Proverbs, “it is
the glory of God to conceal a matter, but the glory of kings is to search it out.” We will
explore more in a moment the implications for humanity, but for now, know that all
creation is below an omnipotent, omniscient God who sustains all things. This demands
humility on what we are able to do and accomplish.

GENESIS 1:2
The earth was formless and void, and darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of
God was moving over the surface of the waters.
God increasingly brought chaos into order throughout the first day. While the Bible
never uses the word “Trinity,” it nevertheless describes God as three persons: Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. The three parts of the Trinity together were actively involved in creating
this order. God the Son created everything according to the plan of God the Father, and
God the Holy Spirit shaped and formed this order to the glory of God the Father and
God the Son. God’s trinitarian nature is social, containing both diversity and unity,
since the different functions of the Godhead are one in essence. And as God’s nature is
social, and so too will be His image bearers.

GENESIS 1:3
Then God said, “Let there be light” and there was light. God saw that the light was good; and
God separated the light from the darkness. God called the light day, and the darkness He called
night. And there was evening and there was morning, one day.
When a sovereign, omnipotent God speaks, His will is accomplished. He spoke and what
was in His mind became reality—for six days in a row. And everything that God created
was good, according to the only standard to assess reality—Himself. When something
is according to God’s plan, it is good. When it deviates from what God prescribes, it is
not just bad, it is evil. God makes moral assessments, and before the Fall, everything was
consistent with His perfect will.

GENESIS 1:11-12
Then God said, “Let the earth bring forth vegetation, plants yielding seed and fruit trees on the
earth bearing fruit after their kind with seed in them” and it was so. 12The earth brought forth
vegetation, plants yielding seed after their kind, and trees bearing fruit with seed in them, after
their kind; and God saw that it was good.
11
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God not only creates ex nihilo, but He creates and changes one form to another,
and increasingly brings order out of chaos. Shaping reality from one form to more
completely align with God’s plan is good. Creating seeds with the potential to recreate
and grow, to produce yet more, is good. Transformation from one form to a more
productive form, consistent with God’s plan, is good. Each subsequent day of God’s
creative activity leads to more diversity and order. The animals, like the plants, are
created with the ability and command to produce more. God created plants and animals
according to their kind, i.e., the kind that God had ordained. There is no randomness
here—the master artist is creating His masterpiece.

GENESIS 1:26-31
Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let them rule
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and over all the earth,
and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.” 27God created man in His own image, in
the image of God He created him; male and female He created them. 28God blessed them; and
God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it; and rule over the
fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over every living thing that moves on the earth.”
29
Then God said, “Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the surface of
all the earth, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for you; 30and to every
beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to every thing that moves on the earth which
has life, I have given every green plant for food”; and it was so. 31God saw all that He had made,
and behold, it was very good. And there was evening and there was morning, the sixth day.
26

God created man, God’s name for the male and female equally created in His image,
as the crowning act of His creative activity. God says let us make man in our image,
according to our likeness. This is another reference to the Trinity. God’s Spirit was
introduced in v2, and the Son’s role in creation is revealed in John 1:1-3, Hebrews 1:1-4,
among other places. Humans made in God’s image are not only individuals but are also
social creatures. We were created to be in communion with God and others. As God says
in Genesis 2:18, “it is not good for the man to be alone; I will make him a helper suitable
for him.” We are socially members of families, community organizations, and most
profoundly (if Christians), a part of the body of Christ. So humans choose as individuals,
but they also have some consideration for the social implications of their actions. In so
doing, they image their creator God, who is social in His trinitarian nature.
To be created in God’s image or likeness (the Hebrew words are often used
interchangeably) suggests that God’s attributes should be seen in humans, in a more
limited sense. Many debate what it means to be an image-bearer, but it at least implies
that we are unique in creation with special responsibilities. We are His representatives
on this earth; in New Testament language we are ambassadors for Christ. It is this
designation as image-bearers, or Imago Dei, that is the foundation of human dignity
and why every human being is especially valued in God’s sight. Should we take another
image-bearer’s life, God demands the life of the one who shed that blood, since striking
an image-bearer is effectively striking at God Himself.
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Adam and Eve’s stewardship task (alternatively called the cultural or dominion
mandate) to rule over the earth and over every living creature is both their right and
obligation as image-bearers. The Hebrew transliteration of rule, radah, means to have
dominion, to dominate, or to subjugate. This is a very strong word, and it is appropriate
that God’s image-bearers should tend the garden and the broader world such that
they bring it into conformity with God’s purposes and plans. The completeness of this
dominion is evidenced by other uses in the Bible, most notably in Psalm 110 which has
God’s Messiah ruling over the nations. While the Fall has corrupted how we approach
our stewardship task, our God-given mandate to rule over creation remains (as seen in
Psalm 8 and quoted again in Hebrews 2).
V27 shows that under the category “man,” God created males and females. Males and
females are complementary—even with their differences, they are equally created
in God’s image. Together, they image God more gloriously than either could do
individually. And God Himself reflects those differences in males and females. Even
though God is always presented as “Father” in Scripture, He also reveals himself as
having the characteristics that a mother would have. God promises to meet their
needs, providing them sustaining food in the form of green plants and plants yielding
seed because dominion would be taxing and require both the male and the female to
accomplish God’s purposes. In V31, we see that all of God’s creative activity was called
very good.

SUMMARY OF BEING CREATED IMAGO DEI
As God’s image-bearers, we partially reflect His character and attributes to the created
order as His representative and vice-regent on earth. Table 1 illustrates parallels
between God and His image-bearers:
God’s Attributes

God’s Image-Bearer Attributes

He is triune and, therefore, social in
nature: “Let Us make man...”

We are social; we want to cooperate
socially

He is creative

We are creative; you were created to
create!

He works

We work—it is intrinsic to our human
dignity

He makes moral assessments, ”behold,
it was very good.”

We make moral assessments—but
under what basis?

He creates order out of chaos, “the
Spirit of God was moving over the
surface of the waters”

We subdue the earth and create order
of chaos as we take Godly dominion
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God’s Attributes

God’s Image-Bearer Attributes

He makes and executes complex plans;
plans that never need a backup

We make complex plans and execute
them, but in our finitude, we revise and
adapt

He blesses, “be fruitful and multiply”

To the extent we are good stewards, we
are a blessing to others

He exercises sovereign responsibilities,
“Then God said…”

We exercise delegated sovereign
responsibili-ties as we steward our
lives, our church and creation.

Table 1

GENESIS 2
GENESIS 2:1-3
Thus the heavens and the earth were completed, and all their hosts. By the seventh day God
completed His work which He had done, and He rested on the seventh day from all His work
which He had done. Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested
from all His work which God had created and made.
God does not tire nor grow weary, unlike finite human beings, yet God rested on the
seventh day, which provides at least two lessons. First, the Sabbath is testimony that
man must walk in faith in God. There will always be tasks to do; things we think can’t
wait—yet God says “wait.” Can we trust that God will redeem the time “lost” on a
Sabbath where we rest and rejoice in Him? God says that six days per week is sufficient
to accomplish our stewardship responsibilities. Though many of us value independence
and the ability to do things without help, God says we must walk in complete
dependence on Him. Second, finite beings need rest. Just as the nightly need to sleep
is a reminder that we must depend on God, so too is the weekly reminder a time when
our bodies and minds can relax. Indeed, the Sabbath is not merely “resting” but rather
renewing, as we spend more of that time reflecting on God and His word. We will be
more productive if we actually work fewer hours than physically possible.

GENESIS 2: 7-9, 15-17
Then the Lord God formed man of dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living being. The Lord God planted a garden toward the east,
in Eden; and there He placed the man whom He had formed. Out of the ground the Lord God
caused to grow every tree that is pleasing to the sight and good for food; the tree of life also in
the midst of the garden, and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil…. Then the Lord God
took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to cultivate it and keep it. The Lord God
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commanded the man, saying, “From any tree of the garden you may eat freely; but from the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat from it you will
surely die.”
Adam’s stewardship responsibilities are initially manifest in the Garden. Interestingly,
God not only planted trees for food but also for beauty. God is the creator of beauty and
art, and He shares this with us. Is there any masterpiece as beautiful as one that God
paints in the evening sky? God delights to create beauty and display His glory to us.
We are His image-bearers, and we likewise desire to make beautiful things. In v9, God
implicitly introduces the concept of choice—two trees, two paths. The path is spelled out
more clearly in vv 16-17, where Adam is told that he may eat freely of any tree, except the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil. This choice is fundamentally about obedience,
and obedience flows out of the recognition of dependence—who we are, and who God is.
Would Adam choose to obey, and trust God and what has said? Or would he reach out
to “do what was right in his own eyes?” Adam’s choice illustrates the concept of ethical
cause and effect: Do this and live, or do this and die. Many of our choices seem trivial,
such as what color of shirt will I wear today? Yet even choices such as these can have
ethical impact: why do I choose one over the other? Am I choosing with a thankful and
grateful heart? Am I considering how my attire might bring glory to God or shame to
me?
For Adam, his command was to “cultivate and keep” the garden. The Hebrew term for
“cultivate” (`abad) means to work, serve or dress. The image is one of a careful gardener
pruning a vine to ensure it grows to full potential. This is intended to be careful labor
on behalf of the master. The other term, “keep” (Hebrew transliteration shamar) means
to guard, observe, or to give heed, which suggests we must preserve and protect creation
as a watchful servant. As we will see in chapter three, the garden will have threats that
careful watch will avoid.

GENESIS 3
GENESIS 3:1, 6-7, 17-19
Now the serpent was more crafty than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made.
And he said to the woman, “Indeed, has God said, ‘You shall not eat from any tree of the
garden’?”
When the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and
that the tree was desirable to make one wise, she took from its fruit and ate; and she gave also
to her husband with her, and he ate. Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they knew
that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves loin coverings.
Then to Adam He said, “Because you have listened to the voice of your wife, and have eaten
from the tree about which I commanded you, saying, ‘You shall not eat from it’; Cursed is the
ground because of you; In toil you will eat of it All the days of your life. “Both thorns and thistles
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it shall grow for you; And you will eat the plants of the field; By the sweat of your face You will
eat bread, Till you return to the ground, Because from it you were taken; For you are dust, And
to dust you shall return.”
Satan’s attack is always the same: God is not trustworthy; He’s holding out on something
that you want. The challenge is to the truth of God’s word, and its applicability to our
situation. Eve faced this battle first, but each of us faces the same challenge today to
trust and obey. Each one of us still falls short. The Fall of Adam and Eve resulted in all
creation being cursed; as the Apostle Paul says in Romans 8, the creation was subjected
to futility (vanity) and is enslaved to corruption, waiting eagerly for its redemption just
as we are. All of our stewardship is now cursed and labor is difficult. The ground now
fights to release what it should have done willingly; our stewardship labor should have
been joyful, yet now we perform it in toil. The economic concept of scarcity (more very
soon) comes alive in a cursed world—nature now only grudgingly yields its fruits with
much labor, and even its fruits are often marred.
Further, worse than a cursed world, we now have corrupt hearts. Prior to the Fall, we
were in the garden “naked and unashamed.” But as soon as the man and woman ate of
the forbidden fruit, their eyes were opened and they knew they were naked. This is much
more than, “hey, all of a sudden I look in the mirror and there are no clothes on.” Rather
shame comes into the picture with the corresponding feeling of vulnerability that never
leaves fallen humans. Adam and Eve tried to make coverings for themselves, but the
problem of shame could only be covered—it was not removed. Every one of us has felt
shame at not being what we wish we were. We introspectively understand the effects of
the fall. Shame operates as an intense self-focus; any thought of others is in comparison:
either to feel inferior, with resulting jealousy, or to feel prideful, which allows us to
smugly denigrate others in our own feelings of superiority. Either way, our cursed fleshly
hearts are constantly thinking about #1, with other people a means to our ends rather
than being an end unto themselves. As we learn in Romans 5, our forefather Adam
gave us an inheritance of a sin nature. This means we’re all capable of monstrous evils
against one another. It’s easy to think of men like Cain, Herod, Hitler or Stalin as being
monsters. But the reality of the Fall means that without the grace of God, we would be
the same. Genesis 6:5 provides the terrible indictment of humanity:
Then the Lord saw that the wickedness of man was great on the earth, and
that every intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.
This stark reality has profound implications for economics, as our choices in exchange
are now excessively self-focused, and our prideful attitude often leads one to want to
dominate rather than serve others.
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1 CORINTHIANS 12:12-20
For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the body, though
many, are one body, so it is with Christ. 13For in one Spirit we were all baptized into one body—
Jews or Greeks, slaves or free—and all were made to drink of one Spirit. 14For the body does
not consist of one member but of many. 15If the foot should say, “Because I am not a hand, I
do not belong to the body,” that would not make it any less a part of the body. 16And if the ear
should say, “Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,” that would not make it any
less a part of the body. 17If the whole body were an eye, where would be the sense of hearing? If
the whole body were an ear, where would be the sense of smell? 18But as it is, God arranged the
members in the body, each one of them, as he chose. 19If all were a single member, where would
the body be? As it is, there are many parts, yet one body.
12

God is the master artist, and to magnify His own glory he created each one of us
uniquely. He knit us together and numbered our days as we were fearfully and
wonderfully made in our mothers’ wombs! As Corinthians shows (as well as similar
passages in Romans, or in Ephesians), God makes us uniquely different that we may
serve one another. God values diversity far more than a world that cries out for it. He
gives different gifts to each of us, enabling us to serve one another better. Do not think
this is simply speaking of spiritual gifts, although these gifts manifest in enhancing the
spiritual organization of the church. Differences in individual interests lead some to
pursue farming while others pursue shepherding, some choose to be musically inclined
while others choose to work metal. In a fallen world, it is precisely our differences which
provide the potential of a mutually beneficial exchange. This possibility fosters our
cooperation with people who do not look or act like we do. If we were all identical, we’d
have little reason to cooperate with one another. Our inherent God-given differences in
abilities, interests and aptitudes creates the incentive for us to socially cooperate with
others voluntarily in markets. I may not like to bake, but I sure enjoy a good pie. I might
not even like you, but if you can do something I can’t, and give me something I want, I’m
likely to be nice to you. My actions are therefore a reflection of God’s common grace to
others.

ECONOMIC SUMMARY OF CHRISTIAN
ANTHROPOLOGY
Our review of select portions of Genesis and 1 Corinthians leads to observations that
drive our understanding of economics. There are four pillars that guide economic
behavior: 1) We are individually created in the image of God, 2) we were created
individually with different gifts that God intends us to use for His glory and the benefit
of service to others 3) We are finite/dependent beings, and 4) We are fallen. Let’s review
each of these in turn.
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BIBLICAL ANTHROPOLOGY PRINCIPLE #1: WE ARE CREATED IN THE
IMAGE OF GOD
As individuals created in the image of God, we were created to create. As the table
above suggests, we have significant capabilities and responsibilities as image-bearers.
We were charged to take dominion over the material world that God has given us. Our
creativity is the source of this increasing dominion, and in economic actions, the source
of productivity gains and increases in material well-being. As our Father did, we are
tasked to increasingly create order out of chaos. We were created to make complex plans
in response to the challenges of tending the garden. Individuals acting in accordance
with their status as image-bearers provide a blessing to others as they pursue their Godly
calling. This Godly calling is not to take dominion for our own benefit, rather it is to act
as stewards on behalf of a master. To act according to our call, we must have the freedom
to exercise the delegated responsibilities God has given us.

BIBLICAL ANTHROPOLOGY PRINCIPLE #2: GOD GIVES INDIVIDUALS
DIFFERENT GIFTS AND TALENTS
Our individual calling differs based on the abilities that God has given us. Each one of us
has different aptitudes and interests, leading us to exercise our abilities in different ways.
This leads to the possibility of mutually beneficial exchange. Because of the inherent
differences we have, there is a strong incentive for us to forego our fleshly antagonism
toward others and instead seek out ways for social cooperation that lead to our mutual
benefit. Markets are the outward manifestation of this reality and naturally emerge
when people are free to exchange and property rights are reasonably well protected. The
founder of economics, Adam Smith, called this our natural “propensity to truck, barter
and exchange.” Most of us don’t actually have a natural propensity to do this generally,
but it is in our interest to participate in mutually beneficial exchanges based on our
differing individual abilities.

BIBLICAL ANTHROPOLOGY PRINCIPLE #3: HUMANS ARE
DEPENDENT AND FINITE BEINGS
God is the creator and we are the creature. As finite and dependent beings, we are
limited in what we can do and what we can know. Our universe is very complex. At best
we only know a small part, and it is the height of hubris to think that we know it all.
Indeed, the most learned in any discipline are increasingly aware of how little they know
about their subject matter. This does not mean they don’t know a lot, but rather as they
learn more and more, they get a better appreciation of the vast scope of knowledge that
still remains to be discovered.
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In the economic arena, we can understand much about the micro world around us, what
is likely to happen in a particular market if something changes (e.g., a price change). But
to tease out the full implications to the broader economy is much more difficult. Further,
the market is very dynamic, i.e., it is constantly changing based on different variables.
Our tastes and preferences change, sometimes for the better, sometimes for the worse
(by what standard!?). And there are people constantly coming up with new processes for
producing and delivering current goods and innovations modifying existing products
or creating new ones, which adds another level of complexity. What is the source of
this innovation? How do we “plan” for it? Can we produce more innovation, and if so,
how? The problem of our finitude must be coupled with our fallen nature to see the
issue; in our prideful hubris we seek to leap the bounds of our finitude and control our
circumstances. The psalmist says “I look to hills and the Lord is my help,” but we do just
the opposite, thinking our help comes from our own effort, not trusting that God will
meet our needs. We reach out ourselves for the forbidden fruit, thinking we can control
our destiny. We think we have sufficient knowledge, if not perfect knowledge, to be able
to guide our economy. There is no God to depend on; I look to the hills and say my help
comes from my own effort.

BIBLICAL ANTHROPOLOGY PRINCIPLE #4: WE ARE CORRUPTED BY
THE FALL
Finally, as fallen creatures we have the desire to get something for nothing. The biblical
model suggests deferred gratification and hard work are the path to success; our fleshly
nature wants things today and does not want to work for them. We will enslave others
to get what we want, we will deceitfully market our products, we will use false weights
and measures, and we will do many more wicked things to exploit others so that we may
have them serve us without regard for the mutually beneficial part of exchange. Our
flesh needs some constraint to prevent us from exploiting others. The extent of the Fall
means that everyone is fallen; we’re not basically good people that have been corrupted
by bad institutions. Rather bad institutions are the result of Fallen people who create
them—they are the outworking of sin in humanity. Because of this, we have no hope in
“better” leaders or in “better” systems. Indeed, when we centralize power this tends to
only magnify the risks of the monstrosities we’ve seen in history. It is no coincidence that
totalitarian dictatorship regimes have committed the most murders in history. As Lord
Acton said, “Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely.” The Roman poet
Juvenal said it similarly in his Satires when he asked, “Quis custodiet ipsos custodes,”
or “who will guard the guards themselves?” Just as good governance has found that
the decentralization of power and decision-making can constrain evil, so too many
competitors tend to limit the exploitation that one party can do to others.
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IMPLICATIONS OF A BIBLICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
free markets: an economic
system where decisions
on resource allocation are
made by individuals (as
contrasted with government
collective planning) and
characterized by private
property rights (in both
consumer as well as capital
goods) and the freedom to
exchange

There are several ways to organize an economy. In our text, we will be concerned
primarily with free markets, which the Communist Karl Marx derisively called
“capitalism.” The central feature of a free market economy is the “free” part, which leads
to “markets.” In a free market, we are free to voluntarily exchange anything that we
own for things that others own. We might exchange our labor for a salary or exchange
something we produce for money, or simply trade something we no longer need to a
friend for something they have that we want. When individuals have the freedom to
exchange, we find markets quickly emerge to expand the number of exchanges possible.
For instance, eBay took advantage of the Internet to bring together more buyers/sellers
and has significantly increased the number of trades. Facebook Marketplace is currently
expanding local trade for similar items. We will see in the next chapter how increased
trade leads to higher societal well-being, but suffice it to say for now that voluntary
exchange only takes place when both parties in an exchange believe it is in their
individual interest to trade.
To get an appreciation of the promise of free markets, watch this video:

The Promise of Free
Enterprise

Communism: an economic
system where decisions
on resource allocation are
made collectively by the
communist party and are
characterized by complete
social ownership of all
property, both consumer
and captial goods

A polar opposite of a free market economic system is Communism. A free market
system assumes private property rights, beginning with the idea that man owns himself—no one else does. So anything he creates by the sweat of his brow is his. (This
needs to be amended once we consider a Christian worldview. Man has been assigned
stewardship responsi-bilities for assets under his control, beginning with his time
and talents. Once he produces some-thing, his treasures are also assets to steward.)
Communism, however, assumes that whatever ex-ists is social (or communal) property.
Production is guided by what the communist party considers the highest value to
produce using the common resources
of the state. Communism suffers from a
Communism suffers from a
well-known incentive problem: how do you
well-known incentive problem:
get people to work hard when the fruit of
how do you get people to work
their labor doesn’t go to them? A common
saying of comrades in the former U.S.S.R.
hard when the fruit of their
(while under a communist system) was
labor doesn’t go to them?
“we pretend to work, and they pretend to
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pay.” We will see in chapter 8 that Communism also suffers from a calculation problem;
Communism is unable to rationally allocate resources. Both of these problems led to the
eventual collapse of the Soviet economy.
Socialism: an economic
system where the means
of production are owned
by the state but consumers
goods are owned by
individuals

Many see Socialism as a “third way” between free markets and Communism. Under
Socialism, individuals can own private property and there can be retail markets, but
the tools of production (all capital assets) are owned and production is directed by the
state. Socialism suffers from many of the same problems as Communism. The closer
it approaches Communism, the worse the outcome, while the more it resembles free
markets, the better it functions.
One of the central questions of our times is one that has been around for several
centuries: how should we collectively organize economic activity? Should it be
centrally planned by the government (with the complete power of the state behind it
for implementation), or should it be allowed to emerge through the voluntary actions
of individuals in society? Should we have socialism or should we have free markets?
In a socialist system, the means of production are owned by the state; individuals are
not allowed to own productive capital but instead must work according to the state’s
direction. In some more extreme cases, the choice of their occupation can be decided by
others, but in any case they would have to work in some part of the government system—
they would not be allowed to own capital goods and produce in pursuit of their own
goals. A free market system, naturally emerges where private property and its necessary
corollary, free exchange, is allowed. The Bible does not explicitly endorse any economic
system, and to ask which economic system God supports is to ask the wrong question,
as our Biblical introduction to this chapter argued. Nevertheless, God has revealed
principles which guide our support for one system over another, and the four pillars
we’ve just reviewed provide strong support to prefer free markets.
Being created in the image of God and having the associated stewardship requirements
of Godly dominion over creation means that each person created Imago Dei has a
responsibility to steward the resources that God entrusts to them for His glory. From a
Christian perspective, the question of private property vs. communal property is more
properly thought of not as an ownership issue, but as a stewardship issue. God owns it all
(Psalm 24:1) and demands individuals exercise stewardship of His creation for His own
glory. The Ten Commandments give us further understanding, as both the 8th and 10th
commandments refer to individual ownership, especially the 10th:
You shall not covet your neighbor’s house; you shall not covet your
neighbor’s wife or his male servant or his female servant or his ox or his
donkey or anything that belongs to your neighbor.
-Exodus 20:17
Not only does part of this commandment explicitly highlight private ownership since
it applies to “anything that belongs to your neighbor,” but it also includes private
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ownership of capital equipment. An ox was a primary piece of capital equipment in the
Old Testament since, as noted in Proverbs 14:4b, “…much revenue comes by the strength
of the ox.” While this verse highlights ownership responsibilities, it is important to note
that to have stewardship responsibilities (which come from a vertical relationship with
God) we must have ownership rights (which reflect a hori-zontal relationship with others
in society). While the world only sees ownership rights, Christians see the spiritual
dimension of stewardship responsibilities.
The parable of the talents (Matt 25:14-30) reveals that all of us as individuals will be
judged for our stewardship of resources that rightfully belong to our Creator God. A
proper Biblical perspective should preclude selfish action as we exercise stewardship; we
are admonished in Philippians 2 to “not merely look out for your own personal interests,
but also for the interests of others.” Rather than thinking in terms of private property
rights, the Christian thinks in terms of individual stewardship responsibilities. But the
exercise of these responsibilities is under an individual’s control, not under collective
control. Further, being created in the image of God means perhaps the most important
thing we steward is that of our individual lives. Each of us has unique gifts and talents,
and our differences allow us to serve others in a socially cooperative way through the
market process. Are we using our lives in a way that allows us to fully use our abilities in
pursuit of Godly service to others?
The economic critique of socialism revolves primarily the ability to know how
to allocate scarce capital in the absence of market prices (see this chapter’s Great
Economist, Ludwig Von Mises). Socialism suggests that a board of elite experts would
have the ability to guide capital allocation. The issue is not how to decide how many
consumer goods, for example, would be produced. Trial and error in state stores could
potentially come close to market processes. The issue is in what should be produced?
What production process should be used? What kinds of capital equipment should be
produced? What research should be conducted to discover new scientific processes?
How much of our effort should we allocate? Early socialists glibly suggested the
elite planners would use the best technique. But the best technique is precisely what
is in flux every moment of the market process as entrepreneurs daily try to shape
consumer demands with new and innovative products and services and producers
work to streamline and make more efficient productive processes. It is precisely the
incentives inherent to the competitive market process which generates the dynamism
we see. Under socialism, there would be no way for the central planner to generate this
information. Nobel Laureate F. A. Hayek called this the Knowledge Problem, since there
was always knowledge that was impossible to articulate (tacit) to central planners. The
very act of aggregation of data to send to socialist central planners would eliminate the
important signals necessary to adjust production. This lack of knowledge fits with the
biblical understanding of the finiteness of humanity. It would take an omniscient being
to be able to have the necessary knowledge to control the whole economy and lead it
to innovate in the way a market economy adapts. This omniscience is denied to finite/
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dependent man. This suggests that socialism is not likely to be effective, and indeed, the
judgment of history is that socialism does not work (in the sense of achieving its goals).
Finally, we must recognize the fallen nature of humanity. What economic system
is going to most constrain the harm we can do to one another? It is precisely the
competitive part of the market process which provides the institutional incentives for
selfish producers and customers to work with each other in ways that are fair to both.
Especially when the transaction is not a unique event, i.e., there will be potentially
future transactions, each party in the market knows they will not be able to profit from
future exchanges if they behave badly—with other options, people can vote with their
feet. This option is not available when there is monopoly power, and the most dangerous
monopoly is when the monopoly is joined by the coercive power of the state. Under
socialism, there is no alternative if we are disappointed in public provision of goods
or services. Further, as F.A. Hayek argues, there is a risk that the continued pursuit
of socialist goals that are in conflict with individual’s true preferences will lead to
increasingly authoritarian measures. As we will see in subsequent chapters, free markets
provide incentives for individuals to use their God-given talents to serve one another,
while competition in free markets inhibits one’s ability to exploit others. Other systems
may restrain the evil of the market by exercising collective choice, but those systems
suffer from the ancient question of “who will watch the watchmen.” History is replete
with examples of strong states purportedly preventing individual harms that result in
monstrous collective harms (such as with Joseph Stalin in the Soviet Union).

OTHER BIBLICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
THE NECESSITY OF CHOICE IN GOD’S GRAND SALVATION
NARRATIVE
After the Fall, God’s grand narrative is to call a people to Himself and save them
from their sins through their faith (trust) in God’s salvation through the sacrifice of
Jesus Christ on the cross. Yet God is not content with just saving a people; He intends
to ultimately make a new heavens and new earth, and we will be in reality the new
creations that we are judicially in God’s sight now. This process of salvation is intimately
connected to our choices—we choose to trust in Christ and we are saved, we moment by
moment trust Christ and act according to His plan and we increasingly are conformed
to His image.
The Bible outlines God’s plan for choice from cover to cover. In the garden, Adam and
Eve were allowed the freedom to choose to follow God (symbolized by the tree of life) or
to disobey God (eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil). Deuteronomy 28-30
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outlines the blessings of following God for the nation of Israel, as well as the curses for
disobedience—Israel is called to “choose life.” Joshua likewise admonished the Israelites
to choose whom they would serve, the LORD, or the gods of the Egyptians. Jesus calls
us to choose to pick up our cross and follow after him. In the description of our eternal
destiny, we are told to choose Heaven or Hell—streets of gold or a lake of fire. We will
choose either the wide gate that leads to destruction or the narrow gate that leads to life.
Choice is also essential to the Biblical process of sanctification, as we are conformed to
the image of Christ. We are constantly faced with choices. Will we, by the spirit, put to
death the deeds of the body? Will we follow our flesh? The choice (and the consequences)
is up to us, even though completely enabled by the power of the Holy Spirit. Our life in
Christ is commonly referred to in the New Testament as our “walk,” where we moment
by moment choose to walk by the spirit or walk by our flesh. And of course the necessary
condition of coming to and walking with Christ is repentance—acknowledging our sin
and choosing to turn to God.
God allows choice in the exercise of our stewardship—we are free to be poor stewards
or good stewards. But we will individually be held accountable. A free market system
allows participants to choose, and Christians have the choice to either serve their
flesh or to serve God in their choices. Other economic systems do not allow this
choice (over at least the use of economic resources). Yet the freedom to do good or
bad seems inextricably linked to our becoming conformed to the image of Christ—
our sanctification. How does this look in application? Consider Ecclesiastes 11:1 and
Proverbs 11:24 respectively:
Cast your bread on the surface of the waters, for you will find it after many
days.
There is one who scatters, and yet increases all the more,
Both of these verses presuppose that we have material possessions to give—that we have
stewardship responsibilities. But they both also hold out a promise: if you step out in
faith, you will be rewarded. God promises to be generous with those who are generous.
From a worldly perspective, we can’t see how giving up wealth can lead to prosperity, but
God promises it can—when we are exercising stewardship according to his will.1 As we
cast our bread upon the waters, we are forced to take a giant leap of faith—faith that what
God says is true, even though we can’t see how. While there are obviously many
areas of life that we must become sanctified in through our choices (such as
Doing good in God’s
how we treat others, how we worship God in spirit and truth, etc.), the exercise
only matters if we
of godly stewardship of our resources is often one of the most difficult. An
have the freedom to
economic system that allows us to willingly give up what we have the freedom
do bad.
to keep fits well with God’s plan for choice. Doing good in God’s economy only
matters if we have the freedom to do bad.
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ASSUMPTIONS
Understanding the assumptions is critical in any analysis, and especially for economics.
We all have presuppositions and whether we understand it or not, we each have a
worldview which shapes the way we think. At this point I want to cover a few of the
assumptions that will be made. In some cases, I will offer proof in subsequent chapters;
for now, I just want to provide a common frame of reference.
methodological
individualism: the
assumption that the causal
factor of economic action is
the individual responding to
incentives

An assumption of methodological individualism is that only individuals make
choices, suffer losses, and accrue gains. Of course we often hear that Walmart made
a profit, or General Motors suffered a loss. And it’s true that those corporations did
suffer losses or receive gains. But the relevant economic actors are always individuals,
whether it’s the shareholder who will decide to increase or decrease their capital
investment, or the company’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO) who will decide whether
to expand or contract business operations in a given market. As the economist Ludwig
Von Mises so graphically put it, “the hangman, not the state, executes the criminal.”
Other social institutions are also not economic actors—whether the Federal Reserve
or the Department of the Treasury. Individual agents will ultimately make decisions
(whether as a result of group votes or on their own initiative), and will do so based on the
incentives they face. Thus, only individuals choose; societies never do.
The assumption of methodological individualism does not preclude individuals from
considering the social implications of their actions. It does not mean that societal norms
and values don’t heavily influence the choices individuals make; they often do, and
they can be very powerful. Those with a Christian worldview understand that we are
both individuals as well as part of the body of Christ. We are individuals created in the
image of God and purchased by Christ’s blood, yet we’re also a social collective with
differing gifts that should be in unity as the Godhead is. The point of the assumption
of methodological individualism is simply this: social considerations guide individual
choices by shaping incentives and values, but at the end of the day, an individual must
choose.
Another key assumption of modern economics is that value is subjective. You can
think of this as another way of saying “beauty is in the eye of the beholder.” You value
an iPhone in a certain way, and I may have a different value for it. There is no way to say
that your value is correct and mine is false, because my value is always right...for me.
But the same goes for you as well. Value is not objective; that is, it is not determined
by a standard outside our own thinking. This is often a hard concept to understand,
especially when others value things radically different than we may desire. For instance,
why are baseball players paid so much, while teachers are paid relatively little? Isn’t
teaching a much more socially valuable function? Maybe...maybe not. Who can judge?
Of course Christians have an objective source of truth; truth that can shed light on
objective valuation. To the extent that our thinking corresponds to God’s thinking,
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we can objectively assess valuations. For example, Christians have a strong value for
the dignity of life because humans are made in God’s image. Objectively, we know
that human life is valued over animal life because we were created in God’s image, and
the animals weren’t. We were created to be God’s agents to rule and subdue the earth
(including animals). Yet, to claim certainty of how God will value any particular item
is problematic. At best we may be able to say that Christians should value one item over
another, but then by how much? In the end, we have our individual subjective valuations
of what we believe represents God’s objective valuation.
Two additional assumptions seem true by all experience, so we can safely employ them
in our analysis. First, people prefer more to less. I prefer six iPhones to one iPhone,
even if I can only use one at a time. I might sell the rest; I may want a fully charged
iPhone around always. There are a myriad of other reasons to want more. But I usually
want more. Yes, one could imagine a world where we all have millions of iPhones in our
houses and where each additional iPhone is a bad thing, but that is not the world we live
in and does not describe the economic choices that most of us make. While it’s true that
for most of us, the cost of a 2nd or 3rd iPhone isn’t worth what we’d have to give up, so we
never buy it, that does not change the fact we’d likely prefer two iPhones to one. And if
the price were low enough, we’d buy a second. A second similar assumption is that we
prefer consumption today to consumption tomorrow. Or, as the character Wimpy in
the Popeye cartoon used to say, “I’ll gladly pay you Tuesday for a burger today.” If you
have the choice of having an ice cream cone right now or one next year, which do you
want? Unless you are very full right at the moment, or for some strange reason don’t like
ice cream cones, you’ll take the ice cream today. After all, who knows what tomorrow
may bring (James 4:13-14)? Sooner is preferred to later, and we’ll see in chapter 5 that this
means that we’ll have to pay more to consume today (interest) if we want to spend money
that we don’t have.

acting man: a theoretical
construct to describe
human action, focusing on
the way humans evaluate
situations and continually
strive to “substitute a more
satisfactory state of affairs
for a less satisfactory”

The assumptions of methodological individualism (only individual people make
choices—organizations don’t) and subjective value (people assign value based on
their internal judgments) are key to our understanding of what some economists call
acting man (yes, “acting man” includes females also!). Acting man makes choices by
considering costs and benefits in action. Acting man continually assesses their current
situation, makes plans to improve their situation, and acts based on those plans. Their
mind imagines a causal connection between means that are within his reach and ends
he hopes to achieve.
Hopefully you can see yourself as an “acting man.” You may imagine what you are
going to do this weekend. Introspectively, you may think that your weekend would be
better if you went on a date or attended a football game. Internally, you consider what
you might be able to do to get to go on a date (either ask someone out or communicate
your availability) and compare that with the option of using some of your money to
purchase a football ticket. In your mind, the benefits of the actions you decide to take to
achieve these ends must exceed the costs. Every one of our actions includes an internal
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cost/benefit analysis:
the process of evaluating
a possible action by
comparing the costs of an
action to its benefits

(often subconscious) cost/benefit analysis. This goes well beyond how we spend our
money. Do I get out of bed this morning? Do I wear green or blue? Even these choices
are assessed internally: do the benefits of staying in bed (more sleep) exceed the costs
(being late for work or class, or a shorter shower than you like)? If I choose to wear green,
it comes at a cost of not being able to wear blue (or red, yellow, or purple). Mentally, we
assess whether the benefits of green exceed the benefits of other colors. While we may
think “I just felt like green today,” we felt that way as a result of a cost/benefit calculation
(perhaps subconsciously). Action implies choice, and choice implies cost/benefit
calculation, and subjective cost/benefit calculation is a key part of our internal planning
process.
Our internal planning process is not perfect, and often what we imagine will lead to
something good is, in fact, quite bad for a variety of reasons. First, we may not have the
right means/ends causal framework. In other words, I may think that if I do X, it will
lead to Y, but in reality it will lead to Z. When I get Z instead of Y I will be disappointed,
and this will guide my future planning process. Second, our plans are ours alone, and
God may have other plans that do not agree with ours, such that our plans will be
frustrated.

models: a simplified
description of the processes
a scientist wants to
understand

ceteris paribus: “with
other things the same,” or
“all else equal”

plan coordination: the
continual process of
adjusting our individual
economic plans and
associated actions with
the plans of others (as
represented by the market
realities each individual
faces)

Economic analysis will often use models, which are a simplistic way of viewing the
world. While simplistic, these models can provide significant understanding by isolating
the important drivers of a market from lesser influences. You will see models employed
in subsequent chapters, but for models to be effective, we often have to employ the
assumption of ceteris paribus, or “all else equal.” As we change one variable, we assume
all other variables stay constant. For example, if we are trying to understand the supply
and demand for orange juice, we might assume a freeze in Florida reduces the supply of
oranges. In our analysis we’ll hold other things constant, such as the demand to drink
orange juice. In the real world, everything is changing simultaneously to a degree, but
by assuming ceteris paribus we are able to learn how one economic change influences
markets.
Plan coordination is one of the central features of an economic system. We all have
plans ranging from what we want to do this weekend, to what we want to do this
summer, to what we want to do in our vocation in life. Do I want to go to the concert or
invite some friends to go to the movies? Should we go to Hawaii for our family vacation
(yes!!) or stay closer to home to save money? Should I become a welder or a computer
programmer? To answer each of these questions we must apply economic reasoning, and
almost all of our choices are dependent upon the actions of others. If I decide I want to
go to the concert, how can I be sure the band will be there? If the band decides to come,
how can they be sure their bus driver will go? How can the bus driver be sure there
will be gas stations along the way? What about food? When the band arrives, how do I
know the concert hall will be open, that the facilities will be clean, or that there will be
parking? How will I get to the concert?
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You can probably stretch this line of thinking much, much further. The point is that
even the simplest of choices usually depends on the actions of many others. How our
plans fit in with their plans is crucial to a successful outcome. If the bus driver decides
to go on strike just as the band gets on the bus, it may not be possible to get another in
time to make your concert date. So how do markets solve these kinds of coordination
problems between individuals? Understanding the plans of others is difficult, and the
gathering of information is costly.
In our study, we will find that markets help with plan coordination because they are
especially effective at transmitting essential information about others’ plans in a very
efficient manner. Prices, as well as profits and losses, communicate enough information
on the social value of scarce resources to give our plans a chance to succeed. If you want
to become a computer programmer, you can see from job listings how much computer
programmers are paid today. This will be one input to confirm you are on the right
track (or not). If salaries are high and in a rising trend, that may indicate employers
are demanding more computer programmers. If you ignore this critical piece of
information, or it is not available for some reason, you might not know if your plans to
become a computer programmer are compatible with a firm’s need for programmers. If
you decide to go ahead and become a computer science major in college, and there is a
glut of computer programmers when you graduate, you will have to some degree wasted
resources, and your human capital (your talents and abilities) will not be effectively
employed. As you develop your understanding of economics, you will learn about those
institutions and rules that guide us to more effectively coordinate our plans with those
of others. When we do have effective plan coordination, we will use capital and resources
wisely. Conversely, when we find institutions and rules that inhibit plan coordination,
we will find capital and resources squandered.

PROCESS VS. OUTCOME
Many critics of free markets note the inequality of results of the market process.
Social gospel advocates support an economic system that leads to a more equitable
distribution of wealth. One of the primary arguments of these advocates is that human
dignity requires it. How can we endorse an economic system that results in vast wealth
inequalities and leaves some extremely destitute? These advocates further note the
scriptural admonitions to take care of the poor. A system that produces gross wealth
inequalities seems condemned on its face.
Nevertheless, a review of the whole counsel of Scripture can lead us to the opposite
conclusion. First, we should not expect equal results when God has endowed people
differently. It should not be too surprising that LeBron James commands a higher salary
from playing basketball than you or I could. Likewise, Joseph, who was effectively
CEO of Egypt, Inc., had more wealth under his control than his brothers or any of the
Egyptians (except Pharaoh). His managerial skills were worthy of a premium.
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Second, as noted above, God allows unequal outcomes to grow His people as they choose
to do the right thing voluntarily. In 2 Corinthians 8-9, the apostle Paul encouraged the
Corinthians to complete their planned gift to poorer Christians to benefit the body of
Christ (both the giver and the receiver). One of the Apostle’s major points was that the
gift be voluntary—not compulsory—since God loves a cheerful giver.
Third, one cannot conclude that income inequality in and of itself is necessarily
inconsistent with God’s will. There are at least five reasons given in Scripture for poverty
(this list is not necessarily comprehensive):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Slothful/lazy (Proverbs 6:6-11; 24:30-34; 26:13-16)
Natural disaster/drought/famine (1 Kings 17)
Exploitation by the powerful (James 2:6, 5:4)
Vows of poverty (Mark 12:41-44; Philippians 4:10-12)
God’s supernatural or providential action (Job 1; 1 Samuel 2:7)

Likewise, there are at least three reasons for some being rich:
1. Hard work/diligence (Proverbs 10:4)
2. God’s divine blessing (1 Samuel 2:7; Proverbs 10:22)
3. Exploitation of the poor (James 5:4)
While it is incorrect to have the view that the poor are always poor because they are lazy,
while the rich are rich because they are diligent and work hard, it is equally wrong to
assume the poor are poor necessarily due to exploitation by the rich. There are a wide
variety of reasons for inequality of outcomes, and they merit different responses. Few
Christians would disagree that God calls His people to help the poor, yet it is by no
means clear that the way we should help the poor is by taking from the rich, especially if
the poor are in that situation through their rejection of biblical values (2 Thess. 3:10).
Indeed, a slothful man’s hunger may drive him to work for food, as his hunger works for
him (Prov 16:26) as it does for all men.

Biblical stewardship will
have individuals exercising
stewardship for the benefit
of all to the glory of God!
As Christians, we really need to come to grips with why an omnipotent, sovereign God
who is all loving would allow any children to starve to death when He could send not
only manna from heaven, but any other item needed. In the end, we must conclude that
there is a bigger purpose to the pain of this world; somehow that pain is an integral part
of God’s plan. Maybe God wants us to voluntarily be His hands and feet to a hurting
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world? Maybe it has to be a voluntary choice to shape our hard hearts into the people
He has called us to be? Maybe He wants to cultivate true mercy and compassion in our
hearts (Hosea 6:6)?
This discussion suggests that the process of how we help the poor
is equally as important as the outcome we are trying to achieve.
The ends cannot justify any means. Once we consider that an allpowerful, sovereign God controls the ends, then the means chosen
become crucially important. An economic system that allows
people to exercise biblical stewardship and grow into the people
He has called us to be (as we aid the poor) is to be preferred over
a system that uses coercive collective choice to solve social problems. The latter system
provides material support, but where is the spiritual growth that would occur as we
develop compassionate hearts by the power of the Holy Spirit in the free exercise of our
stewardship?

Once we consider that an allpowerful, sovereign God controls
the ends, then the means chosen
become crucially important.

Free market capitalism most closely aligns with the biblical perspective of stewardship,
so it is the system we will examine in this text. And while not one of our arguments, it
is comforting to know that free markets have led to far more people escaping grinding
poverty than any other system known to man.

UNCERTAINTY VS. RISK
As discussed above, life is uncertain; therefore we will assume that not all events that
may happen can be predicted, even in a probabilistic sense. Many of our plans may
fail, due to circumstances that cannot be fully bounded. Many economists believe that
all economic outcomes can be predicted, in the sense that the entire range of possible
outcomes can be assessed and a probability distribution assigned such that we can
“know” the outcome. A short example may help. Suppose you work for an employer and
there is a 75% chance she’ll pay you $10/hr., and a 25% chance that she’ll pay you $20/
hr. Multiplying each probability by the outcome and adding together gives the expected
outcome:

75% × $10 + 25% × $20 = $12.50
$12.50 is the expected outcome (while economists recognize that only one or the other
will take place).
Here’s another example. When you take your first test in economics, you may get an A,
B, C, D, or F. One of these outcomes will happen in almost all school systems. If you
assign a probability to each outcome (say, equally probable at 20%) and assign a point
scale to each grade, you’ll find the most likely outcome to be a C. But this same logic
does not translate necessarily into economic actions. This economic thinking is wrong,
as has been illustrated in numerous cases such as the collapse of the hedge fund Long
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Term Capital Management (LTCM). LTCM had Nobel prize-winning economists to
help design their computer trading programs, yet they were unable to mathematically
predict all possible outcomes, and nearly wrecked the entire financial system in 1998.
(See When Genius Failed, by Roger Lowenstein, for an excellent outline of this event.)
Christians can also find this reasoning incomplete. Surely the biblical figure Job was
unable to quantitatively predict all possible outcomes. What happened to Job was not
a risk he could have planned for, but a true, uncertain event that could not have been
planned for, and could not have been “hedged” away by buying an insurance policy (Job
1). Because God is sovereign and works all things according to His purposes, this means
that we face a world of uncertainty—at least in the events our lives may see—while we
also face total certainty that God will work everything together for His glory and for our
ultimate good. Ironically, economic thinking that can reduce all events to a probabilistic
distribution of risk leads to a deterministic outlook and elimination of free will. A
proper understanding of uncertainty allows for free will, while knowing the end result is
predetermined by God’s sovereign will.
fallacies: errors in
reasoning
fallacy of composition:
the assumption that what
is true of the parts is
necessarily true of the
whole.
post hoc fallacy: an error
in reasoning that because
an event A preceded
another event B, A caused
B. Or, after this, therefore
because of this.

Fallacies should be avoided at all costs if you want correct economic analysis; but they
are all too easy to buy into. Here are some of the more common ones. A fallacy of
composition occurs when one assumes what is true of the whole is necessarily true
of the parts (or vice versa). For instance, if the government decides to give a “stimulus”
check to one constituent, that constituent obviously benefits. But does everybody
benefit? We’ll see in this text that everyone does not.
Another fallacy is the post hoc fallacy, from the Latin phrase post hoc ergo propter
hoc, which means “after this, therefore because of this.” In statistics classes, the phrase
“association does not mean causation” refers to essentially the same thing. If taxes are
raised, and the economy subsequently booms, does that mean that raising taxes is good
for the economy? Someone that commits the post hoc fallacy would say yes. But as we’ll
see later, there are other likely causes that actually improve the economy. A common but
obviously wrong example is that if a member of the original National Football League
(now the NFC) wins the Super Bowl, the stock market will go up that year. Similarly, if
an American Football League (now the AFC) team wins, the stock market will go down.
This has actually been a good predictor of stock performance. But just because the stock
market rises after the NFC team wins, does that mean a NFC victory is a causal force
driving the economy? Sadly, no; this is just fallacious thinking.
The ancient Israelites were guilty of the post hoc fallacy in their rebellion against
God. When God challenged them to stop sacrificing to other gods (Jeremiah 44), they
responded by noting that when they sacrificed to the other gods things went well, but
when they stopped things went poorly. Their faulty reasoning (after this, therefore
because of this) led them to sin grievously and suffer God’s wrath. The true causal
relationship is that every good and perfect gift comes from the Father above (James 1:17),
not from gods who are no gods (Psalm 115:4-7).
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broken window fallacy:
An error in reasoning
that assumes because
a harm will be repaired,
and the repair stimulates
the economy, the harm is
beneficial to the economy;
the error is in the failure to
identify how the resources
would have been used
alternatively
gross domestic product:
a commonly used measure
of national or overall
economic output

A final fallacy to mention here is the broken window fallacy, brilliantly elaborated by
the economist Frederic Bastiat and later by Henry Hazlitt. This fallacy is seen in almost
every newspaper after an economic disaster. Let’s say a hurricane hits Florida, causing
billions of dollars in damages. A common headline will say that the rebuilding of the
Florida infrastructure will cause gross domestic product (GDP) to rise as spending
accelerates. This is seen as somehow mitigating the damage of the hurricane in that “at
least the economy will be stimulated.” The fallacy here is that the money used to rebuild
came from somewhere. Had the hurricane not hit, that money would have been spent in
some other way, adding to the total goods or services or capital equipment rather than
simply replacing what was there before. The spending after a hurricane is almost a total
loss, despite what you read in the newspaper.

John Stossel’s
Broken Window Fallacy

MICRO & MACRO ECONOMICS
microeconomics:
the study of how individuals
and firms make choices to
allocate resources
macroeconomics:
The study of the economy
as a whole, where all
individuals’ and firms’
decisions are aggregated
as if the economy can be
analyzed as a single entity

You may have heard of two kinds of economics: microeconomics and
macroeconomics. Microeconomics looks at individual choices and incentives, while
macroeconomics looks at economy as a whole. Rather than look at individual market
supply and demand curves, macroeconomics aggregates (adds up) individual markets
into one economy. This book is primarily microeconomic in nature, for a very important
reason. All economics is microeconomic at its root. Microeconomics looks at people
and how they make their choices. There are macroeconomic (or economy-wide) effects,
but there are only microeconomic choices. In my view, the economic profession took a
serious detour in the 1930s with John Maynard Keynes’ General Theory, which focused
on insufficient effective (aggregate) demand as the source of economic problems. This
began the profession’s focus on aggregate demand and aggregate supply analysis, as
if these are two knobs that can be pulled by policymakers. Given the introductory
nature of this book, it’s doubtful you have heard of aggregate demand and aggregate
supply—we’re going to keep it that way for now, since that analytical technique is
particularly unfruitful for understanding the real economy. Even macroeconomic
policy choices (such as the interest rates set by central bankers) operate through the
choices of individual decision makers; we will therefore focus on individual choice. We
will, however, highlight how individual choices can have macroeconomic effects where
appropriate.
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Here are two, parting, introductory thoughts. The great economic journalist Henry
Hazlitt, in his book Economics in One Lesson, gave us the mark of a good economist:
Everyone can see the immediate effects of a given choice, but only the good economist
will see the final effects. As a professor in the field of economics, I will continually
work to give you the tools to be able to trace out the final effects of a given action. For
instance, when the government raises the minimum wage, everyone can see the initial
result: those that have (and keep!) minimum wage jobs get a pay raise. But is that the
final effect? You’ll have to wait until chapter 5 to get the details, but that is not the end of
the story! Policymakers that make decisions based solely on short-term effects will often
see results exactly opposite their intent—in the long run. But we all know what’s said
about the road to hell . . . it’s paved with good intentions. I’ll make sure your economic
thinking won’t go down that road!
The final introductory thought is about 1st vs. 2nd best worlds. Or you could say, the
perfect vs. the good enough. A Christian worldview recognizes that we live in a fallen
world; therefore there is no utopia until Christ returns. As we examine economic
choices, we will often point out the ideal state (or the 1st best world); but we won’t stop
there. We’ll spend quite a bit of time in the 2nd best world because it’s the world we
usually live in. For example, when we come to the chapter on money, we’ll see that most
countries have central banks and a 1st best world would have no central bank. But
since we live in a world with central banks, we’ll see how to make them as effective as
possible, while trying to minimize the harm they can do. Maybe you don’t even know
what a central bank is at this point. Not to worry, you will! And more importantly, you
must, as central bank actions (and many of the other policy choices we’ll study) have a
tremendous effect on your life. Maybe you’re not convinced. But most of you would like
to have lower interest rates on your future college loans; most of you would prefer your
savings account pay a higher interest rate; many of you would like a job when you finish
school. Our study will show you how policy actions can affect many of the day-to-day
aspects of our lives.

IT’S A WRAP!
Enough is enough! At least you have enough to understand some of the theology that
underpins this text, as well as some of the assumptions and pitfalls that accompany
economics. In the next chapter we will focus on some of the essentials of economics,
as you’ll begin to see the mutually beneficial aspects of social cooperation, or what we
commonly call ‘markets’—the result of what Adam Smith called our natural propensity
to “truck, barter and exchange.”
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
LUDWIG VON MISES
1881-1973

Photograph of Ludwig
von Mises 2

Ludwig Von Mises is an appropriate figure to recognize in our first chapter. We have
reviewed the basic assumptions that will guide our understanding of acting man
operating in a world that flows through time and is clouded by uncertainty. We have
reviewed some of the common fallacies that cause economic confusion, and we have
briefly reviewed comparative systems such as Socialism and capitalism. Ludwig Von
Mises, more than any other economist, addressed all of these issues and more. We can
(and will) rightly recognize other economists such as Adam Smith, but Von Mises wrote
the most comprehensive treatise on economic theory ever.
Human Action was Von Mises’ magnum opus (greatest work). With a few undeniable
axioms and deductive logic, Mises fashioned a comprehensive theory of economic
behavior. He called this study of human action praxeology; market exchange was a
subset of that, called catallactics. Human Action is a somewhat difficult read, although
once past the first few chapters it becomes clearer. First published in 1949, it is still being
published and read today.
While Human Action is appropriately venerated among free market scholars, it was
not Mises’ only contribution. He was the first scholar to integrate monetary theory
with microeconomics; successfully demonstrating how microeconomic behavior in the
monetary arena could lead to macroeconomic consequences in his book, The Theory
of Money and Credit. He outlined how central banks could start a boom/bust business
cycle (booms followed by recessions) by keeping interest rates too low. His student,
(Nobel laureate) Friedrich August Hayek, subsequently developed this outline into a
comprehensive business cycle theory and accurately predicted the 1929 stock market
crash.
Von Mises’ work on Socialism challenged the then conventional wisdom that Socialism
was the way of the future and would replace capitalism. Von Mises showed that without
markets, there would be no prices of capital goods (goods used to produce consumer
goods, such as tooling and machinery). And without prices of capital goods, there would
be no way to determine how goods should be produced—there would be no economic
calculation. How would you know whether you should use two laborers and one
machine to produce a good, or two machines and one laborer when you had no prices
for machinery or labor? Without economic calculation, there would be no rational way
to plan. For Von Mises, Socialism was not simply a 2nd best choice, but it was irrational
and therefore impossible in practice. While some scholars thought he was wrong, history
has certainly vindicated Von Mises. We’ll review the concepts of business cycles and
capital later in the book.
Interestingly, Von Mises, as an Austrian Jew, had to flee the Nazis prior to the outbreak
of WWII, finally settling in America. His libertarian thinking was never popular with
governments, as highlighted in this 1998 Batman comic book!
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CHAPTER ONE: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. Provide some initial thoughts on the following statement: “Jesus was a Communist.
He was always in favor of the poor, and the early church in Acts had all things in
common. Since God favors Communism, so should we.” Your ability to answer will
improve in subsequent chapters, but you should begin thinking about this question
now using some of the information presented in the first chapter.
2. True or False. The essence of economics is how we socially decide to allocate scarce
resources such as labor and capital.
3. Karl Marx thought the onset of Communism and elimination of private property
would lead to a new evolution of man: man would no longer act selfishly, but
instead for the common good. Is this vision consistent with a Christian worldview,
specifically the fallen nature of man?
4. What is meant by methodological individualism? Does this assumption preclude
social considerations in individual decisions?
5. Compare and contrast objective vs. subjective value.
6. Cost/benefit analysis is fundamental to human action. Tracing the model of cost/
benefit calculation guiding choices, and choices guiding action, describe the likely
action of Wendy’s reducing the price of their 1/4lb single value meal.
7. “If I make perfect choices with the knowledge I have, I will never be disappointed
in the outcome.” Explain why this is not likely to be true in economics. Hint: Think
about plan coordination.
8. We briefly reviewed three economic systems in this chapter. List them and describe
how they treat ownership of consumer goods (like an iPhone) and capital goods (the
factory that makes an iPhone).
9. As Christians, why should we think of stewardship responsibilities instead of private
property rights?
10. True or False. Ludwig Von Mises thought free market economics was irrational since
there was no central planner to direct the allocation of resources.
11. True or Fase. From the Acton video, Sam Gregg laid the blame for consumerism on
free markets, and challenged the church to attack free markets.
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CHAPTER ONE ANSWERS
1. Since the question only asks for thoughts, here are some of the thoughts you might
want to consider. Communism implies social ownership of capital equipment
(factories, machines, land, etc. used to produce things). Is there any biblical example
of social ownership? Is there any biblical support for private property rights?
Does God’s commands of how we individually exercise stewardship imply that
governments ought to force behavior to achieve a social goal?
2. False. Our assumption of methodological individualism mandates that all decisions
(choices) on resource allocation are made by individuals.
3. Karl Marx’s view of a “new man” is a utopian ideal that is not consistent with a
Christian worldview. Man’s fundamental problem of separation from God due to
our rebellion will not be cured simply by historical time flow but only by the return
of Christ, when we will be transformed “in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye.”
4. Methodological individualism simply means that only individuals choose. If
an entity such as a corporation or government agency acts, it is only through
individuals. This does not preclude social considerations; indeed almost all of our
decisions are made with concern of others in mind.
5. Objective value is an assessment of worth by some external standard. In classical
economics, value was considered objective because it was based on the labor input—
you could objectively measure the number of hours required to produce a good.
Subjective value is an internal assessment; you or I consider in our own heart and
mind whether something is valuable or not. When there is a question about objective
value, we can go to the external standard and come to the correct answer. If there is
a question regarding subjective value, there is no way to assess, since my idea is right
for me, and your value is right for you.
6. If Wendy’s value meal falls in price, the benefits of a given dollar of cost rise, making
this now a relatively more attractive option to purchase. Thus more people will
choose to purchase the value menu than before the price decrease.
7. Our knowledge is necessarily limited since we are not omniscient, and thus some
of our choices will come in conflict with others choices. My plans must “mesh” well
with the plans of others if I am to be happy with the results. We inevitably suffer
disappointment.
8. Capitalism features private ownership of both consumer goods and capital goods.
Socialism allows private ownership of consumer goods, but has state ownership of
the means of production (capital goods). Communism features state ownership of all
goods, consumption goods, and capital goods.
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9. God owns it all. We therefore have stewardship responsibilities to the rightful owner.
The term private property rights can lead us to think of the property as ours—to use
for our sole benefit rather than for the purposes of the rightful owner. Thus private
stewardship responsibilities is a better way to think of it.
10. False. Just the opposite.
11. False. Mr. Gregg challenged the church to address consumerism as a social problem,
not an economic problem. He supported free markets.
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ENDNOTES:
1. Do not interpret this as meaning God will always materially bless giving—his
blessings may come in some other form, and as the passage states, any reward may
not come immediately. Wisdom literature in the Bible informs us how the world
routinely works, not necessarily how it works in every situation.
2. [Photograph of Ludwig von Mises]. (Posted in 2008). Retrieved May 23, 2013, from
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ludwig_von_Mises.jpg
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CHAPTER TWO:

FUNDAMENTALS
OF ECONOMIC
BEHAVIOR

GAINS FROM TRADE IN THE BIBLE?
1 Corinthians 12
1
Now concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I do not want you to be unaware. 2You know that
when you were pagans, you were led astray to the mute idols, however you were led. 3Therefore
I make known to you that no one speaking by the Spirit of God says, “Jesus is accursed”; and
no one can say, “Jesus is Lord,” except by the Holy Spirit. 4Now there are varieties of gifts, but
the same Spirit. 5And there are varieties of ministries, and the same Lord. 6There are varieties
of effects, but the same God who works all things in all persons. 7But to each one is given the
manifestation of the Spirit for the common good. 8For to one is given the word of wisdom
through the Spirit, and to another the word of knowledge according to the same Spirit; 9to
another faith by the same Spirit, and to another gifts of healing by the one Spirit, 10and to
another the effecting of miracles, and to another prophecy, and to another the distinguishing of
spirits, to another various kinds of tongues, and to another the interpretation of tongues. 11But
one and the same Spirit works all these things, distributing to each one individually just as He
wills. 12For even as the body is one and yet has many members, and all the members of the body,
though they are many, are one body, so also is Christ.
The body of Christ is intended to have diversity, just as there is diversity within the Trinity.
While each person of the Trinity is equally God (and each are wholly part of each action of the
Trinity), Scripture describes each as having different functions. We see different roles both
in Creation and salvation: God the Father wills, and God the Holy Spirit moves through God
the Son—all working in unity for our good. As the body of Christ, when we model this unity
in diversity, we are enabled to serve others. If we were all the same, there would be no need
for the gifts each one of us brings. As the Apostle Paul clearly states, in God’s sovereign
plan each person brings a different spiritual gift, and each gift is equally valued and equally
necessary for the health and full functioning of the body. When the body of Christ, in all its
diversity, acts in unity, the impact is both profound and effective. This is the same lesson
we see in our daily vocation in economies: as we produce according to the skills and
resources God has given us and socially cooperate with others by trade, overall production is
significantly higher to the benefit of all.
Ephesians 4:15-16
15
but speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in all aspects into Him who is the head, even
Christ, 16from whom the whole body, being fitted and held together by what every joint supplies,
according to the proper working of each individual part, causes the growth of the body for the
building up of itself in love.

We are not meant to live in isolation, either spiritually or vocationally. Since the Lord Jesus
Christ commanded us to love one another, we must be in community. Applying our differing
natural endowments for the good of others is one way to demonstrate our love for our
brothers and sisters in Christ. In this chapter we will start to explore reasons for and the
benefits of social cooperation through trade.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Relate how gains from trade in markets, and how social cooperation in markets
leads to benefits similar to the social cooperation of the body of Christ
§§ Explain the concept of scarcity: why scarcity requires rationing, and why rationing
means choice and the payment of an opportunity cost
§§ Define the terms scarcity, rationing, and opportunity cost in everyday language
§§ Outline the “margin” and how this applies to our everyday choices
§§ Summarize the importance of institutions, and provide examples of important
economic institutions
§§ Appreciate how Emergent Order results from the combination of individual plans
§§ Define the Division of Labor and Gains from Specialization, and why they lead to
economic growth
§§ Explain the difference between absolute and comparative advantage
§§ Define what utility means (from an economic perspective)
§§ Differentiate between cardinal and ordinal measures
§§ Demonstrate the Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility
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INTRODUCTION
In the popular ’60s television show Star Trek, members of the crew were able to go to
the Replicator and order anything they wanted to eat, and like magic, it would appear
instantly. Most of us enjoy the modern convenience of a microwave oven; but the
Replicator…aahhh…now there is an invention worth pursuing! We’re never told exactly
how the machine works, but perhaps like the transporter, it rearranges the molecules
of something to convert it into something crew members want to eat. Not only is it
incredibly convenient, but it never seems to run out.

scarcity: the central
economic problem: we face
unlimited wants and limited
means to satisfy those
wants

The replicator process is just a future scenario envisioned by creative writers, and it
partly overcomes the central economic problem we face: scarcity. Scarcity simply means
that we don’t have enough of the goods and services that we want. Scarcity is what gives
goods their economic character. If an item isn’t scarce, then it will not be a subject of
economics. For instance, in most cases, we say that the air is free. We don’t think about
air, we just breathe it. Air is not an economic good. But there are limited cases where
air is scarce, and becomes an economic good. During the 1980s, clean air in Mexico
City was scarce due to very high pollution. Popular press reported vendors actually
selling bottles of compressed clean air for people to breathe. Clean air thus became an
economic good.

HOW MARKETS ALLOCATE SCARCE RESOURCES
ration: allocation of scarce
goods to competing ends

There are many ways for a society to deal with scarcity, but ultimately we must deal with
its reality in a fallen world. No matter which way we address scarcity, we must ration
in some way. (A very important semantic rebuttal to my point is found here. I concede
the philosophical point, but will keep my language the same. Rather than using my
language of: “scarcity leads to rationing leads to choice,” one could go directly: “scarcity
implies choice.” The economic effect is the same. His point is nevertheless well made and
good students should keep it in mind—markets don’t ration per se; individual market
participants do.) There is simply not enough of every good to give everyone all they want
for free; therefore, we ration. If people want more of something than is freely available
from nature, how do we decide who gets it? Under the market system, goods are rationed
according to price—if you have the money, you can buy the good.
You are likely familiar with other ways of rationing as well. Perhaps it’s simply “first
come, first served.” Then the cost of scarcity is borne by waiting as the inevitable lines
form, rather than paying a market price. Getting there early and waiting in line is the
way to get the good. Another way to ration is “might makes right,” and whoever has the
biggest muscles (or guns!) gets the good. Perhaps the politically powerful are able to get
the scarce goods allocated to themselves, while those with little political power receive
less. This method of rationing was prevalent in communist U.S.S.R., where communist
party stores had goods available for purchase but regular stores often had barren shelves.
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However a society ultimately deals with scarcity, collectively we must have rules that
allow us to deal with this inescapable fact of the fallen world we live in.

expectations: market
participants’ judgments of
future economic realities
(prices, demand for goods/
services, etc.)

Scarcity drives action because it is a reality not only of our frivolous wants, but many of
our needs. Since the Fall, the ground is cursed and we have to labor greatly to acquire
the things we need to live. It takes time and work to produce the things we need, and
time is perhaps the most basic scarce good we have. The concept of scarcity and the fact
that it takes time and effort to overcome leads to choice. We must choose which need
we’re going to act on and which need will be left unfulfilled. Choosing one thing means
that I don’t get to choose another. Scarcity ensures we can’t really have it all, at least in
this life. When we choose to go to the gym to play basketball on a Saturday afternoon,
we can’t simultaneously be at the movies, or at the park, or taking a nap. Choosing one
thing means we exclude many other possibilities. We choose, and then we live with the
consequences. The consequences of those choices then help shape our expectations
of the future and guide future decisions about how we’ll spend the next Saturday
afternoon. We will talk more about expectations later, but for now we only need to know
that they help influence our choices as we imagine the outcome of our decisions.
Once we understand that scarcity requires rationing, we begin to see
the need for someone (whether an individual or a collective) to choose.
Scarcity implies rationing, and rationing implies choice. If we ration
by price, for example, we must choose between various goods, because
almost all of us have a fixed budget or income. If we ration by first
come, first served, we must choose whether the time we spend in the line is worth the
good. Choice, by definition, is not only picking one option, but it means setting aside all
other options. The setting aside of other options is the cost of each choice. In economics,
we refer to this cost as the opportunity cost. Notice that the cost is not the monetary
cost you paid (say the $1 you paid for a Coke).

Scarcity implies rationing,
and rationing implies choice.

opportunity cost: the next
best alternative to a given
choice; the true sacrifice of
any choice

SUBJECTIVE VS. OBJECTIVE
As we discussed in chapter 1, when something is said to be subjective, it simply
means that it is assessed by an internal standard. Different people may have different
assessments due to personal preferences. For instance, how pretty is a rose? You may have an
entirely different assessment than I do, and neither of us is wrong because our assessment is
our own. Think of opinions: we all have them and we can’t say they’re right or wrong since they
are our own. Many problems occur because people want to assume their subjective standards
of what is good or bad are objective, and everyone else ought to agree with them (just think
about the on-going disagreement over worship music styles in church—contemporary vs.
traditional, and the strong emotions that issue often raises). If something is objective, however,
there is an external standard to assess against, and we ought to be able to reach agreement
on our assessments. Physical standards are good examples—weight, length, velocity, etc. In
economics, many of the choices we make are subjectively assessed, especially public policy
choices. If we are all in agreement that we want to reduce unemployment (a subjectively
determined personal preference), but we then raise the minimum wage, economists can
objectively show (through both logic and empirical evidence) that our means (raising minimum
wage) won’t help us achieve our ends (lowering unemployment). See chapter 6.
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Opportunity cost refers to the next highest valued opportunity forgone by our choice.
If we go to the gym on Saturday, and our second choice would have been to go to the
movies, the cost of going to the gym is the movie. This cost, like all costs, is subjective—
meaning we only assess this cost in our minds, we alone bear the cost, and we bear that
cost at the moment of choice.1 We imagine how we would enjoy the movie, and that
subjective assessment of satisfaction we would gain from the movie is what we give up
when we choose to go to the gym. This cost is not objective, and cannot be known by
anyone else.
It is true that most people can appreciate the costs of choices we make, because they
make similar choices and suffer the costs all the time. But they are not the same costs.
When Bob tells you he’s going to study on Saturday so he doesn’t fail his economics
test on Monday rather than going to the movies, you may understand…to a degree.
But you don’t know how highly he valued that movie. Certainly there is no measure of
lost satisfaction that you can apply to his choice—no “units of dissatisfaction” that are a
common standard that you and he feel the exact same way.
Opportunity cost means we must give up something with every
choice we make—our next best alternative.

THE FIRST LAW OF ECONOMICS IS SCARCITY!
SCARCITY MEANS THERE IS NO FREE LUNCH!

How much lost satisfaction from any given choice in part depends on how much of the
good we have consumed. For example, if the opportunity cost of a Coke is an order of
fries, it makes a big difference if we’ve just devoured three large fries in the last fifteen
minutes or if we’ve had nothing to eat for the last 24 hours. Our choices are always
made on the margin. Marginal analysis is a crucial consideration in how we choose. The
margin is simply the unit we are focusing on when we make a choice. Some examples
will help illustrate this point. We’ll look at the easiest example first.

marginal: the additional
unit being considered

Let’s say you are asked if you want a glass of water, or if you’d prefer a diamond—your
choice. For almost all of you, you’ll immediately say “give me the diamond.” But what if
you’ve been out in the desert for two days, and you happen to come upon a fresh water
stand? The hard-hearted entrepreneur offers to sell you a gallon of water for the diamond
ring you’re wearing—enough water to allow you to cross the remaining stretch of desert
into a town. In that case, you’ll likely hand over the ring, since it’s that or die. You value
the water over the diamond at that particular moment. The key valuation is not water
in general vs. diamonds in general; it is a specific amount of water against a specific
diamond. That specific unit is the additional or marginal unit: the unit of choice. There
is no doubt water is much more valuable than diamonds; we need water to live and
diamonds are just pretty baubles. But that is never the question. The question is always:
is this particular amount of water at this particular time more valuable than this
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particular diamond? And the answer to that depends on how much an additional unit
of water contributes to our well-being (or as economists like to say, utility) compared to
how much an additional diamond does. If we already have plenty of water, an additional
gallon is worth next to nothing. But in the desert…
THE DIAMOND WATER PARADOX: THE FAILURE OF CLASSICAL ECONOMICS
Classical economics made huge contributions to economics, showing us how trade
benefits both parties in an exchange, how the division of labor allows greatly expanded
production, and what really constitutes the wealth of nations. Yet the classical
economists failed to understand the nature of value. They thought value must be objective, and
relied on the labor theory of value to predict exchange value. Adam Smith’s famous example
of the labor theory of value was the trade of beaver for deer. If catching a beaver takes twice
the labor hours as capturing a deer (assuming both are equally pleasant or difficult activities),
a beaver ought to exchange for twice the price of a deer. And while labor content often affects
long run pricing trends, it really doesn’t explain any individual trade. The classical economists
defined two separate classes of value: value in use and value in exchange. Water, after all, is
very valuable in use, but worth little in exchange. Diamonds, however, are worth little in use,
but very valuable in exchange. The classical economists could not explain why these two values
were different, given their acceptance of the labor theory of value—thus the paradox.

It was left to the neoclassical economists Carl Menger, Leon Walras, and William Stanley
Jevons to solve the Diamond-Water Paradox. They each independently arrived at a value
theory based on marginal utility, which showed that it is each unit’s contribution to
utility (the marginal utility) that determines its value. (See chapter 3 for an elaboration
of marginal utility.)
A different example may bring this closer to home. How much you value a slice of pizza
varies tremendously with how hungry you are. For instance, after a long afternoon at the
park, you may decide to order a Domino’s Pizza. How much do you value that first slice
of pizza? Probably pretty high—after all, you’re ravenous. If you were forced to pay what
it was worth to you, you might pay $3 or $4 for that first slice of pizza. But as you keep
eating, you slowly get fuller and fuller. Now there is just one slice of pizza left in the box.
You’re not even sure you can get it down since you’re so full. How much would you be
willing to pay for that slice? Ten cents? No idea? But we can be certain that it will be less
than you were willing to pay for the first slice of pizza, because the marginal utility—or
the contribution that last slice of pizza makes to your satisfaction—is less than for the
first slice.
Back to french fries. Think about how good that first hot french fry tastes compared to
the last one at the bottom of the package. Everyone likes the first ones better, and not just
because they are hotter and fresher. We slowly satisfy the desire for french fries as we eat
more and more. We value each additional french fry, the marginal french fry, less and
less.
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UTILITY
It’s easy to think about the benefits people receive from one slice of pizza, as compared
to four slices of pizza. We know we get more benefit from four slices than from one slice,
because we assume that more is preferred to less.

utility: the economic term
to assess well-being,
happiness or personal
benefit; this conceptual
idea is subjective and not
measurable numerically

ordinal utility: utility can
be rank-ordered; i.e., an
individual can say I prefer
item A to item B
cardinal utility: utility
could have an actual
numerical measurement if
this were true

But it gets more difficult when we want to think about how individuals value multiple
goods. If I go to Wendy’s and only have $3, what do I buy? How do I compare french
fries to hamburgers? Economists answer that with the concept of utility, rejecting terms
such as satisfaction or happiness. We use the term utility to be the “catch all” for the
benefits we receive from anything. So consumers can subjectively assess the utility of a
hamburger against the utility of a large coke. Whichever provides a higher utility for a
given cost will be chosen.
There are several concepts to think about with respect to utility. First, utility is an
ordinal concept, not cardinal. This means that an individual can rank hamburgers as
more preferred to coke (an ordinal comparison), but can’t say that a hamburger is worth
four “utils” while a coke is only two “utils” in making a choice (a cardinal, or numerical
comparison). Second, these measurements of utility are subjectively (internally) assessed;
that is, they are mentally assessed internally to the chooser, so they cannot be objectively
measured. This means that there is no way for someone else to figure out your utility
gain from the gift of an ice cream cone; one can only imagine how he or she might feel in
that situation, and then think you feel somewhat similarly.

This has a further implication that is very important for public policy discussion:
there is no way to maximize social utility. We can’t simply add up everyone’s utility
(either positive or negative) from a given public policy choice, since utility is an ordinal
measurement. While economists often go to elaborate lengths to try and do it anyway
(through welfare economics and social welfare functions), they have never overcome
the argument by the famous economist Lionel Robbins that it is impossible to make
interpersonal utility comparisons. (Interestingly, when confronted with the implications
of his analysis that economists couldn’t really say much about public policy choices
without making such interpersonal comparisons of utility, Robbins rejected his earlier
(1932) work. He did not, however, show why his earlier work was incorrect! But he still
supports it here.) This means that we cannot objectively say a given policy
proposal is preferred to another; we can only make subjective preference
marginal
choices.

We know the
utility from each activity
decreases the more we
partake of it, because
we always satisfy our
most urgent wants first.

Of course, as we discussed before, individuals make decisions on the
margin—the unit of choice. So we are not really concerned with total utility,
but rather marginal utility. Will my utility be higher by eating lunch at
Wendy’s or skipping lunch and downloading music off iTunes (and having a
big dinner free at home)? As before, we know the marginal utility from each
activity decreases the more we partake of it, because we always satisfy our
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Law of Diminishing
Marginal Utility: as more
of a good is consumed, the
additional (incremental, or
marginal) utility is positive,
but lower than the utility
provided by the previous
unit consumed

most urgent wants first. This is known as the Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility.
The more we consume of a good, the less utility a good provides. Let’s say you have five
pairs of cheap sunglasses. The first pair might be with you all the time, so you’re always
on the ready. Perhaps the second is used as a backup in the car. The next pair you might
leave in your dorm room so if you misplace your primary pair, you have one readily
available. Perhaps the fourth pair is in a different color, for just that right mood. Each
one is valued progressively less, because we assume that individuals make valuations
constantly and act to satisfy his or her most urgent need first. We will see in subsequent
chapters that individuals make optimal decisions when the ex-ante (expected) marginal
utility of a given activity just exceeds the ex-ante marginal utility of the next most
preferred alternative that is not chosen.

INSTITUTIONS ARE THE DIFFERENCE!
Economists have studied various possible explanations for successful economies: natural
resources, cultural differences, colonialism, etc. But the biggest driver of successful
economies is the quality of their institutions. (See Mancer Olson’s fairly readable classic
article on the importance of institutions.) In other words, rich countries get rich not by
exploiting others, but by choosing institutions that enable economic growth. So what
do we mean by institutions? And what are the key institutions which support economic
growth? First, watch this short video on institutions by economist’s Tyler Cowen and
Alex Tabarrok.

The Importance of
Institutions

Now that you have some feel for why institutions matter, let’s explore the concept
further. First, what are institutions? And what are examples of good and bad
institutions? Nobel laureate Douglas North defined institutions as “the humanly devised
constraints that structure human interaction.” As an example of these constraints,
consider the rule of law. The rule of law (as opposed to the caprice of rulers) is critical
to economic growth. Let’s think about why. Say you work really hard, and build up
a $10 million business, and all of a sudden the legislature seizes all businesses worth
more than $100 for “the good of the common man.” What are you likely to do? It’s not
clear what you’ll do, but one thing that is not likely is for you to go out the next day
and say, “Well that was bad luck. I think I’ll just go out and work 70 hour weeks for the
next five years to get another $10 million business.” If there were no rule of law to give
you consistent protection from arbitrary political corruption, why would you bother
working hard? Somebody could always just come and take it.
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Similarly, the rule of law enables people to reach mutually agreeable arrangements
that allow our individual plans to mesh; that is, it helps with what economists call plan
coordination. Entrepreneurs are able to make individual plans because they know
the law has protections to enforce agreements they may enter into. Contract law, for
instance, allows individuals to contract with one another and stipulates the penalties for
breach of the contract. If you need a car but don’t have the money to purchase one, you
may take out a car loan. You will enter a binding contract that the government will help
enforce. Let’s say you don’t make your payments on time. The car company can then take
your car back, without your consent, based upon the contract you signed. Perhaps you
have watched the TV show Operation Repo. While dramatized, this type of activity is
sanctioned by contract law. When you don’t make payments, you forfeit the good. If the
state did not enforce contract law, how many people would be willing to loan money?
Very Few. Savers would have no place to put their savings to work, and borrowers would
have no access to capital—a sure recipe for a poor economy.
A related institution that we have already touched on is private property (or stewardship)
rights. The essence of private property rights is that your property is yours; and no one
else has a claim on it. You own yourself, and therefore you are entitled to the fruit of
your own labor. If you own it, you can consume it, trade it, ignore it, or sell it. Private
property rights means you can do anything you want with that property, as long as you
don’t violate the law (e.g., you have a right to own a baseball bat, but not the right to hit
my car with it). If someone doesn’t like that I buy a 1957 Chevy Bel Aire and leave it
outside in the weather to rust away—well, tough. Beyond the strong biblical record of
private property rights (see text box in chapter 1) , there is a compelling social reason
to support the general concept of private property, even when we don’t like how some
people exercise their stewardship responsibilities. The ability to own property provides
a powerful incentive to save and invest, and therefore promotes economic growth.
Economic growth provides a higher standard of living for everyone, as there are more
goods and services for all of us to consume.
Central banking that conducts monetary policy is another institution that enables
economies to grow successfully. A low and stable inflation rate leads to significantly
higher growth than high and/or erratic inflation rates. Let’s think about why. After
WWI, Germany experienced a hyperinflation. What’s hyperinflation? Well, the
government printing presses were printing so many pieces of paper
and injecting them into the economy by government expenditures
that the value of everything in terms of the paper changed by the
hour. There were stories of people taking wheelbarrows full of
paper currency down to the store to buy a loaf of bread; people
being paid several times a day to allow them to spend some of their
money before prices rose; bills adding multiple zeros (e.g., a $20 bill
becoming a $20,000 bill) were not uncommon. This outrage was
Figure 2.1, Zimbabwe Hyperinflation. In 2008
most recently perpetrated by the government of Zimbabwe, which
Zimbabwe’s inflation rate hit 89.7 sextillion percent!
http://www.cato.org/zimbabwe
in 2008 offered one hundred trillion dollar notes (Figure 2.1). As
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you can imagine, when prices are changing so rapidly in the official currency, no one
used these; in practice trade had ceased using official currency and people simply used
dollars.
In Germany’s post-WWI environment, no plans could be made; no coordination of
economic activity was possible through prices. The only planning that would occur
would be for people to try and find a way to avoid being stuck with worthless currency.
This would mean hoarding real assets such as gold, housing, food, etc., and no monetary
trade would occur. Without trade, the total breakdown of the economy occurs.
Institutions also promote coordination between various economic actors by providing
information about what other actors will do. Information is scarce and costly to
obtain. Institutions are able to reduce the cost of accurate information; you can
think of institutions as “congealed” or “embedded” knowledge, since they provide
relevant information to aid decision-making. By providing this embedded knowledge,
institutions allow more information to be included in our individual plans, which
tends to improve the resulting coordination. In market economies, the price system is
an institution that most effectively coordinates behavior, and communicates to all how
others are reacting and likely to act. For example, if the price of gasoline rises, we can
expect people to buy fewer cars that get poor gas mileage. We’ll expand on this concept
quite a bit in subsequent chapters.
One institution in a market might be bonding agencies, which guarantee a person’s work
if he or she damages your house. Let’s say you hire a plumber who is bonded and you
have him under contract for a job. If you know he is bonded, you have more information
about how he is likely to behave; he’s not as likely to damage your house. He is probably a
better overall plumber, or his costs to obtain a bond for his work would price him out of
the market. For instance, the contract may require the job completion by a certain date
with a significant financial penalty if the plumber doesn’t perform. If he is installing a
sprinkler system for your lawn, you can make your plans for the landscaper to begin his
work right after the plumber finishes, since you are more certain of his completing the
task without any significant problems. Institutions therefore enhance plan coordination.
These are just some of the institutions that facilitate growth. There are many others,
of course, and we find common characteristics of institutions that enable economic
growth. These characteristics include:
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§

increased information flow between individuals
incentives to work and produce
incentives to trade
anything that reduces uncertainty
promotion of moral behavior (to understand why, see “Why are Institutions
Promoting Moral Behavior Necessary for Free Markets?”)
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WHY ARE INSTITUTIONS PROMOTING MORAL BEHAVIOR NECESSARY FOR
FREE MARKETS?
The basics of free markets are value creating exchanges, as we will see shortly. But
for value creating exchanges to take place, a certain level of trust is necessary. What
would happen to your purchases of Wendy’s hamburgers if some vendors didn’t clean their
equipment to save money and a significant percentage of their customers died from E. coli? Or
if you couldn’t trust your employer to pay the agreed to wages (James 5:4)? You wouldn’t buy
many hamburgers or work for people who would cheat you. But if everyone was honest, then
it gets easier to make trades. And institutions which promote moral behavior are therefore a
contributor to economic growth!

We’ve mentioned incentives above, and it’s probably time to expand on that concept.
Incentives are simply carrots and sticks to motivate people to choose one behavior over
another. We see incentives in action all the time in our individual lives. If you do well
in school, you might get or maintain better scholarships, more freedoms from your
parents, etc. If you misbehave at school, you might receive poor grades or get expelled.
Incentives are both positive and negative, motivating you to behave a certain way.
Good behavior leads to good rewards; poor behavior leads to poor rewards or even
punishment. Incentives are very powerful, and if correctly designed, will almost always
influence behavior to some degree. These incentives can be formal written rules such as
speed limits, or informal social norms such as unacceptable public behavior that others
might find gross or offensive.
Economic incentives are just as powerful in guiding behavior. A common statement
for public policy is: If you want more of something, subsidize it! If you want less of
something, tax it! When we raise taxes on cigarettes, we provide a negative incentive (or
sanction) to smoking. Less people will smoke. When we give a tax write off for charitable
deductions, more people will give to charity, on the margin. It is important to note that
not everyone will contribute more to charity because of tax write-offs; it is sufficient that
there will be some people “on the margin” who are not sure whether they want to give to
a charity or not. When they think about the tax-deductibility of their donation, that is
what pushes them “over the hump” to decide to give. Policy decisions affect behavior of
the marginal decision-makers—those who are “on the fence” about any particular issue
and the policy pushes them in one direction or the other.

EMERGENT ORDER
invisible hand: the
principle that individuals
acting in their own selfinterest will tend to act
in a way that is socially
beneficial, even though
it was not part of their
original intent

Institutions help us plan, and more effectively dovetail our plans with those of others. As
incentives help to reinforce positive behavior with good results while punishing negative
behavior, we often see a most surprising result: individuals pursuing their own narrow
self-interest often end up serving the common interest. Adam Smith famously referred
to this as the invisible hand that guided private action to serve the public good. Smith
noted that this unintentional service was often a far more effective way to serve the
common good than those that claimed to serve the poor.
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2ND LAW OF
ECONOMICS:
Incentives Matter!
One quick example may illustrate this. The “robber barons” of the late
1800s were alleged to only want riches in the oil and railroad business—
It is only possible to make
and indeed they often did. But along the way they vastly increased
profits over the long run by
production and greatly reduced prices of steel, oil, and transportation
serving the customer.
costs. Real wages of the employees that were “exploited” during the latter
part of the industrial revolution also rose rapidly. (Estimates of real wage
growth from 1890-1914 range from 8-40%.2) They didn’t set out to serve the public good,
yet in the end they did. The key fact is this: It is only possible to make profits over the
long run by serving the customer. The pursuit of private profit in voluntary exchange
often serves the public good; in fact, Adam Smith suggests it is often the most effective
way to serve the public good.
ROBBER BARONS?
Andrew Carnegie, the steel magnate, cut steel rail prices from ~ $50 to $10 in thirty
years, greatly reducing the cost of rail transportation. J.D. Rockefeller drove the price
of a gallon of oil from 58 cents to 8 cents, enabling the use of oil for the poor. Cornelius
Vanderbilt, without government subsidies as some of his competitors did, significantly reduced
the cost of transatlantic transportation. Travel costs were as low as $30 per person, supporting
immigration to America. Yes, these people grew tremendously rich…but only by providing goods
and services that served others.

Further, this service to the “common good” is not planned for by anybody. One of my
former professors liked to use this example:
“You want to see a miracle? Go to the grocery store in January and you’ll find
a cucumber! No one ever gave an order for that to be there and yet without
fail we can count on fresh vegetables in winter in our supermarkets. No
one set out in advance to plan this outcome, no order was ever given by
government planners, and yet we have vegetables and fruit in winter.”
The economist F.A. Hayek once said that if man had intentionally designed the market
system, it would be one of the greatest accomplishments in human history. Yet no one
planned it, therefore we fail to see its genius. Just because no one on earth directed or
planned this outcome, of course, doesn’t mean it wasn’t part of God’s sovereign plan. As
the introduction to this chapter suggested, God has planned for individuals to cooperate
with each other and for all to benefit. The unplanned social order of the market allows
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beneficial use of our differing skills and abilities. Atheists often like to point to the
market as an example of unplanned evolution, while Christians see the opposite: people
that succeed in the market over the long term only do so by following God’s command
to serve others. Just as we serve others in non-market settings and receive eternal
blessings, so too when we serve people in market settings, we often receive earthly
blessings. This is only a qualified good result; we still live in a fallen world where some
fallen people serve others’ fleshly desires, so that we see goods and services produced
which do not honor God (the reader can undoubtedly think of many products produced
that do not edify the purchaser).
emergent order: an
order that emerges out of
the actions of numerous
individuals, the order of
which is not likely to have
been foreseen or intended
by the individual actions

The unintended order (unintended by man, not necessarily by God) created by private
individuals acting in their own self-interest is an example of emergent order. Emergent
order arises as a result of individual decision makers acting to maximize their own
interest, and creating a social order that was not part of their design. This is also
routinely called spontaneous order, since the order is not planned but “spontaneously”
occurs. I prefer the term “emergent” since the order is not truly spontaneous—it is the
result of deliberate actions of many planners and emerges from their deliberate actions.
Use of the term “emergent,” while not only more accurately conveying the meaning of
the outcome, also avoids a naturalistic and evolutionary view of market processes. Just
because an order is not centrally planned by humans does not mean it is not part of
God’s broader plan, either through His permissive or His perfect will.
Typically emergent order is a complex order that results from the combined effect of
simpler acts; social orders tend to be this type order, with free markets perhaps the
epitome. For example, the most effective way to get shoppers through the checkout line
at a grocery store is for the shoppers to spread out equally across the available cashiers.
No one has to tell them; it is in a shopper’s best interest to go to the shortest line. The
result of getting all the customers through the checkout line as quickly as possible is
not part of the individual’s plan—but that is the result. And of course, that is a very
simple social order, one that perhaps could be centrally planned (although certainly not
needed). But as the order gets more complex, and more individuals have to coordinate
their plans, it becomes impossible for a central planner to direct the outcome.
Individuals act with the specific knowledge they possess—knowledge of what Nobel
Laureate F.A. Hayek called the knowledge of time and place, which is a type of
knowledge that a central planner cannot have. The very specifics that an individual has
to act on must be highly aggregated (added up) to present to a central planner; yet the
process of aggregation would hide the very information of “time and place” that would
need to be acted on. For example, a local entrepreneur might see the need for pink
running shoes as a hot seller in Chicago, while another might see a glut of orange tennis
shoes in Tampa. The central planner might see an aggregation of shoes demanded =
shoes supplied, so he or she might continue with the current centrally directed plan.
The fact that there is a glut of orange tennis shoes in Tampa and a shortage of pink shoes
in Chicago is lost when the total is aggregated into the broader category of tennis shoes.
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And with the millions of differing products within the market, you necessarily must
aggregate the information provided to the central planner. This is the central point of
Hayek’s critique of central planning. This order occurs when individuals are the source
of equilibrating behavior, thereby creating and maintaining the order.
Let’s see how this works with a common irritant: a hike in gasoline prices. As drivers, an
increase in gasoline prices causes us to conserve; we drive less often, try to combine trips
out, maybe even carpool to work. If we expect the price rise to be longer-lasting, we may
switch to a more fuel-efficient car. No one tells us to do it—it is in our own self-interest—
so we do it. Likewise, when producers see higher prices for their products they will
respond by increasing production. They may work plants and personnel longer hours
and/or start up marginal wells (marginal wells are those that might not, for example,
have made money at $25 per barrel, but are very profitable at $75 per barrel; they are
profitable only “on the margin” as prices increase). If producers expect the increase to
last, they will spend more on longer term supply improvements such as oil exploration
and possibly alternative energy supplies. Once again, no one tells them to do this. They
do this because it is in their self-interest to pursue higher profits. Yet their actions will
benefit consumers and serve the social interest.
Whatever the source of the price hike, both consumers and producers react to
equilibrate the situation. The source could be a war in the Middle East, or perhaps a
boom in Asia; the important point is that it doesn’t matter. The combined actions of
producers and consumers lead to the emergence of a new order, without any central
authority telling them what to do. One could say that a government bureaucrat could
do the same thing, and could order people to consume less and could direct producers
to expand production. Of course those orders could be given, and there would be a
change in behavior. We saw this when consumers were given ration cards for many items
during World War II. The key distinction is that a government planner does not have
and cannot have all the information necessary to ensure the social goal of reducing oil
consumption is met at the lowest cost. For example, does the government planner have
the knowledge of what the most highly valued use of oil is for everyone? Obviously not.
Some families may want to stop driving the SUV, but still drive the same distances.
Others might want to carpool and combine trips in the SUV. Still others may need to
drive the same vehicle the same distance (maybe the vehicle is used for work, such as a
truck driver) and they’ll give up something else to handle the price increase. With the
decentralized free market system, individuals will make decisions that ultimately lead to
the desired social result of reduced consumption while optimizing their own situation.
Notice that this socially desirable outcome of an emergent order is highly dependent
upon institutions: we need an oil market for prices to emerge, and the prices create
incentives for individuals to adjust their behavior in socially beneficial ways. What
if Congress passed a law limiting “price gouging” by Big Oil? Hold your answer here,
because we’ll look at this further in chapter 5. The point to appreciate is that the
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beneficial aspects of coordination are dependent upon the institutional context—if we
don’t allow the institutions to function, or make arbitrary changes, we should not expect
a good result.
To see the beauty of this emergent order at work, watch the following video:

It’s a Wonderful Loaf

INCREASED PRODUCTION FROM THE DIVISION OF LABOR
Prior to the industrial revolution, it was common for the production of goods and
services to be just sufficient to keep civilization going. Famines were relatively common
with large loss of life when drought or floods arose. Yet today, modern famines over the
last 50 years or so were arranged (or at least allowed) by political leadership to punish
opposition. What has changed?
division of labor: division
of production tasks
between laborers such that
each worker will specialize
in a few tasks that are part
of an overall production
process

The industrial revolution sped up the application of a central economic principal for
growth: the division of labor. The division of labor allows a worker to specialize
in a given task. To illustrate, just think of SUBWAY’s sandwich shop (or you burrito
lovers can imagine Chipotle to the same effect). If you go into the store to order a ham
sandwich, and there is only one person behind the counter, she will have to do all these
tasks (at least) to make your sandwich:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Take your order
Put on new plastic gloves
Get out the bread
Lay down the meat and cheese
Add veggies and dressings
Fold/wrap the sandwich
Take off gloves
Take your money
Wash hands

Then the worker moves all the way back and does it again for the next customer. If,
instead, you go in and find three workers, the first might do steps 1, 3, and 4, the second
worker may just do steps 5 and 6, and the final worker might do step 8. Steps 2 and 9 are
not needed since the person taking the money won’t have to handle food.
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gains from specialization:
as workers specialize in a
few tasks, they can become
very efficient; this typically
results in increased output
per worker in addition to
higher quality

There are several benefits of this division of labor. First, as mentioned, you may be able
to eliminate some steps. Second, and most important, time is wasted transitioning
between steps. If you just stay in one spot and do the same thing over and over again,
you can have more of your time effectively devoted to the production process. The final
benefit of the division of labor is also hugely important: gains from specialization. If
you devote yourself to one particular task, you can become very good at it—much better
than anyone who is trying to do many tasks.
Think about your high school girls’ basketball team. Leave aside physical talents, which
obviously guide certain positions. The center is going to spend the bulk of her time
close to the rim, and will practice boxing out to ensure she gets most of the rebounds.
Does this mean she doesn’t dribble? Of course not. But she’ll spend a lot more time
practicing on posting up than dribbling. The point guard, however, will practice little at
rebounding but better be a very good passer and dribbler. The coach starts by assigning
positions based on physical skills but very quickly gives different practice assignments
to benefit from the gains from specialization. Not everyone on the team needs to be a
superstar dribbler; not everyone needs to be the best shooter from the three-point line.
The end result is a much more effective team.
Henry Ford was credited with perhaps the most effective exploitation of the division
of labor when he began using the production line for his Model T cars in the early
1900s. Ford’s efficiency was driven by many variables, such as interchangeable parts and
other production techniques. But the division of labor was instrumental; by having an
individual assemble just one part on a car over and over, production increased greatly
and costs came down, putting an automobile within reach of the common man.
ADAM SMITH AND THE DIVISION OF LABOR
Adam Smith, in the very first pages of An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the
Wealth of Nations, introduced the division of labor. He used the example of producing
pins (the kind that hold hats in place). If a man was trying to make these by himself, Smith
thought he wouldn’t be able to produce more than 20 pins in a day—maybe only one pin. But
by dividing the eighteen distinct steps among different workers, Smith had seen pin production
increase to about 4,800 pins per person per day—a productivity gain of at least 240 times, and
perhaps as much as 4,800 times. Wow!

The division of labor and associated gains from specialization lead to greater production,
far in excess of what the individual producers would ever need to consume (even if there
were ten producers, like in Smith’s pin example). This opens the door to beneficial trade:
one group can produce one item very efficiently and trade with others for items the
second group produces very efficiently. The advent of money greatly facilitates this trade,
and we’ll explore the role and function of money in chapter 10.
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Trade, or voluntary exchange, benefits both parties to the exchange. Otherwise they
wouldn’t voluntarily engage in trade. The extent that each one benefits depends
upon their individual skill as a negotiator—clearly one party to exchange can benefit
proportionately more than the other if he or she strikes a better bargain. Yet, both must
benefit to some degree, based on our earlier assumption that people prefer more to
less. Of course they might not actually benefit in hindsight; their expectations of how
the item might satisfy their needs may disappoint. How many of you have purchased
something at the store and later regretted it? But at the time of purchase you thought it
was definitely worth the money.

absolute advantage:
an individual (or firm, or
country) is said to have
an absolute advantage if
he can produce any given
good or service with fewer
resource inputs than his
potential trading partner
comparative advantage:
an individual (or firm, or
country) is said to have a
comparative advantage
if she can produce any
good or service at a lower
opportunity cost than her
potential trading partner

There is a common misconception that trade is not beneficial in all cases, especially
in public policy discussions of trade with other countries. Here we shall see that what
is true for an individual is also true for the nation. The thinking goes like this: if an
individual or nation can do everything better than another individual or nation, then
it doesn’t make sense to trade. If our goal is to maximize total production of goods and
services, we will see this conclusion is in error.
An individual may have an absolute advantage in every possible exchange, and
yet it still makes sense to trade. The reason is because everyone has a comparative
advantage that makes him or her a relatively better producer of that item. Let’s start
with some examples to see how this works and what we mean by the terms “absolute”
and “comparative” advantage.
Say Mary is a fantastic lawyer, and earns $500 per hour in her legal practice. But Mary
is also an excellent typist; she can type over 100 words per minute without error! Her
secretary Martha is only average, typing 40 words per minute, and earns $10 per hour
and can’t provide legal services at all. Given that Mary has an absolute advantage over
Martha in both typing and legal services (she can do more of both tasks), maybe she
should just fire Martha (Table 2.1)?
Mary

Martha

Typing

100 WPM

40 WPM

Legal Services

$500/hr.

$0/hr

Table 2.1. Sarah has an absolute advantage in both!

A little math should answer that question. Let’s say that Mary’s legal practice has a lot of
typing requirements, and she conveniently has 19,200 words to type per day. If Martha
takes no breaks, it will take her 8 hours to type the total 19,200 words each day. Since she
is paid $10/hr., it only costs Mary $80/day to accomplish the necessary typing by hiring
Martha.
Now let’s see the cost of doing it herself. With 19,200 words to type, at 100 words per
minute, Mary will have 192 minutes of typing. This will cost her 3.2 hours of her time.
Now the opportunity cost comes in. What would she have done with 3.2 hours? Of
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OPPORTUNITY COST
Mary: Every 19,200 words typing takes
3.2 hours that could have performed legal
work valued @ $1600

course, she would have been practicing law, and being paid
$500 per hour! So the opportunity cost of firing Martha would
be $1,520 (3.2 hrs. X $500 per hour - $80).

We can begin to see the truth: Mary has an absolute advantage
over Martha in every area—she can type faster and she can
Martha: Every 19,200 words typing takes 8 hours
practice law. But Martha has a comparative advantage at
that had no other alternative, and costs $80
typing. The amount of legal services that Martha has to give
up to type is nothing, while Mary would have to give up much more valuable time
performing legal services in order to type.

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
Even though someone may have an absolute advantage in
all areas, everyone has a comparative advantage at
something, once we appropriately consider the opportunity
cost of our time.

GAINS FROM TRADE
The concept of everyone having a comparative advantage gets even more powerful when
we begin to see that differences in productive capability provide opportunities for social
cooperation. God is social in His Trinitarian nature, and has designed us to be social
both with Him and with others. The very God-given differences between people provide
the basis for cooperative interaction, as we shall see below. We are rewarded for working
together in relationship, whether by increased productivity from the division of labor
and gains from specialization, or by trading with one another. One of the central themes
of this text is that God has designed positive and negative sanctions, both carrots and
sticks, to help guide our behavior. Gains from trade are a powerful motivator for us
to cooperate and work together despite our differences—differences which otherwise
might make us enemies. For an elaboration on these contexts, listen to Professor Don
Boudreaux:

The Hockey Stick of Human
Prosperity
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production possibilities
frontier (PPF): a PPF
illustrates the tradeoff
between two goods given a
fixed amount of productive
inputs; more of one good
necessarily reduces the
production of the alternative
good

To see how the gains from trade work in practice, consider two farmers that can
produce either corn or wheat. Given that I am most certainly not very knowledgeable
about farming, let’s simply assume for whatever reason (equipment, soil conditions,
skill, etc.) that one farmer, Jamal, is significantly better at growing wheat, and the other
farmer, Sydney, is significantly better at growing corn. Either farmer could grow some
of the other crop, as seen in Figure 2.2. The tradeoff in output is called a production
possibilities frontier , or PPF (see below).
PRODUCTION POSSIBILITIES FRONTIER (PPF)

Wheat (kbu)

A production possibilities frontier (PPF) is a way of comparing possible productive
outputs of a person or group. It is a natural outcome of scarcity and opportunity
cost—to produce more of one good requires the sacrifice of another good (or goods). We will
talk much more about PPFs in chapter 6, but for now, we just need to know a PPF illustrates the
limiting case of production; we could always be less efficient and produce beneath the curve,
but we cannot produce more (at least over the long run) as by definition the PPF describes the
best possible productive technique.

10

Jamal
Sydney
Consumption
without Trade
Consumption
with Trade

5

5

10

Corn (kbu)

Figure 2.2, Bill & Jane’s Production Possibilities Frontier
(PPF). Bill and Jane each can produce corn and wheat, but

both face tradeoffs according to the PPFs above. Jane has
a comparative advantage in producing corn, while Bill has a
comparative advantage in producing wheat. If they each produce
according to their comparative advantage, they can both
consume more.
autarky: when all
production is internal to
the unit (individual or state)
with no trade; the unit is
self-sufficient

Jamal could devote all of his efforts towards producing corn,
and grow 4,000 bushels of it. Alternatively, he could grow
10,000 bushels of wheat. Sydney could likewise choose to
produce 4,000 bushels of wheat, or 12,000 bushels of corn.
Both could choose some linear combination of corn and
wheat as in Figure 2.2.
Can you tell who has the lowest opportunity cost and
therefore the comparative advantage at producing corn and
wheat? The answer is found, as in the previous example,
by calculating how much of one good Jamal and Sydney
must give up to produce the other. Jamal has a comparative
advantage at producing wheat and Sydney has the
comparative advantage at producing corn. If Jamal produces
only wheat (his comparative advantage) and Sydney produces
only corn (her comparative advantage), Jamal would produce
10,000 bushels of wheat and Sydney would produce 12,000
bushels of corn.

By trading some of their production for the other good, Jamal
and Sydney can both consume more than under autarky.
Autarky describes a self-sufficient nation or individual; they don’t trade for anything but
produce all of their consumption goods. Compare the autarky output with cooperative
trading output in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. Jamal obviously benefits with cooperative trade, as
he gets 4,000 more bushels of corn, while keeping the same amount of wheat. Sydney is
able to consume 3,000 more bushels of wheat, while keeping the same amount of corn.
Both Jamal and Sydney benefit greatly by cooperative trade. And of course this works
not just for Jamal and Sydney, but is a universal economic principle.
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Corn
(bushels)

Wheat
(bushels)

Corn
(bushels)

Wheat
(bushels)

Jamal

2,000

5,000

Jamal

6,000

5,000

Sydney

6,000

2,000

Sydney

6,000

5,000

Total

8,000

7,000

Total

12,000

10,000

Table 2.2, Autarky (no trade)

Table 2.3, Cooperative Trade

GAINS FROM TRADE AND
SPECIALIZATION IN GENESIS?
Can you think of an example of trading in the Bible that illustrates the principles we’ve
seen in our text? Can you think of opportunities to trade that were missed? If the
theoretical results we show here were not seen, can you think about why it did not work out the
way we’ve illustrated? Here are just a few examples that you should read and think about:
• Cain and Abel
–– What if Cain had traded with Abel?
• Abraham’s negotiation for a burial plot for SarahThe Israelites in Egypt (contrast the
Israelite shepherds with Egyptian farmers)
• Jacob’s work for Laban in Genesis 29
–– Did both parties benefit from the exchange?
–– If so, why were Laban and his sons upset?
• Joseph’s management skills vs. his brothers shepherding skills
How does sin distort the perceptions and expectations of social cooperation?

IT’S A WRAP!
You should now understand the basic principles which guide economic activity, and
it’s time to put them to work! Living in a fallen world of scarcity means we have to
choose, and choosing means the setting aside of some possibilities in order to gain
others. Acting man imagines the future, assessing possible plans that could improve
his situation by subjectively evaluating opportunity costs and benefits of each possible
action. His expectations are guided by the institutional arrangements that he faces,
helping to reduce what the economist John Maynard Keynes called the “dark forces of
time and ignorance which envelop our future.” As Adam Smith suggested, our natural
propensity to “truck, barter and exchange” becomes the basis for mutually beneficial
gains from trade. In this world, production can increasingly specialize through the
division of labor, leading to increasing overall production. These mutually beneficial
exchanges are governed by the laws of supply and demand, which we’ll study in chapters
three and four. These models are the heart of the science of economics, so dive on in!
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
ADAM SMITH
1723-1790

Profile etching of Adam Smith
(public domain)3

Adam Smith is the most celebrated name in economics, and rightfully so. He was the
first social philosopher to provide a systematic overview of the nature of human action
in the marketplace. His most famous book, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
of The Wealth of Nations, was an economic tour-de-force, published in the fantastic
year of 1776. It’s interesting that this manifesto for economic freedom was written the
same year as another manifesto for freedom (political freedom): the Declaration of
Independence! (Coincidence?) His Wealth of Nations is arguably the greatest defense of
free markets ever written; suggesting that economic freedom in exchange is a powerful
force to channel man’s naturally occurring self-interest into a socially beneficial result. In
contrast to the critics’ claim that capitalism celebrates a creed that greed is good, Smith
noted that man’s natural self-interest caused him to effectively serve his neighbors. While
compassion and charity had their place in Smith’s model, he noted that “It is not from the
benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from
their regard to their own self-interest. We address ourselves, not to their humanity but
to their self-love, and never talk to them of our own necessities but of their advantages.”
He also saw that man’s natural pursuit of his own self-interest frequently served broader
social goals much more effectively than those acting in pure benevolence.
While very supportive of free markets, Smith was not an unapologetic defender of
business. He noted that it is not unusual to find business conspiring against the interests
of the consumer, usually in some effort to raise prices by restricting free markets. In
Smith’s day, the prevailing economic system that he was attempting to overthrow was
one of Mercantilism. Mercantilism held that the key to wealth for a nation was to gain
increasing amounts of gold. So policies were put into place to increase exports and
maintain high employment through a “favorable” balance of trade. Mercantilists lobbied
the government for monopoly power, especially in colonial trade. Thus in Smith’s day,
the great harm to consumers’ interests was government policies favoring business—in
many ways not unlike today.
Smith was the first and greatest of the classical economists, but his theory was certainly
not complete. He was never able to answer the diamond-water paradox of value, and
clung instead to a labor theory of value. It would await the triumvirate of Carl Menger,
Leon Walras, & Stanley Jevons to answer this question a century later with subjective
value based on marginal utility. Despite this flaw, every economist today stands on the
shoulders of this first economic giant—appropriately named Adam.
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CHAPTER TWO: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. 1 Corinthians 12:7 states that “to each one is given the manifestation of the Spirit
for the common good,” after earlier verses mentioned differing gifts. Explain how
differing gifts (natural endowments) can lead to the common good in markets.
2. Sometimes markets don’t lead to a “common good.” Reviewing 1 Corinthians 12,
can you identify why markets may fail to do so?
3. True or False. The following goods are scarce:
a. Tickets to the World Series
b. Air in the middle of Kansas
c. The one and only incredible Stinking Machine, which no one can abideth in its
presence
4. Explain why scarcity requires rationing. Does elimination of markets and rationing
by price end the problem of scarcity?
5. Which of the following represents the opportunity cost of going to the basketball
game this weekend if the ticket is $3?
a. $3
b. The happy meal I could have bought if I didn’t spend the $3 on the game
c. The walk I would have went on with my dog, my next best choice after going to
the game
6. Lisa loves iPods; she has eight in different sizes and colors. So we know she’ll love
another one. True or False? Why?
7. Institutions were identified as the driving factor in economic growth. Can you think
why Christianity is a positive institution for economic growth?
8. Is it important that we understand how an institution supports economic growth for
it to be able to do so?
9. Does emergent order imply a lack of planning? If not, who plans, and what do they
plan?
10. Why does the concept of emergent order not preclude a role for God to act
providentially?
11. Describe how the division of labor and gains from specialization could be applied to
increase the production of a corner lemonade stand.
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12. Explain why everyone has to have a comparative advantage, and why that opens up
the door to mutually beneficial trade.
13. One secular value system is known as utilitarianism. Consider its creed, “the greatest
good for the greatest number.” Why can that not be practically applied? Hint:
consider how the “greatest good” would be measured. Is it a cardinal or ordinal
measure? What does this suggest about a “scientific” way of applying the “public
interest” for specific policies?
14. True or False: Diminishing marginal utility means that the next increment of a good
decreases overall (total) utility.
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CHAPTER TWO ANSWERS
1. As people (or nations) find that they have a better aptitude for a given task than
others, they will be able to produce more at that task than others can. If they
specialize in the production of that good, they can get very good at producing a
good, such that they can have more than enough for their own consumption. They
can trade the excess production to others, in exchange for something that they
don’t do well. If their trading partners likewise specialize, the aggregate total of
production will be much larger—there is a larger “pie” for everyone to have a slice of.
While there is no guarantee that everyone’s slice will be equal, everyone will have
more than if they tried to produce everything they needed to consume.
2. When men act according to their fallen nature, they may “serve” their customers in
ways that do not edify them; they can produce products that are harmful to their
customers (such as pornography). Further, each part of the production process
is to be esteemed highly; while different remuneration based on contribution
is acceptable, if we exalt some in markets but put down others, we are guilty of
partiality. In markets, as in all life, we should seek to “give preference to one another
in honor.”
3. A. True (not enough for everyone to have freely from nature)
B. False (you can freely breathe all you want without taking from others’ ability to
do the same)
C. False (no one will want this, so the fact that there is only one is irrelevant)
4. Scarcity requires rationing since there is less of a good or service available than
people would want if it were free. Since there is less than wanted, we have to have
some way to allocate between the competing interests; we have to ration.
5. C. Opportunity cost is always the next best alternative—what you gave up by your
choice.
6. Not necessarily. You need to think about the margin; the fact that she likes previous
iPods doesn’t really tell us anything about how much she would value an additional
iPod. The only thing we can say is that if she got another one, she would get less
satisfaction from the 9th iPod than from the earlier iPods, because of the concept of
diminishing marginal utility.
7. Christianity helps promote good morals, and ethical behavior helps reduce
uncertainty over how people will behave, enabling plan coordination. If people
know they can trust a person, it is easier to engage in business transactions with
them.
8. No. Most institutions are seldom thought of or understood. While we don’t need
to understand them for institutions to work, if we enact policies that inhibit
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them because we don’t understand them, we will likely suffer negative economic
consequences.
9. No. Emergent order simply implies that all planning is done by individuals, and the
outcome that is the result of the cumulative plans of individuals will not have been
planned by any one individual.
10. No. God is sovereign in all things, such that any order that emerges is either allowed
by Him (permissive will) or desired by Him (perfect will).
11. For this question, however you think of the tasks of the lemonade stand, you could
divide them between the available labor inputs. So if there were four tasks and two
people, you could split them (in two if they were equally time consuming). As each
worker gets really good at his or her assigned tasks, he or she could produce and sell
more lemonade.
12. Since to choose to do one thing means you must give up another, we can’t do
everything—there has to be a tradeoff. If we have to give up more of one good to
produce another good than does somebody else, we should not produce that good
but allow them. Then as we each produce according to what we do best, it will be in
our interest to socially cooperate through trade.
13. The greatest good cannot be objectively known; we would have to make assumptions
as to how people might value a given policy. Utility is an ordinal measure (cannot
be measured, but only can be expressed as an order of preference). This leads to an
impossibility of “scientifically” assessing the public interest.
14. False. It simply means that the next unit’s contribution to total utility will be less
than the last. It will (usually) be positive. You can get to an extreme where more
would actually be harmful, but that is not usually the case (such as if you eat so
much you throw up).
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CHAPTER THREE:

DEMAND

DEMAND IN PROVERBS
Proverbs 16:26
A worker’s appetite works for him,
For his hunger urges him on.
Proverbs 25:16
Have you found honey? Eat only what you need,
That you not have it in excess and vomit it.
Proverbs 27:7
A sated man loathes honey,
But to a famished man any bitter thing is sweet.
We all have needs, and basic among them is the requirement for food for sustenance.
We see in Proverbs that hunger is a driving force; it causes us to act and to overcome our
fleshly sloth. Hunger can move us in a powerful way, but once we get our fill, it no longer
urges us on. As economics teaches us, there is diminishing marginal utility as we consume
more and more of a given good. Solomon highlighted the upper limit: ultimately, if you eat to
excess, you may vomit what is not needed. Even if your mind says I want it, your body knows
additional honey offers negative marginal utility!
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Relate how the concept of consumer demand is inextricably linked to opportunity
cost
§§ Describe why relative prices drive individual choice
§§ Define the Law of Demand: As price of a good goes down, its quantity demanded
will increase
§§ Contrast a change in demand from a change in quantity demanded
§§ List the factors that cause a change in demand
§§ Explain why changes on the margin are important in economics
§§ Derive a market demand curve from individual demand curves
§§ Describe why consumer surplus illustrates the consumer’s gain from trade
§§ Relate demand for a good to its elasticity
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INTRODUCTION
One fond memory I have of when my children were young is hearing one of them say,
“I want what I want!” Most of us feel that way, but the candor of a 3-year-old makes our
natural, fleshly self-focus very clear. Sometimes we call them “wants,” and other times
we call them “needs.” Usually the things we consider to be “needs” are the things that we
desire; while the things that others desire we consider to be only “wants” and not nearly
as important to satisfy! Economics, however, doesn’t consider the distinction between
“wants” and “needs” to be particularly relevant. Even our “needs” have substitutes, so
we almost always have a choice. For the very few things that might not have substitutes
(such as the air we breathe), there is no choice, and thus no economic calculation.
Evaluating our wants or needs requires a new tool in our tool kit: supply and demand
analysis. You’ve probably heard, at one time or another, the phrase: “it’s just supply and
demand.” This could have been referring to an explanation of some price or economic
situation, and from the simple meaning of those words you probably have come to
a rudimentary understanding of the phrase. You might think, “if there is more of
something, it costs less”—and vice versa. Obviously, we will need to go much more in
depth, but the good news is our basic supply and demand analysis is relatively simple;
yet, it is a very powerful tool to explain much of what we see around us. We will first
consider demand and then we’ll review supply in the next chapter.

CONCEPTS FOR DEMAND: A QUICK SUMMARY

on the margin: the
incremental (additional) unit
which is the focus of our
choice decision

marginal utility: the
incremental (additional)
utility (or benefit) to an
individual from an additional
unit of a good or service
ex ante: before the event
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We’ve already discussed acting man and how he continually assesses his situation,
makes causal reasoning between means and ends, imagines satisfaction from action,
and makes plans to act. Scarcity is the driving force for action since there is not enough
to meet all his demand for goods that are freely available from nature. He must choose
between various alternative means to satisfy his desires. The very act of choice suggests
an opportunity cost: choosing one thing must entail the setting aside of another
possible action towards the next preferred alternative. Our choices are always on the
margin; we consider the additional benefits
of a choice against the additional costs.
“Our choices are always on
For instance, we never consider choosing
the margin”
between jeans and tennis shoes in an
abstract sense. We compare the benefits of
a particular pair of jeans against the benefits of a particular pair of tennis shoes (which
we’ll have to forgo to purchase the jeans), and our choice will be guided by how much of
each we already possess. In economic language, we consider the marginal utility of
each alternative in making our choice between two goods.
We face true uncertainty, so all action is essentially speculative and can be thought of as
entrepreneurial. We don’t know the future, but ex ante (before the event) we imagine
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ex post: after the event

our actions will lead to a better state of affairs than any other alternative. We may be
right in the end, or may be disappointed ex post (after the fact). The results, good or bad,
will ultimately shape our expectations of future actions. Expectations, as we will see, are
a crucial factor in the concept of demand.

A DEEPER DIVE INTO CONCEPTS FOR DEMAND
Let’s take a look at a question regarding demand in order to get a little more prepared for
this chapter. Say that your favorite brand of t-shirts is currently on sale for 50% off. What
will happen to your demand for this t-shirt? If the price goes down then the demand
goes up…doesn’t it? Maybe…maybe not. I will highlight the imprecision of saying
“demand” later on in this chapter and explain why we
should use the term “quantity demanded,” but aside from
DEMAND CANNOT BE SEPARATED
that, we still can’t really make a decision about demand
FROM THE CONCEPT OF
from just a price change. In chapter 1 I highlighted the
OPPORTUNITY COST
critical assumption of ceteris paribus, or all else equal. If
To demand something means we must
this assumption doesn’t hold then we can’t say much about
choose between alternate means to satisfy a given
what will happen when one variable changes, since other
end. The concept of choice, by definition, means we
variables could change as well. Say the assumption doesn’t
must forego something. The decision to choose one
good is inextricably linked to the value we place on
hold and in fact all prices have fallen by half—as well as
the next best alternative. If the marginal utility of one
your income. Will demand (or more accurately, quantity
good changes, we still need to assess the marginal
demanded) change in this situation? If nothing else has
utility of the next best alternative to say what will
changed, then quantity demanded will not change.
happen to demand. The marginal utility is the benefit,
but it must be compared to its opportunity cost, the
next best alternative (and its marginal utility).

Why not? The answer is that demand cannot be separated
from the concept of opportunity cost. With what happens
in our everyday lives, we should all be familiar with this.
You choose to play football, but that means you can’t be in the band. You may choose
to go out on a date with Sarah, but that means you can’t go out with Grace. You choose
to follow Christ, but that means you can’t follow your sinful flesh patterns. You choose
to go into the army after high school, but that (at least temporarily) precludes going to
college. There is a cost to every choice, and to demand something is to forego something
else.

relative price: a price
of one good or service in
terms of another
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If the price of jeans goes down, you must consider the opportunity cost of choosing
jeans. If your next best alternative was tennis shoes, and their price also went down by
the same proportion, your opportunity cost is the same. (There could be an income
effect (discussed later), which might change our internal assessment of the opportunity
cost. But we’ll assume no income effect for this example.) Since the relative price of
jeans to tennis shoes has not changed, then what you would have to sacrifice to make a
choice has not changed. With opportunity cost the same, your demand will not change.
Relative prices are simply prices relative to other alternatives. We need to think about
relative price changes, not just price changes. Relative prices help us think about the
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implicit opportunity cost when we assess the impact of changes in price. They also
avoid possible errors in our calculus due to monetary distortions, since relative prices
eliminate a money price.
Now we’re ready to discuss the concept of demand in a more in-depth way. Recall
from chapter 2 that marginal utility decreases as you increase the quantity consumed
of a given good. This is a natural result from our assumption that acting man will use
any good or service against his most urgent need. Any subsequent good or service is
applied against the next most urgent need, and so forth. For instance, a woman riding by
horseback across the desert may stumble across an oasis. Her first action will likely be to
get a drink of water. The next action might be to allow her horse to drink from the water.
Then she might decide to take a bath to clean up. Ultimately, she might decide to take a
swim in the water. Each use of the water will be applied against a less urgent need than
the one before. As her marginal utility of each additional unit of water diminishes, so
does her quantity demanded: ceteris paribus.

law of demand: as the
price of any good falls, the
quantity demanded rises;
and as price rises,
the quantity demanded
falls, ceteris paribus

Because marginal utility
decreases as the quantity
consumed increases, the
opportunity cost of additional
consumption (as represented
by the price) must also fall for
consumers to demand more.
In economics we state this as
the law of demand: as the
price of any good goes down,
the quantity demanded goes
up; and as price goes up, the
quantity demanded goes down.
It is convenient to think of
price as an expression of the
opportunity cost, since in a
market economy we could take
the same money spent on one
good and spend it on its next
best alternative.

P($)

D
Q (#)
Figure 3.1, Notional Demand Curve. The demand curve always

slopes downward, to reflect the decreasing marginal utility provided by
additional units of a good or service. The vertical axis is the price and
the horizontal axis is the quantity of a good or service. For acting man
to want more and more of a given item, the price must go down. The
arrows are intended to show that you can travel either direction on the
curve as price changes.

Figure 3.1 shows the downward sloping demand curve. Note that the X-axis
(horizontal) is quantity demanded, and the vertical or Y-axis is price. You can thank
the economist Alfred Marshall for standardizing an unconventional diagram; normally
the independent variable (price) is on the horizontal axis with the dependent variable
(quantity) on the vertical. Marshall is credited (or blamed!) for this unique way of
displaying S&D (although earlier writers preceded him on this point). This P-Q diagram
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P($)

will be used quite a bit in our analysis in economics,
so you should get comfortable thinking about demand
(and later supply) graphically.

Notice that in this graph the downward sloping demand
curve is a function of only one variable: price. This is
very important as there are many, many errors made
in some of the finest economic media because people
refer to demand changing when price changes. As
P1
clearly seen in the diagram, there is one demand curve
D2
sloping downward as price decreases. Since there is
D1
only one demand curve, when price changes we simply
move along the demand curve to a new position. We
should correctly say that when price changes, quantity
Q1
Q2
Q (#)
demanded changes. Demand, however, does NOT
change. This does not mean, of course, that demand
Figure 3.2, Increase in Demand. The demand curve can shift as
cannot change; it simply means that demand does not
tastes, income, expectations, etc., change. In this graph, the demand
has increased, and the demand curve shifts right/up. Notice that when
change as a result of a change in price. Demand can
demand increases, at any given price, the quantity demanded has
and does change for a whole host of reasons—many of
increased, such as above from Q1 to Q2.
which we’ll now review. But when demand changes, we
do not move left or right along the existing curve, as that only occurs with price changes
(and changes the quantity demanded). When demand itself changes, the whole curve
must shift either left or right, depending on whether demand has risen or fallen. When
demand increases, the entire curve shifts right as seen in Figure 3.2. Notice that when
the whole curve shifts right, at any given
price the quantity demanded increases
“If demand for a good changes
with the shift in demand. Similarly, if
demand falls, the entire curve shifts
little with a change in income,
leftward, and at any given price the
we call that good a necessity. If
quantity demanded falls. So what are the
demand changes greatly with a
factors that cause demand to change, if
change in income, we call that
income: the flow of
not price? I’m glad you asked. Almost
monetary payments
good a luxury.”
anything else can be a factor!
(wages, interest, rents, etc.)
received over a period of
time

normal good: a good for
which demand increases
with an increase in income
inferior good: a good for
which demand falls as
income rises
necessity: a normal good
for which demand does not
increase much as income
increases
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One variable that affects demand is
our income. As an income deprived student, your demand is greatly reduced from
what it will be once you have a full time job. As your income rises, your demand for all
normal goods will increase, although not necessarily proportionally. If demand for a
good decreases as income rises, that good is called an inferior good. Conversely, when
we have a recession in this country, unemployment will rise as additional workers are
laid off. The demand curves for these individuals decrease as they’re forced to dip into
savings and/or live off unemployment insurance. If demand for a good changes little
with a change in income, we call that good a necessity. If demand changes greatly with
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luxury: a normal good for
which demand increases
greatly as income rises
income elasticity of
demand: measures how
responsive the quantity
demanded of a good is for
a given change in income;
more formally, it is equal to
the percentage of change
in quantity demanded
divided by the percentage of
change in income

a change in income, we call that good a luxury. Later on I will introduce the concept of
income elasticity of demand where we will talk more in-depth about the concept of
how much demand changes as other factors change.
THINKING ON THE MARGIN
To illustrate how we think on the margin, and how marginal benefits and marginal
costs affect our decision making, consider this example. Imagine you have a 10:30pm
curfew. Let’s say there are two possible punishments for breaking curfew. The first is being
grounded the next weekend. The second is, for every 15 minutes you’re late, you’re grounded
one night.
Now one evening you look down at your watch and its 10:35—and you’re 10 minutes from
home. What do you do? The marginal benefits and costs will drive your decision. Under the
first rule, you’re grounded next weekend regardless—so you might as well stay out all night!
Economists would say that the marginal cost of staying out later is now zero. Under the second
rule, you’ll want to hit the road immediately, and not make the situation worse!
Of course, as outstanding young men and women, you’ll want to head home immediately
anyway, but parents (and residence hall directors) had better be aware young people are also
fallen and design the marginal costs appropriately!

Of course, in order to have a demand, you have to demand it! I mean, you have to desire
a good. Our individual tastes and preferences are a strong driver of demand. What is the
latest fad and “must have” this year may be in the scrap heap next year. Conversely, taste
and preferences for many goods (such as food) may not change much at all. Face it, you
have to eat. But you don’t have to eat anything in particular. Some food items could see
significant change in their demand over time. For example, lard used to be heavily used
for cooking, but healthier vegetable oils have significantly reduced the demand for it, as
well as the pigs that supplied it
Expectations also affect demand. If you expect prices to rise in the future you may
increase your demand today. Why not stock up while the price is cheap? Similarly, if
you expect the product to be unavailable for whatever reason in the future, you may buy
today. People often stock up on groceries before each winter storm or hurricane. After
President Obama was re-elected in 2012, many Americans (rightly or wrongly) feared
he would institute stricter gun control. So what would economic theory suggest? You
guessed it—people went out and bought guns and ammunition.
Expectations of future price changes also invite speculation, and the opportunity to
profit from changes in prices. (While speculation is almost always viewed negatively
in public discourse, we will see in chapter 5 that speculation serves a very valuable
social purpose.) If a wheat trader expects prices to rise in the future at a rate greater
than what she could earn by selling today and investing the profits, she will hold the
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wheat for future sale. She may
even buy more. Likewise, an
expectation of a price decline
in the future will result in a
decrease in current demand as
individuals on the margin will
try to delay their purchases to
take advantage of lower future
prices.

complements: goods
that are usually consumed
jointly (at the same time)
substitutes: goods that
share similar characteristics
such that one good may
reasonably replace the
other
quantity demanded: At
every price, the demand
curve identifies a specific
quantity that consumers
are willing to purchase;
movement along a demand
curve is said to change the
quantity demanded, while a
shift of the demand curve is
a change in the demand
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P1

D1
Demand can also change as
the price of related goods
D2
(complements or substitutes for
that good) change. Consider
Q2
Q1
hot dogs. If the price of hot
Q (#)
dogs rises dramatically, we
know from the law of demand
Figure 3.3, Decrease in Demand. As the quantity demanded of a good
that the quantity demanded
decreases (such as our example in the text of hot dogs), complementary
goods such as hot dog buns will see a decrease in demand, as in the
will fall (look at Figure 3.1
graph above. At any given price, less buns will be demanded and we
and follow the curve up and
move from Q1 to Q2.
to the left to see this). What do
you think will happen to demand for hot dog buns? Very few people want to buy a bun
by itself. Hot dog buns are complements to hot dogs—they go together. In this case the
demand curve will shift left, as in Figure 3.3.
Demand for goods can also be affected by the demand for substitutes. A substitute is
a good that meets most of the characteristics of another good such that it can replace
the other if necessary. A classic example is beef and chicken. If the price of beef goes up,
what will happen to the demand for chicken? We know by following the demand curve
in Figure 3.1 that if the price of beef rises, the quantity demanded (notice we did
not say demand) of beef will fall. Since chicken is a substitute for beef, the demand for
chicken will rise. The demand curve shifts up and to the right as in Figure 3.2. This is
because as the relative price of beef to chicken rises, the opportunity cost (of the chicken
forgone) of beef increases.
Of course, some critics of economists might say, “I don’t even like chicken. I like beef
and would never switch, no matter the price. I don’t buy that the demand for chicken
necessarily goes up.” Can you think why that logic is wrong? Remember, all prices and
decisions are determined on the margin. It is the marginal decision that matters. At
the margin, prior to the rise in the price of beef, there were buyers who were almost
ambivalent as to whether they would purchase beef or chicken. It is these buyers who
will change their behavior and choose chicken once the price of beef rises. It is irrelevant
that the price change may not even influence the majority of buyers. It is the change of
behaviors on the margin that matters.
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A final factor in determining demand is the size of
the market. If that were to change dramatically, then
demand would shift. Consider a baby boom. We all
know that baby boomers are coming of age, and soon
we will have many more elderly. What do you expect
to happen to the demand curve for dentures when the
size of our elderly population rises? Yes, demand for
dentures will rise, along with complementary goods
such as denture cleaners and adhesives. Not fun to think
about, but true!

Javier
Megan
Tonia
Market

200
150
100
50

FACTORS INFLUENCING DEMAND:
1. Income
5

10

Q (#)

2. Tastes and preferences
3. Expectations of future prices

Figure 3.4, Market Demand Curve for AirPod Pro. The overall

4. Prices of related goods

market demand curve is derived by adding up the individual demand
curves; in our example, from Javier, Megan, and Tonia. Note that the
demand curves are vertical as we move from one price to the next.
This is an artifact of how we added the data increments, but reflects
what happens in the real world: you only want AirPod Pros in whole
increments (i.e., you want 2 or 3 AirPod Pros, not 2.257 as the price
changes). As the market gets larger and larger, both in terms of people
and the quantity of AirPod Pros sold, the demand curve will become
more smooth.

5. Size of the market

INDIVIDUAL VS. MARKET DEMAND

Up until now, we’ve described demand in very general
terms; we have not yet distinguished whose demand this
is. We have highlighted why individual marginal utility
ultimately drives demand, but we must say more on how a demand curve is derived,
which will help us understand the market prices we see in our everyday lives.
Consider three individuals: Megan, Tonia, and Javier, and their individual demands for
AirPod Pros. Notice in Figure 3.4 and Table 3.1 that as the price for AirPod Pros drop,
each of them will demand an equal or greater quantity. And while for simplicity’s sake I
am using lines to describe demand, the actual demand curve does not have to be linear;
it must simply slope downward. If our three are the only individuals in the market, we
simply need to sum up their individual demand curves to arrive at a market demand
curve.
Price

Megan

Tonia

Javier

Market

$200

1

2

0

3

$150

2

2

1

5

$100

2

3

1

6

$50

3

5

4

12

Table 3.1, Demand for AirPod Pros.
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A few observations are worth noting about the market demand curve. First, while there
is no individual “Mr. Market” (since the market demand curve is simply the summation
of individual demand curves), it must reflect diminishing marginal utility and therefore
slope downward just as if there actually were a Mr. or Ms. Market. Each additional unit
provides a smaller increase in utility than the preceding unit and therefore a smaller
amount of money will be offered for it. Second, our example is for a very small market.
As you increase to the millions of people that actually buy AirPod Pros, the demand
curve will slope downward but in a smooth fashion (as in Figure 3.1) rather than having
the stair step shape shown in Figure 3.4. Individual demand curves will always have a
stair step shape. No one wants 2.47 AirPod Pros; they want either two or three, but as
you add the millions of members to the market curve the stair steps will be so small they
will approach a smooth curve.
For an excellent additional way to think about Demand, watch this video from Professor
Tabarrok:

consumer surplus: the
gain to consumers due
to the difference in the
maximum price they would
be willing to pay (a.k.a.
their reservation price) and
what they actually have
to pay

The Demand Curve

CONSUMER SURPLUS

P($)

CS
Pe

D
Qe

Q (#)

Figure 3.5, Consumer Surplus. At any market

equilibrium price and quantity, consumers would have
been willing to pay higher prices for the most urgent uses
of that good or service, as illustrated by the demand
curve. Yet they will only have to pay the market price.
The area below the demand curve, but above the dashed
line of the equilibrium price reflects what is called the
consumer’s surplus (shaded in orange).
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In chapter 2 we identified differences in productive ability as the
rationale to explain the possibilities of gains from trade. That
explanation showed simply that everyone has a comparative
advantage at something, due to differences in opportunity costs.
This showed that beneficial trade can increase the total output of
both parties, and they both can increase consumption. In a similar
fashion, our initial review of demand shows the benefits of trade
from market transactions with a slightly different perspective:
gains in utility. As seen in Figure 3.5, the area above the market
(or equilibrium) price but below the demand curve is a gain to
the consumer, and is known as the consumer surplus. At each
quantity below the equilibrium quantity (Qe), individuals would
be willing to pay much more than the market price as they use the
good or service in its most urgent application. Yet, those items can
also be purchased at the market price, not just the unit Qe.
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Figure 3.6, Demand Curve is the Margin of Decision.

Consider Figure 3.6. A helpful way to think of the
relationship of utility to demand is to think of anywhere
above the demand curve as having negative utility to a
potential consumer: the price you pay (and its associated
opportunity cost of what other good/service you must
sacrifice) is greater than the utility you would gain from
that item. So if a soda is worth a dollar to you, but the
price is greater (say $1.50), then to purchase it would be
a subtraction to your overall well-being or utility. The
demand curve is therefore a line representing the
marginal decision—the price is just low enough at the
demand curve to prompt a purchase. This is true for both an
individual and a market demand curve. Any price greater
will subtract from overall utility and therefore the purchase
is not made; any price less adds to utility and therefore the
purchase is made.

The demand curve
To put the consumer surplus in context, imagine a hot
August day where you just finished a long hike. You
is therefore a line
forgot to bring any water on the hike and you are hot,
representing the
sweaty and very thirsty. On the drive home, you stop
marginal decision
at the first convenience store and purchase a large cool
bottle of mineral water for $1.49. The reality is that if
you had no other choice, you would perhaps have been willing to pay $10 for that first
bottle of water—you value the water at $10. But the market equilibrium price is much
less at $1.49. You obtained a utility gain from what you would have been willing to pay
(the value to you) and what you actually had to pay (the market price). Other consumers
would also have been willing to pay more, but they also got a benefit of the market price.
This works out in the overall demand curve as the area labeled CS in Figure 3.5 and
reflects the difference between how the goods are valued by the individual purchaser and
the price they actually had to pay. We will see in the next chapter on supply that there is
an analogous producer’s surplus, and we will then be able to see how the equilibrium or
market price is determined.

ELASTICITY
Let’s now talk about a new concept that will be quite helpful in thinking about the
market process. Imagine you are a producer of designer t-shirts. Now, you may have
a vision of serving the world, and perhaps t-shirts that are both cool and honoring of
Christ is a way to do that; however, wouldn’t you be able to serve Christ better if you
made a bit more money? After all, with more money, you could expand your product
line to serve both God and your customers even better! So you might begin to think, as
all entrepreneurs must, about how you can increase your profit. I will say more about
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total revenue: the
monetary value of all sales,
equal to the price of each
sale multiplied by the
sales price; if there is only
good and one price, total
revenues equals the price
multiplied by the quantity
sold

elasticity: a measure of
the responsiveness of a
given variable to changes
in another variable (usually
price, but not always)
price elasticity of
demand: a measure of
the responsiveness of the
quantity demanded to a
change in price

P($)

this process later, but for now it should be obvious that if you are able to increase the
price you receive for your product (remember, ceteris paribus!), your profits will go up.
Your total revenues will go up, since we define total revenue as the product of price
times quantity:

TR = P × Q
Perhaps you should raise your prices if you want to increase your profits. Remember, we
are assuming ceteris paribus—all else equal—
therefore your costs aren’t changing. As with any
decision, we will answer to God for how we set a
“The price elasticity
price (Matthew 12:36; Romans 14:12). If the
of demand helps us
attitude is one of increasing profits to more
understand how the
effectively expand the business to serve others,
quantity demanded of a
we’re probably ok. But if the attitude is one of how
good will change when
much I can “squeeze” out of my customers so I can
get rich, that’s an indication that we are not acting
its price changes.”
out of love toward our neighbor. But the question
you need to ask is, “if I raise my price on my
signature Lecrae t-shirt, will people still keep buying them?” Here is where a new
concept called elasticity will help you. The price elasticity of demand helps us
understand how the quantity demanded of a good will
change when its price changes. We know from the Law
of Demand that if the price rises, the quantity
demanded will fall; but by how much? If it only falls a
little and you are able to charge a lot more, it may still
make sense to raise your price. But if you raise the
price a penny and everyone stops buying, you would
D2
greatly regret the change. Entrepreneurs, therefore,
must understand the nature of their product’s market
and have some understanding of consumer demand if
they want to maximize their profits.

D1
Q (#)
Figure 3.7, Elasticity of Demand. Both demand curves follow the Law

of Demand and slope downward. The demand curve D1 is steeply sloped
and is an Inelastic demand curve, which means the quantity demanded
is relatively insensitive to price changes. The Elastic demand curve
D2 has a more gentle slope, and the quantity demanded is relatively
sensitive to price changes
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As you may suspect, the price elasticity of demand
has a relationship to the slope of the demand curve:
demand curves always slope downward, but can vary
in the steepness as seen in Figure 3.7 (and they aren’t
necessarily linear, even though we usually show linear
curves in the text for simplicity). The demand curve,
D1, is very inelastic, which means that the quantity
demanded does not change much with a change
in price. An example of this type of good might be
gasoline. At least in the short term, when the price of
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gas goes up, we simply pay it—since we have little alternative. Over the longer term, there
are options to reduce gasoline usage such as buying more efficient cars.
The blue demand curve is more elastic, and the quantity demanded is greatly affected by
the price. A product that might fit this type of demand curve could be fountain drinks at
7-eleven. There is not a great deal of difference between a fountain drink at 7-eleven and
a fountain drink at any other convenience store (although their marketing department
may want you to think so!). If 7-eleven raises their prices while others keep their prices
the same, many of their customers will switch (especially those just dropping in for a
fountain drink). As a memory trick, it may be helpful to note that an inelastic curve is
more vertical like an “I”, whereas an elastic curve is more horizontal like the horizontal
parts of an “E.”
So what determines whether a product is more elastic or inelastic? I’ve already
mentioned a couple of factors, but let’s go a bit more in-depth. First, demand curves tend
to be more inelastic in the short term. People are creatures of habit and continue in their
shopping patterns for a period of time even with prices hike. In some cases, they may not
have many short run options, such as our gasoline example. But in the long run, they can
change their behavior. Another example is blood pressure medicine. If the price is hiked,
there are not a lot of short-term alternatives; but in the longer term it might make sense
to exercise more and eat better so one doesn’t need medicine. Of course, it makes sense
independent of the price hike, but perhaps this will influence the behavior. Remember,
incentives matter!
Another factor is the closeness of substitutes. Sometimes this is related to the first issue
of time; consumers may not be as aware of other alternatives when the price is lower,
but as the price rises, they begin to look for and consider other options. My wife, for
instance, doesn’t believe there are any substitutes for Heinz brand ketchup. But if the
price rises high enough, she may very well consider alternatives.
Of course, given how little we spend on ketchup, it might take a very dramatic price
rise for her to consider substitutes. This is our third factor influencing elasticity, or how
much of our budget we spend on a good. Goods that consume a larger portion of our
budget tend to be more elastic; we’ll look for opportunities to save money when a large
budget item’s price goes up. Because it takes a large part of the budget, the opportunity
cost of an increase in price is relatively large, so we have an incentive to “shop around.”
Goods that consume less of our budget will tend to be more inelastic, since even if
the price rises there is little opportunity cost. We tend to not to see any impact on our
overall budget and thus don’t change our behavior.
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PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND
Influenced by:
1. Time: As time passes after a price change, the demand curve becomes more
elastic as people discover substitutes
2. Substitutes: The more substitutes are available, the more elastic the demand
curve becomes.
3. % Income spent: The higher the % of income spent on a good, the more elastic
the demand curve will be.

ELASTICITY DEFINED
We’ve seen how the price elasticity of demand is related to the slope of the demand
curve, but it is NOT the slope. The slope of any line is very much dependent upon the
scale given. For example, the same demand curve that looks very “inelastic” when the
vertical price axis is in pennies may look very “elastic” if we changed the scale to be in
hundreds of dollars. So to actually calculate elasticity, we need to be a bit more precise
and avoid a measure that depends on our choice of measurement units. The formal
definition is as follows: Price Elasticity of Demand equals the percentage change in
quantity demanded divided by the percentage change in price; or:

ED=

% change in QD
% change in P

With this definition, elasticity is calculated as a negative
number (since price and quantity are inversely related),
but it is common convention to drop the negative
number in discussing elasticity of demand.

P($)
ED> 1, Elastic
ED = 1, Unit Elastic
ED < 1, Inelastic
D
Q (#)

Another reason (beyond the slope being affected by
the units of measurement) for using the more formal
definition is that the price elasticity of demand changes
along a linear demand curve, as seen in Figure 3.8. (It
is beyond our scope to demonstrate the calculation of
numbers for Figure 3.8, but the interested reader can
do a quick web search on “price elasticity of demand for
linear demand curve” and find many examples of this
calculation.)

Figure 3.8, Change in Elasticity along linear demand curve. The

midpoint of a linear demand curve is unit elastic. The demand curve is
elastic above this point and is inelastic below it.
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IT’S A WRAP!
Figure 3.9 summarizes what we’ve learned about how demand works. Demand curves
always slope downward (it’s a very convenient memory tool to recognize that the
Demand curve always slopes Down). Movement along a demand curve is ONLY due to
changes in price; we speak of the “quantity demanded” changing when price changes.
When demand changes (any change besides a change in price, such as income, price
of substitutes, etc.), the entire demand curve shifts to the right or left, like the blue and
orange curves in Figure 3.9.

P($)
QD

D
QD

D

D

We now have a new tool in our tool bag: the concept
of demand. But in a way, this is only one-half of the
equation. After all, we need supply and demand to be
able to understand markets and the world we live in.
The economist Alfred Marshall used the analogy of
a pair of scissors to describe how supply and demand
interact—as both forces operate to determine market
prices. Nevertheless, it is appropriate for us to begin with
demand, because every demander is also potentially a
supplier, as we’ll see in the next chapter. The good news is
that supply and demand is not like this.

Q (#)
Figure 3.9, Change in Demand & Change in Quantity Demanded
(QD). A change in demand, such as when income rises or falls, will

result in the demand curve shifting right or left, from the red curve
above to either the orange curve (income falling) or the blue curve
(income rising). When prices changes, the quantity demanded will
change with movement along the curve. When prices rise, quantity
demanded will fall with movement along the demand curve up and to
the left. When prices fall, the quantity demanded will increase, with
movement along the curve down and to the right.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
CARL MENGER
1840-1921

Photograph of Carl Menger
(public domain)1

Carl Menger was the father of the Austrian school of economics, and more importantly,
the father of the neoclassical revolution in value theory. Classical economists Adam
Smith and David Ricardo had systematized and made a social science of the field of
political economy, but they were unsuccessful in fully explaining the question of value.
Why was water—so much more useful than diamonds—so much less valued? They
struggled because they saw value embedded in labor: the labor theory of value.
Menger realized that value was not objectively determined by how much labor went into
the production of a good, but rather was subjectively imputed by consumers. Further,
along with W.S. Jevons and Leon Walras, Menger was credited with the discovery of
value being determined by marginal utility (Walras, Menger and Jevons all reached the
same conclusion independently around the same time and thus are equally regarded for
this discovery).
Menger’s breakthrough work, Principles of Economics, was published in 1871 and
heralded a new way of looking at economic phenomenon. Gone was the fruitless search
for objective value; application of subjective value by acting man would transform
the way economics was understood. The role of the consumer and the importance of
marginal decision makers would revolutionize price theory.
Menger ushered in not only a new way of thinking, but he was also a powerful
influence on economists that followed him. Eugene Bohm-Bawerk (capital theory) and
Friedrich Weiser (opportunity cost) were both followers of Menger. Without Menger,
we never would have had Nobel Laureate, F.A. Hayek, or a Ludwig Von Mises. Menger
unfortunately spent much of his professional energies in fighting a philosophical battle
with the German historical school, failing to ever update his Principles text, which he
considered incomplete (Skousen, p. 183)2.
Menger introduced the beginnings of a robust capital theory by outlining the structure
of production. He noted that goods of the first order were consumer goods, but there
were higher order goods above the final consumer good which were used to produce
that final good. And above those higher order goods, there would still be higher order
goods—producer’s goods which might make machines that could ultimately produce
consumer’s goods. Critical to this structure of production was time, with higher order
goods separated from consumer goods by time. His disciples would make much use of
this in capital and business cycle theory.
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CHAPTER THREE: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. Describe how our individual budget constraint (how much income you have, say,
per month) relates to opportunity cost and your demand for an individual good or
service.
2. Why is the concept of opportunity cost inseparable from the Law of Demand?
3. Describe a situation (i.e., make an example) of where a change in the price of any
item changes a relative price and causes a change in demand.
4. Do the following represent factors that change demand, or change quantity
demanded?
a. Your boss gives you a raise.
b. You wear a new outfit of a particular style and the person you really like gives
you very positive feedback.
c. The price of an iPhone goes down, so you buy one.
d. Government Motors raised prices on new cars by 10%, so you decide to buy a
Honda (this question is asking about demand of Hondas, not the GM).
5. When your boss gives you a raise, you decide to stop buying hamburger helper and
start buying chicken. What can you say about these goods?
6. Draw a demand curve, with correct labeling of the axes. Now, assume that you just
learned that “helicopter” Ben Bernanke (who prints the money in the U.S.) plans to
double the money supply in the U.S. to “stimulate” the economy. Even though we
haven’t reviewed the money chapter yet, you know this can’t be good and expect
prices to rise when he goes on his printing binge. What will happen to the demand
curve based on your change in expectations? The hint is the bold word!
7. True or False. Since the price of salt is a very small part of a person’s budget, one can
absorb a price increase (say a doubling of the price) without seemingly even knowing
the price went up. That means that when the price doubles, the quantity demanded
will not change. Explain your rationale.
8. Explain what economists mean when they talk about a “marginal” decision.
9. True or False. While individual demand curves must slope down (because of
diminishing marginal utility), the market demand curve does not have to slope
down.
10. Is it possible to have a consumer surplus of zero for all consumers? If that is possible,
what would have to be true about demand?
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11. What is the definition of elasticity? Why is this term important to understand
demand?
12. Will the following tend to make the demand curve for gasoline more inelastic or
more elastic?
a. As time progresses from the short run to the long run (say 5 years later).
b. A new form of alternative fuel becomes viable and is cost competitive with
gasoline.
c. The economy goes further down and you lose your job and have to live off
savings.
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CHAPTER THREE ANSWERS
1. When we have a fixed budget (which we all do), this implies that any choice
necessarily comes at the cost of something else. We can’t have everything; therefore
we must consider which choice will give us the most benefit, or as economists say,
the most marginal utility.
2. As you increase the consumption of any good, the additional increment to your
utility (the marginal utility) falls since we satisfy our most urgent needs first.
Therefore, while additional units of a good give us smaller and smaller increases
in utility, the money could have been spent on alternative goods that also offer
increases in marginal utility. So we must consider the opportunity cost of our
purchases of additional quantities of one good, and compare against the gains in
utility from consumption of our next best alternative, the opportunity cost. Because
of diminishing marginal utility, we require a lower price to consume more of a good.
3. An increase in the price of baseball gloves will change the relative price of baseball
gloves in terms of footballs. The demand for footballs will increase.
4. A. Demand (income effect)
B. Demand (tastes and preferences)
C. Quantity Demanded (price effect)
D. Demand (Price of related goods)
5. Hamburger helper in this example is an inferior good, and chicken would be a
luxury good.
6. The demand curve will shift outward (up and right) to reflect the desire to buy more
goods now before prices rise.
7. False. Just because most people would ignore such a price rise, the marginal buyers
of salt will have a reason to adjust their purchases based on the higher price. It is the
marginal buyer we are concerned with.
8. The incremental change of a variable with the next unit.
9. False. While there is no “Mr. or Ms. Market,” the market curve sums up individual
curves such that it also reflects diminishing marginal utility.
10. No. Demand curves would have to be horizontal, which would mean there was no
diminishing marginal utility.
11. The responsiveness of a variable to change. In this chapter, we were concerned about
the elasticity of demand, or how responsive the quantity demanded is to a change in
price.
12. A. Elastic (time)
B. Elastic (more substitutes)
C. Elastic (% of income spent has risen (since income has fallen))
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ENDNOTES:
1. [Photograph of Carl Menger]. (Posted in 2009). Retrieved May 23, 2013, from http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CarlMenger.png
2. Skousen, Mark. The Making of Modern Economics, (ME Sharpe: New York), p. 183.
2009.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

SUPPLY

SUPPLY IN GENESIS
Genesis 41:15-32
15
Pharaoh said to Joseph, “I have had a dream, but no one can interpret it; and I have heard
it said about you, that when you hear a dream you can interpret it.” 16Joseph then answered
Pharaoh, saying, “It is not in me; God will give Pharaoh a favorable answer.” 17So Pharaoh spoke
to Joseph, “In my dream, behold, I was standing on the bank of the Nile; 18and behold, seven
cows, fat and sleek came up out of the Nile, and they grazed in the marsh grass. 19Lo, seven other
cows came up after them, poor and very ugly and gaunt, such as I had never seen for ugliness in
all the land of Egypt; 20and the lean and ugly cows ate up the first seven fat cows. 21Yet when they
had devoured them, it could not be detected that they had devoured them, for they were just as
ugly as before. Then I awoke. 22I saw also in my dream, and behold, seven ears, full and good,
came up on a single stalk; 23and lo, seven ears, withered, thin, and scorched by the east wind,
sprouted up after them; 24and the thin ears swallowed the seven good ears. Then I told it to the
magicians, but there was no one who could explain it to me.” 25Now Joseph said to Pharaoh,
“Pharaoh’s dreams are one and the same; God has told to Pharaoh what He is about to do. 26The
seven good cows are seven years; and the seven good ears are seven years; the dreams are one
and the same. 27The seven lean and ugly cows that came up after them are seven years, and the
seven thin ears scorched by the east wind will be seven years of famine. 28It is as I have spoken
to Pharaoh: God has shown to Pharaoh what He is about to do. 29Behold, seven years of great
abundance are coming in all the land of Egypt; 30and after them seven years of famine will come,
and all the abundance will be forgotten in the land of Egypt, and the famine will ravage the
land. 31So the abundance will be unknown in the land because of that subsequent famine; for it
will be very severe. 32Now as for the repeating of the dream to Pharaoh twice, it means that the
matter is determined by God, and God will quickly bring it about.
Chapter 4 will outline Supply. As with Demand, we will make distinctions between shifts in
supply and changes in the quantity supplied. Ultimately, the Bible makes quite clear that
God is the provider of all things: Jehovah-jireh sends his rain on the just and the unjust alike
(Matthew 5:45). In this passage from Genesis, God is explicitly identified as the source of
both the famine and the abundance, as “God will quickly bring it about.” God is the source of
supply: when he chooses to bless, the supply curve will shift right, and when he chooses to
curse, the supply curve will shift left. In His providence, God often acts through our individual
actions to affect supply.
Indeed, the Lord is the source of all supply: Isaiah 3:1 says, “For behold, the Lord GOD of
hosts is going to remove from Jerusalem and Judah Both supply and support, the whole
supply of bread And the whole supply of water.” Certainly the Christian especially looks
to the Lord as the source of supply, since Paul tells us in Philippians 4:19 “And my God will
supply all your needs according to His riches in glory in Christ Jesus.”
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§

Chapter Four: Supply

Describe how supply is inextricably linked to opportunity cost
Explain what arbitrage is, and how it is essential to guide production
Summarize the subjective nature of costs; that costs are not objective
Outline the economic rationale for the shape of marginal cost curves
Contrast a change in supply with a change in quantity supplied
List the factors which cause a change in supply
Describe how producer surplus is determined
Summarize how a market supply curve is derived from individual supply curves
List factors affecting the elasticity of supply
Define the following time periods: Market, Short Run, Long Run
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INTRODUCTION
It’s pretty easy to think about demand, because we can all relate to wanting things; we
want things all the time. Like an In-N-Out burger at lunch time…aah! Ok, so maybe
you haven’t been privileged to have one (yet), nevertheless you can similarly think of
your tastiest lunch time favorite. If I ask you to think about all the things you’d like, we
could probably still be talking next week. But if I asked you about all the things you’d
like to produce, we’re likely to have a significantly shorter discussion. Some of you have
never even thought about producing anything. But you likely have thought about what
you want to do later in life, and most of us will join larger teams involved in producing
goods and services to serve consumers. All of us will be required to produce (or supply)
in order that we may consume (or demand).
Law of markets: The
purchasing power (money)
necessary to enable
someone to demand goods
in a market comes from
their income earned while
producing other goods.

One of the early economists, J. B. Say, introduced the Law of Markets , where “products
are paid for with products.” Or, more frequently stated by Keynesian economists, “supply
creates its own demand.” Say’s Law (as it has come to be known) is controversial since
John Maynard Keynes ridiculed a straw man of Say’s Law in his famous General Theory.
We will review this controversy more fully in chapter 17, but for now, the central truth
is that when we produce, the products we create become the basis of our purchasing
power—we have something to trade. Products are indeed paid for with products,
even though much is indirect (i.e., we sell our goods for money, and use the money to
purchase other goods). As the Apostle Paul says in Ephesians 4:28, even the thief should
labor, “performing with his own hands what is good, so that he will have something to
share with one who has need.” We must produce to be able to have something to serve
others, and they in turn produce in order to serve us. Mutually beneficial cooperative
trade requires both parties to not only demand, but to supply. Say’s Law is humorously
captured in this video.

EVERY DEMANDER POTENTIALLY A SUPPLIER?
In chapter 3 we had an example dealing with AirPods and how our individual demand
is affected by price. But there is a corollary that we haven’t yet considered: we might also
become sellers of AirPods, if the price is right!
Let’s assume the following scenario: say that you are an AirPods fanatic and have four
pairs of AirPods Pros. The AirPods Pros are well worth the $250 each that you paid for
them; in fact, you would have been willing to pay $500 for the first one. Fortunately,
you didn’t have to, since the market price was only $250. But in a terrible tragedy for
music aficionados, the AirPods factories in East Asia producing them were significantly
sabotaged by disgruntled workers demanding higher wages, eliminating all current
production. To reconfigure other factories, Apple estimates at least a six-month break in
production. Primary market sources sell out of AirPods within hours, but a secondary
market offers new in-box AirPods devices for $1,000 per pair. Used AirPods quickly rise
in price as well, with $800 per used pair becoming the going rate. So what do you do?
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Since the contribution to your utility for even the first AirPods was only equal to what
$500 could have purchased in other goods, and the going rate is $800, you should sell.
Of course, as we saw in chapter 3, expectations of future prices affect demand; however,
let’s assume the utility you receive from your beloved AirPods is less than what could
be purchased for $800. In this case, you could increase your total utility by selling all
of your AirPods and using the proceeds to purchase other items. So now, you are not a
demander of AirPods, rather you have become a supplier from your existing stock.

Arbitrage: the act of
buying in cheap markets in
order to sell in expensive
markets.

This is not the only way someone can be a supplier. Consider the previous scenario.
Let’s say you were watching TV and heard the news minutes after the sabotage. You,
being the music freak you are, know the importance of AirPods to music. You realize
this is going to be terrible, especially with Christmas shopping season approaching.
The light bulb goes on! You raid your savings stash of $2,000 and head down to the
electronics superstore in town and purchase 8 AirPods Pros. When the price goes up
as you expect you will sell them for a profit. At $1,000 each (for new in-box AirPods),
you will make a profit of $6,000 on your $2,000 investment. This is arbitrage: you
profit by buying in a cheap market and selling in a dear (or expensive) market. This
is the heart of entrepreneurship: someone sees the opportunity to purchase inputs
that are undervalued by the market (in the mind of the entrepreneur) that can be
transformed and sold for a profit. The transformation may be as simple as buying in
one location and selling in another; it could be buying in one time period and selling
in another (speculators routinely do this); it could be buying labor and raw materials
and using them in an entirely different way that the market values more highly. But the
entrepreneur is both alert to these opportunities and willing to bear the risk of loss (and
therefore gain the potential reward).
This last aspect of entrepreneurship and arbitrage (transforming inputs into more
profitable outputs) is what we commonly think of as production, and is the final and
most common avenue for supply. In our AirPods example, assume for a moment that
there are no monopoly protections such as patents and copyrights. What do you think
would happen when Apple’s AirPods factories were sabotaged? Other companies might
decide to reconfigure their factories and workers to sell AirPods as well. Especially if
they thought they could do it faster. Perhaps you might go into the AirPods production
business yourself if there were no legal barriers to entry.
As you can see, every demander is potentially a supplier—if the price is right. Likewise,
every supplier is potentially a demander if the price is right. For instance, when the gold
price was extraordinarily low in the late 1990s, some gold companies actually bought
physical gold to hold for later sale when the price was expected to rise. A much more
frequent example happens when larger companies acquire smaller companies when
prices are low (when the smaller companies are undervalued relative to their future
potential). This is the same as becoming a demander for the product, since they demand
the whole company and its produce.
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JESUS SAYS: COUNT THE COST!
Luke 14:28
“For which one of you, when he wants to build a tower, does not first sit down and
calculate the cost to see if he has enough to complete it?”
In the broader passage (Luke 14:25-35), Jesus is warning potential disciples to subjectively
(internally) assess the costs of following him, demanding that in discipleship one must
ultimately be prepared to sacrifice all—if that is what the Lord calls for. There will certainly
be “costs” later in terms of the consequences of following Him, but the moment of decision is
when those costs need to be assessed. The “opportunity cost” of discipleship (the subjective
valuation of the forgone next best alternatives) thus appears to determine the supply of
disciples! With God’s sovereign grace, we can be sure he will work on our hearts to make sure
that everyone He chooses will assess the opportunity cost of discipleship as lower than the
rewards of following Him.

SUPPLY AND COSTS
We began our discussion of supply by showing how every potential demander could be
a supplier, and how the decision to sell or hold an item depends on the opportunity cost
and associated marginal utility of any decision. This introduction will help each of you
avoid some of the fallacies that bedevil economics and public discourse to this day.
Our understanding of opportunity costs informs us that costs correspond to choices
and associated actions, not to goods.
This cost is always subjectively (mentally)
Costs correspond to choices and
assessed and borne by the decision
associated actions, not to goods
maker at the point of decision. These
[and are] subjectively assessed
opportunity costs are always looking to
the future—thus they are never objective.
and borne by the decision maker
There may (and undoubtedly will be)
at the point of decision.
present monetary costs that decision
makers include in their expectations as to
the cost of future actions. But the true cost is still the “next best alternative” for a supplier
as well as a demander. It is by definition a forward-looking assessment of different paths
an individual might choose. This doesn’t mean there aren’t consequences that we think
of as “costs” later, but they are not the opportunity costs that guide particular decisions
today (although they may affect how we make subsequent decisions).
Just as the concept of opportunity cost was critical for demand, so it is for supply. When
a demander sells an AirPods out of their stock, it is because the marginal utility provided
by them is less than what the proceeds of the sale could purchase: the opportunity cost
of holding onto them is greater than selling it. Likewise, for entrepreneurs to produce
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goods for sale, the market price must exceed the subjectively assessed opportunity cost
of all the productive resources used. Why? Because every resource used in production
could have been used in some other productive activity and therefore carries an
opportunity cost. If consumers signal to entrepreneurs (through the price system) that
they value the output of a particular production process more than anything else the
productive resources could have made, then supply will be forthcoming.
Consider this scenario. Based on the sabotage of AirPods factories, you borrow $100,000
to build a small AirPods production facility that will allow you to produce AirPods for
only $200, while they’re currently selling elsewhere for $1,000. Unfortunately, you need
another $2,000 to complete the facility, with the additional $2,000 you will be able to
produce 2 months after the initial production outage. But unbeknownst to you, after
you obtained the initial $100,000 loan to build the facility, Apple was able to find a
contractor to refurbish their facility in only two months by working three shifts a day.
They’ll come back online at the same time as you and have promised a new lower price of
$150 to reward customers for waiting for genuine Apple products. What do you do?
When we put numbers in, the answer is fairly obvious. Apple will be able to produce
AirPods for sale at $150, while you will have to charge $200. There is no reason to
expect that you’ll get any sales—certainly nothing like your business model hoped and
projected. Should you invest the additional $2,000 to go ahead and finish the facility?
After all, you’ve already spent $100,000 and $2,000 is cheap compared to that!
As a promising young economist, you will not be ensnared by the siren song of this
common fallacy. You know that all decisions are marginal (or at least should be), and
the only question to concern yourself with now is: if I invest the $2,000, what will be my
return, and is it greater than my next best alternative? Given Apple’s early return to the
market, my expected return is less than zero, as I’ll lose all the $2,000 and make no profit
on top. (Let’s assume the capital investment in the facility is specific to AirPods only and
at best will return scrap prices, effectively a total loss.)

Sunk cost: a past
expenditure that cannot be
recovered by any action
taken in the present. Sunk
costs are therefore not part
of the decision calculus.
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What about the $100,000 that is already spent? Does the decision not to spend the
$2,000 effectively waste the $100,000 already spent? In short, NO! The $100,000 is
wasted, but not by the failure to spend another $2,000—that would just be throwing
good money after bad. The $100,000 was wasted once Apple came on line much earlier
than anticipated. Your error in forecasting resulted in the misallocation of scarce
resources, and the market will discipline you for this error. At this point, the $100,000 is
a sunk cost, and is therefore irrelevant for future decision-making.
In real life, this is very hard for most people to understand. Imagine the dreams
you might have had in becoming a big AirPod producer. You may have become
so emotionally entangled to that hope that failure to finish the facility, even if it is
uneconomical, provides a psychic loss to you even greater than the economic loss. Many
people will make uneconomic decisions based on this type of confusion. But as an
aspiring economist, you know that sunk costs are irrelevant for economic decisions!
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SUNK COSTS ARE…SUNK!
They are therefore irrelevant to choice
and economic decisions. Decisions
are made based on the marginal
costs and benefits; sunk costs have
no relationship to the marginal costs.
What is done is done, or, don’t throw
good money after bad!

SUPPLY CURVES

Law of supply: As the
price of a good or service
rises, the quantity supplied
rises.

C($)

Now we are ready to consider how supply curves are derived in actual markets. As
always, we need to first think about an individual producer, and then we can aggregate
to the overall market. As seen in Figure 4.1, a producer will initially gain increased
efficiencies in operations (lower monetary costs) as resource inputs can achieve gains
from specialization. Resource inputs include land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship
(we will talk more about these in chapter 6). For now, all we need to understand is that
these inputs are combined in various proportions to produce goods and services. As
the scale of production increases, eventually less efficient (or essentially the same thing,
more expensive) resource inputs will have to be used, resulting in increasing marginal
costs of production. When a producer faces increasing marginal costs, the price must
rise to encourage additional production. This leads to the Law of Supply: as the price of
a good or service rises, the quantity supplied will rise.

S

Q(#)
Figure 4.1, Individual Supply Curve. An individual’s supply

curve initially slopes downward in recognition of the gains
from specialization. At some point, these gains will give
way to increasing costs as production will have to use less
efficient resource inputs in the production process.
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Let’s see how this works with one of my favorite lunch
experiences. I’m a big fan of SUBWAY sandwiches since they
are both tasty and relatively healthy, compared to the fat-laden
double cheeseburgers my son likes to devour. Most of you have
likely been in a SUBWAY, so let’s think about the production
process we discussed in chapter 2. Let’s say you come in the
restaurant and there are four customers ahead of you. If there is
only one person behind the counter, the worker takes your order,
selects the bread, meat, and cheese, then works down the counter
adding veggies, cutting the sandwich, wrapping it, and then takes
your money. The worker then starts over with the next customer.
If there were two workers, they will almost always split the tasks
rather than having one worker run a customer through the
complete process. Why would they do that?
As we saw in chapter 2, workers can be more efficient by
specializing in a given function: what economists call gains from
specialization. Very busy and efficient SUBWAY shops use one
worker at each station. There is little movement back and forth
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to create the sandwich; each worker does their job and then hands the product over to
the next worker. There comes a point, however, when additional inputs of one factor
(say labor) provide decreasing returns: you may get additional sandwiches through the
process, but less than the gain of prior workers.
As can be seen in the hypothetical example of SUBWAY in Table 4.1, adding additional
workers in the production process initially leads to more total sandwiches (known in
economics as the total product) as well as more sandwiches produced per each additional
Marginal product: the
worker (the marginal product)—reflecting gains from specialization. You can see this
additional output produced
by adding an additional
as a second worker is added; the total number of sandwiches produced by both workers
resource input, holding all
other resource inputs fixed.
goes up to 25, or 15 more than with one worker (the marginal product). Eventually,
adding more workers will still yield additional sandwiches, but less
#
Total
Marginal
than the amount added by the previous worker.
Workers

Sandwiches

Sandwiches

1

10

10

2

25

15

3

45

20

4

70

25

5

85

15

6

90

5

7

91

1

8

80

-9

In Table 4.1 we see that adding a fifth worker continues to
increase overall sandwich production, but the fifth worker adds
less to production than the fourth worker. If we continue adding
workers, there comes a point where there is simply no room behind
the counter, and additional workers actually result in a loss in
production, as the eighth worker does in our table. We’ll leave the
implications of how many employees SUBWAY ought to use to
our discussion of production in chapter 6. For now, we can see that
producing additional sandwiches eventually results in increasing
costs due to diminishing returns beyond the fourth worker.

Table 4.1, SUBWAY Production

INDIVIDUAL VS. MARKET SUPPLY

P($)
500
400
Javier
Megan
Tonia
Market

300
200

5

10

Q(#)

Figure 4.2, Market Supply Curve for AirPods. The overall

market supply curve is derived by adding up the individual supply
curves; in our example from Javier, Megan, and Tonia. Note that
the demand curves are vertical as we move from one price to the
next. This is an artifact of how we added the data increments, but
reflects what happens in the real world—you only want AirPods
in whole increments (i.e., you want 2 or 3 AirPods, not 2.257 as
the price changes). As the market gets larger and larger (both
in terms of people and the quantity of AirPods sold), the supply
curve will become more smooth.
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Now we need to see how the market supply curve is determined.
As we saw with market demand, we simply need to add up the
individual supplier’s supply curves to determine the market supply.
Looking at Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2 we can see this in action.
Following our example for Demand, we have Javier, Tonia, and
Megan. While normally they are consumers of AirPods, if the price
is right they will also become suppliers out of their existing stock.
Let’s assume this is a local market for used AirPods, such as you
Price

Megan

Tonia

Javier

Market

$200

1

0

4

5

$300

2

0

5

7

$400

3

1

6

10

$500

4

2

7

11

Table 4.2, Supply of AirPods
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might find in a local city (perhaps offered for sale on Craigslist). From our hypothetical
example of a sabotage of AirPods production, prices of used AirPods could rise
dramatically such that Javier, Megan, and Tonia are now suppliers. As we add up their
individual supply curves we obtain the local market supply.

P($)

S

D2
D1
Q(#)
Figure 4.3, Notional Supply Curve. The supply curve always

slopes upward, reflecting the increasing costs to provide
additional units of a good or service (marginal costs). The
vertical axis is price, the horizontal axis is the quantity of a
good or service. As producers see increased prices (as the
demand curve shifts, such as from D1 to D2) they will respond
by supplying additional units of a good or service as the price
exceeds their marginal costs of production. The arrows are
intended to show that you can travel either direction on the
curve as demand changes.

The same observations we made with demand are appropriate here
as well. There is no “Mr. or Ms. Market”; there are only individual
suppliers (and demanders). But suppliers will only face the market
demand curve, and demanders will likewise only face the market
supply curve. In our limited example, the supply curve is very
“chopped” in the stair-step graphical presentation, but as the size
of the market increases the supply curve will tend to smooth out
as with the other figures we’ve used in our text. The individual
supply curves (as in Figure 4.2) can be added up to obtain an
overall market supply. In the market supply curve, we typically
do not see an area of decreasing costs as individual firms will
expand production to obtain the gains from specialization and
have increasing marginal costs. If a market is relatively large, firms
that do not make the transition to the point where costs begin to
increase will not be competitive. Figure 4.3 shows a typical market
supply curve (which includes all individual supply curves).
For another review of supply, watch this video from Marginal
Revenue University:

The Supply Curve

Quantity supplied:
determined by the price of a
good or service. According
to the law of supply, there
is a positive relationship
between the price of a good
or service and its quantity
supplied.
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As in our discussion of demand, we must remember that as we move up the supply
curve, we cannot say that supply has increased, but rather the quantity supplied has
increased. Changes in quantity supplied only occur with a change in price, which can
only occur with a change in demand. Therefore changes in quantity supplied are due
to changes in consumer behavior. Figure 4.3 simply represents how quantity supplied
varies with price. Of course, as with demand, supply can and does change, as producer
behavior changes. Let’s think about what might influence producers to change their
supply.
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Expectations of future price changes can drive changes in supply. If you think that
prices will rise in the future at a rate greater than the rate of return you could receive
by selling now and investing the profits, what should you do? You should hold on to
your product. Consider our earlier AirPods example. Let’s say that while the market
price has exploded to $1,000 from the workers’ sabotage, you
expect further worker unrest, since you read somewhere on
the internet that the infamous Brotherhood of Electronics
P($)
Workers has promised to fund workers double their daily
S1
S2
pay for each day of lost production until Apple agrees to
unionize all its plants and to stop further outsourcing of jobs
(and you believe everything you read on the internet, right?).
You expect AirPods to eventually sell for $5,000 in just a few
P1
short months! So should you sell at $1,000? No way! Your
individual supply curve will decrease (or shift to the left as in
Figure 4.5). The inverse is also true; if you expect prices to go
P2
down in the future (perhaps you expect AirPods production
to come on line earlier than the consensus forecast), you want
Q1
Q2
Q (#)
to sell when the prices are higher. Your small contribution to
supply will therefore increase, driving prices downward, as
Figure 4.4, Increase in Supply. The supply curve can shift as
shown in Figure 4.4.
prices of factors of production, prices of other goods produced,
expectations of future prices, technology, and number of other
producers change. In this graph, supply has increased, and the
supply curve shifts right/down. Notice that when supply increases,
at any given price, the quantity supplied increases, such as above
from Q1 to Q2. Alternatively, the same quantity will see a decrease
in price from P1 to P 2.

P($)

S2

S1

P2

P1
Q1

Q (#)

Figure 4.5, Decrease in Supply. In this graph, supply has

decreased, and the supply curve shifts left/up. Notice that when
supply decreases, at any given quantity, the price rises, such as
above from P1 to P2.
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Change in prices of the factors of production can also drive
changes in supply. Consider our SUBWAY example. Let’s
say that due to inclement weather, the prices of bread and
veggies have all risen dramatically. As SUBWAY’s input
prices rise, their profits decrease. Do they want to sell as
many sandwiches at the current price when their costs have
risen? No; if they can they will raise their prices accordingly,
which amounts to decreasing supply (see Figure 4.5).
Any of the factors of production (land, labor, capital, and
entrepreneurship) can cause similar changes in supply. A rise
in SUBWAY’s rent at the strip mall, a hike in the minimum
wage, increase in financing costs, etc., all would result in a
similar decrease in supply.
As with demand, substitutes and complements can result in
changes in supply. Just as a consumer may have the option
of swapping to a substitute good (i.e., swap to chicken if
the price of beef rises), a producer may substitute outputs
if prices change. Let’s say that America goes on a further
health kick and lean subs are the in thing to eat; fat laden
cheeseburgers are in the doghouse. Now most fast food
establishments could reconfigure their stores relatively easily
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to produce subs. In this case, the supply of cheeseburgers will decrease, as in Figure
4.5. Complements in production arise when items are necessarily produced together.
For instance, most silver is mined as a byproduct of mining for other metals such as
copper or gold (approximately 70%). So if the price of copper rises, the quantity supplied
of copper will increase due to increased production in copper, and the supply curve of
silver will rise as well (shifting right per Figure 4.4), since the increased production of
copper will simultaneously generate more silver.
Technology tends to cause positive supply shifts (increases in supply) as technology
makes more efficient production and distribution possible. One of the major increases in
supply of many of life’s conveniences is due to increased computer control of production
and distribution processes. Walmart is able to drive down prices by very precise control
of inventory with computers. Trucking companies drive down prices by the use of GPS
in trucks, auto manufacturers use robotics to paint cars, and doctors use MRIs to detect
serious medical problems. All of these examples tend to drive an increase in supply of
the associated good or service. Occasionally technology may go in reverse; regulations
in the 1990s drove CFC refrigerants out of the market, forcing the use of more expensive
gases and caused a decrease in supply. Fears over nuclear energy have resulted in
regulatory restrictions of nuclear technology, resulting in a decrease in the supply curve
of electricity. While regulatory changes don’t directly result in a reduction in technology,
they may result in a reduction in the availability of technology, which reduces supply.
Political or weather changes can cause supply to increase or decrease. Political instability
in the Middle East, for example, frequently results in a reduction of the supply of oil.
Increasing tax rates tend to reduce supply, while reducing tax rates leads to an increase
in supply. A drought in the U.S. in 2012 resulted in sharply lower supply of agricultural
goods and correspondingly higher prices. Likewise the disastrous magnitude 9.0
earthquake in Japan in 2011 resulted in a significant disruption to multiple markets as
critical supply components made in Japan were unavailable for several months.
A final factor affecting supply is the number of suppliers. Ceteris paribus (all else equal):
if there are a larger number of suppliers, the supply curve will shift out. This is analogous
to what we saw with demand: if the size of the market increased, so did demand. Supply
likewise expands with more suppliers.

FACTORS INFLUENCING SUPPLY:
1. Expectations of future prices
2. Prices of factors of production
3. Prices of related goods
4. Technology
5. Political or weather changes
6. Number of suppliers
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PRODUCER SURPLUS
Producer’s surplus: the
monetary gain to producers
from the difference they
would be willing to supply
a good or service, and the
market price.

Just as consumers receive a gain in utility when they engage in voluntary trade, so do
producers. The market price exceeds some producers’ marginal costs; therefore, they will
be able to sell their products at a price greater than their marginal opportunity costs.
Figure 4.6 illustrates this area of producer surplus. The shaded area above the supply
curve but below the equilibrium price is the producer’s surplus.

P($)

P*

S

PS
Q*

Q (#)

From our market supply curve in Figure 4.2, let’s say that
the market equilibrium for AirPods is $400 after the initial
worker sabotage. At that price, both Javier and Megan will
sell AirPods, even though they would have been willing to
sell at lower prices. Javier, for example, would have been
willing to sell four AirPods at only $200, yet he’ll receive
$400. This positive utility gain is known as the producer’s
surplus. Don’t leap ahead yet on this concept; the area is
producer surplus and is not necessarily the profit of a firm.
We’ll cover profit in chapter 6.

ELASTICITY

Just as with demand, supply may be inelastic or elastic.
Understanding whether a market supply is elastic or inelastic
Figure 4.6, Producer Surplus. At any market equilibrium price
helps us understand producer behavior as prices change.
and quantity, producers would have been willing to sell some
units at lower prices, as illustrated by the supply curve. Yet they
Let’s begin with the definition of the elasticity of supply,
will receive the higher market price. The area above the supply
curve, but below the dashed line of the equilibrium price reflects which measures the responsiveness of the quantity supplied
what is called the producer’s surplus (shaded in orange).
to a change in price. The formula is very similar to the
formula for elasticity of demand (since both are measuring
responsiveness). However, due to the law of supply, the elasticity of supply will always be
Elasticity of supply:
a measure of the
a positive number.
responsiveness of the
quantity supplied to its
price.

% change in QS
ES=
% change in P
Figure 4.7 illustrates the difference between an elastic and inelastic supply curve. With
an inelastic supply curve such as S1, the quantity supplied is relatively insensitive to price
changes and therefore will not change nearly as much as those goods/services that have
an elastic supply curve such as S2. There are two major determining factors that govern
whether a good or service is inelastic or elastic:
§§ availability of substitutes in production
§§ time horizon
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P($)

S1
S2

Q(#)
Figure 4.7, Elasticity of Supply. Both supply curves follow the

Law of Supply and slope upward. The demand curve S1 is very
steeply sloped, and is a very Inelastic supply curve—which
means the quantity supplied is relatively insensitive to price
changes. The Elastic supply curve S2 has a more gentle slope,
and the quantity supplied is relatively sensitive to price changes.

Let’s say that GM comes out with a hot new Camaro SS with
a 650 horsepower LT4 engine and the quantity demanded
for the car exceeds the sticker price. We’ll see this process
in action in the next chapter (Markets in Action). For now
you only need to know that dealers can charge more than
sticker price, and GM has an incentive to supply more. Will
the quantity supplied rise substantially, or a relatively small
amount? An understanding of the elasticity of supply for a
product will help answer this question.
One response would be to work employees overtime to
increase production (more below). However, this will only
generate so much additional production without increasing
the physical plant. If GM plants that produce Camaros
also produce Impalas, it is possible to reduce the number
of Impalas and increase Camaro production. In this case,
Camaros and Impalas are substitutes in production. The more
substitutes in production there are for a good or service, the
more elastic the supply curve is; if there are fewer substitutes
in production, the more inelastic the supply curve is.

The time horizon under consideration for the supply curve to adjust to changing prices
is also critically important. Consider three different time horizons:
ECONOMIC TIME HORIZONS
• Market Period: A period where no supply inputs can be changed.
• Short Run: A period where variable supply inputs can be changed.
• Long Run: A period where all production inputs are variable.

In the market period, supply is what supply is—no changes are possible. Perhaps you’ve
seen this at your favorite restaurant; you wanted the fresh fish and it was already sold
out. For the most part, a restaurant has a planned availability of supply of the items the
proprietor believes will sell. To carry additional supply would be to risk spoilage and
increase costs to all customers. Now I do not want to quibble—this is only approximately
true. As we learned earlier, every demander can be a supplier. One can imagine your
lament at the lack of fresh fish, and the customer beside you who just received the last
plate of fresh fish may say “I’ll sell you mine for $100.” The point is that in general there is
no adjustment in the market period. The supply curve in this period is virtually perfectly
inelastic.
In the short run, as we saw with our Camaro example, we can increase the use of
variable production inputs such as labor to increase production. By increasing variable
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inputs, a producer is able to supply more for a given change in price. In the long run, all
production inputs are variable: GM can even build more plants to produce Camaros. In
this case, the supply curve will be very elastic.

IT’S A WRAP!
Congratulations! If you’ve stuck with it this far, you now have the basics to perform
economic analysis. You may have heard, “it’s all supply and demand.” While not strictly
true, the integration of supply and demand is a powerful explanatory vehicle of much
of what we see around us. Some may call it simple analysis, but it is not simplistic! In
chapter 5 you will begin to put these concepts to work.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
ALFRED MARSHALL
1842-1924

Photograph of Alfred Marshall
(public domain)1

If considered from the perspective of mainstream economics, Alfred Marshall is
perhaps the greatest of all economists. Marshall followed the neoclassical revolution of
W.S. Jevons, Leon Walras and Carl Menger; and while he didn’t originate the marginal
revolution (using the concept of marginal utility to solve the question of value), he was
the first to truly systematize economics as a science. His focus on professionalizing
economics was deliberate, as was his choice of titling his magnum opus, Principles of
Economics, completed in 1890. Previous economic texts were principles of political
economy, but Marshall was determined to make economics a science.
Marshall’s Principles of Economics became the standard textbook in economics after
its publication, and featured mathematical techniques to demonstrate many economic
concepts including marginal analysis, elasticity, and consumer surplus. While
integrating marginal analysis, Marshall’s principles did not fully embrace the subjective
valuation revolution laid out by Menger. Rather, Marshall tried to integrate subjective
consumer valuations along with objective cost data to marry demand and supply.
Marshall suggested that asking whether supply or demand determines prices is as futile
as trying to say which blade of a pair of scissors does the cutting—both are necessary.
Marshall’s efforts, in effect, merged the main ideas of the classical school with its focus
on objective value with the neoclassical schools focus on subjective valuation and
marginal utility. He was able to take the incomplete but revolutionary contribution of
Jevons and create a fully fleshed out theoretical masterpiece. Yet he was never able to
fully credit Jevons, Walras and Menger, believing that he invented marginal utility on his
own (Skousen, 207).
Marshall was the leading English economist at the turn of the century, teaching at
Cambridge and starting the “Cambridge School.” He was a teacher of John Maynard
Keynes, as well as Keynes’ father. So his legacy was much more profound (and
problematic!) than simply his marvelous textbook. The macroeconomic focus of his
student, J.M. Keynes, would take economics far from the firm scientific foundation
that Marshall intended. Nevertheless, his systematic treatment of economics was the
standard for all future economists to match.
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CHAPTER FOUR: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. What is meant by arbitrage? Why is arbitrage essential for a market economy?
2. People can do a wide variety of tasks, whereas some machines can only be used for
one purpose. How does the fact that people are very flexible in what they can do
relate to the opportunity cost of supply?
3. In 2010, Governor Chris Christie of New Jersey cancelled a proposed tunnel to
NYC. View here. New Jersey had already spent $600 million. That money is called a
________. Why is that $600 million irrelevant to the decision to cancel the tunnel?
4. What economic concept causes the marginal cost curve to initially go down, and
then what causes it ultimately to rise?
5. Draw a supply curve, with correct labeling of the axes. Now, assume that the
EPA just decided to treat milk the same way as oil spills, increasing the costs of
production of milk. What would happen to the supply curve of milk? Draw this
change on your diagram.
6. Draw a supply curve for natural gas, with correct labeling of the axes. Hydraulic
“fracking” is opening significant new supply of natural gas. Show the effect of this
process on your supply of natural gas diagram. Now draw a supply curve for wind
power. Show how the “fracking” technology will affect that supply curve.
7. Identify whether each of the following will result in a change in supply or a change
in quantity supplied for the gasoline market. Draw each of these with an appropriate
diagram.
a. A discovery of huge new oil field off the coast of Israel.
b. A hike in the minimum wage.
c. A new refining process required by the EPA is significantly more expensive.
d. The summer driving season hits, with driving expected to significantly increase.
8. Will the following tend to make the supply curve for hamburgers more inelastic or
more elastic?
a. As time progresses from the short run to the long run (say 5 years later)
b. New technology allows customers to order hamburgers with touch screens and
pay via debit card, reducing the number of employees needed at McDonalds and
other fast food restaurants.
9. Define Market period, Short Run, and Long Run. Provide an example of each of
these time periods.
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CHAPTER FOUR ANSWERS
1. Arbitrage occurs when someone identifies an opportunity to purchase an
undervalued asset to sell it (or its output) at a higher price. Entrepreneurship is
essentially arbitrage, as the entrepreneur has to bid resources away from alternative
uses to employ in a (hopefully) more profitable combination. And entrepreneurship
is the guiding force behind growth in the economy.
2. Once a production process has started, the opportunity cost for capital might
essentially be zero—it may now be a “sunk cost” if it has no other opportunities to
produce. Labor, while in many cases is specialized, can be retrained. Further, many
labor functions will have similar roles with other firms (such as an accountant
moving from one firm to another) such that those workers could be bid away (or
new workers could be added) as the demand curve changes.
3. Sunk cost. The only consideration going forward is the marginal costs vs. the
marginal benefits.
4. Gains from specialization lead to decreasing costs, but diminishing returns leads
ultimately to increased costs.
5. Supply curve of milk would shift left, as in Figure 4.5.
6. Supply of natural gas will increase, as in Figure 4.4. Wind power is a substitute for
natural gas, and its supply curve will decrease as in Figure 4.5 due to the low cost
natural gas.
7. A.
B.
C.
D.

increase in supply
decrease in supply
decrease in supply
increase in quantity supplied

8. A. More elastic; with time producers can find more substitutes in production
B. Difficult to say, but with more technology the firm may be more efficient but it
may also become more wedded to producing hamburgers with its technology (more
capital intensive firms’ supply curves are relatively more inelastic).
9. Market period: A period of time where no resource inputs can be changed. The fish
market.
Short run: a period of time where some variable inputs can be changed while at least
one input cannot change, such as any production plant.
Long run: all resource inputs are variable. This would be any firm; even capital
intensive firms could have new firms built to meet demand.
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ENDNOTES:
1. [Photograph of Alfred Marshall]. (1921). Retrieved May 23, 2013, from http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alfred_Marshall.jpg
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CHAPTER FIVE:

SUPPLY & DEMAND:
MARKETS AT WORK

MARKETS IN GENESIS
Genesis 23:1-20
Death and Burial of Sarah
1
Now Sarah lived one hundred and twenty-seven years; these were the years of the life of Sarah.
2
Sarah died in Kiriath-arba (that is, Hebron) in the land of Canaan; and Abraham went in
to mourn for Sarah and to weep for her. 3 Then Abraham rose from before his dead, and spoke
to the sons of Heth, saying, 4 “I am a stranger and a sojourner among you; give me a burial site
among you that I may bury my dead out of my sight.” 5 The sons of Heth answered Abraham,
saying to him, 6 “Hear us, my lord, you are a mighty prince among us; bury your dead in the
choicest of our graves; none of us will refuse you his grave for burying your dead.” 7 So Abraham
rose and bowed to the people of the land, the sons of Heth. 8 And he spoke with them, saying, “If
it is your wish for me to bury my dead out of my sight, hear me, and approach Ephron the son
of Zohar for me, 9 that he may give me the cave of Machpelah which he owns, which is at the
end of his field; for the full price let him give it to me in your presence for a burial site.” 10 Now
Ephron was sitting among the sons of Heth; and Ephron the Hittite answered Abraham in the
hearing of the sons of Heth; even of all who went in at the gate of his city, saying, 11 “No, my lord,
hear me; I give you the field, and I give you the cave that is in it. In the presence of the sons of my
people I give it to you; bury your dead.” 12 And Abraham bowed before the people of the land. 13
He spoke to Ephron in the hearing of the people of the land, saying, “If you will only please listen
to me; I will give the price of the field, accept it from me that I may bury my dead there.” 14 Then
Ephron answered Abraham, saying to him, 15 “My lord, listen to me; a piece of land worth four
hundred shekels of silver, what is that between me and you? So bury your dead.” 16 Abraham
listened to Ephron; and Abraham weighed out for Ephron the silver which he had named in the
hearing of the sons of Heth, four hundred shekels of silver, commercial standard. 17 So Ephron’s
field, which was in Machpelah, which faced Mamre, the field and cave which was in it, and all
the trees which were in the field, that were within all the confines of its border, were deeded over
18
to Abraham for a possession in the presence of the sons of Heth, before all who went in at the
gate of his city. 19 After this, Abraham buried Sarah his wife in the cave of the field at Machpelah
facing Mamre (that is, Hebron) in the land of Canaan. 20 So the field and the cave that is in it,
were deeded over to Abraham for a burial site by the sons of Heth.
Adam Smith remarked in The Wealth of Nations that man had a natural “propensity to
truck, barter and exchange one thing for another.” This is the heart of a market: individuals
engaging with one another to strike a deal. We commonly think of “markets” as some
abstract, single, collective entity; yet, it is very important to note that every market consists
of individuals striking a bargain (or attempting to). In the passage above, we may find the
negotiating tactics odd, but apparently that was the culture of the time. There are several key
factors at work here:
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• property rights—everyone acknowledged Ephron’s right to the property—that were
formally and legally recognized (through a deed);
• two individuals engaged in a trade: no one else could prevent the transaction—
although conceivably there could have been other bidders;
• social agreement to the contract: Abraham conducted the transaction in the
presence of the sons of Heth;
• market exchange as a process: reaching an agreement took time, with uncertainty at
the outset, and knowledge (individual valuations) was discovered.
As we explore markets at work in this chapter, we will see application of how these
institutional rules lead to plan coordination (i.e., how market signals lead to changing
consumer and producer behavior in socially beneficial ways).
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Describe how markets are simply many individuals engaged in what Adam Smith
called the propensity to “truck, barter, and exchange”
§§ Show that buyers compete against buyers, and sellers compete against sellers
§§ Describe how markets convey information (through prices and profits/losses) to
enable market participants to behave in socially beneficial ways
§§ Explain how government policy can distort or impede the market’s coordinating
function
§§ Recall that supply and demand curves are a conceptual, not empirical (data
derived) analytical tool
§§ Relate how market processes respond to disequilibrium prices (either shortages or
surpluses)
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INTRODUCTION

“Laissez-faire”
capitalism: an economic
system where individuals
are free to produce and
trade consistent with their
private property rights,
with no interference from
others or the government.
The government’s role in
this economic system is
to secure property rights
by restricting violence,
enforcing contracts, and
punishing fraud.

As noted in our biblical preface to this chapter, markets are just the way we think
about the collective action of many, many individuals. Individuals “truck, barter and
exchange” wherever they are free to do so. You give me this, and I’ll give you that—that’s
the way markets work. Markets are the defining feature of what Karl Marx derisively
called “capitalism.” We don’t need to use Karl Marx’s intended pejorative (negative) term
capitalism; we can just think of a system of economic freedom. That’s all “laissez faire”
capitalism and markets represent: the ability of any individual to trade their private
property with others, with no third party able to interfere. This could be trading services
for goods, goods for goods, or services for services. Economic freedom says you are free
to do what you want with what is yours, although you will pay any opportunity cost.
Similarly, Christian stewardship says you are
The exercise of Godly
free to do what you want with the resources
God puts under your control, but you will be
stewardship of economic
held accountable (Matthew 25:14-30)! We begin
resources is enhanced with
to see that economic freedom and Christian
economic freedom and the
stewardship are not only compatible, but they
freedom to choose.
are interlinked. For us to grow as Christians, we
must increasingly think God’s thoughts after
Him, and act according to His imputation of value. The exercise of Godly stewardship
of economic resources is enhanced with economic freedom and the freedom to choose.
Inherent in the concept of freedom is the reality that sometimes we will choose wisely
and sometimes we won’t.
MATTHEW 20:8-15
When evening came, the owner of the vineyard said to his foreman, ‘Call the workers
and pay them their wages, beginning with the last ones hired and going on to the
first.’ 9The workers who were hired about the eleventh hour came and each received a
denarius. 10So when those came who were hired first, they expected to receive more. But each
one of them also received a denarius. 11When they received it, they began to grumble against the
landowner. 12’These men who were hired last worked only one hour,’ they said, ‘and you have
made them equal to us who have borne the burden of the work and the heat of the day.’ 13But
he answered one of them, ‘Friend, I am not being unfair to you. Didn’t you agree to work for a
denarius? 14Take your pay and go. I want to give the man who was hired last the same as I gave
you. 15Don’t I have the right to do what I want with my own money? Or are you envious
because I am generous?
8

Now, this parable goes well beyond economic freedom, outlining the relationship of
both Jews and Gentiles and how God chooses to bless both groups according to his
mercy—which he is free to bestow (or not) on anyone he chooses (see also Romans
9:14-15). But the broader purpose of God should not cause us to miss the crucial reason
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Stewardship: the care of
assigned resources that
are owned by another. In a
biblical sense, stewardship
is the careful management
of the time, treasures, and
talents that God has given
us, in order to bring glory
to God.

why God is just in doing what he sovereignly wills to happen: we are His property, His
creation, created for His glory. He is free to use us for noble or base purposes, because we
are His (Romans 9:21). We, His creatures, are made in His image and are free—indeed
required—to exercise stewardship over the resources God has entrusted to us. And we
will give an account (Matthew 25:14-30)! We are free to exercise stewardship unwisely
on our selfish pursuits, or faithfully in accordance with what we believe God calls us to
do. Stewardship over assets that God puts under our control will often involve markets
as we exchange some assets for others for more productive combinations. God gives us
freedom, and freedom gives rise to markets as we exercise stewardship over the assets
that God puts under our control.
Once we see that markets are really just the result of individual actions (as Adam Smith
said) to “truck, barter and exchange,” we see that markets are simply many individuals
with competing bids for any given good. I have to admit, I am a bit of an eBay and
Craigslist junkie and am always on the lookout for inexpensive “treasures” that I don’t
really need. If the price is low enough, I end up buying it because it’s simply too good
a deal! Maybe some of you do this too. One of the things I learned quickly on eBay is
that just because the current bid on an item is very low, even with only a few minutes
left on a seven-day auction, that doesn’t mean it will sell cheaply. I would bid on an item
and be the top bidder for several days, and then with just a few seconds to go, someone
would come in and bid above me and I would lose the item. I’d been “sniped!” The eBay
auction is a market, and there are competing bids for any asset. The seller of the item
wasn’t at my mercy, as there were many other potential bidders. Likewise, I wasn’t at his
mercy; there are almost always similar items for sale now or in the near future. I had to
compete against other potential buyers; the seller has to compete against other potential
sellers. Public discourse sometime suggests that economic competition is between
“management” and “workers,” but in reality economic competition is always just the
opposite:

Buyers compete against buyers;
sellers compete against sellers.
This is so absolutely true and so often misunderstood that we must take a few moments
to elaborate. Trade union literature often follows the class envy approach of the
communist manifesto. Here is one example found on the web:
“Does anyone believe that the type of manager that we have seen pillaging
the economy on Wall Street, or stealing jobs and already earned pay
from workers at Republic Window & Door in Chicago, is an exception
to the rule? (expletive) no. American managers are congenitally ruthless
exploiters of human beings constrained only by unions or their fear of
unions, and by the protective legislation, such as minimum wage laws,
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occupational safety and health laws, etc., which Congress has grudgingly
passed because of the pressure from unions and their workers.”
					

-Blaming the Workers

You can (and should) do your own search to verify my assertion (be a Berean!).
BE A BEREAN!
Being a Berean is a reference to
Acts 17:10-11. The Bereans both
eagerly received the truth of God, and
(critically important) searched the scriptures
daily to see if it was true. Or in the words of
Ronald Reagan, trust but verify!

If our previous assertion that buyers compete against buyers and sellers compete against
sellers is true, can this common labor criticism be accurate? Or is the buyer vs. buyer
only an idealism that falls down in the real world? In chapter 8 there will be more to say
when we study monopoly power, but for now let’s consider the implications if our
assertion is not true.
Let’s say I was the only person allowed to bid on eBay. Sellers are free to set whatever
price they want, but they can only sell to me. Will I be able to exploit them? Well, that in
part will depend on their need to sell. If they are hungry with no other source of income,
and they can only sell to me, they are pretty much at my mercy. That is exactly the union
view of the world. Workers have little negotiating power—they need to eat; management
can wait them out—and there is not effective competition for the workers (few jobs and/
or possible collusion among differing companies’ managements). If the seller on eBay
does not have to sell, I cannot exploit him.

MARKETS ARE NEITHER MORAL NOR IMMORAL!
And Jesus entered the temple and drove out all those who were buying
and selling in the temple, and overturned the tables of the money changers
and the seats of those who were selling doves. 13And He said to them, “It is
written, ‘MY HOUSE SHALL BE CALLED A HOUSE OF PRAYER’; but
you are making it a ROBBERS’ DEN.”
12

-Matthew 21
So Jesus is against markets? Maybe…maybe not. For another scriptural example, review
the Proverbs 31:10-31 woman. She is commended for her hard work and industriousness.
She considers a field, buys it, plants a vineyard, and makes sure her merchandise is
profitable. With the profits, she helps her family and the needy.
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The clear point from these two examples in Scripture is that markets are like most things
in life; they can be used to honor God or for us to use in rebellion—acting in our own
autonomy. Criticisms of the market process are really criticizing the freedom God has
given us to do both right or wrong. As with most problems, it is not the system that is
the problem; it’s the sin inherent in all of us! Comments made by theologian Abraham
Kuyper concerning immoral choices in art could just as easily apply to markets:
“But let it be said that in no case can this abuse of freedom be advanced
as proof that art has no right to its independent existence. In our human
life there is nothing, absolutely nothing, that eventually does not misuse
for sinful purposes the freedom it acquires. Observe how time and again
freedom of conscience is abused for blasphemy.”
The gains from specialization and division of labor make trading and markets beneficial
to all mankind. Biblical criticisms of the market process usually arise when fraud is
taking place (false weights and balances, Proverbs 20:10) or when market participants
refuse to honor their agreements (such as the refusal to pay agreed wages, Jeremiah
22:13). In other words, God does condemn how we sometimes act in free markets, but
that doesn’t mean He is against markets per se.
Another issue, obviously never raised by unions, is the “exploitation”
If there are limitations against that goes the other way. What if I (and other buyers) was only allowed
to buy on eBay, from only one possible seller? Could the seller
competition, then there is the
exploit me? The same situation prevails in reverse: when companies
possibility of exploitation.
are forced to bargain only with the unions, and cannot legally hire
replacement workers, then they also can be “exploited.” Our fundamental economic
reality that buyers only compete against buyers and sellers only compete against sellers
only works when there is freedom for other competitors to enter the market. If there
are limitations against competition, then there is the possibility of exploitation. To the
extent we are against exploitation, we should oppose limits on competition, whether that
limitation is via union or management violence or government restrictions. Freedom to
buy or sell to others is the best protection from exploitation.
BUYERS VS. BUYERS; SELLERS VS. SELLERS
Lobbying to Restrict Competition
During the late 1800s, some companies and labor groups employed restrictions on competition with violence; people
were killed by both sides. When competition isn’t allowed, buyers do compete against sellers and the attempt to get
the upper hand has led to tragic results in the past.
In modern times, physical violence has significantly reduced (a notable exception being the 1990 Greyhound strike in the U.S.
when snipers shot at buses with replacement drivers), but limits on competition are significantly increased by government
restrictions. Lobbyists for all sides appeal to Congress in the interest of the consumer. Congress is asked to protect
consumers from shoddy and unsafe products, to protect middle-class wages from rapacious businesses, or to mandate
increasing safety and environmental standards on businesses. Can you think of why big businesses often (surprisingly) lobby
in favor of more stringent safety or environmental standards? Why might they want higher standards imposed on everybody?
Hint: consider how difficult it might be for them to meet the standard vs. other potential competitors.
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PRICES AS INFORMATION SIGNALS
Before we show how market equilibrium prices are determined, we should begin a
discussion that will underpin the logic of economics: why do we really care about the
accuracy of market prices? After all, most of us think like consumers, and the obvious
best price is free! Or at least, we’d like the lowest price possible. Some of us think like
producers; perhaps we want prices to be as high as possible to increase our profits. Yet
this text will argue that first of all, high or low prices without context are meaningless
terms—we always ask low or high compared to what, since we know that only relative
prices matter. For instance, do we really care if we wake up and find all prices doubled,
with our income doubled as well? Would we complain about prices being too high?
Or if our income and all prices were cut in half by tomorrow morning, would we feel
richer? But second and most important, prices (and, as we’ll discuss later, profits and
losses) need to reflect underlying consumer preferences or we will see precious capital
squandered and society will be worse off as a result.
This is a very difficult concept for some people to accept emotionally when unplanned
price changes directly affect their pocketbook, but it is very possible to understand when
we rationally abstract ourselves out of the issue at hand. Let me use the example that
usually causes people to abandon economic logic: we hate rising gas prices! Assume that
the gasoline refineries along the Gulf Coast are in the path of a Category 5 hurricane.
Gasoline prices will rise, even
before the hurricane hits. People
lament “why is big oil raising prices
P($)
on gasoline? The hurricane hasn’t
even hit yet, and they’re jacking
up prices! They paid a lot less for
the gas they’re selling me; this isn’t
fair!” While I sympathize with this
thought process, there are actually
P2
reasons why I want “big oil” to
raise prices quickly. Let’s say that
gasoline rises from $2.50 a gallon
P1
to $3.50 per gallon. Recall from the
D
law of demand, that as prices rise,
Q2
Q1
Q (#)
quantity demanded will fall, as seen
in Figure 5.1.
While we might each individually
like cheaper gasoline prices, we
know that in the very near future
(when the hurricane hits) there will
be less total gasoline available for
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Figure 5.1, Reduction in Quantity Demanded with a hike in
prices. If the price of gasoline rises from P1 to P 2, the quantity

demanded will fall from Q1 to Q2. People will respond to the price
incentives they receive and will demand less gasoline. Given
there is now an impending shortage of gasoline (assumed in our
example in the text), people are responding in a socially optimal
direction, by reducing consumption and reserving the remaining
gasoline for more highly valued uses.
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all of us—it should make sense that we as a society have to consume less gasoline, at least
temporarily until full production can be restored after the hurricane has passed. So the
question becomes, how can we most effectively and efficiently allocate the remaining
gasoline? As we discussed earlier, there are many ways; but ultimately we must ration
due to scarcity. This video will help summarize the issue.

Price Gouging - Stossel In
The Classroom

Figure 5.2, WWII Gasoline Ration Card
Price system: Markets
coordinate the allocation
of scarce resources via
changes in consumer and
producer behavior due to
changes in relative prices.
Relative prices contain
sufficient information for
economic agents to make
socially optimal choices.

We could say that everyone gets the same amount of gasoline. During
WWII, for example, citizens were given ration cards that allowed them
to buy only a certain amount of any good (see Figure 5.2). If we did that,
the college student who lives on campus would get the same amount of
gas as the truck driver. The truck driver would have to quit work, while
the college student might have more than enough gasoline to regularly
race his ’67 RS/SS Camaro! Or we could say that rural citizens get twice
the gas as those in cities, since they need to drive farther to get anything.
Or we could choose any other politically determined method of delivery.
Or….we could ration through the price system.

The price system has the tremendous attribute of conveying information within the
context of incentives. One only needs to respond to the incentives inherent in relative
prices; you don’t really need to pick up on all the information content! In our gasoline
example in Figure 5.1, people will reduce consumption, which is exactly what we want
them to do. They don’t need to know there is a hurricane; they don’t need to understand
that we as a society want them to consume less; they don’t need to know how long the
hurricane will disrupt production. They also don’t need to weigh what the higher valued
uses of the gasoline might be—they just need to respond to the incentive, and voluntarily
reduce consumption. It is sufficient if just a few understand the details (speculators,
oil producers, etc.) to take more defined actions; most just need to respond to the price
incentives and the social goal of preserving scarce gasoline for higher valued uses will be
met.
Nobel Laureate F.A. Hayek first identified this function of prices as a way to
communicate knowledge in his path-breaking 1945 article, “The Use of Knowledge in
Society.” Hayek stated :
“Assume that somewhere in the world a new opportunity for the use of
some raw material, say, tin, has arisen, or that one of the sources of supply
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of tin has been eliminated. It does not matter for our purpose—and it is
very significant that it does not matter—which of these two causes has
made tin more scarce.”
All that the users of tin need to know is that some of the tin they used to consume is now
more profitably employed elsewhere and that, in consequence, they must economize
tin. As Hayek notes, most tin users don’t need to be able to identify where the urgent
needs exist; nor do they need to know how to conserve supplies in order to meet that
need. They simply respond to the price incentives to curtail their consumption in favor
of higher valued uses of the tin, even with little or no understanding of what those
alternative uses are.
The key point we want to reemphasize is stated above: with the price system as the
rationing device, very little information must be transmitted to people to achieve the
desired outcome of preserving gasoline usage for the most highly valued usage. The
current price conveys much of the information, and futures markets will provide the
best estimates of future prices (so people can understand how long they’ll need to reduce
consumption from previous levels). And how do we know what the most highly valued
uses are for the gasoline? With the price system, we (as in the sense of some government
planner or outside group trying to achieve a social goal) don’t need to know! Further,
as Hayek points out elsewhere in the article referenced above, we cannot know! The
values of each use are subjectively determined by millions of users of gasoline—there is
no one at the Federal Reserve or the Department of the Treasury (or the WWII Office of
Price Administration) that can know how highly you value your Sunday drive. A short
government propaganda film on the dangers of prices produced by the OPA can be
found here:

Prices Unlimited
U.S. Office of Price Administration’s
WWII Propaganda on Prices

The free market system simply assures that if you value it highly enough, you can
purchase that gasoline—but you will be forced to give up other highly valued assets that
you could have purchased with the money spent on gasoline. Further, market processing
of information in prices is very quick. Studies have shown that stock markets will price
new information in under 15 minutes (usually in seconds). While the prices you’ll see at
your gas station aren’t that quick to change, the criticism is often that they are too quick
to change (at least in the upward direction)!
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MARKETS: TRADING AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT?
Rapid reaction of markets to new information is a cornerstone
of modern finance theory, as a measure of so-called “efficient
markets.” Fama’s classic paper in 1969 suggests that markets have
priced in opportunities to profit from a stock split announcement
certainly by the end of the stock split month, but likely immediately
after the announcement date. Busse and Greene (2001) find that market
prices begin adjustment within seconds, and price action on positive
announcements fully incorporated within one minute! Traders who
execute within 15 seconds make small but significant profits.

P($)
S1

This communicative process works not only with consumers,
but also suppliers. Consider Figure 5.3. Assume for a
moment a rising price. The actual process requires
interaction of supply and demand; we’ll do that later in this
chapter. Following the law of supply, the quantity supplied
will increase, as indicated by the direction of the arrow.

The social goal is for suppliers to increase production in
response to the decrease in supply due to the hurricane. No
central planner or government bureaucrat need tell suppliers
to meet our social goal; the price system will provide the
P1
necessary information to give suppliers the incentive to
produce more. If the increased prices are expected to be
Q1
Q2
Q (#)
short term in nature (as revealed in “futures markets”
where speculators trade contracts for future delivery of a
Figure 5.3, Increase in quantity supplied. With higher
commodity such as gasoline), suppliers may run additional
gasoline prices, quantity supplied will increase. Suppliers will
shifts at existing refineries, hire temporary workers, may
have financial incentive to tap into previously uneconomical
purchase more gasoline from nearby gasoline producers (e.g.,
sources of gasoline production, to work open facilities on later
shifts, perhaps forego planned maintenance, etc. all to increase
Mexico), or may tap into their own reserves. If the price is
production.
expected to last longer (again, as revealed in futures markets’
prices), the supplier may take additional steps such as exploring additional oil fields,
building new refineries, hiring permanent workers, contracting with gasoline producers
in more remote areas (middle east), etc. As Hayek noted, it doesn’t matter why the price
has increased; the producer only has to respond to the price incentive and the social goal
of increased production will result. The lure of profit is a powerful motivator indeed.
P2

At this point it should be clear why many economists are in favor of immediate price
increases when there is a disruption in supply (or alternatively, an increase in demand).
The quicker the price adjusts, the sooner the incentive is changed for all market
participants to take action and respond in a socially desirable way. If there is government
interference with the price adjustment, market participants (both suppliers and
demanders) will not change their behavior to reflect the new realities. In this case, if the
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price does not adjust, consumers will continue to use gasoline at a higher rate than they
should, and producers will not begin the necessary actions to increase supply. The end
result (as we will outline later in this chapter) is that we will have shortages if (1) the price
is never allowed to adjust, or (2) there is a much higher price adjustment once prices are
allowed to change.

MARKET PRICE DETERMINATION:
EQUILIBRIUM

P($)
S
P*

D
Q*

Q (#)

We’re now ready to explore the most useful model in
economics: the intersection of supply and demand. This is a
simple model, but it’s not simplistic; the interaction between
these two curves helps us understand the market process and
the prices that we see in markets. Consider Figure 5.4. The
intersection of supply and demand will determine the market
price. We will follow conventional economic practice in
this text by identifying the market price as an equilibrium
condition, despite its incompleteness as a descriptor of the
market process.

Figure 5.4, Market Equilibrium Price (P*) and Quantity
(Q*). The intersection of supply and demand will determine the

market price that will tend to prevail.
Equilibrium: a market price
where all buyers that want
to sell and all buyers that
wish to purchase can do
so—a state of economic
balance where individual
plans (and the expectations
which guide those plans)
are mutually compatible in
the sense that all plans can
be accomplished.

EQUILIBRIUM: ALWAYS OR NEVER?
One online dictionary defines equilibrium as “a stable situation in which forces cancel
one another.” Many economic analyses implicitly use this definition, yet we will
see that it is woefully insufficient. Even worse, it leads to a view in economics that confuses
what happens in the market. Another specialty definition (for geography) gets much closer to
economic reality; “An ideal condition towards which a channel is ever tending to develop.” By
noting this is an ideal, as a positive statement (what is) it acknowledges that equilibrium is not a
reality, but something that a market has a tendency to move towards.
The problem with this use of the term ideal is that some think of “ideal” in the normative sense
(what should be) and they therefore see prices that are not at some “equilibrium” as something
that is almost morally wrong and that needs government to fix.
In reality, the market is a process, and the really important economic phenomenon of interest
relates to the process of reaching any so-called market equilibrium. The equilibrium that most
economists focus on is really of little value in understanding behaviors. The market is constantly
adapting to the changing behaviors, tastes, productive techniques, etc., and therefore any
equilibrium is at best only at the moment we call “now.” So are we always in equilibrium, or are
we never able to achieve it?
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To introduce you to how the market process works to determine an equilibrium price,
watch this short video:

The Equilibrium Price and
Quantity

THE MARKET PROCESS IN ACTION
The intersection of supply and demand is actually a point—the only thing we ever
“see” in reality is the point at which market transactions take place, identified by P*
and Q* in Figure 5.4. From our previous discussion, we know logically that there is
a whole series of points that make up the demand and supply curves, but empirically
(real world data), we only see the point of the market transaction—the equilibrium
point. This equilibrium price is the market transaction price—the price at which all
sellers and buyers are able to sell or purchase all they want. While many economists
will gather data over a period of time to try and define a good or services supply/
demand curve, they have to assume ceteris paribus. Ceteris paribus (all other things
equal) is an assumption which almost certainly is never
valid; things constantly change in the market process
Surplus
including individuals in the market, their knowledge
QD<< QS
of market conditions, the whole complex of production
interrelationships, etc. Yet if things aren’t changing that
S
much, it may nevertheless be a very useful abstraction. But
the only data we know is the market transaction revealed at
the equilibrium point. Nevertheless, by the logic of the law
of supply and demand, we can trace out the implications of
economic action. But we should be very skeptical of the false
precision of some economic analyses that purport to know
far more than they do.
D

Equilibrium point: a price
which would allow all
willing sellers to sell and all
willing buyers to buy. This
equilibrium point is almost
always changing, to reflect
the changing valuations of
consumers and changing
opportunity costs of
producers. Nevertheless,
equilibrium is a point to
which the market process
continually tends toward.

P($)
P1
P*

QD

Q*

QS

Q (#)

Figure 5.5, Surplus in the Market Process. If the price is

greater than the underlying supply and demand fundamentals,
the quantity supplied will be greater than the quantity demanded
and we will see a surplus (the distance between QD and QS
bold line above). Suppliers will respond by cutting prices and
reducing production, which is reflected in the downward blue
arrow. Meanwhile, every drop in price stimulates an additional
marginal demander to make a purchase and we travel down the
red arrow until we finally reach an equilibrium.
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In Figure 5.4 we drew arrows to highlight that if the market
price differs from the underlying demand or supply curves,
there is a tendency to move back towards equilibrium. Let’s
look at an example of how this market process works. Assume
that the market price is above the equilibrium price; perhaps
Apple has just introduced a new version of the iPhone, and
their estimate of the price consumers are willing to pay is
too high. At that point, as seen in Figure 5.5, the quantity
supplied will exceed the quantity demanded. Inventories will
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begin to build up at production facilities and stores. As the market process unfolds, the
suppliers will seek out the market price. When inventories build up, Apple will offer a
lower price and decrease their production to eliminate the surplus inventories—they are
moving down the supply curve as the blue arrow indicates. Meanwhile as prices come
down, more and more marginal buyers will decide the price is low enough to buy the
iPhone, and quantity demanded will increase as indicated by the red arrow.
One can imagine that Apple has no exact idea how much people are really willing to pay;
the market process is a discovery process (discovering the information of true consumer
preferences). After the initial price being too high, they might not lower the price exactly
to equilibrium—it may take several iterations. Especially since they don’t want to
overshoot the equilibrium price and “spoil the market.”
SPOILING THE MARKET
Spoiling the market will occur if a company sets the price too low and consumers
come to expect that the low price will come back; they may defer purchases in hopes
that it will come back lower again, even though they are willing to pay the equilibrium price.
This is more a risk if the demand curve is more elastic. You may ask why, but recall that an
elastic good has many substitutes. For those goods, it will be easier to wait on a lower price as
you can consume the close substitute.

Shortage
QD>> QS
S

P($)

P*

P1

D
QS

Q*

QD

Q (#)

Figure 5.6, Shortage in the Market Process. If the price is

less than the underlying supply and demand fundamentals,
the quantity supplied will be less than the quantity demanded
and we will see a shortage (the distance between QD and QS
bold line above). Suppliers will respond by increasing prices
and production, which is reflected in the upward blue arrow.
Meanwhile, every increase in price causes additional marginal
demanders to stop buying and we travel up the red arrow until
we finally reach an equilibrium.
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Let’s now look at the process in reverse. Perhaps Apple did
overshoot in their price and production cuts, or perhaps they
initially underestimated demand; the result is in Figure 5.6.
The new iPhone in this situation will be flying off the shelves;
Walmart and Best Buy won’t be able to keep them in stock.
The quantity demanded exceeds the quantity supplied at P1
and we will have a shortage. The retailers themselves may
increase the price to profit from the demand, and will place
more orders with Apple. Apple will respond to this with
both increased prices and increased production, and we will
move up the supply curve toward the equilibrium price, P*
as shown by the blue arrow. With the price increasing, more
marginal demanders will no longer make purchases and we
will move up the demand curve towards P* as indicated by
the red arrow.
The previous analysis helps us understand how the market
process overcomes ignorance to meet true consumer
preferences and find an equilibrium. We had to assume
ceteris paribus with respect to the supply and demand
curves. But now we can relax a bit and imagine changing one
variable (either supply or demand) and trace out the effects.
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P($)
S
P1

D1

P2

D2

Let’s say that we have an initial equilibrium such as seen in
Figure 5.4; the search process for the equilibrium or market
transaction price is complete, and now a change in demand
occurs. Let’s continue considering what might happen
with a new version of the iPhone. While introduced with
great fanfare and rave reviews, the product is experiencing
numerous failures due to a previously unidentified conflict in
the software that causes the phone not to work when certain
apps are in use. This will cause a drop in demand (why not a
drop in quantity demanded? See Figure 3.9 in chapter 3) as
seen in Figure 5.7.

Note that nothing has changed in the supply curve; we’ve
only had a change in demand, so the movement occurs
down the supply curve as indicated by the blue arrow. The
Figure 5.7, Drop in Demand. A drop in demand (which could be result will be a lower price and quantity sold. There are still
due to any number of variables changing {anything other than
marginal buyers, of course. Perhaps they don’t use the “killer
price changes} such as consumer preferences, expectations,
app” that is having the software glitch; perhaps they expect
price changes in substitutes or complements, etc.) will result in
lower price and quantity.
Apple to be able to quickly come up with a fix and are willing
to forego that app for a while (or the use of the phone feature)
to get the product at a cheaper price. So sales will continue, but at a lower price and quantity.
Q2

Q1

Q (#)

WOULD APPLE REALLY RAISE PRICES IN RESPONSE TO A SHORTAGE?
For the example of a shortage and how the price system would respond, we used
a rather specialized product: a new iPhone. While using an iPhone to illustrate a
surplus is reasonable, the use of an iPhone for a shortage may not look like our example,
although the market pricing adjustment is broadly applicable. Apple may not deal with scarcity
by raising prices directly; they may choose to allow demand to remain unsatisfied. There are
several reasons (at least) why Apple might choose this strategy. First, they might be concerned
with public perceptions of being “greedy,” and the loss to their brand name from this might
outweigh the short term profit opportunities. Second, they may delay any future price cuts or
improvements that they might have made, so that they capture the profit later. If demand is
strong, why add more memory at the same price? Or if Apple does make an improvement, they
may charge a higher price for the improved model. Nevertheless, even if Apple doesn’t raise
prices (or allow its retailers to), prices will rise to meet the demand as the secondary market of
consumers will resell (similar to concert ticket scalpers) at the true equilibrium price.

Unfortunately for Apple, the bad news doesn’t end there in our imaginary construct.
Despite their best efforts to have great working conditions in their domestic production
facilities, the ongoing economic crisis has led to a new wave of populism and a furor of
anger at “big business” exploiting the worker. Since Apple has continued with high levels
of profit from their music and computer sales, the domestic workers have unionized and
successfully obtained much higher wage and benefit levels than they previously enjoyed.
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In economic terms, the prices of the factors of production
have risen for Apple. What will this do to our example?
Obviously it will affect supply, and since input prices have
risen, we will have a reduction in supply as seen Figure 5.8.
The decrease in supply (not quantity supplied—why not?—see
chapter 4) is reflected in the shift from S1 to S2, and results in
a further decrease in quantity, while raising the price. Just to
make sure you have this, we’ll do the opposite in the next two
short examples; we’ll increase demand and supply and trace
out the effects as the market process unfolds to create a new
equilibrium.

S2

P($)

S1
P1, 3

D1

P2

D2
Q3

Q2

Q (#)

Q1

Figure 5.8, Drop in demand, followed by a decrease in
Supply. From our final equilibrium in Figure 5.7 @ P 2 and Q2,

we’ve added a decrease in supply (S2) due to increased factor
prices. The result will be a further reduction in quantity, but the
price will increase (conveniently for our graph, but not usually
the case) to exactly the same price as our initial equilibrium.

There is a whole host of reasons demand could increase;
perhaps due to Apple having new camera features that
are unmatched and screen resolutions that are amazing
compared to its competitors. As seen in Figure 5.9, this
increased demand leads to increases in both price and
quantity. Similarly, supply could increase; perhaps sales of
older iPhones went drastically down, and it was possible
for Apple to shift production over to the latest version. See
Figure 5.10.

P($)

P($)

S1

S

S2

P2

P1

P1

D2

P2

D

D1
Q1

Q2

Q (#)

Figure 5.9, Increase in Demand. An increase in demand (which

could be due to any of a number of variables changing {anything
other than price changes} such as consumer preferences,
expectations, price changes in substitutes or complements, etc.)
will result in a higher price and quantity.
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Q2

Q (#)

Figure 5.10, Increase in Supply. An increase in supply could

occur due to 1) a reduction in the prices of factors of production,
2) a drop in demand for a substitute in production, 3) producer
expectations that future prices will drop, 4) increase in # of
suppliers. An increase in supply results in lower prices and
higher quantities.
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Cautionary note: the changes we’ve just stepped through will be the result of the market
process—the groping of suppliers and demanders to find out the true equilibrium
price. This will be a continual process since everything is always changing. One
should not expect a change in demand or supply to lead instantly (or exactly) to these
new equilibrium prices and quantities; the analysis we’ve just seen is how the process
will tend to unfold, and why suppliers and demanders will act the way they do. We
should not expect the long-run equilibrium position to be exactly where we end up in
these charts, precisely because there is no long-run equilibrium in a dynamic market
economy. Over time, there are continual innovations and changing preferences that
drive additional changes in our supply and demand framework.
Table 5.1 provides a summary of the effects of changes in supply and demand. Changes
in supply result in opposite movements in price and quantity, while changes in demand
result in changes in the same direction.
The market process is a competitive auction and tends to
lead to a “social” value imputation to everything in the
market. Since market prices reflect the individual valuations
in S
of many market participants, that price may or may not
in S
be consistent with godly values. Many prices of goods
and services are inconsistent with our individual moral
in D
values—that’s precisely what makes up a market. In a market,
everyone’s values (as represented by their demand for certain
in D
products) are reflected in market prices; both “saints” and
Table 5.1, Changes in Supply and Demand
“sinners.” Critics that don’t like free market results often wish
to regulate or otherwise control prices to have their individual morals prevail. It will
likely be more effective to treat the disease rather than the symptom; critics might be
better served to win hearts and attitudes that would then lead to better market results.
Since God gives us freedom to do right or wrong in the exercise of our stewardship
responsibilities—with positive or negative consequences—we ought to be very discerning
and cautious in our attempts to regulate the behavior of others, especially those outside
the body of Christ (1 Cor. 5:12-13).
Effect on P

Effect on Q

IT’S A WRAP!
In this chapter you’ve learned how supply and demand interact to lead toward a tendency
to equilibrium—an ill-suited word to describe the constantly changing competitive
price system we see in the real world. While some consider supply and demand analysis
simplistic, it is really not. Many of you seeing it for the first time won’t think it’s simple
at all! Yet, this “simple” analytical tool can help us understand much of the world around
us. In the next chapter we’ll put it into practice with many real world applications.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
WALTER WILLIAMS
1936-Present

Photograph of Walter Williams 1

Walter Williams is perhaps best known by his self-description, the “people’s economist.”
Dr. Williams is one of the most widely syndicated economics columnists in the country,
with his economics column carried by Creator’s Syndicate in 150 newspapers plus a
number of websites. While his many scholarly articles and books have influenced the
economic profession, his genius (and the reason for including him as a great economist)
is in his ability to take the technical content of economic analysis and make it real
for ordinary citizens. Thus he is perhaps the greatest living economic educator, as his
common sense analysis is read by millions in his syndicated column. Further, as the
occasional guest host of the Rush Limbaugh program, he is the modern version of
Frederic Bastiat—addressing millions while exposing various economic fallacies (such as
the benefit of the minimum wage).
Much of Williams’ technical economics has focused on the disparate impact of
government policies on minorities. His most famous early work, The State Against
Blacks, made the case that government policies which are intended to benefit poor
minorities have resulted in significant unintended consequences—harming the very
people they are supposed to help. Further, his analysis of South Africa’s apartheid
system found racism as the root cause of support for minimum wage increases for
black Afrikaners. Racist whites wanted to legislate away poorer black workers’ ability to
undercut the higher white wage level. While Williams would not necessarily attribute
racism as the motive for support for minimum wage laws in the US, one is left to
conclude that the effects of minimum wage legislation are consistent with what racists
would approve—poor minorities are disproportionately hurt by this misguided public
policy. Williams’ constant admonition is for people to examine the effects of a policy,
and not to focus on its intentions.
Williams was born poor in the projects of Philadelphia, drafted into the army (where
he fought latent racism), and subsequently studied economics at UCLA, completing his
Ph.D. in 1972. But rather than giving his biography, we should let Dr. Williams tell his
own story in the video below:

Up From the Projects
Walter Williams: Autobiography
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CHAPTER FIVE: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. Our analysis concludes that buyers compete against buyers, and sellers compete
against sellers. Evaluate this 2010 salary negotiation of Derek Jeter and the New York
Yankees in light of that conclusion.
2. If markets are simply, in the words of Adam Smith, an outcome of man’s natural
inclination to “truck, barter and exchange,” would a communist utopia lead to the
end of markets? Evaluate. Hint: Do a web search on black markets in communist
countries.
3. The U.S. government has subsidized corn ethanol production for years, driving up
the price of corn.
a. Evaluate what happens to the demand for corn when the government initially
provides subsidies to ethanol producers. Illustrate with an S&D curve
framework.
b. Explain what information is conveyed in the rising prices to consumers and
producers, and how they will respond.
c. How does that compare to what you would consider socially desirable?
4. Many states have laws restricting price gouging, such as Texas, especially after
natural disasters. Consider a hurricane in the gulf coast which disrupts oil
production.
a. Illustrate this effect on an S&D diagram.
b. Show what the effect of Texas’ price gouging law might have on the market
reaction.
c. Discuss what price gouging laws do to the information content of higher prices.
Will that information be transmitted? If so, how? If not, what is the likely result?
5. Imagine that the latest version of the iPhone was released at a suggested price of
$19.99, when the “correct” market price is actually $299. Illustrate this with an S&D
diagram, and show how the market process will correct Apple’s pricing error.
6. Walmart is by far the largest retailer in the United States. Does that mean Walmart
employees have no leverage in determining wage rates? To answer, think through
what workers’ options would be in light of a proposed sharp reduction of wages to
Walmart employees.
7. After Hurricane Sandy hit the east coast in late 2012, Governor Chris Christie
ordered rationing of gasoline to ensure enough supply. What might an economist
suggest would be a better alternative to rationing by government edict? How would
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an alternative solution provide correct incentives to encourage socially optimal
behavior in consideration of the natural disaster?
8. You are now the governor of South Carolina, and a major hurricane has just
devastated your state. If you want your state to recover as soon as possible, should
you make enforcement of anti-gouging laws a priority, or should you suspend them
due to the emergency? Assess the pros and cons of both choices.
9. True or False. Once a company introduces a new product, there will be an initial
period of “guessing” the right price in order to balance consumer demand as well
as the opportunity cost of production resources; but once an equilibrium price is
reached, that price can be expected to stay there since equilibrium is defined as the
“steady-state.” Why or why not?
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CHAPTER FIVE ANSWERS
1. This is an interesting situation because it is not really a market; there are significant
limitations on baseball players’ ability to turn to other teams as well as teams’ ability
to hire other players. In this situation there is also a huge penalty for either party to
appear “out for money.” Both Mr. Jeter and the Yankees find it in their interest NOT
to have him go to another team, such that the competitive pressures are reduced. Yet
at the end of the day, there is competition, as the Yankees found out when the Seattle
Mariners signed All-Star Robinson Cano away from them.
2. No. As long as there are differing values of goods, there will be exchange.
3. A. The demand curve would shift right increasing prices and quantity as per
Figure 5.9.
B. Consumers will respond by reducing consumption, and producers will respond
by increasing corn acreage.
C. Given the initial subsidies, the reaction in B) will be socially optimal to allow the
highest valued ends to be satisfied (even if those highest valued ends are only highly
valued because of the political process of a subsidy).
4. A. Supply will shift to the left as in Figure 4.5 or step 2 in Figure 5.8.
B. If price-gouging laws preclude the price rising to equilibrate, we will be left with
a shortage, as in Figure 5.6.
C. The price will not encourage the reduction in consumption or the increase in
production that would restore equilibrium.
5. Figure 5.6 illustrates a shortage, which is what will occur with the underpricing
of the good; the arrows indicate how the shortage will be restored (read the text
explaining 5.6).
6. Walmart workers’ leverage is in their ability to quit and work for another employer.
By definition, the fact that the workers are at Walmart today suggests that the
workers perceive Walmart’s total compensation better than they could achieve
elsewhere. However, if Walmart does not continue to do this, workers will leave.
7. An economist would have encouraged no restrictions on prices to incentivize
reduced consumption and increased production. As prices rose, entrepreneurs
would find it in their interest to provide additional gas while consumers would find
it in their interest to reduce consumption.
8. Keeping the anti-gouging laws in place would have the effect of increasing the
time necessary to recover from the disaster, but would have the advantage of social
cohesion, in that “we’re all in this together.”
9. False. The market is always a dynamic coordination process; there will be no longlasting equilibrium as the market constantly changes.
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ENDNOTES:
1. Photograph of Walter Williams]. (2013). Retrieved June 14, 2013, from http://
econfaculty.gmu.edu/wew/. Permissions granted by Walter Williams.
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CHAPTER SIX:

APPLICATIONS IN
MARKETS

THE ALTERNATIVE TO MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL
EXCHANGE
1 Kings 21:1-16
Ahab Covets Naboth’s Vineyard
1
Now it came about after these things that Naboth the Jezreelite had a vineyard which was in
Jezreel beside the palace of Ahab king of Samaria. 2Ahab spoke to Naboth, saying, “Give me
your vineyard, that I may have it for a vegetable garden because it is close beside my house, and
I will give you a better vineyard than it in its place; if you like, I will give you the price of it in
money.” 3But Naboth said to Ahab, “The Lord forbid me that I should give you the inheritance
of my fathers.” 4So Ahab came into his house sullen and vexed because of the word which
Naboth the Jezreelite had spoken to him; for he said, “I will not give you the inheritance of my
fathers.” And he lay down on his bed and turned away his face and ate no food. 5But Jezebel his
wife came to him and said to him, “How is it that your spirit is so sullen that you are not eating
food?” 6So he said to her, “Because I spoke to Naboth the Jezreelite and said to him, ‘Give me
your vineyard for money; or else, if it pleases you, I will give you a vineyard in its place.’ But he
said, ‘I will not give you my vineyard.’” 7Jezebel his wife said to him, “Do you now reign over
Israel? Arise, eat bread, and let your heart be joyful; I will give you the vineyard of Naboth the
Jezreelite.” 8So she wrote letters in Ahab’s name and sealed them with his seal, and sent letters
to the elders and to the nobles who were living with Naboth in his city. 9Now she wrote in
the letters, saying, “Proclaim a fast and seat Naboth at the head of the people; 10and seat two
worthless men before him, and let them testify against him, saying, ‘You cursed God and the
king.’ Then take him out and stone him to death.”
Jezebel’s Plot
11
So the men of his city, the elders and the nobles who lived in his city, did as Jezebel had sent
word to them, just as it was written in the letters which she had sent them. 12They proclaimed a
fast and seated Naboth at the head of the people. 13Then the two worthless men came in and sat
before him; and the worthless men testified against him, even against Naboth, before the people,
saying, “Naboth cursed God and the king.” So they took him outside the city and stoned him
to death with stones. 14Then they sent word to Jezebel, saying, “Naboth has been stoned and is
dead.” 15When Jezebel heard that Naboth had been stoned and was dead, Jezebel said to Ahab,
“Arise, take possession of the vineyard of Naboth, the Jezreelite, which he refused to give you for
money; for Naboth is not alive, but dead.” 16When Ahab heard that Naboth was dead, Ahab
arose to go down to the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite, to take possession of it.
Mutually beneficial exchange is the cornerstone of free market economics. But this requires
each side to voluntarily cooperate—each must ex ante believe they’ll be better off from the
exchange. In this scripture we find that no voluntary exchange was possible; Naboth did
not expect any consumer surplus from Ahab’s offer—his land was not for sale at any price.
Under the rule of law (an institution highlighted in chapter 1), that would be the end of it.
However, if people will not follow the rule of law, we end up with the rule (or caprice) of men:
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kings and leaders in authority simply decide the rules and we live with them. Ultimately we
have to ration scarce goods by some mechanism; as we discussed early in the book, the
price system is only one way. We could also ration scarce goods (like vineyards) by “might
makes right,” or by the politically powerful. Jezebel thought of a way to “appear” as if the
rule of law were still in effect, and Ahab received his coveted vineyard. Nevertheless, there
are unintended consequences of not limiting exchange to mutually beneficial trades. Under
the LORD’s command (v. 19), Elijah told Ahab: “Thus says the LORD, ‘In the place where the
dogs licked up the blood of Naboth the dogs will lick up your blood, even yours.’” In this
chapter we will examine how government sometimes limits voluntary exchange through price
controls, and analyze some of the unintended consequences.
One of the most applicable verses in the Bible to economics (and the passage above) is
Galatians 6:7: “Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, this he will
also reap.” If we ignore the teachings of economics, we will have worse economic results.
And if we reject God, he will “give us over” to live with the consequences of our actions
(Romans 1:28). In neither case will the outcome match the intent.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§
§§
§§
§§

Apply supply and demand analysis of minimum wage legislation
Compare and contrast price ceilings and price floors
Recognize the benefits of entry-level/unskilled jobs
Describe how transaction costs explain why market results often differ from
theory
§§ Explain the social benefits of speculation
§§ Summarize the value added role of “middlemen”
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INTRODUCTION
Supply and demand analysis is the cornerstone of economics as it allows us to model the
heart of markets: mutually beneficial voluntary exchange. In the last chapter we explored
how changes in supply or demand would result in new price/quantity combinations. As
useful as this framework may be, it has some limitations. In this chapter we’ll review
how government regulations often hinder the plan coordination function of markets,
how lack of information and other transaction costs reduce the number of mutually
beneficial exchanges, and finally how markets work to overcome those transaction costs.

MARKET PROCESS APPLICATION: MINIMUM
WAGE LEGISLATION AND PRICE FLOORS
You now have the tools to apply economic analysis to the real world. You can assess
whether given means are likely to lead to a stated end. Consider the ongoing political
issue of the minimum wage. President Obama supported the minimum wage (as do
many republicans); while running for President in 2008 he said: “It’s time to turn the
page for all those Americans who want nothing more than to have a job that can pay the
bills and raise a family. Let’s finally make the minimum wage a living wage. Let’s tie it to
the cost of living so we don’t have to wait another 10 years to see it rise.”
In 2009, the United States was in the middle of what many were calling the worst
financial crisis since the Great Depression. Unemployment rose to over 10% of the
workforce during 2009 from under 5% in early 2008. During this time of significantly
rising unemployment, the minimum wage was increased twice, to the current level of
$7.25/hr. Many of you readers may be paid minimum wage, if you are able to find a job.
So perhaps you think a hike in the minimum wage is a good thing?

Market wage: the wage
rate for labor that prevails
in competitive markets
without government
interference.

Raising the minimum wage is often politically popular; who can risk a vote against the
“little guy” while Wall Street titans are making millions? And everybody knows one
can’t support a family on minimum wage. We will leave aside many of the substantive
issues such as the length of time workers actually make the minimum wage and what
type worker makes the minimum wage, or what lifestyle a minimum wage actually
could support. We’ll simply use our economic tools to assess the likely result of an
increase in the minimum wage to the number of people who will actually receive such
a wage increase. First, we will assume that the reason politicians are voting to raise the
minimum wage is that it will actually raise minimum wages. To the extent that market
wages already exceed any proposed minimum wage, there is no impact. Think about it:
if the minimum wage were $1/hr., and politicians were proposing to raise it to $2/hr., yet
the real market wage is already $5/hr., there will be no effect. Yes—now we can’t pay $1/
hr., but the market-clearing price was well above that anyway. Further, the politicians
wouldn’t actually be able to credit themselves; they would likely hear “thanks for
nothing” from their constituents.
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Figure 6.1, Increase in the minimum wage for Labor (N).

With the minimum wage set equal to the market clearing wage
for labor at $5.15 per hour, plans of workers and employers
are “dovetailed”: everyone who wants to work or hire someone
at that wage is able to. If minimum wage is increased to
$6.45/hour, with no change in underlying demand or supply
fundamentals, the result will be the quantity supplied will exceed
quantity demanded. Many will desire work at the prevailing wage
and will be unable to find it. If the wage is further increased,
the gap becomes larger, with more workers unable to find jobs.
Note that some previously employed will be let go, as the new
quantity demanded is less than Q*.
Market-clearing price: In
any market, the equilibrium
(or market clearing) price
allows all producers
that want to sell and all
consumers who wish to
purchase to exchange at
that price.

Instead, let’s assume the market-clearing price for
unskilled labor is $5.15/hr., the current minimum wage
is $6.45/hr., and the proposed legislation would take the
minimum wage to $7.25/hr., as seen in Figure 6.1. The
current minimum wage of $6.45 leaves the number of
workers wanting work at that wage (QS1) exceeding the
number of jobs offered by employers. (QD1). Some of these
workers are marginal workers that only want to work at the
higher wage; they are looking for employment at $6.45/hr.
and would be unwilling to work at $5.15/hr. The number of
these workers is the difference between QS1 and Q*.
While we can sympathize with these unemployed workers,
our true sorrow goes to the workers who are willing to work
for $5.15/hr., but who are not able to find jobs at $6.45/hr. The
number of these workers is the difference between Q* and
QD1 in Figure 6.1. When the subsequent rise to $7.25 occurs,
the problem of the surplus will simply be exacerbated, since
QD2 << QS2 and is much larger than QD1<QS1. More marginal
workers, who are unwilling to work at the market-clearing
wage, will begin looking for work and not find it at $7.25/hr.
More workers who would like to work at $5.15/hr., or even
$6.45/hr., will be made illegal to hire.

$15/HR MINIMUM WAGE IN SEATTLE, BEFORE AND AFTER
Seattle implemented a large increase in the minimum wage in 2014, leading to $15/hr
by 2021. Watch these two videos to see how some related to the proposed change and
then some results in the aftermath. The results are still debated, but the theory is not.
If there is no harm to minimum wage increases, then clearly $15/hr is far too little. Why
not $50/hr? That is a serious question. Remember, in economics, we are thinking on the margin.
Is there any reason to believe we don’t have employers somewhere on the margin of whether to
hire another worker or not? What do you predict those marginal employers will do?

Seattle Restaurants Torn
Over Minimum Wage Hike

Seattle’s $15 Minimum
Wage is Hurting the Workers
It’s Intending to Help
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The stated intent of minimum wage legislation is to help those making minimum wage
get to a “living” wage. For those that continue working, it is indeed a good thing—they
now have a higher income. However, it comes at a cost to those who would like to
work but find themselves priced out of the market through no fault of their own. The
government, in effect, is saying ‘we’d rather you be paid $0/hr., than work for less than
we think you ought to.’ To try to work at $3/hr. when no one is willing to pay you $7.25/
hr. is illegal. The workers most harmed by this legislation are those with few skills—
skills that can often only be obtained by working. John Stossel’s video nicely summarizes
the issues surrounding the minimum wage:

John Stossel - The Minimum
Wage and Consequences

Minimum wage jobs are often derided as having no real potential by some popular press
writers and politicians, as can be revealed with an internet search on “hamburgerflipping” jobs. And while preferring higher-paying manufacturing jobs to any minimum
wage job is understandable, one should not denigrate the
benefits of any kind of work to the unskilled. For innerMUST EMPLOYERS ELIMINATE
city teenagers (who have historically high unemployment
POSITIONS WHEN THE MINIMUM WAGE
rates), minimum wage legislation may deny them the
IS INCREASED?
opportunity to gain skills that ultimately will lead to
Some empirical studies find low to no near
higher wages. Some of the skills that one can obtain and
term employment losses when the minimum wage is
demonstrate to subsequent employers from a “hamburgerincreased. Doesn’t this disprove the theory outlined
flipping” job are:
in this chapter? In short, no. Employers have many
margins that they can adjust on in the face of a price
increase for one of their productive inputs (such as
labor). What matters for an employer is not a particular
cost, but rather the total cost for that input. The wage
rate is only one component of the cost of an employee
to an employer. Other costs include benefits, training,
work environment, perks, etc. Many employers
may adjust to an increased cost of the wage rate by
simply cutting some of these other aspects of the
employee’s job, many of which are harder to measure
in an empirical study. Even for workers that keep their
job when the minimum wage is increased, it is by no
means clear that they will be necessarily better off
when one considers their true total compensation.
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§ability
§
to work with others in a close environment
§punctuality
§
and ability to be a dependable worker
§ability
§
to learn multiple responsibilities (move from one
job to another; e.g., cook to cashier, etc.)
§ability
§
to work with demanding customers
§willing
§
to conform personal desires to meet job needs
(e.g., wear a hair net)
To some, these represent meaningless attributes. But to
other future employers, these attributes present a record
of successful employment, suggesting that if they invest
in you to learn a more marketable skill, you have the
character to be a valuable employee.
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GOD VALUES—AND REWARDS—ALL WORK,
INCLUDING “FLIPPING HAMBURGERS”

P

• Colossians 3:23-24
• Proverbs 13:11
• Proverbs 10:4-5

Price floor: a form of
governmental price
controls which restricts
the minimum amount that
can be charged for a good
or service, resulting in a
surplus.

Minimum wage legislation is
one application of a price floor.
The intent of any price floor is
to raise the price above what the
equilibrium price would otherwise
be. In addition to minimum wages,
a historically popular price floor
has been for agricultural products.
Lobbyists for agricultural interests
have often been powerful enough
to obtain legislation for price floors
for their goods (we’ll address these
“public choice” issues in chapter
14). Figure 6.2 illustrates the more
general price floor.

P2

Price Floor

S

Surplus
Q D2< Q S2

P1

D
Q D2

Q1

Q S2

Q

Figure 6.2, Price Floors. The minimum wage is only one

example of a price floor, others include agricultural price
supports. The general conclusion is that the same effect
happens regardless of the intent of the price floor; quantity
supplied will increase while private quantity demanded will
decrease. In the case of agricultural price supports, the
government will often step in to purchase the surplus, either for
storage or “relief” to the poor or for export as part of foreign aid.

PRICE CEILINGS

Price ceiling: a form
of governmental price
controls which restricts
the maximum amount that
can be charged for a good
or service, resulting in a
shortage.

An alternative government price
control is to restrict the maximum
amount that may be charged for
a particular good or service; this
type of price control is referred
to as a price ceiling. Ostensibly,
this type of price control is to
benefit a consumer. Yet, as our
supply and demand analysis will
show, price ceilings inevitably lead
to shortages—hurting the very
consumers that are supposedly
helped. Of course certain
consumers are helped. In the case
of rent controls, those who have
apartments for many years find
that over time they are paying
substantially less rent than the
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P

Price Ceiling

S

Shortage
Q S2<< Q D2
P1
P2

D
Q S2

Q1

Q D2

Q

Figure 6.3, Price Ceilings. Rent control is a common

application of price ceilings. The control of prices increases
the demand for the service while supply is reduced, inevitably
leading to a shortage at the price ceiling. This may take time as
apartments are allowed to deteriorate and new housing is not
constructed.
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market price. However, unintended consequences may be less maintenance or other
services that ordinarily come with renting an apartment. Figure 6.3 illustrates the
economic end result of price ceilings.
Watch this video to get a more human side of rent control, complete with unintended
consequences.

Price Ceiling - Rent Control
Example from John Stossel

MARKET LIMITATIONS
Steady state: a state
or process that does not
change over time.

P($)

In our supply and demand (S&D) analysis above, we were careful to highlight that this
process is a tendency towards a steady state—that equilibrium is only in the “now”
and is constantly changing. This gives us pause in claiming too much precision for S&D
analysis. Many critics of the market think that when it fails
to reach some theoretical equilibrium ideal, it needs to be
improved (such as with government regulation.) We’ll review
those issues in chapter 13, but for now we’ll accept that the
S
market process is the best method of allocating resources in a
fallen world.

P*

D
Q*

Q (#)

Figure 6.4, Market Equilibrium Price (P*) and Quantity
(Q*) for Fresh Strawberries. Theory suggests there are profit

opportunities if the market price diverges from the equilibrium
highlighted above. Yet do we see this price action in the real
world?
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Nonetheless, there are aspects of the real world that limit or
impede the market process’s tendency toward equilibrium.
Consider Figure 6.4. Imagine a market for fresh
strawberries. I used to live in the central coast of California
where strawberries are grown. Flats of strawberries could
be purchased very cheaply and were exceedingly good. The
prices were significantly cheaper than what I was used to
paying, which suggests the market may not work after all—
right? Shouldn’t the price be the same everywhere? If there
is a difference in price, there is an opportunity for arbitrage
(where entrepreneurs can buy cheaply in one market and sell
in the expensive market), which tends to drive prices together
in all markets, as seen in Figure 6.5.
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P($)

P($)

Santa Maria, CA
S2

Detroit, MI
S1

S1

2

S2

2

D

D
Q*

Q (#)

Q*

Q (#)

Figure 6.5, Arbitrage in the Fresh Strawberry Market. Theory suggests there are profit opportunities if the market price diverges from the

equilibrium highlighted above. We should see some of the supply in Santa Maria be taken to Detroit, to take advantage of the price difference. This
would tend to reduce the supply in Santa Maria, which increasing the supply in Detroit. This process should continue until the price is the same and
there is no further opportunity for arbitrage. Yet do we see this price action in the real world?

Transaction costs: the
costs of arranging trades
between buyers and sellers.

We see very few markets where the prices are identical wherever we go. In rural areas,
many prices are cheaper (farm goods, labor rates to fix most anything, etc.), while
others are higher (e.g., cost of a service call from a distant central repair facility). The
market’s failure to arbitrage these price differentials to zero is not something due to
greedy businessmen, or a failed market process. The explanation is something called
transaction costs.

Transaction costs
are simply the costs
of arranging trades
between suppliers
and demanders.

Transaction costs are not a market failure; they are an inescapable market
feature. They explain why we never really see the ideal: where quantity supplied
and quantity demanded are exactly equal at a given price (where the supply
curve intersects the demand curve). Transaction costs are simply the costs of
arranging trades between suppliers and demanders. These costs can be from any
of a number of causes, including the list below.

TRANSACTION COSTS INCLUDE:
• Search and Information Costs
• Transportation costs
• Bargaining Costs
• Enforcement Costs
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Search and information costs include all aspects of suppliers and demanders finding out
the necessary information to arrange a deal. As a demander, you may have researched
the purchase of a new athletic shoe. You probably compared shoes online, asked friends
about their experience, or perhaps drove to different stores to try on the actual shoes
before making a purchase. Your time, the costs of the Internet, gas, and wear and tear on
the car are all examples of transaction costs. You will ultimately have paid far more than
the dollar cost you pay to the store itself.
Likewise, suppliers face search and information costs. How do they know where to
market their goods? Which stores should they sell to? Which middlemen are reliable
enough that they want to have a relationship with? Businesses may pay for consumer
research if they are large enough, but even very small business owners will give
considerable thought in to how they might make their product more attractive to
potential new buyers and how they might reach them. All business owners face these
costs to some degree.
As I mentioned before, I buy and sell small items regularly on Craigslist and eBay. I have
to take the time to take a photo (since that always seems to help the sale), transfer it to
the computer, and write the ad. I spend some time on each item, thinking about why
someone might want to buy the item used, and I try to put myself in their shoes so I
can include any information they might need and so I can present the item in the best
possible light to them. Have you ever sold anything? How did you find the buyer? How
did you communicate to him or her? These are transaction costs: costs just as real as the
dollars the person buying from you or me paid. In fact, if you’ve sold something before,
you undoubtedly priced your time into the sale of the item. I occasionally have an item
that I know someone could use and would pay a small amount of money for, yet I end up
putting in the trash. Why? Transaction costs—it’s just not worth the hassle of the search
and information costs to find out who they are.
Transportation costs:
the cost to transport goods
from a seller to a buyer—to
bring the good to a market.

A similar type of transaction cost is transportation costs. Let’s say I want to sell an
older car engine, which is very heavy, and I have a local buyer who will pay me $100. It
doesn’t mean too much to me when I live in Albuquerque to know there is a potential
buyer of an item in Seattle who would pay $125 for the same engine. It might cost $200$300 to ship it, not to mention my time and effort to package it for shipping and deliver
it to UPS. This is a large part of the explanation of price differentials between different
areas of the country.
Consider our earlier strawberry example in Figure 6.5. One of my favorite strawberries
when I lived in Santa Maria, California, came from a field that sold a variant of Chandler
strawberries. These were smaller and very sweet, and only sold locally from the field. The
farmer had other strawberries that he sold to customers elsewhere. The reason is that
these particular strawberries would go bad in about 2 days—they would never survive
the delays associated with shipping. In this case, the transportation cost eliminated the
whole market—people in Detroit can’t purchase these on the market, so they have to
purchase less tasty strawberries and they’ll still pay more than the people in Santa Maria.
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Bargaining costs are another type of transaction cost and can vary considerably; they
tend to increase based on the size of the profit margins of the good or service. For
example, one wouldn’t think of going into Walmart and trying to negotiate on the price
of the good. This is not just because of the fact that it’s a large firm; Walmart tends to cut
the profit on each item very low and make up for it by selling a high volume. However, if
one goes to buy a car, one would be foolish to simply say “how much” and then write the
check. But the time and stress of negotiating the transaction is a definite cost of doing
business.
These bargaining costs are not limited to end sales. All businesses tend to negotiate with
suppliers of inputs to their production process, and these costs will be included in the
final price. Walmart is famous (or infamous, depending on your point of view) for being
a tough negotiator on suppliers in its bid to decrease costs to the consumer (and thus
make more profits for itself). In smaller markets, bargaining costs can be significant and
possibly limit sales. Items seen for sale online sometimes are labeled for a price followed
by “OBO” (or best offer). In that case, the seller of the item is willing to negotiate and
doesn’t consider the costs of negotiating as exceeding the benefits. Other ads will have
the price as “FIRM,” trying to eliminate the bargaining costs for the seller.
A final transaction cost to consider is that of enforcement. This encompasses the access
to legal systems to enforce contracts, as well as the informal institutional ways people use
to ensure both sides of the exchange will live up to their part of the bargain. This could
include such things as trader scores and feedback on the Internet. It also includes the
cost of building up trust in relationships. This is one reason why businesses will not quickly
change relationships with suppliers; a cheaper monetary price may not be sufficient to
overcome the cost of building up trust and informal working arrangements that a
business may have with existing suppliers. New businesses understand the difficulty of
“breaking in” to a market to get their business off the ground. Purchasers of items on
eBay will often look askance at someone selling an item with zero or low feedback; there
is no reputation to decrease the potential enforcement cost (see Figure 6.6).

Figure 6.6, eBay Feedback Example.
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Transaction costs help us understand why markets don’t appear to be as efficient as
theory would suggest—they explain why prices can diverge and why these differences
may last for quite some time. As mentioned, some would consider this a failure of the
market. But careful reflection will show that this is not the case: failure of the market
process to arbitrage out price differences shows that in fact, they are different markets.
The market for strawberries in Santa Maria is an entirely different market than the
market in Detroit. If you buy a strawberry in Detroit (or Denver, or Seattle) you are
buying the service to produce that strawberry and deliver it at a certain place, time,
and style. Considered that way, there is no generic “strawberry” market; there is only
the market for the strawberries at the place, time, style, and quantity that you want to
buy. We must compare “apples to apples”; a strawberry in California is not the same as a
strawberry in Michigan.

Instead of criticisms over
market failures, we should
appreciate the creativity and
diversity of services that the
market can provide to meet
a variety of customer needs.

Consider another price difference. A soda bought at the local 24-7
convenience store will cost over one dollar, yet you can buy the same
soda at less than half the price at a grocery store. These price differences
stay pretty constant over time, yet again this is not a market failure—it’s
a different market. With the convenience store, you are paying more
for the service of having a coke conveniently available while you pump
gas. The combined characteristics of the convenience store may at some
times result in the best deal for you, while other times you’ll buy a case
of sodas at the grocery store. Instead of criticisms over market failures,
we should appreciate the creativity and diversity of services that the
market can provide to meet a variety of customer needs.

THE MARKET’S RESPONSE TO TRANSACTION
COSTS
Middleman: a firm that
transforms a good (or
service) into a form closer
to the consumer’s desired
end state of a consumption
good.

Transaction costs tend to reduce the efficiency of the market, and allow persistent price
differences to remain. But the fact that transaction costs inhibit potential gains from
trade does not mean the gains aren’t there. One should expect the market to reward
functions that reduce transaction costs and enable trade to occur. The middleman is a
primary market actor to reduce transaction costs and facilitate exchange.
It’s quite common to see middlemen berated as providing no value (since they don’t
actually produce the good), and simply getting in between the producer and consumer
in order to get in on the action. Yet almost all the successful businesses are actually
middleman, if we think more broadly.
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THE INTERNET: MAKING TRANSACTION COSTS OBSOLETE?
The internet really “came of age” in the late 1990s, with the promise of transforming
commerce. The hype helped to energize the tech bubble in the stock market (but did
not cause it—see chapter 10) and threatened to put an end to “bricks and mortar”
capital costs since ecommerce doesn’t need fancy mall space to sell goods. The Department of
Commerce statistics show that ecommerce as percentage of retail sales has grown steadily in
the last decade—from .6% in 1999 to almost 12% in 2020. The internet has reduced the cost to
gather information, reduced personal shopping costs (both time and transportation to the store),
and has developed ways to reduce bargaining costs and enforcement costs. Many people buy
all their Christmas presents online, and I certainly couldn’t have written or distributed this book
without the Internet. The Internet is perhaps the greatest reducer of transaction costs ever—but
it does not eliminate them. For instance, how much time do you spend “surfing the net” to find
the best deal?

If you ever shop at Best Buy or Walmart for an electronics product, for
The primary service one
example, you have bought from a middleman. Walmart and Best Buy do
not make the product; they make their money by offering a value-added
gets from a middleman is
service for you, the customer. The primary service one gets from a
delivery of the good at a
middleman is delivery of the good at a desired time and location in a
desired time and location
specified fashion (quality, quantity, etc.). Yes, you could buy the product
in a specified fashion
online, but it might take a week or so to get the product unless you want to
pay an exorbitant “next day air” fee—in any case you can’t have it right
(quality, quantity, etc.).
now. Walmart has one of the world’s most advanced inventory and
transportation systems to ensure you have the product you want at the
lowest price possible. Imagine how much costs would increase if Pioneer (or JBL or
Sony) had to develop its own product distribution system. By concentrating on what
they do best (producing the electronic device), they leave the distribution to others who
likewise specialize in that aspect of the production process, and we receive some of the
gains from specialization.
Did what we just cover sink in? Until the camera or compact disc player is in your
hands, it is not completely produced. Just like the strawberries in Detroit, you are
buying a service that is produced—you are not just buying the product. You are buying
a product that is delivered to you in a certain timeframe, location and packaging. Once
you realize this, you will understand that, in effect, there are no middlemen that need to
be eliminated. This doesn’t mean, of course, that we can’t strive to make an even more
efficient production process that might eliminate some production steps. While many
decry the middleman, the same people will often lament the decline
of small town businesses as these middlemen have found they can’t
function of the
compete with larger providers of delivery services.

The second main
middleman is to reduce search
and information costs.
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The second main function of the middleman is to reduce search
and information costs. Going to Best Buy will allow you to look
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at multiple cameras at the same time, for example, and consider the various features at
the same time. Often the merchant will put the most important features on a prominent
display to ease your comparison. Another benefit is that we expect Best Buy or other
merchants to do some of the research for us; if the camera is truly a piece of junk and
Best Buy sells it, it will reduce their image as a provider of quality electronics. So it’s
in their interest to search out the best deals for you; in effect you are paying them for
the gains from specialization in the area of consumer electronics research. Similarly,
although not enough to satisfy critics, Walmart finds it in its interest to independently
test product safety (independent from the original manufacturer, not necessarily
independent of Walmart). Consumers spend less time researching the safety of a given
product knowing that the middleman has done some of that testing for them, and much
more efficiently than they could have done themselves.
THE MOST IMPORTANT MIDDLEMAN EVER? (GENESIS 41:41–56)
v. 41: “Pharaoh said to Joseph, ‘See, I have set you over all the land of Egypt.’”
v. 47-49: “During the seven years of plenty the land brought forth abundantly. So he gathered
all the food of these seven years which occurred in the land of Egypt and placed the food in the
cities; he placed in every city the food from its own surrounding fields. Thus Joseph stored up grain in
great abundance like the sand of the sea, until he stopped measuring it, for it was beyond measure.”
vv. 53-56: “When the seven years of plenty which had been in the land of Egypt came to an end, and the
seven years of famine began to come, just as Joseph had said, then there was famine in all the lands,
but in all the land of Egypt there was bread. So when all the land of Egypt was famished, the people cried
out to Pharaoh for bread; and Pharaoh said to all the Egyptians, ‘Go to Joseph; whatever he says to you,
you shall do.’ When the famine was spread over all the face of the earth, then Joseph opened all the
storehouses, and sold to the Egyptians; and the famine was severe in the land of Egypt.”
Joseph was not a producer of grain, but he showed excellent (actually divine!) foresight to be
able to anticipate customer demand. If not for this middleman, Egypt and Israel would have
starved. No one can doubt the value of Joseph to the people of that era. Pharaoh certainly
didn’t, since he told the people to “Go see Joseph!”
And Joseph was...a middleman.

SPECULATION
“Speculators driving up oil prices, Senate panel told,” reads the headline. Speculators are
blamed for all sorts of evil, especially when prices spike wildly. Indeed, when there are
wild price swings you can bet that there are speculators trying to profit from the price
changes. But are the speculators a stabilizing or destabilizing force? Do the speculators
tend to drive prices in line with economic fundamentals? Our supply and demand
analysis can help us find an answer to these questions.
Consider an oil market with an equilibrium price of $70 per barrel. Let’s say that a
speculator believes the price will rise in the future; whether demand will increase or
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Figure 6.7, Increase in Demand, due to speculation. An

increase in demand due to speculation will result in a higher
price and quantity. However, the additional demand caused by
speculation is to hold the oil in reserve to sell in the future, not
to consume. The actual demand for consumption is still the
curve D1; at the higher price driven by the speculative demand,
the quantity demanded will fall to Q2 as shown above. The
difference between QS and Q2 is the speculative demand.
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Figure 6.8, Collapse in speculation. Once speculators

see inventories rise and the failure of whatever fundamental
factor they expected to occur (either higher demand or lower
production), they will begin to sell to minimize losses. Given the
higher production at QS, prices will fall initially to $50/barrel, far
lower than the final equilibrium price of $70.
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supply will be reduced is immaterial to the speculator. Her
only concern is that the price rise will be sufficient enough
to justify the costs of buying the oil (or rights to the oil) at
today’s prices to sell later. When she and thousands of others
are buying oil, the additional demand will cause a shift in
the demand curve as seen in Figure 6.7. Interestingly, this
increase in demand is not to consume the oil; rather, it is to
hold it for future sale. The demand for current consumption
of oil has not changed, and at the higher price the quantity
demanded will fall. Earlier in this chapter we reviewed how
the market reaction to a hurricane will cause both suppliers
and demanders to behave in a socially desirable way; in this
case we are reviewing their actions in the case of an unknown
issue to see if the effects are stabilizing or destabilizing.
Let’s say that the speculators are wrong; the fundamentals
that speculators envisioned in the future (either evidenced
by an increase in demand or a reduction in supply) do
not pan out. They have bid up the prices to $90/barrel in
expectation of a profit. Producers have increased production
to take advantage of the higher prices, while consumers have
reduced their consumption as the opportunity cost of using
oil goes up. Inventories will rise, and at some point some of
the speculators will begin to see that their estimate of the
future was wrong—at that point they will try to sell first at
the higher price before the other speculators do. As the price
starts to fall, other speculators that bid oil up to $90/barrel
will see increasing losses; they too will be forced to sell to cut
their losses. Will the price return to $70/barrel? Not initially;
in fact, it must go much lower—perhaps to $50 as shown in
Figure 6.8.
The consumers were originally forced to pay $90 by the
speculation, and now there will be a period of prices well
below the equilibrium that the consumers will enjoy. When
the speculators are right, as seen earlier in the chapter when
a hurricane hit, speculation will ensure that suppliers and
demanders take the socially correct action. When they are
wrong, both suppliers and demanders will initially respond
in the wrong fashion; but as the errors of the speculators
become apparent, there will be a return to optimal behavior.
Suppliers that initially benefitted from and demanders
that were initially hurt by higher prices will see a reversal
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of fortunes with a period of lower prices. Speculators that forecast incorrectly will see
losses, while those that forecast correctly will be rewarded. It’s important to note that for
every trade (speculative or otherwise) there is a person taking the opposite position—for
every buyer there is a seller. So some speculators are correct while others must be wrong.
For another review of the economic role of speculation, watch this video:

Speculation

MORE MARKET LIMITATIONS: POORLY DEFINED
PROPERTY RIGHTS
STEWARDS OF CREATION
There are many ills in a fallen world, and high on many people’s list is concern over
destruction of the environment. The conventional wisdom is that people are shortsighted
and will not take care of the environment in the absence of strong environmental
legislation and regulation. As Christians, we certainly understand that man is capable of
monstrous wrongs, and certainly, concern over pollution is warranted. We need to be good
stewards of God’s creation (Genesis 1:27-28, 2:15), and bequeath to future generations a
bountiful inheritance (Proverbs 13:22).

In some cases, markets may not lead to efficient allocation of resources because
property rights are not completely defined. For instance, pollution is more common
if the resource being polluted doesn’t have clearly defined property rights. Given this,
the question becomes: what is the most effective way of providing incentives for people
to do the right thing—either carrots or sticks? Critics of free markets believe “sticks”
aimed at regulating behavior are the most effective, since the markets can reward poor
stewardship with short-term profits. Market advocates focus on just the opposite: the
market actually incentivizes long-term stewardship of assets since poor stewardship
reduces capital values. When property rights are poorly defined, individual market
participants will not effectively exercise good stewardship of the gifts God has given us.

Negative-externality: a
cost imposed on others that
are not part of a market
transaction.

Let’s consider air pollution. Who owns the air? We all do…and none of us do. If I decide
to burn trash, and you as my next-door neighbor are trying to have a backyard cookout,
you may object to my use of the air in my yard since it affects the air in your yard. In
economic terms, I will have created a negative-externality (we’ll explore this later in
chapter 13) that affects you. But if you had defined property rights to clean air over your
house, you could have legal redress whenever I burned trash and sent smoke your way.
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The debate over tobacco is a similar argument. If you are in your own house, in most
cases no one has a right to tell you not to smoke. In my house, I will ask you not to smoke
and you will agree or leave. But what about public property? Who owns that air (see
the example below for one implication of poorly defined property rights of air)? What
about privately owned restaurants that are open to the public? Can they decide to allow
smokers, or alternatively ban them? When property rights are clearly defined with the
appropriate legal safeguards, social conflict over pollution is reduced.
WHAT IF NO ONE OWNS THE AIR?
“‘Asian Brown Cloud’ Threatens U.S.” by Sid Perkins on 25 May 2012, 8:00 AM
China and India are some of the world’s top polluters, with countless cars, factories,
and households belching more than 2 million metric tons of carbon soot and other
dark pollutants into the air every year. These pollutants aren’t just bad news for the countries
themselves. A new study reveals that they can affect climate thousands of kilometers away,
warming the United States by up to 0.4°C by 2024, while cooling other countries.
Some forms of pollution—especially light-colored aerosols such as sulfates that spew from
power plants and volcanoes—scatter light back into space, cooling Earth. But dark aerosols,
such as soot from diesel engines and power plants, absorb more sunlight than they scatter,
gaining heat and warming the air around them. Rapidly developing countries, especially China,
India, and those in southeastern Asia, are prolific sources of such aerosols. Over the past few
decades, the pall hanging over the region has come to be known as “the Asian brown cloud.”
Previous studies have shown that even though layers of air polluted with carbon aerosols
become substantially warmer, the cloud slightly cools temperatures at ground level, by some
estimates reducing the amount of sunlight reaching the surface by between 10% and 15%. The
brown cloud also weakens winds during the Asian summer monsoon and changes the timing
and location of monsoon rainfall. The cloud has dramatically thickened in recent decades, with
some studies showing that dark aerosol emissions from China alone doubled between 2000 and
2006.
The sixfold and 10-fold increases in dark aerosol emissions would cause global average
temperatures at ground level to rise 0.1°C by 2024, the researchers report in a forthcoming
issue of Geophysical Research Letters. But possibly more important, the thickening brown
cloud would trigger significant changes in long-term weather patterns that would affect areas
thousands of kilometers away. The effect would be somewhat like a human-made El Niño, the
climate phenomenon in which sea-surface warming in the tropical Pacific alters temperature
and precipitation in the United States and elsewhere.
Although scientists have long studied the effects of pollutants on cloud formation and other
small-scale phenomena, determining their effects on climate in distant regions is a relatively
new field, says Chien Wang, an atmospheric scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge, who wasn’t involved in the research. The new findings “are not
surprising at all,” he notes. However, he adds, the team’s new study “is a highly idealized
experiment,” so the results are probably more accurate in terms of capturing the overall pattern
of changes than they are at estimating the precise amount of warming or cooling in a particular
locale.
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Further, properly defined property rights will provide the market incentives for effective
stewardship! Let’s say you own a piece of property, a one-acre plot in town. If you keep it
clean and neat, it will sell for more than if you let it get overgrown and don’t keep people
from dumping trash on it. You have an incentive to take care of the property, since the
care you take will be reflected in how much you can sell it for. In most cases, effective
environmental stewardship will increase the future value of any property and therefore
increase the current value today. This does not mean that we’ll have no pollution (recall
our earlier discussion about the optimum amount of “bads”). But it does mean that if
we have clearly defined property rights, the property owner is incentivized to use the
property in a way that provides the largest total return. For example, we have to have
garbage dumps to some degree—we’re never going to have zero waste and the best of
recycling will still leave some. So where does the dump go: in the middle of downtown,
or in a remote area? It’s almost always originally placed in a more remote area; not just
because of the nuisance smell, but because remote land is cheaper than downtown areas.
Incentives matter.
While private landowners have appropriate financial incentives to take care of the
property that they have legal ownership of, such is not the case with government
ownership of land. There are competing interests in use of the land; in some cases
environmentalists call for limited/no use of the land, while others call for unlimited
use for whatever purpose they want (hunting, off-roading, etc.). But neither group is
necessarily interested in maximizing the value of the land. While the environmentalists
“no-use” policy will result in having the same potential in the future as today, that policy
will forgo the benefits of that property in the present (until subsequently used). The
public servant administrators of the property also have no personal financial stake in
effective stewardship; it is no coincidence that large environmental disasters occur with
government administration of the property affected. (Google: Chernobyl or Rocky Flats
for some examples.)
Where property rights are ill defined or collectively owned, we see a phenomenon
referred to as the tragedy of the commons. The tragedy of the commons shows how use
of collectively owned assets does not properly account for both cost and benefits. Let’s
say there is a pond in town full of fish. The benefit to you of catching a fish is the whole
fish. However, the cost to you is the reduced potential of catching
that fish in the future—a cost shared by every other person in
town. While you get the sole benefit of eating the fish, everyone
Clearly assigned property rights
in town shares the cost. The result is that the pond will be “over
will result in individuals having
fished” compared to a private pond where the owner receives both
the incentive to consider both
the full benefits and full costs of removing a fish from the pond.
the full costs and full benefits of
Clearly assigned property rights will result in individuals having
the incentive to consider both the full costs and full benefits of
using that property.
using that property.
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Reflect on these examples of “tragedy of the commons.”
§§ Graffiti on overpasses
§§ Writing on public bathroom walls
§§ Litter on public highways
As Christians we may recognize the sinful nature of man that leads to these results. But
men are sinful everywhere and all the time. Why do we almost always only see these
results in public establishments? You have probably never seen writing on bathroom
walls in someone’s house; yet it is frequent in more public establishments. Graffiti may
occasionally be sprayed on private property, but it certainly doesn’t stay there for long.
And how much litter do you see on your driveway versus how much do you see on the
public freeways? This is a good place to repeat our 2nd Law of Economics: Incentives
Matter! Think about the incentives to keep your private property well maintained
compared to your incentive to keep public property nice. It would be nice if we all
acted according to the fact that we were created in the image of God, but unfortunately
we all too often act according to our fallen nature. Nevertheless, carefully designed
institutional incentives can still guide us to a good result.

IT’S A WRAP!
You’ve now seen supply and demand in action, and seen how the market process tends
to lead toward a socially desired outcome. Nevertheless, there are market limitations
because of the ever-present nature of transaction costs. Yet markets continually find
innovative ways to reduce these costs, such as with the internet and profit-seeking
middlemen. In the next chapter we will take a closer look at the firm, and how firms
respond to the opportunity costs they face to produce the goods you and I like to
consume.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
RONALD COASE
1910-2013

Photograph of Ronald Coase1

Most great economists had a magnum opus: a great book that left its mark on the
world. Others were prolific and wrote multiple scholarly articles which continue to
shake the profession. But then there is Ronald Coase: a Nobel laureate with no fat book
to read, and only a couple of journal articles worth mentioning. But what articles! The
implications of his work were so profound that scholarly disdain for his unsophisticated
work (lack of higher level math, which Coase calls “blackboard economics”) could not
stop his recognition. Every economic textbook now teaches that markets don’t always
work as smoothly as pure theory might suggest because of something called “transaction
costs.” And Ronald Coase is the father of transaction costs.

When Coase was just a young man, he was, as were many intellectuals of that era, infatuated with
socialism, and wondered why the Soviet Union couldn’t work. Conservatives suggested that the
USSR was trying to operate as one big factory, and therefore couldn’t work. But Coase wondered
why it couldn’t, since big companies such as GM and Ford seemed to work out just fine. In seeking to
understand why and how large companies organize, Coase solved the problem in his path-breaking
“Theory of the Firm.” Firms could contract out all their functions. For example, let’s say you build a
house. You could hire an individual carpenter, plumber, electrician, etc. as individual contractors. Or
you could hire them all as employees. If you are only building one house, you’ll probably go with the
first option; if you are in the construction industry with steady work, you may choose the latter. The
deciding factor is the presence of transaction costs; if it is more efficient to hire employees to overcome
repeated contract negotiations and the costs of finding individual contractors, you’ll hire full-time
employees. If not, you’ll contract out each job. What Coase labeled as “marketing costs” for a firm are
now recognized as pervasive costs throughout markets, and are labeled “transaction costs”—the costs
to enter into a market exchange.
Coase extended this with an even more influential paper, “The Problem of Social Cost,” which was
written 23 years after his first major paper. In this paper, Coase showed that if transaction costs were
low, the initial distribution of property rights (who owned what) would not affect the economic
outcome, since gains from trade would lead to the same result. For instance, if a rancher allows his
cows to trample a farmer’s crops, then it doesn’t matter who owns the property rights; if the cows are
more valuable to markets than are the crops, then the cows will graze. Either through the rancher
having the property right or paying the farmer to use his property right, the economically efficient
result will happen either way. In a low transaction cost world, the rationale for government action on
behalf of economic efficiency was crushed.
For an excellent review of the implications of Coase’s work on transaction costs and the concepts of
this chapter, watch this video:

The Coase Theorem
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CHAPTER SIX: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. The Fair Minimum Wage Act of 2007 raised the minimum wage right as the
economy entered into recession.
a. Which groups historically are hurt by minimum wage increases?
b. What has happened to their unemployment rate since the minimum wage hike?
c. Show on an S&D diagram.
2. Governor Cuomo proposed increasing the minimum wage in New York in 2013. If
you were his advisor and he asked you to assess the impact of this legislation, how
would you respond?
3. Why are entry-level positions (such as McDonalds) essential for young workers? List
some skills that entry level positions demonstrate.
4. What are transaction costs? Why are they unavoidable? How do markets tend to
reduce transaction costs?
5. Most small towns have lost small hardware and grocery stores to larger competitors.
Since we’ve shown that middlemen create value, isn’t this an unambiguously bad
outcome? What are some of the positives and some of the negatives of the demise of
small businesses in rural America?
6. High gas prices in 2011 were blamed (as usual) on speculators. Assess what the result
would be in a world without speculation.
7. This question requires speculation, but is useful to think about. Jesus was a carpenter
before his earthly ministry. Do you think he sold his work? What do you expect
regarding the quality of his work? If you think Jesus likely sold either his products
or labor in markets, does that mean Jesus thought markets were necessarily moral?
Do you think Jesus would have been in favor of legal restrictions on importation of
foreign carpentry products such as tables and chairs? Why or why not?
8. Worries over depletion of global ocean fisheries are common. Why is this a problem?
What could be done to prevent it?
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CHAPTER SIX ANSWERS
1. A. Marginal workers—those with the least skills—are typically hurt the most.
Empirically we see a higher impact on teenagers and minorities.
B. It has risen.
C. Draw a diagram like Figure 6.1 or Figure 6.2.
2. As an economist, I would suggest that the poor and minorities would
disproportionately feel the result. However, as a political advisor, I would advise him
that most voters are rationally ignorant (see chapter 13)--so it might be good politics.
3. Many skills can be gained that will demonstrate to future employers you are a
reliable worker, so they should be willing to invest further in increasing your skills.
4. Transaction costs are the costs associated with “cutting the deal” or making an
exchange. They are unavoidable because we aren’t omniscient like God (so there are
search and information costs). We have transportation costs to bring the buyer and
seller together, and there is often some bargaining necessary to arrive at the best
transaction cost for both, and we have to pay for some enforcement mechanism
(such as taxes to government to be able to prosecute fraud).
5. No. Although I miss the small town shops, larger middlemen have demonstrated
their superior ability to provide needed services at a more efficient price. The
positives are better quality, better variety, and lower cost goods. The negative is loss
of community as well as often the ability to buy in the neighborhood (without a long
commute). You may have your own positives and negatives, but these are at least
some to think about.
6. We would see slower adjustment to market realities (in situations where the
speculator would correctly guess the direction in the future), so when the
adjustment finally came it would take a larger adjustment to restore equilibrium.
7. Given this is speculative. But I suspect that Jesus did all He did to the glory of God,
and that His handiwork would have been high quality—so that he might effectively
serve His customers. The remaining questions are for you to think about and
provide your own opinion.
8. There are few property rights for broad ocean fishing, such that overfishing is
reducing the number of fish in the ocean. Assigning property rights would eliminate
the tragedy of the commons.
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ENDNOTES:
1. [Photograph of Ronald Coase]. (Posted in 2011). Retrieved May 23, 2013, from http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coase.png
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

PRODUCTION:
MAN AT WORK

SOLOMON’S BUILDING OF THE LORD’S TEMPLE
2 Chronicles 2
Solomon Will Build a Temple and Palace
1
Now Solomon decided to build a house for the name of the LORD and a royal palace for
himself. 2So Solomon assigned 70,000 men to carry loads and 80,000 men to quarry stone in
the mountains and 3,600 to supervise them.
Then Solomon sent word to Huram the king of Tyre, saying, “As you dealt with David my
father and sent him cedars to build him a house to dwell in, so do for me. 4“Behold, I am about
to build a house for the name of the LORD my God, dedicating it to Him, to burn fragrant
incense before Him and to set out the showbread continually, and to offer burnt offerings
morning and evening, on sabbaths and on new moons and on the appointed feasts of the LORD
our God, this being required forever in Israel. 5“The house which I am about to build will be
great, for greater is our God than all the gods. 6“But who is able to build a house for Him, for the
heavens and the highest heavens cannot contain Him? So who am I, that I should build a house
for Him, except to burn incense before Him? 7“Now send me a skilled man to work in gold,
silver, brass and iron, and in purple, crimson and violet fabrics, and who knows how to make
engravings, to work with the skilled men whom I have in Judah and Jerusalem, whom David
my father provided. 8“Send me also cedar, cypress and algum timber from Lebanon, for I know
that your servants know how to cut timber of Lebanon; and indeed my servants will work with
your servants, 9to prepare timber in abundance for me, for the house which I am about to build
will be great and wonderful. 10“Now behold, I will give to your servants, the woodsmen who cut
the timber, 20,000 kors of crushed wheat and 20,000 kors of barley, and 20,000 baths of wine
and 20,000 baths of oil.”
3

Huram to Assist
11
Then Huram, king of Tyre, answered in a letter sent to Solomon: “Because the LORD loves His
people, He has made you king over them.” 12Then Huram continued, “Blessed be the LORD, the
God of Israel, who has made heaven and earth, who has given King David a wise son, endowed
with discretion and understanding, who will build a house for the LORD and a royal palace for
himself.
“Now I am sending Huram-abi, a skilled man, endowed with understanding, 14the son of a
Danite woman and a Tyrian father, who knows how to work in gold, silver, bronze, iron, stone
and wood, and in purple, violet, linen and crimson fabrics, and who knows how to make all
kinds of engravings and to execute any design which may be assigned to him, to work with your
skilled men and with those of my lord David your father. 15“Now then, let my lord send to his
servants wheat and barley, oil and wine, of which he has spoken. 16“We will cut whatever timber
you need from Lebanon and bring it to you on rafts by sea to Joppa, so that you may carry it up
to Jerusalem.”
13

Solomon numbered all the aliens who were in the land of Israel, following the census which his
father David had taken; and 153,600 were found. 18He appointed 70,000 of them to carry loads
and 80,000 to quarry stones in the mountains and 3,600 supervisors to make the people work.
17
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Entrepreneur: the alert
individual who appraises
valuations of existing assets
in comparison to alternative
uses, and is willing to bear
the risk of financial loss
should his or her forecast
be wrong.

This account (and the broader report throughout Chronicles) is very detailed, and is the
source for many artists to draw Solomon’s Temple; an example is in Figure 7.1. It also gives
us details on economic production processes, and how factors of production are organized
(Land, labor, and capital) in a cooperative fashion to produce final goods and services. We
see exchange and the division of labor; we see cooperation and gains from specialization.
We also see perhaps the most important factor of production unveiled: the entrepreneur.
The entrepreneur has the vision of what to produce with what combination of inputs. Make
no mistake; if we subtracted the inspiration God gave Solomon from this picture, this
magnificent temple would not have been created. Economic analysis that minimizes the
role of entrepreneurship does not truly capture the essence of the market process. While in
this biblical example the entrepreneur is non-traditional (a king), the attributes demonstrated
are essential to entrepreneurship; we will see additional examples of entrepreneurship in
chapter 9.

Figure 7.1, Solomon’s Temple. Just one artist’s rendering of Solomon’s Temple based on biblical

accounts.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ List the four factor inputs required for production: land, labor, capital, and
entrepreneurship
§§ Explain how production is a process with many stages over time, taking raw
materials at the earliest stage and steadily adding value to intermediate products,
and ending with a finished good
§§ Describe why the specific production process used by an entrepreneur will be
driven by the relative prices of each factor of production
§§ Outline how demand for each factor is derived by the demand for the factor’s
output, as well as the relative prices of related factors (complementary or
substitutionary)
§§ Explain why some noble professions (like economics teachers!) are paid far less
than shock entertainers like Lady Gaga
§§ Define the law of diminishing returns, and explain how it affects the demand for
each factor of production
§§ Describe economies of scale
§§ Contrast economic and accounting profits
§§ Define total costs (including variable and fixed costs), and explain what makes a
cost fixed or variable
§§ Explain why marginal cost curves initially slope downward and ultimately rise
§§ Define the conditions for profit maximization
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INTRODUCTION
As a young student, you have the world in front of you. If you are a Christian, you have
the God of the universe who wants you to succeed (in ways that honor Him, and sanctify
you!). The Bible and history both witness to the concept of ethical cause and effect: if you
are obedient to God, you receive long-term covenantal blessings (albeit not necessarily
material); if you are disobedient, you eventually receive curses (Deut 28; Psalm 73).
What an exciting time to be alive! Some of you want to complete college—likely most
of you. Some may be ready to get a job. Some may want to own your own business. One
of you might be the college dropout who starts the next Microsoft. Whichever path you
wish to take, we must serve others if we want to survive and prosper (unless you live
on a deserted island like the fictional character Robinson Crusoe). But whatever you
ultimately do, you will be involved in the production process.

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION
The production process takes various inputs to make an output; historically most
economists have categorized the factors of production as land, labor, and capital. Others
have also recognized the importance of entrepreneurship to guide the application
of those factors. In this chapter we will explore the interaction of these factors of
production to answer questions such as: (1) how much should employees be paid;
(2) what value does the entrepreneur add to the production process; and (3) how do
middlemen fit in the production process?
We can illustrate the production process through the example of the building of
Solomon’s Temple as in Figure 7.2 below. Solomon has to take raw materials from land
such as gold, silver, cedar trees, etc., and convert those raw materials into the Temple.
Solomon built the Temple in Jerusalem which required land as well. Capital equipment
would include any of the tools that made this process easier: saws, hammers, boats, and
horses—anything used in the production process that ultimately was not part of the
final product. In the building of the Temple, Scripture doesn’t give tremendous details,
but we see that timbers were sent by sea in rafts and we know that saws cut timber. The
building of the Temple required both skilled (such as Huram-abi) and unskilled (such
as the 150,000 aliens) labor. All of the building was done according to the direction
and leadership of Solomon, who acted as an entrepreneur to determine both the end
product and how land, labor, and capital were allocated to produce the Temple.

STRUCTURE OF PRODUCTION: STAGES OF
CAPITAL
Production of the Temple was a hugely complex task, and the result was highly
commended by both God and man. God chose to ensure that the description of the
building process occupied several chapters of the Bible, suggesting its importance.
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Entrepreneurship +

Land + Labor + Capital =

Figure 7.2, Factors of Production in the Production Process. The production process—directed by an entrepreneur—will involve some

combination of Land, Labor, and Capital to produce a given product. In our case, Solomon will apply entrepreneurial skills to produce the Temple. A
modern attempt to recreate Solomon’s Temple is seen in the picture above, the “El Escorial” built in Spain for King Philip II in the 1500s.

Yet as complex as this task was, Solomon was not building a temple in the manner
Robinson Crusoe would have—he didn’t start from scratch. He was able to rely on many
institutions and resources that were previously available. Why
was there a saw available to cut timber? Why were there boats
As we focus on the specific factors
available to ship the timber from Lebanon down to Israel?
of production in this chapter, do not
How did Hiram know the value of wheat against the timber
forget they are applied in a given
he was asked to trade for? As we focus on the specific factors
of production in this chapter, do not forget they are applied
institutional setting (legal framework,
in a given institutional setting (legal framework, tax laws,
tax laws, morals, culture, norms/
morals, culture, norms/values, etc.) which will significantly
values, etc.) which will significantly
alter how productive a given set of factors can be employed.
alter how productive a given set of
For example, the former Soviet Union had land, labor, and
capital, but its lack of entrepreneur-friendly institutions was a
factors can be employed.
large contributor to its ultimate failure.
Neither the institutions of market exchange nor the capital equipment of saws, hammers,
and boats were initiated with any expectation of Solomon’s requirement to build a
temple; yet they were there and indispensable to its creation. In the production process,
we begin to see a whole hierarchy of production activities that support the ultimate
consumer’s goods that you and I purchase and use.
Good of the first order: a
consumer good. The end
goal of all production is for
goods and services that
serve immediate wants.

Consider the Temple as a final good, a good of the first order—something that is used
for its own sake and not to produce something else. This is a consumer good; we use and
buy them routinely. The house you live in, the car you drive or ride in, the iPhone you
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listen to, the TV you watch—these are all goods of the first order, or consumer goods.
They are goods used in immediate satisfaction of human wants.
Higher order goods: goods
that are used to produce
consumption goods.
Numerically, the higher the
order of a good, the further
it is removed from actual
consumption.

All of these first order goods are dependent upon higher order goods that are used
to produce them. For instance, most of our houses have a refrigerator. All of our
refrigerators have compressors. All of our compressors have a metal case. All the metal
cases were fashioned from some metal ore product. The entire metal ore product was
mined. All the mines used tractors. All the tractors had tires…etc. Obviously this
process goes on and on and on. There are whole series of spider web relationships and
interdependencies between various products and goods. I recently took up the hobby of
metalwork and welding. I have a welder, but it is a higher order good; I don’t value the
welder for the welder’s sake, but rather the products that I can produce with it. Further,
I value the welder not only according to the value of the finished product, but also
complementary goods that are necessary to produce the final product. Were the price of
steel to astronomically skyrocket, the value I would place on the welder would go down,
since I would not have anything on which to weld.
Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 provide two different ways to think about the structure of
production in practice. In Figure 7.3, we see that consumer goods are the lowest order
good, with capital goods as increasingly higher order goods the further they are from
the final consumer good production. For each final consumer good (goods of the first
order) there are multiple capital goods at each stage of production. In our example of
Solomon’s Temple, we see that the 2nd stage of production requires both finished timbers

Goods of the 1st Order
Goods of the 2nd Order

Goods of the 3rd Order

Goods of the 4th Order

Figure 7.3, Structure of Production in the Production Process. To produce any final consumer good, there are higher order capital goods that

are required, ultimately heading back to basic products such as trees (not shown) that labor can transform. The higher order the good, the further
away in time the good is from the final consumer good. Land, Labor, Capital, and Entrepreneurship are all necessary to produce each stage of the
production process.
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$
Retail Trade
Wholesale

Manufactured
Goods
Raw
Materials

Land, Labor, Capital,and Entrepreneurship acting in...

Time

Figure 7.4, Structure of Production. Another way to consider

the structure of production is by viewing the highest order
of goods as the raw commodities, which are taken as inputs
by manufacturers to create finished goods. Those goods are
usually sold or distributed by wholesalers to retailers, who sell
the final consumer’s goods. Note that each stage requires some
combination of all the factors of production: land, labor, capital,
and entrepreneurship. Also note that each stage of production
both adds more time to the production process and also
increases the value of the product.

and cut stones, while the 3rd stage of production (further away
from the final consumer good of the Temple) had raw cut logs
and stones. Further back from these were saws and axes used
in the cutting of saw logs.
Figure 7.4 illustrates a slightly different way of thinking
about the same thing. The most basic of materials are the
raw commodities that come from land; they are usually
the highest order good because they are the furthest away
from being a consumer good. Those commodities are acted
upon by manufacturers, who add both value and time to the
production process by shaping the raw commodities into
something closer to a final consumer’s good. Perhaps iron
ore is processed in steel, and subsequently fashioned into a
fender that you will use to replace the one you dented. The
wholesale trade will both (1) take more time, and (2) provide
additional value by grouping the assets in a way that makes
it easier to ultimately get in the hands of a consumer. Recall
from our discussion of the middleman in the last chapter that
every stage is involved in production—they are part of an
overall production process that ultimately delivers a finished
good or service in the way a consumer wants it. That final
stage is for goods to enter retail stores where consumers may
purchase them.

THE KEY POINTS OF PRODUCTION ARE...
1. requires the factors of production (land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship),
2. takes time, and
3. adds value to the product.

DERIVED FACTOR DEMAND
As we see the interrelationships between various levels of goods and final consumer
products, we begin to see that the value we place on higher order goods is inextricably
linked to the value we place on the goods of the 1st order (final consumer goods). Imagine
a consumer good with only one higher order good; for arguments sake let’s say that a
type of apple is the final consumer good and the higher order good is the corresponding
apple tree. This particular apple is “mushy,” and prone to spoil quickly. Now assume
researchers have come up with a new tree that produces very crisp, sweet apples that
don’t spoil, such that the demand for the original mushy apple drops dramatically. What
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will happen to the demand for the mushy apple fruit tree? Of course, as we learned in
our chapter on demand, demand for any good depends on complements and substitutes.
But in this case, the substitution effect is in the final consumer good (the apple); there
is no substitution effect here with the tree—no substitute that can also produce mushy
apples. But as your intuition undoubtedly tells you, the demand for fruit trees that
produce mushy apples will go down when the demand for mushy apples goes down.

Derived demand: when
demand for any higher
order good (further away
in time from the ultimate
consumption good) results
from demand of the final
consumption good or
service.

Higher order goods derive their value from the value placed on the goods they are
able to produce. For example, in the recent recession of 2008-2009, demand for houses
went down and the prices for commodities such as copper (for plumbing) also went
down. As consumers, we don’t usually value copper directly, but indirectly through
the value we place on products that use copper. This logic applies to the demand for
all of the factors of production. Land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship all derive
their exchange value from the value of the products that they produce. We call this
derived demand, since our demand for any of the factors of production is derived
from the products they produce. How does this work out in practice? What do you think
happened to the demand for blacksmiths vs. the demand for auto assemblers during the
early 1900s? As the demand for horseshoe service fell and the demand for automobiles
rose, we can understand that the derived demand for supporting labor in each category
fell (horseshoe service) and rose (automobiles). Blacksmiths saw their income fall, and
automobile assemblers saw their income rise as demand for the products they produced
changed.
The derived factor demand helps explain some of the “injustices” we see in the labor
market. Why are doctors paid so well, and veterinarians are paid quite a bit less? The
answer is that as much as we love our pets, we don’t value their medical care nearly
as much as we value our family’s medical care. If the vet told you that your dog had
cancer and needed a $50,000 treatment process for a possible cure (but Fido might still
die), very few of you would spend it. Yet, if a family member were similarly diagnosed,
you’d do whatever you could to raise the money. Consequently, veterinarians are paid
much less than medical doctors. Why are teachers paid less than rock stars? Supply and
demand for each labor market in part explains it, but the demand in the labor market is
derived from how highly we value the consumer good or service that labor produces.

PRODUCTION FUNCTION
Let’s narrow our focus on production to create a simple economic model. Assume that
Megan is an entrepreneur, and she has her own (fixed) entrepreneurial skill and land.
She can adjust the amount of labor or capital she wants to put into her business. The
simple model would be:

Q = f(L,K)
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“Q,” here, stands for the amount of goods she is able to produce with labor (L)and capital
(K), which means that there is a positive relationship to capital and/or labor with output.
So increasing either capital or labor (or both) will increase output, while decreasing
either input (or both) will reduce output. The right hand side of the equation simply
means that the product is a function (f) of the amount of labor (L) and capital (K).

When an entrepreneur adds more labor to the sandwich line without more equipment,
the workers have to share both the equipment and the work space to operate. Additional
workers lead to more sandwiches,
but less additional sandwiches
with each additional worker. At
some point, there may be so many
workers behind the counter that
they are simply in each other’s way,
and each marginal (additional)
worker actually causes a decrease in
Diminishing
Returns
production output. We call this the
diminishing marginal product of
Gains from
labor (MPL).
Specialization

Output

Law of diminishing
returns: the increase in
production from increasing
one factor of production
(while holding the other
factors constant—ceteris
paribus) will eventually
decrease.

Let’s say Megan’s business is a new competitor to SUBWAY, where she can employ
workers (L) and/or purchase machinery (K) to make sandwiches. We don’t need to be
specific on what type of capital; in her world it could include toasters, electric knives,
perhaps a moving sandwich line which automatically adds condiments. Let’s simply
assume that she currently has five units of capital and three workers, and therefore she
is able to produce 300 sandwiches per day. If Megan wants to increase her production,
she can hire more workers, buy more efficient machinery, or some combination of both
options. If she hires another worker, she might be able to produce 125 more sandwiches,
for a total of 425. Hiring a fifth might yield 75 more sandwiches, and a sixth an
additional 25. Can you think why subsequent workers don’t produce as many additional
sandwiches as earlier workers? Production is subject to the law of diminishing returns,
where adding more of one input while keeping others fixed will ultimately lead to
increased output at a diminishing rate. The law of diminishing returns is operative
over the short run, when at least one productive input is fixed.

Marginal product of labor
(MPL): the incremental
(additional) output created
by adding one unit of labor
to the production process
while keeping all other
factors fixed.

The same thing will happen with
capital. Initially adding more capital
will result in increased production,
perhaps at an increasing rate
because of the gains from
specialization as the capital may
allow each worker to concentrate
on a specific task. But eventually,
without adding more workers to
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Labor or Capital
Figure 7.5, The Production Function. The curve above shows

that if you fix all productive inputs except one, then as you
increase that input (either capital or labor), the total product
will increase. Notice that the total product initially rises with
each increase in the productive input at an increasing rate but
that eventually the output gains get smaller. This illustrates
Diminishing Returns to each factor input.
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Marginal product
of capital (MPK ): the
incremental (additional)
output created by adding
one unit of capital to the
production process while
keeping all other factors
fixed.

operate the machines, the returns will begin to decrease and we will see diminishing
marginal product of capital (MPK). Graphically we can see how this operates in
Figure 7.5. As Megan increases the number of workers (or alternatively capital), while
holding all other production inputs fixed, we see that the total product (sandwich
output) increases. Adding more and more workers initially leads to output gains at
an increasing rate due to gains from specialization as shown by the curve rising at an
increasing rate. Eventually, however, successive gains begin to get smaller and smaller
due to the law of diminishing returns, as shown by the increase growing at a slower rate
(the curve flattens out).
How does Megan know whether it would be more profitable to add another unit of
machinery or another worker? She would need to compare the marginal product
(additional output from adding one more unit of labor or capital) of each, divided by
the cost of one more unit. This provides a way to compare each of the two inputs; you
can think of it as the best “bang for the buck.” For example, an additional worker may
cost $1,500 per month, while creating 500 sandwiches per month. A new automated
condiment dispenser may have a cost of $5,000 per month but allow an additional 2,000
sandwiches per month in production. So the marginal product of labor divided by its
price is less than the marginal product of capital divided by its price.

MPL / PL = 500 sandwiches / $1500 = .33 sandwiches / $
MPK / PK = 2000 sandwiches / $5000 = .4 sandwiches / $
The relative price of capital is less than the relative price of labor since the output per
dollar is higher with an investment in capital. Megan should therefore expand with
capital rather than labor.
The important point here is not necessarily the calculation itself, but rather that you
understand that the various inputs to the production process can often be substitutes for
one another. The relative price of each will determine the demand for each factor.

MINIMUM WAGE REDUX:
Given employers can trade off one
productive input for another, if relative
prices change, what would happen to the demand
for capital if labor rates rise with an increase in the
minimum wage? As this chapter’s analysis predicts,
many labor intensive jobs will be automated via
capital—eliminating the opportunity for low-skilled
workers to climb the economic ladder.
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DERIVED FROM:
• demand for the factor’s
output
• relative prices of related
factors of production
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RETURNS TO SCALE

Returns to scale: refers to
how much output increases
with a given increase in
productive inputs. Returns
to scale focuses on how
much more efficient a firm
can become in production
as it grows larger.

Our initial production function allows us to model what one firm could do to produce
goods and services, and we begin to see the tradeoff between productive inputs. Yet
another question may quickly come to mind: how big should the firm be? Or what
should the scale of production be? This can be more formally treated with the concept
of returns to scale. Let’s say Ford wants to build a new vehicle such as they did in 2020
with the new Bronco. Demand is expected to be high, and they’d like to build 300,000
units each year. Should they build one large factory, and produce them all? Or should
they build three smaller factories and have them build 100,000 units each? Or should
they have one factory in each state and build 6,000 vehicles each?
If Ford has 100,000 plants, each producing three vehicles per year, there is a lot of
overhead in order to maintain all the different buildings. Ford would only have a few
workers in each “plant” (more like a garage!), and each worker would have to perform
many parts of the production process. Imagine all the extra delivery work to supply the
parts to all those “plants.” By increasing the scale of production to only three plants, each
producing 100,000 vehicles, Ford is able to concentrate its managerial focus on how to
use the resources in those three plants. The workers are able to specialize in a given task
and become very efficient. Their increased efficiency will result in additional production
as well as higher quality—the benefits of increasing returns to scale. It’s possible that a
single plant may be even more efficient, or conversely, the span of control might be too
much and it might be less efficient. Or there might not be enough quality workers at
one location, and it is better to have plants in multiple locations. Entrepreneurs have a
financial incentive to size their production facilities at the optimal size; you can bet they
will carefully consider this choice.
There are three types of returns to scale that we might see (and the mathematical
formulas which express them):
1. Constant Returns to Scale

aQ = f(aL,aK)

2. Increasing Returns to Scale

aQ < f(aL,aK)
3. Decreasing Returns to Scale

aQ > f(aL,aK)

If a company (1) faces constant returns to scale, as it doubles its productive inputs, its
output will exactly double, (i.e., 2Q = f(2L,2K)). This might be the case where there are
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The Production Function
with Additional Factories
Output

TP4
TP3
TP2
TP1

Labor or Capital

no resource conflicts (i.e., all the productive inputs are readily
available on the market at the same price and capability).
This gets more and more difficult as a firm’s size increases.
With (2) increasing returns to scale, as a company doubles
productive inputs, output will more than double, or 2Q
< f(2L,2K). This would be the case where the business sees
gains from specialization from the division of labor, and
is able to use more specialized capital equipment. Smaller
firms may especially find increasing returns to scale. Finally,
(3) decreasing returns to scale occur when increasing the
productive inputs will lead to a less than proportional
increase in output, or 2Q > f(2L,2K). All firms will eventually
get to the point of decreasing returns to scale due to
diminishing returns to the quality of productive inputs.

Figure 7.6, The Production Function with Diseconomies of
Scale. Building additional factories adds to total output, but the

We may not see decreasing returns in practice; demand may
increase diminishes the more factories one adds. TP1 is the total not require high enough production to get to that point.
product from the first factory, TP2 is the total product from both
But the conceptual law is still there: we know logically that
the first and second factories, and so on.
eventually production would require inferior inputs resulting
in decreased gains. You can think of any number of reasons
why: the additional workers may not have the same skill level as the initial workers;
the facility may not be in as good an area; or capital may not be as readily available or
in the same quality as it was initially. This is a natural result of the fact that when an
entrepreneur builds the first factory, he or she will pick the expected best location first—
the best of every productive input at the cheapest cost to make sure this first factory
is a success. Just as with the gains from specialization, it is possible that initial factory
increases could lead to increased production at an increasing rate due to lessons learned
in how to build and equip a factory. Eventually, however, the inputs used at subsequent
factories will be less efficient than prior inputs, as illustrated in Figure 7.6.

Economies of scale: As
a firm gets larger, it can
often reduce costs by
more efficiently purchasing
resource inputs.

Diseconomies of scale:
As a firm gets larger, it
may incur higher costs,
typically due to bureaucratic
inefficiencies.

The concept of returns to scale helps us think about how productive efficiency may
change depending on the scale of production. But another aspect of the size of a firm is
also crucial for entrepreneurs: the size of the firm may drive differential cost structures.
If a firm’s costs per unit of production is decreasing as production increases, we say that
firm is experiencing economies of scale. Many firms find this to be true—if they can
buy resource inputs in bulk they can bargain for a cheaper price. Or similarly, if they
can contract for a sustained rate of purchase they can likewise obtain a lower price. For
example, United Airlines may contract with Boeing to purchase ten 777 aircrafts per
year for the next ten years. This allows Boeing to likewise “right size” its production and
gain efficiencies. Firms also become more efficient as they grow by spreading fixed costs
across more units that are produced. If a firm sees costs rising as production increases,
we say that firm is experiencing diseconomies of scale. Diseconomies of scale can
be the result of increased communication costs, additional layers of management, or
any other bureaucratic inefficiency. As firms get larger and larger, it becomes harder
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to innovate and gain approval through additional layers of management that often
accompanies growth. In some cases, it may not be bureaucracy, but rather the difficulty
in scaling inputs. Many fine artisans do not become a chain; they cannot duplicate the
original genius at similar costs. For example, you can get your car painted at any Maaco
nationwide, but getting Chip Foose to overhaul your ’55 Chevy will be difficult!
Both returns to scale and economies to scale are important for firms to consider; returns
to scale capture how efficiently a firm can produce as it grows larger, and economies of
scale capture the costs of growing larger. They are obviously similar concepts, and yet
distinct—entrepreneurs must consider both.

PROFIT: THE DRIVING FORCE FOR
ENTREPRENEURS
Now that we have an idea about production, we need to understand why an entrepreneur
might want to produce at all. We need to think about making some money! Isn’t that
what you first thought economics was all about?
Profit maximizers: Firms/
entrepreneurs may pursue
many goals, but competitive
pressures will force them
to maximize profits for
their enterprise. All other
goals and objectives are
subsidiary, as they are
enabled by high profits.

The opportunity for profit is a powerful motivator of entrepreneurs; we will assume that
entrepreneurs are profit maximizers. Let’s define profit (Π as equaling total revenues
minus total costs:

∏ = TR − TC

Total revenue (TR) is simply the price (P) of goods sold, multiplied by the quantity (Q)
of goods sold; total costs (TC) equals the sum of all the entrepreneur’s monetary costs:
labor, capital, rent, interest, etc. (more on costs below).
Let’s look at a simple example that illustrates this. Let’s say that Tom sets up a lemonade
stand on the corner of a convenience store. He pays the manager of the store $20 to allow
him to set up the stand there for the whole weekend, he pays his little sister Sarah $30 to
run the stand, and he buys ice and lemonade supplies for $40. Tom has a table, chairs,
and sign materials that he doesn’t have to pay for. Let’s assume over the weekend his
stand sells 300 glasses of lemonade at $.75 each. What was Tom’s profit?

∏ = TR − TC
TR = PQ = $.75 × 300 = $225
TC = Stand Fee + Labor + Material = $20 + $30 + $40 = $90
So his profit is equal to:

∏ = $225 − $90 = $135
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So what can Tom do to increase his profits? By our definition, he has to either lower costs
or increase revenues, or some combination of both. If he can increase revenues while not
increasing costs (or at least costs must rise at a rate lower than revenues increase), profits
will rise. Alternatively, if he can reduce costs while maintaining revenues (or reducing
costs by a larger amount than revenues fall), his profit will rise. So most entrepreneurs
will try to do both: increase revenues and decrease costs.

ACCOUNTING PROFIT VS. ECONOMIC PROFIT
Accounting profits: the
difference between total
revenues and total costs
(accounting costs).
Economic profits: the
difference between total
revenues and total costs,
to include opportunity
costs of the use of the
owner’s equity and talent
(not included in accounting
costs).

Our discussion on profit is what should be called accounting profit. Keeping proper
accounting is necessary to understand how well a business is doing, and it certainly
helps you avoid going to jail for failure to pay taxes! However, accounting profit usually
overstates the true economic profit, which must include the full opportunity cost of
each asset used in the production process. From our understanding of opportunity cost,
we can see a negative economic profit (loss) while accounting profits might show a gain.
Consider our example with Tom above. His accounting profit was $135, but can you
think of things we left out that should be considered in calculating the true economic
profit? Hint: think about the opportunity cost for Tom. Tom is the entrepreneur in
this case. We didn’t identify how much time and mental energy he put into the effort.
Let’s say that Tom put in three hours putting this all together. We need to consider the
opportunity cost of his time. If Tom is a brain surgeon making $1,000 per hour, and is
doing this as a side business to make a little extra money, we can see he has suffered an
economic loss! He could have continued three more hours of brain surgery and made
$3,000 instead of the lemonade stand at $135—he lost $2,865! But Uncle Sam will insist
he made a (an accounting) profit which he must pay taxes on.
Similarly, what if Tom’s little sister was a piano prodigy and could earn $500 per hour
playing piano? By employing her to sell lemonade, he lost the opportunity to hire her
out to play piano with significantly higher returns. Opportunity cost considerations
must be applied to every input to the production process in order to properly capture
economic profit (or loss). This is important since the opportunity cost of productive
inputs shows us where the market values the application of scarce capital. If the market
values a resource input more highly in one area than another, an entrepreneur reduces
social welfare by misapplying the scarce resource. He or she may make an accounting
profit, but will suffer an economic loss. Accounting profit should be the beginning
of an entrepreneur’s calculation, but certainly not the end; he or she must fully assess
the opportunity cost of a given venture. Nonetheless, we will focus our discussion
in this chapter on accounting profits since, as we’ve said, this is the beginning of an
entrepreneur’s calculation. And to capture accounting profits, we need to now flesh out
accounting costs.
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SHORT RUN COSTS
Let’s review our discussion on time from chapter 4. For our analysis, we will consider
three time periods: market period, short run, and long run.
§§ Market Period: No production inputs can be changed, they are all fixed. Supply
cannot adjust in the face of changing demand.
§§ Short Run: At least one production input can be changed, but not all inputs.
§§ Long Run: All production inputs can be changed—they are all variable.
The entrepreneur has to calculate the best mix of resources to produce a certain level of
output, and some asset costs are different than others. As we discussed, an entrepreneur
will try to reduce costs to maximize profits. The total costs that an entrepreneur wants to
minimize can be divided into fixed costs and variable costs:

Costs ($)

Total Cost (TC) = Fixed Costs (FC) + Variable Costs (VC)
or
TC = FC + VC

Total Cost Curves
TC
TVC

TFC

Output (Q)
Figure 7.7, Total Cost Curves. Total fixed costs do not vary with

output and thus are constant in the short run, like property taxes on
a factory. Variable costs will rise as output increases per the graph
above. An entrepreneur may hire additional workers or add more
capital equipment. The variable cost curve shape reflects initial
gains from specialization as costs rise more slowly than output, but
eventually, diminishing returns causes costs to rise faster than output.
The difference between variable cost and total cost by definition is
the number of fixed costs, which is constant across the curves, as
indicated by the size of the arrows.
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In the short run, as we’ve defined, not all inputs are
variable—some are fixed. For example, let’s say the C8
Corvette continues to be a huge hit in 2021 after its
successful introduction in 2020. In the short run, fixed
costs would include the number of factories; it might
take a couple of years to bring a totally new factory
online, and it might still take 6-12 months to reconfigure
another production line (say from the Camaro) to
produce additional Corvettes. Perhaps the only variable
might be labor; GM could either hire other workers and
run multiple shifts, or perhaps expand overtime usage (if
they thought the increased demand was only temporary).
Since fixed costs are fixed, they are the same regardless
of quantity. For example, if you produce more cars
through the physical plant, the insurance cost for the
building will stay the same. Likewise, if you totally shut
down production you still have to pay the insurance cost.
Variable costs such as labor vary with output quantity
and increase as more output is produced. Figure 7.7
shows the relationship between total costs, fixed costs,
and variable costs.
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In Figure 7.8 we see the graphic
representation of the relationship
Average Cost Curves
between marginal costs and average
total/variable/fixed costs. Recall
MC
from our discussion of marginal
values: any unit “on the margin”
ATC
is, at the margin of choice, the
next unit that may be produced
AVC
if incentives change (in the case
of production—if the price rises
slightly). The marginal cost is
AFC
the cost to produce the next unit
of output. If you are producing
Output (Q)
100 units currently, for example,
at a cost of $200, you may decide
Figure 7.8, Average Cost Curves. The Average Total Cost
to produce 101 units at a cost of
curve is U-shaped due to 1) spreading fixed costs over a
larger quantity, and ultimately, 2) diminishing returns. Average
$201. In this case, the marginal
Variable Cost and Marginal Cost curves reflect the gains from
cost would be $1, and producing
specialization where they slope down and then diminishing
an additional unit would lower
returns which drives the curves upward. The MC curve must
intersect the ATC and AVC curves at their minimum.
the average total cost slightly ($2
each). The marginal cost curve
tends to slope downward initially as the benefits of the division of labor and gains from
specialization lead to increased production efficiency and thus reduced marginal costs.
Eventually, however, production will hit diminishing returns and the marginal cost
curve will begin sloping upward.

Costs ($)

Average total (unit) costs:
the average cost of one unit
of output. It is calculated
by dividing total costs by
the quantity produced:
ATC = TC/Q.

Total costs are useful in helping an entrepreneur calculate profits; but calculating
average costs informs specific production decisions. Average total (or unit) costs
(ATC) guide an entrepreneur to know how much to try and charge for a product.
Understanding the relationship between average costs and marginal costs helps an
entrepreneur understand whether he or she should expand or decrease production to
reduce costs.

Marginal cost: the cost
to produce the next unit of
output.

Average (fixed, variable,
or total) costs: the
average (fixed, variable, or
total) cost of one unit of
output. It is calculated by
dividing the fixed, variable,
or total costs by the
quantity produced: AFC =
FC/Q, AVC = VC/Q, and
ATC = TC/Q.

Average fixed costs (AFC) simply takes the total fixed costs (TFC) and divides
that total by the quantity produced (i.e., AFC = TFC/Q). As seen in Figure 7.8, the
result is a steadily decreasing AFC as the fixed cost is spread out over more and more
items produced. Think of it this way: your local amusement park may decide to add a
new roller coaster. The purchase price of the roller coaster is fixed, and as the theme
park sells more and more tickets, the cost of that roller coaster per ticket goes down as
the fixed cost is spread over more riders. Average variable costs (AVC) and average
total costs (ATC) are calculated similarly; the total costs are divided by the quantity
produced. The distance between the AVC and ATC curve is equal to the AFC as seen by
the blue arrows in Figure 7.8.
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You should notice that the marginal cost curve intersects both the average variable
cost and average total cost curves at their minimum value. This is always the case, and
reflects the definition of marginal and average quantities. Let’s take a baseball case,
for example. If Mike Trout has a batting average of .320, and he hits a hot streak, with
his “marginal” average (say the next series) up to .600, what will happen to his overall
average? It will go up, reflecting his better performance; perhaps to .322 (depending on
how many at-bats he already has that season). We can see the same thing in Figure 7.8;
when the marginal value is greater than the average value, the average value will begin
to rise. Similarly, if Mike Trout goes into a slump and is only batting .150 during a road
trip, his overall batting average will drop. We also see this effect in Figure 7.8; when
marginal costs are below average costs, average costs are decreasing. Students can see the
same thing in their grade point average (GPA). If your overall GPA is 3.5 and you have
a 4.0 semester, your cumulative GPA will rise. If instead you “party” all semester and
barely pull out a 2.0, your cumulative GPA will fall!

Costs ($)

Why would an entrepreneur care about average vs. marginal costs? Well, for tax
purposes, he or she will need to calculate profits based on total profits and total costs.
These total costs are applied against the total quantities produced, giving an average (per
unit) cost. But the marginal cost is always the one that must guide his or her decision
whether to expand or decrease production. Do not immediately think, however, that a
profit maximizing entrepreneur will expand output if marginal costs are decreasing and
decrease production if marginal costs are rising. We’ll see later in this chapter that an
entrepreneur will want to expand production as long as marginal costs are lower than
marginal revenues.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COST
AND PRODUCT CURVES

Production Drives Costs
MC
ATC
Gains from
Specialization
Diminishing
Diminishi
Returns

Output (Q)
Figure 7.9, Product Curves and Cost Relationship. Notice how

gains from specialization and diminishing returns drive the cost
curves: as production efficiency is increasing via the gains from
specialization, costs are decreasing. When production efficiency
is decreasing due to diminishing returns, costs are rising.
Compare this to the shape of our product curve in Figure 7.5.
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If you look at our product and cost curves carefully, you’ll
see the same explanation for the changing shapes in the
curves—indeed, product and cost curves are closely related.
If you compare Figure 7.9 to Figure 7.5, you’ll see that as
production efficiency increases due to division of labor and
gains from specialization, production rises at an increasing
rate, and costs are decreasing. As diminishing returns
ultimately set in, we see production efficiency decrease and
costs rise. This gives us clues as to how to maximize profit:
increasing production efficiency both increases output
and decreases costs. This explains entrepreneur’s relentless
pursuit of efficiency—those companies that don’t become
more efficient will go the way of the dodo bird. Investment
capital tends to flee companies that do not innovate or
become more efficient.
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PROFIT MAXIMIZATION
Given our assumption of profit maximization, we need to understand how an
entrepreneur actually produces to maximize profit. Earlier we defined total profit as the
difference between total revenues and total costs:

∏ = TR − TC
$
Profit

Loss

Loss
TR

TC

TFC
Q1

Q* Q2

Output

Figure 7.10, Profit Maximization. Since total revenues (TR) are

simply the product of price (P) and quantity (Q), TR is a straight
line beginning at the origin. With quantities below Q1 or greater
than Q2, total costs exceed total revenues: the entrepreneur will
suffer losses if he/she produces at that level. Anywhere between
Q1 and Q2 will result in a profit. The greatest distance between
total revenues and total costs occurs at Q* and is the profitmaximizing quantity our entrepreneur should produce.

Higher-level mathematics and economics classes teach how
to maximize any function using calculus. However, we will
illustrate profit maximization graphically in Figure 7.10. By
plotting a total revenue line (which is just the price of a
product multiplied by its quantity) along with a total cost
curve, we can see where an entrepreneur will suffer losses or
gain profits. We can see that lower levels of output (below Q1)
will result in losses for our entrepreneur, as total costs exceed
total revenues. In this area of production, the gains from
specialization and division of labor have not materialized. In
the area between Q1 and Q2, the entrepreneur will accrue
those gains and total revenues will exceed total costs such
that he or she will achieve a profit. The greatest distance
between TR and TC occurs at Q* and is the profit
maximizing output level. Further output will result in lower
profit, and if output goes beyond Q2 the entrepreneur will
suffer losses as diminishing returns lower production
efficiency.

Taking this down one level, an entrepreneur would want to
produce an additional unit of output as long as the marginal
revenue from that unit is greater than the marginal cost. For competitive markets, the
marginal revenue is just the price of the product. Profit maximization will occur at Q*
where MR=MC as seen in Figure 7.11. An entrepreneur needs to think on the margin,
just like the rest of us!

Technologically efficient:
A firm is said to be
technologically efficient if
it cannot increase output
without additional resource
inputs.
Economically efficient:
A firm is said to be
economically efficient if it
cannot lower costs further
without decreasing output.

When an entrepreneur is maximizing profit, he or she will choose the best combination
of inputs that produce both effectively and efficiently. We say that an entrepreneur
or firm is technologically efficient if it is not possible to increase output without
increasing inputs. Our entrepreneur in this case is getting everything out of the scarce
resources possible. He may produce a given output with a lot of capital equipment
and very little (but highly specialized) labor. Or he may choose the opposite. The
flip side of the same coin is that he must also be economically efficient. With
economic efficiency, a given output is produced with the lowest cost combination of
resource inputs. Some entrepreneurs may find it less costly to have more labor and less
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$

Profit Maximization
MC

capital equipment, while others may be just the opposite.
Profit maximization will require them to find out that
precise combination of inputs that minimizes costs for
a given output. If an entrepreneur is technologically and
economically efficient, and produces at marginal revenue
equaling marginal costs, he will maximize profits.

If an entrepreneur is maximizing profit, he or she is satisfying
consumer demand while using the least amount of scarce
P
economic resources. That leaves more land, labor, capital,
MR
and entrepreneurship available to support other consumer
desires. Profit maximization by an individual firm in a
competitive
market is therefore
Q * Output
When a firm is profit
a necessary
maximizing, they are not
Figure 7.11, Profit Max at MR=MC. In a purely competitive
condition to
market, the marginal revenue simply equals the price. If an
only directly serving us by
maximize social
entrepreneur produces one more unit of output, he or she will
be able to sell at the market price so the marginal revenue
producing a product we
welfare. When
curve is a horizontal line. To maximize profit, the entrepreneur
a firm is profit
want to buy, but they are
should expand output until the marginal cost curve exceeds the
maximizing,
marginal revenue curve. Profit is maximized where marginal
indirectly serving us by
costs equal marginal revenues.
they are not only
freeing up scarce resources
directly serving us by producing a product we
which can be used to
want to buy, but they are indirectly serving
us by freeing up scarce resources which can
produce other goods we
be used to produce other goods we want to
want to consume.
consume.

THE WORKER IS WORTH HIS WAGE!
How much should workers be paid? We discussed the intersection of supply and demand
in chapter 5 to determine an equilibrium wage rate, and that is certainly an effective
way to understand the market wage. But two concepts we’ve covered in this chapter will
allow us to expand on how demand for labor is formed. How does an individual firm
know how much it should be willing to pay an employee? We reviewed the marginal
product of labor earlier, and found it to be equal to the additional output produced with
the employment of an additional worker. So let’s go back to our SUBWAY restaurant
competitor, Megan, who can produce an additional six sandwiches per hour with an
additional worker, such that:

MPL = 6 sandwiches / hr.
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Let’s also assume that each sandwich nets $1.50 revenue (after the cost of the sandwhich,
raw materials would have to be scrapped if not used) to SUBWAY’s, so the Marginal
Revenue is:

MR = $1.50
Marginal revenue
product: the contribution
each productive input
makes at the margin, equal
to the inputs marginal
product multiplied by the
marginal revenue of output.

How much should SUBWAY be willing to pay the worker? If each worker can produce
six sandwiches per hour, and the change in revenue is $1.50 per sandwich, then an
additional worker is worth up to $9/hr. to SUBWAY. The marginal revenue product
is simply the product of the MPL and MR, or:

MRPL = MPL × MR

In competitive markets,
firms will bid up labor
prices until the prevailing
equilibrium wage equals
the marginal revenue
product of labor—the
worker is worth his wages!

The marginal revenue product is what each individual worker can
“bring to the table.” Firms don’t hire workers out of charity (usually),
and individuals have worth; the marginal revenue product helps a firm
estimate how valuable an employee could be to their bottom line. The
MRPL is what the worker is worth. In competitive markets, firms will bid
up labor prices until the prevailing equilibrium wage equals the marginal
revenue product of labor—the worker is worth his wages!

This concept, pioneered by John Bates Clarke, helps decisively answer the
question of how markets pay a just wage. Competitive markets are forced
to pay up to what the marginal worker produces. They don’t pay according
to charity or by what they can extort out of workers. In competitive
markets, if they don’t pay up to what a worker is worth, the worker can take his labor
elsewhere, and other competitors will maximize their profit by expanding production,
per Figure 7-11, and will pay a wage rate equal to the MRPL!

IT’S A WRAP!
Much of this chapter’s discussion assumed a competitive market—that an entrepreneur
has no say on both input and output prices. Our entrepreneur had to take a given price
for her product, and had to pay the prevailing wage for labor and the market price for
capital equipment. That is not always the case, and in the next chapter we’ll explore such
concepts as monopoly power and oligopoly.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
EUGEN BÖHM-BAWERK
1851-1914

Photograph of Eugen Bohm-Bawerk
(public domain) 1

Eugen Von Böhm-Bawerk was the first of Carl Menger’s disciples in the Austrian
school of economics (a very free market-oriented school of thought). While not a
direct student of Menger’s, he picked up his mentor’s ideas and expanded the Austrian
theory significantly, along with his brother-in-law Friedrich Weiser. Böhm-Bawerk’s
main contributions were in capital theory, which he based on Menger’s structure of
production. Böhm-Bawerk showed how production takes time, and elaborated on the
critical role of savings and investment to higher standards of living. Böhm-Bawerk
highlighted capital as leading to more “roundabout” production means that, while
taking longer, were much more productive. We can think of this in terms of Robinson
Crusoe: he can catch one fish per day, or he can make a net that may take two weeks to
complete, and then he can catch ten fish per day. Making the net takes capital (capital
is key for a higher standard of living), but capital requires abstaining from current
consumption and investing. Böhm-Bawerk highlighted capital as leading to more
“roundabout” production methods; techniques that, while taking longer, were much
more productive.
Böhm-Bawerk’s trilogy of books on Capital and Interest were critical in shaping
neoclassical economic thinking at the turn of the 20th century, but his views on capital
were even more crucial in skewering the false economic theories of Karl Marx. Marx’s
theory was based on a labor theory of value: that all economic value reflected the
labor that went into creating it. Therefore, any profit or interest was “surplus value”
and represented “exploitation” of the workers. Böhm-Bawerk showed that due to time
preference, there must be a reward to waiting. Workers don’t have to wait to consume,
since they are paid advanced wages ahead of the final sale of the goods they produce.
Therefore the workers are paid “discounted” wages since they receive their portion in
advance (discounted by the interest the firm could have received from the advanced
wages). Böhm-Bawerk also noted the role of entrepreneurs in bearing risk, and that
profit was a reflection of the reward to risk-taking.
Böhm-Bawerk was also instrumental in creating the next generation of Austrian
economists; such influential economists as Ludwig Von Mises, F.A. Hayek, and Joseph
Schumpeter attended his private seminar. As if his economic accomplishments were
not enough, Böhm-Bawerk was also a noted public servant as a three-time minister of
finance to Austria, and his picture is on the Austrian 100 Schilling note.
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QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. List the four factors of production and provide two examples of each.
2. The Nucor Corporation recycles scrap steel and is one of the largest steel companies
in the world. Where would its product fall in the two production hierarchies of
Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4? If you can buy steel at Home Depot, does that make it a
final consumer good?
3. If an entrepreneur wants to expand production, how does she decide how much of
each of the factors of production to use?
4. In this chapter’s opening section of scripture, King Solomon ordered the use of
150,000 aliens to perform tasks necessary for the construction of the Temple,
including 70,000 to haul loads. How would this decision likely have changed if the
price of oxen and other beasts of burden dropped dramatically?
5. If a union is successful at raising wages, what is likely to happen to the company’s
labor to capital ratio?
6. Assess the salary difference between your city policeman (or teacher) and your
favorite sports figure from both an economic and a biblical view.
7. What does the law of diminishing returns suggest about doing an “all-nighter”
studying for your economics exam?
8. Provide an example of how the law of diminishing returns may increase demand for
an alternate factor of production.
9. Why isn’t your favorite fast food restaurant the same physical size as a Walmart
store?
10. What is the biggest item missing from accounting costs that is included in economic
costs?
11. Can you have an accounting profit and an economic loss? What would explain this?
12. Identify whether each of the following is a fixed or variable cost:
a. A firm’s building insurance
b. A firm’s property taxes
c. A firm’s raw materials
d. A firm’s labor force
e. A firm’s machines that are used in production
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13. True or False. Marginal cost curves initially fall due to diminishing returns, but
ultimately rise due to gains from specialization and the division of labor.
14. What is the equation for profit maximization? If a firm is maximizing profit, what
does that suggest about its stewardship of social resources?
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CHAPTER SEVEN ANSWERS
1. A. Land: could include any raw material from nature (iron ore, aluminum, timber,
40 acres of downtown real estate).
B. Labor: could include the Chief Executive Officer of a corporation down to the
janitor, to the small business owner.
C. Capital (machine tools, factories, software and IT infrastructure.
D. Entrepreneurship (just name any two entrepreneurs—we’ll learn more about
entrepreneurship in chapter 9).
2. This is a question that shows the sometimes arbitrary classification of things, and
an illustration of why most of our economics is a framework for thinking rather
than a black/white answer. Nucor recycles steel, so they actually melt it down and
pour it out in their mills, and shape it into a final product. Yet, they aren’t a miner
digging ore out of the ground. They probably span the categories from the right
edge of “raw materials” all the way to wholesale (since they sell finished products).
For many people, purchases of raw steel are consumption goods, since the final user
of the product purchases it. Yet many businesses have accounts with Home Depot
and Lowes such that their purchases are as wholesale goods. The point is that the
classification of any good depends on the plans of the purchaser.
3. An entrepreneur that wants to maximize profit (which is necessary over the long
run, otherwise they’ll be overtaken by another competitor) will want to equalize
the return from each factor per dollar spent. The entrepreneur must determine the
production quantity by equating marginal revenue to marginal cost (profit max
condition) and then equalize the contribution to output per dollar spent by each
factor.
4. At the margin, oxen are now cheaper relative to humans to haul material. One would
expect that fewer people would be used in production and an increase in beasts of
burden.
5. It will likely fall, since the firm will want to equalize the contribution to output per
dollar spent across all factors of production. When unions bid up wages, labor is
now relatively more expensive than capital equipment. Over time, this will lead to
reduced labor and increased capital.
6. When we consider the differences in wages between a policeman and a sports
figure, we can’t compare their relative contribution to output as in the previous
questions. In this question, we need to consider where the demand for their services
come from; it is derived from the value of the underlying activity, and then supply
and demand forces within each particular labor market will determine the wage
rate. That is, the market for entertainers is totally different from the market for
policemen. From a biblical worldview, we know that every person is equally valued
in God’s sight, independent of their remuneration from their vocation. The Bible
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offers no condemnation of differential incomes; indeed much of salary differentials
are due to the natural endowment of gifts that God give us (intelligence, beauty,
talents, etc.). If the salary differential is not due to exploitation of others, there seems
to be no biblical basis for condemnation.
7. Aside from the significant negative effects of fatigue—and economics tests are ones
that you usually want your brain fresh for—studying will produce diminishing
returns such that each hour studying will provide less and less benefit, while the
costs associated with fatigue as well as the general opportunity costs will rise. Go to
sleep (just not in my class!).
8. One example could be diminishing returns to labor at a lawn mowing service. After
you have more than enough workers to man all the mowing machines through
daily cutting hours, more labor won’t do any good. You’ll need to buy more mowers
(capital).
9. Most fast food restaurants have “right sized” their operation based on many factors,
but you should think about possible economies of scale (are there any? where might
they end?). How many customers are they trying to satisfy? But there are other
issues that we didn’t address in the chapter—in this case consumer preferences
may also be a factor. And obviously you can’t leave a hamburger out on the shelf in
aisle four, with the fries on aisle six. The point of this is simply to think about the
factors discussed in this chapter and how they might apply to different business
configurations.
10. The owner supplied resources (labor, facilities, etc.) that all have an opportunity
cost.
11. Yes. As our example of the lemonade stand indicates, if the opportunity cost is large,
you will suffer economic loss. This occurs when entrepreneurs do not use resources
in their highest valued uses, as judged by the market’s imputation of value.
12. A. fixed
B. fixed
C. variable
D. variable
E. fixed (in the short run only, variable in the long run)
13. False, the reverse is true.
14. Marginal Revenue = Marginal Costs. Profit maximization implies that the firm is
using the resources as efficiently as possible, thus freeing additional resources to
satisfy other social needs.
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ENDNOTES:
1. [Photograph of Eugen Bohm-Bawerk]. (1890). Retrieved May 23, 2013, from http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1Bawerk.gif
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CHAPTER EIGHT:

MARKET STRUCTURE:
FROM COMPETITION
TO MONOPOLY

JESUS’ CLEANSING OF THE TEMPLE
Exodus 30:11-15
11
The LORD also spoke to Moses, saying, 12“When you take a census of the sons of Israel to
number them, then each one of them shall give a ransom for himself to the LORD, when you
number them, so that there will be no plague among them when you number them. 13This is
what everyone who is numbered shall give: half a shekel according to the shekel of the sanctuary
(the shekel is twenty gerahs), half a shekel as a contribution to the LORD. 14Everyone who is
numbered, from twenty years old and over, shall give the contribution to the LORD. 15The
rich shall not pay more and the poor shall not pay less than the half shekel, when you give the
contribution to the LORD to make atonement for yourselves.”
Matthew 21:12-13
12
And Jesus entered the temple and drove out all those who were buying and selling in the
temple, and overturned the tables of the money changers and the seats of those who were selling
doves. 13And He said to them, “It is written, ‘MY HOUSE SHALL BE CALLED A HOUSE OF
PRAYER’; but you are making it a ROBBERS’ DEN.”
Exodus 30 required every son of Israel that was numbered in the census to offer a halfshekel for atonement once a year. Christian scholarship on the cleansing of the temple
suggests multiple reasons that God was displeased with the money changers in the temple.
In fact, this is probably the second time that Jesus cleansed the temple (see The MacArthur
Bible Commentary; the account in John 2:14-16 was likely an earlier event). First, however
legitimate the business activities were, mixing the secular with the sacred was an affront
to the holiness of God. Second, the commercial activities were in the Court of the Gentiles,
inhibiting foreigners’ access to the only part of the temple that they could enter. A final
reason is important for our economic discussion. Note that Jesus said that they were making
the temple a “robbers’ den.” While Jewish citizens were required to come from all over
Israel to Jerusalem for their offering, the coinage used in Jesus’ day was not acceptable
to offer to the temple, and therefore they had to exchange local commercial currency into
a form acceptable to the temple leadership. The “robbers’ den” comment was likely due
to exorbitant fees charged for the money exchange. While there is no biblical discussion of
how a particular merchant was given a location within the temple to exchange currency,
some believe the temple leadership allocated the positions to obtain a kickback, and the
temple leadership only accepted offerings that came from those merchants. In effect, the
temple leaders were establishing monopoly privilege for coin exchange to a few select
dealers who were using that privilege to obtain exorbitant profits. God’s holy requirement was
being exploited by the money changers (and possibly temple leadership), who took financial
advantage of travelers who otherwise could not meet God’s requirement. We will see in this
chapter some of the detriments of monopoly power, and how political power is usually the
source of this privilege.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§

Relate why monopolies are traditionally criticized
Describe how pursuit of monopoly profit provides social benefit
Explain why most monopolists must paradoxically compete, and how they do so
Recognize the primary enabler of monopoly power is for there to be barriers to
entry of other potential competitors
Summarize the characteristics of a perfectly competitive market
Identify the profit-maximizing output level is always at MR=MC for all market
structures
Restate why perfectly competitive markets have zero economic profit in
the long run
Describe how price searchers can increase allocative efficiency by price
discrimination
Summarize the theory of contestable markets
Relate how monopolistically competitive firms compete
Explain why effective cartels (oligopolies) often benefit from government
regulation
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INTRODUCTION

Monopoly: a market
structure with only one
substantial provider. The
monopoly firm is therefore
able to determine the
price of the product, while
consumers determine
the quantity produced
(according to their demand
schedule).

Monopoly! This word can communicate several thoughts. For example, many of you
have played the popular board game Monopoly, and have dreaded landing on Park
Place if it was loaded with Hotels! You would be financially crushed if you landed on
an opponents’ property. The idea is that if you have no other choice, you are subject to
the rules of the monopolist (or the rules decided by the board game). A “monopoly”
is almost universally thought of as a negative, and the idea of monopolies in markets
suggests an exploitation of consumers where producers have an unfair advantage over
consumers. Yet, pursuit of monopoly profit is the driving force behind most innovation
and improvements in the products we purchase and consume. Without the lure of
monopoly profits, we wouldn’t have the benefit of many of the products we enjoy today.
In pursuit of ephemeral (short-lived) monopoly profits, entrepreneurs are driven to
innovate and improve products. If they do not improve, another competitor may do so
and win their consumers.

COMPETITION EVERYWHERE!
We’ve discussed iPhone production earlier in this book. While initially a monopoly
product, its very success spawned many competitors to include Samsung’s Galaxy. The
threat of competition to Apple’s monopoly profits spurs Apple to improve its iPhone,
and over time we get to buy iPhones with larger memory, better visual displays, longer
battery life, higher resolution cameras, etc. Likewise, to “steal” away Apple’s monopoly
profits, Samsung introduces continual improvements to its smartphone. Even when
they do not succeed (Windows Phone R.I.P.!), competitors keep
trying, such as Microsoft’s post-Windows Phone concentration
Market competition is most often
on building mobile apps for both Android and iOS. This is
seen by entrepreneurs trying to
competition—which clearly benefits the consumer—yet it is
competition for monopoly profits. While the two products
distinguish their product from other
mentioned are for the same function (smartphones), they are in
potential competitors in order to
no way exactly alike or perfect substitutes. Market competition
gain a “monopoly” privilege due to
is most often seen by entrepreneurs trying to distinguish their
the superior characteristics of their
product from other potential competitors in order to gain a
“monopoly” privilege due to the superior characteristics of their
product or service.
product or service.
As we learned previously, there are substitutes almost everywhere such that most of
the goods or services we buy could be replaced by something else. Can you think of
additional substitutes to the iPhone? Obviously there are other mobile phones, but
at some margin reading a book or watching television may be acceptable alternatives
to listening to music streaming through your phone. If you think that there aren’t
alternatives, just imagine if Apple raises the price of the iPhone to $15,000 each. Even
those with the financial wherewithal to afford it will now assess the opportunity cost.
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Some will even decide that they would rather take the money and buy a bass boat and go
fishing! Did you ever think that fishing and buying a boat was a substitute for an iPhone?
It’s likely not today, but if the price rise is high enough (i.e., by changing relative prices
such that the opportunity cost rises sufficiently), many activities will become substitutes
to iPhones. As this discussion illustrates, competition is more prevalent than often
thought since there is an opportunity cost associated with any purchase. Whatever that
next best alternative is for any given purchase, it is also a competitor at the margin.

MONOPOLY DEFINED
Take a moment to look up the definition of monopoly on the Internet. Depending on
the source, you’ll find several features in most of the definitions: one seller, absence
of competition, market concentration, ability to exploit the consumer, higher profits,
etc. We will not use any of the traditional features to define monopoly in this text, for
very good reason. As we’ve seen above, competition is everywhere, even in the case of
a “sole” provider. Even if Apple is the only producer of mobile phones, they don’t make
bass boats! Absurd? Not when we understand opportunity cost and the pervasiveness of
substitutes. Even if we narrowly view the market as just smartphones, absence of visible
competition doesn’t mean it’s not a competitive market. Apple knows there are other
firms that have the technical capability to produce music devices, and they will continue
to improve and keep prices reasonably low to discourage competitors from entering the
fray.
Barriers to entry:
obstacles that prevent
new potential entrants
from competing in a given
market.

The real distinguishing feature of monopoly power is barriers to entry. If competitors
are free to come and go, most of the benefits of competition are maintained, even if only
one firm dominates. If the barrier to entry is simply the excellent product that Apple
produces, then that’s a good thing. If, however, Apple is given a legal right (through
legislation or public regulation) to be the sole producer of smart phones, then it is
possible that many of the ills commonly associated with monopoly power may come to
pass (such as restricted output and higher prices).
In the real world, there is almost no such thing as a pure monopoly or perfect
competition, and there is almost always some barrier to entry for possible competitors.
Most sustainable monopolies are the result of government action, ostensibly for the good
of consumers. Perhaps the most common are copyright and patent laws, which allow
monopoly rights to sell a product for a certain time period to stimulate innovation. A
famous example of government granted monopoly was the old AT&T, who had legal
exclusive right to provide phone service in the U.S. Once the monopoly was broken,
tremendous innovation occurred—cost, quality, and variety of choices all improved. If
there is no legal barrier to entry established and enforced by the government, the lure
to capture or maintain monopoly profits will drive competitive behavior on the part of
entrepreneurs. Without government restrictions on competition, consumers will benefit
from either lower prices or higher quality (or some combination of both).
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This chapter will explore market structures and how they differ in results for consumers.
We will begin with a theoretical review of perfect competition as our baseline, compare
it with monopoly, and follow with a short review of other market structures (oligopoly
and monopolistic competition).

PERFECT COMPETITION

Price takers: Firms in a
“perfectively competitive”
market structure sell
identical products and
have no market power; that
is, they have no ability to
influence the price of their
product.

P($)

Our discussion of monopoly shows a real world where entrepreneurs try to distinguish
their product from others in order to obtain higher profits than normally available
in competitive markets. This view of the real world competitive market process can
be contrasted with a hypothetical “perfect” competition model. In this perfectly
competitive model, firms don’t have any influence over the price of the good or service.
They are price takers: their only decision is to produce and sell at the market price, or
not produce at all. Features of the perfectly competitive market include:
many producers, each selling an identical product
many buyers, none buying enough that they can influence the price
no barriers to entry
buyers and sellers each have complete information about the product and the
market
§§ minimal government regulation
§§
§§
§§
§§

P($)

Wheat Market
S

Farmer Joe
S=MC

2

P*

D=MR

D
Q *= 650M tons

Q (#)

Q *= 5 tons

Q (#)

Figure 8.1, Perfect Competition, market and individual supply and demand curves. The wheat market may be thought of as

a perfectly competitive market, with the market demand and supply curves determining an equilibrium price and quantity. Global
wheat production has exceeded 650 million metric tons previously, so Farmer Joe is a very small player in that market—he has
to accept the market price if he wants to sell at all, hence Farmer Joe’s demand curve is horizontal at the market price. He can
sell any quantity he can produce at P*=$2.
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When a market has these features, suppliers are unable to exercise market power, (i.e.,
set a price for their product). The price a supplier receives is therefore always equal to the
marginal revenue, as we’ll see later.
This model is hard to find in the real world, although commodity markets (such as
corn, wheat, aluminum, and other raw materials) are a pretty close match. Product
differentiation is certainly more difficult for commodity markets, but not impossible—
as the development of organically-grown produce markets attest. Organically-grown
produce commands a significant premium over regular produce in most supermarkets.
But for the most part, the wheat market is a perfectively competitive market; there are
millions of farmers in dozens of countries selling wheat. No individual farmer can try
to sell for a higher price because the other farmers have an identical product (a perfect
substitute) and all buyers can readily find out the going rate for wheat in global markets.
With the exception of differing transportation costs and risks (which ensures they really
aren’t perfect substitutes), the products will sell for the same price. In this market, per
Figure 8.1, the market supply and demand curve looks the same as usual (downwardsloping demand and upward-sloping supply); but, the individual farmer faces a
horizontal demand curve. Farmer Joe can sell all the wheat he wants at the market price.

P($)

S=MC
ATC 1

P*

ATC 2

Loss

D=MR=AR

Profit

ATC 3

Q*

Q(#)

Figure 8.2, Profit or Loss? Producing at marginal cost equal

to marginal revenue does not ensure a profit, as seen above.
If a firm’s fixed costs are high enough, average total costs to
produce a product may exceed the average revenue (the price)
received, such as with ATC1 above. The loss would equal the
difference between the average price received (the price) and
the average total cost, multiplied by the quantity produced, as
shown by the “loss” rectangle above. Conversely, if for some
reason costs dropped dramatically, such as with ATC 3 above,
the entrepreneur will make a profit equal to the size of the
“profit” rectangle. In the long run, only the “break even” case of
ATC2 is possible.

How does Farmer Joe react to the market price? As we saw in
chapter 7, a profit maximizing agent will produce an output
level that equates the marginal revenue to the marginal cost.
Recall that when we use the term marginal, we simply mean
the additional revenue or additional cost from producing one
more unit of the given product. In a perfectly competitive
market, the marginal revenue is always constant and equal
to the price. No matter how many bushels of wheat Farmer
Joe sells, by our assumption, he is such a small player in
the global wheat market that the price is unaffected by any
amount of supply he can bring to the market.
Given the global market price that Farmer Joe faces, he
will produce five tons of wheat, where his supply curve
(his marginal cost curve) equals the marginal revenue he
can obtain. Producing at lower output levels would not
take advantage of market prices that are greater than his
production costs, and producing at a higher level would result
in losses, since costs exceed revenues.
In the short run, production at MR=MC is the profit
maximizing level, but can also be the loss minimizing level.
The marginal revenue must cover the variable costs, but not
all of the fixed costs, as seen in Figure 8.2. Given the overall
market price which will not change based on his production,
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S1

P($)

S*

P1

S2

P*
P2

D
Q1

Q*

Q2

Q (#)

Figure 8.3, Zero Economic Profit. Assume that the wheat

market were to allow a positive economic profit (as opposed to
the “normal” accounting profit), such as might be the case with
S1 curve, where the S* curve is the equilibrium supply curve with
zero profit. With a positive economic profit, other entrepreneurs
will “sniff out” the profits and redirect their capital to expand
production into the industry with positive profits. The combined
effect of the multitude of entrepreneurs doing this shifts the
supply curve out and will continue until there are no further
economic profits at S*. Likewise, if there are entrepreneurs
suffering loss, they will exit the market and supply will be
reduced, as from S2 to S*. As supply is reduced, market prices
increase, thus restoring profit to the normal level.

Allocative efficiency:
when the marginal buyer
receives a benefit that
matches the cost to
produce the good.
Productive efficiency:
occurs when firms produce
at their minimum average
total cost.

Farmer Joe will produce at Q*, since that quantity equates
marginal revenue with marginal cost. In the short run, there
may be profits or losses as indicated by the shaded areas
because of the fixed costs. If fixed costs are low enough,
Farmer Joe may see an average total cost curve such as ATC3,
which has the ATC at Q* less than the average revenue (the
price) that Farmer Joe will receive. Farmer Joe will therefore
earn a profit on all the bushels of corn he sells equal to the
orange shaded area in Figure 8.2. Alternatively, his fixed
costs could be high, such as with ATC1, and he could suffer a
loss equal to the blue shaded rectangle since his average cost
is greater than the price he will receive.
Profits or losses are only a short-run phenomenon in
competitive markets; in the long run, firms will enter or exit
the industry to ensure a zero economic profit. Earning zero
economic profit can still allow for an accounting profit—this
just means that whatever the standard profit level is for other
potential applications of the firm’s resources, they make
exactly the standard return, which we call zero economic
profit. We can see how this works in Figure 8.3. If firms
are experiencing economic profits, other businesses will
expand into that industry to share in that profit. Or if firms
are suffering losses, they will exit the market to deploy their
scarce capital in other markets where they will not lose money.

Farmer Joe will ultimately produce only on ATC2, at the quantity Q*, where his average
total cost equals his average revenue received, which equals the price of the commodity.
Any other output level or cost structure will not be an equilibrium or long-run level
under perfect competition. This long-run position is said to offer both allocative and
productive efficiency. Efficiency sounds like a good thing, so we ought to be happy with
perfect competition! Allocative efficiency simply means that the marginal buyer
values a good or service at exactly the price he or she pays: the marginal benefit for the
good they buy equals the marginal cost paid (which is the price). Productive efficiency
sounds pretty good too (perhaps you have a mental image of a Toyota plant with cars
being built like clockwork?). Productive efficiency occurs when firms produce a quantity
where they minimize their average total cost. As illustrated in Figure 8.2, Farmer Joe’s
long-run production is at Q* with the minimum level for average total cost; he can’t
produce at a lower cost. Q* is therefore both allocatively and productively efficient.
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MONOPOLY
Most products that we buy and sell are not in
perfectively competitive markets; most goods
and services are at least a little different from
one another. A Burger King Whopper is not
the same burger as a McDonald’s Big Mac or
a Wendy’s Double Cheese (and certainly not
the same as my favorite In-N-Out burger, a
Figure 8.4, In-N-Out Double Cheese Vs Wendy’s Double Cheese. Both
Double-Double! See Figure 8.4); nor is an iMac
burgers have two beef patties and cheese, but are they the same thing? I
certainly don’t think so, and neither does In-N-Out nor Wendy’s want you to
exactly the same product as a Dell computer.
think so. If this is true, the highly competitive fast food industry is filled with
Chevrolet tries to convince us that its cars are
monopolists. So which appeals to you more: made fresh for you or “do what
taste’s right”?
higher quality than other cars, and Walmart
Photograph of Wendy’s Double
tries to convince us they are always cheaper than
Photograph of In-N-Out’s Cheeseburger
Target. SUBWAY sandwiches are healthier than
other fast food fare, and Levi’s Dockers are the best business casual pant. On and on,
entrepreneurs try to convince us of the superiority and distinction of their product from
a competitor. And I buy their argument! How about you? For example, I refuse to buy
most potato chips other than the Lay’s brand, and all my favorite tools are USA-made
Sears Craftsman—despite the fact that they cost at least double what similar tools would
cost at Harbor Freight or Walmart. Maybe you prefer Pepsi to Coke (or the other way
around), or KFC to Taco Bell.
1

2

Price searchers: These
firms are either a monopoly
or, through product
differentiation, have the
ability to set the price of
their products. These firms
are called price searchers
as they must search to find
the consumer demand for
their product.

All of these individual preferences and product distinctions lead to a very different result
from the perfectly competitive model. Instead of firms being price takers, they are price
searchers. Under a price taker model with perfect competition, if Farmer Joe raised
his price even a penny above the market price, his sales would go to zero, since there
were identical products available (in all respects). In a price searcher model, however,
the firm can raise their product’s price without losing all of their sales. How many sales
they would lose depends on the elasticity of demand for their product (which, as we
discussed earlier, depends in large part on the availability of substitutes). In this model,
the entrepreneur must decide on the optimal price to charge to maximize her profits.
Clearly, a higher price will result in higher revenue for each sale, but higher prices will
also result in lower total sales as the quantity demanded falls. So firms have to search for
the optimum price to charge.
Consider Figure 8.5. Take some time to read the corresponding caption and see if
you can understand each shape and why each line (D, S, MR) has the position it does.
In a price taker market, the market equilibrium would occur at P* and Q*. In a price
searcher market, however, the price is not a given, and the searcher will use market
research and a subsequent trial and error process to determine the actual demand curve
for the firm’s product. Because the firm faces a downward-sloping demand curve, to
gain an additional sale, the firm will have to lower the price. But when they lower the
price for the next sale, they have to lower the price for all their products. Since each
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P($)
PM

Consumer
Surplus
Deadweight
Loss
Monopolist
Profit

P*

S=MC

additional unit sold will result in a lower price for all units
sold, this causes the marginal revenue curve to fall below the
demand curve. The price searcher will still maximize profits
by producing the quantity that equates the marginal revenue
with marginal costs, which is QM in Figure 8.5. She will then
charge the price that consumers are just willing to pay at that
quantity, PM.

Producer
Surplus

The price searcher outcome leads to socially undesirable
results—some gains from trade are “left on the table” while
price searchers are able to appropriate some of the consumer’s
D
surplus (compared to the competitive model). Because the
MR
price searcher sets a price greater than her marginal cost,
QM
Q*
Q (#)
the quantity produced is less than the competitive model,
and potential utility increasing trades will not occur, as seen
Figure 8.5, Price Searcher (Monopoly) Equilibrium. In a price
in the blue triangles in Figure 8.5. Notice that there is a
searcher model, the firm must determine the demand curve
by trial and error. If the firm can only charge one price, the
loss of both consumer’s surplus and producer’s surplus in
marginal revenue line will fall below the demand curve, as each
the “deadweight” loss. Deadweight loss is caused by the
additional sale is at a lower price, which must be charged to all
reduction in mutually beneficial exchanges when output
units. A price searcher will still maximize profits at MC=MR, at
QM and charge PM. The blue-shaded triangle is the deadweight
falls from Q* to QM. The price searcher is willing to suffer her
loss due to lost trade, and the consumer and producer
portion of the deadweight loss since she will obtain the much
surpluses are the green and orange areas respectively.
larger area of the consumer’s surplus (the orange rectangle
area above P* in Figure 8.5). If she were to expand production out to Q*, then she would
Deadweight loss: the
loss in producer’s and
have to lower the price for all other units sold and would not maximize her profits
consumer’s surplus due to
the decrease in mutually
(notice that MR < MC at quantities greater than QM).
beneficial trades.

There is one way to secure some of the additional
gains from trade for some price searchers.
“CHRISTIANS ARE SKEPTICAL OF UTOPIAN
If it is possible to charge differing prices to
MODELS”
different buyers and prevent those buyers
Christians should not succumb to the siren song of
from trading with each other, then the price
the “nirvana” fallacy—comparing some hypothetical
searcher may produce larger quantities and
outcome against the real world. The competitive model is,
gain even more profits. Charging differential
after all, a model. While we may not like all the results of any
prices is called price discrimination (or
model, Christians are skeptical of a utopian “perfect” model that
market segmentation), since the price searcher
purports to describe an ideal state in our fallen world.
discriminates against some consumers by
charging them a higher price. This happens all
the time: theaters may charge lower prices for kids; restaurants may give “senior citizen”
Price discrimination:
occurs when a producer
discounts; or stores might give discounts to “Internet” purchasers. The classic example
is able to charge differing
prices to customers
is airline tickets, where airlines are able to charge business customers higher fares than
according to their differing
recreational travel customers. How do they distinguish between the two? Recreational
demands.
travel is usually known well in advance, while business travel is often short notice.
Airlines understand that the recreational travelers have many more options (substitutes)
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If it is possible to charge differing
prices to different buyers and prevent
those buyers from trading with each
other, then the price searcher may
produce larger quantities and gain even
more profits.

and therefore their demand curves are more elastic; these
customers are very price sensitive. On the other hand,
business travelers have few options and their demand
curves will be more inelastic and, accordingly, less price
sensitive. In effect, price discriminators have (at least) two
separate demand curves that they face. If they can charge
differential pricing, they can both increase their profits and
reduce the deadweight loss associated with price searchers.

MONOPOLY POWER IN CEDARS?
2 Chronicles 2:3-8
Then Solomon sent word to Huram the king of Tyre, saying, “As you dealt with David my father
and sent him cedars to build him a house to dwell in, so do for me. 4”Behold, I am about to build
a house for the name of the LORD my God, dedicating it to Him, to burn fragrant incense before Him and
to set out the showbread continually, and to offer burnt offerings morning and evening, on sabbaths and
on new moons and on the appointed feasts of the LORD our God, this being required forever in Israel.
5
”The house which I am about to build will be great, for greater is our God than all the gods. 6”But who is
able to build a house for Him, for the heavens and the highest heavens cannot contain Him? So who am
I, that I should build a house for Him, except to burn incense before Him? 7”Now send me a skilled man to
work in gold, silver, brass and iron, and in purple, crimson and violet fabrics, and who knows how to make
engravings, to work with the skilled men whom I have in Judah and Jerusalem, whom David my father
provided. 8”Send me also cedar, cypress and algum timber from Lebanon, for I know that your servants
know how to cut timber of Lebanon; and indeed my servants will work with your servants.
3

The cedars of Lebanon were renowned as the best timbers of the ancient world for building; it
was only natural that King Solomon would seek out the best when he decided to build the Lord’s
Temple. The only place that had both the quantity and quality of timber that Solomon wanted
was from Lebanon—controlled by Huram, king of Tyre. The record from 2 Chronicles gives no
indication of exploitation of a repeat customer (if you include Solomon’s father, David) by the
monopolist producer of timber. Why not? Of course one does not want to offend a powerful
neighbor king. But it may simply have been that he wanted the beneficial long-term relationship
with a trading partner. Solomon offered a set amount of oil, wine, barley, and wheat, which
Huram accepted. The presence of monopoly power in no way ensures consumer exploitation;
it only means that there is an incentive to exercise that power. In many cases, such as with
King Huram, a monopolist will not exploit customers because other incentives more powerfully
constrain behavior.

Natural monopoly: occurs
when an industry faces
decreasing average costs
over the possible range of
production, such that it is
more efficient for one firm
to produce for the entire
market.

A special case of the price searcher or monopoly model is that of the natural
monopoly. A natural monopoly will occur when an industry faces decreasing average
costs over the possible range of production that consumers might desire. We understand
conceptually from the principle of diminishing returns (and its long-run analogue,
decreasing returns to scale) that all companies or industries will eventually face
increasing average costs. However, that limit may be well above the output level desired,
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such that one firm can produce the total output at a cheaper cost than multiple firms.
For the production quantities that matter, this industry will face increasing returns.
To maintain competition would require deliberately spending more total resources for
the same level of output. In the absence of government action, one firm will be able to
dominate and capture the entire market. A standard example of natural monopoly is
that of a public utility such as water or electric companies. These utilities have significant
infrastructure costs (adding additional water pipes or electric lines) that make additional
competitors uneconomic.

PROTECTION FROM MONOPOLY
Many critics of the market process will point to natural monopoly as a clear-cut reason
why government must regulate an industry. Without regulation, the firm will raise
prices and consumers will be exploited. Without straying too far down the argument
of what government should do, are there market mechanisms that will restrain
monopolist misbehavior? We have already covered the idea of substitutes and that there
are substitutes for almost everything. Many people do not pay for a monopoly water
provider; they may have a private well, or their development may have a community well.
If the power company raised prices too high, many might ultimately find it beneficial
to run their houses on diesel generators. These are less desirable actions, but they are
available without government action. Further, changes in technology and the size of
the market may also overcome natural monopoly. Phone lines used to be a natural
monopoly for AT&T. The advent of wireless communication (cell phones) would have
eliminated AT&T’s monopoly even without government action. Regulation may be
the best answer, but it is not the only answer in dealing with monopoly. As you might
imagine, there are both costs and benefits to regulation; a detailed “eyes wide open”
review of regulation is prudent before concluding that regulation is the best option.
We’ll explore some of those regulatory costs below as well as in chapter 14.
Contestable markets:
When a market has low
barriers to entry, even
monopolists may behave
according to competitive
pressures to avoid inviting
other entrants to the
market.

The theory of contestable markets suggests that even with a market that has only one
provider, firms may restrain monopolistic behavior if the barriers to entry are low.
Imagine that there were only one automobile company, Government Auto (GA), but
there were no legal restrictions on competitors entering the automobile manufacturing
industry. While GA might be able to charge higher than competitive prices by restricting
production in the short run, if they obtained higher than average profits that were
expected to be sustained in the future, other potential competitors would notice. Could
General Electric make cars if they thought the profits were high enough? How about
Boeing? I suspect that they could, and that GA would try to keep prices just high enough
to maximize their profits without enticing competitors to enter the fray.
Further, most businesses understand they want a long-term relationship with their
customer; maximizing short-run profits by exploiting their customers will not only
alienate the customer but spur competitors into the market. Customers who would
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bolt from their current provider at the first opportunity embolden other potential
suppliers, since they potentially would be able to capture the entire market demand
from the incumbent provider. Most businesses spend a great deal of time not only to
attract a customer, but also to create “brand loyalty” to keep that customer. Short-term
opportunism of taking advantage of customers is therefore unusual for established
firms.

MONOPOLISTIC COMPETITION & OLIGOPOLY
Oligopoly: a market
structure with few firms and
high barriers to entry.

While true monopoly is relatively rare in actual market structure, many goods or
services are provided by just a few firms (each with large market shares). Oligopoly
(wow, can’t economists come up with a better name than this?!) and monopolistic
competition market structures are both price searchers. Just like monopolists, firms in
these market structures will be able to set the price—but they don’t exactly know the
consumer’s demand. However, not only must they consider what the customer is likely
to pay (they try to predict the customer demand), they must also carefully consider the
reaction of other firms in the market to their own actions. While having market power—
the ability to set their own prices—like a monopolist, they must nonetheless compete. A
fundamental factor of this competition is the interdependence of a firm’s actions, which
necessitates “strategic behavior.” Think of a firm’s strategic behavior as a chess game.
Whenever you move your piece in chess, you not only consider how this advances your
overall strategy, but you must also carefully consider how the other player may react to
your particular move. Hopefully not “Checkmate!”

An example of a monopolistically competitive market is the soft drink market. Coke and
Pepsi (Figure 8.6) products dominate, and while Coke has a monopoly on coca-colas,
Pepsi is clearly a close substitute. In the broader market for soft
drinks, there are always marginal buyers who are willing to switch
brands if the price difference is high enough. So when setting the
price of coca-colas, Coke has to consider Pepsi’s likely reaction to
the price, in addition to the consumer’s reaction. Coke also has to
consider whether its pricing policy might encourage additional
competitors to enter the fray. Should Coke raise its price while
Pepsi does not, rather than profits rising, Coke may see profits fall
as buyers switch to the cheaper alternative (Pepsi). And just like in
Figure 8.6, Pepsi and Coca-Cola Logos
Pepsi Logo (public domain)
the game of chess, market participants need to anticipate multiple
Coca-Cola Company Logo (public domain)
moves in the game, not just the initial reaction.
3

4

Product differentiation: a
marketing strategy to show
the differential advantage
of a firm’s product over
possible substitutes.

You have likely watched commercials advertising both Pepsi and Coke, such as my
favorite commercial here. Each of the firms tries to convince potential customers that
their product is newer, better, or different enough such that the other firm’s product is
not really a good substitute. This strategy is known as product differentiation: where
brands of similar products attempt to convince consumers that their product really
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is unique enough to justify a monopoly price. I have to admit, it works for me! I love
my preferred brands, and once I get in a habit, I rarely change. At that point, the price
difference has to be really large before I’ll switch. Can you think of brands that you
consider “must” buys? Has Hollister convinced you that their clothes are much better
than Levi’s? Monopolistically competitive firms will strongly emphasize their brand as
part of their competitive posture; their competitive efforts tend to focus on non-price
dimensions like quality, taste, “cool factor,” etc.
In monopolistically competitive markets, entry barriers are relatively low. This is why
companies in these markets tend to compete on non-price dimensions. If they competed
primarily on price, the lack of substantial barriers to entry would keep them constantly
at risk of competitors entering the market. But when brands are emphasized heavily, it’s
much harder to convince a buyer that the quality, style, or taste is better. Consider this:
what would it take to convince you to wear a “no-name” pair of jeans to a function with
your peers? Would a cheap price work? If you’re like most students, probably not.
Oligopoly markets are similar in many respects to monopolistically competitive
markets, but the key difference is that oligopoly markets have high barriers to entry. If
there were no significant barriers to entry, then any attempt by
oligopolists to collude to raise prices would result in additional
Oligopoly markets are similar in
firms entering the market and undercutting their price. One of
many respects to monopolistically
the barriers to entry may be large economies of scale that the
current oligopoly firms have, where the large size of the firm
competitive markets, but the key
difference is that oligopoly markets enables them to produce the product much cheaper than a
smaller market entrant. For example, it is much cheaper for Ford
have high barriers to entry.
to produce cars than a new startup company; the large factories
and capital equipment which enable cheap production would be
hard for a small firm to duplicate. The fact that each oligopolist has a large market share
ensures that individual firm decisions will impact the entire market. Since one firm’s
action will influence the overall market, there is interdependence between all the firms;
each firm must consider other firms’ possible reactions to their move (think back to our
chess game).
Cartel: a group of firms that
enter into an agreement,
usually to control output in
order to split a monopolist’s
profit. A cartel usually
features a homogenous
product.

Since oligopolists have market power and can set prices, there is the potential that if they
can secretly agree to form a cartel, they can restrict output to gain monopoly profits.
As the famous economist Adam Smith said, “People of the same trade seldom meet
together, even for merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy
against the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices.” Or as Amos 3:3 says, “Do two
walk together, unless they have agreed to meet?” If they could all agree on output levels
for each firm, then they could restrict output to the monopolist quantity as in Figure
8.5 earlier, and could share in the monopolist’s profit (the orange shaded area between
P* and PM). As with monopoly, oligopoly does not engage in all mutually beneficial
trades and therefore does not lead to allocatively efficient results, since consumers
value additional production at a price greater than it would cost the producers to make.
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Because of this potential inefficiency, many critics suggest that government needs to
regulate oligopoly industries to ensure optimal efficiency. There are several problems
with this idea that are worth reviewing. First, there is an assumption that a regulated
industry would necessarily lead to the competitive result. Experience with regulated
industries does not necessarily lead us to agree with that conclusion—as theorized by
Nobel Laureate George Stigler, the industry may “capture” the regulator and not lead
to the intended result. The regulator may serve the interests of the industry more than
the general public. Interestingly, many of the major problems the U.S. has faced recently
(from the subprime mortgage mess to the BP gulf oil spill) have, in part, been blamed on
poor regulation. While somewhat biased, examples of regulatory capture can be found
here. Nevertheless, proponents of regulation are ever optimistic that further regulation
may yet succeed.
A second consideration is that a cartel that colludes in oligopoly industries is very
difficult to maintain (beyond the fact that it is illegal). The reason why is that although it
is in every firm’s interest to reduce market production as a whole (to gain the monopoly
profits), it is also in their individual interest to cheat in order to expand their own
production. At the overall monopolist quantity, an individual firm can still produce
at costs lower than the consumers are willing to pay. So if they can get everyone else
to restrict production to raise prices, they can secretly increase production and gain
additional profit. The most effective cartels actually must have the government to enforce
the agreement, since 1) the government is often better able to monitor compliance, and
2) the only leverage other firms can exercise to punish a member caught cheating is to
expand production themselves. Government regulators are often the primary source
of barriers to entry. Consider the safety regulations that new cars must meet. However
beneficial safety regulations are to consumers
(which is debatable when you consider both costs
ARE SAFETY REGULATIONS BENEFICIAL?
and benefits), they certainly increase the costs of
If consumers understand the costs and benefits,
compliance and production of the good. These
economics suggests they are able to make the
regulatory costs are much more burdensome for
determination of the benefits of safety features without
new competitors trying to enter the market. And
government regulation. If the consumers clearly benefit,
not surprisingly, large corporations in oligopolistic
they will pay for safety features without a government
industries are often in the vanguard of those asking
mandate. Many manufacturers do compete according
for additional regulation!
to safety, offering additional safety features without any
mandate (such as Volvo). But the mandatory aspect of
regulations ensures that even customers that do not value
the safety features as much as their cost will nevertheless
be forced to pay.

Since the major problem associated with monopoly
and oligopoly is the presence of high barriers to entry,
it seems that the best approach for government action
would be to concentrate on removing barriers to
entry, especially those imposed by government. This
will allow competitive forces to bring about the desired social outcome (production at
quantities approaching the perfectly competitive outcome).
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IT’S A WRAP!
In this chapter we’ve learned about differing market structures. Importantly, we’ve
found that competition is alive almost everywhere, if not always well. Pursuit of fleeting
monopoly profit is the driving force behind most of the innovations we see in markets.
While we introduced how government can regulate market structures here, we’ll return
to this in depth in chapters 13 and 14.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
J. M. KEYNES
1883-1946

Photograph of J.M. Keynes (public
domain) 5

“We’re all Keynesians now!” This quote is attributed to both free market economist
Milton Friedman and President Richard Nixon. Why would a republican president
and a libertarian free market economist say that? John Maynard Keynes is a giant in
the economics profession, widely loved by many and hated by others. In the depths of
the depression, Keynes wrote his major work The General Theory of Employment,
Interest, and Money, which turned classical economics on its head. While the book was
(and is) a very difficult read due to Keynes’ terminology, Keynes’ “macroeconomic” focus
on effective demand made government spending essential to reduce unemployment.
Providing politicians a theoretical reason they ought to spend money on constituents
was not a hard sell and even the brightest young economists were swayed by the witty
Keynes. While the classical system may work in the long run, Keynes said “in the long
run we’re all dead.” Classical economics was deemed to have had its opportunity to
fix the Great Depression, but failed. Economists in America (like Paul Samuelson)
and England (Sir John Hicks) developed his theory into a modern mathematical
masterpiece. Within a generation, Keynesianism had conquered the economic
profession.
Keynes was a witty and brilliant man, but was actually schooled in mathematics at
Cambridge. He did take an economics course from Alfred Marshall, who was at
that time the world’s most noted economist. His lack of formal economic training
seemingly did not limit his rise in the profession, and Keynes made several important
contributions on war reparations and monetary theory that raised his professional
stature prior to the General Theory.
Keynes’ brilliance was matched by his lack of humility. It may be apocryphal, but when
Keynes was asked how to pronounce his name, it was “Keynes rhymes with brains.”
Keynes acknowledged no moral authority save himself. As a member of the Cambridge
secret society group called the Apostles, he said this:
“We entirely repudiated a personal liability on us to obey general rules. We
claimed the right to judge every individual case on its own merits, and the
wisdom, experience and self-control to do so successfully. This was a very
important part of our faith, violently and aggressively held. We repudiated
entirely customary morals, conventions and traditional wisdoms. We were,
that is to say, in the strict sense of the term immoralists. We recognized no
moral obligation upon us, no inner sanction to conform or obey. Before
heaven we claimed to be our own judge in our own case.”
While Keynesianism was in retreat after the 1970s, with the recent financial crisis it is
back with a vengeance. Will government spending save the day or will it bankrupt us?
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CHAPTER EIGHT: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. Evaluate the following critiques of monopoly as either true or false.
a. T/F: Monopolists exploit consumers by restricting quantity and charging higher
prices.
b. T/F: Monopolists have no incentive to innovate.
c. T/F: Monopolists do not consider consumer desires in their production
decisions.
d. T/F: Government is usually the best way to prevent monopoly.
e. T/F: The key determinant of monopoly power is barriers to entry.
2. While monopolies do capture consumer surplus, they also provide a valuable social
purpose. Describe that purpose and provide two examples.
3. Do monopolies have to compete? How do they compete? What happens if they
don’t?
4. Monopoly production is not allocatively efficient since consumers value additional
output more than it costs the monopolist to produce it. Why doesn’t the monopolist
produce this additional output?
5. Why won’t a firm in a perfectly competitive market be able to make long-run profits?
Can it make short-run profits? Show both a short-run profit and a long-run zero
profit condition on an appropriate diagram.
6. The theory of contestable markets suggests that markets can be competitive even
if there is only one firm. The only requirement is for this market to be contestable.
What criteria should we use to assess if a market is contestable?
7. Coke and Pepsi are monopolistically competitive; they usually compete via product
differentiation. Production differentiation can include all of the following except:
a. Quality
b. Safety
c. Price
d. Convenience
e. Style
8. True or False.
a. Cartels cannot work with government regulation.
b. Cartels benefit from government enforcement of production (output) decisions.
c. Cartels have low barriers to entry.
d. Cartels have more than 20 firms but less than 100.
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CHAPTER EIGHT ANSWERS
1. A. Can be true or false; however most monopolists tend not to exploit consumers as
much as they could lest new competitors enter the market.
B. Generally false; certainly so in monopoly markets that are not by virtue of a
government edict. Where there are no legal barriers to entry, monopoly profits are
ephemeral and depend upon having a superior product than what could come on
the market. A new and more innovative competitor could wipe out a complacent
monopolist.
C. False; there is no guarantee that a monopolist will not make a loss—while they
can reduce consumer surplus, monopolists must satisfy consumer needs to survive.
D. False. Most long-lasting monopolies are aided by government restrictions or
regulations.
E. True
2. The answer depends on a caveat—IF the monopoly is by the superior nature of the
product and not a government restriction, then the social function is increased
innovation and higher quality/lower priced goods. This could be an Apple iPhone
5C. If the monopoly is due to a government restriction such as patent laws, we again
see innovation incentivized (to a degree; it’s not clear always what the appropriate
length of time should be for a patent, and almost everyone agrees that in today’s
rapidly changing technology world we need to reform our patent laws). Examples of
the 2nd kind include biotechnology patents for new medical treatments.
3. Monopolies do generally compete, but the dimension is more on quality and less on
price. Recall our discussion that because every purchase has an opportunity cost,
monopolists are always competing against someone.
4. Because changing the price to meet the additional demand would lower the price to
every other customer. While the monopolist would make additional profit on that
sale, every previous sale would lose profit, such that on net the monopolist’s profit
falls once they produce beyond MR=MC.
5. Firms in perfectly competitive markets (price takers) cannot make long-run profits
because there are no barriers to entry in these markets. Should they be expected
to make higher than normal profits, then additional competitors will leave other
markets and deploy their capital in higher profit industries. A firm can make shortrun profits for any number of reasons (reduction in expected input costs, technology
change in production, increased consumer demand for the market, etc.). Figure 8.2
has a diagram that can show this.
6. A market is contestable if there are no significant barriers to entry. Thus a
contestable market would have no legal restrictions on competition, and it would
also be more contestable the less capital is required to come in. However, even capital
intensive markets may be contestable, if the outside firms believe the above normal
profits are likely to remain.
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7. Price is the only dimension not competed on.
8. A.
B.
C.
D.

False
True
False
False
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CHAPTER NINE:

P31W: ENTER THE
ENTREPRENEUR!

THE PROVERBS 31 WOMAN: AN EXCELLENT
WIFE, BUT OH…WHAT AN ENTREPRENEUR!
An excellent wife, who can find?

10

For her worth is far above jewels.
The heart of her husband trusts in her,

11

And he will have no lack of gain.
She does him good and not evil

12

All the days of her life.
She looks for wool and flax

13

And works with her hands in delight.
She is like merchant ships;

14

She brings her food from afar.
She rises also while it is still night

15

And gives food to her household
And portions to her maidens.
She considers a field and buys it;

16

From her earnings she plants a vineyard.
She girds herself with strength

17

And makes her arms strong.
She senses that her gain is good;

18

Her lamp does not go out at night.
She stretches out her hands to the distaff,

19

And her hands grasp the spindle.
She extends her hand to the poor,

20

And she stretches out her hands to the needy.
She is not afraid of the snow for her household,

21

For all her household are clothed with scarlet.
She makes coverings for herself;

22

Her clothing is fine linen and purple.
Her husband is known in the gates,

23

When he sits among the elders of the land.
She makes linen garments and sells them,

24

And supplies belts to the tradesmen.
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Strength and dignity are her clothing,

25

And she smiles at the future.
She opens her mouth in wisdom,

26

And the teaching of kindness is on her tongue.
She looks well to the ways of her household,

27

And does not eat the bread of idleness.
Her children rise up and bless her;

28

Her husband also, and he praises her, saying:
“Many daughters have done nobly,

29

But you excel them all.”
Charm is deceitful and beauty is vain,

30

But a woman who fears the LORD, she shall be praised.
Give her the product of her hands,

31

And let her works praise her in the gates.

We will see in this chapter that a free market system needs more than just free markets. It
needs problem solvers who are willing and able to bear risk, to make prudent forecasts of
the future, to properly appraise values, and someone who is alert to opportunities and willing
to act. The unnamed Proverbs 31 woman (P31W, hereafter) fits all of these categories and
more—she may well be the ultimate entrepreneur. She is an incredibly important biblical
example of entrepreneurship for many reasons. First, we see she was very effective; every
one of her actions led to a good result. Second, she modeled diligence both in her hard
work as well as her charitable heart in action. Third, this combination of action and attitude
is highly commended in the Bible—it offers an unconditional model of service. The P31W
epitomizes John Wesley’s admonition to make all you can, save all you can, and give all you
can! When you do this, people will bless you and praise you. Many have done nobly, but you
excel them all!
This chapter will give you an appreciation of the necessity of entrepreneurship to deal with an
uncertain future, as well as define some of the most important traits and characteristics of
entrepreneurs. The P31W will be our model for the ideal entrepreneur, although we will also
introduce other biblical examples of entrepreneurship.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Describe how the market process works through “real” time
§§ Explain how many of the economic variables we are concerned about are
determined as part of the market process
§§ Summarize the four functions of entrepreneurship
§§ Identify how entrepreneurs are able to expand a nation’s production possibilities
frontier without sacrificing consumption
§§ Explain the essential attributes of entrepreneurship
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INTRODUCTION
En-tre-pre-neur noun
1. a person who organizes and manages any enterprise, especially a 		
business, usually with considerable initiative and risk.

Many people want to believe they have entrepreneurial traits, or at least they would
like to have those traits. A daring risk-taker with strong initiative—these sound like
features I’d like to say describe me, whether or not it matches reality. Not only does
this word evoke images of who we’d like to be, but we often think about the results
of entrepreneurs such as the late Steve Jobs of Apple Computer or Bill Gates of
Microsoft. They seem to have had exciting lives making interesting things, and in the
process, making a lot of money. That doesn’t sound too bad either. Perhaps this is why
we prefer to focus on the entrepreneur as a person rather than thinking about how
entrepreneurship is viewed in economics—as a function to be performed.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP: THE ESSENCE OF THE
MARKET PROCESS
In the previous chapters we introduced
The real world has uncertainty
supply and demand analysis for price
searcher (monopoly and monopolistically
and passes through real time,
competitive) and price taker (perfect
and we require entrepreneurship
competition) markets. These models
to navigate these unknown
assume that suppliers and demanders
waters.
have the necessary information to
assess their costs and benefits. In this
equilibrium model, we can imagine that
there is a fictional auctioneer who calls out prices and quantities, and settles all offers
such that everyone can buy and sell at the same price. Unfortunately, while this model is
very simple and relatively useful for understanding general economic realities, it is less
useful in navigating the real economic world. The real world has uncertainty and passes
through real time, and we require entrepreneurship to navigate these unknown waters.

THE “DATING GAME”
Imagine a world where you wanted to go on a date with an attractive member of your
class. If you are a male, you may want to ask a certain young lady out. Likewise, if you
are a female, you may want a particular male to know that you are available (but not too
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available!). In the perfect information world that supply and demand analyzes, all the
difficulties of dating would be gone—he would know whether she would say yes, he and
she would understand what all other available options are and are not, and everybody
would all settle each weekend’s dates at the same time. The market would always clear,
and no one would ever stay home alone on a Friday night (assuming they wanted a
date). We would have an equilibrium price and quantity of dates that would be fixed
in advance of any dating activity. There would be no strategies necessary—no built up
hopes that are dashed, or any unrealized opportunities neglected.
Unfortunately, the real dating game is nothing of that sort. The real world is filled with
uncertainty and passes through real time. Do I want to go out with Jermaine or Colleen?
Should I hold out for Liam or Ava (and risk having no date)? Or should I accept a more
certain opportunity, but one with less potential reward? Not only do I face uncertainty
with other potential partners’ choices, the process works through real time. What might
be a good choice on Tuesday may become a terrible choice by Thursday; but by Saturday
night, it could become the most awesome night ever! Or if she says a hurtful word in
response to your request, you may never look at her the same way again. You learn, and
as you learn, you change.
The process of learning is continual; we constantly learn as time progresses. We grow…
and so does everyone else. The Greek philosopher Heraclitus once said, “You can never
step into the same river; for new waters are always flowing on to you.” While you may
think you are the same person, as time progresses you change. In some cases you are
becoming more godly, with more wisdom and increasingly crucified flesh. In other
ways, perhaps a sin pattern that you thought wasn’t a problem becomes a consuming
reality and crushes you as God forces you to deal with this area of your life. However the
process goes, you change. God loves us too much to let us stay the way we are.
As time progresses, we not only learn more
about the nature of both man and God, but
In the market process, many
we also learn about other people and their
of the variables we take as a
actions and plans. In the market process,
starting point for equilibrium
many of the variables we take as a starting
analysis (prices, costs,
point for equilibrium analysis (prices, costs,
preferences) are determined
preferences) are determined only as the
result of that process. We often don’t know
only as the result of that
what the prices are, and we don’t know how
process.
much an item will cost. The economic model
we’ve been using assumes preferences are
given and never need to be created, but that’s not necessarily true. We have incomplete
information, and the lack of information is more than that we just need more time
to search it out. In many cases the information we need may not be known, but will
be created as the market process unfolds. For example, we may decide to undertake a
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production process, with certain expectations of complementary resource availability.
We may want to increase the output of our farm, but are expecting fertilizer to be
available at roughly the same price. But as the market process unfolds, we may find
fertilizer prices have spiked because fossil fuel prices have risen dramatically (fertilizer is
produced in part by fossil fuels).
Everyone’s individual plans are dependent upon a whole series of assumptions about
other people’s plans—those plans may or may not “dovetail” in a coordinated fashion.
Individual market participant’s plans are said to “dovetail” when they are all mutually
compatible (i.e., all parties’ plans are possible to implement). This is always a matter
of degree in a world of time and ignorance. For example, if two people both plan on
expanding their farms by purchasing a retiring neighbor’s tractor—one of their plans (at
least) is not going to be satisfied. Whoever does not purchase the tractor will be forced
to adjust his or her plan; either forgo the expanded production or purchase a more
expensive alternative tractor. In the real world of the market process, our plans must
be continually revised and adjusted to fit the competing realities of a myriad of others’
plans.
Let’s go back to our dating game for a moment. If Bobby decides to ask Amelia out on
a date, he may not know that Amelia was also asked out by Matt. Matt and Bobby’s
plans are obviously not coordinated, and at least one of them is likely to be frustrated!
Competition is a discovery process, as Matt and Bobby compete to discover Amelia’s
underlying preferences. Indeed, Matthew and Bobby are not simply going to wait for
her preferences to be made clear; rather, they will compete to shape her preferences—
hopefully in favor of themselves! Markets are often no different, with firms aggressively
trying to create a demand curve for their product. This is especially true in the dynamic
markets of the real world, with unceasing innovation and new product introductions.
What is the consumer’s preference for a product that has never been seen before? What
was the demand curve for an iPad prior to its introduction? These unknowns cannot be
solved by a traditional supply and demand analysis in isolation.

ENTER THE ENTREPRENEUR!
There is an equilibrating force in the market that tends to help individual plans work
out in a coordinated fashion. As we will see, the market process provides the incentives
necessary for someone to stand in the gap for the consumer. The entrepreneur steps in to
coordinate plans by fulfilling the following market functions:
§§ Seeing a problem and stepping up to solve it—The entrepreneur is a problem solver,
not just an observer of problems; this individual takes action.
§§ Appraising implications of changes in the data in the market—The entrepreneur is
an appraiser of valuation.
§§ Seeing an opportunity to take advantage of differences in relative prices between
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Arbitrageur: one who buys
in a cheap (inexpensive)
market in order to sell in a
dear (expensive) market.
The arbitrageur is able to
profit by exploiting price
differences between
markets.

Venture capitalists:
financiers who specialize
in funding risky, early stage
business enterprises. These
early stage ventures are
high risk, but offer high
reward.

resource prices and output—The entrepreneur is the alert arbitrageur.
§§ Taking risk by predicting uncertain future demand and positioning to meet it—
The entrepreneur is a risk bearer on behalf of consumers.
§§ Creating new products and processes through innovation, often called creative
destruction, where old processes and products are destroyed by competition and
replaced by superior methods and goods.
It is worthwhile right up front to point out something that is not on the list of the
entrepreneurial functions: providing capital to perform the other functions—problem
solver, appraiser, alert arbitrageur, risk bearer, or creative destruction. The entrepreneur
may or may not provide capital in the performance of these duties. Many real world
entrepreneurs do commit significant amounts of their personal capital in support
of these functions, but they don’t have to supply the necessary capital. Venture
capitalists will often commit capital in support of good ideas from entrepreneurs, if
they are given a large portion of any profits that are made (usually through an equity
ownership stake).

THE ENTREPRENEUR AS PROBLEM SOLVER
The broadest entrepreneurial function is that of a problem solver. We live in a fallen
world, and many of us see problems every day. The problem-solving entrepreneur must
“see” problems, and her assessment of the problem must be accurate. She must be able
to discern the wheat from the chaff, and what is important and critical to the problem
and what is simply a distraction. Many of you have had those nasty word problems in
math or science class. The teacher gives you all sorts of information and facts, and your
challenge is to (1) sort out the problem to find out what is truly the unknown that you
must solve for, (2) figure out what equation you could use that might help solve the
problem, and (3) identify what the “knowns” are that you might be able to plug into the
equation to arrive at a solution. These problems get more difficult when there is more
than one equation that might work, and also if there are many extraneous facts; you
have to think through whether that fact is needed to solve the problem or if it is just
a distraction. If I’m not using that fact, do I really understand the problem? While we
may struggle with these questions, the entrepreneur is an expert at sorting out messy
problems, and she doesn’t even have it written down in front of her!
One might think that identification of the problem is easy, but the ground is littered
with entrepreneurial failures that misidentified the problem—or at the least, they
misidentified whether the problem could be solved profitably. In 1985, for example,
Coca-Cola tried to force its consumers to go to a new recipe for its flagship soft drink
by offering only the new product and discontinuing the old formula. Angry consumers
refused to buy the new product, and Coke hastily reintroduced Coke Classic to avoid a
total disaster. Eventually, the new Coke disappeared, and Coca-Cola Classic reverted to
simply Coca-Cola. Similarly, the dot.com bust in the early 2000s saw many “great” ideas
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evaporate, showing that they did not correctly anticipate the problems that consumers
wanted solved (at a price the consumers were willing to pay). For a humorous reprise of
one of those failures in light of today’s bailout mentality, watch this short video:

Where’s Sock
Puppet’s Bailout?
Understanding the problem is not always easy; I’m sure some of you have felt that way in
math word problems yourself!
Understanding the problem only gets us one-third of the way to success. The
entrepreneur must have an idea of how to solve the problem. If the identification of the
problem was sufficient, we’d all be rich! I can identify the problem of cars not getting 200
miles per gallon, while simultaneously being able to go 0-60 miles per hour in 3 seconds!
Unfortunately, I don’t have a solution. Many entrepreneurs puzzle over problems for
years, trying various methods to build a better mousetrap. Some eventually succeed,
while others will fail. But one must be able to correctly identify a problem, and then have
an idea of how to solve it.
The last step is simply to get off the couch and solve it; it’s time to stop talking and
thinking, and start doing! How many of you know people who can think about the
world correctly and know the problems going on, but are just daydreamers when it
comes to doing? Proverbs 14:23 warns us not to be this way: “In all labor there is profit,
but mere talk leads only to poverty.” Nonetheless, many of us fit into this category, at
least to some degree. Let’s face it, there are many problems in the world, and none of us
can fix them all. But the entrepreneur will have a passion about fixing at least one.
Many problem solvers are “tweakers”; they may not try to solve world hunger, but they
want to solve a problem that could make everything just a bit better. Steve Jobs was
identified as a tweaker, because in addition to his company’s big ideas, there were also
constant innovations to improve a product. For the
tweaker, even if the problem isn’t completely solved, it
may be more tractable for the next round of creative
THE ENTREPRENEUR AS
thinking.
PROBLEM SOLVER MUST:
1. Correctly identify the problem
2. Correctly identify a solution
3. Implement the solution
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opportunity to serve others, and no opportunity to make a fortune. So the next time you
see a problem, don’t whine! Fix it—for yourself, and for everyone else.
NEHEMIAH: EXPERT PROBLEM SOLVER
Nehemiah 1

The words of Nehemiah the son of Hacaliah.

1

Now it happened in the month Chislev, in the twentieth year, while I was in Susa the capitol,
2
that Hanani, one of my brothers, and some men from Judah came; and I asked them
concerning the Jews who had escaped and had survived the captivity, and about Jerusalem.
3
They said to me, “The remnant there in the province who survived the captivity are in great
distress and reproach, and the wall of Jerusalem is broken down and its gates are burned
with fire.”
When I heard these words, I sat down and wept and mourned for days; and I was fasting
and praying before the God of heaven. 5I said, “I beseech You, O LORD God of heaven, the
great and awesome God, who preserves the covenant and lovingkindness for those who love
Him and keep His commandments, 6let Your ear now be attentive and Your eyes open to hear
the prayer of Your servant which I am praying before You now, day and night, on behalf of the
sons of Israel Your servants, confessing the sins of the sons of Israel which we have sinned
against You; I and my father’s house have sinned. 7We have acted very corruptly against
You and have not kept the commandments, nor the statutes, nor the ordinances which You
commanded Your servant Moses. 8Remember the word which You commanded Your servant
Moses, saying, ‘If you are unfaithful I will scatter you among the peoples; 9but if you return to
Me and keep My commandments and do them, though those of you who have been scattered
were in the most remote part of the heavens, I will gather them from there and will bring
them to the place where I have chosen to cause My name to dwell.’ 10They are Your servants
and Your people whom You redeemed by Your great power and by Your strong hand. 11O Lord,
I beseech You, may Your ear be attentive to the prayer of Your servant and the prayer of Your
servants who delight to revere Your name, and make Your servant successful today and grant
him compassion before this man.”
4

Now I was the cupbearer to the king.
Nehemiah stands as one of the greatest problem solvers in the Bible. We can consider him an
entrepreneur, although the product he was pursuing was not one of exchange. Nehemiah rebuilt
the wall around Jerusalem when no one thought it could be done; many questioned whether it
should be done, and some outright opposed it. In verse 7 above, we see that Nehemiah correctly
identified the problem, and it was not a problem that the wall was broken down; rather, Israel
had failed to follow God. He had a plan to address the problem (identified the solution), and he
asked God for his blessing on that plan—a plan which he did not share with anyone (Neh 2:12).
And most importantly, he acted on it, risking his very life in pursuit of this goal (implemented
the solution). Rebuilding the wall and Jerusalem was not fixing the real problem, but it was part
of the solution. Nehemiah, Ezra, and the priests brought the people back together and read them
the Law (chapter 8) and the people returned to God.
Problem Solved!
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THE ENTREPRENEUR AS APPRAISER
When entrepreneurs solve problems—when crops fail, when hurricanes hit, when
consumers reject a long-time favorite product and embrace a new offering—the
underlying market realities and data (such as prices) change. Other entrepreneurs then
need to act on these data changes by updating their own plans. The market process that
acts through real time features incessant change, and each change in the data requires an
entrepreneur to reassess the economic implications to their plans, especially with regard
to market prices.
The economist Ludwig Von Mises identified the critical function of entrepreneurship
as “acting man in regard to changes occurring in the data of the market.” Of course,
these changes in data (i.e., market information) occur across time; therefore, changes
in data from the present will cascade through time. As time progresses and data
changes, entrepreneurs begin to imagine different future possibilities and therefore
valuations of all assets will change. Entrepreneurs are called to appraise valuations and
plans in light of constantly changing data, appraising valuations of the whole structure
of production—especially higher order capital goods. The entrepreneur as appraiser
subjectively assesses possible future realities that could come about as a result of
objective market data in the present. She must consider well, imagining the future, often
basing her expectations of the future from past experience.
The P31W exemplifies the entrepreneur as appraiser, for:
She considers a field and buys it; From her earnings she plants a vineyard.
-Proverbs 31:16
The Hebrew word zamam is often translated as “consider,” as above, and means to plan,
devise, imagine, and purpose. While often used in a negative sense (e.g., the wicked plot),
it is also used to describe God’s actions, and in any case, the context here is positive. The
P31W imagines the possibilities of the future, she plans for the best way to use her scarce
capital, and she purposes to implement a plan. She appraises the field’s possibilities in
light of changed market conditions. Her appraisal—in the full sense of zamam—allows
her to assign or impute a value to the field, which she ultimately uses as the basis of her
bid to purchase the field.
While the text of Proverbs 31 doesn’t spell out the scope of change (i.e., what the change
was that drove the P31W to consider the field and purchase it), she was reacting to some
change. Perhaps it is an outcome of her earning a profit from earlier work that allows her
to consider how to satisfy consumer demand for wine. Perhaps a previous owner of the
field was not as industrious as she was, and therefore was unable to use it as profitably
as she determined she could. Nevertheless, whatever the changing condition was, she
fulfilled the economically necessary function of appraisal to implement a plan. This
plan is subsequently shown to be profitable (v. 18) indicating she is satisfying consumer
desires. Appraisal is an essential function in a dynamic economy; it is necessary to
coordinate plans through time.
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THE ENTREPRENEUR AS ALERT ARBITRAGEUR

Alert arbitrageur:
someone who is especially
attentive to opportunities
to profit from price
differentials between
markets.

As a reminder, arbitrage is simply the act of buying a good in a cheap market and selling
the same good in a dear (expensive) market. The markets may be separated by distance
or time, and the good could be resource inputs that can be used more productively in
alternative settings. Under the broad rubric of problem solver, yet broader than that of
the entrepreneurial function of appraisal, is the alert arbitrageur. As the economist
Israel Kirzner wrote, the most critical aspect of entrepreneurship is alertness: someone
who is more attentive to opportunities. The nature of these heretofore unnoticed
opportunities lies in the market underpricing resource inputs (e.g., labor), compared to
the value of what that resource could earn if used in a different way (maybe producing
a different product). The entrepreneurial function of appraisal, as discussed earlier,
is embedded in the alert arbitrageur as the entrepreneur becomes alert to a potential
opportunity. Appraisal will be a key function to confirm that the potential price
discrepancy is real (in the mind of the entrepreneur) and therefore should be acted on.
Let’s use an obviously unrealistic example to illustrate the point. The alert arbitrageur
might notice that Joe’s Bag of Donuts is hiring Ph.D. physicists to serve coffee, and
is only paying them $7.50/hr. The alert arbitrageur would realize the physicists are
undervalued in their current usage. He will hire them away from Joe’s Bag of Donuts to
use them more productively according to their talents. While this is an extreme case,
the idea happens all the time. An entrepreneur may have a great idea for a new product,
and he will hire resources away from other uses for his venture. He may not be thinking
about arbitrage (and he is almost certainly not thinking that way), but that is what
he is doing. He sees a price differential between the value of their current output—as
represented by the price of the inputs in their current use—and what he hopes to be able
to produce, in terms of what it would cost him to hire the resource inputs away from
their current use. Similarly, the P31W made linen clothes and sold them; she bought the
field and planted the vineyard. Anyone else could have done this, but they didn’t. She
was alert to the opportunity, and her gain was good.
This entrepreneurial alertness may come in many forms:
§§ alert to better resource use (land, labor, and capital)
§§ alert to better or more efficient production processes
§§ alert to changing customer preferences
The key is an alertness to profit opportunities by changing production (either through
resource inputs or product outputs) to satisfy future consumer demands. Alertness on
the part of the entrepreneur is contrasted with ignorance on the part of others in the
market. Just as the entrepreneur “sees” the unexploited profit opportunity, the rest do
not. Further, they don’t realize they are even missing the opportunity; for them, there is
no opportunity to be pursued. They don’t know what they don’t know. Thus the essence
of alertness is “seeing the unseen and unknown.”
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The essence of alertness
is “seeing the unseen and
unknown.”
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Figure 9.1, Entrepreneurial Alertness Expands PPF.

Going back to our Production Possibilities Curve from
Chapter 2, we can imagine the U.S. is on a PPF interior
point such as A above. Prior to an entrepreneur’s alert
discovery of a profit opportunity, the market participants
believe they are producing as efficiently as possible,
and that the dashed line through A is the PPF. But the
entrepreneur shows a recombination of assets could
actually produce at B, on a much higher PPF. No new
savings or investment is needed here to expand the PPF,
just entrepreneurial alertness to use the existing assets
more efficiently.

One can think about the effects of entrepreneurship via its effects
on a nation’s production possibilities frontier (PPF). 1 The alert
arbitrageur is able to see opportunities to rearrange productive
resource inputs in a more efficient manner. In Figure 9.1, this
might take the US’s PPF from point A to point B. With the
discovery of the profitable opportunity, we find that the prior
dashed line PPF was actually an interior point, and it is possible
to gain more total output with the same amount of resources.
Notice that point A was previously on a PPF (the dashed line)
that was possible—absent the entrepreneur’s alertness. This was a
PPF that was thought to be an efficient use of resources, only the
entrepreneurial alertness was able to “see” the potential increase to
point B.
Thinking about the PPF may also help show the importance of
entrepreneurship to economic growth. We typically think of
economic growth as occurring when a nation saves more today to
allow more consumption in the future. Investment is a way to push
out the PPF over time. As we invest in more productive human
(education) or physical (machinery) capital, we can produce
more overall. Entrepreneurship is similarly seen as a way to
increase future consumption; but to the extent that entrepreneurs
are successful, it does not come at a cost of sacrificing current
consumption! As seen earlier, existing resources simply needed
reallocation—no new savings is necessarily required for
entrepreneurship to succeed. The entrepreneur serves a valuable
social purpose indeed!

To demonstrate this a little more formally, recall that in chapter
7 we introduced a simple production function with output (Q) as a function of
labor (L) and capital (K), which assumed that there were fixed natural resources and
entrepreneurship. Our model looked like this:

Q = f(L,K)

A slightly more robust production function could include natural resources (N) as
well as human capital (H) within the production function. This function could be
represented as:

Q = A f(L, K, H, N)

This function suggests output is related to the amount of labor, capital, human capital,
and natural resources that are available in the production process. Human capital is
simply the education and training that each individual worker possesses, and natural
resources are the physical outputs of land (the land itself, trees, mineral rights, etc.). But
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what is this term “A?” “A” can be thought of as technological knowledge: the knowledge
of the best ways to produce things—the knowledge of how to produce with an assembly
line, or with lean manufacturing for example. In other words, “A” represents the best
knowledge of how to make use of existing resources. So when Henry Ford initiated the
assembly line on a massive scale, he didn’t make more labor, capital, human capital, or
natural resources. But he did figure out a better way to use of the resources we already
had.
This broadened concept of the production function, with its formula including
technological knowledge, unlocks the secret of how the entrepreneur is able to shift the
PPF outward without having to sacrifice consumption. This is because in a production
function, entrepreneurship can be captured in the technological function “A,” which
determines the best ways to use available resources. No reduction in consumption is
required (as would be the case if additional savings were needed); we just need to work
smarter and more alertly.
While one might think that entrepreneurial alertness is rather rare, in fact, it’s
everywhere. I love watching those makeover TV shows that take the “diamond in the
rough” and transform it into something spectacular. We have Overhauling for car
makeovers, Extreme Makeover: Home Edition for houses, and What Not to Wear for
people makeovers. And while these may not be for profit, there are many people that do
the same thing for profit. Barrett-Jackson takes cars that were originally sitting heaps
and auctions them off once people restore them, hoping for a profit. Photographers like
Ansel Adams see something that you and I don’t, and are able to capture it and present
it in a way that is amazingly beautiful. You and I could have taken the same picture…but
we didn’t.
There are many examples of famous people who didn’t get discovered at the earliest
opportunity. The Beatles were originally rejected by Decca Records rather than given a
fat (expensive) contract. Decca Records obviously didn’t know what they didn’t know (in
terms of the lost opportunity). Several record companies rejected popular contemporary
country singer Taylor Swift before an “alert arbitrageur” at Big Machine Records
eventually signed her. In perhaps one of the biggest surprises ever, and certainly one
of the most heart-warming, Susan Boyle rocked the world with her unexpected voice
on Britain’s Got Talent. This middle-aged, slightly overweight woman walked on to the
stage and, overcoming all the prejudices of what an up-and-coming singer ought to look
like, wowed us all with an amazing performance. Watch the video here:

Susan Boyle Britain’s Got Talent
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She followed that up as the #1 artist in the U.S. and the UK with The Gift. While Simon
Cowell may give us the “yes” on her talent, there was someone that spotted her earlier in
the audition process—someone who saw what everyone else could not. That is the alert
arbitrageur.
One of the most famous entrepreneurs in the U.S. is Bill Gates, one of the co-founders
of Microsoft. Bill Gates is both widely admired and despised, with many of his critics
suggesting he never really created anything, but rather leveraged others’ work and
made a fortune off of it. The critic’s claim has some merit, as a review of Gate’s and
Microsoft’s history shows (although clearly Microsoft did more than repackage others’
work). Nevertheless, the critics are missing the genius of Gates; he saw what others
could not see. He was the alert arbitrageur that could recognize the differentials in
how current software resources were being employed and how they could be employed.
By purchasing those undervalued resources (fully valued in their current use, but
undervalued in ways Gates thought they could be used), he was able to transform them
into a product that more effectively met consumer demand. Sure, Windows was a copy
of a Mac—and not very creative—but it nonetheless made Microsoft millions. As we’ll
see later, Gates may not have been a creative destroyer, but he certainly was an alert
arbitrageur.

THE ENTREPRENEUR AS RISK BEARER
In economics we will often talk of “consumer sovereignty” to describe the consumer’s
ability to drive producer behavior. This often goes against the grain of conventional
wisdom, since the populist view often has big business with significant market
power over consumers. Consumer sovereignty, however, suggests that business must
unceasingly serve consumers by providing them with highly valued goods and services.
Should the business not serve their customers well, the consumers will take their money
to a more worthy servant—to the extent that competition is available. This is the reality
of the market system. Obviously there are some rural areas where there may be a single
provider and consumers have less ability to shape producer behavior. Note that less is
RISK VS. UNCERTAINTY
The entrepreneur bears risk on behalf of consumers, but conceptually risk could
be managed without entrepreneurial skill. The Dean of the Chicago School of
Economics, Frank Knight, argued that the source of entrepreneurial profit was not risk, but
rather uncertainty—events that could not be “insured” against. And his distinction between
risk and uncertainty is very important. Nevertheless, we think that entrepreneurs bear
risk for you as well as the uncertainty inherent in a world in time. The important economic
contribution is the bearing of uncertainty, but risk must be borne as well—in the real world
many activities simply can’t be insured away.
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not none; there are always substitutes and consumers can abstain from supporting bad
producers. Consider “Black Friday” shopping, for example. The day after Thanksgiving
is filled with competition for consumer dollars. Further, most of the good deals are
also available online, both on Black Friday and Cyber Monday, making this service to
consumers available to rural areas as well. Technology is further enabling the sovereign
consumer and forcing producers to serve. So, as we discussed in the last chapter,
potential competition is almost always there to restrain producer misbehavior.
In the exercise of consumer sovereignty, customers can be exceedingly fickle. Today they
may want one product, with “Tickle Me Elmo” the must-have toy; tomorrow it may be
the newest Wii. This Christmas it may be the iPad, but next year it could be something
else. For businesses to serve their customers well, they have to have the products
consumers want to buy available, but only those products consumers are likely to buy.
I’m sure you’ve gone to the store before to buy something you really wanted only to be
disappointed when they were out of your size or didn’t have the product in stock at all. If
that store repeatedly doesn’t have what you want, you’ll stop going there altogether. The
flip side is it costs the store money to carry infrequently desired goods, but if they pass
too much of the cost to you, you’ll find another store to shop in. So businesses have to
carefully balance having enough of what you want to gain your business, but not much
you don’t want (averaged over all consumers) so costs aren’t too high.
The best businesses are, in effect, “middlemen”
A major risk that
that bear risk for you, the consumer. A major
risk that entrepreneurs bear is they must be
entrepreneurs bear is they
prepared for the fickleness of consumers. They
must be prepared for the
may order a stock of 100 million Tickle-Mefickleness of consumers.
Elmo’s, and then for some reason no one wants
them this Christmas season. They are stuck with
the product and will have to heavily discount the item to get rid of it, likely suffering
large losses. They are middlemen in that they take the raw resource inputs (land, labor,
and capital) and transform them into something that you as a consumer want. Common
conventional wisdom has retailers as middlemen, since they don’t “do anything”
to produce the product. Of course we’ve already learned this is false; every stage of
production and distribution adds value to us as consumers. So to the extent that there
are middlemen, all aspects of production are middlemen since they are in the middle of
the raw materials and contribute in some way to get the finished product in your hands.
These entrepreneurial middlemen are also risk bearing, because there is no certainty
that what they expect you to want will actually come to pass. They carry all the risk for
you; if your tastes change they will suffer the loss—not you. Further, they are middlemen
that reduce your need to carry inventory for future needs; you can buy “just in time.”
There is no need for you to keep your own hardware store on hand, although you may
keep a small assortment of nuts, bolts, nails, and wood on hand at your house for small
projects.
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As consumer sovereigns, we are spoiled by the entrepreneur middleman
As consumer sovereigns,
who almost always has what we need immediately on hand and who bears
all the risk. If he serves us well, he’ll earn a profit. If he does not serve us
we are spoiled by the
well, we will mercilessly find someone who will! The best entrepreneurs
entrepreneur middleman
will know our future needs even better than we know them ourselves.
who almost always
We don’t know what we are going to want, so how can the entrepreneur
has what we need
know? The answer is that entrepreneurs don’t know our individual needs,
but rather they are able to estimate what a representative or average
immediately on hand and
consumer will want. As many customers bring their wants and desires to
who bears all the risk.
the entrepreneurs, the fickleness of one consumer may be balanced out
by a change in desire of another. They never need to sell you a particular
good or service; they just need to be able to sell it to somebody. And because of our
understanding of the conceptual tool of marginal utility driving the demand curve,
we know (and so do the entrepreneurs) that if they don’t exactly get the balance right,
changes in price are likely to have the desired result (equate supply with demand). It
would be incredibly expensive for us to preserve all of our options to meet possible
future needs and desires if we had to buy everything we might want and stockpile for
the possible contingency. Fortunately the social system of the market preserves our
options at very low cost to us. The entrepreneur is willing to bear our risk and be the
middleman—for a profit.
ENTREPRENEURS BEARING UNCERTAINTY: COVID-19
The Spring of 2020 saw a pandemic emanating from China spread globally, with
entrepreneurs across the world struggling to cope. Many business models were found
not to be resistant to the virus, and a worldwide recession is ongoing as this 3rd edition is
being updated. Entrepreneurs are adapting quickly, using new technologies (e.g., Zoom) and
developing new business models (e.g., expanded home delivery). Covid-19 is wreaking havoc,
but the entrepreneurs are battling hard on our behalf.

The P31W was willing and able to bear risk for others. She expended resources (both
labor and materials) in advance to make linen garments available for others. Merchants
were supplied with sashes at their moment of need—they didn’t have to expend resources
to preserve their options. They depended instead on a risk-bearing entrepreneur who
could “smile at the future.” For her, a woman who feared the Lord, she could trust that
the future would be kind to a hard-working entrepreneur who served her family, the
poor, and others in the market place.
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DAVID VS. GOLIATH: CREATIVE DESTRUCTION!
1 Samuel 17:32-37
“32David said to Saul, ‘Let no man’s heart fail on account of him; your servant will go and fight with this
Philistine.’ 33Then Saul said to David, ‘You are not able to go against this Philistine to fight with him; for you are but
a youth while he has been a warrior from his youth.’ 34But David said to Saul, ‘Your servant was tending his father’s
sheep. When a lion or a bear came and took a lamb from the flock, 35I went out after him and attacked him, and
rescued it from his mouth; and when he rose up against me, I seized him by his beard and struck him and killed him.
36
Your servant has killed both the lion and the bear; and this uncircumcised Philistine will be like one of them, since
he has taunted the armies of the living God.’ 37And David said, ‘The LORD who delivered me from the paw of the lion and
from the paw of the bear, He will deliver me from the hand of this Philistine.’ And Saul said to David, ‘Go, and may the
LORD be with you.’”
You know the rest of the story. David took a smooth stone in his sling and sank it deep into Goliath’s temple, killing him
and causing the Philistines to flee. Yes, there was physical destruction, and it was creative. Who would have thought of
using a stone in a sling to kill a giant? David was indeed an entrepreneurial warrior—coming up with new techniques to
replace old ways of fighting. But the physical differences were not really the innovation coming from the future leader,
but rather the spiritual differences between David and all others. David had a faith that was truly gigantic. Not only could
he be indignant at the affront against the living God that these Philistines were making, and not only would he voice that
indignation to men (including the King!), but also in the very presence of Goliath. Facing certain death from a human
perspective, he scoffed at the threat of Goliath, for he knew the certainty of God’s deliverance. Just before David killed
Goliath, he responded to Goliath’s snide remarks with these words:
“‘You come to me with a sword, a spear, and a javelin, but I come to you in the name of the LORD of hosts, the God of
the armies of Israel, whom you have taunted. This day the LORD will deliver you up into my hands, and I will strike you
down and remove your head from you. And I will give the dead bodies of the army of the Philistines this day to the birds
of the sky and the wild beasts of the earth, that all the earth may know that there is a God in Israel…’” (1 Sam 17:4546)
Now that is Faith! And a spiritual entrepreneur.

THE ENTREPRENEUR AS CREATIVE DESTROYER
The Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter identified another important function of
entrepreneurship: creative destruction. Schumpeter focused on the creative technologies
that market systems tended to create—technologies that revolutionized the way the
world works. When those revolutions happened, fortunes would be made, but others’
livelihoods would be destroyed. The invention of the automobile put a whole line
of industry, blacksmiths, effectively out of business. These innovations
are continuous, and are seemingly being created at an increasing rate.
“Efficiency is not the
Moore’s law has computer processing speeds doubling every two years, and
information is flowing phenomenally throughout the world, courtesy of
chief merit of a market
the Internet (including the gospel!). As economist Deirdre McCloskey says,
economy: innovation is.”
“Efficiency is not the chief merit of a market economy: innovation is.”
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This rapid rate of change is both creative and destructive, according to Schumpeter.
One big business of the not-so-distant past, Blockbuster Video, was creatively destroyed
by Redbox and Netflix. Barnes and Noble (and most retail bookstores) are similarly on
borrowed time as digital books are increasingly taking market share, and they are forced
to innovate (such as offering in-store coffee houses) or die. While good for the consumer,
producers and their employees are continually at the mercy of the changing tastes of
consumers. The message is clear: continually innovate, or you too will be creatively
destroyed!

Steel

Serve the consumer well, however, by presciently foreseeing their future desires and
changing your business as necessary, and you will be rewarded! Apple Computer is
probably today’s best example of a producer that continually
redefines itself and its products in anticipation of consumer
needs. From its original computers to creating the iPod, the
iPhone, and the iPad, Apple continually innovates to meet
anticipated consumer demand. But markets continue to
wonder, can they keep it up?
B

A

Corn
Figure 9.2, Creative Destruction Shifts the PPF. When an

entrepreneur creates a new product or innovation, this has the
effect of shifting the PPF outward.

We can see the benefits from this creative destruction in the
PPF shown in Figure 9.2. With creative destruction, the
entrepreneur is shifting the entire PPF curve outward—she
is creating something new and adding to the total stock of
production possibilities. Yes, the destruction part is taking
production possibilities away, but only if the new possibilities
are more highly valued by consumers. Notice that this is
different from the Kirznerian alert arbitrageur, who may
simply be rearranging productive assets to make the existing
production more efficient. This entrepreneurship is creative
in nature, although hopefully efficient as well.

ENTREPRENEURIAL ATTRIBUTES
We have reviewed entrepreneurial functions—what they do to enable the market
process—and now it is time to think about how they do it. What are the attributes that
make someone an entrepreneur? These attributes are also different than motivations.
Some may be entrepreneurial solely to get rich, while others may just want to serve
mankind. Altruism or greed can both be motivating factors for entrepreneurship, but
they are not the attributes that will make an entrepreneur successful.
I’m reminded of this saying: there are three kinds of people in the world: those that make
things happen, those that watch what happens, and those that say, “what just happened?”
Entrepreneurs are clearly in the first category—they make things happen. For our
discussion, I am also thinking about the characteristics of sustained entrepreneurship.
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One can imagine many “one hit wonders” that stumbled across one idea and were able
to put it into place. Even those must have some subset of entrepreneurial attributes, for
at least a period of time, but they may not merit significant study. For our analysis, I’m
thinking of the late Steve Jobs of Apple Computer, or a Fred Smith of FedEx. We see this
sustained entrepreneurship with the P31W, she was involved with a textile business for
some period of time, and expanded that with the production of a vineyard. Always on
the watch for opportunity, her alertness sustained her entrepreneurship.
One attribute we quickly see is that of creativity, which is exemplified in our problem
solver or creative destroyer. Entrepreneurs are creative in their ability to think about
problems; they never take the first-best solution—that’s what everybody else would try to
do. They study them for long periods of time, they brainstorm various ways to solve the
problem, and they persevere. They don’t take failure as a defeat but as an opportunity to
learn more about the problem—they have a growth mindset. Some of them are geniuses
and just immediately “get it.” But for most, it takes an intensive period of creative energy
and devotion to solve the problem. Entrepreneurs may solve problems for several
reasons: to make money, to just show that it can be done, or they think they have a better
way for the world to operate. But they approach the problem creatively—in ways no one
else has thought about. The creativity they use may be in how resources are combined,
deciding what product should be produced, what the production process ought to look
like, or even figuring out how a product can be used in a different way. You will often
hear this type of thinking referred to as “out of the box” thinking, describing how
entrepreneurs are able to think beyond what others do. The ways that entrepreneurs may
creatively change the production process are almost endless; remember that all men are
created in the image of God! Just as our God is creative, so, too, are those created in His
image.
The fact that there are endless opportunities doesn’t mean there aren’t endless obstacles;
therefore, entrepreneurs must persevere. They have to exercise diligence in pursuit of
their objective. This is usually the result of sweat equity and long hours. This may be
just long mental hours, but like all things, it has an opportunity cost. You and I may be
thinking about this weekend’s football game, but the entrepreneur may be looking at
yet another way to “skin the cat.” It took FedEx’s Fred Smith five years after graduation
to implement his idea. Colonel Sanders didn’t develop the franchise part of KFC until
25 years after initially selling fried chicken; he persevered. Some environments are more
hospitable to entrepreneurial activity; the quality of the institutions matters a great deal,
and we’ll discuss that in chapter 10. But even the most favorable environment requires
diligent perseverance.
One of the key entrepreneurial functions is risk bearing, so to some degree,
entrepreneurs have to be willing to bear risk and be courageous, knowing that through
their own strength and providential aid they can accomplish their objective. Therefore,
these entrepreneurs have to be courageous; they cannot be afraid to fail. As the biblical
example of David showed earlier, Christians especially should be courageous and willing
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to step out in faith, knowing that a sovereign God will fully support them (Proverbs
16:3) if we are acting according to His will (either in killing giants or making business
decisions). Of course this confidence should not be that God is going to necessarily bless
our decision exactly the way we hope; rather, we can be confident that if we are acting
according to His will, He can use our actions for our benefit and His glory. The P31W
could “smile at the future,” because she feared the Lord.
A certain amount of prescience is also required for entrepreneurship; the entrepreneur
must be able to “see” the future market demand for his or her product or technique
and see how others’ plans fit in with his or her own. Entrepreneurs may not have divine
revelation like Joseph, but they must be better able than other competitors to imagine
a future and ultimately shape that future. Absent divine revelation, human action is
necessarily speculative because of the uncertainty of the future. We have a certain
confidence in a means/ends framework where if we use a means (hammer and nail) to
achieve a given end (secure two boards together), we will have an appropriate result.
But if we expect that someone will want to purchase our carpentry creation, there is
more uncertainty. If we want to expand our production for potential future increased
demand, our uncertainty increases all the more. Our uncertainty increases because
more individual plans have to “dovetail” with our own; the more plans that have to be
consistent with one another, the more opportunity for our plans to deviate from our
expectations. Deviations are further made likely as time progresses, since the other
plans that we need to dovetail into are
also adapting to changes in the data.
THE ENTREPRENEUR IN CLASSICAL ECONOMICS
Our initial estimates of their expected
The French economist J.B. Say was the first to highlight the
actions are not relevant; we must also be
importance of the entrepreneur in his book A Treatise on Political
able to anticipate their changing future
Economy. His description is as follows:
actions (or be able to quickly pivot to
“…this kind of labour requires a combination of moral qualities, that
take advantage of the changes that they
are not often found together. Judgment, perseverance, and a knowledge
make). So while all action is speculative,
of the world, as well as of business. He is called upon to estimate, with
a prescient entrepreneur is better able to
tolerable accuracy, the importance of the specific product, the probable
think through and anticipate how every
amount of the demand, and the means of its production: at one time he
pertinent individual plan will fit within
must employ a great of number of hands; at another, buy or order the
her own actions. In our earlier dating
raw material, collect labourers, find consumers, and give at all times a
game example, Liam may know that
rigid attention to order and economy; in a word, he must possess the
Matt is going away for the weekend.
art of superintendence and administration. He must have a ready knack
of calculation, to compare the charges of production with the probable
He therefore knows his opportunity to
value of the product when completed and brought to market. In the
go on a date with Amelia is better than
course of such complex operations, there are abundance of obstacles
another weekend, and his “prescience”
to be surmounted, of anxieties to be repressed, of misfortunes to be
of her choices convinces him to ask her
repaired, and of expedients to be devised. Those who are not possessed
out this weekend. And she said… 2 The
of a combination of these necessary qualities are unsuccessful in their
P31W was able to anticipate the needs
undertakings; their concerns soon fall to the ground, and their labour is
of commercial traders in her textile
quickly withdrawn from the stock in circulation; leaving such only, as is
business; her prescience was rewarded
successfully, that is to say, skilfully directed” (p. 177).
with profit that was “good.”
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All entrepreneurs must have control and responsibility for the actions they take.
Who can be an entrepreneur with a great idea if he or she doesn’t have the authority
to implement the plan? Can a janitor make a company-wide decision? Of course not.
That doesn’t mean that janitors can’t be entrepreneurial, just that the scope of their
entrepreneurial opportunities is significantly reduced (as compared to Tesla’s Elon Musk
or Amazon’s Jeff Bezos). Joseph was initially not in a position to implement his prescient
vision from God, but Pharaoh quickly realized Joseph was blessed by God and gave him
the authorities necessary to exercise control and assume responsibility.
These attributes certainly aren’t exhaustive; one can imagine a number of attributes
that support entrepreneurship. However, these are certainly key attributes: creativity,
diligence, perseverance, courage, prescience, and control. Other authors might want
to include luck—but we know there is no luck with a sovereign, providential God.
And even from a secular perspective, luck is when preparation meets opportunity.
For the Christian, there is no such thing as luck and it is certainly not needed for
entrepreneurship.
It would be tempting to say that entrepreneurship is a function of intellect, and
clearly many of the entrepreneurs we see are bright people. But high intelligence is not
necessarily a requirement. Rather, any person can use the attributes we described above
to be an entrepreneur. So there are no excuses!

IT’S A WRAP!
The Proverbs 31 Woman provided an excellent case study of the functions of
entrepreneurship as well as some of the entrepreneurial attributes. But her
entrepreneurship was embedded in a cultural and institutional context—she had the
freedom to produce and trade. She had the legal ability to purchase assets and meet
market needs, once she anticipated future market conditions. In this chapter, we began
our examination of the market process by introducing the entrepreneur. Markets can’t
live without entrepreneurs; they navigate the turbulent waters of time and uncertainty.
But markets can’t live with only entrepreneurs—they need an institutional framework
to steer entrepreneurs through the market process. The most creative and alert people
are nevertheless shackled if they don’t have institutions that allow them to use their gifts.
How do institutions enable entrepreneurship? That is the subject of our next chapter.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
JOSEPH SCHUMPETER
1883-1950

Photograph of Joseph Schumpeter 3

Joseph Schumpeter was born the same year as J.M. Keynes, and ironically, the same year
that Karl Marx died. He was a student in the Austrian school of economics, studying
under Friedrich Weiser (famous for opportunity cost) and Eugen Bohm-Bawerk (famous
for capital and production), and was a contemporary of Ludwig Von Mises. Both Von
Mises and Schumpeter published their first major works in 1912, with Schumpeter
matching Von Mises’ Theory of Money and Credit with his own masterpiece, the
Theory of Economic Development. In this work, Schumpeter gave the most attention
heretofore as to the role of the entrepreneur in the market. Schumpeter coined the term
“creative destruction” to describe the process where entrepreneurs would come up with
new and better ways of doing business. He saw this entrepreneurial innovation as the
driving force behind economic development and growth. Given an initial equilibrium,
the entrepreneur would disturb that equilibrium with an innovation that would change
the existing production process and ultimately lead to a new equilibrium. While the
innovation led to higher standards of living for all, it would necessarily destroy old ways
of doing things—hence the term creative destruction. So in Schumpeter’s world, the
entrepreneur is a destabilizing (or disequilibrating) force, while in a Kirznerian (alert
arbitrageur) world, the entrepreneur is always a stabilizing or equilibrating force.
Schumpeter was also famous for two other major works. First, his History of Economic
Analysis is considered by many as the definitive text for graduate courses in history of
economic thought. Schumpeter worked on this for many years and never did finish it
prior to his death, but his wife and colleagues stepped in to take his notes and finish
the book for publication in 1954. In that work, Schumpeter fully evaluates historical
economists’ contributions with his own—somewhat arrogant—assessment mixed in.
Schumpeter was never humble, and it was his goal to be the world’s greatest economist.
Perhaps he thought he succeeded in that goal. And perhaps he did!
His other major (and most popular) work was Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy,
where he evaluated capitalism and socialism. Schumpeter was very pessimistic about
capitalism, but not for the usual reasons. Schumpeter thought capitalism would
be a victim of its own success as bureaucratic managers would replace innovative
entrepreneurs, and that bourgeois society would come to resent capitalism. Perhaps this
prediction is not too far off the mark, albeit a bit premature.
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CHAPTER NINE: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. This chapter introduced the entrepreneur as operating in “real” time. Explain what is
meant by “real” time. Hint: think about what can change during “real” time.
2. Evaluate the following statement: Since God in his sovereignty is providentially
directing all our steps, Christians should be better entrepreneurs than others. Is this
true? Why or why not? Hint: address how Christian faith would help or hinder the
functions of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial attributes.
3. Describe why problem solving is the principle task of entrepreneurship. Given that,
evaluate why Christians should be good entrepreneurs.
4. We identified creative destruction as one function of entrepreneurship. We all
like the creative part, but the destruction part can be tough. Especially for those
employed in the destroyed business. How should Christians assess creative
destruction? What would be appropriate ways to minimize the pain of the
“destruction” while enjoying the benefits of the “creation?”
5. Describe how entrepreneurship expands a country’s PPF. What does that suggest
about government incentives to entrepreneurs?
6. List and explain at least four attributes for entrepreneurship.
7. Why is all action, in a sense, speculative?
8. Identify both a scriptural and secular example for each function of entrepreneurship
with a short description of what the person did.
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CHAPTER NINE ANSWERS
1. By real time, we mean a time where change can take place. In orthodox economics,
we use comparative statistics as a technique to change one variable, and hold
everything else constant—ceteris paribus. Yet the real world cannot hold anything
constant. In addition, the things that are often assumed to be constant are precisely
the things that change in the market process (consumer preferences, demand
schedule, supply schedule, etc.).
2. Not necessarily true. It should be true that Christians should be less risk averse than
non-Christians because we should be willing to boldly act in faith if we think God
has called us to a task. Yet, our worldly success may not necessarily be part of his
plan. God cares much more about our soul’s success than our earthly success.
3. Entrepreneurship is fundamentally about meeting either unsolved needs or coming
up with better ways to solve needs—this is problem solving. Christians should be
good at problem solving because our hearts should be inclined toward meeting the
needs of others.
4. This is up to the reader, but some things to consider are, while the destruction is
regrettable in some sense, the overall benefit to society is very positive. Simply
consider the amazing increases in living standards and quality of life over the last
few hundred years. So what to do about those that see their livelihoods reduced?
First, we have a responsibility as Christians to personally make sure we are prepared
to serve others. That suggests we ought to be constantly honing/upgrading our skills
to serve others. Thus we should not need assistance. If someone’s job is destroyed,
there is a biblical hierarchy of response: (1) they should seek other employment while
using savings to retool their skills as necessary, (2) if they have no resources, they
should seek family members to support, and (3) if there are no family members to
support and they have no resources, they should seek assistance from the church.
5. Entrepreneurship finds more productive use of resources to allow additional
production within the same level of resources—new ways of employing productive
inputs, toward higher valued outputs. Government incentives should encourage and
not discourage entrepreneurship.
6. See chapter discussion, but could include prescience, perseverance, creativity, and
risk bearing.
7. All action is in a sense speculative because we don’t know the future—it is uncertain.
So we take action based on our expectations of what might happen—thus we
speculate to a degree.
8. The reader should find examples here; our discussion included several in the text for
you to consider.
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ENDNOTES:
1. P.J. Boettke and C.J. Coyne, Context Matters: Institutions and Entrepreneurship,
Foundations and Trends in Entrepreneurship, vol 5, no 3, pp. 135-209, 2009.
2. Yes! (I understand that inquiring minds want to know!)
3. [Photograph of Joseph Schumpter]. (2011). Retrieved May 23, 2013, from http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Joseph_Schumpeter_ekonomialaria.jpg
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CHAPTER TEN:

IT’S ALL ABOUT
THE INSTITUTIONS!

DON’T BE ANXIOUS!
1 Peter 5:6-7
6
Therefore humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God, that He may exalt you at the
proper time, 7casting all your anxiety on Him, because He cares for you.
Matthew 6:25-33
25
For this reason I say to you, do not be worried about your life, as to what you will eat or what
you will drink; nor for your body, as to what you will put on. Is not life more than food, and the
body more than clothing? 26Look at the birds of the air, that they do not sow, nor reap nor gather
into barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not worth much more than they?
27
And who of you by being worried can add a single hour to his life? 28And why are you worried
about clothing? Observe how the lilies of the field grow; they do not toil nor do they spin, 29yet I
say to you that not even Solomon in all his glory clothed himself like one of these. 30But if God so
clothes the grass of the field, which is alive today and tomorrow is thrown into the furnace, will
He not much more clothe you? You of little faith! 31Do not worry then, saying, ‘What will we
eat?’ or ‘What will we drink?’ or ‘What will we wear for clothing?’ 32For the Gentiles eagerly seek
all these things; for your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things. 33 But seek first
His kingdom and His righteousness, and all these things will be added to you.
Why are we anxious? Isn’t the real reason we become anxious because we don’t really trust
God? Maybe He really is a far-off deist God (a god who “winds up the clock” but then allows
it to go on its own); maybe He doesn’t really love me; maybe He’s mad at me and waiting
to zap me; or maybe He’s really not all powerful? I suppose there could be other reasons,
but in essence, being anxious shows a lack of trust in God. Yet almost all of us are anxious
from time to time. I once heard the theologian R.C. Sproul say that Romans 8:28 is the most
quoted and least believed verse in the whole Bible! He may have a point.
Because we are human, we face an uncertain future—we live in real time. And not seeing
the future forces us to either put our trust in God or live in our own inadequate strength,
which often leads to a pretty miserable outcome. Yet God in His mercy has also explicitly
ordained certain institutions that reduce uncertainty in the market (such as government
that can prosecute fraud and protect property rights). In addition, many other institutions
help reduce entrepreneurs’ uncertainty (customs, mores, norms of behavior). In the market,
entrepreneurs have to face an uncertain future. Just as Christians learn to rely and trust in
God, market participants must learn from and be able to trust institutions to provide them
with actionable information. When institutions work well, economies tend to work well. When
institutions don’t, entrepreneurs are less willing to take risks, make investments, and grow
our economy.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Explain the relationship between time, uncertainty, and knowledge
§§ Describe how past experiences shape our expectations of the future
§§ Recognize that all human action is based on a subjective evaluation of cause and
effect (i.e., if I choose a given means, will it lead to an end that I desire?)
§§ Describe the pervasive nature of uncertainty in life and how that affects market
processes
§§ Compare and contrast risk and uncertainty
§§ Identify how markets provide incentives to coordinate activities
§§ Summarize the difference between dispersed and centralized knowledge
§§ Define what institutions are and how they guide the market process
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INTRODUCTION
In chapter 9, we examined the role of the entrepreneur in markets. We found the
entrepreneur to be the driving force in innovation and improvement in our economy.
Moreover, we saw that many of the functions and attributes of entrepreneurship are
found in any society. Nevertheless, we see much more innovation in some countries
than in others. What is it that allows some countries to innovate and have more
entrepreneurial spirit than others? As Christians, we understand that all humans are
created equal in God’s sight, yet not all cultures are (there is a reason you hear about the
Israelites and not the Hittites, Canaanites, etc.). So, just as some cultures are more closely
aligned with godly values than others, leading to better moral results, so some cultures
are more open to entrepreneurship than others, leading to better economic results. This
cultural openness to entrepreneurship can be seen in what we’ll call the institutions of
the culture. Cultures that have better institutions will have better economic results than
those with poor institutions. What are the institutions that lead to success? That is what
we’ll explore in this chapter.

THE MARKET PROCESS
As we examine institutions that enable the market process, we will see that institutions
help to overcome pervasive ignorance of the future. We don’t know what is going to
happen, so how do we possibly plan for it? Institutions help us navigate what John
Maynard Keynes called the “dark forces of time and ignorance,” which point us toward
an uncertain future. To understand the role of institutions better, we must first see how
time and uncertainty fit with entrepreneurial planning.

TIME
The Bible uses the word TODAY 190 times, with many uses focusing our attention on
personal, current, required actions. For example:
Exodus 32:29 – “Then Moses said, ‘Dedicate yourselves today to the
LORD—for every man has been against his son and against his brother—
in order that He may bestow a blessing upon you today.’”
Deuteronomy 7:11 – “Therefore, you shall keep the commandment and
the statutes and the judgments which I am commanding you today, to do
them.”
Joshua 24:15 – “If it is disagreeable in your sight to serve the LORD,
choose for yourselves today whom you will serve: whether the gods
which your fathers served which were beyond the River, or the gods of the
Amorites in whose land you are living; but as for me and my house, we will
serve the LORD."
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Similarly, 2 Corinthians 6:2 says that “now” is the acceptable time of salvation. A
common feature of these verses is that they illustrate our choices necessarily fall in the
present. Our only decision-making is today, at this moment, right now. We can think
about the past, and clearly we learn from it. And we have expectations as to what will
happen in the future. But our decision is for right now. We often have big plans for what
we’re going to do—perhaps how we are going to serve God. But are we worshiping Him
in our hearts with our efforts and attitudes right now? If not, we’re never going to. Now
is the acceptable time.
Similarly, we are encouraged to forget about the past by the Apostle Paul in Philippians
3 as he talks about the resurrection from the dead:
Brethren, I do not regard myself as having laid hold of it yet; but one
thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and reaching forward to what lies
ahead, 14I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God
in Christ Jesus.
13

Paul is telling us to forget about the past in the sense of not dwelling
on it—and that likely refers to both our successes and our failures.
From a biblical perspective, the
However, this doesn’t mean we shouldn’t learn from it. Although
past helps us better understand
Paul is talking in the context of spiritual growth, the same principle
ethical cause and effect in
can apply to any mental evaluation of the past. Proverbs gives
us many lessons on how we should observe results in others and
order to guide our future
ourselves and understand how those lessons apply for future action
actions
(see Proverbs 4:10-19). The Proverbs are full of encouragement
that, in general, diligence leads to rewards, and they are also full of
warnings that slothfulness leads to destruction. But from a biblical perspective, the past
helps us better understand ethical cause and effect in order to guide our future actions
(Romans 15:4). In this sense, looking at the past helps shape our expectations as to what
will happen in the future. We know that when we are obedient to God we will be blessed
(Luke 11:28; although not necessarily materially—a health and wealth gospel is a false
gospel), and when we are disobedient we will be disciplined (Hebrews 12:6-7).
Let’s tie this back to what was said in the introduction of this book. Some might suggest
that there is no tight linkage between scriptural, ethical cause and effect as outlined
above and economic concerns. They might suggest these are two entirely distinct
domains; one is the spiritual domain and the other a worldly domain. Yet we see not
only Old Testament linkages between obedience and blessings, but similar applications
in the New Testament. The Apostle Paul says in 2 Corinthians 9, “this I say, he who
sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and he who sows bountifully will also reap
bountifully” (v. 6). The context of this passage has Paul encouraging the Corinthians to
be obedient to complete the gift they had previously planned (v.5). Paul tells them that
when they do this—
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“He who supplies seed to the sower and bread for food will supply
and multiply your seed for sowing and increase the harvest of your
righteousness; you will be enriched in everything for all liberality, which
through us is producing thanksgiving to God” (v. 10-11).
Jesus often used knowledge of how humans choose and act in His ministry on earth.
In the Bible, Jesus talks far more about heaven and hell than did the Old Testament
prophets, often explicitly laying out eternal costs and benefits from our actions. What do
you want, streets of gold and eternal bliss or a lake of fire? Of course he expands on this
point by showing the difference between costs and benefits across time. Being a disciple
will carry costs in the present but will come with reward in the future. Jesus refers to
the past to guide expectations for the future, both for punishment and for reward. Jesus
provides clear linkages between ethical cause and effect to help us understand how to
choose, such as in the parable of the talents in Matthew 25:14-30. In this parable, the
faithful servants used their talents effectively to gain a reward, but the unfaithful servant
took his talent and hid it. For squandering the use of this gift, he was rejected by his
Master. The ethical cause and effect is clear: good service to God leads to reward, while
rebellion to God will lead to punishment.
The ethical link between cause
and effect seems consistent in both
In both spiritual and material
Old and New Testaments. For our
choices, the more we think and
purposes, we will assume a tight
act consistently with a Christian
linkage between cause and effect in
understanding human choice and
worldview, the better our outcome
action. Our analytical technique is
is likely to be.
to understand how humans assesses
costs and benefits—we do this by
trying to understand cause and effect, which guides our choices and subsequent actions.
This analysis can be in how we perceive the choice to obey God, whether we choose to
take one job over another, or whether we buy a Coke or a Monster. Whether spiritual or
material, we assess costs and benefits of any action. We base our understanding of both
costs and benefits from past actions and thereby form expectations of how an action will
turn out in the future. If we got sick the last time we drank a Monster, we may be more
reticent to buy another; perhaps we’ll purchase the Coke. In both spiritual and material
choices, the more we think and act consistently with a Christian worldview, the better
our outcome is likely to be.

UNCERTAINTY
In our review of the entrepreneur, we noted that prescience is an enabling attribute
precisely because of the uncertainty we face in life. We now need to more precisely
define what we mean by uncertainty. When we speak of uncertainty we mean that the
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outcome is simply not possible to predict. From a biblical perspective, we know that man
proposes, but God disposes! For example, consider the warning in James 4:13-14:
“13Come now, you who say, ‘Today or tomorrow we will go to such and
such a city, and spend a year there and engage in business and make a
profit.’ 14Yet you do not know what your life will be like tomorrow. You are
just a vapor that appears for a little while and then vanishes away.”
Consider, also, the guidance in Proverbs 16:9:
“9The mind of man plans his way, But the LORD directs his steps.”
We don’t know what a sovereign and providential God is going to ordain. This is true
even if we are walking completely in God’s will; God is often a God of surprise! Who
would have thought Sarah would have a son? Or that David could slay a giant? Or that
the Christ would come into the world as a helpless babe?
While there is much reason to disagree with economist John Maynard Keynes’
macroeconomic theory, Keynes did have some very useful insights. Speaking of
uncertainty, Keynes said1:
“By ‘uncertain’ knowledge, let me explain, I do not mean merely to
distinguish what is known for certain from what is only probable. The
game of roulette is not subject, in this sense, to uncertainty; nor is the
prospect of a Victory bond being drawn. Or, again, the expectation of life
is only slightly uncertain. Even the weather is only moderately uncertain.
The sense in which I am using the term is that in which the prospect of a
European war is uncertain, or the price of copper and the rate of interest
twenty years hence, or the obsolescence of a new invention, or the position
of private wealth-owners in the social system in 1970. About these matters
there is no scientific basis on which to form any calculable probability
whatever. We simply do not know” (emphasis added).

Risk: a future event
that can be assigned a
probability of occurrence.
Risky events can be
prepared for, or “hedged.”
Uncertainty: a future event
for which a probability
of occurrence cannot be
known, or that knowledge
of the event itself cannot be
known.

Mr. Keynes rightly distinguishes between
those activities that have some reasonable
mathematical basis for assigning a probability
of occurrence and those outcomes that do not.
Those outcomes that might have an assigned
probability of occurring may be considered as
risk, while those that are truly unknown are
considered as uncertain.

Those outcomes that
might have an assigned
probability of occurring may
be considered as risk, while
those that are truly unknown
are considered as uncertain.

While you may not have had a class on
statistics, a simple example should help clarify. Consider a fair coin (one that is not
weighted—i.e., that heads or tails is equally likely). If you flip the coin, you only have two
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possibilities: a head or a tail. If the coin is fair, the probability of a head is one-half (or
.5), while the probability of a tail is also one-half; as we commonly say, the probability is
50-50. So for every coin toss at the beginning of an NFL game, the players making the
call face risk, but they do not face uncertainty. The coin is going to come up either heads
or tails. If it’s a fair coin, a large number of tosses would yield roughly an equal split
between heads or tails.
Situations that are uncertain, however, have no basis for calculating a probability. For
example, what is the likelihood of a football team getting a holding call on the first
drive after the third quarter begins? How can we possibly know whether a penalty
will be called? While we may not have any basis for assigning a probability—so that
it’s uncertain versus risky—we may still know something about it. Perhaps we know
that the opposing team has a great pass rush that creates many quarterback sacks and
therefore opposing teams often get called for holding. Thus we may expect that a holding
call is more likely this week than last week. Or we may know that our starting tackle is
out this week and the backup isn’t as good; perhaps he’s more likely to hold and get a
penalty. These facts help us somewhat answer the question. We’re not totally in the dark,
but we don’t know what the outcome is going to be. However, as time progresses and the
game plays, our ability to hazard a guess gets better because we gain new knowledge. If
our offensive line is doing a standup job with no holding calls thus far, and our ground
game has taken control of the game such that we’re winning 28-7 at half-time, we now
know we’re likely to be running the ball most of the time to run out the clock. Since
running plays get holding calls much less frequently than passing, we can imagine
holding calls as “less likely” on a given play as the game goes on, despite the fact that we
can’t assign a probability and that the question of a holding call is still uncertain. We
face ignorance when the question is first asked, but as we gain more knowledge, we are
increasingly able to make better assessments. The football game is a process where we
discover more information about a number of things that help us “know” the expected
result. We begin to see how strict the referees are at making calls, we see how tough
the defensive line is, how our new tackle is holding up, how our game plan is stacking
up against the other team’s, etc. As we gain this new knowledge we are better able to
understand the likelihood of a particular outcome on a given play.
The market process is similar in this regard; it is governed
“The market process…is
predominantly by uncertainty rather than risk. Market participants
face initial ignorance as to others’ plans and preferences. But as they go
governed predominantly by
through the process, they learn and make adjustments to their plans
uncertainty rather than risk”
to more fully coordinate their actions with others’. Entrepreneurs
may have an idea of a product to build. They may anticipate a certain
level of demand and possible prices they may be able to receive, but until they actually
offer the product they won’t know what the actual demand is. Similarly, they estimate
the resources that it will require to produce the good or service, but until they actually
start production, they don’t discover what the actual costs are. They may have an idea
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or expectation of how potential competitors may react, but until the competition takes
place, they don’t know. The Austrian economist F.A. Hayek called this competitive
market process a discovery procedure.
This competitive discovery process enables each market participant to gain the required
knowledge of other market participants’ actions such that they can modify their plans
to more effectively coordinate their plans. This process is not a once-only step; it is a
continual motion as new knowledge is gained and plans change. Preferences and tastes
are continually on the move and must be rediscovered daily as entrepreneurs compete to
serve. Those that can most efficiently align their plans with those of their customers will
make profits. Those that do not will fail.
So if competition is a discovery procedure—discovering new knowledge to more
effectively coordinate actions and plans—what is the principle mechanism to
communicate knowledge? I’m glad you asked. As we talked about earlier in this text, the
crucial information that is transmitted is that of the price system in goods and services
markets, as well as profits and losses that are transmitted in capital markets. Let’s see
how this happens. Imagine you are an entrepreneur trying to sell your AirPods replica
after the factory sabotage we discussed in chapter 4. To maximize profit you want your
total revenues to exceed your total costs at the greatest amount (where MR=MC), so
you estimate the prices and quantities that will result in an estimated revenue stream
(we’ll look at costs in a moment). If your estimate of the price that you could charge is
greater than what will actually sell the output you have made, you will see a buildup of
inventory. Best Buy and other retailers will not order additional AirPods replicas, since
they already have stock sitting on the shelf at the price you are demanding. At a certain
point you will either have to cease production or discount your price to get buyers to
purchase your good. You are in the competitive process of discovering true consumer
preferences.
As time moves on, you receive more sales data and learn more and more what the
underlying consumer preferences are. With this information, your action to either lower
prices or curtail production allows you to dovetail (or coordinate) your plans with the
plans of many other market participants. While your initial pricing decision may have
been in error (in the sense that it did not coordinate well with potential buyers), as you
learn more and modify your plans accordingly, your plans will increasingly fit in with
the plans of both buyers and other producers. If your plans do not dovetail with others’
plans, you will suffer losses and go out of business. This process of discovery is continual;
you are constantly forced to assess consumer demand through sales and marketing
data to ensure you are serving customers well. Consumers are fickle, with constantly
changing tastes and preferences, and if you are not on top of meeting their needs they
will not buy your AirPods clone. While tastes and preferences constantly change, the
nature of the product and need it satisfies will determine the magnitude of the change.
The ups and downs of the market process may not look that dramatic for some products
while for other businesses it may mean life or death.
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Not only will entrepreneurs discover knowledge about consumer demand from their
own market, they will also gain knowledge about consumer demand from other
markets that use similar resource inputs (land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship).
Looking at the cost side of the equation, you may initially have an ex ante (before
the fact) expectation that at a certain production level your total costs might be, say,
$2,000 per week. That expectation is what made you decide to bid those resources away
from alternative uses in the market. But if you serendipitously find that raw materials
prices have dropped, your costs are ex post (after the fact) lower and you can expand
production to maximize your profits. In this case your initial knowledge was incorrect,
but the opportunity for additional profit drives you to incorporate your new knowledge
(of lower input costs) into action. You will revise your production plans as the market
has communicated to you that it values the output of your production process (your
AirPods clones) more than it values alternative uses of the resources used to make
it (such as what the land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship you used could have
produced). By learning in the discovery procedure, and acting on that knowledge to
better serve consumers, entrepreneurs are able to earn a higher profit.
What you need to remember is this: you are just one of many market participants. As
you expand production, other businesses are forced to rearrange their plans as you draw
resources away from their businesses. There are complementary businesses that will
rearrange their plans as you act on your new knowledge. You may need to expand your
facility to take full advantage of the demand, or you may bid away construction workers
that might have worked on a new house. The intersections of plans that must dovetail are
endless—and the price system guides them all.
Figure 10.1 may help us think about the world from an entrepreneur’s perspective.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the only moment of action is always the
continual moment of “now.” We act, live, remember, and look forward in the present—
in the right now. But our time in the present is not only a period of action; it is also a
continual process of appraisal of past actions and future possibilities. The goal of this
appraisal by acting man is always to guide both current and future actions. Even though
we live in a world of uncertainty, we continually gain knowledge as time progresses. We
reflect on how closely our past plans matched our expectations and we try to identify the
source of any error in previous plans. Was it our technical knowledge (data) or perhaps
we didn’t properly understand the linkage between the means we chose and the end
goals we pursued? We look back and try to determine what worked and what didn’t. We
then try to understand what we could have done differently to achieve a better outcome.
Of course we don’t just live in the past, we’re constantly looking forward as well. We take
the new knowledge that we gain and revise our baseline stock of knowledge. Perhaps this
may require revision of existing plans, or it may help identify new opportunities or new
risks such that we create new plans. Reflection of the past also assesses our prior ability
to actually implement our plans (did our prior actions lead to the expected results?).
This reflection helps to shape our understanding of our potential ability to direct our
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Figure 10.1, Entrepreneur’s View of
Market Process.
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own future. For example, if you know that there is a tremendous profit opportunity
in creating a new service but all your previous attempts have been stifled by the local
government’s refusal to give you a business permit, any knowledge you may have of
future opportunities will be discounted since you may assume you’ll never be allowed to
take advantage of it. It is no wonder that the entrepreneurial spirit was reduced in former
command and control economies such as the Soviet Union.
We also make new estimates of others’ plans as we look forward. Perhaps new
information of others’ actions opens up opportunities for us. In the market setting, a
competitor’s labor strike which shuts down his business may be your signal to at least
temporarily expand production. It may even stimulate efforts to enter new markets
against that firm that you may not have previously been competitive in. This might be
analogous to our discussion of “the dating game” from chapter 9. Let’s say that your
competitor for a date with Michelle moves to another school. This new knowledge may
change your plans and encourage you to ask her out. It will also involve additional
uncertainties—will other potential suitors step up? Should you act quickly to beat them
out, or is Michelle still thinking about him such that asking her out is premature? Aahh.
Decisions, decisions.
A final consideration looking forward is a reexamination of our hopes and dreams.
Just as our preferences change over time, so do our goals and objectives. Perhaps due to
new realities made apparent by our increased knowledge, we may come to understand
that while one opportunity is closed, we might be lured by another more attractive
opportunity—perhaps an opportunity that we never would have considered absent the
change in our knowledge. If Michelle turns us down, perhaps we’ll look and find that
Emily is now available, and in fact, she’s much nicer than Michelle! Entrepreneurs may
try producing one thing and while not intending to do so, may create something even
better.
You may have heard the story of 3M’s Post-it® Notes. The engineer originally working was
trying to create strong adhesive. Fortunately, he failed. The weak adhesive he actually
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came up with would not permanently stick. In fact, it came loose rather easily, without
damaging the item it was attached to. Ten years later, 3M brought to market another use
for this failure, and now Post-it® notes are one of the most popular office products.

DISPERSED VS. CENTRALIZED KNOWLEDGE
Learning occurs as millions of market participants demonstrate their preferences
by buying and selling at various prices. Until the market process begins, it is
impossible to know individual market preferences; they are only learned as the
process unfolds. In fact, they are developed as all market participants (to include
the choosing agent) gain knowledge of actual preferences. Let’s say you go into
Wendy’s for a tasty cheeseburger. Then you see a new fried chicken sandwich
with spicy dressing and just the condiments you like—at an introductory price
of just $2.49! So of course you order it. Wendy’s didn’t know your preferences,
although they hoped to anticipate them. In this case they were successful.
Figure 10.2, Wendy’s Chicken. Are
Likewise, your preferences were shaped and determined by the market process.
you hungry enough to “do what tastes
What you thought was your preference (the cheeseburger) was in fact NOT your
right!”? The market process will
preference. The market process helped both you and Wendy’s “discover” your
determine whether you are or not….
[Photograph by Megan Haymond]
true preferences. If the sandwich turns out to match your expectations, it may
become your new meal every time you go to Wendy’s. In fact, it may help you decide to
dine at Wendy’s more often. Wendy’s certainly hopes so.
These types of choices are being made by the millions every minute all across the
world (cheeseburgers, blue jeans, iTunes songs, tractors, video games, cell phones, etc.).
No single person or mind that is not omniscient could ever hope to know what the
preferences are or will be. Without knowledge of actual preferences, no central planner
could ever coordinate individual plans to ensure optimal production. Successful central
planning would require not only full knowledge of all preferences, but full knowledge
of preferences that aren’t even created yet! How will the central planner know that you
will want that new spicy chicken sandwich? And without that knowledge, how will
the central planner know how to shift the resources to ensure that scarce capital is not
squandered by producing goods and services that are less desired by consumers?
The beauty of the market process is no one individual has to know everything, which is
a good thing since no individual can know everything. No one knows enough to make
something as simple as a pencil (see the following video); so how can anyone know
enough to manage an entire economy?

I, Pencil
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View the following video for a modern version of this story.

I, Smartphone

Fortunately, the market process provides the right feedback to guide all participants to
behave in socially desirable ways. That feedback is, once again, through relative price
signals; if the price of one input is undervalued, for example, its price will be bid up as
more of that asset is used. This type of relative price adjustment will help coordinate the
plans of everyone involved. Entrepreneurs that respond correctly to market feedback via
price signals will earn profits, and those that don’t will suffer loss.
Of course there are many people who are enamored enough by central planning that
they don’t care about true consumer preferences, precisely because they do not approve
of those preferences. So they may think it is still possible to have central planning to
produce in keeping with what consumer preferences “ought” to be, according to their
view of “allowable” preferences. But even if this is accepted, it ignores the supply (or
production) side of the equation. There are millions of potential suppliers that have
knowledge that the central planner cannot know—what the economist F.A. Hayek calls
the knowledge of time and place. The man on the street sees a specific opportunity
to profit that may be fleeting, or it is small enough not to matter in the aggregate. It is
this potential entrepreneur who can direct the most efficient use of resources. The very
process of gathering and reporting millions of individual facts to a central planner
will necessarily obscure the specific knowledge that must be conveyed to allow central
planning. So that knowledge is effectively lost and the knowledge of time and place
cannot be aggregated.
SOME KNOWLEDGE CAN’T BE ADDED UP!
Hayek states2 : “The statistics which such a central authority would have to use
would have to be arrived at precisely by abstracting from minor differences between
the things, by lumping together, as resources of one kind, items which differ as regards
location, quality, and other particulars, in a way which may be very significant for the specific
decision. It follows from this that central planning based on statistical information by its
nature cannot take direct account of these circumstances of time and place and that the
central planner will have to find some way or other in which the decisions depending on them
can be left to the ‘man on the spot.’”
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The world of central planning is necessarily static, with no change allowed since
it cannot be adjusted to. Only the market system allows the full use of all market
participants’ knowledge since only the market process provides the institutional
structure (incentives and processes) to make use of that knowledge.

INSTITUTIONS
“Entrepreneurs are present in all societies. In all settings, individuals will
act to better their position. Individuals will pursue opportunities to better
their position and increase their wealth, defined in the broadest sense.
However, the nature of feasible opportunities will be determined by the
formal and informal rules of the game. Differences in institutions are one
major factor in the feasible entrepreneurial opportunities in any given
society.”3

Institutions: humanly
devised constraints that
structure and guide human
interaction.

Much of what is called “neoclassical” economics focuses on equilibrium (e.g., our
supply and demand models earlier in the book) where everyone’s plans are fully in
coordination. In this model, the normal condition is equilibrium, and neoclassical
economists study how changes from the equilibrium condition are handled. In a market
process, this is reversed. Markets are continually in a state of disequilibrium in the sense
that plans are constantly not in sync, and action is taken based on the entrepreneur’s
assessment of what might make the divergent plans better coordinated, or (in effect the
same thing), what will bring the most profit. Let’s think once again on our dating game
analogy from chapter 9. In a neoclassical economic world, we start with the position
that everyone has a boyfriend or girlfriend and everyone is happy; we then ask the
question, what happens to the equilibrium if one couple breaks up? The market process
starts with the condition that every romantic relationship is up in the air, and there is
a learning process where everyone’s plans and preferences are discovered. The process
itself will help shape those preferences, and the dynamic is one of constant change in
which an order emerges. The market process takes seriously the problems of shortfalls in
knowledge, uncertainty, and time. One way to help guide the entrepreneur through the
rigors of the market process is through institutions.
What do we mean by institutions? Well, when we consider the market as a discovery
process, where knowledge is transmitted and plans are coordinated through the price
system as well as profits and losses, we find that institutions are any social arrangement
which supports that process. Some economists think of institutions as congealed or
embedded knowledge—knowledge that is “stored up” for use without the entrepreneur
even knowing it (or how to use it). Institutions may contain knowledge of how things
should be done that an entrepreneur today may not even be aware of; yet, he or she does
those things instinctively. Consider the cultural tradition of agreeing with a handshake.
Much of the actual agreements and exchanges we make every day are informal in the
sense that we don’t have a written contract. If we needed to write down on a piece of
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paper every specific aspect that we expected in a purchase, commerce would grind to
a halt. Most business relationships are with long-term suppliers and customers, and
most of those relationships are governed informally through cultural norms of what
“should” be done or what is “fair.” Today’s entrepreneurs don’t define those norms; they
take advantage of the existing culture that embedded best practices into behaviors.
The handshake is one way to commit each market participant’s commitment to their
word, as well as an implicit agreement to follow unspoken cultural norms of how the
transaction should take place.
In his Nobel Prize lecture, economist Douglas North
“Institutions are the humanly devised
describes institutions this way: “Institutions are the humanly
devised constraints that structure human interaction. They
constraints that structure human
are made up of formal constraints (rules, laws, constitutions),
interaction. They are made up of
informal constraints (norms of behavior, conventions, and
formal constraints (rules, laws,
self-imposed codes of conduct).” We often think of formal
constitutions), informal constraints
institutions (especially things like the U.S. Constitution) as
very difficult to change, but informal constraints can often
(norms of behavior, conventions, and
be more difficult, or at least take more time. We can pass a
self-imposed codes of conduct).”
civil rights law in 1964, but how long does it take for people
– Douglas North, Nobel Laureate
to really see all people as children of the most high God?
Nevertheless, we are guided by both our culture and our laws.
Many of these things help guide us through the murky waters of time and ignorance
that are present in the market process. Formal institutions tend to operate through law,
whereas informal institutions tend to operate through social customs.

FORMAL INSTITUTIONS
Institutions are not merely a consideration in
economics, they are the very foundation of
Institutions are not merely a
how we relate to one another and make choices.
consideration in economics,
In the U.S. where we have a relatively “free”
they are the very foundation
economy with market exchange and private
of how we relate to one
property rights, we often take for granted the
benefits that the institution of private property
another and make choices.
rights yields to society. Private property rights
(or from a Christian perspective, private
stewardship responsibilities) are a formal institution in that we have laws to define what
constitutes property and what protections our property has. This institution is absolutely
foundational for an economy to function.
Imagine a world where you went to school and were assigned a term paper that
constituted the only score for the class. Let’s say you worked really hard, learned a
lot, and on the final day of class you bring your term paper in to receive your grade.
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However, another student asked you how your paper came out and you tell him that you
think you really have a good chance at an “A” since you put so much work into it. At this
point, he pulls out a gun (in the presence of the teacher!) and asks you to give him your
paper. You comply, and he calmly erases your name and writes his own name on top,
and then hands it to the teacher. The teacher smiles at him and says “good work.”
You now see what it might be like to live in a world with no property rights. What is your
reaction going to be in the future? You will either (1) try to conceal all your papers, (2)
get a bigger gun (not a good response), or (3) not do any work at all. All three of these
options are much poorer choices than simply being rewarded for your work, but they
may very well be the best you can do. There are parallels in the market process. If you
really work hard to produce a good or service for others, and the state either allows
theft or takes your wealth via redistribution schemes, you are likely to try and (1) hide
evidence of your wealth, (2) spend large amounts of resources to protect your wealth
(hire lobbyists or private security depending on whether the threat is public or private),
or (3) not produce anything. Societies that do not protect private property tend to have
significantly lower levels of output (see the Index of Economic Freedom and compare
economic results of those who protect property rights with those that do not). The
implication is that changes to institutions such as property rights can have profound
economic impacts; and unfortunately they are usually not part of any public discussion
in support of a given policy.
Likewise, most any history of economic or financial development will highlight the
advent of double entry bookkeeping (which supports proper accounting of assets and
liabilities) as perhaps the most important development to facilitate modern capitalism.
Accounting standards can either be a formal or informal institution depending on the
country and culture you live in, but most modern countries have formal accounting
standards which support free markets by providing more transparency for investment
decisions. We saw major economic problems in the U.S. when fraudulent accounting led
to the Enron’s bankruptcy (among other firms that engaged in criminal misconduct).
Once again, countries that don’t have good accounting standards or permit fraud in
those standards tend to have lower levels of economic performance.
For another example of formal institutions, consider that our constitution guarantees us
against unreasonable search and seizures. The fourth amendment states:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated,
and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath
or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and
the persons or things to be seized.
Because of this protection, we can be more secure in our business activities, including
commerce over road. We don’t have to pay a bribe to each official that stops us on the
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road just to gain passage. This lowers the cost of business in the U.S. and expands
the goods and services that are offered to consumers. The next time you are on the
interstate, take a look around and try to count the number of tractor trailers you see.
Then imagine what it might be like in your local store if these weren’t moving goods
because of oppressive “highway robbery.” We cannot take for granted the importance of
this institution—and the fourth amendment is just one enabling example.
HIGHWAY ROBBERY OR PUBLIC
SAFETY ENFORCEMENT?
While in college, my daughter went
on a study abroad trip in South America where
her bus was pulled over for “violations.” Once
a suitable bribe was negotiated by the driver,
they were allowed to proceed on. It is easy for
many of us who live in nations that do not allow
this type of corruption to take for granted how
our superior institutional arrangements lead to
better economic results and increased wealth.

For an example of abuse of institutions, consider how our
rights to seek legal redress can be corrupted by certain
lawyers. Every year the American Tort Reform Association
puts out a report on “judicial hellholes” which describes the
worst civil courts of that past year. Many of these courts are
notoriously plaintiff friendly and trial lawyers file lawsuits in
these areas to extort money from “deep pocket” corporations.
Many large businesses try to avoid doing business in these
areas if possible. If they are not able to avoid it, they work to
get lawsuits tried at the federal level to avoid the local threat,
which they view as extortion. One state judge was unusually
candid in describing how this works.

“As long as I am allowed to redistribute wealth from out-of-state
companies to in-state plaintiffs, I shall continue to do so. Not only is my
sleep enhanced when I give someone else’s money away, but so is my job
security, because the in-state plaintiffs, their families and their friends
will re-elect me. ”
– Richard Neely, Justice, West Virginia Supreme Court, The Product
Liability Mess
So while our court system is a very important institution for effective markets, if it is
abused the results can be negative. Of course, if judges make decisions knowing that
there is a God in heaven who will hold them to account, then we will have more effective
courts.
Likewise, most nations have a central bank as an institution. Ostensibly central banks
are supposed to keep the currency’s value stable and ensure a smooth economy; in
practice, the central bank usually does just the opposite. Our Federal Reserve is usually
cited as the source of much of the problem during the Great Depression, and is currently
blamed for at least enabling the housing bubble by setting interest rates far too low for
far too long. Oh, by the way, the dollar has lost 96% of its purchasing power since the Fed
was established in 1913 to keep its value stable! And the Fed is considered a good central
bank…God help us if we had a bad one!
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INFORMAL INSTITUTIONS
Formal institutions can be very important for development, but they are often dwarfed
in importance by informal cultural institutions. History records many examples
of western “experts” going into lesser developed countries with plans to change the
formal institutions, in order to help them perform economically like western nations.
Yet, without a detailed understanding of the local culture and how their informal
institutions work, the so-called “expert” plans inevitably fail to work. For example, when
the former U.S.S.R. dissolved, many prominent U.S. economists recommended “shock
therapy” of moving quickly to market prices to replace the old command and control
system of central planning. Russia had significant problems with this transition due to
lack of the informal institutions that would support formal institutional changes.
Let’s consider some of those informal
Formal institutions can be very
institutions, by further reflection of the
“dating game” from the previous chapter.
important for development,
In most cases—but certainly not all—the
but they are often dwarfed in
male is expected to initiate the invitation.
importance by informal cultural
And with the invitation, he is expected to
institutions.
pay for the date. Yes, I know this may be
old-fashioned and not all dates might go
this way. The point is that most will, or at least start with that expectation. For instance,
if you are a male, the failure of a female to ask you out for a date does not mean that she
isn’t interested in you; it just means that if she is, she is not expecting that she should
signal that interest by asking you out. She will likely try to signal interest in other ways.
And if you are a female and have been asked to go to the movies by a young man, you
don’t normally need to know if you have the money to go—you can usually count on
him to pay if he is asking you out. These rules are not constant, so they could change, but
they tend to change only slowly over time. They are not written down anywhere, but are
embedded in the way we behave with one another. These known but unwritten ways of
relating help facilitate dating decisions.
There are many similar cultural norms that facilitate market transactions. Most products
or merchants offer some sort of guarantee as to suitability. Costco unconditionally takes
back electronics for a period of time, which enables customers to try out the product in
their home. Walmart has a money-back guarantee on most products. These guarantees
tend to be spelled out so they are a bit more formal (but not a legal requirement absent
their policy). This idea extends to most businesses that may not explicitly write down
the details. For example, when I finished my basement a few years ago, the contractor
made numerous fixes that may or may not have really been required by the strict letter of
our contract. While the initial result may have worked functionally, it wasn’t quite what
I wanted. We had no formal agreement as to the specifics, but he wanted to keep me
happy to support future business. Likewise, I have an understanding as to what might be
outside the reasonable scope of what he should do. For instance, I shouldn’t ask him to
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take down the pine trim and replace with mahogany (much more expensive) unless I had
specifically asked for that in the beginning. So most businesses guarantee their work or
product for suitability for some period of time, either explicitly or implicitly. If you could
not count on people to routinely stand by their work, then you’d have to put much more
attention into inspecting the results (and possibly pay an outside inspector). You’d also
have to spend more time selecting a product/service in the first place and put detailed
performance standards in the statement of work, which of course carries an increased
opportunity cost.
Contracts are a formal institution and are critical for economic success, but informal
agreements based on trust and reciprocity constitute the bulk of all agreements. So
institutions that help facilitate trust and honesty are critical for economic success.
A nation that has a vibrant church system that encourages its members to be both
honest and industrious will tend to reduce the costs for everyone, since you can count
on someone you hire to be both honest and hardworking. Max Weber, an economic
sociologist in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, highlighted the importance of
the protestant reformation on economic growth. His thesis was that the puritan work
ethic that focused on calling in the workplace and thrift was instrumental to growth in
the western world. There are legitimate criticisms of his work, but we certainly see that
cultures that are future-oriented, willing to work hard, and save and invest do better
than those that do not.
The bottom line is that we have voluminous formal and informal institutions, most
of which can provide positive or negative benefits to the economy. The more closely a
nation’s institutions align with biblical principles, the better the economic performance.
As we examined the role of the entrepreneur, we find that entrepreneurial opportunities
are in large part determined by the quality of the institutions in a society. A society that
rewards hard work and thrift will have more entrepreneurship. A society that does not
protect private property rights, for example, will see less entrepreneurship. A society that
rewards legal plunder through political processes (called rent seeking by economists)
will see more political entrepreneurship. Our understanding of the entrepreneurial
market process must begin by understanding the institutional foundation, and any
proposed change in the formal institutions must consider the impact to entrepreneurial
incentives.

IT’S A WRAP!
By now you should at least have an appreciation of how foundational institutions are to
economic performance. After property rights, perhaps the most important social market
institution is money. Money is important because it’s ubiquitous—it’s everywhere!
Money is on one side of every transaction. So if money gets messed up, we can have really
big economic problems. And unfortunately, it does get messed up—all too often. We’ll
spend the next two chapters examining this very important economic institution: money.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
ISRAEL KIRZNER
1930-Present

Photograph of Isreal Kirzner 4

Israel Kirzner is perhaps the greatest little-known economist. Few are familiar with his
work, yet Kirzner is a leading proponent of entrepreneurship and the market process,
having expanded the ideas of Mises and Hayek to a broader audience. Kirzner obtained
his Ph.D. under Ludwig Von Mises at New York University, where he still serves as
Professor Emeritus.
To those who are aware of Kirzner’s work, they are likely to be aware of the concept of the
“alert arbitrageur” as a model for entrepreneurship (as introduced early on in this book).
Yet the essence of the function of entrepreneurship (for Kirzner it is alertness; for Knight
it is uncertainty-bearing; and for Schumpeter it is creative destruction) is less important
than how the entrepreneur is the central figure of economic life. The entrepreneur not
only identifies previously unseen profit opportunities because of pricing differentials,
but the entrepreneur is the corrective actor to move the economy constantly towards
equilibrium. The presence of profit opportunities are because all economic actors’ plans
are not perfectly dovetailed, or coordinated. As the entrepreneur corrects these, he
progressively brings more social coordination. Kirzner identifies the entrepreneur as
working through the market process to discover consumer preferences, to identify better
ways to ensure social plan coordination, and “sniff out” profit opportunities.
Kirzner’s focus is on the “alertness” of entrepreneurship; for Kirzner, this is the
essence. In a sense, Schumpeter’s creative destroyer is embedded in Kirzner’s alert
arbitrageur. Because Kirzner’s entrepreneur is alert to an opportunity no one has ever
seen, he is creative. And by arbitraging price differentials, he destroys less coordinated
plans and creates more coordinated plans (from a social perspective). But his view
of entrepreneurship is always as a coordinating function. And we need to think of
this coordinating function very broadly; for Kirzner the entrepreneur is not just
tweaking the market process to improve it—the entrepreneur is the locus of the market
process since the market is a discovery process. He guides the process to discover true
preferences and dovetail discordant plans. For Kirzner, entrepreneurship can only occur
in an institutional setting that encourages it. Since competition is a discovery process,
institutions that support competition are more likely to foster entrepreneurial alertness
and market coordination.
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CHAPTER TEN: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. Compare the economic process of gaining and incorporating new knowledge as
we progress through time and eliminate uncertainty with the spiritual process of
growing our faith as we are progressively sanctified (conformed to the image of
Christ). Or better yet, if you are doing this as a class, break up in small groups and
discuss.
2. How does our view of the past affect our decisions in the future?
3. We made a distinction between risk and uncertainty. Review the differences
between the two. Classify each of the following as risky or uncertain:
a. The wage rate an entrepreneur will pay once the current labor agreement expires.
b. The New York Yankees are the most successful franchise ever, with 27 World
Series championships. Will they win the World Series in 2025?
c. Who will be elected President in 2020?
d. Stinky Steel company has a long-term reject (failure rate) of 1 in 10,000. Will the
next production run fail?
4. We described how markets provide incentives through the price system in order
to guide entrepreneurs. Describe why the price system is both sufficient and
economical to meet the social goal of allocating resources to their most highly
valued uses.
5. Describe the difference between dispersed and centralized knowledge. Why does
this matter to how we plan our economy? Provide an example of each type of
knowledge.
6. What are institutions? How do they help entrepreneurs navigate the market process?
7. Identify whether the following are formal or informal institutions.
a. The Securities and Exchange Commission (S.E.C)
b. Marriage
c. A car dealer’s policy to wash every car that comes in for service (not written
down)
d. Free refills at fast food restaurants when customers have access to the drink
dispenser (it’s not behind the counter)
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CHAPTER TEN ANSWERS
1. This is a more open-ended question, really to get the reader to consider the cause/
effect of our choices, both in the economic world and in our spiritual decisions.
The reader should consider the entire process as captured in Figure 10.1 of how
we gather and apply knowledge in our plans and form expectations of the future.
Discuss specifically how our choices fit into our expectations of the future. For the
sanctification part, consider how our choices lead us closer to God, both in our good
choices and our bad choices. It may be useful to read Romans 6.
2. We evaluate our actions of the past to see if our cause/effect framework is correct.
This helps us to make changes if necessary. But our expectations of the future are
in large part shaped by our reflection on the past (to the extent we expect the future
circumstances to be like the past).
3. Risk: Have an objective basis to assign a probability or likelihood of occurrence.
Uncertainty: No objective basis to assign a probability or likelihood of occurrence.
4. A.
B.
C.
D.

Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Risk

5. The market system which uses prices/profits/losses is the only economic system
which provides an incentive structure to use all knowledge in society. The lure of
profits is the sufficient cause to guide people to behave in socially beneficial ways
(produce only desired products with the fewest resources possible). Further, it is very
economical—the price system communicates only the crucial info needed to the vast
majority of people in an economy. Most people do not have any need to understand
why the price of some good has risen, only that a rising price suggests that the good/
service itself (through increased demand) or the resources used to produce the good
(through supply) have become more valuable to society and therefore we should
conserve the good.
6. Dispersed knowledge is what is often called the knowledge of time and place,
knowledge that is known only to the individual and cannot be aggregated.
Centralized knowledge is knowledge that is usually more technical in nature, and
does lend itself to being aggregated or only requires few people to coordinate its use.
If the economy is primarily a world of centralized knowledge, then central planning
might work. But if the economy is comprised more of dispersed knowledge,
central planning cannot work. An example of centralized knowledge might be the
knowledge of how to run a nuclear reactor. An example of dispersed knowledge is
what is likely to be the demand for umbrellas tomorrow if the forecast is 60% chance
of heavy rain?
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7. Institutions are the humanly devised constraints that structure human interaction.
They are made up of formal constraints (rules, laws, constitutions) and informal
constraints (norms of behavior, conventions, and self-imposed codes of conduct).
Institutions help entrepreneurship in that they reduce the uncertainty of the future
by providing constraints that reduce the possible outcomes.
A.
B.
C.
D.

formal
formal
informal
informal
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CHAPTER ELEVEN:

MONEY, MONEY,
MONEY!

EARLY USE OF MONEY IN THE BIBLE
Genesis 23
1
Now Sarah lived one hundred and twenty-seven years; these were the years of the life of Sarah.
2
Sarah died in Kiriath-arba (that is, Hebron) in the land of Canaan; and Abraham went in
to mourn for Sarah and to weep for her. 3Then Abraham rose from before his dead, and spoke
to the sons of Heth, saying, 4‘I am a stranger and a sojourner among you; give me a burial site
among you that I may bury my dead out of my sight.’ 5The sons of Heth answered Abraham,
saying to him, 6‘Hear us, my lord, you are a mighty prince among us; bury your dead in the
choicest of our graves; none of us will refuse you his grave for burying your dead.’ 7So Abraham
rose and bowed to the people of the land, the sons of Heth. 8And he spoke with them, saying, ‘If
it is your wish for me to bury my dead out of my sight, hear me, and approach Ephron the son
of Zohar for me, 9that he may give me the cave of Machpelah which he owns, which is at the end
of his field; for the full price let him give it to me in your presence for a burial site.’ 10Now Ephron
was sitting among the sons of Heth; and Ephron the Hittite answered Abraham in the hearing of
the sons of Heth; even of all who went in at the gate of his city, saying, 11‘No, my lord, hear me; I
give you the field, and I give you the cave that is in it. In the presence of the sons of my people I
give it to you; bury your dead.’ 12And Abraham bowed before the people of the land. 13He spoke
to Ephron in the hearing of the people of the land, saying, ‘If you will only please listen to me; I
will give the price of the field, accept it from me that I may bury my dead there.’ 14Then Ephron
answered Abraham, saying to him, 15 ‘My lord, listen to me; a piece of land worth four hundred
shekels of silver, what is that between me and you? So bury your dead.’ 16Abraham listened to
Ephron; and Abraham weighed out for Ephron the silver which he had named in the
hearing of the sons of Heth, four hundred shekels of silver, commercial standard.
17
So Ephron's field, which was in Machpelah, which faced Mamre, the field and cave which was
in it, and all the trees which were in the field, that were within all the confines of its border, were
deeded over 18to Abraham for a possession in the presence of the sons of Heth, before all who
went in at the gate of his city. 19After this, Abraham buried Sarah his wife in the cave of the field
at Machpelah facing Mamre (that is, Hebron) in the land of Canaan. 20So the field and the cave
that is in it, were deeded over to Abraham for a burial site by the sons of Heth.
Money is a mysterious thing, especially in our modern world. What is it? Why do people
value little pieces of paper with pictures of dead historical figures? What do the words “legal
tender” on our dollars mean, and why are they there? Why do almost all countries have a
central bank that sets one price on money (the interest rate), even in so-called free market
economies? We will address all these questions and more in the next two chapters. Our
introductory scripture can start us down the path to answer one question at least. Money
is not the creation of modern states; early-recorded history shows money was created as
people decided on a standard for both material and weight in their free exchanges. Notice
in verse 16 that the common money of the time was a silver standard, with a defined
commercial standard (i.e., fineness) well before modern states and central banking came into
being. Unfortunately, we will also see why money can become debauched, such that Isaiah
would cry “your silver has become dross,” and the Israelites would know exactly what he
meant.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§
§§
§§
§§

Explain how money solves the “double coincidence of wants” problem of exchange
Describe the process of how money was originally created
List and explain the attributes and functions of money
Describe how fractional reserve banking works and its origins (how fraud was
initially involved)
§§ Summarize the ways that sovereigns have historically debased their monies
§§ Explain the requirements for new money creation in the U.S. today, to include
the role of (1) the Federal Reserve in creating reserves, and (2) banks creating new
loans, with (3) borrowers’ willingness to increase debt levels
§§ Outline the basics of T-accounts. (The student is not expected to duplicate the
T-account analysis herein, but should understand that banks monitor assets and
liabilities to obtain the most profit; the result is that additional money is created.)
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INTRODUCTION
In the last chapter, we highlighted the importance of institutions in helping
entrepreneurs chart the waters of an uncertain future. Institutions—whether rules such
as property rights, or norms of behavior such as walking on the right—help us because
they convey information and reduce the sphere of uncertainty. Entrepreneurs may not
know the future demand of their product, but they do know that the laws that protect
their property are not likely to change much. They can plan for the future when they
know how much their tax rate is likely to be, and what the interest rate is that finances
their venture. But what if those are subject to change too? We’ll see in chapter 16 that an
entrepreneur’s expectations on interest rates play a critical role in estimating returns on
investment. In chapter 12 we’ll learn how interest rates are affected by inflation. But as
Milton Friedman says, inflation is “always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon.”
So our current chapter must explain this most curious institution—that of money. When
money works well, we hardly think about it. It just is. But when it doesn’t work well,
such is in hyperinflationary Zimbabwe in 2008 or Venezuela in 2019, commerce in the
native currency comes to a complete standstill. So what is money? And how does money
go from being something that works well to something that curtails economic activity?
That is what we will learn about in this chapter.

THE ORIGIN OF MONEY: THE MOST MARKETABLE
COMMODITY
After Creation and the Fall, Adam and Eve
had children who began their God-given
[Specialization in production:]
task of subduing the earth. In Genesis 4, we
Cain was “a tiller of the
find that Cain and Abel are the first recorded
ground” while Abel was a
children. There were obviously many others,
“keeper of the flocks.”
as apparently Cain had already married one
of his sisters (v.17) and was concerned, after
his punishment from God, that others might kill him (his siblings or their offspring).
But in this initial rude environment we already see specialization in production; Cain
was “a tiller of the ground” while Abel was a “keeper of the flocks.”
Bartering: exchange of one
good for another directly,
without using money.

In this simple, two-good economy, if Cain wanted sheep he could trade with Abel. Abel
could likewise do the reverse. They would have to engage in a bargaining or bartering
process to determine the appropriate exchange rate. How many bushels of corn are
worth one sheep? Ultimately it would be decided by the marginal utility for each
increment of the goods up for exchange. The marginal utility of the sheep would have to
be less than the marginal utility of corn for Abel to be willing to trade, while the reverse
would be the case for Cain. For a voluntary exchange to take place, both parties must
benefit—but not necessarily equally. Since sheep are very difficult to divide, an exchange
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rate would likely be in terms of one sheep. Of course we have no way of knowing from
the text whether Adam, as the patriarch, simply set a rate or whether their combined
output was kept as a common familial pool. Fortunately, we don’t need detailed
understanding for our main point—the cost of negotiating exchange is relatively low in a
two-good world.
Of course as the population expanded and more goods became available, trading would
become much more complicated. After Cain fled from killing Abel, his descendants
began making musical instruments, and Tubal-cain was “the forger of all implements of
bronze and iron.” By Noah’s time (at the latest), we see an understanding of construction
techniques and wood craftsmanship—albeit with divine direction. Imagine being a
shepherd in that early time and wanting to round out your household with musical
instruments. You might go to Jubal to buy a lyre or a pipe. You have to hope that Jubal
wants a sheep. What if he doesn’t? Or what if a lyre really isn’t worth a whole sheep and
you really don’t want to cut one in half? What if he wants grain instead? So now you have
to track down someone who has grain, arrange a trade of sheep for grain, and then go
back to Jubal. What if whoever sells grain doesn’t want your sheep but wants a table? So
now you have to find a carpenter…etc.

Double coincidence of
wants: the necessary
condition for trade to take
place in a world without
money; what each person
has for trade must be
wanted by the other for a
trade to take place.

Money: the most
marketable commodity.

As you can see, we have a significant problem to overcome once more products and
possibilities of exchange come about. For an exchange to take place we have to have a
double coincidence of wants —what one party has for trade must be what the other
party to the exchange wants. As tradable opportunities increase, the double coincidence
of wants problem becomes increasingly difficult. To overcome this problem, traders will
tend to exchange for a good or commodity that everyone wants. If most everyone wants
it, then you trade your product for that commodity, and then use that commodity to
purchase other goods.
So what is this “most marketable commodity” that serves as money ? Historically
precious metals have been the most common choice for societies, but many other goods
have functioned as well: tobacco, cows, shells, beads, etc. In World War II prisoner of
war (POW) camps, cigarettes were the most marketable commodity and became the
unofficial money of POWs . Gold and silver were the historic choices of free markets. In
our chapter introduction we learned that silver was the commodity standard that was
widely used in commercial activity in Abraham’s time.
It is important to note that no central direction or government is required to get society
to coalesce on a single monetary standard. Rather, it is in every individual’s self-interest
to seek out and trade for that item which is most highly valued by all other potential
trading partners. In his text Principles of Economics , the great economist and father of
neoclassical economics, Carl Menger, identifies this as a critical feature of money…
As each economizing individual becomes increasingly more aware of
his economic interest, he is led by this interest, without any agreement,
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without legislative compulsion, and even without regard to the
public interest, to give his commodities in exchange for other, more
saleable, commodities, even if he does not need them for any immediate
consumption purpose. With economic progress, therefore, we can
everywhere observe the phenomenon of a certain number of goods,
especially those that are easily saleable at a given time and place, becoming
under the powerful influence of custom, acceptable to everyone in trade,
and thus capable of being given in exchange for any other commodity.
(Page 260)

ATTRIBUTES OF MONEY
So what makes one commodity better suited to serve as money than others? Is there any
one, “best” kind of money? Let us review the attributes of money to help answer this.
First, as was mentioned earlier, if one wants to use a cow as money, it forces larger trades
as the value of a cow is perhaps greater than other items that might be desired, such as
an apple. A “good” money will be divisible, so one can divide the commodity to the level
necessary to consummate the trade. The attribute of divisibility makes live animals a less
likely option to be chosen as the monetary standard.
Money must also be durable to allow it to be handled over and over through multiple
exchanges without damage. This suggests eggs would not be a particularly good choice
to use as money. Likewise, fresh milk might not be the best choice. Gold coins in the
U.S. (American Eagles) are not 24k gold, but rather 22k with copper and silver added
to provide a harder coin that will be more durable for a given weight of gold. The U.S.
Treasury has, for years, been trying to get the American people to accept and use a $1
coin to get rid of paper $1 bills. The paper bills wear out quite fast while $1 coins would
last many years. Unfortunately for the Treasury, Americans seem to like their dollar bills
(or more likely, dislike dollar coins!) and so it costs the Treasury more money to make
the bills.
A commodity must also be scarce such that it is not easily reproducible. For instance, if
corn were to become the official currency tomorrow, what do you think would happen
the next spring? You bet—there would be a “back to nature” gardening renaissance, and
no tomatoes would be grown! People would grow their own money. Once the corn was
harvested, we would see a massive inflation as the new corn money would bid up prices.
A commodity whose supply is fairly stable is ideal. Since gold is very difficult to get out
of the ground, it was historically a good choice. It is true that gold and silver discoveries
in the Americas as well as new mining techniques occasionally resulted in large
increases in the money supply (and therefore prices), yet these were small in comparison
to inflation variability after the gold standard was dropped.
Money should also be easily transportable to allow commerce over larger markets. For
convenience, money should have a high worth relative to size/weight. Imagine if cows
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were the most marketable commodity; what a pain it would be whenever you wanted
to go to the store! Obviously markets historically dealt with this by creating money
substitutes that functioned as a claim on real money. Even gold is something you may
not want to carry around due to threat of robbery, and large quantities can be quite
heavy. Historically, paper claims to money in a bank were circulated rather than the
actual gold (certainly large amounts). Likewise, a paper claim could represent a cow or
anything else.
The quality of money should be easily recognizable so that “experts” aren’t required to
support every market transaction. For coins, mints sprung up to ensure a consistent
monetary quality. Gold itself is denser than most other metals, so it is more difficult to
counterfeit. A “bite” test could be used in an exchange to verify if a coin was real gold;
gold-plated lead coins (similar density to gold) would be soft enough to leave imprints of
a bite.
The commodity that had the best combination of these features would become the most
marketable, and thus became the monetary standard. No human central direction was
necessary, only the combined free choices of many market participants. While we don’t
know what the ideal would be today, we know two things. First, gold and silver were the
two most commonly chosen forms of money. Second, we know that no people ever freely
chose a fiat standard of paper money. The evolution of money into a fiat standard was
indirect, with paper money initially representing a claim on commodity money. States
initially would make paper currency legal tender (where it has to be accepted in trade
by law). And after a period of time, the population would become habituated to paper
dollars, allowing the state to eliminate any link to a precious metal. Unfortunately, we
also know a final fact—historically the value of all paper (fiat) money goes to zero. Are
you curious how that compares to commodity money? You’ll see in a moment.

ATTRIBUTES OF MONEY:
1. Divisible
2. Durable
3. Scarce
4. Transportable

FUNCTIONS OF MONEY
Medium of exchange: the
primary function of money
as an institution: money
is exchanged for goods
in markets, eliminating
the high transaction costs
associated with bartering.

Ok, now we know what a “good” money is like, but what do we want money for? Of
course you say we want it to spend, but I think we can be a little more precise than that!
Money fulfills four commonly understood and distinct functions.
The most common is the way we use money most of the time, as a medium of
exchange. Whenever we go into a store and make a purchase, we are using money to
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enable exchange. By avoiding bartering, money saves us a tremendous amount of time
and therefore reduces transaction costs. Of course, we may still negotiate on the money
price, but we will not negotiate what the method of payment will be. When Abraham
was purchasing land for Sarah’s burial place from the sons of Heth, he was using money
as a medium of exchange. He negotiated the amount but not the form of payment.
Store of value: Money
is considered a store of
value because its role as a
medium of exchange can
be both now as well as in
the future. When held for its
future purchasing power,
money is a store of value.

Money also is a store of value, and enables us to delay immediate consumption and
maintain future purchasing power. We noted earlier that money must be durable; in
part it must be durable to fulfill this store of value function. This suggests that money
must be valuable not only today, but should be valuable in the future as well. There is
no such thing as an objective value that we can assign to money over time; it will always
be subjectively valued and therefore susceptible to change. But we do know that some
things of value have historically changed more dramatically than others. In Luke 15 ,
Jesus tells the parable of the lost coin. In this parable, the woman has ten coins and loses
one, and she diligently searches until she finds it. In this parable, she is using the silver
coin as a store of value.
We see money used a different way in Matthew 17:24-26:
After Jesus and his disciples arrived in Capernaum, the collectors of the
two-drachma temple tax came to Peter and asked, “Doesn’t your teacher
pay the temple tax?” 25“Yes, he does,” he replied. When Peter came into the
house, Jesus was the first to speak. “What do you think, Simon?” he asked.
“From whom do the kings of the earth collect duty and taxes—from their
own children or from others?” 26“From others,” Peter answered. “Then the
children are exempt,” Jesus said to him. 27“But so that we may not cause
offense, go to the lake and throw out your line. Take the first fish you catch;
open its mouth and you will find a four-drachma coin. Take it and give it
to them for my tax and yours.”
24

Unit of account: Money
serves as a unit of account
by providing a common way
to compare different goods
in terms of their price.

Standard of deferred
payment: Money facilitates
transactions across time
by providing a standard
for (or format of) what the
final payment in the future
will be.

In this case, money is functioning as a unit of account. There is a standard defined for
payment in terms of money. Everyone is able to calculate what they owe for the tax, and
plan on it. The unit of account also helps us plan by providing a basis of comparison for
differing goods that are exchanged for money, since the unit of account is a common
reference between differing goods.
Finally, money can serve as a standard of deferred payment. If I borrow $100 from you
today, I have to pay it back (if I am not wicked—for the wicked borrow and do not repay).
But what do I repay? For now we’ll defer the question of interest—this is just a question
of what we will repay with. We could repay in cows, tobacco, or lawn mowing services.
But ordinarily we expect to be paid back with money. In the US, we like the little green
pieces of paper with pictures of dead presidents on them (or better yet, dead inventors like
Ben Franklin!). We expect this because money is the standard of deferred payment.
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It is important to note that the other functions of money besides the medium of
exchange (store of value, unit of account, standard of deferred payment) all arise only
because of money’s use as the medium of exchange. It is only because money is accepted
in payment for goods that it can function as a store of value, or that the price unit
associated with money allows comparison of differing goods (unit of account), or that
people would accept it in the future (standard of deferred payment). Money’s function as
a medium of exchange therefore drives all its other uses.

FUNCTIONS OF MONEY:
1. Medium of Exchange
2. Store of Value
3. Unit of Account
4. Standard of Deferred Payment

MONEY CREATION
Given what we’ve said about attributes and functions of money, how could people
possibly choose to use little pieces of paper—or even more surprising, electronic digits—
as money? This is a long and somewhat complicated story, so let’s get started! First,
consider Figure 11.1 . Let’s say I owe you $5 from an earlier loan, and we agreed that the
standard of deferred payment was in U.S. legal tender currency. You have at least the four
options shown. They are all $5 legal tender; do you have a preference? Well, for sheer
convenience you probably would prefer the $5 bill—fits nicely in your wallet or purse and is
recognized (and accepted) by everyone. But does it offer the same value as the other choices?
You’ve probably seen and maybe even spent an Eisenhower
dollar. It is a bit bulky but a little unique to have and spend.
But it’s not especially rare; it certainly has no collectability
status as a rare coin would. How about a Silver Eagle? Have
you ever seen one? If you had one, would you want to spend
it in a store? Why not? And then the wildcard, the little guy,
the tiny 1/10oz Gold Eagle, which is about the size of a dime.
Would you spend this at Dairy Queen? I hope not!

Figure 11.1, How Do You Want Your $5? Let’s say you have

your pick of four options to receive $5 of official U.S. government
currency. Which would you choose: 5 U.S. Silver Eagles which
are each $1 legal tender, a $5 bill, a 1/10-oz Gold Eagle coin
which is $5 legal tender, or 5 U.S. Eisenhower dollar coins?
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Once we get to the Silver and Gold Eagles, I hope you have
an idea that it’s perhaps not the best option to spend these
as money, even though they are legal tender for their stated
value. These coins consist of precious metals, and their
metallic content greatly exceeds their legal tender value. In
2020, for example, a Silver Eagle would exchange for $23.40,
while a 1/10 oz. Gold Eagle would exchange for $230. If you
do want to spend your Gold Eagle at the corner store, please
take me along and I’ll give you $20 for it!
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Fiat money: a money
that has no inherent use
or value other than its
monetary function, which
is declared by “fiat,” or the
order of the sovereign.

So why would anyone willingly change from a commodity standard to a fiat money?
A detailed answer is beyond the scope of this text, but some history is helpful to
understand both our current monetary system as well as some of the problems we have
today with the boom/bust business cycle. In the beginning of the chapter we outlined
that money would be the most marketable commodity, usually chosen to be gold. Gold
has the marvelous attribute of high value for a given weight, and similarly, it is very
heavy (dense) for a given size. So, historically, it would not necessarily be convenient to
carry around, both from the physical weight of the metal as well as at risk from theft.
To overcome these problems, goldsmiths would offer secure storage of gold for a small
fee. A goldsmith had to have a secure storage facility for his own gold; he could make
additional room available to customers for a fee. The goldsmith would give the depositor
a receipt for the gold that he held on deposit for a customer. So if you were a customer
and wanted to buy something, you could go down to the goldsmith and exchange your
receipt for physical gold, and then take the gold and make your purchase. Often the
recipient of that gold would then take it back to the same goldsmith for secure storage
and get his own receipt in exchange. It didn’t take long for everyone to realize this is a lot
of work for nothing, and soon the receipts for warehouse gold would be traded directly,
avoiding the need for the physical gold to ever leave the vault.
Then, a “funny” thing happened. The goldsmith realized he had all this gold just sitting
idly. Seems like a complete waste to just…sit there. “Maybe I can loan out a small part
of it at interest, since the likelihood of everyone wanting all their money back at the
same time is extremely low,” thinks the goldsmith. So he loans it out. Pretty soon other
goldsmiths do the same, and they begin to compete for the gold so they can loan it out at
interest. Competition for the gold leads to the elimination of storage fees as goldsmiths
offer better deals to depositors to store their money with them. Depending on the
prevailing interest rates that gold loans made, the depositors might even earn a little
interest. For example, if the goldsmith could loan the money out at 6% interest, he might
be able to pay 2% interest in addition to eliminating storage fees. The 4% “spread” would
pay for his workers and the cost of security, etc., in addition to his profit.1
This seems like a marvelous win-win for everybody. Depositors’ fees go away and the
goldsmiths make money. What could be the problem? Well, there is only one slight
problem. Money gives us command over resources, and when money is being used both
as a store of value (for the depositor) and as a means of exchange (by the borrower), we
have two people using the same money. This is the origin of fractional reserve banking,
where a bank only keeps a fraction of its total deposits on reserve and loans out the rest.
We’ll expand on this later, but for now we just need to understand there are two people
using the same money. Both of them think they “own” a particular amount of gold, while
it is of course impossible for both of them to get it at the same time.
So prior to the goldsmith loaning out the gold (by issuing additional receipts for the
same gold—the original counterfeiting), we had a fixed amount of gold in a society for
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the overall support of commerce to include all the functions
of money (including store of value). Imagine that the
goldsmiths loaned out all the gold; that is, printed counterfeit
gold receipts for all the gold in their safes. We now would
have twice the claims on real resources than we had before,
but the amount of goods and services stays the same. So
prices would begin to be bid up as consumers would use
the receipts to exchange for goods and services. Businesses
would respond to the increased demand by moving up their
supply curves and charging more, as seen in Figure 11.2.
Business would be booming and suppliers would be happy,
but consumers would be unhappy with rising prices. So the
first problem we see is an increase in prices.

The other aspect of this problem will illustrate the bigger
issue. When the goldsmith issues additional warehouse
can imagine that an increase in total warehouse receipts in an
receipts, he is committing a fraud. He is legally obligating
economy would operate similarly to a shift in demand curve for
all goods/services due to an increase in income. In this setting,
himself to surrender real gold on demand to the parties that
prices would rise while quantities would increase.
hold the receipt. This he obviously cannot do—at least to all
parties. He is counting on his fraud not being discovered, since seldom do all parties decide to
redeem their warehouse receipts at once. But when they do, he will surely be found out.
Figure 11.2, Increase Warehouse Receipts for Gold. We

Nervous depositors may even precipitate the crisis with a bank run, where all depositors
demand their money back at once. Does this ever happen? Have you ever watched It’s a
Wonderful Life? Watch this short scene:

The Bank Run

Now as much as we love the movie’s hero, George Bailey, he doesn’t really seem to
understand the fraud he has committed. The reason he has a problem is precisely
because he has promised two people the use of the same money; a promise that cannot
be kept. Like most sins in life, it doesn’t particularly matter that “everyone (all bankers)
does (do) it.” It’s still fraud. Is it possible to have fractional reserve banking without
fraud? Perhaps, but then your money in the bank would be “savings” and not a “demand
deposit.” This problem is identical to that of the goldsmith, the earlier version of the
modern fractional reserve banker. And this is not limited to black and white movies, as
if we’ve solved the problem. We still have fractional reserve banking and therefore we
still have financial crises and bank runs. The latest example was during the Northern
Rock bank panic in England in 2007.
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FRAUD!
FRACTIONAL RESERVE VS. FREE BANKING
There are a whole host of economists who argue that fractional reserve banking is
immoral, since it makes promises that cannot be kept. Murray Rothbard’s arguments
are at the forefront; see his text Man, Economy & State (Chapter 11, p. 800) for one example.
Gary North is a Christian economist who says essentially the same thing .
In the 2nd best world we live in, a free banking system that could include fractional reserves
would be a drastic improvement over current monetary arrangements. Economists George
Selgin and Larry White have shown theoretically and historically how free banking mitigates
inflationary and business cycle risk. For Selgin and White, the problem is not fractional
reserve banking per se, but fractional reserve banking that is unconstrained by having a
central bank to enable excessive lending. Regarding fraud, if depositors were fully informed
that they were indeed surrendering their money with no certainty of payment on demand, the
problem of fraud is avoided. Basically, we would officially eliminate the concept of demand
deposit—unless people wanted to purchase a safety deposit box. Under free banking, maybe
we just need a big sign in every bank:

WARNING: WE PRACTICE FRACTIONAL RESERVE BANKING—DEPOSIT
AT YOUR OWN RISK!
In terms of a “first best world,” there would be no fractional reserve banking; as
practiced, it only leads to inflation and financial system instability (at least when
combined with central banks—see “Fraud!” example). Further, God warns against
fraud, and money tampering is repeatedly condemned. Recall that one of the primary
functions of money is that of a unit of account: the measuring of how pricing should
take place. Imagine a world where the physical measurements of weights and lengths
were variable. What havoc would it wreak if the engineer could not reference a common
standard to build to? I wouldn’t want to drive across the bridge he or she built. It is the
same way with money; for financial calculation we need a common standard. There is
always a benefit to those committing the initial fraud, and God gives his condemnation
in Deuteronomy 25:15 and Proverbs 20:10 . The Lord detests differing weights and
measures.
In Old Testament times, the merchant would have scales to weigh both the commodity
being sold and the metal used in payment. The merchant might try to be dishonest
and have differing weights and measures to obtain more profit from the consumer. The
merchant might have more familiarity with weights and measures (since he used them
daily) and thus more of an opportunity to exploit the consumer. North suggests God’s
repeated strong condemnation of false weights and measures is due to the merchant in
effect saying God is an unjust ruler; God won’t punish me for this sin. A just king would
prohibit this type of fraud, and since God doesn’t, he is an unjust King. Of course that is
not true, and may be the reason for God’s repeated condemnation of this crime. In any
case, God is against one person exploiting another through fraud, as false weights and
measures are.
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The fraud committed by goldsmiths is no different from the historic debauchery of
sovereigns. No ruler or government likes to impose taxes since, for some strange reason,
the people don’t seem to like to pay them. They get angry and sometimes rebel against
the rulers. So taxes are problematic. But citizens do like public works spending, and
kings historically like to wage war. So how do you pay for this if you are afraid to raise
taxes? When you conquer other peoples you may be able to exact tribute from them to
support your empire, but that is not always an available option. So kings do what kings
historically do best. First, they arrogate to themselves the exclusive privilege to coin
money. They next demand tax payments in their own minted currency, and then pass
legal tender laws making acceptance of their coinage a legal requirement for all citizens.
Once this legal requirement was institutionalized, the temptation was just too great to
pass up—mixing in just a bit of base metals with the precious metals in circulation.
Sometimes kings wouldn’t just mix a little; especially brazen (and revenue desperate)
sovereigns would occasionally engage in “epic” debauchery. Economists Carmine
Reinhart and Ken Rogoff note that King Henry VIII debased the British pound by
83% of its silver content in just a few years. Later governments took as great as 50%
debasement in a given year (Rinehart and Rogoff, This Time is Different: Eight Centuries
of Financial Folly, 2009, pp. 175-179). Even earlier periods of inflation, or currency
debauchery, were well known to the ancient Israelites, such that God could use currency
debauchery for a spiritual illustration. In Isaiah 1:22 (see example box), God suggested to
the Israelites that their silver had become dross, equating their spiritual condition with
the wicked monetary practices of sovereign kings.
ETHICAL BEHAVIOR IS SCARCE
ISAIAH 1:22
“Your silver has become dross, Your drink diluted with
water.”
As we note in this chapter, a “good” money will be scarce. Too much
money breaks down the monetary order and takes a society back
to barter. Yet sinful man is always after something for nothing, and
counterfeiting has been around as long as there has been money.
Governments have been at the forefront of this fraud as they have
historically outlawed private production of money and arrogated to
the state the right to print or coin money. Early governments often
had the temptation to add base metals to the precious metal coins
(dross to the silver) to allow increased spending without taxation
(private mints, where allowed, had similar temptations). The Roman
Empire saw this in abundance prior to its ultimate fall. In Isaiah,
God notes that ethical rebellion is often coincident with monetary
mischief, as well as leaders who are only interested in a bribe and not
pursuing justice for widows and orphans.
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The early goldsmiths later became what
we now know as banks. They could issue
additional “warehouse receipts,” (i.e., claims
against the gold stock in their bank), in
excess of what they had. If they issued more
than the public wanted, the public could
redeem for precious metals. If too many
redeemed, the bank would fail (depending
on the level of capital the bank had). Many
banks would group together and sometimes
aid against bank runs by a collaborative
clearing house arrangement, but this wasn’t
completely effective. First, not all banks
were in the arrangement, and second,
when one bank failed, depositors of other
institutions might suspect theirs would
fail and the contagion could spread. Most
countries ultimately established a central
bank to ostensibly avoid this, since the
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central bank acts as the “lender of last resort.” If a banking run occurred in the U.S. for
example, the bank could appeal to the Federal Reserve to provide additional currency
to meet withdrawals. Since the Federal Reserve can print an unlimited quantity of
currency, any individual bank run is not important.
LENDER OF LAST RESORT—TO WHOM?
“But it must be admitted that it is almost certain that by far the most
powerful reason leading to the maintenance of Government intervention in
the banking sphere, at a time when it was on the decline in other industries, was
that power over the issue of paper money, whether such power is direct or indirect,
is an exceedingly welcome weapon in the armoury of State finance.”
-Vera Smith, Rationale of Central Banking

When the U.S. was under a gold and silver standard, the Fed was obligated to redeem
its currency for precious metals. Thus there was some limit to monetary expansion;
if the overall system expanded too much, people would demand gold and silver and
those reserves would exit the system. Consequently, prices were effectively stable during
the gold standard period prior to the creation of the Federal Reserve in 1913. The U.S.
abandoned the gold standard in 1933 (for individual redemptions), and completely
in 1971 (to include international trading partners). Since that time, prices have risen
dramatically as shown in Figure 11.3.
Figure 11.3, Consumer Price
Index Growth. [Consumer Price
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research, stlouisfed.org.] As
measured by the CPI, data from the
Federal Reserve show that the dollar
has lost approximately 96% of its
value since the Fed was established
almost 100 years ago. In the 100
years prior (1813-1913), the value of
the dollar was stable (inflation during
wars, gentle deflation otherwise).
Note the especially large rise after
the U.S. fully abandoned the gold
standard in 1971.

FRACTIONAL RESERVE BANKING EXPLAINED
With the creation of central banks, the banks in effect become a cartel and are protected
from the disciplinary nature of bank runs, since the central bank can always loan them
currency to meet any withdrawal requirements. As long as the banks inflate at the same
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rate, they can loan out far more money than they have in their vault, creating money
“out of thin air” as you may hear critics claim.
How does this work? Well, first imagine that you need a small loan—say $20. If you go
to your parents, your Mom or Dad may open their purse or wallet and see how much
money they have. If they have enough and agree with what you want to spend the money
on, they’ll fork it over. When you earn some money later, you’ll be expected to pay it back
if they loaned you, rather than just giving you the $20. You may have an idea that a bank
loan works the same way. Unfortunately, it decidedly does NOT work this way.
Let’s say you go into the bank and request a loan of $30,000 to buy a 2020 Camaro SS.
The loan officer will consider the purchase (what asset will be backing the loan?), and
your income level (can you pay the loan back?). If the car is a good enough investment
and you put enough down so that you are not likely to walk away from the loan, they
will loan you the money. The decision to loan you the money may be because you put
an additional $10,000 to the loan amount because the model you want is loaded with
options, and you have a good job such that you can easily make the payments. What is
different from how your parents loaned you $20? What step is missing?

The bank doesn’t have to
have money to loan; they
have the power to create
money “out of thin air,” so
to speak.

If you were careful, you saw that Mom or Dad had to look in their purse
or wallet prior to giving you the money. They didn’t just assume they had
it, and more importantly, they knew they couldn’t create it. The bank,
however, never has to do that step. Most of us assume that when we ask
for a loan, the bank has some money in their vaults waiting to be loaned.
We also implicitly assume that this money is from someone else’s prior
savings. But this is usually not the case. The bank doesn’t have to have money
to loan; they have the power to create money “out of thin air,” so to speak.

The banker doesn’t see this as how it happens, of course, but it happens nonetheless.
What does the banker see? We first need to have a little bit of accounting terminology to
explain. As we mentioned previously, one of the major innovations that led to economic
growth was the advent of double entry accounting, where every financial transaction
occurs as both a credit and debit (or assets and liabilities) to a firm. Having accounting
transactions on both sides of the ledger, so to speak, reduces possibility of error since you
sum both sides, and the difference between assets (what you own) and liabilities (what
you owe) equals the owner’s equity. Don’t worry too much about this now; the point
is that the banker keeps track of assets and liabilities in the form of a T account, and
every transaction has both an asset aspect and a liability aspect. For those familiar with
accounting, you can think of a T-account as a simplified version of an overall balance
sheet, which would list every asset and liability that a bank had. In our T-accounts, we
will simply look at a change to an account that we assume starts from a state of balance.
Let’s say I want to borrow $1,000 from the bank. The bank’s T account will look like
Figure 11.4. When they approve my loan, they credit my checking account with $1,000,
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THE FEDERAL RESERVE
AKA “THE FED”
The Federal Reserve is the central bank of the United States of America. Most countries have a central bank; ours
is simply known as the “Fed.” The Fed is the banker’s bank, but also the U.S. government’s bank. Created in 1913, the Fed
is delegated responsibility for monetary policy by the U.S. Congress, but it is not an official agency of the U.S. government.
The Federal Reserve consists of 12 regional banks, but the real policy is decided by its Board of Governors. The members
of the Board of Governors are all appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The private banks are
represented with rotating voting positions on the Fed’s monetary policy committee, the Federal Open Market Committee,
but the political appointees outnumber them.
Many people are concerned that the Fed is actually owned by private banks. Most economists are much less concerned
about who owns the Fed than with the ill effects of the Fed’s policies. The Fed enables all banks to expand their balance
sheets significantly faster than a free banking system would, which results in higher consumer prices. Further, many
critics suggest that the Fed has done more damage than it has helped , and indeed, there is consensus among economists
that the Fed at least exacerbated the Great Depression (if not causing it outright) and the Fed was certainly at least
complicit in the 2008-2009 financial crisis with their easy money policy enabling the mortgage bubble.

which is a liability to the bank, and is seen in the right hand column of Figure 11.4.
However, they have my guarantee to pay back the loan, which is an asset in their loan
portfolio (seen in the left column). The sum of the change in their assets and liabilities
equals zero, so it’s easy for an individual banker to think he or she didn’t create any
money; but there is now $1,000 purchasing power in the economy that wasn’t there
before, while the physical goods and services in the economy haven’t changed.

Bank T-Account
Assets

Liabilities

Loan

Checking Account

$1000

$1000

Figure 11.4, Bank T-Account. When a bank loans $1000 to a

customer, they create a liability of $1000 by depositing $1000
in the customer’s checking account. At the same time, they have
an asset in their loan portfolio of $1000. The sum of their assets
and liabilities equals zero, so they think, “What new money?”
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While it’s true that the assets and the liabilities balance,
notice that the checking account gives me purchasing power
today, while I only have to pay back purchasing power in the
future! It is this element of time that causes the problem.
Let’s mentally think through what would happen if I asked
for (and received) a $22 trillion loan. Yes, it’s absurd; but the
absurdity will illustrate the point. When the bank credits my
account with $22T, there is now twice the purchasing power
as the economy previously had, but no additional goods
and services. It should be obvious that when I try to spend
the $22T, along with the rest of the U.S. economy’s $22T
(approximately equal to the 2019 annual U.S. output), that
twice the dollars chasing the same amount of goods is going
to lead to significant inflation. The price level will roughly
double in the final equilibrium (we will ignore any changes
due to expections and how much cash people are willing to
hold in an inflationary environment).
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Federal funds market:
an interbank market where
banks with excess reserves
loan to those banks with
insufficient reserves
overnight. The interest
rate that is charged is the
federal funds rate, and the
Federal Reserve targets this
interest rate in conducting
monetary policy.
High powered money:
currency and reserves
provided to the banking
system by the Federal
Reserve (also known as
the Monetary Base). This is
often called high-powered
since these reserves can be
multiplied to create broader
money that circulates in the
economy.

So what stops a bank from loaning me $22T? Well, I wasn’t completely thorough in my
explanation that banks don’t have to worry about checking their vault prior to issuing
me a loan. According to our current banking regulations, banks must keep a fraction of
the deposits that they would like to loan out available as reserves—set at 10% for most
banks. But on a normal sized loan, they really don’t have to check their vaults; if they
don’t have enough cash on hand to meet the 10% requirement, they can borrow from
other banks from the federal funds market. If for some reason that is not an option
(e.g., heightened stress in the financial markets), they can also borrow the reserves from
the Federal Reserve directly. Since the rate of interest they pay on the fed funds market is
generally much lower than what my loan interest rate would be, it still makes sense.
With this background, let’s see how the money creation process works by assuming
the Federal Reserve initially buys securities from the Bank of the USA. When the Fed
does this, they provide $1,000 of high powered money into the banking system. As
we go through the banking process below, we’ll see why it’s called high powered money.
Bank of the USA (BUSA) will initially see their T-account adjust as in Figure 11.5, with
securities going down while bank reserves go up. Given that reserves don’t pay much
interest, does the bank want to hold these additional reserves?
Usually a bank will sell an interest bearing security in order to invest in other more
profitable investments such as loans to customers. If we assume the bank doesn’t want
to hold any excess reserves, they will loan out the $1,000 in excess reserves, with their
final T-account looking like Figure 11.6. The first step in the money multiplication
process is the creation of $1,000 of checkable deposits—newly created money courtesy of
additional reserves from the Fed.

Bank of the USA

Bank of the USA
Assets

Liabilities

Securities

Securities

Checking Account

-$1000

-$1000

+$1000

Reserves

Reserves

Assets

Liabilities

+$1000

+$1000
Loans

+$1000
Figure 11.5, Bank of the USA T-Account. When the

Figure 11.6, Bank of the USA T-Account. To make the

Fed purchases $1000 of securities from Bank of the
USA, their asset composition changes by adding to
reserves while subtracting from securities.

optimal return on their assets, Bank of the USA can lend
out up to their excess reserves. This creates an asset of
a loan and a liability of the checking account.
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Of course it doesn’t
stop there; no one
borrows money from
the bank in order to
just leave the money
in his or her checking
account—one would
intend to spend it on
something. Assume
I received the loan of
$1,000. When I get
the loan, I go spend
it at Best Buy on a
new television for my
basement. The initial
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result can be seen in Figure 11.7. When Best Buy deposits my check at their bank, the
Bank of Narnia (BON), the BON will send the check to the Fed, who will credit their
account with $1,000 of reserves (an asset), while subtracting $1,000 of reserves from the
BUSA’s account with the Fed. The BON now also has a liability because they credit Best
Buy’s checking account with $1,000.

Bank of the USA

Bank of Narnia

Assets

Assets

Liabilities

Securities

Reserves

Checking Account

-$1000

+$1000

+$1000

Liabilities

Loans

+$1000

Figure 11.7, First Wave of Money Creation. When Best Buy cashes my check with their bank, the Bank of Narnia (BON), the BON’s reserves and

liabilities both increase the same amount, in this case $1000. Meanwhile, Bank of USA sees their initial portfolio of securities ultimately transformed
into loans.

Banks exist to make money for their shareholders, and excess reserves have historically
not paid interest (although this changed in 2008 due to the financial crisis—nevertheless,
we will assume no interest is paid on reserves for this analysis). So non-interest earning
money as part of a bank’s assets does little for their bottom line. Since the banking
regulations only require them to keep 10% reserves, BON only needs to keep $100
as reserves to back the $1,000 liability of Best Buy’s checking account. So they will
optimally want to loan out $900 since they can make interest on the $900 loan. After
they do that, their T-Account will look like Figure 11.8. The Federal Reserve will take
$900 in reserves from the Bank of Narnia (as we saw in Figure 11.8), and they will add
them to the reserves of the Bank of Texas, as in Figure 11.9. As before, sitting on idle
excess reserves will usually not be a profit maximizing strategy, so they will loan much
of it out, legally up to $810, keeping $90 (10% of $900) as the required reserves. The
final Bank of Texas (BOT) T-Account is seen in Figure 11.10 (we’ve left out the initial
increase in assets and liabilities that we saw on the top half of Figure 11.8; for the rest of
the T-accounts we’ll go straight to the final outcome).
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Bank of Narnia (Initial)
Assets

Liabilities

Reserves

+$1000
Loans

Bank of Narnia (Final)
Assets

Liabilities

Checking Account

Reserves

Checking Account

+$1000
+$900

+$100

+$1000

+$900

Loans

+$900

Figure 11.8, Bank of Narnia T-Account-Interim and Final. To make the optimal return on their assets, Bank of Texas can lend all of their excess

reserves ($900), increasing their assets and liabilities by $900. Once whoever borrowed the money spends it, BON’s reserves will decrease by
$900 (and their $900 checkable deposit liability eliminated) leaving only the required 10% of their checkable deposit liability ($100).

Bank of Texas

Bank of Texas

Assets

Liabilities

Assets

Liabilities

Reserves

Checking Account

Reserves

Checking Account

+$900

+$900

+$90

+$900

Loans

+$810

Figure 11.9, Bank of Texas T-Account. When Dell Computer

cashes the check with their bank, the Bank of Texas, the bank’s
reserves and liabilities both increase the same amount, in this
case $900.

Figure 11.10, Bank of the Texas T-Account-Final. Bank of

Texas will loan out up to 90% of their checkable deposits, or
$810.

The loan from BOT might have been given to Steve, who will purchase a new Miller
welder for his auto body shop. Miller Welding will take his $810 check and deposit
it in the Bank of Wisconsin as in Figure 11.11. This results in an additional $810 of
checkable deposits, or new money, into the economy courtesy of the Fed’s initial $1,000.
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Bank of Wisconsin
Assets

Liabilities

Reserves

Checking Account

+$810

+$810

We now have $1,000 + $900 + $810, or $2,710 in checking
accounts. But we are not done yet. This process can just keep
going and going, with the next loan being for $729 (90% of
$810), then $656.10, then $590.49, etc. At each one of these
banking steps, additional money is being created when
money is loaned out and, therefore, additional purchasing
power. But this new additional purchasing power comes
without an increase in real goods and services. The fact
that investments made based on these loans may provide
additional goods and services in the future does not help
with inflation today. When new money chases the existing
stock of goods and services, prices will rise.

So how much new money was created? Well, as the banking
system creates an overall level of new money with additional
Figure 11.11, Bank of Wisconsin T-Account. When Miller
reserves, we can define the money multiplier as the ratio
Welding cashes Steve’s check with their bank, the Bank of
Wisconsin, the bank’s reserves and liabilities both increase the
of the money supply to the monetary base (or high powered
same amount, in this case $810.
money). Theoretically, this multiplier can be as high as the
inverse of the required reserve ratio, or 10 (reciprocal of 10%, or 1/10). So if an initial
Money multiplier: the ratio
of the money supply to the
increase in Federal Reserve high powered base money is $1,000, then it will support
monetary base.
(potentially) up to $10,000 of new money, as seen in Figure 11.12. Hopefully you can
see why we call the monetary base “high powered money.” Banking system reserves

Multiple Deposit Expansion:
Initial Federal Reserve Increase of $1000 in Banking System Reserves
Bank

Increase in
Deposits ($)

Bank of USA

Increase in
Loans ($)

Increase in
Reserves ($)

0

1000

0

1000

900

100

Bank of Texas

900

810

90

Bank of Wisconsin

810

729

81

Next Bank

729

656.10

72.9

Bank of Narnia

And the process keeps going ...
Total

10000

10000

1000

Figure 11.12, Summary of Multiple Deposit Expansion Process. After the Federal Reserve initially increases reserves by $1000 (in this case by

purchasing $1000 of securities from Bank of USA), Bank USA finds itself with $1000 of reserves that don’t return very much, so it is profitable to
loan it out. This $1000 will be spent into the economy and may end up deposited at the Bank of Narnia. Since BoN has to keep 10% of reserves,
they only loan out $900, keeping $100 as required reserves. As that loan money is spent into the economy, it may end up at Bank of Texas as
deposits. BoT will likewise loan out as much as they can ($810), keeping $90 as required reserves. This process continues to BoW and to the next
bank and the next. If this process continues to its limit, we will see that an initial increase in reserves of $1000 by the Federal Reserve will create
$10000 in new money. This is what is meant when people say that the Fed creates money “out of thin air“.
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provided by the Fed are multiplied as they work through the banking system and loans
are generated; so the end result of money creation is much greater than the reserves
created by the Fed. There were some unstated assumptions in our previous analysis—
banks don’t want to hold excess reserves, and consumers won’t increase their cash
holdings but deposit their money in banks. In the real world the money multiplier is
much less than 10, but is still high powered!
Another important facet of this process is the role of the banking system in creating
money. Notice in our first example, the Fed bought $1,000 of securities; the ultimate
result with the first bank was the creation of $1,000 in checkable deposits. So the first
bank did not really print money “out of thin air;” the Fed had done that job for them by
providing the initial reserves. But subsequently, Bank of Narnia loaned $900, while Bank
of Texas loaned $810, and so on, without any additional reserves provided by the
Federal Reserve. It is the fractional reserve process rather than the central bank which
provides the most inflation in our economy. But the process itself cannot begin without
the central bank providing the initial reserves. In the end—however imprecisely—the
central bank controls how much money is created in our economy.

DEBT-BASED MONEY
Another very important change to notice in the evolution of money is the changing
status of new money. In an early economy, the most marketable commodity was
somebody’s asset. Someone owned the cow, the beads, or the silver coin. To acquire
that asset, someone had to work and forgo consumption. All new money was created by
production and savings. Even if you had a significant increase in the money supply (say
a new major gold discovery), someone had to work to dig it out of the ground, and once
out, it was someone’s asset and no one’s liability.
When we changed to fractional reserve banking, all new money can only be created by
the banking system creating new debt. As you saw in our T-Account process earlier, each
time someone was willing to take on debt by taking on a loan at the bank, new money
was created. This is one of the major reasons that the financial system has increased
instability with fractional reserve banking; debt is not a guaranteed asset—people and
nations default on debt and loans all the time. If many people default on their loans at
the same time, the fractional reserve banking system works in reverse—with money
being destroyed at a high rate (which is exactly what happened in the banking crises
during the Great Depression). The money supply dropped by one-third during the Great
Depression, and prices fell accordingly. The scope of this monetary contraction could
not have taken place if the money supply was based on a commodity without fractional
reserves (i.e., a 100% reserve system).
We will review the Bible’s commentary on debt when we get to the chapter on finance;
but for now, let’s just say debt is to be avoided if possible. Debt-based money is
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something that should be avoided as well. Aside from the possible moral objections of
debt-based money, it leads to financial instability as opposed to asset-based money with
100% reserves. It always works just fine…until it doesn’t—like the Great Depression and
the 2008-2009 “Great Contraction.”

IT’S A WRAP!
Unfortunately, we don’t and aren’t likely to live in the first “best” world anytime soon.
People always want something for nothing, so we tolerate fractional reserve banking
since we “earn interest.” Of course, as promising economic students, you know there is
no free lunch. Earning interest on a demand deposit (a checking account) only comes
with higher prices and financial instability, eating away the very return we thought we
were getting. So if we live in a world of central banks, fiat money, and fractional reserve
banking, is there anything we can do to make it less problematic? Actually, there is. We’ll
now go a bit more in depth with monetary economics to understand what exactly money
is in a modern economy, and what tools we have to stabilize monetary policy. But, this
will have to wait until the next chapter!
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
MILTON FRIEDMAN
1912-2006

University of Chicago economist Milton Friedman was like a “voice crying in the
wilderness,” in economic terms. This diminutive man (only around 5’ tall) was an
economics giant and towering figure in Libertarian principles. Throughout the second
half of the 20th century, Friedman was at the forefront of defending individual liberty.
Photograph of Milton Friedman 2

It wasn’t always that way; Friedman began his career as an economist enamored with
the Keynesian “new economics” of government management of the economy. But
experience of history didn’t seem consistent with Keynesianism, and by the 1950s,
Friedman was writing highly regarded works on consumption that directly confronted
Keynesian logic. Co-written with Anna Schwartz, Mr. Friedman’s A Monetary History of
the United States revolutionized economic thinking about the Great Depression and was
considered his greatest work.
Prior to his work, economists (with some free market exceptions such as the Austrians)
had almost completely bought the Keynesian story that the Great Depression was a
market failure caused by “animal spirits.” These animal spirits would alternate between
“bullishness” (where optimism of the future would cause a boom) and “bearishness”
(where pessimism of the future would cause business investment to plummet, leading
to a bust). This caused a collapse of what Keynes labeled “effective demand.” Keynes
said that monetary policy was ineffective because of a “liquidity trap,” where lowering
interest rates was ineffective because you couldn’t go lower than zero. Thus, government
spending as a fiscal policy was the solution to inevitable market failure. Friedman
showed almost the opposite; monetary policy was incredibly potent. He demonstrated
that the collapse in effective demand noted by Keynes was in fact caused by the failure of
the Federal Reserve to stabilize the money supply (which decreased by one-third during
1929-1932, and almost 50% in real purchasing power due to the deflation). Today his
explanation is accepted by almost all economists as (at least) one of the largest factors
contributing to the severity of the Great Depression.
Friedman took his significant technical reputation into the political/libertarian field
in 1962 with his book, Capitalism and Freedom. He became one of the greatest
public debaters of his era, and soon was advisor to presidents. He was hated by the Left
for advising Chilean dictator Pinochet on how to improve Chile’s economy, but his
advice was mostly followed and Chile (unlike the rest of Latin America) grew robustly
thereafter. In 1976, Friedman was awarded the Nobel Prize in economics, and in 1988,
President Reagan awarded him the Presidential Medal of Freedom. His PBS series
Free to Choose became a best-selling book and inspiration to millions of free market
proponents.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. In a world without money, what happens if you want to eat fish and you are a
shoemaker? Discuss the problems that would arise. What do you think would
happen to overall economic performance in a world without money?
2. University of Chicago’s Cass Sunstein says that money is a creation of the state. Is he
right?
3. List four attributes of money, and identify problems with money if they don’t have
these attributes. If a particular type of money didn’t have all these attributes, could it
still serve as money? What would be the result?
4. The U.S. Federal Reserve is considered a “good” central bank, yet the value of the
dollar has fallen 96% since its creation. Is this an aberration or the normal result of
government controlled money?
5. Can banks create money “out of thin air” if they have already loaned out all their
reserves?
6. Is newly created money an asset or a liability for the economy as a whole?
7. Without using T-accounts, calculate the amount of additional money that could
enter the economy if the Fed bought $5,000,000 in securities and the required
reserve ratio is 10%?
Challenge Question (not expected for introductory students, but let’s see what you
can do!)
8. Calculate the amount of new money that could be created by the banking system if
the Federal Reserve added $1,000,000 to banking system reserves. Do the same with
$5,000 in initial reserves. Do this with at least two T-accounts to demonstrate you
understand.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN ANSWERS
1. You would need to solve the double coincidence of wants; you need to hope that the
fisherman needs a pair of shoes. Even if he or she does, what’s the likelihood that the
farmer who would sell the chips to go with the fish needs a pair of shoes? Or even if
so, aren’t shoes a lot more valuable than potatoes or fish? What if you only want one
fish and potato? Economic performance would be poor in a rude society without
money; transaction costs to arrange mutually beneficial exchanges would be very
high, leading to less social cooperation.
2. No. If he is right, the Bible is wrong. Therefore, he is wrong. But we also know
logically the idea of the most marketable commodity (Menger’s story) is correct and
we’ve seen its application in modern times such as in POW camps.
3. Divisibility, durability, transportability, scarcity. If any of these attributes is missing,
it makes exchange more difficult.
4. It seems at best representative; there certainly have been worse. History does not
reflect kindly on fiat money.
5. No. They would need to gain additional reserves that ultimately must be supplied by
the Fed.
6. New money is a liability since it is a claim on current purchasing power while it is a
promise to pay back in the future.
7. The money multiplier can be up to the inverse of the required reserve ratio (or 10)
such that $5M in securities purchases could lead to $50M in additional money.
8. Assume a 10% required reserve ratio (current policy), $1M could go up to $10M and
$5k could go to $50K. For the T-accounts, simply follow the example seen in the text.
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ENDNOTES:
1. While our text outlines a story of Goldsmiths originating fractional reserve banking,
Selgin offers evidence that at least suggests that Goldsmiths were not quite as
nefarious as often presented. Nonetheless, our discussion of the implications of
fractional reserve banking is not compromised even if this commonly presented
history is not quite right.
2. [Photograph of Milton Friedman]. (Verbal permission given by the Friedman
Foundation). Retrieved July 2, 2013, from http://www.edchoice.org/The-Friedmans/
Milton-Friedman-s-Bio.aspx
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CHAPTER TWELVE:

MONEY MISCHIEF

THE ROOT OF ALL KINDS OF EVIL
1 Timothy 6:6-11
6
But godliness actually is a means of great gain when accompanied by contentment. 7For we
have brought nothing into the world, so we cannot take anything out of it either. 8If we have food
and covering, with these we shall be content. 9But those who want to get rich fall into temptation
and a snare and many foolish and harmful desires which plunge men into ruin and destruction.
10
For the love of money is a root of all sorts of evil, and some by longing for it have wandered
away from the faith and pierced themselves with many griefs. 11But flee from these things, you
man of God, and pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love, perseverance and gentleness.

Contentment. Now there is challenge for Christians. Can you think of a time when you were
content? Maybe after a great Thanksgiving meal? Maybe after your team finally won the
Super Bowl? We are content for a time, maybe for a season. But contentment seems to be a
temporary thing—a condition rather than an attitude. All human action arises from a mental
process of evaluating means and ends; we imagine that a certain action will lead to certain
results, and that the action will lead to an improved condition. If biblical contentment was
intended to be satisfaction with a given condition, we would never act! Contentment from
a biblical standard, however, is nothing like this. Contentment is our attitude within a given
material condition, not the satisfaction of the material condition itself. Paul reinforces this in
Philippians where he says he has learned to be content in all situations, even when in great
physical need.
This passage from 1 Timothy highlights that the love of money itself is behind all sorts of evil,
and the pursuit of the wealth that money represents can lead one to value material things
above God, which is idolatry. There is an analogue to this in monetary theory, which we will
see in this chapter: the pursuit of money beyond what is needed to support commerce (and
we’ll define what that amount is!) leads to great inflationary problems. Wicked men have
historically used their love of money to try and print (or debauch) their way to prosperity.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Define the monetary base and its components
§§ Describe how the value of money (in terms of purchasing power) is determined by
supply and demand
§§ Compare and contrast the definition of inflation today to its definition in the past
§§ Explain why using the consumer price index as a proxy for inflation is misleading
§§ Define asset inflation and explain why it is worse than consumer price inflation
§§ List the tools of the Fed and explain why open market operations are preferred
§§ Define time preference
§§ Explain the difference between nominal and real interest rates
§§ Summarize the implications of heterogeneous capital for monetary policy
§§ Outline the debate over rules vs. discretion
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INTRODUCTION
In the last chapter we introduced money as a concept and traced the historical evolution
from a commodity to fiat (paper) currency. We sketched the process of fractional reserve
banking and saw the power of the Fed to greatly expand the money supply, and hinted
at some of the dangers when the process goes into reverse. In an ideal world, there would
be no central bank, no fractional reserve banking, and no corresponding boom/bust
business cycles. Yet we live in a fallen world—a 2nd best world—and so this chapter
will review money in our current economic system and how we can “make the best of a
bad situation.” Economist John Maynard Keynes, writing after WWI, gives us this apt
warning on the dangers of monetary mismanagement:
“Lenin is said to have declared that the best way to destroy the capitalist
system was to debauch the currency. By a continuing process of inflation,
governments can confiscate, secretly and unobserved, an important part
of the wealth of their citizens. By this method they not only confiscate, but
they confiscate arbitrarily; and, while the process impoverishes many, it
actually enriches some. The sight of this arbitrary rearrangement of riches
strikes not only at security but at confidence in the equity of the existing
distribution of wealth….Lenin was certainly right. There is no subtler, no
surer means of overturning the existing basis of society than to debauch
the currency. The process engages all the hidden forces of economic law
on the side of destruction, and does it in a manner which not one man in a
million is able to diagnose.”

Mmm—M&Ms (M1, M2, M3)

Money market mutual
fund (MMMF): An
investment vehicle whose
portfolio includes highly
liquid investments that
can be easily sold, such
as government Treasury
Bills or large corporations
short term debt (called
commercial paper).
MMMF’s offer slightly
higher interest rates than
a checking account, and
do not officially carry a
government guarantee,
but offer check writing
privileges.

In the modern world of debt based money, we already learned that there is a powerful
player that initiates money creation in the US: the Federal Reserve. With its high
powered money, the Fed can control the supply of money in the economy. But the Fed
does this indirectly, through the banking process outlined in the last chapter. Before we
begin looking at the specific tools of the Federal Reserve, let’s define the supply of money.
This is especially necessary in light of both modern financial innovation and common
money substitutes such as money market mutual funds (MMMFs) and debit cards.
In this text, our definitions will be a little loose so you understand the main categories;
however, more complete aspects can be found in the Figures referenced.

Mmm—MONETARY AGGREGATES
“Do you have any money?”
If I ask this question, most of you might immediately think of the physical coins and
dollar bills in your possession. Some of you might think a bit more broadly and reflect
on how much money you have in your checking account. But if I pointed at a man and
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said “he’s got a lot of money,” you might understand I am
referring to money much more broadly. I am also likely
being imprecise in my terms, by making money synonymous
with wealth. Yet, some of our broader money aggregates are
components of wealth as well, so it can get confusing.

M3
M2
M1
MB

Figure 12.1, Money Pyramid. The money supply creation

process begins with the monetary base (MB); without this
foundation, no new money can be created. As you move up the
pyramid, the Federal Reserve’s direct influence decreases, but
the broader aggregates (M1, M2, & M3) tend to be more stable.
Multiple deposit
expansion: the process of
money creation, enabled by
a fractional reserve banking
system as new reserves
are provided by the central
bank.
Monetary base: the
narrowest form of money
in a fractional reserve
banking system (also called
high powered money),
consisting of Currency (C)
and Reserves (R).
M1: a “narrow” form of
money, consisting of highly
liquid (easily converted
to cash) instruments. M1
includes government base
money as well as money
created by the banks’
multiple deposit expansion.
M1 = Currency + Checkable
Deposits + Other Checkable
Deposits (interest bearing)
+ Traveler’s Checks.
M2: a “broader” form of
money, including all the
components of M1 but
adding small savings
accounts that are easily
converted to narrower
money. M2 = M1 +
Savings Deposits + Small
Time Deposits (<$100k
Certificates of Deposit) +
Retail Money Market Funds.

In Figure 12.1 you can see the inverted pyramid of the
money supply. As we saw in the last chapter, when the Fed
provides reserves to the banking system, it allows multiple
deposit expansion to take place. Any purchase of securities
by the Fed increases the reserves that banks have in their
accounts at the Fed, and any sale of securities by the Fed
reduces the amount of reserves in the banking system. The
monetary base (MB), which we more loosely called high
powered money in the last chapter, consists of bank reserves
(R) held at the Federal Reserve and also any currency or coins
held in bank vaults or with the general public (C). Therefore,
We saw in chapter 11 that when the monetary base is

MB = C + R
expanded by Fed purchases of securities, additional loans can be made and checkable
deposits created with the new loans. Checking accounts are a form of money, and our
next category of money, M1, includes currency plus checkable deposits (CD).
M2 is broader still; it includes all aspects of M1, plus savings accounts that are quickly

M1 = C + CD
and easily converted to cash (TD, for time deposits), or have check writing privileges like
money market mutual funds (MMMFs), which we’ll include as a type of money market
accounts (MMA). So M2 can be thought of as…

M2 = M1 + TD + MMA
A final monetary aggregate is M3, which includes all types of money found in M2, plus
large time deposits (>$100,000), institutional money market funds (MMMFs held by
large banks, insurance companies, etc.), and various foreign dollar denominated assets.
The Fed no longer tracks this aggregate nor tries to target its value. Nevertheless, some
economists find it useful to continue tracking M3 to understand how monetary policy
affects the broader money markets.
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For introductory learners, it is not terribly important
for you to memorize the precise content of these
aggregates as in Figure 12.2; however, the conceptual
MB = Currency (C) + Reserves (R)
differences are important to understand for the
following reasons: (1) first, Federal Reserve policy
M1 = Currency + Checkable Deposits + Other Checkable
Deposits (Interest Bearing)+ Traveler’s Checks
has previously targeted the growth rate of both M1
and M2 to try and guide monetary policy in a stable
M2 = M1 + Savings Deposits + Small Time Deposits
fashion. While specific monetary targeting is no
(<$100k Certificates of Deposit) + Retail Money Market Funds
longer the Fed’s preferred operational approach,
Figure 12.2
many observers also still view these aggregates as
indicators of “too easy” or “too tight” a monetary policy. You may read or hear about
money supply growth in business news reports or financial shows. (2) Second, since the
money supply creation process involves the Fed, the banking system, and individuals,
the differing aggregates help us understand how a given Fed policy (which only directly
affects the monetary base) translates into broader economic activity. In response to the
recent financial crisis, for example, the Fed has greatly expanded its monetary base since
2007 (over 100% annualized in late 2008). Yet there has been no inflationary impact as
measured by the consumer price index since the banking system and consumers were
either unwilling or unable to expand their balance sheets by borrowing. The effect on
M1 and M2 was significantly less than the growth in the monetary base. You can see this
in Figure 12.3, which shows the large spike in the monetary base during the crisis, with
a much smaller rise in M1 and M2. Statistical economists (known as econometricians)
try to discern various relationships between each of these aggregates and economic
activity, but that is well beyond our scope. We are simply going to consider them all as a
generic money supply: MS.
Monetary Definitions
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Figure 12.3, Growth in Monetary Base, M1 and M2. In the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, the Federal Reserve has significantly increased

the monetary base, with three rounds of official “quantitative easing.” The dramatic percentage increase in the monetary base (over 200% since late
2008) has not been matched in the broader aggregates as the banking system has been either unable or unwilling to loan out the additional reserves.
[M1 Money Stock, M2 Money Stock, St. Louis Adjusted Monetary Base. Shaded areas indicate U.S. recessions. 2011 research.stlouisfed.org.]
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VALUE OF MONEY
I occasionally give away Silver Eagles as gifts at functions, and always with a message.
I explain that if they hold on to it, they will surely see an increase in value. And my
concluding remark is always the same: when the price of a Silver Eagle goes up, do not
think of it as being more valuable; think of the value of your dollar as going down! When
you see prices going up in general, it is not due to greedy businessmen or unions, it is
because the monetary authority has issued too much money. Yes, individual prices may
go up, while others go down. But when most are rising, you can be sure that the Fed has
the printing presses running full steam ahead!
MISES STOPS THE HYPERINFLATION
Skousen (2007) relates a story that at the height of Austria’s hyperinflation in 1922,
the League of Nation’s (the predecessor to the United Nations) sent a team to figure
out how to stop it. The team asked Ludwig Von Mises what to do. He instructed them to meet
at a certain building at midnight. When they got there, they asked him what to do. The city
was silent, except one building, which printed government currency; it was humming away.
Mises said, “Hear that noise? Turn it off!” They did, and the hyperinflation ended.

ARGENTINA: A CASE STUDY IN CURRENCY DEBAUCHERY
Argentina’s leaders have impoverished their citizens repeatedly by inflating the
currency, most recently with hyperinflations in the 1990s and again in early 2000.
They started down that path again in January 2011, when the Argentine central bank
increased the money supply by 28%, saying they didn’t see any monetary causes of inflation!
So inflation rose dramatically and hit the poor the worst (as usual) since the poor spend a
larger fraction of their income on goods that are rising in price. Independent economists
called out the government as understating inflation by one-half. What do you think the
government’s response to the truth was? Throw the economists in jail! Naughty, naughty
economists.
Argentina’s failed leadership doubled down and in early 2013 implemented price controls
to hide the inflation they created. This lead to shortages, which they then blamed on greedy
businessmen. Argentina still has awful inflation rates as they never seem to learn. If the
government control of money is awful, maybe they can just replace the currency with bitcoin?

So how does this work? Well, we must consider that
money is just like any other good or service; its value is
determined by supply and demand. Money demand is
really determined by summing up the individual
demands of the millions of consumers in the economy.
Their individual demand curves relate back to the
functions of money we discussed in chapter 11; they
want some money to meet their needs of exchange and
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Money is just like
any other good or
service; its value is
determined by supply
and demand.
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Figure 12.4, Monetary Equilibrium. The overall market

demand for money slopes downward since the marginal utility
of money falls as the quantity of money increases. The money
supply is fixed by the monetary authority (Fed). The price of
money can be thought of simply as its purchasing power. How
much of all other commodities can a given amount of money
purchase?
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PPM 3
PPM 1
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Figure 12.5, Changes in MD on the Purchasing Power of
Money (PPM). When demand for money drops, with a given

money stock, the purchasing power of money will fall from
PPM1 to PPM2. Likewise, an increase in M D will raise the PPM to
PPM3.
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some as a store of wealth. How much they choose for each
category in part depends on the certainty of the future. If you
think your job may be ending soon, for example, you may
want to increase your holdings of money and reduce current
consumption. But we do know that the demand curve for
money slopes downward to the right—just as any other good
or service—and for the same reasons; we apply our uses of
money to our most urgent needs, and any increase in money
supply we apply to progressively less important needs.
Therefore, the marginal utility of money falls as its quantity
increases. For money supply, we assume the Federal Reserve
controls the stock of money at a desired level, per Figure
12.4.
The equilibrium price of money is a bit more problematic
than other commodities. For every other good, we
determine an equilibrium price in terms of dollars. But for
an equilibrium price of dollars, we need to think in reverse:
what is the purchasing power of a given unit of money? In
other words, how much will my dollar buy? Whatever the
value of money is in terms of purchasing power, it is of course
subject to change in the usual way: whenever either MS or
MD changes, the purchasing power of money changes. Let’s
consider a MD change.
In Figure 12.5 we can see the result of both an increase
and a decrease in money demand. Let’s say that everyone
expected a massive increase in inflation as a result of the
continued deficit spending of the current government. In
this scenario, expectations of future lost purchasing power
will result in a lower money demand—people will want to
get rid of their existing stock while goods/services prices are
still relatively low. In this case, the demand for money falls
to MD2, and the purchasing power of money will fall with
it (to PPM2). Conversely, imagine that the economy goes
into a nice growth spurt such that people don’t worry about
losing their jobs. In that case, they will want more money to
spend for exchanges. Their money demand may increase to
MD3, and that would raise the purchasing power of money to
PPM3.
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Figure 12.6, Changes in MS on the Purchasing Power of
Money (PPM). When supply of money drops, with a given

money demand, the purchasing power of money will rise from
PPM1 to PPM2. Likewise, an increase in M S will lower the PPM
to PPM3.
Deflation: a fall in the
general level of prices over
time.
Inflation: a rise in the
general level of prices over
time.

The PPM is also affected by the money supply and it is
capable of shifting as well, as seen in Figure 12.6. If the Fed
increases the money supply to stimulate economic growth,
the purchasing power of money must fall, ceteris paribus.
With the same number of goods and services in the real
economy, printing additional dollars causes individuals to
bid up prices of real goods and services as they try to spend
the new money. As prices rise, each individual dollar bill will
purchase less real resources. Similarly, if the Fed fails to stop
a banking crisis and refuses to lend to stop a liquidity-driven
panic (as it did during the Great Depression), the money
supply will fall as with MS2, and the purchasing power of
money will increase to PPM2. When the purchasing power
of money increases, this is typically referred to as deflation
(since real goods and services prices are going down in terms
of dollars). Similarly, when the purchasing power of money
decreases we call it inflation, since the prices of real goods
and services are increasing in terms of dollars (discussed
more in the next section).

Liquidity refers to a firm’s or individual’s access to cash to meet any payment
requirements. If someone (individual, firm, or bank) is illiquid, they do not have enough
of their assets in the form of cash (or readily convertible to cash). Being illiquid does
not mean they are bankrupt; they could sell some of their other assets for cash to meet
their unexpected needs, although it could be costly to do so. This is contrasted with
insolvency, where not only does a bank (or individual or firm) not have ready cash, their
assets (what they own) are less than their liabilities (what they owe); therefore they are
insolvent, and should declare bankruptcy.
ILLIQUID OR INSOLVENT? SHORT ON CASH OR FLAT BROKE?
In a fractional reserve banking system, banks can suffer a liquidity crisis if too many
withdrawals occur at once—they are not “liquid” enough with cash. In this scenario,
they are not bankrupt (they have a good loan portfolio), just illiquid. Alternatively, a bank may
be insolvent even if it is liquid. The question of solvency is determined by comparing assets to
liabilities, whereas liquidity focuses on the amount of cash reserves a bank has.

FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY
As was said earlier, in a first best world, we might not have a central bank; but since that’s
not the world we live in, let’s take a more focused look at how we can get the best “2nd
best” world.
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The consensus among
economists is that the best
way to provide maximum
employment over the long
term is to provide a stable
monetary environment with
low inflation.

The Fed is chartered to broadly do two things: (1) keep maximum
employment consistent with (2) price stability. These two objectives—
low unemployment and low inflation—are seemingly in conflict, at
least in the short run. There are always political pressures for easy
money to stimulate the economy (especially before elections) and
reduce unemployment. The problem is that after that stimulation,
prices will ultimately rise. Historically, Milton Friedman has shown
that it takes about 6-18 months for monetary policy to have full effect.
Nevertheless, the consensus among economists is that the best way
to provide maximum employment over the long term is to provide a
stable monetary environment with low inflation.

To help us think about inflation, imagine you go into Wendy’s, and the junior bacon
cheeseburger has gone up from 99 cents to $1.19—a 20% increase. Is this a result of
inflation? Well, maybe, maybe not. Prices rise all the time; prices also fall a lot of the
time. Some go up, others go down as the market (through the pricing system) indicates
the relative scarcity of given goods. These relative prices (the prices of each good relative
to others) are powerful signals to consumers and producers to either consume or
produce more or less.
If prices on average are generally rising, most people think we have inflation. Inflation
can be formally defined as “a rise in the general level of prices over time.” In practice,
financial papers and public officials use the consumer price index (which measures a
basket of commonly used consumer goods) to measure inflation in the U.S. As we’ll see,
this view of inflation is insufficient and misleading, and causes great monetary mischief.
But it is the way you will see inflation defined in most places. In earlier eras, inflation
was more properly thought of as an increase in the money supply. Changes in some price
level were not needed to consider a policy inflationary, although price increases would
eventually follow an increase in money supply. The earlier definition has advantages
of potentially identifying monetary problems before they can get too big, but is a bit
more opaque in modern economies that don’t have a 100% reserve gold standard. If
the monetary base is expanding but M2 is not, do we have inflation? What about if the
monetary base is decreasing but M2 is increasing? Since the financial crisis and the
Fed’s implementation of unprecedented easy policy we see the former situation, as the
monetary base has expanded greatly while the broader aggregates have increased at a
much lower rate.
So in the spirit of our 2nd best fallen world, let’s use the common definition of inflation.
However, we will not use the common method of measuring inflation, as that is the
source of most of our problems. Consumer prices are just one type of price in our
economy. Recall in chapter 7, that we introduced the structure of production, where
goods of the 1st order were consumer goods, and goods of higher orders were earlier
producers’ goods. For example, a loaf of bread might be the 1st order good, with flour
being a good of the 2nd order, wheat being a good of the 3rd order, and seeds being a
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GOOD DEFLATION VS. BAD DEFLATION
One of the greatest problems in contemporary monetary policy is the failure to distinguish between “good” and
“bad” deflation; most economists and financial market participants consider all deflation as bad. Yet, don’t we
like it when prices go down? Why isn’t that good? Former Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke is at the head of the “all deflation
is bad” class. He has given speeches saying not to worry about deflation since he has the printing press and stands ready
to print our way out of any problem. As a student of the Great Depression, he fully understands the deflationary problems
associated with financial system collapse.
Bernanke rightly fears the “bad” deflation associated with a collapse in the money supply; yet this is not the only kind of
deflation. Rather than an aggregate demand collapse, overall productivity gains can lead to an aggregate supply expansion
and reduce prices. This is “good” deflation as workers are able to produce more and more product for cheaper prices.
Consumer prices go down, yet profitability stays high. This is the case for many industries (such as the computer industry)
and for the economy as a whole during the initial part of the industrial revolution.
In the 1990s and 2000s, the Soviet Union fell, China emerged as a major supplier of low cost labor, and computer-led
productivity was rapidly increasing. In that environment, it seems that consumer prices should have been declining with a
“good” deflation rather than rising at low rates. Yet the Fed fretted and worried and kept an easy monetary policy. But that
had nothing to do with a stock market bubble or the real estate bubble...naahh. Couldn’t have.

good of the 4th order (as well as fertilizer and other inputs). Every higher order good has
a price, and there are far more market purchases of goods in work than final finished
goods in the economy. Retail sales are less than one-third of overall spending in the
U.S. economy, so producer prices are very important in understanding the nature of
inflation. We can think of consumer goods as retail goods, with wholesale goods a
higher order good, goods-in-work still higher, and raw materials the highest order good.
With this understanding of our structure of production, it should be clear that an
exclusive focus on consumer prices is not only incomplete, but misleading as an
indicator of monetary policy. In our banking system, most new loans (which create the
new money) are not going to be for final consumer goods, but to invest in earlier stages
of production. You would expect to see inflation first manifest itself in raw materials,
then goods in work, then other producer goods, and only finally in consumer prices.
Further, and what may not be clear, the bidding up of higher order goods will increase
the profitability of the firms that produce those goods. This will result in a rise in the
price of the stocks of the companies that produce those goods—investors always are
quick to reallocate their scarce investment dollars to the highest possible reward.
Asset inflation: a general
rise in prices of financial
assets including stocks,
bonds, and commodities
as a result of expansionary
monetary policy.

The increase in stock and other financial assets is simply called asset inflation when
caused by monetary forces. Asset inflation can be more direct as well; the banks can
use reserves provided by the Fed to loan money directly for asset investments (such as
the stock market) with the asset as collateral. With the proliferation of hedge funds and
other sophisticated financial actors, it is insufficient to consider traditional banking as
the only source of inflation. Unfortunately, people seem to like asset inflation unlike
consumer inflation, since they feel wealthier when assets they own go up in price. Asset
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Business cycle: the
tendency of market
economies to experience
boom periods followed by
bust periods.

Open market operations:
the Federal Reserves
preferred method of
conducting monetary policy;
open market operations
involves increasing or
decreasing the level of
reserves in the banking
system by the Fed’s
purchase or sale of assets
in the open market.

Reserve requirements:
the amount of reserves a
bank is required to have
by regulation to meet cash
withdrawal requirements of
its customers.

inflation ultimately manifests itself in consumer price inflation, but no one wants tight
monetary policy until consumer prices start to rise. Central banks such as our Fed are
therefore unwilling to overtly tackle asset inflation. We’ll see later that this failure leads
to the boom bust business cycle.

FEDERAL RESERVE TOOLS
Before we can explain the business cycle and its monetary roots, we need to review the
ways the Fed controls monetary policy. We’ve already mentioned the most important
one, so now it’s time to give it a name. Open market operations occur when the Fed
buys and sells securities as we illustrated in chapter 11. The process of buying and selling
securities changes the amount of reserves in the banking system, and profit-maximizing
banks tend to expand their loans when they have additional reserves and decrease their
loans when their reserves decrease.
Not only are open market operations a powerful tool to implement monetary policy, but
they have a number of advantages over the other tools we’ll review. First, the amount of
reserves can be tailored to any level—the Fed can precisely control the monetary base. In
fact, the New York Federal Reserve Bank (part of the Fed) does just that, with a team of
economists that constantly adjust the Fed’s portfolio of securities to maintain or achieve
a given level of bank reserves (and ultimately a given amount of money in our economy).
Second, they are quick; the Fed can instantly change monetary policy in powerful ways
to directly inject reserves into the economy. Policy makers in Washington DC might
take years to stimulate the economy through a new fiscal policy, but the Chairman of
the Fed can do it with a phone call or email (since you know all central bankers are too
stodgy to text!). For example, after the 1987 stock market crash, Fed Chairman Alan
Greenspan assured markets that the Fed was available to extend liquidity to financial
firms; this helped calm markets and avoid a recession. Finally, open market operations
are easily reversed. If the Fed made a mistake and expanded or contracted the overall
money supply too much, they can just add or drain reserves with another phone call in
order to compensate. For all these reasons, open market operations is the Fed’s primary
tool of choice.
The Fed can and does take other actions to affect monetary policy, including changing
the reserve requirements. When reserve requirements are raised, a given monetary
base will support less multiple deposit expansion. With the 10% reserve requirement
we used in chapter 10, the monetary base can support multiple deposit expansion 10
times the base amount. If the Fed were to increase reserve requirements to 20%, then
deposits could only be multiplied five times. Changing reserve requirements is a very
powerful instrument, but it is also very blunt. Small changes in reserve requirements
can have big effects on money supply. Further, it is more difficult for banks to constantly
change to differing reserve requirements (as compared to responding to changes
in the level of reserves from the Fed’s open market operations); thus, the Fed seldom
changes reserve requirements.
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CHANGING RESERVE REQUIREMENTS EXTENDED THE GREAT DEPRESSION
The U.S. economy finally started recovering from the Great Depression in 1936, but
this made the Fed very nervous. Maybe a robust expansion will lead to inflation?
Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz blamed the extension of the Great Depression in
the 1937-38 timeframe with the Fed’s decision to double required reserves (see A Monetary
History of the United States, 1867-1960, Ch. 9). The Fed did not intend for the policy change to
be contractionary; nevertheless the economy tanked subsequently (after a modest recovery in
1933-1936). Changing reserve requirements is something that needs to be handled with care!

Discount window:
Banks needing additional
reserves have the option
of borrowing from the
Federal Reserve, paying
the discount rate. This is
referred to as borrowing at
the Discount window.

The Fed’s final tool is to change the interest rate it charges banks for short-term loans.
These loans, which may be used by a bank to meet their reserve requirement, are called
discount window loans. Since banks have the ability to borrow excess reserves from
other banks, to borrow from the Fed may suggest to the bank’s depositors that the bank
cannot borrow from other banks; that is, it may suggest that other banks believe they are
too risky to loan money to. If the bank’s depositors believe this, they may withdraw their
money and put additional pressure on the bank, which already lacks sufficient reserves.
Further, the Fed itself may more closely scrutinize a bank that repeatedly asks for loans.
For fear of depositor withdrawals and the Fed’s “frown factor,” most banks tend to
avoid borrowing from the Fed. And since most banks don’t borrow much from the Fed,
raising the rate of interest on discount window loans doesn’t have too much effect on
monetary policy. In a crisis, however, the usual rules are often thrown out the window.
During the financial crisis of 2008, many banks did seek Fed help, and many more
were encouraged to do so. The Fed didn’t want people to know which banks were “in
trouble,” lest that lead to a run on troubled banks, so they lent to them all, forcing even
healthy banks that had no need of reserves to borrow from them. And then they forced
additional regulations on those healthy banks because they borrowed from them!

LOANABLE FUNDS FRAMEWORK
To understand how Fed policy affects the economy, we need to have a model of how loan
markets work. This is because in our economy, as we’ve shown in chapter 11, new money
enters into the economy when debt is created through the banking system as people
take out loans. To understand this, take a mental step back and ask, why do people want
a loan? The answer, of course, is that they want to buy something today that they don’t
have the money for. They don’t have sufficient savings set aside (at least for that purpose).
So they are saying to the bank, “I want to consume today, and pay back later. Do you
know of someone who wants to consume later that has extra cash available now?” This
process of matching borrowers and savers is called financial intermediation. Borrowers
want command over resources today, while savers are willing to give up command
over resources today in exchange for additional consumption in the future. Financial
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Inter-temporal
coordination: refers
to the coordination of
consumption across time;
this coordination is enabled
by the interest rate.

intermediation therefore smoothes consumption across time, so economists refer to
this as inter-temporal (across time) coordination. As Wimpy the moocher says (the
famous character in Popeye cartoons), “I’ll gladly pay you Tuesday for a hamburger
today.”
Financial intermediation is an important part of an economy; economies that don’t
have effective banking systems perform significantly worse than those that do. Note
that this process of matching savers and borrowers is not part of fractional reserve
banking, so our previous criticisms of that facet of banking doesn’t apply here.

Time preference: the
observation that people
prefer consumption today
over consumption of a
similar item at a point in the
future.

Principal: On a loan,
this refers to the amount
borrowed.
Interest: Conceptually,
interest is an expression
of time preference.
Numerically, it refers to
how much someone will
have to be compensated to
defer consumption today,
expressed as a percentage
of the amount borrowed/
loaned.
Compounding: The
process of earning interest
upon prior interest earnings.
As interest is added to the
principal over time, and
this total is reinvested, the
total rises at a faster rate
as you “earn interest on the
interest.”

Now we all know that people in general prefer to consume today over a promise to
consume tomorrow, so we need an incentive to postpone consumption. If you don’t
believe this, answer this simple question: would you prefer $10,000 today or $10,000
twenty years from now? I don’t know of anyone who honestly doesn’t have a positive
time preference (preferring current consumption over future consumption). Of course
there are many reasons why people have a positive time preference: the uncertainty of
the future, the productivity of capital, low morals, etc. But the reality of it seems to be a
universal aspect of the human condition.
Given this natural human condition of a positive time preference, people have to have an
incentive wait—that incentive is the positive interest rate. You can think of the interest
rate as the price of current consumption. Now there are multitudes of different interest
rates, varying with time duration and riskiness of the borrower among other things, but
for our purposes we will assume there is only one interest rate, which will simplify but
not change the results of our analysis. When a bank loans you money, they will require
the original amount back (the principal), plus a payment for waiting (interest). As
an example, let’s say you borrow $100 from the bank at an annual rate of 5% interest,
due in one year. At the end of one year, you will owe the bank $105, which is the total
of the principal ($100) plus the interest payment (5% of $100, or $5). If you borrow the
money over two years, you will pay interest on the interest (known as compounding).
So at the end of the 2nd year you owe not just $105, but $105 plus $5.25 (5% of $105, the
interest for the 2nd year) for a total of $110.25. We will discuss this a bit more formally in
chapter 16 on finance, but for now you just need to understand that by abstaining from
current consumption today, you can consume more in the future. The longer you wait to
consume, the more you are able to consume since interest compounds over time.
You may be willing to loan at 7% (by the banks intermediating your savings into a
loan), but the combination of all market participants’ savings and investment decisions
will determine the overall interest rate, just like the overall market demand and supply
curves require a summation of individual demand and supply curves. We can see a
notional interest rate equilibrium in Figure 12.7. As the interest rate declines, more and
more borrowers will have an incentive to borrow, which is why our demand curve slopes
downward as expected. Specifically—and very importantly—longer-term borrowers will
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INTEREST IN THE BIBLE?
MATTHEW 25:27
“Then you ought to have put my money in the bank, and on my arrival I would have received my money back with
interest.”
Historically, the Christian church has condemned interest in most forms due to biblical prohibitions on usury. Some modern
Christian commentators on economics argue that usury is different from interest that banks charge on business loans.
Interest should only be considered usurious if it is charged on a poor loan to your needy neighbor. There is certainly much
economic rationale to support this view. Were people unable to be paid interest, there would be less incentive to save
and invest—given the universal nature of positive time preference. Further, in a modern inflationary world, one needs a
positive interest rate just to receive back the same purchasing power that one loaned. Understanding the productivity of
capital also seems to make actual business loans with no interest patently unfair. Why should I loan money to someone
for investment purposes when he gets to keep all the profits? Further, there are always risks associated with business
ventures; surely interest is a reasonable reward for business loans. Loans to your poor brother in need are an entirely
different animal. As John Wesley said, “Earn all you can, give all you can, save all you can!”
(For one Christian defense of interest on business loans, see North, Chapter 7.)

find it cheaper to borrow to fund longer-term capital projects (higher order goods in the
structure of production). Further, as we’ll see in chapter 16, longer-term projects benefit
more from lower interest rates than shorter-term projects. This means that as the interest
rate falls, more and more loans will be made with a greater and greater proportion in
longer-term projects.

r(%)

Loanable Funds Market
S LF

r*

D LF
Q1

Q (#)

Figure 12.7, Loanable Funds Market. As with any market, the

market for loanable funds features a downward sloping demand curve
and an upward sloping supply curve. However, in the loanable
funds market, the appropriate incentive to guide borrowers and
lenders to allocate capital across time is the interest rate, which
serves the same purpose as the price does in other markets.
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The supply of loanable funds operates in a similar manner;
as interest rates rise individuals will have an incentive to
abstain from current consumption and save more of their
income. Therefore, our supply curve for loanable funds
has a positive slope. The main difference between this and
a normal supply and demand figure is that the vertical
axis is the interest rate rather than price; but, as we said,
the interest rate can be thought of as the price of current
consumption.
As with any other market, the supply and demand curves
can shift for a number of reasons. For our purposes, we
only need to focus on one change: how Fed policy actions
change the supply of loanable funds. Recall from chapter 11
that when the Fed purchases securities, they pay for those
securities by crediting the reserves of the bank who sold the
securities. The bank finds themselves with excess reserves
and will extend additional loans; the fractional reserve banking
system will lead the creation of multiple loans and deposits.
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You can see the result of an expansionary Fed policy in Figure 12.8. The effect of Fed
purchases will be to lower the interest rate as they increase the money supply. The Fed
currently targets a particular interest rate, the Federal Funds Rate (which is the
amount banks charge each other to borrow reserves overnight), but their policy actions
tend to affect the whole complex of interest rates—from car loans to construction loans
to student loans. So our assumption to treat interest rates as
a single interest rate is reasonable, given the Fed’s ability to
Loanable Funds Market
influence them all.

Federal funds rate (FFR):
the rate of interest charged
by banks to one another for
overnight loans of money,
used to meet regulatory
reserve requirements.
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Figure 12.8, Expansionary Fed Policy. When the Fed buys

securities, we’ve seen that it starts a chain reaction of multiple
deposit creation through additional loans from profit maximizing
banks. When the banks expand their loans upon receiving
additional reserves, the supply curve for loanable funds shifts to
the right, lowering interest rates and increasing the overall debt.

Fisher equation: i = r + πe

REAL VS. NOMINAL INTEREST
RATES
When you save money today, you want to consume more
later because of the natural phenomenon of time preference.
The nominal (or stated) interest rate (i) that you receive will
contain two components: a real rate of return (r) and an
expected inflation premium (πe), or, if we assume risk free
investments (other than inflation risk)...

i=

r π
+

e

The rationale of this equation (known as the Fisher Equation)
is pretty straightforward. Let’s say that you are willing to save
$100 today if, one year from now, you can buy goods that cost
$103 today. So you require a real rate of return of 3% ($103$100/$100). However, due to the Federal Reserve’s easy monetary policies, you expect
average prices to be 4% higher next year. From the Fisher Equation, you will require
a nominal (or stated) interest rate of 7% (the 3% real rate + the 4% expected inflation).
This will ensure you get $103 of real purchasing power next year. Real purchasing power
refers to the amount of goods you can purchase at any point in time. So in this example,
we want to be able to buy goods next year that cost $103 right now. We are willing to give
up $100 today if we can buy goods one year from now that cost $103 today. The Fisher
Equation is named after the economist Irving Fisher, who was one of the first to study
how nominal interest rates are affected by inflation.

BUBBLE, BUBBLE, TOIL AND TROUBLE!
Now it’s time to use the tools we’ve learned in the last two chapters to understand what
most economists fail to recognize: how Federal Reserve policies systematically lead to
the boom/bust business cycle. For an entertaining and educational introduction, watch
the following video:
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Fear the Boom and the Bust

We’ve seen that the Federal Reserve uses open market operations to buy securities
and increase bank reserves. With these reserves, the banking system makes loans to
individuals and creates money through the multiple deposit expansion process. This
new money provides the borrower with purchasing power of present goods, but there are
no more goods and services available than there were prior to the loan. Borrowers will
tend to bid up prices, with the prices of higher order goods (or whatever the borrowed
money is used to purchase) rising first. Consumer prices are usually the last to rise.
The increased prices for higher order goods tend to increase the value of the stocks of
those firms, making higher order goods. This brings about the main problem with the
inflationary policies of the central bank.
Recall from chapter 10 the information properties of the price system—that relative
prices indicate scarcity and guide entrepreneurs to either expand or contract
production. When profits go up in higher order goods, entrepreneurs are in effect being
told that the market values higher order goods relatively more than other goods. Astute
entrepreneurs will be quick to employ more resources in the relatively more profitable
area. Entrepreneurs incorrectly believe that consumers value future goods more than
present goods. Why? Because when the Fed engages in expansionary monetary policy,
as Figure 12.8 earlier shows, interest rates are driven down. Longer-term projects are
now relatively more profitable, and higher order goods prices are bid up. Entrepreneurs
will be quick to invest in these longer-term capital projects, and they will use the newly
created money they borrow to bid resources away from lower order goods (consumer
goods).
If the lower interest rate was the result of increased savings rather than an increase in
credit by the Fed, then the actions of the entrepreneurs would be correct. If people are
saving more today, they’ll want to consume more in the future. Therefore, entrepreneurs
need to steer capital away from producing for the shorter term, and towards longer-term
production. But if the lower interest rate is by the Fed’s creation of credit, consumer
preferences have not changed and the actions of entrepreneurs will distort the economy.
How does this work? Imagine you own a steel mine (raw steel being a higher order
good) and interest rates are lowered. Other businesses find their longer-term capital
projects more remunerative and they increase their order for steel. Initially, you may
have some production slack as well as inventory, but as the orders keep coming in, you
need to expand production. You have to hire more workers, but to bid them away from
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their current jobs you’ll have to pay higher wages. You increase the size of the mine’s
machinery and make capital investments of your own. That capital investment would
not have been profitable under the old demand (before the expansionary Fed policy), but
now it is. You have to burn more fuel in your operations as well. Since you are not alone,
and this is happening economy-wide, energy costs start to rise. With higher material and
labor costs rising, you pass those costs along to the purchasers of your steel. The users of the
steel will face the same problems and pass their costs on through price hikes, and only
finally will those costs be passed on to consumers for the first order (consumer) goods.
As prices start to rise, inflationary expectations rise in concert, and savers demand
higher nominal interest rates to compensate for the lost purchasing power. When
interest rates start to rise, the very long-term projects that were profitable after the Fed’s
initial expansion no longer are. Only additional expansion by the central bank can keep
the interest rates low, but this only delays and accentuates the problem, as consumer
goods prices will continue to rise. But as we’ve mentioned, there will be political
pressures to keep interest rates low, at least while there is little visible consumer inflation.
Since asset inflation is alive and well in the prices of stocks that produce higher order
goods, the public may well be comfortable with a “little” inflation.
Meanwhile, the capital stock for higher order goods is increased, while consumption of
consumer goods has not abated. Even worse, the public may see their wealth increase
due to the asset inflation and may decide to save less. This will allow them to increase
consumption of present goods, and it will also cause the supply of loanable funds to shift
to the left, driving up interest rates. To keep the interest rates fixed at the lower levels,
the Fed must then provide even more monetary liquidity. This only provides additional
purchasing power in the economy, with no corresponding increase in goods and
services, creating further inflationary pressures.
This “inflationary spiral” ultimately comes to an end when the central bank fears
consumer price inflation is getting out of control and raises interest rates. With rising
interest rates, the investment in longer-term capital equipment will no longer be
profitable and will have to be abandoned. Stock and bond markets will quickly price
in the reality of the misallocated capital and many firms will suffer both lower stock
prices and increased borrowing costs (above and beyond the higher interest rate from
the loanable funds framework, they will pay an additional risk premium). The Fisher
Equation would have to be modified to include this risk premium:

i = r + πe + RP
Some firms will go bankrupt, and resources that were falsely directed to those firms will
have to be reallocated, potentially at great cost.
Misallocated resources include both workers and physical capital. Workers that were
hired by “bubble” industries may need to be retrained before they are able to compete
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for other jobs. Their pain will be compounded by a slow overall job market during the
general depression of the bust. The process of labor readjustment will also require a
change in relative prices to make the unemployed workers competitive. Their wages were
bid up during the boom, and they will have to fall during the bust—likely below their
initial starting point.
Heterogeneous capital:
Capital is usually very
specific to its intended use,
and it is not equally applied
elsewhere (i.e., it is not
homogenous).

Likewise, capital equipment will have to be reallocated, and capital will be seen to be
very heterogeneous (i.e., specific to a particular use). Owners of a steel factory, for
example, might be able to sell the factory for only 20% of what they invested, if the next
best use after steel production (say, a furniture showroom) didn’t require the extensive
machinery, and therefore the machinery was recycled. Eighty percent of the capital
would therefore be revealed as squandered (or mal-invested) during the boom. As
painful as the readjustment process is for workers, human capital is typically the easiest
to reallocate to other uses; physical capital such as plants and machinery is very specific
to a particular purpose and may only bring scrap value when the inflation ends.

The size of the bust is
proportional to the amount
of false stimulus and malinvestment that occurs during
the boom. In short, the bigger
the false boom, the bigger the
bust.

There are a few important observations regarding the boom/bust
cycle. First, the size of the bust is proportional to the amount of
false stimulus and mal-investment that occurs during the boom. In
short, the bigger the false boom, the bigger the bust. This is because
the larger the boom, the more capital is mal-invested. Capital prices
do not reflect underlying consumer preferences, and discovering
those true preferences (as well as the price structure of capital assets
that supports them) takes time. The important implication is that if
we want to minimize the harm, it’s better to deal with the problem
sooner rather than later—delay only increases the pain.

Second, there is a tendency to lament the bust—as if the bust were the problem. So there
are continuing political efforts to prevent the bust, but that only increases the amount
of pain that the economy has to go through (as capital continues to be misallocated).
Instead, the bust is the recovery to true economic fundamentals. The false boom is the
period to lament; the bust is the necessary pain to recover.
The commonly used analogy—and one that is certainly apropos—is that of a drunken
binge. The boom feels good; everybody is making money and liquidity is everywhere,
just like on Friday night when the drinks flow freely at the party. But eventually Saturday
morning comes, with a very nasty hangover. Everyone laments the hangover, but the
hangover isn’t the problem…it was the excess on Friday night that was the problem.
The hangover is the unfortunate necessary condition to get to recovery. Aside from any
moral connotations on drinking, or a credit binge, the aftermath is simply a necessity
to resume normalcy. Attempts to lessen the pain of the bust with additional credit are
no different than giving additional liquor to the person with a hangover on Saturday
morning; you are really not doing him a favor, only making the overall pain worse.
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2ND BEST POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Rules vs. discretion:
a debate over how the
central bank should
conduct monetary policy
(i.e., should the central
bank be mandated to
follow a fixed rule that
will guarantee stability, or
should the central bank
be allowed flexibility in
implementing policy to
deal with unforeseeable
contingencies?).

So what should we do to minimize inflation and the boom/bust cycle? The best solution
would be to get politics out of the provision of money—after all, we see markets doing a
pretty good job in everything else. Historically, free banking was stable and successful.
Economists George Selgin and Larry White have shown that central banks are not
needed, even with fiat money. But given the overwhelming reality that sovereigns are
going to be in the money business, how can we constrain their behavior? This raises the
question of rules vs. discretion.
There is a continuing debate among economists as well as policy makers as to whether
central banks should follow strict and simple rules, or have flexibility to “manage” the
economy. A fixed rule might be to go back to a gold standard, or to commit to a certain
rate of growth of a monetary aggregate, or to target a particular rate of inflation. The
point of rules is to constrain the monetary authority’s hands in advance so that she will
not be able to submit to political pressure. The general view of those who support fixed
rules is that discretionary monetary policy is much more likely to lead to problems than
to solve them. Supporters of fixed rules will point to the Great Depression and the Great
Contraction, as well as the inflationary 1970s to support constraining the Fed.
Alternatively, other economists and policy makers basically see the economy as unstable,
and they believe the monetary authority must have the flexibility to deal with problems
as they arise. While supporters of fixed rules see the Great Depression and the current
Great Contraction a result of poor monetary and fiscal policy, supporters of monetary
discretion see these downturns as the result of natural market processes (i.e., “animal
spirits”). They see markets as needing constraint, not policy makers. They will point to
reduced volatility of the business cycle since the Great Depression (until the recent Great
Contraction!).
What the best rule might be is beyond the scope of this book; but it is important that you
understand the different philosophies supporting both rules and discretion. You will see
advocacy for both positions in political discussions of monetary policy.

IT’S A WRAP!
This completes our introduction to money. You are now aware of the intersection of
politics and economics with a very political institution, the Federal Reserve, affecting
much of our daily lives by their policies. In the next two chapters we will explore the
political part of political economy. We’ll begin in chapter 13 by addressing the rationale
for government involvement in the economy—to address so-called “market failure.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
FRIEDRICH A. HAYEK
1899-1992

Photograph of Friedrich A. Hayek 1

Friedrich Hayek is arguably the greatest Austrian economist since Carl Menger;
certainly he is the Austrian with the most influence outside the Austrian school. His
work is even today widely quoted by economic scholars who have never read Von Mises
(Great Economist of chapter 1). Ludwig Von Mises’ protégé, Hayek, wrote deeply in
economic theory and then beyond, ultimately writing well-regarded works on legal
and political theory. Hayek was very bright, earning two doctorates from the University
of Vienna—one in Law (1921), the other in political science (1923). After a brief stint
in America working at the National Bureau of Economic Research, Hayek returned
to Austria and teamed with Mises to form a similar organization (Skousen, p. 297).
While studying with Von Mises, he absorbed Mises’ iron clad logic against socialism
and became a leading figure studying business cycles. Hayek took Mises’ short skeleton
theory from The Theory of Money and Credit and operationalized it into a full-blown
Austrian Business Cycle Theory. Hayek predicted the 1929 stock market crash, and after
it occurred he had a complete theoretical description to explain it.
Mises’ private seminars attracted world-wide attention, and Lionel Robbins from the
London School of Economics (LSE) came and heard Hayek present his theories during
one of the seminars. Robbins found Hayek’s argument so compelling that he brought
him back to London to provide an LSE opponent to stand up to J.M. Keynes. Hayek’s
lectures at LSE were subsequently published in the book Prices and Production, which
was the most profound application of Capital Theory the economics profession had ever
seen; it took the world by storm. For Austrian capital theory, the cure for the bust was
to not let the boom get going in the first place. Bad investments needed to be liquidated
and capital reallocated. Hayek had no easy solution to the mess of the Great Depression,
and when Keynes finally wrote the General Theory, his famous quip “in the long run
we’re all dead” seemed a fitting rebuttal to Hayek. “Hayek may be right, but he’s irrelevant
if he has no answer to our problem,” thought the profession.
As other economists abandoned Hayek (even Lionel Robbins!), Hayek continued
writing influential articles on knowledge and how the price system and markets
coordinate economic activity. His 1944 book The Road to Serfdom was a best seller,
and Hayek turned to political and legal theory. While Hayek was abandoned in favor of
Keynesian “New Economics,” Hayek (and Mises) were ultimately vindicated by Hayek’s
winning the 1973 Nobel Prize and the subsequent fall of communism. Mises and Hayek
were truly a “dynamic duo.”

Essential Hayek: Who is F.A.
Hayek?
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CHAPTER TWELVE: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. If the Treasury Department decides to expand its supply of $1 coins in hopes that
people will begin using them instead of dollar bills, is this inflationary? Why? Hint:
Where do coins fit in the definition of money supply?
2. Using an appropriate diagram, illustrate what will happen to the purchasing power
of money with a decrease in the rate of interest that the Fed charges banks at the
discount window.
3. Using an appropriate diagram, illustrate what will happen to the purchasing power
of money with an outbreak of Scrooge McDuck disease. This disease causes ordinary
American’s to pull their cash out of banks and sit on hoards of coins. Preferably gold
coins.
4. During the first decade of the 2000s, inflation was considered very low as measured
by the CPI. Why was this a mistaken view of inflation?
5. Why does the Fed primarily use open market operations to control money supply?
6. Imagine savers are receiving nominal interest rates of 15% in 2015, compared to
today’s 1-3%. Is that a good rate? Why or why not?
7. Why is asset inflation more dangerous than consumer inflation?
8. Summarize the pros and cons of rules and discretion in the conduct of monetary
policy.
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CHAPTER TWELVE ANSWERS
1. If the dollar coins are simply replacements for bills, there is no effect. But in general,
even if they added coins to the bills, any effect is small—it is reserves that matter to
the creation of money and the Federal Reserve must supply reserves to the banking
system to initiate the fractional reserve banking system process.
2. Lowering the discount rate reduces the costs for banks to obtain the reserves they
require to make loans, so this will expand the supply of loanable funds per Figure
12.8 and lower the rate of interest. However, since there are not additional goods
and services, the increase in the supply of money with a constant money demand
will result in a lower purchasing power of money, per Figure 12.6 (moving money
supply from MS1 to MS3, and lowering the purchasing power of money to PPM3).
3. Under this scenario, the demand for money will increase, as seen in Figure 12.5
(going from MD1 to MD3, and the purchasing power of money rising from PPM1 to
PPM3).
4. It did not consider inflation in asset prices, such as real estate. Only later did prices
begin to rise dramatically, but by that time significant capital misallocation had
occurred.
5. Open Market Operations are very quick, flexible, reversible, and precise. The Fed’s
two other tools (reserve ratio and discount window) have other limitations (too
blunt in the case of reserve ratio, and the discount window can cause confusion in
the Fed’s conduct of its lender of last resort function).
6. It’s impossible to tell unless you understand the inflation rate, so you can apply the
Fisher equation to arrive at a real rate of return. It is the real rate which matters to
savers and borrowers.
7. Asset inflation causes large distortions in the overall structure of the economy and
therefore takes a long time to correct (and with much pain as labor and capital needs
to be reallocated).
8. Rules: Pros: Constrains monetary authority, provides certainty in policy. Cons:
Does not allow the monetary authority to react to external shocks to the economy.
Discretion: Pros: Allows the monetary authority the flexibility to respond to external
shocks. Cons: There is no effective ability to constrain unwise monetary expansion
or contraction.
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ENDNOTES:
1. This chapter title references the following song: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=E5RSrNFj_is
2. [Portrait of Friedrick A.Hayek]. (2010). Retrieved June 19, 2013, from http://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Friedrich_Hayek_portrait.jpg
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN:

MARKET “FAILURE”
AND THE ROLE OF
THE GOVERNMENT

NEGATIVE EXTERNALITIES
Joshua 22: 10-20: The Offensive Altar
10
When they came to the region of the Jordan which is in the land of Canaan, the sons of
Reuben and the sons of Gad and the half-tribe of Manasseh built an altar there by the Jordan, a
large altar in appearance. 11And the sons of Israel heard it said, “Behold, the sons of Reuben and
the sons of Gad and the half-tribe of Manasseh have built an altar at the frontier of the land of
Canaan, in the region of the Jordan, on the side belonging to the sons of Israel.” 12When the sons
of Israel heard of it, the whole congregation of the sons of Israel gathered themselves at Shiloh to
go up against them in war. 13Then the sons of Israel sent to the sons of Reuben and to the sons
of Gad and to the half-tribe of Manasseh, into the land of Gilead, Phinehas the son of Eleazar
the priest, 14and with him ten chiefs, one chief for each father’s household from each of the tribes
of Israel; and each one of them was the head of his father’s household among the thousands
of Israel. 15They came to the sons of Reuben and to the sons of Gad and to the half-tribe of
Manasseh, to the land of Gilead, and they spoke with them saying, 16 “Thus says the whole
congregation of the LORD, ‘What is this unfaithful act which you have committed against the
God of Israel, turning away from following the LORD this day, by building yourselves an altar,
to rebel against the LORD this day? 17Is not the iniquity of Peor enough for us, from which
we have not cleansed ourselves to this day, although a plague came on the congregation of the
LORD, 18that you must turn away this day from following the LORD? If you rebel against
the LORD today, He will be angry with the whole congregation of Israel tomorrow.
19
If, however, the land of your possession is unclean, then cross into the land of the possession of
the LORD, where the LORD’S tabernacle stands, and take possession among us. Only do not
rebel against the LORD, or rebel against us by building an altar for yourselves, besides the altar
of the LORD our God. 20Did not Achan the son of Zerah act unfaithfully in the things under the
ban, and wrath fall on all the congregation of Israel? And that man did not perish alone in his
iniquity.’”

In this passage, the sons of Reuben, Gad, and the half-tribe of Manasseh built an altar by
the Jordan, causing quite a stir! What were they thinking? Did they want to incur God’s wrath
against the nation of Israel? The Israelites asked this question, noting their action would not
only cause problems for themselves, but for the whole nation of Israel. They repeated the
story of Achan’s sin where he hid some of the silver and gold from Jericho, and brought
the Lord’s wrath on all of Israel. There were negative consequences of Achan’s sin on the
broader community and nation of Israel. Further, his sin brought punishment of death to his
whole family (Joshua 7:25). While the negative implications of Achan’s sin were due to the
special covenantal relationship of Israel to God, it provides an illustration of how individual
actions may have costs and benefits that extend beyond the individual making a choice.
The negative consequences of our individual actions often extend beyond us. For example,
communities that allow gambling have higher rates of crime than those that do not. The
transaction itself may be legal, but it may cause problems for others who are not directly
part of the market transaction. For an extreme example, Ted Bundy blamed his addiction to
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pornography (a legal product) for the eventual desire to brutally murder many females. In
this chapter we will explore how legal market transactions may have negative (and positive)
spillover effects on the broader society, and how these market “failures” may need to be
addressed by the government.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to…
§§ Explain why markets tend toward allocative efficiency
§§ Demonstrate (through supply and demand analysis) why markets fail to produce a
socially desirable output level when there are externalities
§§ Describe why calculating a socially optimal output level is impossible
§§ Explain what it means to “internalize the externality”
§§ Relate why market failure doesn’t necessarily justify government action
§§ Discuss what the “knowledge” problem is for a government regulator
§§ Summarize how markets correct externalities
§§ Define public goods
§§ Discuss why the benefits of monopoly may exceed the costs
§§ Assess whether the saying “the rich get richer and the poor get poorer” is true,
economically
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INTRODUCTION

P($)

The term “market failure,” when heard by economists, often causes them to ask, “as
compared to what?” Market failure simply means that markets fail to meet some
standard. What is that standard, and is that standard appropriate? Often times the
standard suggested is the perfectly competitive (or price taker) model we reviewed in
chapter 8; if prices and quantities differ from that model it is inefficient. We will expand
on this discussion later, but it’s useful to remember that we must compare reality to
reality, or theory to theory. To say that because real world markets fail to meet some
theoretical reality doesn’t mean they really fail—if markets are better than any other
possible real world institutional arrangement. We need to keep in mind that utopias
(heaven on earth) are not compatible with a Christian worldview. While we may be
able to improve the world we live in (and definitely should
try to do so), we are also well aware that changes can make
things worse as well as better. So in order to consider possible
market failure, let’s first think about what we would like them
to do in order to be efficient.

S

EFFICIENCY OF MARKETS
P*

D
Q*

Q (#)

Figure 13.1, Market Equilibrium is Efficient. Markets tend

to lead to efficient results because every item that is valued by
consumers (as represented by the marginal benefit inherent in
the demand curve) greater than the cost of the inputs used to
produce the item (represented by the supply curve) are produced
and value is created in exchange. Likewise, producers that
provide a product that costs more to produce than people value
it will suffer loss.

Producing where costs are
greater than benefits is
inefficient, since the output is
valued less than its opportunity
cost.

In chapter 5, we introduced the market process through
supply and demand and we learned that markets provide
incentives for people to make socially optimal choices. When
a natural disaster strikes oil platforms in the gulf coast, for
example, the price of gasoline will rise, causing some users to
reduce their consumption of gasoline. Further, the increased
price of gas will cause some suppliers to reduce inventories
and producers to expand production. Both on the supply side
and the demand side, the price system encourages socially
beneficial action by market participants. In Figure 13.1,
we see the equilibrium condition that markets tend to work
towards.

If we have a quantity less than the equilibrium condition
(Q*), units are more highly valued by the consumers than the
opportunity costs of the resources used to produce them. If you look
at Figure 13.1, you can see that to the left of Q*, every point on the
demand curve is at a higher price than a corresponding point on the
supply curve. So the socially efficient action would be for producers
to produce more for sale, until we get to the equilibrium quantity. If
the equilibrium quantity is exceeded, then the cost of the resources
used to produce the good or service are more highly valued in
producing something else. Producing where costs are greater than
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benefits is inefficient, since the output is valued less than its opportunity cost. But as
we have seen, the price system tends to coordinate production in line with consumer
valuations of all goods and services—all goods that are valued more than their costs
are produced, and all units that are valued less than their cost are not produced. As we
learned earlier, this is what is meant by allocative market efficiency.
As an important reminder, the supply and demand framework is conceptual and shows
tendencies, not specific results. We learned in our study of the dynamic world of the
market process—which works through real time and the presence of uncertainty—that
we don’t have a supply or demand curve; we have data on trades that take place at a
certain point in time. Nevertheless, the conceptual framework of supply and demand
allows us to evaluate policies in situations where our ceteris paribus assumption is a
reasonable one.
For some goods and services, efficiency isn’t necessarily guaranteed. This is especially
so when we consider the social implications of market transactions. Just as with
Achan’s sin, there may be others affected than just those directly involved in a market
transaction. Now that we’ve reviewed what is right about markets, let’s see what can go
wrong!

EXTERNALITIES: NOISE POLLUTION!
When you or I make a market purchase, we are usually pretty satisfied with the
purchase. I buy a new song on iTunes after I’ve listened to a preview and enjoy streaming
it over bluetooth in my car while driving to work. Apple is happy—they received 99 cents
(or $1.29) for the song—and I’m very happy—I have the song. So I’m happy, and Apple’s
happy—who’s not happy? Well, if I was still a college student, my roommate might not
like me playing Karen Carpenter, while I may not feel like the Ty Brasel songs coming
from the room across the hall! With nice ear buds we may not have any conflict, but
for some reason the 20-year-old in the car next to me seems to greatly enjoy sharing his
boom bah boom bah boom with every car within two blocks of him. I can assure you
I had no desire to be a part of his market transaction! Yet, the consumption of his legal
product (to include not only the music, but the huge sub-woofer and killer on-board
electronics) causes me pain—my welfare is certainly reduced by him exercising his
freedom.
Until now, we’ve assumed that market outcomes were efficient. Every voluntary trade
by definition means that both the buyer and the seller believe they will each be better
off with the exchange than without it, at least ex ante (before the trade). Since there is a
difference in valuation between two goods (usually money and whatever good is being
purchased), value is always created by exchange. However, we have only concerned
ourselves with the valuations of the two parties to exchange. There are others that
are affected by many exchanges. In some cases, perhaps their valuations should be
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considered. Many activities have both parties immediately involved in consenting to
the exchange (such as gambling, prostitution, and drug use), and yet we typically make
them illegal because of perceived negative impacts to a community as well as the loss of
dignity and harm to the people involved.
As another common example, when a production process results in air and/or water
pollution, the fact that the producer and the purchaser of his or her product believe they
will both be improved by the trade doesn’t mean that we’re socially better off; we need
to consider the effects of the pollution on others. The effects of pollution (or gambling,
prostitution, drugs, etc.) on the broader community are called negative externalities.
The presence of negative externalities from market transactions calls into question the
efficiency of market results, since not all costs are included in the production decision.
While we have no way to measure any sort of “social” welfare (or utility), we intuitively
know that there is such a concept—the well-being of the broader society. Let’s go back
to the music example. We know the guy blasting his deep bass in the car next to me is
experiencing an increase in personal utility, or he wouldn’t do it. There may be other cars
nearby with passengers that actually enjoy the song as well; they have a positive increase
in personal utility. Then there is me; I definitely have a huge decrease in utility, and of
course there may be additional old fuddy duddies like me that don’t like it. If there were
some way to objectively measure our individual utilities, we could add them up to arrive
at an amount of social utility and determine if, on net, an action was welfare enhancing
(positive social utility) or welfare decreasing (negative social utility). Recall that utility is
an ordinal concept, not a cardinal concept. This means we can rank order our individual
preferences (ordinal), but we cannot objectively measure an amount (cardinal) of utility.
Let’s consider this example. Say the kid blasting his stereo in the car next to me gets
10 utils (our imaginary objective utility standard) by playing his stereo loudly at
intersections. Then there is my car, where I have -8 utils of lost personal utility. If we were
the only ones at the intersection, the social utility would simply be the sum, which in
this case would be +2 utils. We would conclude that him playing the stereo very loudly is
welfare enhancing from a social perspective, despite my objections, since he enjoyed the
benefits of his stereo more than I suffered. If there were two other cars, with drivers who
likewise shared my displeasure with the music at -6 and -9 utils, then we would have
10 – 8 – 6 – 9, or -13 utils—a welfare decreasing action socially. But of course, we cannot
perform any such calculation because utility is a subjectively valued concept, and cannot
be interpersonally compared. Therefore, economics doesn’t really have anything to say
regarding whether any action is welfare enhancing or decreasing socially. We may have
our personal preferences, but it cannot be an objective analysis.
The fact that we can’t say how much social utility may increase or decrease by an action
does not mean that we don’t know anything. Imagine a producer of steel (Stinky Steel)
that dumps toxins in the river that runs past the factory. Let’s further assume that there
is no one downstream of the factory who enjoys the toxins, while at least some find
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decreased utility since they can no longer swim in the river or eat the fish. If we look
at the firm’s supply and demand curve in Figure 13.2, we see that the producer will
produce a quantity Q1 at the market price (assume steel is a price taker market). This is
because Stinky Steel does not internalize the externality (the external costs it imposes on
others downstream). Stinky Steel management isn’t required
to consider the costs that others suffer from its actions;
therefore, they don’t. What would happen if somehow Stinky
Stinky Steel Market
Steel did internalize the externality; that is, what if they
S1
considered the external costs it imposed on others?

Externality: a cost or
benefit to a 3rd party who
is not part of a market
transaction.

P($)

D

P1

Q1

Q (#)

Figure 13.2, Steel Market without Regulation. When Stinky

Steel considers only their own opportunity costs of production
(the value of all the resource costs of production, including labor,
materials, and the use of owner’s capital and time), they will
produce according to the supply curve illustrated above.

P($)

Stinky Steel Market
S2

P1

S1

D

Q2

Q1
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Figure 13.3, Steel Market with Regulation. When Stinky Steel

considers the external costs it imposes on others in calculating
its costs (either by its own good behavior or government
regulation), it will reduce its supply and the supply curve will
shift left.

Because these external costs are subjectively borne by others
downstream, Stinky Steel can’t know how much costs should
increase. But since those downstream face some positive
costs, Stinky Steel’s supply curve would shift left (how far, we
really don’t know), but conceptually it must move left, as in
Figure 13.3. This will result in a decrease in the quantity of
steel that Stinky Steel brings to the market. Since it is in a price
taker market, the price would not change. Recall from our
discussion on price takers that they are a small player in a large
market selling identical products, so the demand curve they
face is horizontal: they have to take the price the market will pay.
What do we conclude from this? In the presence of negative
externalities, market outcomes will lead to higher quantities
produced than is socially optimal. It is worth repeating:
we cannot know how much more. We can’t have a central
planner “know” the appropriate amount to produce to
optimize a social welfare function, but we can recognize that it
must be something less than market quantities in the presence
of negative externalities. In this limited sense, markets can be
said to “fail” to produce the socially efficient amount.

FLOWER POWER!
Let’s consider the other side of the coin: when markets
produce less than would be desired if everyone’s values (not
just the market participants) were taken into account. In
Figure 13.4 you see a picture of beautiful flowers that are
planted in one of my neighbors’ yards. This neighbor does
not have any idea how much I enjoy looking at them when
I walk past his house, nor does he plant flowers to make me
generally happy. Perhaps he has an abstract idea that he wants
to make his house “look nice” to others, and planting flowers
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is a part of that. But in any case, he doesn’t attempt to find
out whether more flowers would make me even happier. And
even if he does, I have other neighbors who don’t plant any
flowers—and I wish they would!

Figure 13.4, Flower as a Positive Externality. Homeowners

don’t accrue all the benefits to the flowers they plant; neighbors
walking by get to enjoy them, too. Photo by Megan Haymond.
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Let’s call my neighbor Mr. Anderson. His demand for
flowers to purchase for planting in his yard might look
something like Figure 13.5. In this case, Mr. Anderson
faces a horizontal supply curve (in the range of quantities
he is reasonably likely to purchase). He will have to pay the
going market price, since his individual demand is highly
unlikely to affect the overall market price for flowers. His
demand curve will reflect the marginal utility of each
additional basket of flowers, which declines as shown since
each additional flower gives smaller and smaller increases
in utility. But what would change if Mr. Anderson somehow
took into consideration the benefits I receive when I walk by
his house? What if he added my increase in utility to his own?
In this case, his demand curve would shift (since he would
add my benefit to his own benefit) and the flower output
would look something like Figure 13.6.
As you can see, Mr. Anderson’s demand would increase when
he internalized the externality, and the socially optimal
quantity would increase from Q1 to Q2. So once again, we see
that in the presence of externalities (in this case a positive
externality), the market result would not be socially
optimal, and thus could be considered a market “failure.”

Nevertheless we must once more repeat several caveats.
To begin with, Mr. Anderson would have to overcome the
Figure 13.5, Mr. Anderson’s Flower Decision. When Mr.
Anderson considers only his own enjoyment of flowers in his
transaction costs of determining what his neighbors want.
yard, he will purchase the quantity of flowers as above and pay
Does he pay a firm to survey his neighbors to find out how
the market price.
much they like his flowers? Obviously not. Next, even if he
Internalize the
gathered some information on his neighbors’ desires, he has no way of telling how much
externality: when parties
the demand curve should shift to the right; Mr. Anderson is not omniscient. Should
to any exchange include
the costs and benefits
he buy five more flowers, or fifty? Even if he knew all of his neighbors wanted him to
that their actions impose
purchase additional flowers, he would have no basis to compare their subjective increase
(or provide) to others in
their supply and demand
in utility to his own. He could only know that they would prefer more flowers and that
schedules.
buying more would increase social welfare—but he wouldn’t know how much.
Positive externality:
A benefit to a 3rd party from
a market transaction.

This gets to the heart of the matter. Yes, markets can “fail” in the sense that we could
imagine some superior result, with higher quantities of goods produced when a good
yields a positive externality, and lower amounts of goods when there is a negative
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Figure 13.6, Mr. Anderson Considers his Neighbors. When

externality. But when we say a market fails, it is always “as
compared to what viable alternative?” Market critics would
suggest that goods yielding positive externalities should
be subsidized to produce an optimal quantity, while goods
producing negative externalities could be regulated to reduce
production. Yet government action in no way can solve the
problem of not being able to make interpersonal comparisons
of subjective utility. I can’t know how much you dislike or like
something—there is no objective measurement to compare
to; and neither can the government with some wise, central
planning bureaucrat. To arrive at a centrally planned socially
optimal production decision, we would need an institutional
arrangement that includes someone with omniscience.
Unfortunately, that attribute is reserved for God—neither
markets nor government has it!

Mr. Anderson considers his neighbor’s enjoyment of flowers in
his yard as well as his own enjoyment, his demand for flowers
will increase as shown.

Subsidy: a payment
made by the government
to encourage a particular
behavior or outcome.

To illustrate the depth
When we say a market
of this problem, let’s
remember our old friend “opportunity cost” as we
fails, it is always “as
consider Mr. Anderson’s flower garden. One way to
compared to what
increase social welfare for flower viewing is to let
viable alternative?”
the neighbors, in effect, pay for additional flowers.
We could take taxpayer money (a subsidy of say, $1
per plant) to give to flower planters in order to plant the bureaucrat’s idea of a socially
optimal amount of flowers, as in Figure 13.7. But remember, there is no free lunch!
If we choose to subsidize flowers so more flowers are planted in everybody’s yard, the
resources that are used for the subsidy had to come from taxpayers. How does the
central planner know whether the taxpayer values flowers in someone else’s yard more
than what the taxpayer would have purchased with his money before it was taken in
taxes? Of course the answer is that the central planner cannot know—omniscience is
still required. And if the central planner thinks taxpayers like flowers more than they
actually do, he or she will take more resources away from the taxpayer than they would
ideally like. The opportunity cost in terms of lost consumption of other goods will be
greater than the benefit of the additional flowers. In this case, attempting to improve the
social welfare will actually reduce social welfare. The knowledge problem for a central
planner to arrive at a socially efficient outcome is insurmountable.

The knowledge problem for a central
planner to arrive at a socially efficient
outcome is insurmountable.
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production should be reduced? We’ve already discussed
earlier in the book that there is an optimal amount of “bads.”
It is not at all clear that the correct amount of toxins in the
river ought to be zero—at least from a social welfare sense.
It is entirely possible that units of production (that result
in some positive level of toxins in the river) would provide
a higher level of utility to those consuming Stinky Steel’s
product than the negative utility of those living downstream.
If the gains to those upstream exceed the losses incurred by
those downstream, the upstream winners could potentially
compensate the losers downstream (either through private
agreement or through a government taxation scheme).
But this comes back to the knowledge problem: how do we
compare the upstream gains to the downstream losses?

Figure 13.7, Mr. Anderson’s Flower Demand with $1 Subsidy.

The knowledge problem is not the only consideration;
administration of a central planning bureaucracy requires
significant resources. Much of the tax revenue ostensibly
taken for flower subsidies (or steel industry regulation)
will be used by the planning bureaucracy to accomplish
its mission. Indeed, it often will cost more than a dollar to
provide a dollar’s worth of benefit to some constituency. Further, if the central planner
happily stumbled upon the socially optimal quantity of a given good (but how would
he know he did?!), individual preferences constantly change; the planner would have no
way of knowing whether he should adjust production at any time.

When the taxpayer provides a $1 subsidy to the consumer to
purchase additional flowers, the demand curve will shift to the
right, such that at every quantity, the new demand curve rises
over the original demand curve by the amount of the subsidy.
In this case, quantity will rise to Q2, but flowers that were
previously valued at only $3 by the customer will be purchased
for $4 because of the taxpayer subsidy.

While markets are likewise not omniscient, prices provide a signal to guide production
changes as the market process unfolds. But the central planner has no way of dealing
with a dynamic world of changing tastes and preferences. This does not mean that
government action can never improve a market outcome in the presence of externalities.
It simply means the difficulties noted ensure that the government cannot hit (or
maintain) some socially optimal production level, and it means that government action
could make the situation worse. It is always a case of comparing differing institutional
arrangements in the real world. One cannot simply assume that if markets aren’t perfect,
government can and must correct them—as if government action had no problems of its
own. We’ll explore some of these problems in chapter 14.

REMEDIES FOR EXTERNALITIES
The knowledge problem that precludes government from hitting the socially optimal
production level does not mean we can’t do anything. We can put many institutional
improvements in place to encourage the internalization of externalities; that is, make the
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decision-maker fully bear the costs of his or her actions. The primary method of dealing
with externalities is carefully defining property rights, and then allowing the public
sector to protect those rights.
Let’s go back to Stinky Steel for a rather simplistic view of the problem. Consider the
very basic question of “who owns the water in the river?” If Stinky Steel does not own the
river, the management has no right to damage anyone else’s property by emitting toxins
in the river. The legal owner of the river water should be able to use the court system
for legal redress against Stinky Steel’s polluting encroachment. This may well be in the
form of collective ownership—the government could own the property rights. If Stinky
Steel does own the river, then it has the right to emit toxins in the river. The people who
are hurt downstream because they can no longer fish or swim in the river had no legal
right to do so in the first place, so their costs should not be included in the cost/benefit
calculus.
In most cases, markets work well precisely because property rights can be easily defined
and enforced. In other cases, it is more difficult. For instance, how can we define the
ownership of the air? What level of polluting is allowed? What if the pollution is natural,
like methane from cows? Do we allow you to have a campfire to cook marshmallows?
Should Jesus have been allowed to emit greenhouse gases from his fire to cook fish? If
that’s ok, what if Jesus burned a bunch of old tires to cook the fish? Then what about a
junkyard with a mountain of burning tires?
Life is full of externalities, and most of them are dealt with as part of our everyday
“being at peace with all men.” We work with others to limit the negative implications of
our actions and maximize the benefit toward others. But we can’t mitigate all negative
actions. Part of the problem is the presence of transaction costs with the large number
of people that we would have to reach agreement with, as well as the cost of monitoring
compliance. As technology improves, monitoring compliance costs can go down, such
as those involved with monitoring automobile pollution.
Many readers are probably outraged by the statement made earlier, suggesting that
if Stinky Steel owns the property rights to the river, there is no basis for the people
downstream to complain if toxins are released into the river. While that may be legally
true, you might say that there is a moral problem with dumping toxins in the river.
I couldn’t agree more! Yet, most of us don’t hesitate to get in the car and drive to the
movies, emitting dangerous chemicals (in small amounts) in the process. Nevertheless,
even if there are no legal restrictions on pollution (or any other negative externality),
there can still be tremendous social pressure against bad behavior. In fact, social mores
and values are much more important in guiding social behavior than the legal system.
Just consider cigarette smoking. Yes, there are considerable legal restrictions against
smoking; yet the legal restrictions pale against peer pressure that says “you stink” or
when members of the opposite sex refuse to kiss you because you “taste like cigarettes.”
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Social pressure is very effective at controlling behavior that the general public considers
objectionable. Most business establishments refuse service to those not wearing shirts
or shoes, even though for males there is no law requiring a shirt. Signifying your
satisfaction with a good meal by a large belch may be socially acceptable in some parts of
the world, but a young man on a dinner date with an attractive young lady will likely try
to avoid the social penalty for that action!
So how could this work with the toxins in the river? Social pressure could come about
by protests by the people downstream to shame Stinky Steel into modifying its behavior.
Further, if enough people were upset about it, even customers could face pressure if
people knew they bought from Stinky Steel. You see protesters on numerous issues all
the time; many times the business will modify their behavior to placate some interest
group rather than have their name taken down. Nike has had numerous complaints
over the years for its treatment of overseas workers, and it purports to have changed
its operations in response. As an example of consumers being ostracized for buying a
product with social opprobrium, ladies may not want to wear fur coats in politically
correct circles.
In part, these social protests are very useful; they provide information regarding the
extent of negative utility produced by the externality. Stinky Steel may have some idea
of the social cost it’s imposing on others by the extent of the protest. It can then balance
this against the benefits that its products provide for consumers. It is important for us
to constantly remind ourselves that we live in a fallen world; there is no utopian solution
and there is no free lunch—there are only tradeoffs. Knowing the decision necessarily
involves a tradeoff, we must press on to understand God’s will—WWJD?

PUBLIC GOODS
Public goods: goods that
are difficult for the markets
to produce efficiently, since
they have attributes of
non-excludability and nonrivalrousness.

Free rider: someone who
can benefit from another’s
purchase of a product; the
product once produced
cannot be excluded from
those who do not pay.

Externalities are not the only problem that inhibits the market’s ability to produce goods
and services efficiently; some goods and services have characteristics that make market
provision much more difficult. These goods are often called public goods since markets
will tend not to produce them. Let’s illustrate the concept with an example. When I was
a child, music was not ubiquitous (available everywhere)—no iPhones or anything. We
thought 8-track tapes were high tech! When you went into the local diner or ice cream
store they often had a “juke-box” in the corner, and you could put in a quarter and select
several songs to be played. Everyone in the diner would get the benefit (or cost, if they
didn’t like the song!) regardless of the fact that they didn’t pay for a song. If you wanted
to buy a song, there would be no way to exclude non-payers from enjoying it as well.
Further, your consumption of the song (listening) didn’t reduce the consumption of
the song by anyone else. Because of this, you would only occasionally hear music on the
juke-box; some patrons would never pay money for it, hoping that someone else would.
Those people are called free riders.
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Non-excludability: A good
or service is non-excludable
if production for one person
necessarily makes it
available for everyone (such
as non-scrambled radio
signals).
Non-rivalrous: A good or
service is non-rivalrous
if consumption by one
individual does not reduce
the amount available
for any other potential
consumer.

This concept illustrates the characteristics of a public good (although we’ll outline
some flaws with this particular example in a moment). A public good has two essential
features.
§§ Non-excludability: if one person receives the benefit of the good, others will
gain benefit as well—they cannot be excluded from the benefit of the good.
§§ Non-rivalrous in consumption. In other words, my consumption of the good
doesn’t affect the quantity available for your consumption.
Ordinary goods are both excludable and rivalrous—like a hot dog. I can certainly
exclude you from eating my hot dog; and if I eat it, by definition you can’t. This is not so
with public goods.
Consider national defense. If one person pays for national defense (let’s say Bill Gates),
it is impossible for his neighbors not to receive the benefit—they can’t be excluded,
because if you protect the borders for Mr. Gates you also protect them for Mr. Jones.
And Mr. Gates’ consumption of national defense in no way precludes your consumption
of national defense. This means that voluntary cooperation and purchase of the national
defense would be very problematic—everyone would try to free-ride while others do it.
Let’s think about this a different way. Have you ever worked on a group project where
the reward was the same to everyone on the team? It could have been cleaning up the
house, washing the car with your brothers and sisters, or a class project in school. Maybe
you were the one that slacked off thinking that someone else would pick up the load,
or maybe you were the one that really wanted a good grade and didn’t want to let Sam’s
poor performance cost you a grade—so you did his work too. In any case, you have likely
either seen free-riding in action, or you’ve been a free rider—or perhaps both at different
times! Going back to the 2nd Law of Economics—incentives matter—we aren’t too
surprised that people respond to the incentive by trying to free-ride off others for goods
that are non-excludable and non-rivalrous.

Strategic behavior:
when individuals have
an incentive to hide their
true preferences (as in
a negotiation) due to
competing interests.

Part of the problem with public goods is that it would be very difficult to determine
how much each person valued his or her consumption of the good in order to price
it accordingly. The transaction costs would be very high to do so, and quite possibly
impossible due to strategic behavior on the part of the public. Strategic behavior can
occur when participants realize it is not in their interest to reveal their true preferences.
Have you ever watched someone bargain over a price? They are definitely engaged in
strategic behavior. This gets back to the knowledge problem of the central planner: how
would true preferences ever be known to the planner?
Because of the high transaction costs, it may be less expensive for the government to
simply tax the general public and pay for the service. As was stated before, it does not
necessarily follow that because markets have difficulty providing a service (because of
free riders), the government can provide the service more efficiently. And the market
often finds incentives to overcome free-riding, as we’ll see next.
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If you get into the car and turn on the radio to an AM or FM channel, you hear music or
talk radio. If someone provides an FM signal to you, there is no way that I cannot receive
the signal as well—it is non-excludable. You listening to the radio does not preclude my
consumption as well—it is non-rivalrous. Thus, radio meets our strict definition of a
public good, yet it is usually a private service. Why is that? Well, Christian radio stations
often have pledge drives (as does your local public television station) and rely on people
choosing to “do the right thing.” The success of these stations suggests that voluntary
contributions are possible for a truly valued product. But the main mechanism for
overcoming the free rider problem is with advertising; listeners wouldn’t pay directly,
but indirectly through their purchases of goods and services they hear about through
the radio. Further, technology allows increased specialization and improvements that
can overcome the free rider problem, such as with satellite radio and TV where the good
can be restricted to only those who pay.
Other types of voluntary arrangements can overcome the free
rider problem, such as community covenants which maintain
Public goods: just because
certain levels of services within a community. If you don’t want
something is currently provided
to pay for the services, you don’t move into that community.
publicly does not make it a
A final and very important note about public goods: just
public good—it must have the
because something is currently provided publicly does not
characteristics of non-excludibility
make it a public good—it must have the characteristics of
non-excludibility and non-rivalrousness in consumption. So,
and non-rivalrousness in
is public education a public good? How about the provision
consumption.
of money by the Federal Reserve? The answer to both of these
questions is no; make sure you understand why. Carefully
think through the application of the two characteristics of a public good to these
services. This doesn’t necessarily mean that government shouldn’t provide services that
are not technically defined as public goods, but it does mean that we cannot use the
rationale that markets cannot provide these services therefore the government must.

LACK OF COMPETITION
When we covered monopoly and oligopoly in an earlier chapter, we learned that
producers might be able to increase profits by restricting output. In those market
structures, the marginal cost to produce additional units is less than the benefit that
consumers would receive, as in Figure 13.8. Thus, expanding output until the marginal
benefit of the consumers equals the marginal cost of producers would increase allocative
efficiency. Markets are said to “fail” since they do not produce this level of output. In
chapter 14 we’ll explore some reasons why government action to correct this might not
work well, but let’s first think about why we might be happy with monopoly profits and
allocative inefficiency.
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There is little doubt that the driving force of innovation in
an economy is the pursuit of monopoly profits—however
transitory they might be. Apple Computer receives
monopoly profits from their latest product innovations,
but regulation could kill the goose that keeps laying golden
eggs. The pursuit of these monopoly profits is precisely what
has made our economy grow and our standard of living
increase tremendously over time. Apple can only maintain
those profits over the long term by staying ahead of the
competition—which requires them to relentlessly serve
customers better. If they don’t serve consumers well, the
consumer will quickly move to a better servant. Ask General
Motors how loyal consumers are when GM does not serve
customers as well as Toyota or Honda.

Figure 13.8, Price Searcher (Monopoly) Equilibrium. As

Monopoly profits not only drive innovation, they provide an
incentive for firms to experiment with multiple variations
of a product. We gain tremendous product variety in
the marketplace as price searchers compete by product
differentiation. If we want status and environmental kudos,
we might buy a Tesla; if we value reliability, we may purchase
a Honda; if we want a supercar, we may purchase a Corvette; if we want to be boring,
we’ll buy a Ford (sorry Ford and Ford fans—I couldn’t resist that one!).

discussed in Chapter 8, a price searcher in pursuit of monopoly
profits will produce an output of QM and charge PM. The
additional quantities above QM but less than Q* are valued by
consumers greater than the opportunity cost of the resources
used to produce them, so the price searcher output is not
allocatively efficient.

All joking aside, the market will provide tremendous product variety in pursuit of the
monopoly profits. Once again, we must compare institutional arrangements when we
consider how to address this “failure.” Would any alternative (such as markets with
government as the price regulator) be able to produce not only the valued allocative
efficiency, but also the innovation and product variety that markets are famous for? Even
if so, would the benefits of the regulatatory approach exceed the costs? Nevertheless,
however you judge the outcome of monopoly, lack of competition at least raises the
possibility that markets could be improved by government action.

REMEDIES FOR LACK OF COMPETITION
Historically, monopolies were often created by a sovereign who would give a specific
charter for exclusive commercial rights to one business venture (such as with the
Dutch East India Company). Without the exclusive government charter restricting
competition, the lure of sharing in the higher-than-normal profits would always draw
competitors. Nevertheless, when governments have tried to remedy lack of competition,
they have offered two approaches to improve market outcomes. The first is through
anti-trust legislation, which was in part a populist response to large business trusts that
were thought to be anti-competitive. This type of legislation often restricts mergers of
businesses to preserve competitive forces. For example, the companies providing Direct
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TV and Dish Network were prevented from merging in 2002 by the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC). The companies asserted they would be able to more efficiently
provide new services and compete against cable TV, but regulators were ostensibly
concerned that people dependent upon satellite TV (with no cable coverage) would be
harmed by price hikes. Whether this legislation does more good than harm is a matter
of debate; as we’ve reviewed, the lack of competitors does not necessarly preclude
competition (because of contestable markets).
A second way of addressing market failure to achieve allocative efficiency is through
regulation. The government can regulate a specific business or industry to charge a
certain amount to thereby increase output (such as P* in Figure 13.8 earlier). For
example, most electric utilities have exclusive rights to provide electric power for a given
region. The prices the utilities are allowed to charge usually have to be approved by a
state public utilities (or service) commission.
We’ve already discussed the problem of how the central planner can know the right
price. In the next chapter we’ll address what incentives regulators face to actually set the
correct price, assuming they could know what that price should be.

GOVERNMENT AS ROBIN HOOD
In addition to economic arguments that government involvement may improve
allocative efficiency, some call for government to address equity concerns. In this view,
government should be an arm for social justice, equality, and income distribution.
While social justice is a nebulous term and used nowhere in the Bible, its propopents
typically demand government tax policy to promote a “fairer” income distribution and/
or to alleviate poverty. So let’s examine just a few of these issues. This is not meant to be
exhaustive, but simply to introduce you to the issue a bit more formally than perhaps
your neighbor’s diatribe on some particular ill!

INCOME INEQUALITY
You have likely heard the old saying that “the rich are getting richer and the poor
are getting poorer.” Whatever those who say this mean, it is not true as stated—for
several reasons. First, while those who are categorized as rich are indeed getting richer,
those categorized as poor are getting richer too—by almost any standard of measure.
Technology and economic growth have benefitted the poor disproportionately, as
illustrated by Professor Don Boudreaux’s presentation comparing the purchasing power
of real wages of the ‘70s to today. For example, the very wealthy never washed their
clothes by hand—they had servants to do that. Yet now, almost 70% of the poor have
washing machines (risen by 10% over the last 20 years). Nearly 80% of the poor had air
conditioning in 2005, while less than 1/3 of all Americans (rich and poor alike) had air
conditioning in 1971. By most measures, one would rather be a poor American in 2020
than a rich king in 1700. Think dental care!
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What the critics mean when they make this claim is that income inquality is rising,
and to a large degree this is true. While the abolute income of the poor is rising in real
terms (adjusted for inflation), the income of the rich is rising even faster. But even this
is not as bad as the critics suggest. As economist Steve Horwitz outlines in the article
just referenced, there is considerable migration within income groups over time. In
other words, comparing the poor to the rich over time is misleading because they are
often not the same people. Some that were in the lowest income group will have moved
to the top, and vice versa. While that is unusual, it is not unusual to see people move
from one income quintile to an adjacent quintile. This happens as the poor gain skills,
work, and save. Over time their lives improve, and they leave the poorest class and move
toward middle class. They are replaced by young people entering the work force, as well
as immigrants, who usually start out at the bottom of the ladder. Likewise, some at the
top do not stay there; there is certainly no guarantee that once you become rich you’ll
keep your wealth. This is especially true one or two generations downstream from the
originally rich.
Nevertheless, there are many advocates of government action to redistribute wealth from
the top income classes towards the bottom, such as former Secretary of Labor Robert
Reich and Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi. Unfortunately, most income transfers
are not from the rich to the poor, but from the politically unorganized to the politically
organized. As economist Dwight Lee shows, “the pattern of redistribution appears to be
political power, not need.” Lee notes that only 25% of income transfers are means tested
(based on need), and the remaining 75% is independent of income. For example, one of
the largest income transfers are for the recipients of social security; the only requirement
is be old enough to receive the transfer (no financial need required). Lee also identifies
hidden perverse income transfers from the poor to the rich, such as tariffs that benefit
wealthy producers which results in poor people paying higher prices for goods, or farm
subsidies to millionaire farmers which result in poor people paying higher food prices.
In a 2012 series on The Unequal State of America, Reuters also noted the startling rise
in benefits to the rich from expanding government. In “Redistributing Up,” Reuters
(authors Deborah Nelson and Himanshu Ojha, 2012) noted,
“In the town that launched the War on Poverty 48 years ago [Washington
DC], the poor are getting poorer despite the government’s help. And the
rich are getting richer because of it. The top 5 percent of households in
Washington, D.C., made more than $500,000 on average last year, while
the bottom 20 percent earned less than $9,500 - a ratio of 54 to 1. That
gap is up from 39 to 1 two decades ago. It’s wider than in any of the 50
states and all but two major cities. This at a time when income inequality
in the United States as a whole has risen to levels last seen in the years
before the Great Depression….The federal government does redistribute
wealth down to struggling Americans. But in the years since President
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Lyndon Johnson took aim at poverty in his first State of the Union address,
there has been an increasingly strong crosscurrent: The government is
redistributing wealth up, too - especially in the nation’s capital.”
- Reuters, Deborah Nelson and Himanshu Ojha (2012)
While these results may be discouraging, they shouldn’t be too surprising when you
apply economic reasoning. In the next chapter we’ll study public choice theory and learn
why you don’t have to be a cynic to understand that public policy may have unintended
consequences. We will learn why political incentives often drive this type of perverse outcome.
One final note concerning government “Robin Hood” policies: we need to be extremely
careful not to base our political decisions on what is often called the politics of envy.
Not only is envy one of the seven deadly sins, it is repeatedly condemned by God in the
Bible. Further, we know that God often provides material blessings to hard work, and he
promises that ill-gotten gains do not last (Proverbs 13:11). We have a sovereign God—
he will make things right in his own due time. Never forget that the sinfulness of our
own hearts (Jeremiah 17:9) may confuse our ability to understand what God requires.
Remember, he is not “just like you” (or me for that matter!).

IT’S A WRAP!
In this chapter we’ve seen how markets may not provide a socially optimum quantity
of output. With a lack of competition, markets may not produce all output which
consumers value more than the cost of production. Further, poorly defined property
rights may create externalities, with markets overproducing products that have negative
spillover benefits, and underproducing products with positive benefits. Public goods—
those that are non-excludable and non-rivalrous—may be underproduced if markets
cannot overcome the free rider problem. All of these so-called “market failures” may—
and the key word is may—mean that government provision could lead to a socially
improved outcome.
Nevertheless, we have learned that simply because it is conceptually possible that
government action in markets can lead to an improved result does not mean it will lead
to a better result. In this chapter, we focused on the ability of government planners to
know what the optimal amount of a given product should be. Markets use prices to
guide entrepreneurs to correct production decisions; there is no analog for government
planners. How will they know what they should do?
But this is not the only issue. In this chapter we’ve granted that government officials may
be angels, focusing on whether they have the capability to plan the economy or regulate
it in a socially optimal way. But what if they are not angels? What if they are just like
everybody else—sinners in a fallen world pursuing their own self-interest? This question
is at the heart of the economic field of public choice, which we’ll explore in the next chapter.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
FRÉDÉRIC BASTIAT
1801-1850

Portrait of Frédéric Bastiat (Public
Domain) 1

In this chapter on market failure it is appropriate to highlight an economist who was
at the forefront of highlighting false economic thinking in response to market failures,
Frédéric Bastiat of France. Bastiat is perhaps the greatest communicator of economic
truths that economists have ever had. He was not a technically trained economist, but
as a businessman in an export industry, economist Thomas DiLorenzo says Bastiat saw
first-hand the evils of protectionism—closing businesses and unemployed workers.
Bastiat inherited the family business at the age of 25 and was able to comfortably pursue
his intellectual interests, including political and economic philosophy. Bastiat spent
the rest of his short life honing his arguments and engaging the political culture; he was
elected to several offices culminating in the national assembly.
Bastiat’s brilliance was in his use of the reductio ad absurdum. With this method of
argumentation, he took his opponents’ policies to their logical conclusion (a conclusion
that none in the general public could agree with), and showed therefore the principle
must be invalid. In his classic Candlemakers’ Petition, Bastiat shows the absurdity of
trade restrictions that favor domestic producers. Bastiat suggested that the candlemakers
could petition legislators to prevent the sun from giving its light, since the sun was bad
for domestic candlemakers and all the related jobs.
“What we pray for is, that it may please you to pass a law ordering the
shutting up of all windows, sky-lights, dormer-windows, outside and
inside shutters, curtains, blinds, bull’s-eyes; in a word, of all openings,
holes, chinks, clefts, and fissures, by or through which the light of the
sun has been in use to enter houses, to the prejudice of the meritorious
manufactures with which we flatter ourselves we have accommodated our
country,—a country which, in gratitude, ought not to abandon us now to
a strife so unequal.”
– Candlemakers’ Petition
Any of the objections made against the ban against the sun could just as easily be applied
to other trade restrictions; Bastiat had the opponents of free trade on the run with his
powerful arguments.
Bastiat illustrated the fallacious reasoning in support of government policies with his
Broken Window Fallacy. Bastiat noted government policies often pursue a goal that
produces “seen” (but relatively small) benefits, while incurring large but “unseen” costs.
In the broken window fallacy, a broken window may lead to additional spending to
repair the window, and the money the repairman makes will be spent many times
over. So maybe we should break more windows? The fallacy is the unseen cost; what
would the businessman have spent the money on which only repaired his window?
He could have purchased something that would have added to his business (such as a
new machine), which would also have created the multiplying economic effect in the
economy, while leaving his business better off.
In his History of Economic Analysis, Joseph Schumpeter was not kind to Bastiat: “I do
not hold that Bastiat was a bad theorist. I hold that he was no theorist.” Perhaps we need
fewer theorists!
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE TRUE OR FALSE
1. An output level is said to be allocatively efficient if profit is maximized at MR=MC
(for all market structures).
2. If a market transaction produces positive externalities, the output level is higher
than is socially desirable.
3. Since it is impossible to know the socially optimal quantity, we cannot know that
market exchanges with negative externalities are not socially optimal.
4. If a producer fully “internalizes the negative externality,” the socially optimal
quantity will be produced.

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE SHORT ANSWER OR
CALCULATION
5. Describe what the “knowledge problem” is for government regulators. How does this
affect their ability to improve on market “failure”?
6. What is the market’s principle way to help internalize externalities?
7. What are the two features of public goods?
8. Are the following public goods? Why or why not (i.e., apply the two features from #4):
a. Public schools
b. National missile defense
c. Cancer research at the National Institutes for Health
9. Think about markets where firms have pricing power (monopoly) and you are glad
they do. Give an example (not Apple products) and explain why.
10. Illustrate the markets for a bath with a supply and demand diagram. Show whether
the number of daily baths would go up if people “internalized the externality.” Is a
bath a positive or negative externality?
11. If you concluded that baths did have an externality, does that suggest government
needs to correct this “market failure?” Are there other ways to produce the optimal
number of baths?
12. List at least three reasons why “the rich get richer and the poor get poorer” is not
true.

THE FOLLOWING QUESTION IS TRUE OR FALSE
13. The vast majority of income transfers in the U.S. are made to alleviate poverty.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN ANSWERS
1. False; not true with monopoly,
2. False; it underprovides
3. False; we know that it is not socially optimal, we just can’t tell by how much or what
the correct quantity should be
4. True
5. In essence it refers to the social planner’s ability to “know” true preferences, as well
as to the ability to aggregate those preferences for a social welfare function.
6. Assign property rights, and use the legal system to enforce those rights.
7. Non-rivalrous and non-excludability (see definition in text).
8. A. No; the product can be excluded from consumption by those who will not pay.
B. Yes. Once it is provided for one person, it must be provided for all.
C. No, the results of the research could be reserved only for those willing to pay
(that doesn’t mean we should not provide this publicly, only that it does not meet the
definition of a public good).
9. Car manufacturers. This encourages them to specialize and make distinctive
products more to my taste.
10. A bath is a positive externality; Figure 13.7 illustrates the principle. You would see
more baths as people made sure not to offend someone.
11. No government action needed; social pressures tend to lead to this result already.
12. A. Empirical evidence shows that while the rich are richer, the poor are getting
richer as well.
B. In real terms, the poor have access to many more goods that only the rich could
afford previously.
C. The people who are in each income class do not stay the same over time.
13. False; most income transfers are to the political connected.
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ENDNOTES:
1. [Portrait of Frédéric Bastiat]. (2009). Retrieved June 19, 2013, from http://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bastiat.jpg
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN:

DECISION-MAKING
IN DEMOCRACY:
PUBLIC CHOICE

THE NATURE OF POLITICAL DECISION-MAKING:
SELF-INTEREST!
2 Samuel 15
Absalom’s Conspiracy
1
Now it came about after this that Absalom provided for himself a chariot and horses
and fifty men as runners before him. 2Absalom used to rise early and stand beside
the way to the gate; and when any man had a suit to come to the king for judgment,
Absalom would call to him and say, “From what city are you?” And he would say,
“Your servant is from one of the tribes of Israel.” 3Then Absalom would say to him,
“See, your claims are good and right, but no man listens to you on the part of the
king.” 4Moreover, Absalom would say, “Oh that one would appoint me judge in the
land, then every man who has any suit or cause could come to me and I would give
him justice.” 5And when a man came near to prostrate himself before him, he would
put out his hand and take hold of him and kiss him. 6In this manner Absalom dealt
with all Israel who came to the king for judgment; so Absalom stole away the hearts of
the men of Israel.
Lower taxes, a more compassionate government, and free health care for all! Politicians are
widely known for trying to “bribe” voters with campaign promises—you give me political
power and I’ll do this for you. We don’t exactly like to think of it as a bribe, but the reality is
that voters cast their vote based on the perception of what that politician is going to do for
them. The voters may simply want justice, or there may be a road project near their home,
or even a bridge to nowhere. What the politicians want may be a better nation, pork-barrel
spending for their state (explained later in the chapter), or raw political power. But for selfish
or noble purposes, politicians need power.
For many years, political science modeled the public sector (bureaucrats, politicians, judges)
as acting in the “public interest.” Yet many of the politicians’ actions seemed to benefit them
personally—as the saying goes, they went to Washington to do good and ended up doing
well. Some economists, led by Nobel Laureate James Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, began
to model public servants with the same assumptions that govern everyone else: individuals
acting in their own self-interest. You are probably not surprised that these self-interest
models of public sector behavior are much more accurate than public interest models.
In this scriptural example from 2 Samuel, we see how both “politicians” (Absalom) and
“voters” (the Israelites) behave. Even though ancient Israel didn’t have a democracy,
those wanting power must have support of at least a significant portion of the population.
Politicians seeking power promise to give the people what they want, and they often
rationalize that their self-interest is the public interest, “we need justice.” Absalom may have
even been able to convince himself that murdering his father David was in the public interest,
and many may have agreed; but fortunately, that was not the Lord’s plan.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Contrast public choice analysis with public interest analysis
§§ Describe the growth of government over time and relate it to our national debt
§§ Explain why voters are rationally ignorant and why politicians are seldom
principled
§§ Relate why collective decision-making is more complex than private market
transactions
§§ Recognize why and how government policies “fail,” (e.g., they do not provide the
socially optimal level of regulation)
§§ Explain how special interest groups affect policies
§§ Describe how logrolling and pork-barrel legislation can lead to bad legislation
§§ Relate how rent seeking diverts resources from productive to socially wasteful
activities
§§ Explain why campaign finance laws are often political barriers to entry
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INTRODUCTION
The possibility of market failures identified in the last chapter suggests that government
action may improve on market outcomes. Consider the following apocryphal story/
analogy:1
A king in days gone by called for singers to be brought in to sing for him.
The king’s servants brought two singers forward to sing for him, with the
one favored by the king to receive a coveted palace position, singing for
both the king’s personal pleasure and official functions. The first singer
was brought forward to give a rendition of the country’s national anthem.
As she sang, the notes were often unrecognizable, with the king listening
in unbelief. Before she had even finished the song, the king declared the
contest over. He immediately awarded the position to the second singer. In
his mind, the 2nd singer couldn’t possibly do worse.
Markets often face the same criticism (such as this one by Nobel Laureate Joseph
Stiglitz). When market outcomes result at less than some level of hypothetical efficiency,
they are condemned as unacceptable. The default answer is for the government to step
in to address the problem, without any careful analysis of whether the government
action will actually lead to an improved result. An improved result is simply assumed.
In any meaningful comparison of different institutional arrangements (e.g., government
regulation or free market process), we must compare theory to theory, or reality to
reality. It is inappropriate, for example, to compare the reality of free markets with a
theoretical possibility of what government action might be able to do.
Public choice analysis
(theory): a study of
political behavior using the
analytical techniques of
economics, with individuals
maximizing their own utility
according to self-interest.

In this chapter we will “let the second singer sing.” We will provide an analytical process
to consider alternative institutional arrangements—public choice analysis. Public
choice analysis models collective choice problems with one overarching assumption:
individuals make decisions primarily based on their perception of their own selfinterest, whether they are in the private or the public sector. Why is that a reasonable
assumption? Let’s talk about it.

Public choice analysis models
collective choice problems with one
overarching assumption: individuals
make decisions primarily based on
their perception of their own selfinterest, whether they are in the
private or the public sector.

WE’RE ALL FALLEN NOW…
When we look around the rest of the world, Americans
typically understand the reality of corrupt and autocratic
rulers. We have no problem believing that Hitler, Stalin,
and Mao literally killed millions of their citizens to gain
and maintain power. Or more recently, we have no problem
believing that Fidel Castro and Hugo Chavez stole elections
to maintain power, or that Chinese autocrats keep political
prisoners, or that most Islamic states rule with an iron fist
(or try to preserve their power with an iron fist, such as what
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occurred in 2011 in the “Arab Spring”). We don’t put on rose-colored glasses when we
view the rest of the world and their motivations. We know that sinful people will often
do many wicked things to pursue power; the historical record as well as Scripture is
replete with such examples. Yet when we look at our own leaders, we don’t want to think
they will do that; it is viewed as a great surprise when Illinois Gov. Blagojevich tries to
sell President Obama’s former senate seat, or when members of Congress are found with
thousands of dollars in their freezer or consider accepting bribes. These are believed to
be the aberrations, not the rules.
This elevated idea we have of our own leaders is not a biblical
So we should expect fallen men
perspective; our leaders are just as fallen as any other nation’s
leaders—no more, no less. Our leaders are just as capable of
acting on behalf of the public to
wickedness as any other power-seeking autocrat in history. Our
act just like fallen men acting in
founding fathers very clearly understood the fallen nature of man
a market setting—in their own
and designed institutional constraints (separation of powers) that
self-interest.
mitigate the evil one man can do even if he does not fear God. If our
leaders don’t have a healthy fear of God, they can only rely on their
own moral strength to resist the fleshly temptations of power—
strength that history suggests is sorely lacking. So we should expect fallen men acting on
behalf of the public to act just like fallen men acting in a market setting—in their own
self-interest. Acting in their own self-interest may even come at the expense of the public
interest, if the two are in conflict.
WHO PAYS THE TAX?
MATTHEW 17:24-27
When they came to Capernaum, those who collected the two-drachma tax came to Peter and said, “Does your
teacher not pay the two-drachma tax?” 25He said, “Yes.” And when he came into the house, Jesus spoke to him first,
saying, “What do you think, Simon? From whom do the kings of the earth collect customs or poll-tax, from their sons or
from strangers?” 26When Peter said, “From strangers,” Jesus said to him, “Then the sons are exempt. 27”However, so that
we do not offend them, go to the sea and throw in a hook, and take the first fish that comes up; and when you open its
mouth, you will find a shekel. Take that and give it to them for you and Me.”
24

The history of government is often one of interest group alignment with leadership. For instance, it is very easy to see
in modern American politics that union leadership very strongly supports the Democratic Party, and the National Rifle
Association tends to support the Republican Party. In exchange for their support, the interest groups expect their groups
to be relatively favored by government if those they support obtain power. This could include taxing others to fund projects
that benefit all. While biblical justice requires justice be blind (Leviticus 19:15), the reality is that in a fallen world, it
often is not. Hence Jesus’ comments about taxation can be extended once we understand that political leaders will act
according to their self-interest: we do not expect them to tax their own “sons” or supporters, but rather they will tax
others who are “strangers.” This is not a normative (what should be) assessment, but a positive (what is) assessment of
the fallen world we live in.
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As demonstrated throughout this book, acting in self-interest (as opposed to greed)
is not necessarily a bad motive—it just shouldn’t be our only motive. The apostle Paul
admonishes us to look out not only for our own interests, but also the interests of
others—considering others as better than ourselves (Philippians 2:4). Notice that he
doesn’t condemn self-interest; it just needs to be balanced with concern for others. Jesus’
Golden Rule encourages us to treat others as we would like to be treated ourselves; in
other words, we need to extend our view of self-interest to include an interest of others.
And if our self-interest conflicts with our responsibilities to serve God and man, we
should deny ourselves (Luke 9:23). In light of this, public servants acting in their selfinterest are not necessarily bad, and that is not the claim of the field of public choice
economics. What public choice does claim, and evidence strongly supports, is that
one cannot assume public servants will act in the public interest if it is not consistent
with their own self-interest. When we view the political sector through the lens of selfinterest, we understand both the mixed performance of our public servants as well as the
numerous scripture verses condemning lack of justice and wicked rulers.
We often see people opposed to public choice analysis decry it as
We need to view politics
“cynical,” since it ascribes the “base” motive of self-interest to politicians
as well as market participants. There are two issues here. First, we
without romance; that is the
should note that Scripture condemns greed—not self-interest. Despite
essence of public choice
many conflations, these terms are not synonymous. Second, Scripture
admonishes the naïve (Proverbs 14:15) and we are told not to be shocked
(Ecclesiastes 5:8) at public malfeasance. God has described Himself as astute in dealing
with the crooked, while remaining pure with the pure (Psalm 18:26). Jesus tells His
disciples to be as innocent as doves while being as shrewd as serpents (Matthew 10:16).
He tells them this because He knows that He is sending them out as sheep amongst
wolves. God seems to call us to see truth, however beautiful or ugly the reality of that
truth may be. We should not be naïve as to human nature; Scripture shows clearly
that man is fallen and sinful, and that fallen state extends to those in positions of
government. As Nobel Laureate James Buchanan was fond of saying, we need to view
politics without romance; that is the essence of public choice. So the issue is not whether
public choice analysis is cynical or not, but rather is it the most accurate way to model
political behavior?
In the last chapter we reviewed possible problems with markets, holding out the
possibility that government might be able to improve on market outcomes. As we begin
our discussion on government actions, it’s important to remember the following longer
version of a quote attributed to Thomas Sowell (source unknown):
“The first lesson of economics is scarcity: there is never enough of anything
to fully satisfy all those who want it. The first lesson of politics is to disregard
the first lesson of economics.”
Public provision or regulation of goods and services in no way overcomes the
fundamental problem of economics—how we choose to allocate scarce resources against
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competing ends. Scarcity is always with us; bureaucrats do not turn stones into bread,
nor can they provide us a free lunch (although they can seemingly give us a free lunch by
forcing others to pay for it). If a good is scarce, we call that an economic good, since there
is not as much of the good available as people would like at zero price. So scarce goods
require some form of rationing to allocate the good amongst competing uses.
Markets allocate through prices; people that value a good most highly as evidenced by
their willingness to pay gain control of a resource by their purchase. As we discussed
in chapter 2, that is not the only way goods can be allocated. We could say first come,
first served; then, goods would be assigned to whoever valued them most highly by how
much time they would be willing to give up to wait in line—rationing by queue. A form
of this rationing happens every “Black Friday” with Christmas shopping specials of only
a few items set at ridiculously low prices; people often camp out for days waiting for
those great deals! Alternatively, we could allocate by “might
makes right:” whoever is the strongest could take whatever
SOCIAL ALLOCATION
he or she wanted. Or, we could allocate the goods “socially”
Allocation of goods “socially” through
through the political process.

the political process in no way means we
socially decide. At the end of the day, an
individual decision maker approves or authorizes
the decision to do whatever the majority empowers
him/her to do—but there is no group mind. Only
individuals choose, albeit they can be influenced to
conform to their perceptions of a social consensus.

We don’t think about allocating goods politically as if
that process isn’t subject to scarcity—it is. Further, we
fully understand that market incentives aren’t present in
politics, but are there other incentives in play? How do these
incentives shape the outcome of goods allocated through a
political process? That’s what we will talk about in this chapter.

SIZE OF GOVERNMENT

Implementation costs:
the cost of doing whatever
the government tells you
to do.
Compliance costs:
the time and resources
associated with
both designing and
implementing the internal
corporate controls to ensure
the business doesn’t break
the law.
Regulatory costs: the sum
of the compliance costs
and the implementation
costs associated with any
regulation.

Why are we even concerned about the public sector? Aren’t private markets what
economics is all about? Well, for good or for ill, government at all levels directly
consumes over 40% of our national output with its spending priorities. As you can see in
Figure 14.1, government spending has grown dramatically in the last 60 years, with a
sharp upsurge since the recent financial crisis.
In addition, government regulations of private markets consume resources; businesses
face both direct implementation costs (the cost of doing whatever the government
tells you to do) and compliance costs (the time and resources associated with both
designing and implementing the internal corporate controls to ensure the business
doesn’t break the law). Several studies suggest that the costs of federal government
regulations are approximately 10% of national output, and the number of pages of the
federal register (which documents all federal regulations we are supposed to comply
with) continues to grow dramatically. In addition to regulatory costs, the cost of
tax compliance is also non-trivial, with one estimate of 22 cents for every dollar of tax
revenue. Since the total cost of government is thus over 50% of total U.S. economic
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45
40

State & Local
Federal

output (gross domestic product, GDP), we must understand
how choices are made in a political economy, which includes
both public and private sectors.

Whatever you think of the government’s role in the economy,
we must recognize that there is one thing the government
30
does very well: it is able to significantly alter the incentive
25
structure that market participants face. Government actions
20
tend to guide economic activity via incentives. These
15
incentives include tax policies, government purchases, and
10
government approval/disapproval of economic activity. For
example, would you work if the government taxed you at
5
100% of your earnings? Probably not; no one wants to work
0
1947 1957 1967 1977 1987 1997 2007 2010
for Uncle Sam for free. Likewise, you will hopefully not
decide to go into the cocaine production facility industry
Figure 14.1, Government Spending as % of Gross Domestic
since the government makes that activity illegal (and the
Product. The federal government has exerted more and more
product is generally not conducive to honoring Christ!).
influence on overall spending in the economy over time. In the
nineteenth century (data not shown), the federal government’s
If you are a car manufacturer, you may also increase
share of spending was much lower, with most government
production of electric vehicles in response to significant
spending at the state and local levels. That pattern is now
tax breaks that allow you to write off much of your research
reversed. Data Source: FRED http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/
and development costs. When the government takes 50%
of the national output, it doesn’t just send bureaucrats and
politicians off to the Caribbean on vacation—those resources are used in a wide variety
of ways to influence our behavior, all by changing our incentives. Remember the 2nd
Law of Economics—incentives matter!
Spending % of GDP
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BUY MY VOTE PLEASE…
To understand how public decision-making works, we first need to understand the
relevant actors. Let’s first consider the voters/citizenry. Just like politicians, voters act in
their own self-interest. When a person makes a market purchase, he or she evaluates the
opportunity cost of the monetary price (what he could alternatively buy with the money
he will spend) and compares that cost with the benefit of the purchase (the marginal
utility provided by that purchase). If the benefit exceeds the cost, it is in his self-interest
to make the purchase. A voter’s behavior is really not much different than this. Voters
have to make a political transaction just like a market transaction; when they cast their
vote, they weigh the opportunity costs (candidates forgone) against the benefits of each
candidate. Each individual voter will have his or her own calculus and preferences of
how he or she would evaluate the cost/benefit of each candidate. The candidate’s policy
positions, physical attractiveness, race, cool (or hip) factor, etcetera all may be part of the
voter’s calculation. We have no way of assessing what their preferences are; we can only
say they will vote according to their perceived best interest as they themselves define it.
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Rational ignorance: Voters
are said to be rationally
ignorant when the costs of
being educated on an issue
exceed the benefits. Since
the ability to influence a
political outcome is very
small for most Americans
(the benefit of being
politically informed), it is
rational for them not to
expend resources (costs) to
become an informed voter.

Unfortunately, we find that many voters don’t make the most informed decisions on
elections; in fact, despite many public service campaigns, citizens often refuse to vote.
Polls often show that people don’t know many of their stands on important issues or
even who their own member of Congress is. Are voters just ignorant? Well, yes! In
economic terms, we say they are rationally ignorant. They are rationally ignorant
because the costs to find out important details to make a more informed vote are higher
than the benefits.
Think about it this way. Let’s say your parents always ask you for your opinion on
what movie you should rent for family movie night. Every time you tell them a
suggestion, they never listen…and I mean really, never. But they keep asking you to give
suggestions. Pretty soon you don’t even bother giving them suggestions (or at least not
making much effort to find out what movies are available), since you know whether you
make a good or bad choice doesn’t really matter—they’re going to pick the movie they
want anyway. So however low the costs to find out what movies are available, the benefits
are even less, since your parents won’t listen to you. You eventually will not put much
effort into “voting” for the movie.
The same reality is true for voting; when your vote or understanding of political
positions has a negligible effect on an election or public policy, there is little incentive
for you to vote or become politically informed. Of course there are some incentives; we
make choices based on costs/benefits across many dimensions, not simply on whether
your vote will determine the outcome of an election. You may have wanted to be part of
the group that reelected the nation’s first African-American president, or you may enjoy
wearing the “I Voted” button after Election Day, or you may enjoy being the person that
everyone asks for your political opinion because you have well thought-out reasons. For
you, paying attention to politics may be enjoyment and thus a benefit, not a cost. But for
many Americans, the benefits of being an intelligent, active voter are less than the costs,
and their decision to stay uninformed and not vote is rationally ignorant.
In some cases, it’s worse than the fact that voters are rationally ignorant—they are
in many cases rationally irrational. Economist Bryan Caplan argues that when an
individual’s vote has no meaningful impact on the outcome, they are likely to indulge
their irrational beliefs and vote in ways that actually are socially harmful. For example,
almost no one would support the idea that at an individual level, if you are a marginal
worker, a good strategy is for you to go and demand a raise from your boss. Yet many
of the same people will vote in favor of politicians who demand an increase in the
minimum wage (which impacts entry level/low skill workers). These voters will ignore
the secondary consequences since their vote doesn’t matter anyway, but they can feel
good about themselves because they stood beside those “less fortunate.” Whether
rationally ignorant or rationally irrational (or in some cases, both), individual political
choices may not lead to the best social outcome.
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PLEASE MISTER, PLEASE…VOTE FOR ME!!
The next actor we need to consider is the politician. As we stated in the introduction,
there are a myriad of reasons why people may enter politics: they may want to serve
their country, they may like people making a big deal about them because they are a
“councilman” or a “congresswoman,” or they may just enjoy the public life. Whatever
their motivation to enter public office, politicians must win elections to stay in power.
This means their incentive is to get at least 50.+% of the votes each election (in elections
that require a majority vote—some only require a plurality)!
Obviously they want more votes in order to discourage potential future competition,
but a majority of the votes is sufficient. If they aren’t re-elected, they won’t be able to
accomplish anything—no matter how noble their objectives are.

While we may admire political
figures that stand up for
principles, the reality of the
political process is that those
standing for unpopular principles
will tend to have fewer votes and
fewer campaign contributions,
and therefore, they tend not to
stay elected very long.

Politicians will therefore be highly supportive of potential voters
as well as campaign contributors. Since most voters are rationally
ignorant, the politicians know they need to educate the voters
by purchasing advertisements—a very expensive proposition. As
an example, the Far-Left Mother Jones website shows that the
average spent on a 2010 Senate campaign was over $8 million,
with incumbents having over a 10 to 1 advantage. Politicians will
therefore pursue the policies and actions most likely to encourage
voting and raise campaign contributions. While we may admire
political figures that stand up for principles, the reality of the
political process is that those standing for unpopular principles
will tend to have fewer votes and fewer campaign contributions,
and therefore, they tend not to stay elected very long.

THOSE THAT CAN, DO. THOSE THAT CAN’T, REGULATE!
Teachers, like me, are often slammed by a similar phrase, if you were really good
at what you’re teaching you would be out in the real world doing it! A similar
complaint is often leveled at government bureaucrats who regulate industry and
provide government services. There are no doubt incompetent bureaucrats—but there
are also some very good ones. But just as with other political figures, bureaucrats act
in their own self-interest. As we’ll discuss later in the chapter, they may “cozy” up to
the very industries they are called to regulate, for a variety of self-interest reasons.
They may be risk averse and refuse to approve a program that could have negative
outcomes, even though its expected benefits strongly outweigh the negatives. Although
an older example, economist Robert Higgs studied the impact of the Food and Drug
Administration’s (FDA) regulation of medical devices, and he found both regulatory
overreach (regulating well beyond the nature of the problem) as well as significant delays
in the approval of new medical devices. These delays are not just costly; whatever the
possible benefit of the device (to include saving lives) is thereby delayed.
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So what would we expect to see from bureaucrats that act in their self-interest? Well,
we know that the bigger the program, the higher the rank of the government official
running it. So we should expect to see government bureaucrats continually pushing for
larger programs. Larger programs tend to result in higher pay, more prestige, bigger/
nicer offices, etc. Of course, if you are in charge of that program as the bureaucrat,
it would be easy to convince yourself that if only you had more money, what a great
job you could do! You don’t push for a bigger program just so you can have a larger
office—or do you? In either case, the effect is the same; personal incentives match the
bureaucrat’s perception of the public interest.
Now that we have an overview of some of the political actors in our drama, let’s look at
the world they live in.
ISRAEL WANTS A KING!
1 SAMUEL 8:10-18
So Samuel spoke all the words of the LORD to the people who had asked of him a king. 11He said, “This will be
the procedure of the king who will reign over you: he will take your sons and place them for himself in his chariots and
among his horsemen and they will run before his chariots. 12He will appoint for himself commanders of thousands and
of fifties, and some to do his plowing and to reap his harvest and to make his weapons of war and equipment for his
chariots. 13He will also take your daughters for perfumers and cooks and bakers. 14He will take the best of your fields
and your vineyards and your olive groves and give them to his servants. 15He will take a tenth of your seed and of your
vineyards and give to his officers and to his servants. 16He will also take your male servants and your female servants
and your best young men and your donkeys and use them for his work. 17He will take a tenth of your flocks, and you
yourselves will become his servants. 18Then you will cry out in that day because of your king whom you have chosen for
yourselves, but the LORD will not answer you in that day.”
10

Israel had to be just like everyone else! “Everyone else has a king, why shouldn’t we? A king could lead us, fight our wars,
we need a king!” They failed to recognize they already had a King—the Lord Almighty. So God warned them that a king
would take their best for his own service, to pay his own servants. This was intended to be a warning, not something
that the Israelites would say “that sounds like a fair trade.” God’s warning was if the Israelites trusted in the king as their
provider, rather than Him, they would end up crying to him—but He would not answer. Is there a lesson here for us today?
Do we expect our leaders to act in their own self-interest as the kings God warned Israel about did? Should our trust be in
the welfare state or the Lord?

COMPLEXITY OF COLLECTIVE DECISION-MAKING
In the market place, if you want a product, you go to the store and buy it. The seller of
the good gets the benefit of your money, and you get the use of the product. Each side of
the transaction gets the benefits and the costs of the exchange. You give up money and
get a good or service; if the transaction is purely voluntary we know that ex ante (ahead
of time) you think the exchange increases your well-being (or utility in Econ-speak!).
Likewise, the merchant values the cash more than the good that he/she surrenders in
exchange for your money. Both parties in the transaction benefit. Even when there is
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an intermediary in the sale (say a clerk in the store), she knows that her salary is paid
because you like the product and thus she has an incentive to serve you. Multiple
customer complaints to management can be hazardous to one’s vocational health!
Market transactions tend to be efficient because the same person who pays the cost
receives the benefit. They subjectively perform a cost/benefit analysis and only choose
those exchanges which, on balance, provide an increase in their personal utility.
Contrast this with the provision of public sector services. Let’s use the issue of drunk
driving as an example. Some voters have a desire to ensure that drunk drivers don’t
kill kids, so they vote for politicians who pass laws against drunk driving. Those laws
are enforced by different parts of the government (police officers). If the voters believe
that the police are too lax or too tough in enforcing drunk driving, the voters can’t vote
against the police officers; in fact, there is almost nothing an average citizen can do to
influence the policeman’s behavior. This is especially true as the level of government
increases. A city policeman is going to be a lot more responsive to citizens than a state
policeman, since if he upsets a few voters he may actually get some grief from his
supervisor. A state officer is more removed from voter retribution, and federal officers
are basically untouchable in the sense of being influenced by voter concerns. The voter
may want a particular public good, but only has a small influence (a single vote) to affect
a politician, who passes laws that direct other bureaucrats to meet the needs of the voter.
If the voter doesn’t like the end product, he or she will still pay the taxes to support it,
unlike a market transaction. There is no direct market feedback that the political process
got it right—only an indirect election that will assess a whole basket of programs and
issues. One can imagine a case where the political process might lead to a result that
99% of voters oppose. If a majority of politicians support the policy, and the relative
importance of that one political position is small to voters, it can nonetheless pass and
the politicians will be re-elected.

BUNDLING 2
Let’s expand on the complexity of voting for a particular politician. We started this
section by noting that if you wanted a particular good and service, you went into the
store and bought it. In collective decision-making, this is not possible; you are forced
to choose a bundle of goods. Imagine that you are in the supermarket, and you want
to choose a “pro-life” product, mixed in with a “strong defense” product, and maybe a
“low tax” product. You cannot go to the shelf and pull off each of these products and
put each of them in your collective market basket. Instead, you look down the aisle and
there are two baskets, chock full of products. Some of the products you can’t see because
they’re hidden below others on the top of the basket. One basket clearly has a “pro-life”
product, and also “low tax,” but has a “gut defense product.” And oh, by the way, it also
has a “global warming carbon tax” hidden in the middle that you can’t see, along with
“funding for National Endowment for the Arts.” The two hidden items in the basket you
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strongly dislike, but you hadn’t really thought about purchasing them when you went
into the store. Further, you won’t even know they were in the basket until well after you
get home with the basket. It’s as if someone unloads your basket at home and it might be
two years from now that you’ll reach deep in the pantry and find the “global warming
carbon tax” behind the sugar.
The other basket has “strong defense” clearly on the top of it, but it also has “higher taxes
on the rich” and “Universal Basic Income” in the basket. It has hidden items such as
“tariffs on Chinese products” and “increased Pell grants,” which you may or may not like.
So which of the two baskets do you choose? If you bought a regular product like Pepsi in
the store, we could be very confident that you valued Pepsi more than your money. If you
“buy” a bundle of political positions with your vote (including many that you cannot
know), neither we (or the politician) can tell whether you are actually in favor of any
politician’s particular position. Even aside from the rational ignorance problem (which
suggests you won’t have a strong incentive to find out positions of politicians), many
positions will be hidden and will not manifest themselves until much later. All we can
say is that based on the two baskets of positions, which rational ignorance assures will
only be a limited subset of the basket’s content, you prefer one basket to the other based
on the limited knowledge you have.
Unfortunately, the problem only gets worse. Because of rational ignorance, you have no
incentive to actually dig deep into the politician’s behavior over time. Even when he or
she reveals a position that you strongly oppose, you will likely never know unless you
are a political junkie (in which case rational ignorance doesn’t apply). And of course,
congressional committee structures and the “sausage making” process of creating a law
allows many particularly egregious outcomes, with no attribution possible since it’s hard
to positively assign blame. Many Americans will happily continue voting for a particular
politician based on a very limited subset of information (such as political party), even
when the politician acts against their broader interests. How many people do you
know that vote for Republicans simply because they are supposedly in favor of limited
government, or in favor of Democrats because they say they look out for the little guy?
What can we conclude? The private sector has more effective incentives than the public
sector to ensure responsiveness to specific consumer demands. Private markets respond
to customers’ desires specifically (each transaction must add value), while political
markets respond to desires generally (the total of all political projects may have general
public support, while individual projects may be highly unpopular). Private markets
tend to provide prompt feedback as to consumer satisfaction, while political markets
provide very little (and delayed) feedback as to how a political choice meets voters’
desires.
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WHAT SHOULD GOVERNMENT DO?
We’ve already highlighted the fact that the government has either direct or indirect
control of almost 50% of the economy, and we’ve suggested that the complex provision
of public goods and services leads to a separation of the supplier from the demander—
which could lead to inefficient allocation of resources. So what should the government
do? What role is appropriate in the economy?
One thing that almost everyone agrees on (with the exception of extreme anarchists) is
that government has a duty to protect its citizens. In biblical terms, the government is
God’s avenger of evil and the bearer of the sword (Romans 13:1-5). So the government
protects us from evil through the police and military. Economists see this role
as necessarily including the making of laws, enforcing contracts, and restraining
predations of one citizen on another. With protection of private property rights, citizens
will be free to engage in mutually beneficial exchange, confident that the product of the
sweat of their brow will be preserved from aggressors.
In chapter 13, we reviewed products that suffer from market “failure,” which suggests
the possibility that the government may be able to provide that good or service
more efficiently than the private sector, or the provision of that good or service may
benefit from government regulation. Public goods and externalities require at least a
consideration of whether market outcomes could be improved by government provision
or regulation.
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Figure 14.2, Market Equilibrium is Efficient. Markets tend

to lead to efficient results because every item that is valued by
consumers (as represented by the marginal benefit inherent in
the demand curve) greater than the cost of the inputs used to
produce the item (represented by the supply curve) are produced
and value is created in exchange. Likewise, producers that
provide a product that costs more to produce than people value
it will suffer loss.

The primary problem of government provision of goods
is designing the right incentive structure to ensure
efficient production of the good or service. We previously
demonstrated that markets have a powerful incentive to
produce only those items which consumers value more than
the cost of the resources used to produce the good. Those
that produce efficiently, therefore, are rewarded with profit,
while those that do not, suffer losses. In the provision of
public goods, how does the government know what goods to
produce and how much they should produce? It’s useful to
review our previous definition of efficiency we used in our
discussion of markets, as seen in Figure 14.2.
When consumers value a good or service more highly
than the cost of resource inputs (such as the labor and raw
materials used to produce a product), producers have the
profit incentive to provide a good or service. Conversely,
if consumers do not value the goods as much as it costs a
producer to make the product, the producer will not produce
the item (or he will be punished with losses). In the provision
of government services, bureaucrats usually do not have
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an understanding of how highly consumers value a product, nor do they have a solid
understanding of the costs of the resources used to produce the good. Why not? Because
they don’t have prices to communicate that essential information.
For reasons expanded in the next section, when the benefits
are concentrated with a narrow group of voters, while costs
are widely dispersed (or vice versa), government tends to
produce inefficiently—either too much or too little of the
product. However, government can be generally efficient to
the extent that the costs of a particular program are paid for
by those receiving the benefits. For example, if user fees are
charged to those entering national parks, only those citizens
who value the parks at greater than the cost of admission
will go. This doesn’t guarantee efficiency; the government
could still be charging a higher price than the government’s
marginal cost, but the park service management at least has
the benefit of market feedback as to how highly the market
values their service. Similarly, when gas taxes are applied to
all proportional to their use, and all roads are equally maintained, voters will tend to get
the quality of roads they are willing to pay for.

When the benefits are concentrated
with a narrow group of voters, while
costs are widely dispersed (or vice
versa), government tends to produce
inefficiently—either too much or
too little of the product. However,
government can be generally efficient
to the extent that the costs of a
particular program are paid for by
those receiving the benefits.

Marginal social benefit:
the benefit to society of an
incremental (or additional)
unit of a good (in this case
government). Note this
benefit is a conceptual
number; it is impossible
to aggregate subjectively
assessed benefits to arrive
at an actual number.
Marginal social cost:
the cost to society of an
incremental (or additional)
unit of a good (in this case
government). Note this cost
is a conceptual number; it
is impossible to aggregate
subjectively assessed
opportunity costs to arrive
at an actual number.

So what is the efficient level of
government? One conceptual way
to think about this is illustrated
in Figure 14.3. If government
allocates resources rationally,
they will apply scarce government
resources on the most highly
valued projects first, so they will
choose projects with the highest
marginal social benefit (MSB)
at the lowest marginal social
cost (MSC), leading to the
highest possible net social benefit.
As more resources are expended
by government, they will apply
them to the program with the
next highest net social benefit
ultimately until they reach Q*,
the optimal size of government.
Beyond this point, the marginal
social costs exceed the marginal
social benefits, and therefore lead
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Figure 14.3, Optimal Size of Government. Government programs

conceptually come with both marginal social costs and marginal
social benefits. If chosen rationally, government resources will be
allocated to the most beneficial programs first, which have the
least cost, for the largest net social benefit possible. As the size
of government grows, increasingly the programs will progressively
provide less social benefit at increasing cost, eventually exceeding
the optimal amount, and decreasing social benefit.
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to a negative net social benefit—reducing overall social welfare. The MSB corresponds
to the demand for government services, while the MSC corresponds to the supply of
government services—so this diagram follows convention with a downward sloping
demand and upward sloping supply curve. The vertical axis is the cost or benefit; since
this is conceptual, the units aren’t important, but they are the same for both. While this
doesn’t answer the question of how big government should be, it does show that there is
a limit—and beyond that point overall social welfare is reduced by allocating additional
resources from the private sector to the public sector.
Unfortunately, the theoretical possibility that government provision of goods may be
superior to the private provision of goods doesn’t necessarily match reality. The public
sector can “fail” in the real world just like the private sector. The assumption that
government agents will act in the public interest instead of self-interest (when the two
conflict) is often not the reality. Government supply of goods and regulations has its own
share of failures, therefore, which we’ll review next.

GOVERNMENT FAILURE
“20Pilate, wanting to release Jesus, addressed them again, 21but they kept
on calling out, saying, “Crucify, crucify Him!” 22And he said to them the
third time, ‘Why, what evil has this man done? I have found in Him no
guilt demanding death; therefore I will punish Him and release Him.’ 23But
they were insistent, with loud voices asking that He be crucified. And
their voices began to prevail. 24And Pilate pronounced sentence that their
demand be granted.”
– Luke 23:20-24
The gospel of Luke records the greatest government failure in the history of the world;
the greatest failure that ever was or ever will be. Jesus, who had lived a perfect, sinless
life, was condemned by a government official who knew he was innocent. We can
discuss both philosophically and religiously on why that happened, and we should!
While it was a travesty of justice in the sense that an innocent man was pronounced
guilty, the sacrifice was actually what justice required; propitiation was required for all
of our sins, and the Father predestined it from the beginning of time in his glorious
ministry of reconciliation.
But we can also evaluate this outcome economically, from a public choice perspective.
Why did Pilate pronounce guilt? He had been warned by his wife not to have anything
to do with this issue (Matthew 27:19), and after hearing the facts, he knew Jesus was
innocent (Luke 23:22 above). He also knew that Jesus was condemned by the Jews
because they were jealous of him (Matthew 27:18). Further, just a few days earlier
the whole city had been praising Jesus (Matthew 21:9-11), considering him a prophet
(Matthew 21:46). If the public interest was conceived as a democratic outcome, that
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certainly didn’t happen in this case. Instead, the Jewish leaders of the day stirred up a
mob to demand Jesus’ crucifixion. It seems likely that the overall population had not
turned against Jesus, but that rather a very vocal minority who had political influence
was able to force its will on a majority (Luke 23:27).
Special interest group:
a group of individuals
with a strong interest in
a particular issue. This
interest overcomes the
tendency toward rational
ignorance, and leads to
disproportionate influence
on public policies.

Today we would call the vocal minority that pushed for Jesus’ crucifixion a special
interest group. Special interest groups are very effective because of the 2nd Law of
Economics—incentives matter. The special interest group always has a much greater
concern in the outcome than the
overall electorate. This means that
they will have a strong incentive
The special interest group always
to engage politically to achieve a
has a much greater concern in the
given outcome. And conversely,
outcome than the overall electorate.
the general electorate will not
This means that they will have a
have much interest in opposing
strong incentive to engage politically
the special interest group, since
whatever the particular issue is, it
to achieve a given outcome.
doesn’t really affect them very much.
A common example in American politics today is the presence of ethanol subsidies,
where in 2008, the U.S. government spent $4 billion propping up the industry. Four
billion dollars is a lot of money to corn farmers, and they have a high interest in lobbying
the Congress to obtain the legislative benefit. Yet $4 billion divided by all Americans
is only about $13 each in direct costs (and we also pay indirectly through higher food
prices). It’s hard for citizens considering all their costs to really focus on $13—and that
assumes they are even aware (remember, they are likely
rationally ignorant on this issue as well!). Nevertheless, we
have had years of supporting ethanol at the tune of billions of
S1
dollars per year. The ethanol lobby has a powerful incentive
to ensure the continuation of this benefit, and the taxpayers
S 2 have little incentive to even be aware of the issue since it
really doesn’t cost them very much. It also helps the ethanol
lobby that the first presidential primary is in Iowa, a heavy
corn producing state. Politicians with aspirations for the
presidency tread lightly on this subject.
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Figure 14.4, Effect of a Subsidy to Producers. A subsidy

to producers lowers the cost of production and results in an
increase in the supply curve, which shifts the curve to the right,
which results in lower prices and higher quantities.

Figure 14.4 illustrates the effect of a subsidy to ethanol
producers. By providing the ethanol producers with tax
credits, they lower the overall cost of production, shifting
the supply curve to the right. Ethanol is therefore a cheaper
product to the purchaser than it otherwise would be, the
difference in price being paid by the taxpayer. This outcome
shows a central conclusion of special interest group issues; if
the benefits of a particular position are highly concentrated,
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while the costs of that position are widely dispersed, we will see an overproduction of the
good and a lower price than is economically efficient. An efficient outcome would be at P1
and Q1, rather than the reality of P2 and Q2 with the subsidy.

[The] central conclusion of
special interest group issues[:]
if the benefits of a particular
position are highly concentrated,
while the costs of that position
are widely dispersed, we will
see an overproduction of the
good and a lower price than is
economically efficient.

We may ask the question why there are so many special interest
issues within the federal budget—ethanol subsidies, sugar tariffs,
green energy initiatives, tax breaks for weatherproofing housing,
tax breaks for purchasing houses, agricultural price supports,
and on and on. Each one of these issues has very concentrated
benefits and widely dispersed costs. The advocates will spend
considerable amounts of time, money, and energy to ensure the
continuation of the policy, while the average consumer will be
rationally ignorant. In this case, the widely dispersed costs may
be greater in total than the concentrated benefits and therefore
economically inefficient. Thus, the outcome we actually see—
much of our nation’s laws benefitting special interests and not the
general public—is consistent with a public choice analysis.

Let’s look at the opposite situation, that of concentrated costs and widely dispersed
benefits for a given public policy. In this case, we are likely to see an underprovision
of the good or service, since those individuals bearing the cost have a great incentive
to become informed and politically active to resist the policy. Rationally, they will be
willing to spend up to whatever cost the policy would take from them to preclude its
implementation. On the other hand, when benefits are very low, the great majority will
have little incentive to even be aware of the issue much less take action. An example
might be the storage site in Nevada for nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain. The perceived
costs are highly concentrated to those living in Nevada, while the benefits are low and
spread out to everyone else. At least some portion of Nevadans are greatly motivated
to stop nuclear waste from coming to their state, while most Americans don’t even
know what state Yucca Mountain is in! The overall benefit may exceed the cost, but the
political result is that citizens against the storage facility were ultimately able to stop it
from being used.
So if projects with concentrated costs and dispersed benefits (or concentrated benefits
and dispersed costs) potentially lead to inefficient economic outcomes, can government
do anything efficiently? You may be surprised from the discussion heretofore, but
the answer is yes—government can provide goods and services efficiently (at least
theoretically!). Policies that have concentrated costs and benefits, or policies that have
dispersed costs and dispersed benefits, have a much better chance of being economically
efficient. Why is that?
To answer that question, consider one way to concentrate costs and benefits of
government services. Many states require a fishing license to fish in public waterways
(but not privately owned ponds). People who benefit from public fishing pay a user fee
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to fish, and that user fee often helps support stocking of fish and other measures to make
fishing more enjoyable. Those individuals who benefit from public fishing pay for it by
the fishing license. If they don’t think they get enough benefit from the government
service, they can vote with their wallet against the government provided service by not
buying a license.
Similarly, even if the government policy does not have the same person receiving the
benefit as paying the cost, the incentives will tend to lead to an efficient result (let’s
ignore the morality of separating the cost and benefit for a moment). If the costs to one
group exceed the benefits that another group receives, those paying the concentrated
costs will be highly motivated to pay to stop the policy. Those receiving the benefits will
also be highly motivated, but their benefit will not match the cost of those paying; hence
they will not engage quite as much in the political process as those opposing the policy,
and the policy will not be enacted. If the benefits do exceed the costs, the situation will
be reversed and the policy will be put in place. In either case, the difference in valuations
may enable one side to compensate the other to enable their position to win.

THOU SHALT NOT STEAL…EXCEPT BY MAJORITY VOTE?
EXODUS 20:15 - “YOU SHALL NOT STEAL.”
Let’s say you and I are walking down the street and come across a homeless man. What would you think if I
pulled out a gun on you, and “suggested” that you give $20 to the homeless man? Would that be ethical? Would the
Bible condone that? I hope most of us would say no. It is theft, whether or not I personally receive the money or give it to
someone else.
Now let’s imagine that there are three of us walking down the street (say Jeff, Bob, and Matt) and we come across the
same homeless man. What if I said, “let’s vote on helping this homeless man—I nominate Bob to pay $20 to this man.”
Then, Matt seconds my vote. There is a 2 to 1 vote in favor of Bob paying the man $20, and I pull out my gun and tell him
to fork it over. Has anything changed on the ethical status of my action simply because the action is now supported by
democratic vote? Most of us would still correctly say no—this is no more ethical than a gang coming up to someone on a
sidewalk and “voting” that the person contribute to the gang.
Now let’s say that the government (through a democratic process) makes a law that takes from one group to specifically
give to another group through the tax system. Is that now ethical? What makes an action that is immoral for any citizen or
group of citizens moral if the government does it? God does allow the state to do things that individuals can’t; in the state’s
role as avenger of evil, the state can execute God’s vengeance through the death penalty while we are prohibited from
individually killing someone. But can you find any scriptural support for the government taking from one group of citizens
to give to another?

The final category would be dispersed costs and dispersed benefits. Since the gains and
costs are relatively low to all participants, there is little motivation for politicians to push
for policies that are economically inefficient on net. For example, we might have a public
policy proposal to have the government give everyone a free turkey for Thanksgiving.
If everyone has to pay an equal share of the cost of this program, it will likely only
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be enacted if somehow the government can do this cheaper than the private markets
already do. Since this is highly unlikely, we shouldn’t be surprised when we don’t have
policies giving away “free” turkeys to everyone.
Logrolling: the practice
of trading votes in a
legislature (e.g., voting
for a project that is not of
benefit to your constituents)
in return for a promise by
other politicians to vote
for your favored legislation
subsequently.

Government “failure” is enabled by the political processes of logrolling and passing
pork-barrel legislation. Logrolling is just another way of saying “vote trading.”
Legislators may be willing to trade an individual vote to another legislator in return
for that legislator’s support on their particular favored issues. Trading of votes enables
passage of bills that on net are socially harmful (although trading may also help pass
bills that are socially beneficial).
Figure 14.5 illustrates how a series of projects that, individually, would never pass (each
has only one of five members benefitting, with each having a negative total value to all);
however, they may be pushed through by logrolling. Congressman A may have a bill in
to create a new Veteran’s Administration (VA) hospital in his district, Congresswoman
B may want a new spur on an interstate highway through her district, and Congressman
C may want one of the four space shuttles delivered to his district to promote tourism.
Members A, B, and C can agree to support each other’s bills, and those members could
secure passage of their bill and, even with paying a portion of the others’ bill, will on net
still receive $1 benefit. This can be seen in the payoffs in Figure 14.5.

District

VA Hosp
in Dist A

Highway
in Dist B

Shuttle in
Dist C

Total

A

+$5

-$2

-$2

+$1

B

-$2

+$5

-$2

+$1

C

-$2

-$2

+$5

+$1

D

-$2

-$2

-$2

-$6

E

-$2

-$2

-$2

-$6

Total

-$3

-$3

-$3

-$9

Figure 14.5, “Log-Rolling” in Action. If congressional members are able to trade their votes, we can see from the notional payoffs above that

congressional members A, B, and C can vote for each other’s bills to fund a pet project within their district. Even though members A, B, and C each
lose on the projects outside their district, when you look at the net column on the right, each one slightly benefits. Congressional members D and E
lose on each bill, and the net overall to the nation is negative (-$9).

Congressman A, for example, gets a $5 benefit if the VA hospital is built into his district.
He loses $2 each for Congresswoman B’s highway and Congressman C’s space shuttle
since his district gets none of the benefits, while his constituents will have to pay taxes.
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But on net (adding up the value of all three projects), Congressman A would be ahead by
$1 if all three projects are approved. Unfortunately for voters in districts D and E, they
will have to pay for all the projects and get none of the benefits—the penalty for lack of
political power! Society as a whole would lose $9 when you add up the individual costs
and benefits of all five members, but the projects would pass nonetheless.
Pork-barrel legislation:
legislation that includes
many unrelated projects
favored by individual
members with the goal of
securing enough additional
votes to pass the entire bill.

Earmarks: appropriations
for specific projects within
a congressional member’s
district or a Senator’s state.

What if logrolling were somehow prohibited? Would that stop this result? Unfortunately,
no. The same result would happen with pork-barrel legislation. With this type
legislation, many projects are all included in one big bill. There are usually just enough
“goodies” to secure passage by a majority of the voters. Most of the bills we see coming
out of Congress have at least some pork with many features that are objectionable. Yet it
is impossible for specific members to vote against those features without voting against
the entire bill.
One way to assist in passing pork-barrel legislation is to support congressional
earmarks, which are projects that are added on to a bill for a specific member’s benefit.
Often these earmarks occur separate from the committee process with no congressional
debate, and are added on prior to final bill passage. The 2009 Defense Appropriations
Bill, for example, was loaded down with over $2 billion in earmarks. With that much
money available, many members of Congress found something to like! Of course, not all
districts benefit equally; members of congressional appropriations committees benefit
disproportionately from congressional earmarks.

REAL WORLD REGULATORS
In chapter 13, regulation was identified as one possible way to help achieve allocative
efficiency (producing all items that were valued at more than their cost, and none that
are valued less than their cost). Yet, regulation has its own problems. Now that we’ve
discussed the problem of special interests, we can look at why regulation often fails.
We know that people respond to incentives—incentives matter, even for regulators! Let’s
think about how special interest politics may affect regulator’s behavior. Let’s say we
have Dudley Do-Right as the regulator of Smokestack Industries. In most cases, laws
are written in general terms and the specific implementation is left to regulators via the
regulations they issue. This is probably a good thing—how do we expect legislators to
know all the implications of specific rules? And if they get it wrong, they have to repeal
the whole law to fix it. Thus it is much easier to provide broad-based guidance and let the
executive branch of government determine how best to implement them.
The lack of specific legal guidance, however, makes any rule that the regulators come up
with subject to interpretation. Smokestack Industries has a strong incentive to lobby for
relief from anything our stalwart regulator, Mr. Do-Right, tries to do. If the regulator
is too aggressive, they will lobby their congressman to apply pressure on the executive
branch. Does this happen? Can you say Keating Five? Or how do you think industries
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will respond to unfavorable financial market regulation (Dodd-Frank)? Perhaps it
should—after all, sometimes regulators want to treat milk products as if they were
toxic oil spills. And while Smokestack Industries will have a strong incentive to lobby
Congress on behalf of its specific interest, the broader public has little incentive to even
be aware of what the regulation is. So the regulator will not necessarily want to be too
aggressive with the industry—even if his name is “Do-Right.”

Regulatory capture: This
occurs when regulators
support the needs of the
industry they regulate
rather than the needs of the
general public.

The other extreme also happens: regulators get too cozy with the industry they regulate
(try a web search for “regulators too cozy” for some complaints). Regulators may want to
cooperate with an industry for a whole host of reasons: they may want a job in the future
in that industry, they may believe a cooperative attitude works best, or they simply may
not have the technical knowledge of any malfeasance that the industry is up to. But in
the end, the regulator is often “captured” by the very industry he is supposed to regulate.
Regulatory capture leads to the regulator serving the industry’s concerns rather
than the general public. We should not be too surprised when two recent fiascos (2008
financial crisis and deepwater oil spill) are alleged to have failed regulation at the core.
Some might note that regulatory capture by industry is not always the result; that is
certainly true. A broader look would find competing interests to capture the regulator.
For example, industry typically has been unsuccessful at “capturing” the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). President Obama vowed to bankrupt coal-powered electricity
generation via regulation; in response, candidate Trump was strongly supported by
the coal industry in his 2016 election. Environmental groups have used their influence
with the EPA to push regulations they desire, such as the denial of the Keystone Pipeline
before the 2012 election. No matter which decision is reached, will it represent the public
interest or simply the stronger of two competing interest groups? As this discussion
suggests, regulatory capture doesn’t necessarily have to be limited to capture by the
regulated industry, nor does regulatory capture only lead to outcomes departing from
the public interest if industry does the capturing.
Even if regulators could avoid capture by any interest group, they still face a huge
obstacle in knowing what exactly the best social regulation is. When you have no
objective measure of what the true social cost or benefit is, how do you regulate to
achieve an optimal amount? The obvious answer is, you can’t; so you will tend to balance
the competing interests. And as we discussed earlier, the competing interests may have
differing incentives to let you know what their cost/benefit structure is. The “knowledge”
problem for the regulator is compounded by special interest politics. Does this mean
that regulation can’t be effective? Once again, no. It simply identifies problems that make
a detailed institutional arrangement comparison necessary. Business often surprisingly
seeks regulation to try and limit competition. So the purposes of regulation may not
really be for the public interest anyway. One cannot assume government regulation will
improve on private regulation.
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Regulation in the broadest sense is outside pressure that constrains an actor from
behaviors they might otherwise engage in. So what is private regulation? You and I
self-regulate all the time—we certainly don’t respond to every fleshly desire. We also are
regulated by voluntary choices we make. For example, I might like to sleep in until 10
a.m. every day, but my employer regulates my behavior by promising to pay me a salary
if I show up to work daily by 8 a.m. The local ice cream store may want to be stingy
with the size of the cone, but competition regulates their stinginess. The point is that
some type of regulation is needed—we live in a fallen world where sinful people behave
badly. The question is, which institutional arrangement regulates best? Self regulation
is undoubtedly best since no external resources are needed to lead to socially optimal
behavior. This is a good reason for public officials to embrace the importance of religion
and morality. After self regulation, private regulation from market participants and
competition is a 2nd best solution, since desired behavior will be obtained voluntarily.
Finally, a consideration of government regulation may be made, understanding the
limits identified in this chapter.

RENT SEEKING

P($)
PM

Economist Gordon Tullock came up with an original insight on the cost of monopolies
in the 1960s. It was widely known that monopolies had a deadweight loss due to a
reduction of output. To repeat what we covered earlier in chapter 8, a monopolist will
produce where marginal revenue equals marginal cost—resulting in a deadweight loss
(as illustrated by the blue triangle in Figure 14.6) from the
reduction in output from the competitive level, Q*, to the
Consumer
Surplus
monopoly level, QM. The reward of monopoly pricing would
Monopolist
S=MC
be equal to the area of the red rectangle minus the producer’s
Profit
share of the blue deadweight loss triangle (area L).
Deadweight
Loss

P*
Producer
Surplus

L

D

MR
QM

Q*

Q (#)

Figure 14.6, Price Searcher (Monopoly) equilibrium. A price

searcher in pursuit of monopoly profits will produce an output of
QM and charge PM. The additional quantities above QM but less
than Q* are valued by consumers greater than the opportunity
cost of the resources used to produce them, so the price
searcher output is not allocatively efficient.

Economist Arnold Harberger calculated the area of the
deadweight loss due to lost gains from trade to provide the
first welfare costs of monopoly. While Harberger thought the
welfare costs of monopoly were quite low, Tullock thought
differently. He reasoned that if there were potentially a
large reward available you would expect profit-minded
entrepreneurs to pursue it. Tullock showed that hopeful
monopolists would spend up to the expected value of the
monopolist’s profit to obtain the profit. Since barriers to entry
was the primary enabler of monopoly, significant resources
would be expended to erect these barriers—usually by lobbying
government officials to provide either exclusive monopoly
rights or by regulation via legislation. The resource costs
of competing potential monopolists lobbying government
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were social welfare losses in addition to the deadweight losses identified by Professor
Harberger—and Tullock showed that the total of these costs could be quite substantial.
Tullock’s personal research found that these costs, which were subsequently called “rent
seeking,” could manifest in significant, socially unproductive behavior. Tullock observed
that beggers in China would often mutilate themselves to look more pathetic and
increase the returns from begging. Similarly, he found that local governments might let
their roads deteriorate to such a point that their grant applications for state and federal
funding would be received more favorably.
Many would agree that it would be socially more valuable for our country to produce
more engineers and less lawyers and lobbyists, but the rewards from the pursuit of
monopoly profit steer considerable resources toward rent seeking activities. Since
“incentives matter,” what would be the best social policy to steer resources away from
wasteful rent seeking and toward productive activity that generates real goods and
services? Hint: it will not be to pass more laws restricting or regulating lobbyists!
HOW LARGE ARE THE COSTS OF RENT SEEKING?
Laband (1988), using a crude measure of unproductive legal activities (lawyers),
estimated the costs of rent seeking in 1985 to be over 20% of economic output!
Later research has also focused on the opportunity cost of the resources used in
rent seeking—there is a loss of consumer surplus that would have accrued the resources’
alternative use. So how can we reduce this cost? Bees flock to the honey; if you want to
reduce rent seeking activity you must reduce its rewards. As long as the federal government
has the power to erect barriers to entry or grant special privileges, lobbyists will pursue the
monopoly profit. Reducing the government’s role in the economy would reduce the incentive
for unproductive rent seeking.

POLITICAL BARRIERS TO ENTRY
Are profit-seeking monopolists only active in the market arena, or can they exist
elsewhere? Not surprisingly, many aspects of life feature attempts to limit competition,
to include erecting significant barriers to entry. Islamic nations make proselytizing
illegal, and charges of defaming their prophet are punishable by death. Most “cults”
mandate members’ separation from outside influences to stay “pure” to the cause.
Unions push for “prevailing wages” legislation to force government to only hire union
workers in all its construction projects. Male suitors may threaten violence to competing
males in the dating game, and increasingly we see similar behavior by females. Clearly,
monopolists in the market place are not alone.
Politicians also engage in erecting barriers to entry to preserve their political power.
How do you explain that Congress is habitually unpopular and yet incumbents almost
always win (90% in the House of Representatives in 2012)? The conventional wisdom
is that while Congress as a whole is unpopular, individual members are personally
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popular. This may have some validity, however given the voter’s rational ignorance, it
seems unlikely they are very happy with someone they often cannot even name.
One way that politicians erect barriers to entry is akin to “brand names” that are well
known in markets; the brand name product overcomes the voters’ ignorance as to the
quality of the product by promoting a known quality to an unknown product. For
instance, I enjoy eating Lay’s brand potato chips—I understand that a new flavor of
chip will have a certain quality that I can count on. Similarly, if I’m on a long drive in
an area I haven’t traveled before, I know that if I stop at a Wendy’s restaurant I have a
reasonable expectation of what the quality will be since almost all Wendy’s are roughly
the same. Political entrepreneurs brand first by party affiliation—no matter your
political affiliation you have an idea what it means when someone says “democrat” or
“republican.” These labels are a brand that reduces the information costs that voters
have to pay to make decisions (reducing, not eliminating—recall our discussion earlier on
bundling).
While there are many advantages to incumbency that are not a direct barrier to entry
(such as easier access to media coverage and associated name recognition), there are
direct institutional supports that create barriers to competition. These include the
franking privilege, where members of Congress have taxpayer support for mailings as
well as taxpayer funding for travel to meet with constituents. While ostensibly for official
purposes, mailings increase name recognition and always promote only a positive view
of the member. These taxpayer-funded institutional supports give a leg up to incumbents
and discourage opposition. This is in addition to the well-known reality that politicians
will be able to secure larger campaign donations for their “services rendered” from
official actions on committees.
Given the tremendous institutional advantages of incumbency, only very strong
challengers are likely to succeed unless the incumbent is exceptionally weak (due
perhaps to a personal scandal or an occassional anti-incumbent mood in the electorate).
Because of this, challengers must typically raise signficant funds to have any hope of
being able to compete. Thus one of the most powerful barriers to entry are campaign
finance restrictions which limit challengers’ ability to raise funds. Cato Scholar Brad
Smith asserts,
“The key spending variable is not incumbent spending, or the ratio of
incumbent to challenger spending, but the absolute level of challenger
spending. Incumbents begin races with high name and issue recognition,
so added spending doesn’t help them much. Challengers, however, need
to build that recognition. Once a challenger has spent enough to achieve
similar name and issue recognition, campaign spending limits kick in.
Meanwhile the incumbent is just beginning to spend. In other words, just
as a challenger starts to become competitive, campaign spending limits
choke off political competition.”
-Cato Scholar Brad Smith
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George Will offers a short video to explain the illogic of campaign finance reform here,
please watch:

Money in Politics: What’s the
Problem?

Seemingly fair limitations thus lock in place the institutional advantages favoring
incumbents, while impeding challengers’ ability to compete.
But just as market players’ attempts to put barriers to entry in place are usually not
successful over time, so too do political entrepreneurs find other ways to work around
the barriers that incumbents may put in place, such as the recent rise of “527” groups
making independent expenditures. Modern social networking and communication
technologies are one example that is revolutionizing how political competition takes
place. Ron Paul was aided in his 2008 anti-establishment presidential campaign by so
called “money bombs.” These small Internet contributions were bundled together on a
specific day to give small donors the opportunity to be part of something bigger, and
tended to shock the political establishment. President Obama excelled at using social
media to promote his 2012 re-election campaign. Donald Trump’s use of Twitter was
likewise recognized as a key factor in his 2016 electoral win. Whether in political or
economic markets, barriers to entry are seldom permanent.

APPLICATION IN PUBLIC CHOICE:
THE NATIONAL DEBT
“We shall not grow wiser before we learn that much that we have done was
very foolish.”
-F.A. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom3

Gross domestic product
(GDP): the monetary
value of all final goods
and services produced
domestically within a given
time period.

We have illustrated how government becomes increasingly large (Figure 14.1, earlier)
and why special interest politics tends to increase spending on wasteful projects
(wasteful from a social point of view). The legacy of the expansion of government past
its constitutionally designated functions in the 20th century has created an enormous
problem going forward: our national debt is greater than our GDP. Even worse, if you
include the cost of promised future programs (like our promises for social security and
medicare), our national debt would be at least five times GDP. If you include the debts
and promises of the state and local governments, it gets much worse:
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In Figure 14.7, we can follow the growth of debt over time. We will usually scale our
discussion of debt in terms of gross domestic product since that reflects our ability to
pay off the debt and allows meaningful comparisons across time. The U.S. debt more
than doubled as a percentage of GDP during World War II. After the war, the U.S. was
able to reduce this debt burden by a combination of economic growth, budget surpluses,
and inflation (which reduced the real interest burden of the debt at the expense of
savers who purchased U.S. bonds). During the last 30 years, however, the debt has risen
remarkably with a tremendous explosion since the 2008 financial crisis. This is clearly
evident in Figure 14.8.

Figure 14.7, Debt as a % of GDP. We are rapidly approaching the all time high of debt/GDP seen at the end of WWII. Data last updated on 26 Mar

2020. Source: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GFDGDPA188S

Figure 14.8, Federal Surplus or Deficit. Source: http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/graph/?graph_id=122300&category_id=0
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Other than a brief period budget surplus
in the late 1990s—driven by a combination
No—even this claim is fraudulent. A “surplus” was credited
of reduced spending and high tax receipts
by using receipts for social security (which will be used to
from surging stock sales (see “Did the
pay future retirees) for current spending. You can see this by looking
U.S. have a Budget Surpluse” example for
at our national debt during this period—and it continued rising every
caveats)—the U.S. has consistently spent
year (which means we really weren’t running a surplus!). If you claim
more than it took in from revenue. When
a surplus for these years, it is only by increasing the deficits in the
you spend more than you make, whether
out years when those social security claims will come due—but the
you are an individual or a government,
money was already spent. The “publicly held” category of debt went
you are going to have big problems. Our
down, but that was offset by debt held by government agencies.4
current U.S. fiscal situation is a really
big problem! And the problem is only
going to get worse—much worse—if we don’t change our spending trends on so-called
entitlement spending (Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security). As you can see in
Figure 14.9, as baby-boomers retire the demands on these programs are scheduled to
explode! We have simply promised more than we can pay back.
DID THE U.S. HAVE A BUDGET SURPLUS IN THE 1990S?

25%

What Drives Our Debt

(Government Spending as Share of Economy)

20%

15%

Projected Tax Revenue

Medicare

10%

Medicaid & Other Health
5%

Social Security
0%
1970 1980 1990

2000 2010

2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080

Figure 14.9, Projected Growth in Entitlement Spending. Congressman Paul Ryan prepared this chart from CBO data to illustrate the projected

growth in entitlement spending. By 2050, assuming no change in entitlement spending, entitlements will consume our entire tax revenue. No
defense, no paying interest on debt, no NASA, and no Pell Grants!

Clearly an obvious truth is
this: what cannot be paid
back, will not be paid back.

Clearly an obvious truth is this: what cannot be paid back, will not be
paid back. So what are we going to do? Well, the good news is that from
Figure 14.7, you can see that we have reduced a debt burden of this
magnitude before (post WWII)—and we can do it again. But spending
must go down and/or revenue must go up to do this. The future
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problem identified in Figure 14.9 is clearly a spending problem—we have promised
more than we can pay. We should expect these promises to be “modified” in the future—
likely the near future. To provide an additional sense of urgency, we are financing our
debt with record low interest rates. If interest rates rise, we will have to significantly
reduce other government services to service our debt.
Default: failing to pay of
contractually agreed to debts.
Debauch: diluting the value
of your currency by inflation
(printing more money).

Historically, countries with debt burdens as large as ours solve the problem in one of two
ways: default or debauch (inflate the debt away). Economic historian Niall Ferguson
showed that there is one case in all of financial history that has successfully paid down
their debt without defaulting or debauching: Great Britain after 1815. So the bad news is,
it was only done once; but the good news is that it can be done!
The political debate continues over the fiscal problem we face, with various politicians
suggesting that more revenue and/or less spending is needed to fix the budget. Figure
14.10 will help put the problem in perspective. As you can see, the average expenditures
were almost 3% higher than revenues for the last 60 years. But the recent spending binge
after the financial crisis, coupled with sharply lower tax revenues, resulted in a much
larger deficit. The Trump Administration’s reduced focus on spending constraints,
coupled with lower taxes, exacerbates this trend. And the ongoing (as this text is being
updated) COVID-19 pandemic is crushing tax revenues and exploiting the debt.

Figure 14.10, Federal Tax Revenues vs. Expenditures. Federal tax revenues (receipts) have averaged approximately 18% of GDP since 1960,

while expenditures have averaged over 21%, thus the continual increase in the National Debt. Crises only exacerbate the problem, and the ongoing
COVID-19 crisis will accelerate the trend.
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One of the major problems is that under the current budget, spending is projected to
stay significantly above its long-run average of ~21%, while the historical average revenue
from all forms of taxation is only 18%! The budget assumes that revenue will climb above
any previous year’s high, and then stay there. Yet even under that scenario, we still have
a crushing deficit. Some politicians are suggesting that sharp rises in upper income tax
rates are appropriate; those that are receiving the lion’s share of the national income
should pay their fair share! There is one big problem with thinking that raising the tax
rates on the rich is going to solve our debt problem; look at Figure 14.11 and see if it
doesn’t jump right out at you!
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Figure 14.11, Highest Marginal Tax Rate (MTR) Vs Tax Revenue. The highest MTR has varied dramatically
administrations and
since WWII, yet the revenue generated is always around the historical average of 18%. Source: Bureau of
is a source of much
Economic Analysis.
political debate. But the
interesting conclusion is that tax revenue as a percentage of GDP does not vary much as
the highest marginal tax rate is changed. Tax revenue is the product of the tax rate times
the tax base (the underlying economic activity).

Tax Revenue = Tax Rate × Tax Base
The problem is that if you raise the tax rate to increase tax revenue, people change their
behavior to avoid the tax hike and therefore reduce the tax base. So raising tax rates may
increase tax revenue or decrease it. Periods of higher tax rates alse encourage socially
unproductive rent seeking as special interest groups lobby for tax breaks for their
favored activity. Historically, you can squeeze about 18% of the economy’s GDP out of
the public in tax revenue. This is not promising to support the current spending rate of
22% of GDP.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREVIOUS 			
GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
1. Our public debt is very high, but is historically possible to pay
off.
2. Our promises for future entitlement spending growth cannot
be kept; therefore, at least some of government spending
promises will not be kept.
3. The increase in spending and reduction in tax revenue in
the last decade accelerated the problem, and the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic threatens to bring this problem to a head
much sooner (see text box).
4. Raising tax rates has historically not generated signficant
additional revenue. This suggests that growing the economy
may be the best approach for raising revenue.

Over the last decade, we’ve watched citizens of Greece riot against budget cuts and
witnessed massive protests in Wisconson and other rust belt states in response to state
governments reducing benefits to workers. This chapter outlined the political process
of how we got into this mess, and it also suggests how it will be resolved. The political
process will determine which interest groups will suffer the most in the debt drawdown.
The eventual resolution is not clear: which interest groups will have sufficient power to
force others to pay? And if the “rich” are made to pay, does Figure 14.11 give us any
hope that they actually will?
COVID-19 THREATENS TO BREAK THRU THE DEBT ICE
The 2020 global pandemic with the Covid-19 virus resulted in governments worldwide
significantly restricting economic activity, with many nations effectively shutting
down with the exception of services deemed “essential.” Governments passed massive
stimulus bills in the trillions of dollars (in the U.S.) while tax revenues shrank dramatically.
As the 3rd edition of NFL is being updated in July 2020, the National Debt has risen to
approximately $26.5T, with another stimulus of >$1T being negotiated. This does not include
the ~$3T of assets that the Federal Reserve has purchased, which may add to the debt if the
U.S. Treasury has to backstop the Fed, should those assets decline in value. It is clear that
interest rates will not be allowed to rise in the near future, which means the debt is going to
be inflated away.
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REASONS FOR ENCOURAGEMENT
“You can always count on Americans to do the right thing - after they’ve
tried everything else.”
-Winston Churchill 5
I think we’ve tried about everything else. Maybe now we’ll do the right thing.
Nobel Laureate James Buchanan said, “I am an optimist if I look backward, and I am a
pessimist if I look forward.” Professor Buchanan implied that he was daunted when he
looked at the challenges we face—certainly our debt problem looks insurmountable. But
when you look back at all the problems we’ve overcome, then you can have confidence
that we’ll figure this one out too. And if you are a believer, you can have confidence that
whatever happens to the budget, your heavenly Father has you covered (Matthew 6:25-27).

IT’S A WRAP!
This chapter provided an introduction to how collective choice decisions are made,
using a public choice framework. Economics studies the choices of individuals in the
world we actually live in, not necessarily the world we’d like to live in. While none of the
preceding analysis should be used as a rationale to say the government cannot improve
on a market outcome, it does provide a compelling argument to show that any potential
government solution needs to be made from a full political economy perspective—how
will any government action actually be made? If a policy proposal is only likely to be
successful with individuals pursuing the “public interest,” there may be significant
unintended consequences. One area where collective choice decisions often intersect
with markets is in international trade. Indeed, political economy arose as a field of study
in part to address fallacious economic reasoning in foreign trade, a philosophy known as
mercantilism. We’ll learn about this in the next chapter.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
JAMES BUCHANAN
1919-2013

Photograph of James Buchanan6

Only a few great economists are able to not only influence the broader profession, but
also start a school of thought as their legacy—Nobel Laureate James M. Buchanan did
both, and is well worthy of recognition as a great economist of history. While economist
Duncan Black wrote the first work in what is now called public choice, it was Buchanan
who applied economic logic to political organization and policy more than any other
economist. Buchanan studied under the legendary Frank Knight at the University of
Chicago, being converted from a libertarian socialist to a free market zealot. He was also
strongly influenced by reading Knut Wicksell’s writings.
Renowned in the field of public finance, Buchanan applied economic logic to how the
political “rules of the game” should be formulated. With his brilliant colleague Gordon
Tullock, Buchanan authored Calculus of Consent, which described the economic
logic for how constitutional rules would be determined. What are the voting rules? Is
unanimity required, and is it even workable? Viewing political decision-making as an
exchange was novel prior to Buchanan, and his work has shaped both the economics
profession and political scientists. Political scientists now almost overwhelmingly teach
the rational choice model (i.e., the optimizing methodology of economics applied to
political markets), in no small part due to Buchanan’s pioneering efforts.
His work on public finance, while widely recognized before, deserves even a closer look
in light of today’s current fiscal crisis. Buchanan and Wagner’s Democracy in Deficit
is a preeminent history of how the U.S. conservative approach to public finance was
subverted in the wake of the Keynesian revolution. Keynesianism had a bias towards
deficit spending, and since “we’re all Keynesians now,” we are living with significantly
higher debt problems. Understanding how we got into our current mess may help us
understand how to get out!
While Buchanan’s analytical technique is conventionally neo-classical (he was a
Chicago School Ph.D. after all!), he was very much influenced by the Austrian School of
Economics, having fully considered the arguments of Von Mises and Hayek. Buchanan’s
Cost and Choice is thoroughly subjectivist per the Austrian tradition, where Buchanan
notes that costs are subjective not objective, and the implications to social welfare
analysis are profound. Since costs are only known and experienced by the decision
maker subjectively—and only felt at the moment of choice—there is no basis for any
aggregate social welfare analysis.
The epitome of a gentleman, Professor Buchanan (from whom I was privileged to take
a class) was gracious to all of his students and willing to consider all counterarguments.
He was also well known to be at work early and put in a full day, a definite role model for
future professors who may succumb to the lie that the best part of teaching is June, July,
and August!
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. True or False:
a. Both public interest and public choice theories model political figures as acting
in the general public interest.
b. The largest percentage of government activity in terms of resource use is at the
local level.
c. The Federal government spending as a % of GDP has declined since WWII.
d. Federal regulation adds little burden to private business activity, and is relatively
constant over time.
2. Why are people rationally ignorant?
3. Is a principled politician likely to be in office a long period of time? Why or why not?
4. Describe some of the reasons collective decision-making is more complex than a
private market transaction. Address both the information content and the feedback
loop.
5. Evaluate the following statement: “While I don’t support government regulation
generally, when the market clearly fails the government must step in.”
6. Why are special interest groups much more effective than you or I in the political
process?
7. Consider Figure 14.5. Can you think of a constitutional (rules of the game) change
that could stop the logrolling from taking place? What would be the downside of
that change?
8. Why does the standard deadweight loss of monopoly understate its true costs?
Discuss how this will lead to socially unproductive activity.
9. Many politicians want to raise taxes as part of a “balanced” approach to our debt
problem. Is that likely to work? Why or why not?
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN ANSWERS
1. A. False, public choice theories model individual decision makers as acting in their
own subjectively perceived self-interest.
B. False; while once true, the Federal government now dominates government
spending.
C. False, as seen in Figure 14.1.
D. False; impact is growing over time, exemplified by growth in the list of
regulations in the Federal Register.
2. Because the costs of becoming informed exceed the benefits. There are some nontrivial costs, while the benefit in terms of doing something about the issues are
almost zero (that your informed vote will matter).
3. No. Unless those principles are shared by his constituents. Otherwise he will be
unable to compete for votes and campaign contributions from informed special
interests.
4. Private market transactions can clearly identify costs and benefits, mainly by
reducing the transaction to over one unit (such as purchasing a soda), while
collective choice issues are often “bundled” in a politician, some of whose positions
cannot be determined, nor can they be depended upon to stay constant. Further,
if there is dissatisfaction with a politician, the feedback loop is delayed as well as
bundled with feedback from other issues. Further, the incentive to provide feedback
is muted (rational ignorance), unlike a private market transaction.
5. This statement just awarded the singing position to the first singer, without listening
to the second. It assumes that government action will automatically improve on
a poor market outcome. That assumption is not merited; one should engage in a
comparative institutional analysis—with an “eyes wide open” understanding of what
both outcomes are likely to be.
6. Special interest groups have concentrated interests which enable them to overcome
the rational ignorance problem that you or I have. Further, their concentrated
interests makes it easier for them to organize to participate in the political process.
7. Perhaps only one action at a time can be voted on. But if that happened, we’d never
get the government running—there is simply far too much government activity.
8. The deadweight loss is not the only waste—if there is a profit to a monopolist, the
monopolist should be expected to spend up to the expected value of the profit in
pursuit of the monopoly in socially unproductive rent seeking activity.
9. The concern is that higher tax rates have not historically yielded higher tax revenues.
The burden of proof ought to be on the part of those proposing higher taxes to
explain why they believe that will generate higher revenue.
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ENDNOTES:
1. As related by Econtalk’s Russ Roberts, although he did not necessarily originate this
tale.
2. This section was heavily influenced by Don Boudreaux’s insightful EconTalk Podcast,
http://www.econtalk.org/archives/2010/03/don_boudreaux_o_3.html
3. Hayek, F.A. The Road to Serfdom. Page 262 in the 50th Anniversary Edition.
University of Chicago Press, 1994.
4. http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/graph/?id=GFDEBTN
5. http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/w/winstonchu135259.html
6. [Portrait of James Buchanan]. (2010). Retrieved July 1, 2013, from http://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:James_Buchanan_by_Atlas_network.jpg
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN:

ISSUES IN
INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMICS

LAMENT OVER TYRE
Ezekiel 27:1-25
1
Moreover, the word of the LORD came to me saying, 2“And you, son of man, take up a
lamentation over Tyre; 3and say to Tyre, who dwells at the entrance to the sea, merchant of the
peoples to many coastlands, ‘Thus says the Lord GOD,
“O Tyre, you have said, ‘I am perfect in beauty.’
“Your borders are in the heart of the seas; Your builders have perfected your beauty.

4

“They have made all your planks of fir trees from Senir; They have taken a cedar from Lebanon
to make a mast for you.
5

“Of oaks from Bashan they have made your oars; With ivory they have inlaid your deck of
boxwood from the coastlands of Cyprus.
6

“Your sail was of fine embroidered linen from Egypt So that it became your distinguishing
mark; Your awning was blue and purple from the coastlands of Elishah.
7

“The inhabitants of Sidon and Arvad were your rowers; Your wise men, O Tyre, were aboard;
they were your pilots.
8

“The elders of Gebal and her wise men were with you repairing your seams; All the ships of the
sea and their sailors were with you in order to deal in your merchandise.
9

“Persia and Lud and Put were in your army, your men of war. They hung shield and helmet
in you; they set forth your splendor. 11The sons of Arvad and your army were on your walls,
all around, and the Gammadim were in your towers. They hung their shields on your walls all
around; they perfected your beauty.
10

“Tarshish was your customer because of the abundance of all kinds of wealth; with silver, iron,
tin and lead they paid for your wares. 13Javan, Tubal and Meshech, they were your traders;
with the lives of men and vessels of bronze they paid for your merchandise. 14Those from Bethtogarmah gave horses and war horses and mules for your wares. 15The sons of Dedan were
your traders. Many coastlands were your market; ivory tusks and ebony they brought as your
payment. 16Aram was your customer because of the abundance of your goods; they paid for
your wares with emeralds, purple, embroidered work, fine linen, coral and rubies. 17Judah and
the land of Israel, they were your traders; with the wheat of Minnith, cakes, honey, oil and balm
they paid for your merchandise. 18Damascus was your customer because of the abundance
of your goods, because of the abundance of all kinds of wealth, because of the wine of Helbon
and white wool. 19Vedan and Javan paid for your wares from Uzal; wrought iron, cassia and
sweet cane were among your merchandise. 20Dedan traded with you in saddlecloths for riding.
21
Arabia and all the princes of Kedar, they were your customers for lambs, rams and goats; for
these they were your customers. 22The traders of Sheba and Raamah, they traded with you;
they paid for your wares with the best of all kinds of spices, and with all kinds of precious stones
and gold. 23Haran, Canneh, Eden, the traders of Sheba, Asshur and Chilmad traded with you.
24
They traded with you in choice garments, in clothes of blue and embroidered work, and in
carpets of many colors and tightly wound cords, which were among your merchandise. 25The
ships of Tarshish were the carriers for your merchandise.
12
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In Matthew Henry’s Concise Commentary, he notes,
God, as the common Father of mankind, makes one country abound in
one commodity, and another in another, serviceable to the necessity or to
the comfort and ornament of human life. See what a blessing trade and
merchandise are to mankind, when followed in the fear of God.
-Matthew Henry
In this passage in Ezekiel, we see a multitude of items exchanged. This is only natural, since
Tyre was a major port of trade. As Henry notes, countries usually specialize in production of
some goods or services, while others specialize in differing areas, since God has endowed
nations differently; then both parties can gain by exchange. All of the benefits of exchange
that we covered in chapter 2 apply equally here. In fact, we will review international trade
using many of the same analytical techniques we used earlier. We will find that it makes no
difference to economic analysis whether someone in Ohio is engaging in trade with someone
in Indiana or in Australia. When God endows nations differently, it increases our interaction
with other nations to gain the benefits of trade, and it opens up opportunities for us to testify
to the truth of Jesus Christ.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Explain why the benefits of free trade don’t change by the addition of a political
border
§§ Describe how nations benefit from free trade by producing according to their
comparative advantage and trading for other goods
§§ Explain the magnitude and direction of imports and exports to the U.S. economy
§§ Describe what must occur to a nation’s capital account if it has a current account
(trade) deficit
§§ Differentiate between a “good” and a “bad” trade deficit
§§ Explain mercantilism as an economic philosophy
§§ Demonstrate graphically how tariffs increase producer’s surplus at the expense of
the consumer’s surplus
§§ Explain the long-run and short-run drivers of exchange rates
§§ Describe the law of one price and PPP
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INTRODUCTION
In Adam Smith’s classic The Wealth of Nations, chapter 3 of book 1 is entitled, “That
the Division of Labour is limited by the extent of the Market.” The opening paragraph
says the following:
As it is the power of exchanging that gives occasion to the division of
labour, so the extent of this division must always be limited by the extent
of that power, or, in other words, by the extent of the market. When the
market is very small, no person can have any encouragement to dedicate
himself entirely to one employment, for want of the power to exchange all
that surplus part of the produce of his own labour, which is over and above
his own consumption, for such parts of the produce of other men’s labour
as he has occasion for.
-Adam Smith, “The Wealth of Nations”
In Smith’s view, the progress leading to the wealth of nations was the ever increasing
division of labor, which naturally led to gains from specialization. But in this section,
Smith notes the obvious implication by answering this question: If the division of
labor is the source of wealth, what enables the division of labor? Smith’s answer—the
increasing division of labor occurs as the market grows larger, and ultimately the size
of the market is limited only by the size of the globe. Thus, international trade allows
the largest possible market, enabling the greatest division of labor possible, resulting in
the most associated gains from specialization, which leads to the highest wealth of the
nations! International trade issues have therefore been of great interest since the earliest
economists. In this chapter, we’ll explore some of the issues surrounding trade.

FREE TRADE OR FAIR TRADE? 1
The American public, already skeptical of free trade, is becoming
increasingly hostile to it.
This quote was taken from a report based on a Wall Street Journal poll of American
attitudes. Unfortunately, this attitude is not new; hostility with “foreign” trade is an
intertemporal constant. The latest manifestation of antipathy towards free trade is
against China, since many U.S. manufacturers have transferred operations from the U.S.
to China. One study recently showed significant negative impact to the workers who lost
jobs as well as their communities. Yet, even that study noted, “there is nothing in our
results to show that U.S. trade with China overall is negative” in its impacts (according
to Mr. Hanson, page 2). For one thing, their study makes no effort to account for positive
impacts on the economy from U.S. exports to China.
As with many market activities, there are winners and losers, but on net we all benefit.
Since all of us are consumers, everyone benefits from the reduced prices that come with
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free trade. Some producers lose (those that don’t have a comparative advantage) while
other producers gain (those that do have a comparative advantage). So why is there so
much hostility to free trade? Well, I don’t have all the answers, but we’ll certainly look at
some of the reasons and the economics driving them. Here is one hint: there is a reason
this chapter comes after you’ve studied public choice in the preceding two chapters!

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE—REDUX

Specialization: This occurs
when individuals in a
production process of many
steps each concentrate
on a limited number of
the necessary steps and
become very proficient at
those particular tasks.

Let’s start by thinking through some rudimentary exchange choices, and then we will
move to the more complex ones. Families are different, with differing responsibilities.
But in almost all families, members tend to specialize. Sure there may be some jobs
where everyone is expected to participate—perhaps cleaning up the dishes after
dinner or cleaning up the dog messes in the yard. Families might make sure that
everyone does their fair share. But most families also usually have a large amount of
specialization. This specialization may be driven by social expectations of male/female
responsibilities—or it may be just the opposite; but there is specialization. For example,
it is an uncommon household that will have both parents balance the checkbook and
pay the bills, unless they do it jointly. You usually won’t see one do it one week, then the
other do it the next.
In our family, my wife has given me an overt rule. I must kill any and all large bugs that
enter our house. If any small animal dies in the yard, I have to get the shovel and get
rid of it. That’s just the way it is. Then there are other jobs that I always do: everything
car related. My wife’s sole responsibility for the car is to make sure there is gas in it. She
doesn’t check oil, tire pressure, or coolant…that’s my job. Could she? Well of course she
could—but she doesn’t. I specialize in any car maintenance items and she specializes in
homemaking activities. This is undoubtedly in part due to social expectations, but it is
also due to personal preferences. She loves a clean house. I do too…I just hate cleaning
it. Likewise, she would hate getting grease under her nails…that’s just the way it is. So as
you expect, I’m pretty good at changing oil in the car, and she is very efficient at keeping
the house clean. By specializing, we have a cleaner house, better maintained cars, and
more time for other activities.
Now my wife and I engage in these types of trades all the time, and we both win as a
result. But there are losers. People external to the trade could benefit if we had hired
them instead of doing it ourselves. Jiffy-Lube and home cleaning services might object
to our “free trade,” since it costs them business. Of course they wouldn’t exactly say it
that way. Suppose Jiffy-Lube lobbies Congress for a bill to make changing your own
oil illegal, claiming that spilled oil from “untrained” home mechanics gets into our
water and poisons fish. While this action may seem unlikely, it certainly doesn’t seem
outlandish given other proposed regulatory outrages.
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While we don’t usually interfere in home trades, competitors are often more aggressive
with market trades that they don’t like. Let’s say that I want to purchase the cheapest
product available, and want to buy from Walmart. There may be a whole host of
people who want to restrict my opportunity to purchase from Walmart. Clearly both
I and Walmart think we’ll be better off engaging in trade, but people external to the
transaction think they have the right to stop me. Many of the local small businesses may
try to restrict Walmart from opening a superstore in my neighborhood, since they are
not cost-competitive with Walmart.
But let’s leave Walmart aside. If people in Ohio want to grow corn and trade it to people
in Maine for lobsters, most people won’t object. Clearly the opportunity cost for people
in Ohio to raise lobsters is much higher than in Maine, and vice versa for corn. So Ohio
tends to be very good at agricultural production, and Maine tends to be very good at
seafood. Both benefit from the gains from trade, and more total output can be obtained
by allowing each state to specialize in those areas that it does best.
Protectionist legislation:
legislation passed to restrict
entry into markets by
foreign competitors.

We don’t have protectionist legislation at the state level in part due to the Founding
Fathers’ establishment of the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution. This grants
power to regulate commerce among the states to the Congress, and is viewed as negating
the ability of the individual states to prohibit interstate trade. Each state does what it
does best, and we’re all better off—corn in the Midwest, timber in the Pacific Northwest
and the South, cattle in Texas, chicken and rice in Arkansas, high technology in
California, skiing in Colorado, oranges in Florida, and so on. All this should be more
or less obvious, especially after our discussion in chapter 2. But following trade from
households-to-localities-to-states, we’ll be able to see that it is not really different as we
now take the next step with foreign trade.
Even with the hydraulic fracturing revolution (fracking), the U.S. still imports some oil
from the Middle East. Saudi Arabia still has a significantly lower opportunity cost of
producing oil than we do. The flip side of this equation is that Saudi Arabia doesn’t give
us oil for free; they take our dollars and purchase many goods from us, such as cars,
engines, and machinery. While many Americans would like the amount of trade with
Saudi Arabia to be reduced (so we’re not as dependent upon them for energy), most
realize that we benefit from trade with the Saudis. Certainly, those exporting understand
the benefits to their firms.
Overall, this should make sense—they have cheap access to oil. We have technology and
machinery, as well as agricultural goods. When we each specialize in what we have the
lowest opportunity cost of producing, the total output is greater and both nations are
therefore wealthier. Let’s use a production possibility frontier (PPF) example to once
again demonstrate the gains from trade, this time from foreign trade. We introduced
this comparative advantage and the PPF in chapter 2; let’s now extend that with an
example of Haiti and the U.S.
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Say the United States only produces two goods, Steel and Corn. The United States could
produce either 100 million tons of steel or 200 million bushels of corn (or let’s assume
some linear combination thereof).
Haiti, however, can only produce 10 million tons of steel or it can produce 50 million
bushels of corn. By this fictitious example (notional data), we can see that as a nation,
the U.S. has an absolute advantage over Haiti in producing either steel or corn. But we’ve
already said that everyone has a comparative advantage at something—so who has the
comparative advantage at producing steel and who has the comparative advantage at
producing corn (Table 15.1)?

U.S.

Haiti

Corn (million bushels)

200

50

Steel (million tons)

100

10

Table 15.1, National Output. U.S. has an absolute advantage in both!

The answer goes back to the definition of comparative advantage: who has the lowest
opportunity cost to produce each? For the U.S., for every ton of steel it costs them two
bushels of corn. Do you see why? Since the U.S. can produce either 200 million bushels
of corn or 100 million tons of steel:
COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
For the U.S., 100 tons of steel equals 200 bushels of
corn, or 1 ton of steel equals 2 bushels of corn.

For Haiti, 10 tons of steel equals 50 bushels of corn,
or 1 ton of steel equals 5 bushels of corn.

So steel is more expensive in opportunity cost terms for Haiti; Haiti has to give up
five units of corn for every unit of steel, while the U.S. would only have to give up two
units of corn for a unit of steel. Similarly for Haiti, for every ton of steel, it has to give
up five bushels of corn. In terms of opportunity cost, steel is relatively more expensive
for Haiti than the U.S., as it has to give up more corn to produce steel. So the U.S. has a
comparative advantage at producing steel.
But we already knew the U.S. had an absolute advantage at producing steel and corn,
so maybe it’s not a surprise to see the U.S. has a comparative advantage at producing
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steel. But looking at the flip side is
even more important—who has the
comparative advantage at producing
corn? To produce a million bushels
of corn, the U.S. would have to give
up 500,000 tons of steel. In contrast,
Haiti would only have to give up
200,000 tons of steel to produce that
same one million bushels of corn.
Haiti has a lower opportunity cost
to produce corn than does the U.S.;
therefore, Haiti has a comparative
advantage at producing corn.

Corn (Mbu)

Haiti
U.S.

200
150
100
50
10

50

100

Steel (Mtons)

So let’s now see how this works at
Figure 15.1, Haiti/United States Production Possibilities
a national level, by continuing our
Frontier (PPF). The United States is able to devote all its
Haiti and the U.S. trade example
resources in this example to producing steel and will produce
with corn and steel. As seen in
100 Mtons, or all to corn, and it can produce 100 Mbu, or some
linear combination thereof (actual PPFs are bowed outward, but
Figure 15.1, the U.S. might
a linear PPF makes the analysis less complex without negating
hypothetically use its resources to
the result). Haiti’s PPF is much smaller, and the U.S. has an
produce a mixture of corn and steel absolute advantage in producing both corn and steel.
on its PPF, which will allow the U.S. to produce and consume 50 million tons of steel
along with 100 million bushels of corn. Likewise, Haiti is able to produce and consume
seven million tons of steel along with 15 million bushels of corn. Each is producing
along their PPF under autarky, or without trade, and they are both self-sufficient. But
just because they are self-sufficient, can they do better with cooperative behavior by
trade? The answer, of course, is yes—due to differences in comparative advantage. If
the two countries engage in trade, and each produces according to their comparative
advantage, there will be more total corn and steel produced, and therefore both nations
will be better off. You can compare the results of autarky (Table 15.2) with mutually
beneficial trade (Table 15.3) to see the clear advantage of trade.
Country

Steel (Mil
Tons)

Corn (Mil
Tons)

U.S.

50

107

15

Haiti

7

29

115

Total

57

136

Steel (Mil
Tons)

Corn (Mil
Tons)

U.S.

50

100

Haiti

7

Total

57

Table 15.2, Autarky

Country

Table 15.3, Cooperative Trade

Sharp students may have already picked up on the one exception to trade being mutually
beneficial. Can you think what it is? Hint: we see trade as mutually beneficial when
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the parties concentrate production
Inequality, therefore, is not
where they have a comparative
advantage. We said earlier that
something to necessarily
everyone has a comparative advantage
lament—as it opens the door to
at producing something—an empirical
mutual cooperation and forces us
(real world data) but not a theoretical
to work beyond our differences for
reality. It is conceptually possible
that individuals and nations could
society’s overall benefit.
be equally efficient in producing all
goods. If everyone were truly equal,
there would be no benefit to trade. It is precisely our differences that make trade and
mutual cooperation so profitable. Inequality, therefore, is not something to necessarily
lament—as it opens the door to mutual cooperation and forces us to work beyond our
differences for society’s overall benefit.
IN THE WEEDS WITH THE PPF!
This calculation is beyond the scope of our initial review, but the numbers above can be found as follows. First,
the U.S. under autarky could produce anywhere on its PPF such as at 50S and 100C, since it faces a 2:1 tradeoff
and could produce either 100S or 200C. Likewise, Haiti could produce either 10S or 50C, so it could produce three less steel
units than possible (10-3=7) and at a 5:1 trade ratio gain, 3X5=15 units of corn to go with its 7 units of steel. The U.S. and
Haiti could trade at any ratio between 2:1 and 5:1 and both countries would profit. Assume they trade at 3:1, and let Haiti
concentrate on producing corn, its comparative advantage, and trade for its desired 7 units of steel. By producing only corn,
they produce 50 units. Since they want 7 units of steel, and must trade at 3:1, they have to give up 21 units of corn, leaving
them 29 units. Note: with the same consumption of steel (7 units), they can consume 14 more units of corn. For the U.S., to
generate 7 units of steel to trade with Haiti, we must give up 14 units of corn (2:1 trade ratio) or move left on our PPF to 57S
and 86C. Then trading the extra seven units of steel to Haiti at a 3:1 ratio, we gain an additional 21 units of corn, for a new
consumption total of 50 units of steel and 107 units of corn. Like Haiti, we get the same amount of one good (steel in the
U.S. case) but are able to consume more corn with trade. Both nations are better off with trade even though the U.S. has an
absolute advantage in producing corn and steel.

Consider Taiwan and the U.S. Let’s assume the choice is between food and iPads, and
assume the following production possibilities:

Units of Output per Worker

Food
3
U.S.
Taiwan 4
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As this table shows, Taiwan can produce more units of food and more units of iPads per
worker than the U.S. So can we benefit from trade? If they’re better than we are, won’t
engaging in trade with them cost us jobs and more and more of our production will
end up in Taiwan? Well, as you learned in chapter 2 and already stated here, yes we can
benefit, and no, it won’t cost us jobs on net. It may cost us jobs in industries where we
don’t have the lowest opportunity cost of production, but we will gain jobs in industries
where we are the lowest opportunity cost producer. So the composition of jobs will
change with trade (as each nation specializes in what they do best), but not the overall
number; in fact, total jobs will likely go up with trade.
Let’s demonstrate this by calculating the opportunity cost of production. We see that
the U.S. can produce either three units of food or two iPads per worker. Remembering
that the opportunity cost of production is the alternative forgone, we know that the
cost of producing one unit of food is 2/3 of an iPad. Alternatively, we could say that the
opportunity cost of an iPad is 1.5 units of food. Taiwan likewise can produce either four
units of food, or six iPads per worker. So the opportunity cost of a unit of food is 1.5
iPads, or alternatively, the opportunity cost of an iPad is .67 units of food.

Op Cost: food

Op Cost: iPad

1F = .67i
U.S. (3F/2i)
Taiwan (4F/6i) 1F = 1.5i

1i = 1.5F
1i = .67F

Looking at these production possibilities, we can see that although Taiwan has an
absolute advantage in the production of both food and iPads, the U.S. has a comparative
advantage in the production of one of the goods. Can you tell which one? Hint: we have a
comparative advantage in the production of the good which has the lowest opportunity
cost of production. Let’s think about food first. For us to produce an additional unit of
food (by moving one worker over from producing iPads to producing food), we would
have to give up .67 of an iPad. For Taiwan, however, they would have to give up 1.5
iPads to produce an additional unit of food. Because our opportunity cost is much less
to produce an additional unit of food (.67i vs. 1.5i for Taiwan), we have a comparative
advantage in the production of food.
Now let’s look at iPads. (Note: you don’t really need to do this step, nor calculate the
opportunity cost of iPads once you’ve done it for food. Once you see that the U.S. has
the comparative advantage in food, Taiwan must have the comparative advantage in
the production of the other good—in this case, iPads). If the U.S. wants to produce an
additional iPad, we would have to give up 1.5 units of food, while Taiwan would only
have to give up .67 units of food. Observant readers will note that the opportunity
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iPads
100

Taiwan’s Consumption
Possibilities with Trade

50

Taiwan’s PPF

50

100

Food

Figure 15.2, Taiwan’s Production Possibility Frontier (PPF)
and Consumption Possibilities. Taiwan can produce either

iPads

120 million iPads, 80 million units of food daily, or any linear
combination between the two as they reallocate production
between the two goods (Taiwan’s PPF). But by specializing in
the production of iPads, they could trade some of their iPads to
the U.S. for units of food (assumed at a one-for-one ratio), which
expands their consumption possibilities beyond their PPF. They
can thus consume more of each good with trade!

150
U.S.’s Consumption
Possibilities with Trade

100

50
U.S’s PPF

50

100

150

Food

Figure 15.3, U.S. Production Possibility. The U.S. can

produce either 100 million iPads, 150 million units of food
daily, or any linear combination between the two as they
reallocate production between the two goods (U.S.’s PPF). But
by specializing in the production of food, the U.S. could trade
some of their food to Taiwan for iPads (assumed at a one-forone ratio), which expands their consumption possibilities beyond
their PPF. They, too, then can consume more of each good with
trade!
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costs are reversed for each country. Do NOT think that will
always be the case; in fact, it is simply because of the initial
production possibilities we assumed (since the ratio of two
to three is the same as the ratio of four to six). Different
numbers would have caused a different result. Taiwan is the
lowest opportunity cost producer of iPads, and therefore has
a comparative advantage in iPad production, in addition to
their absolute advantage.
You may say, “so what?” Well, there are gains from trade
to be had, there is money on the table, and opportunity is
knocking! Because there are differences in opportunity costs,
each country will have a comparative advantage. If the U.S.
specializes in food, and Taiwan specializes in iPads, we can
produce more of each and engage in mutually beneficial
trade that will leave both countries better off. Let’s see that in
action by looking at their PPF. Assume (however unrealistic)
that Taiwan only has 20 million workers, while the U.S. has
50 million workers. We don’t know at what ratio they will
exchange iPads for food—it really depends on the two parties’
negotiating skills. What we do know is that if they can agree
to trade at any ratio between .67i < 1F < 1.5i, both parties will
be better off.
Let’s assume they agree to trade at a ratio of one unit of
food for one iPad. Let’s see what it does to each country’s
consumption possibilities. With Taiwan, they can produce
either 120 million iPads or 80 million units of food a day—or
any linear combination of the two along their PPF. But by
specializing in the production of iPads according to their
comparative advantage, they could trade some of those iPads
for additional units of food. As we can see in Figure 15.2,
trading at a 1:1 ratio of food for iPads will allow Taiwan
to consume anywhere along the dashed line, which is
greater than it could consume if it relied only upon its own
production. Also note that the difference between its PPF and
consumption possibilities gets greater and greater as Taiwan
decides to consume more food. This should make sense since
Taiwan is relatively less efficient at producing food compared
to producing iPads. If you are a consumer in Taiwan, you
want free trade!
The situation is roughly the same with the U.S. As you can
see in Figure 15.3, the U.S. can also trade some of its food
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at the 1:1 ratio so their consumption possibilities are greater than their production
possibilities. Just as with Taiwan, consumers in the U.S. can enjoy more food and iPads
by specializing production according to our comparative advantage, and then engaging
in mutually beneficial trade.
Another benefit of allowing free trade between larger regions is that it allows for
economies of scale in production that a home market never could. For example, Taiwan
produces far more computer chips than it could ever use as a nation, and the size of the
world market allows it to have very large and efficient factories. If trade was restricted
to the home country only, not only would fewer units be produced due to not taking
advantage of each nation’s comparative advantage, but also due to lost gains in efficiency
with a larger market.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
The overwhelming benefits of mutual exchange have led to tremendous increases in
global trade since WWII. While there are many critics of globalization and free trade,
people are less hungry, live longer, and yes, they have the washing machine! The U.S. has
tripled its trade, as seen in Figure 15.4. One would not necessarily expect imports to
exactly equal exports, and they almost never do. But this leads to great consternation of
many who fear that trade deficits are bad and trade surpluses are good. In Figure 15.5
we can see that trade surpluses in the years following WWII (not shown) gave way
to consistent deficits since the late 1970s. Shouldn’t we be concerned? I mean, even the

Figure 15.4, United States Trade Growth since WWII. The U.S. imports and exports have greatly expanded since the conclusion of WWII. Indeed,

global trade has expanded dramatically, leading to increased standards of living. Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis
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terms give it away—aren’t surpluses
good and deficits bad? Well, in this
case we need to dig a little deeper—
first by defining some terms.
To begin with, we need to
understand what people mean when
they talk about the “trade deficit.”
Often they mean the difference
between our exports of goods (e.g.,
Boeing aircraft) and our imports
of goods (like oil), but they fail to
consider services in the discussion.
While services were relatively
unimportant to our economy 50
years ago, the services sector (like
banking, insurance, or technical
engineering support) is a large
driver of our economy. The reason
Figure 15.5, Trade Balance over time. The United States has consistently run trade deficits
some usually make this distinction
since the 1970s. Source Macrotrends, underlying data from the World Bank
is they are primarily concerned
Trade deficit: This occurs
about the trade deficit’s impact on domestic manufacturing jobs (historically, higher
when exports of goods and
wage union jobs). But from a national perspective, a narrow view is just that—narrow!
services produced in a country
are less than imports.

Trade surplus: This occurs
when exports of goods and
services produced in a country
are greater than imports

Balance of trade: the
difference between the
amount of goods and
services we export and
the goods and services we
import.

Consider Figure 15.6 as a way to think about trade and financial flows. The most
important thing to understand is that the overarching category is called the balance
of payments (BOP), and it ALWAYS balances! So if we have a deficit in one area of the
balance of payments, we must have a surplus in another area. The BOP will balance!
To see how this all fits together, let’s begin at the bottom of Figure 15.6. The trade
deficit or trade surplus is broadly called the balance of trade and is simply the
difference between the amount of goods and services we export and the goods and
services we import. It is part of the current account (CA—called current since it deals
with transactions limited to the present), which also includes net factor income (NFI—
the difference in how much we make from our overseas investments and how much
foreigners make from their U.S. investments) and net foreign payments (NFP—like
foreign aid). So for example, if we export $100 million of machine tools, and $200
million in financial services, while importing $400 million of automobiles, we would
have a negative balance of trade of $100 million (a trade deficit). If our NFI and NFP
were equal to zero, we would also have a CA deficit of $100 million. In this case,
foreigners are serving us more than we are serving them—they are giving us more goods
and services than they are taking. Sounds like a deficit is actually a pretty good deal, huh?
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Balance of Payments (BOP) = 0
· Current Account (CA)
· Capital Account (KA)
· Change in Official Reserves

Capital Acct (KA)

· Change in foreign
ownership of domestic
assests minus change
in domestic ownership
of foriegn assests

Current Acct (CA)

· Balance of Trade (NX)
· Net Factor Income (NFI)
· Net Transfer Payments

Balance of Trade (NX)
· Also called trade surplus or deficit
· = Exports (G&S) - Imports (G&S)
Figure 15.6, Balance of Payments Must Balance.

When we hear of a trade deficit (reflected in the
current account) it must be balanced by (usually)
a surplus in the capital account. It could also
be financed by an outflow of a country’s official
reserves.
Capital account: a
measure of foreign
investment in a country;
typically the capital account
roughly balances the
current account.
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Of course, there is no free lunch, and foreigners are not giving us
more goods and services just because they like us. When they have
a trade surplus with us (the other side of the coin of our trade deficit
with them), they are building up savings denominated in dollars.
They don’t put these dollars under a mattress; they take them and
purchase claims to future consumption through the capital account.
They may buy treasury bills, or shares of Apple Computer, or the
Rockefeller Center. Regardless of what they purchase, if U.S. residents
don’t purchase a similar amount of foreign financial assets, we will
have a surplus in our capital account to offset our current account
deficit. In effect, what we are doing is trading future consumption
(what ownership of the capital account assets represents) for present
consumption. We might think of this as negative, but it also in a
similar way reflects the choices of foreigners. They may want to
produce today in order to consumer tomorrow. For a nation with an
aging population, like Japan, it may be very much in their interest to
let us consume the goods they produce today in exchange for goods
that we will produce for them tomorrow. So the important conclusion
we reach is this: when we run a balance of trade deficit, we are
consuming more than we otherwise could today, and promising to
consume less than we otherwise could in the future.
Is this behavior wise on our part? There are at least three
considerations that we should examine. First is the moral question
that is nearly identical to that of borrowing money for current
consumption, which we raised in our review of interest rates. As
we stated in chapter 12, there is no explicit, biblical prohibition on
borrowing, but the consistent Christian position is that borrowing
is not desirable—certainly not to finance consumption if we can at
all avoid it. To the extent that our balance of trade deficit is
to finance investment in productive activities, it may very
well make sense. If instead it is simply supporting current
consumption, then we (the current generation) benefit while
impoverishing future generations. Unfortunately, our trade
deficit seems to track our federal government budget deficit,
as shown in Figure 15.7, suggesting foreigners are recycling
dollars from our trade surplus into government debt. To the
extent that government spending is primarily supporting
current consumption, the trade deficit is not positive.

1948
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1983
1990

-12

1997
2004
2011

-10

Figure 15.7, Trade Balance Vs Budget Balance.
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Second and related, Scripture admonitions against debt are
most appropriate here. In Deuteronomy 28, God promises
blessings and curses to the Israelites. If they are faithful, they
are told in verse 12 that “The LORD will open for you His
good storehouse, the heavens, to give rain to your land in its
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season and to bless all the work of your hand; and you shall lend to many nations, but
you shall not borrow” (emphasis added). Conversely, if Israel rebelled against God the
opposite would be true—Israel would be dependent upon foreigners.
The alien who is among you shall rise above you higher and higher, but
you will go down lower and lower. 44He shall lend to you, but you will not
lend to him; he shall be the head, and you will be the tail. 45So all these
curses shall come on you and pursue you and overtake you until you are
destroyed, because you would not obey the LORD your God by keeping
His commandments and His statutes which He commanded you. 46 They
shall become a sign and a wonder on you and your descendants forever.
43

We don’t want to carry this too far—commands for ancient Israel are not necessarily
commands for the U.S. today—but to the extent that we go one way or the other, it seems
we should want to be the country that has extra resources to lend rather than being the
one dependent upon borrowing; we’d rather be the head than the tail.
Third and finally, a preference for lower debt (or less foreign claims on our future
consumption) is also borne out in learning the lessons of economic history. Countries
with trade deficits exceeding 5% of GDP tend to suffer crises of confidence in markets.
Investors begin to lose confidence that the money they will receive in the future will be
worth it. They begin to fear the historically normal occurrence of default and currency
debauchery. So capital sprouts wings and takes flight—usually resulting in a severe
recession. The Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s and the Greek crisis of 2010-2011
are examples of this. You may likewise look at government debt as the causal factor; but
trade deficits greater than 5% reduce a country’s ability to pay off its debts. If a country
had a large foreign debt but large trade surpluses, it would be much easier to pay off
the debt. Debt and trade imbalances often go hand in hand. If a country uses currency
debauchery (inflation) to reduce its debt, the inflation affects not only foreign holders
of U.S. debt by reducing their real rate of return, but it raises the cost of living for all
Americans.
What can we conclude? Trade deficits are not necessarily a problem, per se, if they are
matched by real foreign investment in our capital account in productive enterprises,
rather than to fund additional current consumption. The nature of the capital account
surplus is thus the more important issue. If the trade deficit supports government
consumption, we will have to reduce consumption in the future to pay it back. If it
supports private investment (and to the extent that the investments pay off), foreigners
will have an ownership stake in assets in America that can support their desired future
consumption, with no loss in consumption by Americans.
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EXCHANGE RATES
If you buy an iPhone in Indiana and turn around and sell it in Tennessee, you have
a number of issues and complications in your calculations—but one thing you don’t
have to worry about is the currency. An iPhone in Indiana is priced in dollars, and so
is your sale in Tennessee. But what if you sold it in Mexico? Our previous discussion
on England and France abstracted away from the difficulties associated with currency
exchange—now we need to touch on that. We ignored exchange rates previously because
the economics of exchange is, for the most part, unaffected by the requirement to
change currencies. Nevertheless, exchanging currencies can be a cost driver, especially
as companies have to consider possible future variation in currency values. As we will
demonstrate, it is relatively trivial to convert a value today (a spot transaction), but a bit
more complicated to handle transactions in the future.
Let’s say you have an older iPod that you want to sell for $75. You put an ad on Craigslist,
and a tourist in town for the weekend from Europe offers you 55 Euros. Should you take
it? Well, ignoring the transaction costs to convert the tourist’s Euros back to dollars
(since you can’t spend Euros in the US), you need to know the exchange rate. Any
number of websites can give you today’s exchange rate, such as this one, and you can
then do the necessary adjustment. If the current exchange rate is 1 Euro = $1.45, you
divide your $75 goal by $1.45 to convert to Euros; you need 51.72 Euros to meet your $75
goal. To see why you can do this, divide both sides of the “1 Euro = $1.45” equation by
$1.45, and you get .69 Eur/$ = 1. When you multiply this by $75 (remember, multiplying
anything by 1 gives the same result), the dollars cancel and you are left with Euros as the
dimension, with the number being 51.72. Since the tourist offered 55 Euros, he or she is
offering more than your reservation price of $75. In this case, assuming you can convert
the Euros to dollars at zero cost, you should definitely take the offer. If the tourist were
offering 55 Euros one year from now, the situation would be entirely different; we’ll learn
how to “discount” the future in the next chapter.

EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES
If countries all used the same currency, this whole issue would go away. When Abraham
bought Sarah’s burial ground from the sons of Heth, the price was 400 shekels of silver
(noted in Scripture as a commercial standard). The negotiation was no different than if
you bought something from a neighboring state, even though Abraham was a foreigner
in a foreign land. With a “commodity money” such as gold or silver, there is no exchange
rate calculation needed since everyone uses the same money. Almost as easy is when a
country fixes its currency against a commodity such as gold. This was the case under the
classical gold standard of 1879-1913. Gold coins were exchanged interchangeably with
currency in most countries so it was very easy to exchange various gold coins for the bills
that represented those coins.
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Fixed exchange rate:
Under a fixed exchange rate
currency regime, a country
stands ready to redeem its
currency at a fixed rate in
some other currency (such
as gold, dollars, or Euros).

Flexible exchange rates:
Under a flexible exchange
rate regime, currencies
are trades on open market
exchanges, and the value is
set by markets.

Financial derivatives:
Investment instruments
whose value is derived from
some underlying financial
instrument. For example, an
option to purchase a stock is
a derivative since its value is
derived from the price of the
underlying stock
dollarization: This occurs
when a country abandons
an independent monetary
policy and follows US
monetary policy by either
directly using dollars
or indirectly by issuing
additional domestic currency
units backed by dollars.

The gold standard was (incorrectly in my view) blamed for exacerbating the Great
Depression, and countries established a fixed exchange rate regime after WWII.
Under this agreement, called the Bretton Woods Agreement (since it was agreed to in
Bretton Woods, NH), each participating country fixed its exchange rate against the
dollar, and the U.S. agreed to redeem (from governments, not citizens) dollars for gold
at a ratio of $35/oz. Fixed exchange rates greatly facilitate international trade (similar
to a gold standard), but since they are fixed, all the countries involved must conduct
similar monetary policies. For
example, when the U.S. had greater
In the long run, the exchange rate
rates of inflation to support both
of any currency is primarily driven
“Great Society” social spending and
by trade requirements (goods and
the Vietnam War, the differential
services that are imported and
monetary policies led to a large
outflow of gold from the U.S. This
exported). In the short run, however,
unsustainable outflow led President
the exchange rate is primarily driven
Nixon to close the “gold window” in
by financial flows between countries.
1971, abrogating the U.S. promise to
redeem dollars for gold at a fixed rate.
After the breakdown of the fixed exchange rate regime of Bretton Woods, the world
entered into mostly flexible exchange rates where currencies are allowed to freely
fluctuate and traders must consider not just the current exchange rate but how the values
of currencies will change over the relevant contractual time frame. While uncertainties
of future exchange rates make international trade more difficult, entrepreneurs have
developed sophisticated futures markets and financial derivatives to hedge (offset) risk.
A variant of fixed exchange rates during the flexible exchange rate era (post-1973) is
dollarization. Some countries that historically inflated their currency egregiously have
surrendered their ability to conduct an independent monetary policy and pegged
their currency directly to the dollar, such as what Argentina did in the 1990s with its
currency board. Other countries simply abandoned any currency and used dollars
directly; Panama and El Salvador are examples of this. While the U.S. monetary policy
was believed to be very stable, countries that pegged to the dollar in one way or another
could benefit by giving market participants (especially foreigners) confidence that the
real value of their investments in that country would not be expropriated through
inflation.

PURCHASING POWER PARITY
With flexible exchange rates, how do market participants “know” what the rate should
be? Well, hopefully you’ve learned by now that no one market participant “knows”
anything, but rather the knowledge of all market participants come to be embedded
in market prices as the market process unfolds. Exchange rates should be thought
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Foreign exchange: foreign
currencies used by private
market participants to
purchase foreign goods.
Foreign exchange also
refers to the markets where
currencies are exchanged.
Purchasing power parity
(PPP): an application
of the law of one price,
which suggests that in the
absence of transaction
costs, goods should
trade at the same price
everywhere. Purchasing
power parity calculates
an exchange rate which
would allow consumers to
purchase a similar basket
of goods in either country.
Law of one price: In the
absence of transactions
costs, tradable goods
should sell for the same
price in different locations.

of as simply another price. As entrepreneurs become aware of price differentials for
goods in different countries, they purchase goods in the cheap country to sell in the
dear (or expensive) country to make a profit. To purchase these goods, entrepreneurs
must purchase foreign exchange (FX). The buying and selling of FX leads to a market
exchange rate. In the long run, the exchange rate of any currency is primarily driven by
trade requirements (goods and services that are imported and exported). In the short
run, however, the exchange rate is primarily driven by financial flows between countries.
The idea that entrepreneurs will arbitrage price differences between countries (and over
the long run guide trade flows) leads to a theory of exchange rates called purchasing
power parity (PPP). PPP compares differences in price levels between economies to
provide a theoretical exchange rate. PPP is an overall economy measure of the law of
one price, which suggests that in the absence of transactions costs, tradable goods
should sell for the same price in different locations. A common way to consider PPP and
the law of one price is called the Big Mac Index, which compares the prices of Big Macs
at McDonalds across the world. If Big Macs are priced differently, entrepreneurs should
expect to see exchange rates adjust in the future to minimize that difference.

PURCHASING POWER PARITY AND BIG MACS
Purchasing power parity requires goods that are tradable (think cars, not haircuts) in
both countries to sell at the same price (adjusted for transactions costs)—otherwise
there would be an opportunity for an entrepreneur to profit from any price differential
driving the price difference down to zero. A popular press application is to compare the price
of a “Big Mac” in different countries.

MERCANTILISM VS. FREE TRADE
Part of the concern over trade is the fact that trade imbalances don’t seem to happen
without government manipulation of trade for political benefit. For example, the
Chinese government currently pegs their currency against the dollar. This has the
effect that their currency may be undervalued and contributing to China’s continued
trade surpluses. China is not alone, of course, in managing the value of its currency for
political benefit. Sometimes countries want a strong currency, other times they want
a weak currency. It depends on their political objective and which special interest the
leadership is trying to support. The Japanese occasionally intervene in foreign currency
markets to keep the value of the Yen where they want it (we’ll discuss how they do this
later), and the U.S. does too. When other countries accuse the U.S. of engaging in a
currency war with its monetary policy and taking steps to fight back, and we accuse
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China of manipulating its currency, you can imagine an attitude of “I’d be for free trade
if the other side would too. But if they won’t play by the rules, neither should we!” For a
discussion of the broader issues of currency manipulation and political objectives, view
this website.

Mercantilism: an
economic doctrine that
supported managed trade
to stimulate exports and
minimize imports, and
keep precious metals
circulating within the home
country. While an economic
doctrine, mercantilism was
thought to be a way to
ensure national security for
a nation by maintaining a
higher gold stock.
Comparative advantage:
An individual (or firm, or
country) is said to have a
comparative advantage if
he or she can produce any
good or service at a lower
opportunity cost than his
or her potential trading
partner.

The fact is that trade has always been subject to political pressures—sometimes more
so, sometimes less so. There have been “golden eras” of freer trade, but these often give
way when financial crisis occurs. As we mentioned in our discussion of monopoly, trade
was managed by governments in the mercantilist era by giving exclusive monopoly
charters to favored companies for the right to trade in a given region. Part of the logic
of managing trade was a belief in mercantilism. Proponents of mercantilism believed
that the wealth of the nation was dependent upon how much gold they had, so they
advocated public policies that would encourage export industries (to bring in foreign
gold) and discourage imports (to reduce gold outflow). Controlling trade was key to
a successful mercantilist policy. Adam Smith in large part wrote his classic work The
Wealth of Nations to refute mercantilist thinking, showing that the true wealth was in
its productivity (through the division of labor), and David Ricardo’s development of the
law of comparative advantage (applied earlier this chapter) devastated mercantilism
intellectually. Nevertheless, like a bad penny, it just keeps showing up.
Modern mercantilism is practiced by most of the Asian tigers (Japan, China, South
Korea, Singapore, etc.) where they support export economies and build up foreign
currency reserves. The idea is just as wrong-headed now as when Adam Smith first
assailed it, but it has its proponents. Further, it creates tremendous global imbalances
that have many economists worried. How long can the model of producing nations
sending stuff to the U.S. to consume in exchange for IOUs hold up? Unfortunately, we
learned in our public choice chapter that many policies that have highly concentrated
benefits and widely dispersed costs will have strong political support.

TRUMPONOMICS IS MODERN MERCANTILISM
The election of Donald Trump heralded many changes in the United States, but economically a big change was that
the President was steadfastly against free trade. Previously, both Republicans and Democrats in the Oval Office
would fight against populism in the Congress to promote free trade. With Mr. Trump being a populist himself, the cause of
free trade lost a champion. Mr. Trump called the North American Free Trade Agreement the “worst trade deal ever made,”
despite economists general support that on net NAFTA was a benefit to all three countries (U.S., Mexico and Canada). Mr.
Trump views trade as creating winners and losers, with a surplus being a winner, and a deficit being a loser. Yet worrying
about a trade deficit is akin to an individual saying, “I’m such a loser. I keep running all these deficits with Amazon. I keep
sending them money and they never buy anything from me. They just expanded free shipping to more stuff, now I’m going
to lose even more!” His solution is analogous to us filling our harbors with boulders so no ships can come in bringing goods.
What good Mr. Trump gave economically with deregulation, he took away with his opposition to free trade. For Christians,
it is also important to note that free trade over the last 30 years brought over 1 billion people (mostly Chinese and Indians)
out of extreme poverty, with the distinct possibility that extreme poverty can be eliminated in the world in the next 10 years.
Free markets and largely free trade have led to this result.
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Monetary sterilization:
the process of ensuring
monetary inflows into a
country do not change
domestic production. This
usually occurs through the
issuing of bonds to sop up,
or “sterilize” the incoming
money flow.

To see how active government policy distorts market results, let’s first imagine a world
without active government trade policies and what happens with an initial trade
imbalance. In Figure 15.8, we have a simplified illustration of David Hume’s PriceSpecie Flow mechanism. Yes, this is a simplified example. England and France don’t use
gold anymore, their monetary symbol isn’t a $, and England doesn’t issue Treasury Bills
for short-term debt like the US—but the economics is all the same. We’re abstracting
away from irrelevant aspects to hopefully help you understand the essence of monetary
sterilization! In Hume’s model, the classical gold standard would automatically correct
any trade imbalance without government intervention. We have two trading partners,
England and France, and they are in initial trade balance where imports match exports
and with an equilibrium level of gold in the economy, with “Big Mac” purchasing power
parity of $3.

Hume’s Price-Specie Flow
Step 1: Equilibrium

England
$$$
$3 “Big Mac”

exports
exports

France
$$$
$3 “Big Mac”

Step 2: France subsidizes farmers

England
$$

exports

$2 “Big Mac”

France
$$$$
$4 “Big Mac”

Step 3: Monetary force reverse trade flows

England
$$$
$3 “Big Mac”

Gold
exports

France
$$$
$3 “Big Mac”

Figure 15.8, Hume’s Price-Specie Flow. Any trade imbalance

In Step 2 of Figure 15.8, let’s say there is a mercantilist
policy in France that gives a one-time subsidy for French corn
that allows French farmers to sell their corn more cheaply
than English corn. When this happens, English citizens will
buy more corn from France, exporting some of their gold in
payment for the corn. When that happens, France will find
that it has more gold (represented in Figure 15.8 by $$$$)
in its economy, but there are no more goods. So the market
will tend to bid up the prices of goods in France, as additional
gold without additional goods to purchase is inflationary. The
Big Mac’s price in France will rise from $3 to $4. On the other
side, England now has less gold circulating in the economy.
Fewer dollars (represented by $$) chasing the same amount
of goods will lead to deflation, and the price of the Big Mac in
England will come down to $2.

will tend to create monetary forces to correct the imbalance, if
the government allows those forces to operate. The problem is
that the imbalances are desired by some special interest; hence
it is very difficult to get political support for a “laissez-faire”
policy. See discussion in text for how this corrective mechanism
operates.

These price differentials (which will propagate throughout
the two economies—not just Big Macs!) will change
consumer and entrepreneurial behavior. If there are no
government limitations on trade flows, entrepreneurs will
find it profitable to import goods from England at the
cheaper gold prices and sell them in the French market at the higher prices. Consumers
will hear about the cheap prices in England and decide to vacation there. The end result
in Step 3 will be for French gold to flow back into England, and English goods to be
exported back into France until we get parity in tradable goods prices. At the end, Big
Macs must sell for $3 in each country!
Of course, the whole reason that France subsidized the farmers in the first place was that
they wanted more gold in the treasury. Rather than seeing gold in its economic function
as a facilitator of exchange, they see it as a store of wealth. But if the government
doesn’t prohibit gold circulating as a medium of exchange, gold will tend to flow back
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to England as in Step 3 of Figure 15.8. So France will have to continue stimulating
exports to build up gold, but then they must limit imports. France can limit imports in
one of two ways: either by (1) sterilizing the gold when it comes in the French economy
so it doesn’t increase prices, or (2) through trade policy (such as tariffs on imports). Let’s
consider the effects of both of these options.
In Figure 15.8, Hume’s Price-Specie Flow mechanism would tend to reverse monetary
flows if not actively countered by the government—but stop it they can! To illustrate
how this monetary sterilization happens, we need to use a simplified T-account similar
to those used in our money and banking chapter. In Figure 15.9, we begin with a
monetary imbalance like
that in Step 2 of Figure
ENGLAND $$
FRANCE $$$$
15.8. Through a government
Gov’t
Public
Gov’t
Public
export policy, France has
amassed four units of gold
STEP 1: Gold Imbalance
in its banking system, while
A
L
A
L
A
L
A
L
England now only has
$$
$$$$
two units of gold. Absent
further government action,
deflation would occur in
England and inflation
STEP 2: France Issues Sterilization Bond & Buys England T-bills
would occur in France—the
A
L
A
L
A
L
A
L
difference in prices would
spur entrepreneurs to buy in
$$
$
$
$$$
$
$
Gold from T-Bills
the cheap country (England)
England Sterilize
Gold
France
T-Bills
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$
and sell in the dear country
Sterile
(France) and the imbalance
Bond
would be corrected. But if
Go
v’t
France wanted to preserve
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STEP 3: England Buys More French Stuff!
they could issue a bond to
their citizens for one unit
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A
L
A
L
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L
of gold. This action would
$
$
$$$
$
$
$
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for its treasury bills. England
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there will be no corrective measure to restore monetary balance.
could then spend the money
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in its economy rather than taxing its citizens for public works. The end result would have
three units of gold in each economy.
Let’s follow these actions by seeing how each country’s T-account changes. France starts
in Step 1 with the public having four units of gold, and the government T-account is
in balance with no assets or liabilities (yes, this is simplified!). When France issues a
sterilization bond, this is a liability (a debt they have to pay) on their T-account, and
the public’s T-account changes by the composition of their assets. Instead of four units
of gold as an asset, they now have 3 units of gold, and one unit of bonds. So the dollar
value of their assets hasn’t changed, just the composition. But they can’t spend the bond,
and that is precisely the point since the government is trying to avoid the inflation
that would reverse gold flows. Now France could stop there—but that wouldn’t do
anything about England’s deflation and the monetary pressures on the other side of the
English Channel. If they stopped, they would have a $ gold unit on the asset side of the
government T-account (not shown in Figure 15.9) to correspond with the $ sterilization
bond liability. If the French government then loans the gold that it borrowed from the
French public to England, England’s T-account would change by receiving a $ unit of
gold on the asset side, and a corresponding debt of $ of gold on the liability side.
The English government doesn’t borrow the money to simply sit on it—they want to
spend it, but don’t want to tax their citizens (in the near term) to gain the revenue to
spend. So as we transition to Step 3, England spends the money and it ends up in the
pockets of the English public—which is then free to buy more French stuff if they want.
Notice that the T-accounts of both the English government and public change. The gold
that was an asset on the government side in Step 2 becomes an asset on the public side in
Step 3. But borrowing from France implies a future tax liability on the English public’s
T-account, and the corresponding tax revenue is a future asset on the government’s
T-account. Yes, astute readers; you are right—substitute U.S. for England, and China for
France and you have a simple model for what happens currently in US/China trade!

TARIFFS
Now let’s consider the other way of keeping the gold in the country—by raising the
cost of imports by tariffs. Tariffs are simply taxes that are levied on imported goods.
Historically they were the primary means of raising federal tax revenue in the U.S. prior
to the imposition of income taxes in 1913. Yet they have never been randomly applied
across all products equally. Our review of public choice suggests that those industries
that stood to gain the most from tariffs on foreign products would lobby Congress for
higher tariffs. The general population would pay higher prices for those goods, and
the affected domestic companies would receive larger profits by restricting foreign
competition. The public is generally rationally ignorant of specific tariffs and the
implication to their wallets (because the dollar cost is relatively low)—but the industry
gaining the benefit knows full well how much the tariffs benefit them.
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Figure 15.10, Consumer and Producer Surplus with Free
Trade. If the world price of steel (P W ) is lower than the domestic

supply price (PD), the consumer can purchase a much larger
quantity than otherwise resulting in the large consumer surplus
in the green-shaded region above. The domestic producers will
only supply QD1 and receive the small producer surplus shown by
the blue triangle. Foreign supply will equal QW minus QD1.
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Figure 15.11, Tariff Application. If a tariff is applied against

imports, the price will rise from the world price P W to P WT. The
entire area below the demand curve between P W and P WT is lost
consumer surplus that is transferred either to producers (P S)
or the government (tax revenue), or is simply lost due to the
reduced quantity consumed (deadweight loss). Foreign supply
shrinks down to the difference between QWT and QDT.
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So how does a tariff work? In Figure 15.10 we can see how
consumers and domestic producers gain from trade in a
market where the world price of a good is below what the
domestic price would be without trade. By being able to buy
from foreign as well as domestic producers, the consumer
benefits from the cheaper world price and receives the large
consumer surplus illustrated by the green triangle. The
domestic producer can only compete by supplying the small
quantity (QD1) and receives the producer surplus indicated by
the blue triangle. Foreigners will supply the quantity between
QW and QD1.
Now let’s imagine this was the steel market, and the steel
producers successfully lobbied the President to push for a
tariff on imported steel. That would never happen, would it?
Nah. Figure 15.11 shows the effect of the tariff.
With the tariff in place, consumers lose a large portion
of their consumer surplus (compare the area of the green
triangle in Figure 15.10 and 15.11). Since they have to pay
more because of the tariff, their quantity demanded will
decrease to QWT. The loss in consumer surplus is partially
captured by the gains to domestic producers and the
government in tax revenues, but there are also deadweight
losses due to the lost gains from trade. Remember, value is
created in exchange, and less exchange means less value is
created. The deadweight loss is not the only loss, of course.
Remember from our public choice chapter that if producers
can gain a surplus at the expense of the consumers, they will
expend resources to lobby Congress to gain passage of the
tariff. At the limit, the domestic producers will spend up to
the expected value of their gain in producer surplus to get the
tariff passed in rent seeking activities.
Unfortunately, the losses still don’t end. We’ve already shown
earlier in the chapter that by producing according to each
other’s comparative advantage, total world economic output
will be higher and consumers from both trading nations
benefit. Obviously foreign steel producers benefit from free
trade and no tariffs, but domestic producers of other goods
do as well. Let’s say that Japan is the source of the cheaper
world steel. When Japan sells us steel, they receive dollars in
exchange. With those dollars, they are able to purchase other
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U.S. products, such as pharmaceuticals. When a tariff is passed on steel, they have fewer
dollars to buy other U.S. goods and services. So fewer pharmaceuticals are sold to Japan
and workers in that industry are hurt.
As we learned early on, the mark of a good economist is to see not just the near-term
effects, but the long-term as well. We need to look at not only the “seen” but the “unseen”
effects of a tariff policy. The “seen” is the benefit to steel workers and producers. They do
indeed benefit—far more as producers than it will cost them as consumers. Everybody
can see this. Politicians will gladly stand up for American workers, and claim they have
“saved or created jobs.” But no one will see the jobs that were lost or not created due to
higher steel prices. Very few will be able to see that pharmaceutical job growth was less
than it otherwise would have been absent the tariff. This is the “unseen,” and because it is
unseen we have continual political pressure in favor of actions that have “seen” benefits
and “unseen” costs. The point of the discussion is this: our analytical model in Figure
15.11 captures only the beginning of the losses to our economy when trade is not free;
we must also understand how incentives are changed and how a policy affects markets
beyond where the tariff is enacted in order to understand the full impact.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST FREE TRADE
We’ve identified special interests as a driving force for limitations on free trade; public
choice analysis accurately describes the behavior of those wanting to limit free trade.
Nevertheless, opponents of free trade don’t usually appeal to the general public in terms
of their narrow self-interest. Instead, there are several common theoretical arguments
against free trade that we will briefly discuss.
First, there are many national security concerns with free trade that have significant
merit. The U.S. military superiority is largely due to technology, and the U.S. therefore
restricts sales of critical technologies. This restriction is not as effective as one might
hope, since potential adversaries such as China simply steal American technologies;
when we don’t sell these technologies, other “friends” such as France will sell them.
Further, to maintain that technological advantage, opponents of free trade call for
domestic production of all critical defense capabilities. For example, the U.S. currently
purchases Russian Energomesh engines for the Air Force’s Atlas V military rocket.
How can we possibly depend on Russia for critical national security space launches?
The standard answer and what has been applied in this case is that prior to demanding
domestic production, one should consider if it is more cost effective to stockpile the
critical foreign provided asset. In the case of the Russian engine, we both stockpile
several years’ supply of the engine, and also have purchased the manufacturing
technology to be able to produce the engine domestically, if necessary. So while national
security concerns may have some applicability in trade, there are often ways to obtain
the gains from trade and preserve national security. Further, a strong, competitive,
dynamic economy strengthens our national security in and of itself.
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Another argument for trade restrictions is to temporarily protect “infant industries.”
The basic idea is that emerging companies need temporary help to grow large enough
to obtain economies of scale that would allow trade restrictions to be dropped. Often
these industries are where government leaders think future consumer demand will
be, and they want to posture domestic industry to capture the future market. In this
case, proponents claim that future tax revenues for the industry will pay for the initial
subsidization. While in theory this argument is reasonable, in practice it doesn’t seem
to happen. Most infant industries never seem to grow up (such as the steel industry).
Further, one must always consider the unseen. What would the resources that were used
to promote an infant industry have done if allocated in the private sector? What was the
opportunity cost?
Dumping: In international
trade, dumping occurs
when foreign companies
are subsidized by their
government and therefore
allowed to sell products
below their costs to gain
market share in foreign
markets.

A third argument against free trade is so-called dumping, where a country sells
its product in a foreign market below what it charges its home market, in order to
capture the foreign market. The idea is that once the foreign company has put domestic
production out of business it will be able to raise prices and recover its initial losses. The
opponents of dumping point out that when dumping occurs, countries that don’t have
a comparative advantage are producing goods that we have a comparative advantage
in, so we are poorer overall as a result of dumping. This argument has some merit;
however, it is very difficult to determine whether a country is being competitive or is
dumping. Further, to the extent a country subsidizes its product sales to foreigners, its
citizens are in effect being taxed to provide us cheap goods. Since we cannot control
what other countries do, perhaps we should let their taxpayers continue to subsidize our
consumption.
A variant of the dumping argument is the “differing environmental/labor rules”
argument. When countries have differing environmental and/or labor standards,
countries with the lower standards can produce more cheaply. And to the extent that we
think those standards exploit either workers or the environment, by consuming foreign
products we are enabling the exploitation to continue. This is a legitimate concern.
However, we must always ask, compared to what? While proponents of this concern
would hope that environmental and labor standards would rise to our level, typically the
alternative is worse: no production. However bad this outcome may be, by producing
and becoming wealthy, the foreign country will have the resources to improve both its
labor and environmental standards. It should be no surprise that it is only after people
have their basic needs met that they consider luxury goods. A cleaner environment is
a “luxury” good, and wealthier countries are able to afford to keep their environments
clean. While environmental pollution is often viewed as a modern feature of capitalism,
it is not true. Just consider how cities in earlier times handled human waste.
The lesson of these arguments against free trade is not that the concerns aren’t valid.
Rather, the lesson to be learned is that one must consider the “seen” as well as the
“unseen” aspects of policy prescriptions. Further, one has to ask whether there may be
more effective ways of dealing with the stated concern than restricting beneficial free trade.
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IT’S A WRAP!
While most discussion of economics treats international trade as somehow different,
we’ve learned that trade is not conceptually different if it’s across town or across the
world. Unfortunately, there are significantly more political economy issues associated
with international trade, as narrow self-interest is more easily disguised as in the
national interest. This is not a new problem; ever since economics was systematized
with Adam Smith’s classic work The Wealth of Nations, economists have had to
confront fallacies in trade. The ghost of mercantilism lives on. In our next chapter, we’ll
change gears and start thinking about the future…entering the sometimes glamorous
and sometimes confusing world of finance. We know that the essence of the market
process requires an entrepreneur to guide through the waters of time, ignorance, and
uncertainty of the future. How do we value returns which are only potentially available
in the future? That’s the topic of chapter 16.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
DAVID RICARDO
1772-1823

Portrait of David Ricardo 2

If Adam Smith was the father of systematic economic thought, David Ricardo was the
father of systematic economic theory. David Ricardo took Smith’s theory to the next level
with his Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, which provided a theoretical
baseline for economic theory. Full of abstract modeling, it is the progenitor of modern
mathematical economics, yet widely criticized. In fact, Joseph Schumpter called his
reasoning the “Ricardian Vice,” since abstract modeling and logical reasoning do not
necessarily make a good theory.
There is much to like in Ricardo’s economics, but also much error. His longest lasting
positive contribution is the law of comparative advantage, where Ricardo demonstrated
that gains from trade are possible as long as there are differing opportunity costs of
production. This is true even if one country or individual has an absolute advantage
in the production of all goods; there are still possible gains from trade by individuals
or countries specializing in those goods and services where they have the lowest
opportunity cost of production. They benefit by using the proceeds from the sales of
those goods to trade for goods and services which have a higher opportunity cost of
production. The truth of this law is independent of whether we are referring to two
people, two counties, two states, or two countries, and forms the basis of modern free
trade theory. His theory in part helped him defeat the infamous Corn Laws in England,
which greatly benefitted landowners at the expense of the poor. After the repeal, food
costs dropped rapidly to the benefit of consumers, especially the working poor.
Ricardo’s work on rents was crucial in the development of the law of diminishing
returns. In his model, for corn farmers to grow additional quantities of corn, they must
progressively use less hospitable land. This leads to lower additional output for a given
increase in land farmed; this is the intellectual foundation of the law of diminishing
returns. This would become the basis for the law of diminishing returns. Despite his
good works, Ricardo’s focus on the labor theory of value and distribution stifled the
growth of economic knowledge and ultimately lent support for Marxist theories of
exploitation. Nevertheless, his contribution to free trade makes him a giant in the field of
economics.
Ricardo has another distinction: he was perhaps the richest economist ever. No one
could ever tell him, “if you’re so smart, how come you’re not rich?” Ricardo made a
fortune in the stock market as dealer and broker in government securities. After making
his fortune, he became a member of parliament and focused on economics.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
1. In this chapter, you learned that the benefits to trade apply across borders. Given the
gains from trade available, why is there so much hostility to free trade? Address the
incentives of free trade opponents.
2. Why would the U.S. ever want to trade with Haiti? Compare this to why you might
pay your little brother to go pull weeds so you can study for an economics exam.
3. True or False:
a. The U.S. economy does not benefit from exports, although it does benefit from
cheaper foreign imports.
b. US exports are a relatively small (<5%) of our overall economy.
c. There is no correlation to the budget deficit and the trade deficit.
d. The U.S. trade deficit has risen dramatically over the last few decades.
e. The self-correcting mechanism for trade imbalances is called the Hume PriceSpecie Flow mechanism.
4. If a nation has a trade deficit, what must it have a surplus in? Why?
5. Why does trade provide an opportunity to spread the gospel? Hint: imagine a world
with no differences in comparative advantage. What would happen to interactions
between “Christian” countries and “heathen” countries?
6. Why might a trade deficit be considered good? Hint: address the issue of
intertemporal consumption in your answer.
7. Why is mercantilism fundamentally flawed as a theory?
8. Show on a diagram how a domestic producer would benefit from a tariff. Show how
a consumer is affected. Ok, this is the tough part. Do this without looking back at
Figures 15.9 and 15.10!
9. What determines exchange rates in the short run? How about the long run?
10. Describe one argument for limiting free trade. What is the counterargument?
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN ANSWERS
1. While the gains from trade are undeniable, they are not equally shared. While
everyone benefits as a consumer, producers that are not competitive will suffer—
their next best alternative may be significantly worse. Given the highly concentrated
costs and dispersed benefits, those opposed to free trade are able to overcome
rational ignorance and become a powerful special interest group (e.g., the sugar
lobby).
2. Because Haiti has a lower opportunity cost than we do at the production of some
goods (such as coffee or textiles). The analogy of a small child picking weeds it
apropos; the opportunity cost to the U.S. of producing textiles might be a much
higher valued good.
3. A. False; any good we export gives us the resources with which to import.
B. False, as seen in Figure 15.3.
C. False; however that does not necessarily imply causation
D. True
E. True
4. If a trade deficit leads to a Current Account (CA) deficit (which it generally will),
there must be a capital account surplus to balance it out: the balance of payments
(BOP) must balance.
5. Trade introduces natural incentives to have cross-cultural communication. This
leads to increased opportunity for missionary work.
6. A trade deficit is usually appropriate for a young growing economy, so that they
can have a capital account surplus. The KA surplus enables increased domestic
investment to help the young economy grow faster.
7. Mercantilism’s fundamental tenet was that the wealth of nations is found in its gold
stock, whereas the true wealth of nations consists of its productive capacity.
8. Look at the figures and it should be clear!
9. In the short run, exchange rates tend to be driven by financial flows (foreign
investment coming in and out of country). In the long run, trade in goods and
services drives exchange rates.
10. Argument for: National Security. We need to continue producing goods that are
crucial for national security, since in a time of war we cannot depend on others to
provide. Counterargument: Why not just stockpile the good? Then in time of war
we’d have enough to last a reasonable expected duration.
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ENDNOTES:
1. http://www.fee.org/the_freeman/detail/free-trade-to-benefit-the-many-not-fairtrade-to-benefit-the-few#axzz2X9B3CvfF
2. [Portrait of David Ricardo]. (2007). Retrieved July 1, 2013, from http://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:David_ricardo.jpg
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN:

VALUING THE
FUTURE - CONCEPTS
IN CAPITAL &
FINANCE

RETURN OF ANCESTRAL LAND ON THE JUBILEE
Leviticus 25:13-17
13
‘On this year of jubilee each of you shall return to his own property. 14 If you make a sale,
moreover, to your friend or buy from your friend’s hand, you shall not wrong one another.
15
Corresponding to the number of years after the jubilee, you shall buy from your friend; he is
to sell to you according to the number of years of crops. 16 In proportion to the extent of the years
you shall increase its price, and in proportion to the fewness of the years you shall diminish its
price, for it is a number of crops he is selling to you. 17 So you shall not wrong one another, but
you shall fear your God; for I am the Lord your God.’
‘The land, moreover, shall not be sold permanently, for the land is Mine; for you are but aliens
and sojourners with Me.’
23

The concept of “jubilee” is perhaps one of the most contested and ideological of issues
within the broader Christian community. Some on the Christian Left suggest that Jubilee
requires land redistribution and equalization of income, as well as debt forgiveness. Those on
the Christian Right respond that this is simply reading into the text. Verse 15 clearly states
the land was never sold; rather, only the produce of the land could be sold. The return of the
land was not debt forgiveness but, in effect, the return of leased property per the contract.
For a helpful review of this issue, view the “Five Myths about Jubilee.”
In this chapter, we are only concerned with verse 16. The “lease” price of the land was to
be determined by the number of years of crops. In economic terms, we would say it was to
be determined by a series of cash flows (the yield from the land). Scripture doesn’t give us a
specific formula, just that the price was proportional to the number of years. In this chapter
we will be able to apply the economics of finance to provide a very precise answer as to how
to value capital assets today that will provide a series of benefits in the future.
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PARABLE OF THE TALENTS
Matthew 25
“For it is just like a man about to go on a journey, who called his own slaves and entrusted
his possessions to them. 15 To one he gave five talents, to another, two, and to another, one, each
according to his own ability; and he went on his journey. 16 Immediately the one who had
received the five talents went and traded with them, and gained five more talents. 17 In the same
manner the one who had received the two talents gained two more. 18 But he who received the
one talent went away, and dug a hole in the ground and hid his master’s money.”
14

Most of you are probably familiar with the rest of the parable, but the master sends the
“worthless slave” out into the darkness, since he didn’t even return the money with interest.
This parable may be thought of more broadly as the Parable of Stewardship (as in Bock). In
this stewardship parable, the slaves were supposed to have a broad understanding of the
responsibilities of stewardship—not just to return the assets under their care in good shape,
but they were supposed to grow the master’s capital. In this chapter, you will be introduced
to tools that help you understand whether an investment is likely to grow the business’s
capital or reduce it.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Describe how the plans of Acting Man are necessary to turn capital assets into
capital.
§§ Calculate the present value of payments made in the future.
§§ Calculate the future value of an amount of money held in the present.
§§ Describe the tradeoff between risk and return.
§§ Explain the concept of compound interest.
§§ Compare and contrast the two primary methods of modern finance (stocks and
bonds).
§§ Describe the efficient market hypothesis and its implications for personal
investment.
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INTRODUCTION
Many of you reading this introductory text will still be making the decision as to which
field of study and future occupation you will pursue. How are you going to make this
decision? This will hopefully be made with much prayer and counsel from parents and
other mentors. While most would prefer a text or email from God saying where He
wants us to go, it doesn’t usually work out that way! One of the considerations in your
decision will be your expected future salary, as well as how much it will cost for any
training you may need. Yes, doctors get paid well, and yes, you can effectively serve God
as a doctor. But it takes a long time to become a doctor, and there are many ways you
can serve God that don’t require as much time in preparation. Isn’t your time worth
something? Indeed it is! While we can praise God that many will decide to serve God
by serving us and becoming doctors, others will make different choices and serve us in
other ways. In part, they will make this decision based on an assessment of future costs
and benefits (broadly speaking, not just monetarily). In this chapter you will be provided
with a framework for comparing monetary costs and benefits across time as we enter the
world of finance and capital valuation.
This chapter will synthesize many of the concepts we’ve learned in previous chapters:
interest rates, entrepreneurial appraisal, risk and uncertainty, and production in time.
Be prepared to go back and review that material as necessary—we’re going to put it all
together here.

CAPITAL IN TIME
In chapter 7 we found that production of goods and services had a structure to it,
because production necessarily extends across time. Raw materials might be mined first,
and then steel panels made, then a car fender stamped, and then a dealership might wash
a new car for their showroom floor. The decision to open a new mine might be decades
before the output is finally sold as a component of an automobile or refrigerator. Of
course this is just a sampling of possible production activities, and they are not simply
linear in time—each step of the way may have literally hundreds of activities happening
simultaneously that all cooperate in the ultimate production of an automobile. To give
you a better appreciation, it’s worth another look at this video from an earlier chapter.

I, Pencil
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Every production process takes place in time—they don’t just take time. Yes the
amount of time passage is important (as you’ll see in this chapter), but being a process
in time means that each moment will be coincident with new knowledge gained. This
is knowledge of consumer preferences which are continuously being formed, adjusted
and shaped, knowledge of business suppliers’ complementary capabilities, knowledge of
new technological possibilities that could affect production processes, etc. Being in time
means that expectations are in play in decisions made at every step of the production
process. All of these aspects of change which occur in time will potentially affect our
valuation of capital assets.
The higher order goods identified in chapter 7 are part of what we identify as capital
goods: goods used in production of consumer goods. But physical items that we often
call “capital” (such as a hammer, robot, or a store building) aren’t truly capital outside
the plan of an entrepreneur. Capital assets only truly become
Capital assets only truly become
capital when they are embedded in an entrepreneur’s
plan for production; in a plan that is necessarily limited
capital when they are embedded in
in the information that an entrepreneur may have in an
an entrepreneur’s plan for production.
uncertain future; in a plan that will be frequently revised
as the entrepreneur gains more knowledge.
The uncertainty that confronts every
entrepreneur is highlighted in Proverbs
HETEROGENEITY OF CAPITAL
16:9: “The mind of man plans his way,
Heterogeneity. Wow, I bet you won’t pull that word out
but the Lord directs his steps.” Or as the
for your date this weekend! But it is a very important
common phrase says, ‘man proposes, but
word in economics. Even the earliest economists understood
that capital assets were very dissimilar, in that their usefulness
God disposes.’ We do our best to plan for
outside their primary purposes was limited, sometimes only useful
the future, but circumstances will change,
for scrap material. Nevertheless, they abstracted away (ignored)
new knowledge will be gained, and the
from this heterogeneity and assumed capital was homogenous
entrepreneurial function of appraisal will
(or substitutable). This made for tractable models and was
be critically necessary. As time passes,
not necessarily a bad assumption in the very long run, when
should capital be redeployed? To answer
redeployment of capital from one industry to another is more easily
this question, we can compare valuation of
done. But in the real-world decisions that entrepreneurs actually
capital assets embedded in entrepreneurial
make, homogenous capital is a fantasy.
plans.

Capital goods: goods used
for the production of enduse (or 1st Order goods)
consumer goods.

The assumption of homogeneity allows the value of capital assets
to be added up, such that all investment in capital is good, since the
total of capital in the economy will be higher. Further, homogeneity
of capital leads to thinking that capital released in one area can be
costlessly transferred to another use. If capital is all the same, that
would be true—homogeneous capital is substitutable capital (i.e.,
one unit of capital is just as good for any purpose as another). But
heterogeneous capital is complementary capital (i.e., one capital
asset will be paired with other different capital assets as part of an
overall entrepreneur’s plan). Investment in new capital may reduce
the value of other capital assets.
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Part of the reason that the plans will be
adjusted is that many entrepreneurial plans
are necessarily in conflict: two (or more)
entrepreneurs may be trying to capture
a potential market. Every day there are
entrepreneurs trying to meet consumer
needs ahead of their competitors; often
only one (at most) will succeed in his or
her plan. It works in the other direction
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as well; an entrepreneur may succeed so well in creating a consumer market that other
entrepreneurs may adjust their production plans to try and compete in that market as
well (consider Samsung’s response to the wildly successful iPhone).

Heterogeneous capital:
Capital is said to be
heterogeneous to the
extent that capital assets
differ in economic function
and therefore have limited
applications; i.e., they are
not easily substituted.

Another reason that plans are adjusted is because when valuations change, their next
best use may become a better option. Most capital assets are multi-specific—they have
other potential uses besides their primary plan or scrap value. So if the expected value in
the current use drops below its opportunity cost (what the asset could have produced in
its next best use), the capital asset will be redeployed. An overarching reality of capital is
that it is heterogeneous, not homogeneous—capital is usually limited in how it can be
used. If capital were homogeneous, we could simply interchange capital assets between
plans at no cost. While most capital is heterogeneous and specific to its intended use,
that does not mean that it does not have alternative uses.
Let me give a personal example. While in the Air Force, my units were part of a team
that used former Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) to launch small satellites
into orbit. The U.S. government paid the Orbital Sciences Corporation to modify
these rockets for a space launch mission instead of its ballistic mission for nuclear
weapons. When the former peacekeeper missiles were brought online for a space
launch application, the nation achieved a very cost effective solution for small satellites.
(You can watch a space launch of one of these former nuclear equipped missiles here.)
While very heterogeneous (we couldn’t reuse these missiles for many things) they did
have alternative uses. Most capital assets will have uses beyond scrap value, so as time
progresses and plans necessarily are frustrated, some assets will be redeployed to their
next best alternative.
A final reason plans necessarily change is that entrepreneurial plans are incomplete;
some parts of every plan are based on knowledge that cannot be gained until the
market process unfolds. As time progresses, new knowledge is gained that will allow
additional “pieces of the puzzle” to be fit in. Some portions of new information may
necessitate changing original plans to more effectively coordinate actions with others.
Since entrepreneurial capital is often complementary to other capital, coordination in a
broader production plan is only possible as the actions of other market participants are
unveiled.

PRESENT VALUE
Let’s review the concept of interest we learned about in chapter 12. Let’s say you have
$100 today. How much would that be worth one year from now? What about two years?
Because of the universal nature of time preference, $100 today is worth more than $100
a year from now. As Jesus said in the parable of the talents, the worthless slave could
have at least earned interest by putting his master’s money in the bank. So if the interest
rate is 5%, over the course of one year $100 could grow to $105, and after a second year,
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the $105 could grow to $110.25. How? We simply multiply the amount by 1, plus the rate
of interest for each year (since multiplying by one returns the principle, and the rate of
interest pays the interest on the principle). Or…

Future Value = Present Value(1+ i)
FV = PV x (1+ i)
$105 = $100 (1+ .05)
For two years, it would be…

FV = PV x (1+ i)(1+ i)
$110.25 = $100 (1+ .05)(1+ .05)
For any t years, the formula would be…
[Equation 1]

FV = PV x (1+ i)t

It is a simple matter of algebra to calculate the opposite: how much would X dollars paid
in the future be worth today? We simply divide both sides of equation 1 by (1 + i)t.
[Equation 2]

Discounting: The process
of converting future cash
flow(s) into present value

PV = FV/(1+ i)t

So let’s give that a try. If you are promised $100,000 in fifteen years, how much is that
worth today? It depends on the interest rate; let’s say 10%. So with t=15, i=.10, and FV =
$100,000, using equation 2 we can calculate the present value as equaling $23,939—that’s
significantly less than $100,000! If I asked you if you preferred $50,000 to $100,000,
you would almost certainly say ‘no way!’ But if I asked you if you’d prefer $50,000 today
to $100,000 fifteen years from now, I think from the calculation above, you’d gladly
take the $50,000 today—if the going interest rate for 15 years is 10%. With the aid of a
financial calculator you could solve for the interest rate in equation 2 (with PV=$50,000,
FV=$100,000, and t=15) to find an interest rate of 4.73%. In effect, an offer of $100,000
fifteen years from now instead of $50,000 today is an offer to pay you an interest rate
of 4.73%, even while the going interest rate is 10%. Present value calculations help
us make comparisons on the value of different amounts of money across time. The
process of calculating the present value (as in equation 2) is often called discounting.
A future amount is discounted because a dollar paid in the future is not as valuable as a
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Compounding: the process
of converting current dollars
into future value.

dollar today. Click here for a tutorial of how to use a financial calculator for these type
calculations (thanks to Professor Bill Ragle). Equation 1 does the opposite by calculating
future dollars from a present amount, and this is called compounding.
RULE OF 72
As seen in the text example, one can calculate the interest rate, present value,
future value or the number of years (given the remaining 3 variables) with the aid of
a financial calculator. However, the rule of 72 offers a simple way to calculate the number of
years to double your money, if you know the interest rate. Simply divide 72 by the interest rate
and you get a good approximation for how long it will take for your money to double. So if the
interest rate is 6%, then it will take ≈12 years to double your money. Yet if the interest rate is
8%, it only takes ≈9 years to double your money.

The next logical step is how to value multiple payments across time. For example, how
much should you pay to receive $1,000 per year for the next 20 years, if the interest rate
on 20-year deposits at a bank is 8%? Basically you have to discount each of the payments
(or cash flows [CF]) back to the present value, with the formula looking like this:
[Equation 3]

CF1

CF2

CF3

CFt

PV = (1+i) + (1+i) 2 + (1+i) 3 + ... + (1+i) t

With t=20, i=8%, and CF=$1000, the present value equals $9,818.15; much less than the
$20,000 sum of the cash flows. More generally, equation 3 can be expressed as:

CFj
PV = ∑ j =1 (1+i) j
n

Fundamental value: the
present discounted value of
an asset’s future cash flows

0

8%

1

200
185.19
171.46
238.15
294.01
888.81 = PV

[Equation 4]

Equation 4 is a very useful equation for valuing any asset (whether a stock, a bond, or a
truck used in business). An asset’s fundamental value is said
to be the present discounted value of its future cash flows. In
2
3
4
other words, a capital asset is worth the amount of money it
will yield in the future, discounted back into present value. To
200 300 400
visualize this process, consider a possible investment that will
yield differing cash flows over four years. What is the most an
investor would be willing to pay today for those cash flows? As
illustrated in Figure 16.1, each cash flow must be discounted
back to present value, and then all the cash flows can be
summed to find an overall present value. An investor would not
be willing to pay more than $888.81 today for those cash flows,
Figure 16.1, Present discounted value of four differing payments at an
interest rate of 8%. Each cash flow must be discounted back to the present and

summed to find what the present value is. An investor should be willing to pay more
than $888.81 for an investment in any project that yields this series of cash flows.
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since that amount invested at 8% interest would be worth the same amount as the series
of cash flows subsequently invested at the same 8% interest rate.
For another illustration, consider the data in Figure 16.2 for a series of five cash flows
of $100 with an interest rate of 10%. Our first observation is that the present value of
the five cash flows is less than the sum of the five cash flows in all cases. This is because

PV for N=5,
CF=$100

CF/(1+i) CF/(1+i)2 CF/(1+i)3 CF/(1+i)4 CF/(1+i)5

Present
Value

1=10%

$90.91

$82.64

$75.13

$68.30

$62.09

$379.07

1= 20%

$83.33

$69.44

$57.87

$48.22

$40.18

$299.02

1=30%

$76.92

$59.17

$45.52

$35.01

$26.93

$243.55

Figure 16.2, Present discounted value of five payments of $100 at various interest rates. Discounting each of the cash flows back to the

present and summing shows the value at significantly less tham the sum of the cash flows. Also note that as cash flows extend further in the future
or as interest rates rise the present value falls.

each cash flow is discounted; we prefer consumption today to the same promised
consumption tomorrow. When the interest rate is 10%, as in the first case, $100 paid one
year from now is worth only $90.91 today.
A second observation is that as cash flows are received further into the future, their
present value falls. Looking again at Figure 16.2 and the 10% interest rate, $100 one
year from now is worth $90.91, but a promise of $100 five years from now is only worth
$62.09. This results from the opportunity cost—the money could have been productively
used in each of the year’s 2-5 to earn interest.
A third observation is that as the interest rate increases, the present
As interest rates fall, any
value of future cash flows is reduced. Since money received today could
be invested at a higher interest rate, a promise for the same amount of
investment will increase in
money in the future is worth significantly less. For example, the same
value because the present
$100 received in year 5 that is worth $62.09 in present value terms when
value of its future cash
the interest rate is 10%, is worth only $26.93 when the interest rate rises
flows is higher.
to 30%. Or you can look at the other way; if interest rates fall, out-year
(future) cash flows increase significantly more in value. This leads to a
very important observation: as interest rates fall, any investment will increase in value
because the present value of its future cash flows is higher, and an increase in interest
rates, ceteris paribus, will decrease the value of any investment.
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So the conclusion we can draw from the application of this formula is that any asset’s
value is directly related to how much cash flow it can yield in the future, and inversely
related to the expected interest rate. In making capital investments, entrepreneurs have
to make assessments as to how they can make an investment that will yield higher future
cash flows, and they form expectations as to the interest rates that will prevail during
their investment period.
In Figure 16.3, we compare a series of 3 cash flows of $135 to a series of five $100 annual
cash flows when interest rates are 30%. Without doing a present value calculation, most
of us would likely prefer five $100 payments to three $135 payments—but our preference
is likely driven by the fact that U.S. interest rates have always been relatively low. When
interest rates are higher, the situation reverses: you prefer earlier receipt of cash flows.

CF/(1+i) CF/(1+i)2 CF/(1+i)3 CF/(1+i)4 CF/(1+i)5
CF=$100,
i=30%
CF=$135,
i=30%

Present
Value

$76.92

$59.17

$45.52

$35.01

$26.93

$243.55

$103.85

$79.88

$61.44

0

0

$245.17

Figure 16.3, Present Value comparison of five $100 payments to three $135 payments. When interest rates are high, the out-year cash flow

contribution to the overall present value is samll, such that higher cash flows over a shorter period become more valuable than slightly lower cash
flows over longer periods.

Malinvestment: Investment
that is made not because
of consumer preferences
but because of government
manipulation of markets
(usually interest rates)

Therefore, projects that yield earlier cash flows are preferred when interest rates are
higher, and projects that yield cash flows later become relatively more valued as interest
rates fall. This helps us return to our discussion of business cycles and monetary
management. If the central bank reduces interest rates, longer-lived projects with more
cash flows become more profitable. At the margin, more long-term projects will be viable
when the Federal Reserve stimulates the economy with “easier” money. Yet consumer
consumption preferences have not changed just because the central bank is stimulating
the economy; the demand for current goods is just as high as before. So projects that
would satisfy current consumption desires are not met. This tends to bid up resources
for current goods, ultimately forcing the central bank to raise rates. When interest rates
increase, these long-term capital projects will no longer be viable and will be abandoned.
The boom is followed by the bust, as these long-term investments will be shown to be
malinvestments. Not overinvestment, or too much investment, but malinvestment—
the wrong kind of investment. Present value calculations help us see how valuation of
those investments changes as interest rates change.
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UNCERTAINTY, CASH FLOWS & THE
ENTREPRENEUR
With our introduction into present value calculations, we are now prepared to expand
on the essence of entrepreneurship: navigating the uncertain waters toward the future.
Let’s leave aside the interest rate portion of present value and focus on cash flows. This
is the heart of the entrepreneur’s problem—to correctly estimate the likely future cash
flows of any investment opportunity. While we can use present value calculation to
arrive at a value mathematically, we must not fool ourselves. Like any other value, the
value of an investment is subjective; it is in the “eye of the beholder.” Ultimately the
entrepreneur must make the “best” guess of future cash flows that drive the present
value of any investment. That guess is not a stab in the dark; entrepreneurs have a strong
incentive to gather market research as to future demand, to carefully scrub the expected
costs to the firm, and to make an informed decision. But our use of mathematical
financial tools cannot overcome the reality of an uncertain future. It is not a “risky”
future that an entrepreneur can simply assign a probability to, such that, on average, he
or she will be right. As the economist Ludwig Lachman said, “the future is unknowable,
but it is not unimaginable.” Those entrepreneurs that more correctly estimate future
cash flows will tend to survive, while those that don’t will tend to lose capital. In many
economics and finance texts you may see the “optimal” investment chosen; yet in an
uncertain future, investments are at best viable. There is no intellectual basis to suggest
they are optimal except in the narrow sense that people make the best decisions they
can.
As the uncertain future unveils, new knowledge is inevitably gained. This knowledge
will lead to revised expectations of future cash flows and a resulting revision in the
present value of each investment. This suggests that investments will be regularly
reassessed and are subject to cancellation if circumstances change. Is this just ivory
tower or does it happen in the real world? In early July 2013, the Washington D.C. city
council voted to mandate a “living wage” for businesses coming into the city with greater
than 75,000 square feet facilities and over $1B in sales (translation: Walmart). Walmart’s
response? They cancelled plans for three new stores in D.C. With the change in policy,
Walmart’s expected future cash flows would decrease, making the investment no longer
viable.
This example illustrates another aspect of present value: the CFs used in the calculation
are always net CFs. Net CFs would be the total of all revenues and costs for each period.
So in the example with Walmart, it is unlikely that Walmart’s expectations of revenues
changed, but their expected costs necessarily increased, driving their net CFs lower.
And these CFs are always future oriented; it doesn’t matter the sunk costs of the past
that Walmart has already spent in terms of permits, zoning, and previous construction.
Present value calculations are necessarily future-oriented; when the expectations of the
future change, current valuations must change as well.
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Since the cash flows in present value calculations are net, they include a measure of
all costs. There may be an initial outlay of cash for any capital investment’s fixed costs
such as the building of a new Walmart building as in our example, and then there are
recurring variable costs such as labor and material expenses. The fixed costs would
be assigned in the time period where cash is expended in the firm’s present value
calculation. This is the true economic cost, but it is not allowed for tax or accounting
purposes.

Depreciation: the
accounting process of
allocating costs to the time
period when an asset is
consumed.

Depending on the particular investment, fixed costs are usually depreciated according
to a schedule based on the useful life of the capital asset. For example, a personal
computer may be depreciated over 5 years, so a $2,000 computer would be allowed a
$400 per year expense to a firm for tax purposes (using a straight line depreciation—IRS
often allows accelerated depreciation for many assets). So even though a firm has a
cost of $2,000, they are only allowed to recover those costs against revenues by $400
per year in their tax bill. Part of the rationale is that even though the firm experiences
the full $2,000 cost when they make the purchase, they now have a valuable asset that
could be sold. Depreciation is intended to roughly compensate for the loss in value over
time as the asset’s value is consumed in use. Nevertheless, when a firm or entrepreneur
is considering whether to make a capital investment, the present value calculation
will always include the costs as they are accrued—not when the government says they
experience the cost.

INTEREST, RISK & INFLATION
In chapter 12 we learned that the phenomenon of interest was due to time preference
since people prefer consumption today to a promise to consume in the future. This is in
large part a natural outcome of the uncertainty of life, the proverbial “a bird in the hand
is worth two in the bush.” We ultimately identified an equation for the interest rate that
depended on three variables:
[Equation 5]

i = r + πe + RP

The nominal interest rate (i) is the interest rate a borrower will have to pay, and it is equal
to the sum of the real interest rate (r), the expected inflation rate (πe), and a risk premium
(RP). Real interest rates over long periods of time seem to be pretty stable, ≈2-3%. So
entrepreneurs have to develop expectations for the inflation rate as well as any possible
risk premium. We’ve previously covered the cause of inflation in our chapter on money
(excess money creation), and there is little an entrepreneur can do to affect that as well,
although it must be factored in. The entrepreneur does, however, have much to do with
the risk premium.
You may say “didn’t you teach us that what governs economics is not risk, but
uncertainty?” That would be correct, but we’ll press ahead with the distinction anyway.
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As you may recall, we said that risk could be captured by a probability distribution of
possible outcomes, such that the outcome could be predicted (and known, on average).
Uncertainty, however, was associated with true ignorance of the future; not only can we
not assign a probability to each possible outcome, we don’t necessarily know what each
possible outcome is! Nevertheless, in finance, risk is associated with the variability of
returns of an asset and is helpful in making comparisons between differing investments.
While past returns are not necessarily predictors of future performance, they are often
the best an entrepreneur can do, and are usually a good relative indicator for comparison
purposes.
To see how this works, imagine you are a banker. You have two borrowers coming in for
a possible loan; one is a long-term customer who has always paid his bills on time and
has an established business. The other is a newcomer to town and his only asset is the
pickup truck he drove into town with. Both are interested in starting a new restaurant.
If you think about our formula for the nominal interest rate, as a banker you have a
required real rate of return that you want, but it doesn’t change between borrowers.
Likewise the inflation premium is the same, since both borrowers will be paying back
their loans with the same inflated dollars. But do you think each borrower is equally
likely to pay back? The risk premium is where you as a banker will make this assessment.
Even if you agree that the 2nd borrower’s business plan is top-notch and you are
impressed with his references and character, he simply doesn’t have the track record of
your first borrower, your long-term customer. So you will only be willing to loan the 2nd
borrower money at a higher interest rate. You will charge him a higher risk premium,
which will be embedded in the interest rate. In this particular case, the variability of the
return to the banker may range anywhere from none of the money paid back, to all of it
paid back at the higher interest rate.
In the same way, even if a firm is comparing two projects with internal funding (funding
out of profits), they will discount the cash flows with differing interest rates based on the
riskiness of the project. Each of the two investments’ riskiness will be assessed in terms
of the variability of its CFs. The firm will make its best estimate as to the cash flow and
then assign a higher risk premium to the project that is riskier (with more variable CFs).

Beta: A measure of risk
based on the variability of
an individual stock’s return
relative that of the overall
stock market.

Yet another way this works is with fundamental stock analysis (we’ll review stock
markets below). If an investor is considering purchasing shares of two companies, she
will discount the expected cash flows (dividends) to arrive at a price she is willing to pay.
For the interest rate, she will apply a higher discount rate to the dividends of the “riskier”
company, in recognition of the higher variability in potential returns. Stock analysts
calculate a firm’s beta (the variability of an individual stock’s return relative to that of the
market) as a measure of risk. If a firm’s stock price varies exactly as the general market
does, its beta = 1, if the stock price varies more than the stock market its beta is greater
than 1, and if it varies less than the stock market its beta is less than one. If a stock’s beta
is greater than one, it will have a higher risk premium applied in discounting its cash
flows compared to a stock that mirrors the market (beta = 1).
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COMPOUND INTEREST
Simple interest: Occurs
when the interest rate is
applied only to the principle
of a loan.
Compound interest:
Occurs when the interest
rate is applied more
frequently than once per
year such that interest
payments earlier in the year
also accrue interest.

In our examples so far, we have used a simple interest rate, which applies the interest
to the principle owed once per year. So if you borrow $100 at 5% interest for one year,
then you owe $105 at the end of the year: the return of the $100 principle and also a $5
interest payment. However, some loans have compound interest, where interest is
applied more frequently. In these loans the interest payment is paid earlier such that later
payments during that year pay interest on the interest earned. Equation 2 from earlier in
this chapter can be modified to capture additional payments, such that if interest is paid
N times per year, the formula is…
[Equation 6]

Effective interest rate:
The rate that would have
to be applied as simple
interest to achieve the same
interest earned by more
frequent compounding.

FV = PV(1+ i/n)nt

If we deposit $100 in our local bank paying interest semi-annually at 5%, then at the
end of the first six months we would have $100 X 1.025, or $102.50. After the second
six-month period, we would apply the interest rate again, but now to the $102.50 rather
than the initial $100, or $102.50 X 1.025, totaling $105.06. In this case the “interest on
the interest” only results in six additional cents, but for larger amounts of money it may
be substantial. What if you compounded the interest more than twice per year? You can
apply equation 6 to more frequent compounding; if interest is compounded monthly
then the saver would have $105.12 at the end of the year. We define the effective interest
rate as the interest rate that would have to be applied as simple interest to achieve the
same interest earned by more frequent compounding. In the case of the 5% interest
compounded monthly, the effective interest rate would be 5.12%, since a simple interest
rate of 5.12% applied to $100 would result in the same interest earned after one year.
Can interest be compounded more frequently? Indeed it can; the limit is continuously
compounding, which uses the exponential function as in equation 7, which would lead
to only fractionally higher ($105.1271, or $105.13) interest.
[Equation 7]

FV = PVeit

RISK VS. RETURN
Related to the risk premium is a fundamental fact,
easily illustrated by our present value calculation:
higher investment returns can only be obtained
(prospectively) by taking higher levels of risk. Let’s
assume we have two investments, each paying
identical cash flows; yet, investment B is risker
than investment A. Given that B is riskier than A,
it will have a higher risk premium and associated
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by taking higher levels of
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interest rate; therefore, it will have a lower present value, as seen in
Figure 16.4. For a firm to accept a higher risk investment project, the
project must be expected to provide higher returns, or higher CFs.
This leads to a fundamental conclusion of finance: risk equals return.
For investors wanting higher returns, they must be willing to accept
a higher risk level. Just as the fundamental tradeoff in economics is
comparing costs vs. benefits, the fundamental tradeoff in finance is
risk vs. return.

Just as the fundamental
tradeoff in economics is
comparing costs vs. benefits,
the fundamental tradeoff in
finance is risk vs. return.

Present
Value

PV for N=5,
CF=$100

CF/(1+i)

A) i=10%

$90.91

$82.64

$75.13

$68.30

$62.09

$379.07

B) 1=20%

$83.33

$69.44

$57.87

$48.22

$40.18

$299.02

CF/(1+i)2 CF/(1+i)3 CF/(1+i)4 CF/(1+i)5

Figure 16.4, Present Value comparison of Five $100 payments for two different interest rates. If investment B is expected to yield the same

cash flow as investment A, but has a higher risk preimium, then B’s interest rate will be higher and present value is therefore lower. If a firm is
considering the two investments, it will always pick investment A, since it has a higher expected return in present value terms. For B to be chosen
with a higher risk premium, it must have higher cash flows; it must provide higher returns.

FINANCIAL ASSETS: STOCKS & BONDS
Our present value calculation process is equally valid in assessing the value of an
investment within a firm, or valuing an entire firm, or valuing any debt or loan in a
market. Much of the financial news you hear on television or see on the Internet will
report on the value of various stock market indexes. So what is the stock market, and
why is it important?

Perpetuity: an investment
that promises a constant
return forever into the future

Let’s first think about a small firm, say a bakery owned by Anne that makes $50,000
per year after all expenses. If we expect that to continue forever and the interest rate is
5%, we can calculate the present value of this bakery. You may ask, how do we calculate
income streams forever? It turns out that because each additional cash flow contributes
less to the net present value than the previous cash flow, CFs well into the future have
very small net present value and lead to a very simple calculation for a constant stream of
cash flows into the future. While constant returns forever may not be a good assumption
for a bakery, there are some bonds of this type and are called perpetuities. The formula
for Anne’s bakery (or any perpetuity) is…
[Equation 8]

PV = CF/i
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With an annual CF of $50,000 and I = .05, the present value of this bakery is $1,000,000.
The owner of this bakery could sell this bakery for a million dollars if she decided to exit
the bakery business.

Limited liability: An
individual investor’s liability
is limited to the amount
of his or her investment
should the corporation go
bankrupt.

Let’s say the business was a group of 50 such bakeries, such that the value is $50,000,000.
If our entrepreneur wants to cash out of her bakery empire, she needs to find someone
who both has $50,000,000 and wants to go into the bakery business—that might be hard
to do! Another option is for Anne to incorporate her business and sell ownership shares
of the firm. She might create 1,000,000 shares, with a value of $50 per share. In most
countries, this would be a joint-stock company which offers some very convenient legal
benefits. First, each share corresponds to fractional ownership such that a shareholder is
entitled to a fraction of the earnings of the company. Second and very important, each
shareholder has limited liability, which means they are not liable for more than their
investment should the company go bankrupt; the shareholder’s other assets cannot be
taken. Third, if part of the company’s ownership dies, there is no impact to the operation
of the firm; ownership is separate from the operation of the company. Anne may decide
that it would be easier (and more profitable) for her to sell her shares on a publicly
traded stock exchange. A stock exchange is a market where ownership shares of stocks
can be bought or sold. The exchange may be a physical location, such as the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE), or it could be an electronic exchange, such as the National
Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations (NASDAQ). By selling her
shares on the publicly traded markets, Anne will find more people able to place a value
on shares.
MAKING A MARKET
When a market price emerges from the millions of buyers and sellers, the resultant
price is not what everyone thinks it’s worth—whether we are talking about a Pepsi
or a share of IBM stock. Only the marginal buyer and seller think it is worth the price that it
sells for. There are an equal number (at least in terms of ability to commit financial resources)
of “bulls” and “bears” on either side of a trade. If IBM is currently selling at $50 per share,
half of the market thinks it is worth less than $50 (the bears), and half think it’s worth more
(the bulls). The divergence in opinion (or expectations) is precisely what makes a market:
for everyone who wants to buy a stock because he thinks the price is rising, there must be
someone willing to sell the stock because he expects the price of the stock to fall (at least
relative to the value he places on other alternatives—either in investing or consumption).
Further, these divergences in expectations continually change as time progresses and
new knowledge is obtained, such that market prices of capital are constantly in motion as
investors “price in” new information in the value of a capital asset.

Publicly traded stock markets are therefore one of the most important institutions in
a market economy. Stock markets provide a social imputation of value based on the
combined knowledge of all the investors in the stock market. This social imputation
guides the allocation of scarce capital to those investments most highly valued by market
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participants. How does this work? Let’s say that Samsung comes up with a revolutionary
new phone that amazes consumers. As the phone starts flying off the shelves at Best
Buy and off the virtual shelves at Amazon, Samsung’s profits rise dramatically. Millions
of investors seeking only their own personal gain quickly sell shares of less highly
valued firms and bid up the shares of Samsung. In the minds of investors, the expected
future cash flows from equation 4 have risen, increasing the present value of a share of
Samsung’s stock. Samsung’s stock price will be bid up by the new speculative purchasers
until the share price equals the social valuation as determined by the combined
expectations of millions of market participants (see the “Making a Market” example).
Other astute investors will also begin anticipating firms that may be able to successfully
duplicate Samsung’s consumer experience in their products—thus the market allocates
capital from less promising ventures toward more promising ventures. Others will begin
bidding up shares of Samsung’s supply chain, since those companies likewise will benefit
from expanded demand of Samsung phones. The market process thus steers capital away
from firms that are less successful in meeting consumer demands, and into the hands of
those more successful. Just as prices in goods and services markets serve as information
to help guide production and consumption decisions, so also do profits and losses
(communicated through the discounting process of present value calculations into a
stock’s price) guide allocation of capital decisions.
The information role of profits and losses should not be missed: should there be
distortions in the price signals in stock markets, we will see capital misallocation. From
a social perspective, capital will be allocated towards less highly valued social uses
(as socially valued by consumers). How does that happen? Remember our discussion
of public choice economics? We may find special interests that successfully obtain
government sinecures (benefits) through their rent seeking activities. For example, if
farmers are able to get Congress to pass a law mandating corn ethanol in every gallon
of gas, there will be increased profits in growing corn and more farmers will expand
production in corn. Of course, given that we live in a world of scarcity, every acre of
expanded corn production is less acreage available for other agricultural products. If
President Obama successfully pushes a green energy initiative, investors will expect
higher profits in those firms producing politically desired outputs (as opposed to
consumer desired outputs), and will bid up share prices of green energy companies. This
capital will come from other firms—firms that may be meeting consumer demand rather
than political demand.
Shares of stock ownership, since they represent ownership of a fraction of the company,
entitle an owner of the share to that fraction of any upside in profits. If profits of a
company double, owners have a right to a doubling of any yield on their investment
(should the company choose to disburse the extra profits to shareholders via a dividend).
But the flip side of the coin is that owners of a stock also bear the brunt of any losses;
profits are certainly not guaranteed, and common stock owners have the last claim on
profits. In other words, the stockholder only gets anything after everybody else has been
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paid (the workers, the suppliers, the banks who loaned the company money, etc.). To
compensate for this higher level of risk (variability in returns), stockholders historically
receive a higher return than bondholders on average.
So what if you don’t like that risk? You can loan money directly to a company if you
purchase one of its bonds, which is basically an I.O.U. from the company to you.1 A bond
is a promise from a firm to pay back the principle plus a stated interest payment. The
interest payment is commonly called a coupon, from older days when a bond actually
had a coupon on the bottom which could be clipped off and mailed in to the firm. The
firm would then mail a check back to the “coupon clipper” for the interest payment.
There are many different types of bonds, with differing maturities and risks, but
basically the value of every bond is calculated the same way as any other asset: a bond’s
value (or price) will be equal to the discounted value of its future cash flows. A typical
bond will pay the coupon once or twice per year (the interest or coupon payment) and
then will pay a final interest payment and the principle in the last period. We can use
our existing equation 4 to calculate the bond’s present value, with the understanding
that the last cash flow will be the sum of the last coupon payment and the principle. So
let’s use an example of a five-year bond with a face value of $1,000, with a coupon rate of
6% (which would yield an annual cash flow of $60 - $1,000 multiplied by 6%), as seen in
Figure 16.5.

CF/(1+i) CF/(1+i)2 CF/(1+i)3 CF/(1+i)4 CF/(1+i)5

Present
Value

Cash Flow
@ 1=6%

$60

$60

$60

$60

$1060

if i= 6%

$56.60

$53.40

$50.38

$47.53

$792.09

$1000

if i=5%

$57.14

$54.42

$51.38

$49.36

$830.54

$1043

if i=8%

$55.55

$51.44

$47.63

$44.10

$721.42

$920

Figure 16.5, Present Value of five year bond with a $1000 face value and annual coupons. If a firm sells a bond at a 6% coupon and a face

value of $1000, the present value can be calculated as in the table above. If the interest rate stays at the initial 6% coupon rate, the present value
of the bond will equal its face value. Should the interest rate fall the day after the issue to 5%, the bond’s price will rise to reflect the desirability
of owning a bond that yields a higher interest rate. Conversely, if the interest rate rises, the price must fall, as purchasers would rather buy a bond
paying the market interest rate of 8% rather than this bond’s lower interest rate of 6%.

Each of the bond’s payments must be discounted back to the present value and summed
to find the overall value (or price) that the bond will sell for. If the bond is issued with
a 6% coupon rate and the interest rate stays at 6%, the present value will equal the face
value of $1,000. If the interest rate drops the day after the bond’s issue to 5%, each of the
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Capital gain: An
investment incurs a capital
gain if the sales price of
the investment exceeds the
purchase price.

cash flows based on the higher rate of 6% become more valuable, and will increase the
value of each year’s payment and associated present value of the bond to $1,043. Should
the purchaser of the bond decide to sell it, he or she would incur a capital gain, since
the sales price would exceed the purchase price (the face value of $1,000). If the interest
rate were to rise to 8% the day after the issue, each year’s cash flow would be worth less,
since other purchasers of bonds could buy a bond with an 8% yield, and the present
value would fall below par (the face value) to only $920. If the purchaser decided to sell
the bond, he or she would suffer a capital loss. Capital gains are usually charged a lower
tax rate than ordinary income in part because the gain is not indexed to inflation.
As the earlier example illustrates, a bond is also subject to risk in that if interest rates
change, the bond’s price will change. So if an investor loans money to a firm at a
low interest rate and interest rates rise, the investor may suffer a capital loss. What
determines the size of the capital loss? The two factors are the interest rate change and
the amount of time the investment is held. It is probably intuitive to most readers that
if the interest rate increase is larger, the capital loss would be larger. As an exercise, use
a calculator to find the present value of the same series of cash flows in Figure 16.4
with an interest rate of 20%. You should find the present value to be $580.82, a much
larger percentage loss (~42%) than when the interest rate rose only to 8% (an 8% capital
loss). So there is a capital risk if the bond is not held to maturity. But if the bond is held
to maturity, there is low risk to the payment itself; if the firm does not go bankrupt it is
contractually obligated to pay $60 each year. This is contrasted with a common stock,
whose dividend payment can be changed by the board of directors at any time.
The other potential contributor to loss for a bond is the length of term. If instead of a
five-year bond as in Figure 16.5, we had a 20-year bond, what would happen when the
interest rate rose to 8% the day after it was issued? We need to carry the cash flows out
for T=20, but this is otherwise identical to what we have in Figure 16.5. At this point,
it is easier to do on a financial calculator (or you can use any number of websites to
perform the calculation) and you will arrive at a present value for this bond of $803.63, a
significantly larger capital loss than for the same interest rate change applied to a fiveyear bond. This outcome suggests that longer-term bonds are significantly more risky
(higher variability in yield) than short-term bonds.

EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS
Every asset market that is publicly traded (bonds, stocks, etc.) benefits from the
knowledge of potentially millions of investors. Each investor, seeking only personal
private gain, contributes knowledge that drives the efficient allocation of capital in
a market economy. This is yet another application of Adam Smith’s “invisible hand”
which guides individuals to produce a socially useful outcome through the exercise of
enlightened self-interest. Those that have the best knowledge to contribute to market
prices tend to have higher profits; those that err more in making financial “votes” for the
allocation of capital suffer losses.
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In our discussion of speculators in chapter 6, we learned how speculators lead to a
socially optimal outcome when they correctly identify market mispricing; their actions
tend to bring prices toward an equilibrium position. When they are wrong, their actions
will lead market prices away from equilibrium. Their error will result in financial loss;
they are thus incentivized to speculate correctly. But the discussion in chapter 6 did not
address the timing of speculators’ actions. For speculators to gain the highest profits,
they need to act quickly to arbitrage the price back towards a new equilibrium.
Imagine that the price of oil is currently $60 per barrel, and one entrepreneurial
speculator believes it should be more like $80. If she is correct but doesn’t act until
oil has risen to $70 per barrel, she has lost 50% of the potential profit. If markets have
mispriced resources, the quickest speculators make the largest profits. Hence, markets
tend to move very quickly. As we’ve said, markets often react within seconds to new
information. In one study, economists found that those that could make a trade within
15 seconds of new information presented on CNBC could still make significant profits,
while the new information was fully embedded in a stock’s price within one minute!

Efficient Market
Hypothesis: Markets are
said to be efficient if prices
fully reflects all available
information

Given that every market has millions of potential investors bringing new knowledge
within seconds to the market price, markets are often said to be “efficient” in that
the price of an asset fully reflects all available information. The efficient market
hypothesis (EMH) has three versions as to how much information is available. The
range is the following:
1.
2.
3.

Weak form EMH: suggests all past information is embedded in the current price
Semi-strong EMH: suggests all publicly-available information is embedded in the
current price
Strong form EMH: suggests all information, both public and private (including insider
knowledge), is embedded in the current price

The most important implication of the latter two forms of EMH is that if prices fully
reflect all available information, individual investors cannot beat the stock market, on
average. This implication leads proponents of EMH to assert that individual investors
should not try to “beat the market” by picking individual stocks, but should invest
in a broad index of stocks. There is certainly a lot to say for this approach. If there are
millions of very smart people constantly trying to evaluate the price of assets who will
quickly arbitrage any price discrepancies away, what chance does an average investor
have to beat the market? The answer is, not much. In fact, most professional stock
pickers do not do as well as simply buying and holding an index of common stocks. So
the central conclusion of EMH seems to be sound advice to potential investors: since
markets are constantly pricing in new information, and the price of an asset therefore
reflects the consensus of millions of investors, it is hard to beat the market.
Nevertheless, there are a number of conclusions that people have drawn that are not
necessarily true. First, EMH proponents suggest that since the market price already
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reflects all available information, the price is correct; efficiency in information
processing means efficiency in forecasting future outcomes. Any change in the future,
say EMH proponents, is purely random and therefore there is no way to systematically
beat the market. Critics of EMH have two words to respond to that: Warren Buffett (the
famed investor who usually beats the market). Proponents of EMH will then respond,
“well, in a large pool of active investors, there must be someone on the probability
distribution who gets it right for years on end.” In other words, EMH proponents say it
is still a matter of luck that we find some investors like Warren Buffett who consistently
beat the market. Yet most people that watch Warren Buffett think his results are not due
to luck, but rather his shrewd business acumen.
A second conclusion is a corollary of the idea that markets are efficient and the prices are
always right: we will not see stock market bubbles and associated wild swings in asset
prices. A market bubble is when asset prices rise greatly above any fundamental value
calculation, such that when the mania ends, prices of those assets fall dramatically. Yet,
most observers find the stock market crash of 1987, or the boom and bust of tech stocks
in 1999/2000, or the financial panic of 2008 as examples of stock market inefficiency.
Another rebuttal to strong EMH conclusions is that the very theory is self-contradictory;
for markets to equilibrate, there must be someone to act on the initial information—that
individual makes above average profits. For EMH to apply, someone must act. Yet if
EMH were true, there would be no incentive to act since there would be no way to beat
the market. The contradiction is wrapped up in this tale of two University of Chicago
economists (who generally are the strongest proponents of EMH) walking down the
street. One economist said to the other, “look, there is a $100 bill on the sidewalk.” The
other economist responded, “there can’t be. If there were a $100 bill, someone would
already have picked it up.” Obviously this is contradictory; if there is an opportunity to
be arbitraged, there must be someone to arbitrage the price difference away. This applies
just as much to financial assets as to oranges priced differently in different markets.
To understand how applicable EMH really is requires reflection of our early discussion
of risk vs. uncertainty. A world that is characterized by risk has known possible
outcomes associated with a probability, while a world of uncertainty can’t claim
knowledge of either. If we live in a world of risk, the informational efficiency that is
so clearly demonstrated in most empirical studies will lead to correct market prices.
If, however, we live in a world of uncertainty, EMH simply means prices are the best
we can know today—but they may or may not be correct tomorrow, and prices may
diverge sharply when entrepreneurial expectations change. Note that in a world of
risk, entrepreneurial expectations have little role; after all, every possible outcome is
known, as well as the possible outcome. But in a world characterized by true uncertainty,
entrepreneurial expectations are the key driving force in the allocation of capital.
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8%

-25,000.00
7,407.41
6,858.71

APPLICATION OF FINANCE: OTHER
EXAMPLES
While the basic formula of finance is found in equation 4
earlier, there are many ways you may see financial problems
presented in the world; we’ll review several types below.
This section is intended to be more of a “how to” rather than
a more conceptual development, so our discussion will be
abbreviated.

6,350.66

COMPARISON OF TWO DIFFERENT
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN A FIRM

5,880.24
1,497.02 = PV
Figure 16.6, Present discounted value investment A. Each

year’s net CF must be discounted back to present value. No
discount is applied to the initial $25,000 investment, since it is
made upon project initiation. Each subsequent year’s CFs are
summed ($8,000) and discounted fot the number of periods. In
this case, the project adds some value to the firm.

0
-15,000

8%

1

2

3

4

-15,000 -15,000 -15,000
23,000 23,000 23,000 23,000

-15,000.00
7,407.41
6,858.71
6,350.66
16,905.68
22,522.47 = PV
Figure 16.7, Present discounted value investment B. Each

year’s net CFs must be discounted back to present value. No
discount is applied to the initial $15,000 investment, since it is
made upon project initiation. Each subsequent year’s CFs are
summed and discounted for the appropriate number of periods.
In this case, the project adds significantly more value to the firm
than investment A.

Let’s say a firm has two possible independent investments,
each with a series of cash flows. Investment A will cost the
firm $25,000 for initial activation (fixed cost), and cost $2,000
annually (variable cost) for the life of the investment (four
years of CFs) beginning at the end of year one, and will yield
$10,000 per year. Assume that the fixed cost initial capital
has no value at the end of the project. Investment B will not
require any additional fixed investment, but will cost the firm
$15,000 per year for four years beginning at project approval,
and yield four cash flows of $22,000 per year beginning at
the end of the 1st year until the project is completed at the
end of year four. Each project faces an interest rate of 8% and
is considered of equal risk. Should either of these projects be
done? If only one can be initiated, which offers the most value
to the firm?
As seen in Figure 16.6, the net present value of investment
A’s cash flows is slightly positive. Pursuit of this investment
will add value to the firm. If no other investment
opportunities were available, this project should be pursued.
If capital is limited (and capital is almost always limited at
some point) for a firm, the increase in present value must
be compared to other alternatives, such as investment B, as
in Figure 16.7. Investment B contributes far more to the
firm’s worth than investment A; ideally a firm would be able
to do both, but if choosing between the two, investment B is
significantly more profitable.
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CALCULATION OF A FUTURE VALUE
In some cases a firm or individual may need to have a specific amount available in the
future. Let’s say you are the advancement officer for a large university, and you have
been charged with raising funds to establish endowed chairs for economics faculty—
what a noble endeavor! To pay the exorbitant salaries of economists, you are told that
you must raise $3,000,000 and need to have it at the end of four years. How much do you
need to raise per year (assume equal amounts) if the interest rate is expected to be 10%?
As seen in Figure 16.8, you will need to raise $906,344 per year to have a total of $3M
at the end of three years. The easiest way to do this is with a financial calculator, setting
N=3, PV=0, FV=3,000,000 and I=10%, and then compute PMT to arrive at the result.

0

1

10%

2

906,344

3

906,344

906,344
996,978
1,096,677

FV = $3,000,000

INPUTS

3

10%

0

N

I/YR

PV

OUTPUT

3M
PMT FV
-906,344

Figure 16.8, Annual payments required to save $3,000,000
at the end of three years. Using a financial calculator, it can be

found that three payments of $906,344 will result in a total of
$3M at the end of three years.

INPUTS

10
N

OUTPUT

0
I/YR

PV

-10,000 200,000
PMT

FV

14.69%

Figure 16.9, Calculating Required Return with a Financial
Calculator. Using a financial calculator (such as Texas

Instrument’s BAII Plus, it can be found that is Uncle Jeff can find
an investment paying 14.69% per year, his projected savings of
$10,000 (entered as a negative in the calculator for cash out)
per year will accumulate to $250,000 after ten years.

CALCULATION OF REQUIRED RATE OF RETURN
Many Americans have not saved enough for their retirement,
but better late than never. You have a profligate Uncle Jeff
who spent too much money on Hot Rods and tools, and put
too little in the bank for retirement. But now your Uncle
Jeff has come to you for advice; he knows you have taken
introductory finance in your economics classes, and he wants
to know what he should do if he wants to have $200,000 in
savings at the end of ten years. He tells you he’s committed to
saving $10,000 per year. What do you tell him?
First, you will want to calculate the required rate of return
that would be necessary to compound $10,000 per year into
$200,000 after ten years. Using a financial calculator as in
Figure 16.9, you arrive at a required interest rate of almost
15%—a very difficult rate of return to achieve annually for 10
years. You will want to inform your Uncle Jeff that to achieve
that high a rate of return, he will have to accept significantly
higher risk than is prudent, since risk and returns go
together. You explain that what you mean by risk is that the
returns he might receive in any given year will be highly
variable and he could certainly lose money. After failing to
save for years, you inform him that while markets are not
necessarily as efficient as EMH suggests, it is very difficult to
beat the market. You then tell him he should put his $10,000
per year into a stock index fund and be content with less than
$200,000 after ten years, or you tell him that he needs to save
more than $10,000 per year.
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IT’S A WRAP!
Capital isn’t capital unless it is embedded in the plans of entrepreneurs. The former
Soviet Union had many capital assets, but they didn’t have capital. In market economies,
heterogeneous capital must be used in a way that is consistent to some degree with the
plans of others. The market process helps to provide continued information as new
knowledge unfolds in the form of prices and profits and losses; this information drives
entrepreneurial capital valuation. In this chapter we learned that while capital valuations
are subjective, we have very useful mathematical formulas that help us in making relative
subjective value comparisons: every financial asset should be valued fundamentally
according to the net present value of its discounted future cash flows. Valuation
was found to depend on the amount of income generated by an asset (its cash flows)
discounted by a risk-adjusted interest rate. The best entrepreneurs will more accurately
assess both cash flows and discount rate in response to overall consumer demand and
market conditions.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
PAUL A. SAMUELSON
1915-2009

Photograph of Paul Samuelson 1

Paul Samuelson, more than any other economist, made Keynesian theory dominate the
economics profession. Samuelson’s Economics is the most popular economic textbook
ever written, and took the field by storm by translating Keynesian macroeconomics with
formalized mathematical treatment. How “great” was this great economist? Well, he was
awarded the John Bates Clark medal for the best economist under forty years old, was
the first American Nobel Laureate in economics in 1970, and was awarded the Albert
Einstein Medal in 1971. Perhaps his most influential work was based on his doctoral
dissertation; his “Foundations of Economic Analysis” provided the scientific rigor to
transform the economics profession.
Samuelson’s technical work spanned macroeconomics, to international trade, to public
finance, and (why he is included in this chapter) corporate finance. Samuelson was at the
forefront developing the efficient market hypothesis; he produced an influential paper
that demonstrated that prices follow a random walk from their past data (weak form
EMH). Samuelson thought EMH was fairly applicable for individual stocks, but was less
enthusiastic about the efficiency of the overall market.
In his macroeconomics, Samuelson popularized the “Keynesian Cross,” and was not
only a driver of Keynesian economics, but a prime implementer of Sir John Hick’s
“Neoclassical Synthesis.” Samuelson and Milton Friedman were contemporaries. Both
were Chicago Ph.D.’s and both John Bates Clark and Nobel Prize winners, but they
came with opposite perspectives to both their economics and political philosophy. A
committed Keynesian, Samuelson saw market failure (especially in underutilizing labor)
as something that government policy could and should address. Further, Samuelson
treated economic data from the Soviet Union uncritically. He once wrote, “The Soviet
economy is proof that, contrary to what many skeptics had earlier believed, a socialist
command economy can function and even thrive.” Indeed, he continually overestimated
Soviet production capability.
Nevertheless, while Friedman may have left more passionate followers, it was Samuelson
who left the economics profession as his legacy.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE TRUE OR FALSE
1. The Law of Jubilee was intended to prevent income inequality by forcing purchasers
of land to give it back to the original owners.
2. Production occurring in time means that new knowledge is necessarily gained
during the production process.
3. A tractor is always a capital good.
4. When an economist speaks of the heterogeneity of capital, he/she means that we
have different types of capital that can all be used to satisfy the same economic
function.
5. The best entrepreneurial plans will be well thought out such that there is no need to
change the plans once initiated.
6. Malinvestment is when entrepreneurs invest too much, creating too much capital in
an economy.
7. There is an optimal investment strategy for an entrepreneur.

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE SHORT ANSWER OR
CALCULATION
8. What does it mean to discount the future?
9. The Rule of 72 provides a quick way to determine how long it will take you to double
your money. If you need to double your money in 6 years, what annual rate of return
do you need on your investment?
10. What is the fundamental value of any asset?
11. Why do lower interest rates drive investment spending towards longer-lived capital
assets?
12. How does the fact that entrepreneurs face an uncertain future (as opposed to a risky
future) affect their valuations of the future?
13. Why do our financial calculations nevertheless use risk (such as considering a risk
premium in the interest rate)?
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14. For the following present value calculation, find the missing values:
0
-25,000

6%

1

2

-15,000
30,000 20,000

3

4

20,000

20,000

-25,000.00
14,150.94
?
16,792.39
?
?

= PV

15. Jill and James are the proud parents of a new baby boy named Adam. They want
to begin saving for college. How much money do they need to save annually for 20
years to have enough for college? Assume that current college costs $100,000 for
four years, and that the expected rate of increase of college costs is 3% per year, and
the interest rate they can get from savings accounts is 5%. (Hint: first calculate the
future value needed for college using Equation 1 in this chapter. Then use a financial
calculator per Figure 16.8 to calculate the annual amount.)
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN ANSWERS
1. False; lease holders were commanded to return property once their lease had expired
(since they were only allowed to pay a lease payment for the number of years left
until the Jubilee).
2. True.
3. False; it only becomes a capital good in the plans of entrepreneurs. Otherwise, it
might just be a fun toy.
4. False; it means that a capital asset has particular uses and may not have good (or any)
alternate uses.
5. False; all plans must change as time progresses and new knowledge is gained.
6. False; the problem is not too much capital, but the wrong kind of capital (due to
capital heterogeneity—this would not be a problem if capital was homogenous)
7. False; there is hopefully a viable investment strategy. The only sense in which we
say an investment strategy is optimal is, given the knowledge we have today, our
expectation is that a given strategy is the best of available options.
8. Since cash flows in the future are worth less than cash today, the value of future cash
flows must be “discounted” to compare to amounts of cash today.
9. 12% or 72/6.
10. Fundamental value is equal to the present discounted value of all future net cash
flows.
11. Lower interest rates make any future cash flow more valuable, because as you
discount the future cash flow back to the present, the lower interest rate increases the
value of the future cash flow. So longer-lived capital assets benefit more than shortlived capital, as they have more future cash flows that benefit from the lower interest
rate.
12. Uncertainty means that at best, our calculations of present value are our best guess,
and as new knowledge of the future is gained, we will need to continually refine our
estimates. Entrepreneurs that more accurately forecast the future will earn superior
profits.
13. For finance, we are still concerned with variability of returns, which is what risk
is defined as in finance. This is a different way of thinking about risk than we’ve
previously learned (that a probability distribution of all possible outcomes can
be known). Nevertheless variability of returns is based on past data (the best
entrepreneurs really have), yet as new knowledge is gained, each return in the future
is an unknown, unique event. As Lachman said, the future is unknowable, but it is
not unimaginable.
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ENDNOTES
1. Author’s note: I will use bonds to describe debt of any length to maturity, yet there are
different names for different debt instruments. For government debt, anything less
than one year is called a “bill,” while 1-7 years maturity are called “notes.” Anything
longer than seven years is called a “bond.” Short-term (90 days) debt funding for large
corporations is called “commercial paper,” and often trades at only slightly higher
interest rates than U.S. Treasury bills. But we’ll just use “bond” to describe any debt
instrument.
2. [Photograph of Paul Samuelson]. (1997). Retrieved Jan. 27, 2014, from http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Paul_Samuelson.gif
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN:

A SHORT
HISTORY OF
MACROECONOMICS

WHO’S RIGHT?
Proverbs 18:17
The one who states his case first seems right, until the other comes and examines him.

Even when we are wrong, we are still individuals created Imago Dei. So it ought not be too
surprising that we can make pretty compelling cases for our own points of view. But others
likewise have good perspectives, as expected from fellow image bearers. So what are the
implications of this for economics? First, we need to be very careful in examining a case
that others may tell us. We should be Bereans, testing an explanation against scripture and
subsequently assess an argument’s own internal logic. Even then, the first good explanation
may be incorrect. So second, we should be willing to evaluate other perspectives with the
same framework (consistency with scripture and internal logical consistency, to include
empirical data where appropriate). In this chapter, we’ll see how economics has gone back
and forth over the years to try to explain the overall macro economy.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Compare and contrast “general glut” or underconsumption theories of depressions
with disproportionality theories
§§ Describe the solution to depression from a general glut perspective
§§ Describe the solution to depression from a disporportionality perspective
§§ Compare and contrast Say’s Law as presented in the chapter with Keyne’s
caricature
§§ Compare and contrast demand side vs supply side approaches to macroeconomic
policies
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INTRODUCTION
As with any scientific discipline, the field of economic inquiry often has competing
claims with orthodoxy. One idea becomes orthodoxy through consensus, where it
remains until challenged by another. Then it either survives the challenge by repudiating
the contending ideas, or it is supplanted. A prime example is the classical economists’
failure to satisfactorily answer the question of value. When the triumvirate of W.S.
Jevons, Carl Menger, and Leon Walras introduced the concept of subjectively assessed
marginal utility to explain the nature of demand in the early 1870s, economics decidedly
changed into what we now call neoclassical economics. So steadily and inexorably,
knowledge advances—or so it would seem. The social science of economics is different
from the natural sciences in that it is more difficult to isolate the question under study.
Further, the unit under study—the human—is capable of learning and changing
behavior, such that any conclusion drawn from one period of time may not be applicable
in the future. This latter difficulty formed the basis of Nobel Laureate Robert Lucas’s
path-breaking critique of econometric (statistical) modeling of human behavior. These
difficulties notwithstanding, economists nevertheless must continually challenge
received doctrine to more fully understand the science. As the proverb above states, the
first to speak can usually provide a pretty compelling case, as people generally make
arguments that are consistent within their own logic and assumptions. Yet when another
presses from a different view, the limitations of the first come to light. This problem is
magnified when one perspective not only pleads their case effectively, but also distorts
(deliberately or not) the position of the other side. Unfortunately, both sides of some of
our most important debates have failed to fully and accurately consider the position
of the other side. To introduce you to the science of macroeconomics, it is necessary to
take an abbreviated walk through economic history to learn how problems have been
grappled with in the past. We will see that many of our current economic controversies
are in respects very old, and in some ways, we are still talking past one another.
Economics properly is the study of individual choice—how individuals behave in a world
of scarcity. Chapter 1’s great economist Ludwig Von Mises thus thought of economics
as the study of human action. Studying human action leads us to understand how
individuals behave, which also leads to the prediction of general social outcomes. As
we’ve learned earlier in this text, individuals acting in accord with their own self-interest
are led to cooperate socially such that mutually beneficial trade leads to a higher level
of social welfare. We find it in our interest to specialize, and overall social productivity
rises since each of us generally can produce more than we consume, enabling us to trade
the rest of our production. This social phenomenon leads to the emergence of markets,
with associated prices of goods and services. Yet the social result is never severed from
its foundation in individual behavior, and we properly label this as microeconomics.
Yet early economics, at the time called Political Economy, was also interested in public
policies that had economy-wide implications. Adam Smith combatted the false ideas
of mercantilism and its associated support of monopoly privilege and managed foreign
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trade. In contrast to the mercantilists who argued that the key to wealth was amassing
the largest hoard of gold, Smith argued that the secret to the wealth of nations was the
division of labor and that the division of labor was limited by the number of market
participants. So Smith was very much interested in how to make the overall economy
grow by expanding trade to other geographic areas, which would allow further
specialization. Likewise, David Ricardo focused on trade for the economy as a whole,
but his principle of comparative advantage flowed out of individual behavior. These
economic giants were not alone. Throughout the 1800s economists asked questions
about the broader economy, often trying to explain business cycles. Early monetary
economics pointed to times of easy credit as supportive of commerce, while slow times
were associated with “tight money.” But was money the cause or the effect? Other early
economists looked at agricultural cycles and even sunspots, since they could conceivably
affect agricultural output! Karl Marx thought that business cycles were endemic to the
capitalist system. What caused the business cycle, and what was the solution? While not
called macroeconomics, this was definitely a study of the overall economy—a study of
general business conditions. Why did the overall economy sometimes roar full steam
ahead, while other times it was generally depressed? Let’s continue this short walk
through economic history to understand how economists wrestled with this question.

A SHORT WALK THROUGH ECONOMIC HISTORY1
The Circular Flow
Goods and Services
Expenditures
Individuals

Businesses
Income
Labor

Figure 17.1, Economic Circular Flow. The overall economy can be

conceptualized as circular flow of both nominal variables (expenditures and
income are money flows) and real variables (goods and services, labor).
Individuals provide labor to firms, which pay them income. With the income they
receive, individuals make purchases of goods and service. The circularity shows
the interdependence between the two, and when we think of firms as suppliers
and individuals as demanders, the aggregate totals show interdependence
between supply and demand. If a break occurs anywhere in the circle, it will affect
the entire flow. “Circular flow of income and expenditure” by Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA), U.S. Department of Commerce, October 2014 – Measuring the
Economy: A Primer on GDP and the National Income and Product Accounts.
Licensed under Public Domain via Commons – https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Circular_flow_of_Income_and_expenditure.jpg
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While Adam Smith offered the first systematic
economic treatise in 1776, there were
economists before him that contributed to
our knowledge. Earlier in the eighteenth
century, the French Physiocrats helped begin
our understanding. Their initial ideas are now
what modern economists call the circular flow
diagram. This is a very simplistic look at the
economy, omitting many important parts (e.g.,
government fiscal policies and finance), yet it
nevertheless is useful. In Figure 17.1, we can
see the interdependence of supply and demand
through individuals and firms. Individuals
supply labor to firms, which firms use to make
goods and services in exchange for income.
The aggregate (or total) income received by
individuals is sufficient to buy the aggregate
output of firms. While this suggests that the
economy can work fine in the aggregate, it also
is suggestive of how problems might occur—if
some part of the flow were to get choked, the
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next part is going to suffer. Think of a garden hose. If the hose springs a major leak or
gets kinked, the output on the nozzle is going to be significantly curtailed.
It would be up to the classical economists to more formally develop a theory of how
the economy would break down. Adam Smith (our great economist from chapter 2)
published his magnum opus The Wealth of Nations in the very early morning of the
industrial revolution. What would be called “capitalism” had been growing since at least
the eleventh century, in what has inappropriately been called the “dark ages.”2 Yet the
upward economic progress would prove to be non-linear, with a decided uptake in the
eighteenth century. Professor Boudreaux has an excellent summary here, watch this
video:

The Hockey Stick of Human
Prosperity

Subsistence wages: the
lowest wage upon which a
worker and his or her family
can survive

For Smith, we must recall that he was fighting the economic doctrine of mercantilism,
which argued that the source of wealth for a nation was its gold stock, and therefore
policies needed to support increasing that stock. Smith was very much concerned
with economic growth, as growth was what enabled an increase of living standards
that historically had hovered around subsistence wages. In rebutting mercantilism,
Smith and the classical economists wanted to deny that money had a role in economic
growth at all. In their long-run focus, money was just a veil and didn’t lead to additional
production. Goods ultimately traded for goods, and money was just the essential
lubricant to make that happen. Instead, the classical economists came up with real
reasons for economic growth, such as labor and capital. It was obvious that economic
growth required more production and more supply, but what caused supply to spring
forth? For Smith and the classical economists, the source of growth was to abstain
from current consumption—to save—and use those savings to invest. So saving was a
very good thing for the economy. Yet other contemporary economists were not so sure.
Economists such as Sismondi and especially T.R. Malthus thought that savings might
outpace investment opportunities. If all savings were not invested, there might not be
enough purchasing power to purchase all output, and we might find ourselves in a deep
depression. And there were many cases of general slumps that had to be explained.

GENERAL GLUT OR DISPROPORTIONALITY?
Economists studying the question of business depressions often fell into one of two
theoretical camps. The first could be called the “general glut” or “under-consumption”
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theories. In this view, if the economy was in a period of general slackness in commerce,
it was due primarily to an over-production of goods and services—or the necessary
other side of the coin—the under-consumption of goods and services. The idea is
basically that more goods could be produced than people had demand for, and thus the
goods could not be sold at cost-covering prices. With the market price being too low
to cover costs, businesses would hold out for better prices, which reduced their (and
their workers’) ability to purchase other firms’ goods and services, since they would
need money from sales of their own products to purchase the goods of others. This
would cause a break in the circular flow from Figure 17.1. Failure to sell at lowered
market prices would lead to a vicious downward spiral—commonly called depression.
While some economists supported this view, the most notable was T.R. Malthus who is
nowadays more famous for his views on population control). As Malthus said3,
“A nation must certainly have the power of purchasing all that it produces,
but I can easily conceive it not to have the will: and if we were to grow next
year half as much corn again as usual, a great part of it would be wasted,
and the same would be true if all commodities of all kinds were increased
one half.”
For Malthus, the issue is not whether production will necessarily lead to the creation
of purchasing power sufficient to consume everything purchased, but whether demand
would become effective demand—demand that has the capacity and the will to be
exercised. If the problem was a general glut, resolution required either 1) waiting until
the general overproduction was worked off, or 2) creating additional credit to provide
the necessary purchasing power to buy all excess goods. Since this was a general glut,
no relative price adjustments would be necessary. Indeed, as Mr. Keynes would argue
subsequently, cutting prices in some areas would just exacerbate the problem. Mr.
Malthus was—at a minimum—a major influence in helping Mr. Keynes clarify his
own thinking on the causes of depression, ultimately leading to the publication of
Keynes’ General Theory. Aahh…but we’re getting ahead of ourselves! For now, we can
summarize the view of the general glut theorists: a general downturn in commerce was
caused by not enough effective demand for the supply of goods produced.
The second view offered a story more logically consistent with general microeconomic
theory. In this view, for whatever reason (more below), there was a disproportionality
between the goods and services produced. Some goods were overproduced relative to
other goods and at a scale more than the normal ebb and flow of changing consumer
preferences. The result was that the adjustment process resulted in not only a reduction
of sales of the relatively overproduced good, but also a reduction in sales of the relatively
under-produced goods, as the workers in the overproduced industries could no longer
purchase the goods of the under-produced goods because their own income was reduced
due to lack of sales. Note that the downward pressure includes similar rationale as with
the general glut theorists: a reduction in sales in some industries could have an effect
on sales to other areas. But the source of the problem was a relative oversupply of some
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goods, not a general oversupply of all goods. Once we identify the problem as one of
disproportionality between goods and services, the solution is still a microeconomic
one. At the root, there needs to be a lowering of the price of the overproduced goods (as
well as the wage rate of workers and capital values in that industry) relative to goods in
the under-produced area. This would steer resources into the relatively under-produced
goods and equilibrium would ultimately be restored.
To illustrate the difference, assume a three-good world consisting of iPhones, cars and
green beans. Why green beans? Probably because I don’t like them. That may play into
this example! So let’s further assume that sales are slack in all three areas—people aren’t
buying many iPhones, cars, or green beans. The general glut theorist would suggest
the problem is that too much has been produced. It is self-evident in their eyes because
you can see the supply is too high in all the stores: there are cans of green beans to the
ceiling! And iPhones, too. The car lots are also full. Their solution? We need to stimulate
demand to “jump start” the economy. Meanwhile, there are economists who believe the
problem is disproportionality in the mix of the goods. It is likewise self-evident to these
economists that as long as there are unmet needs, there can be no general oversupply.
The reason people get up in the morning and go to work to supply more goods is so they
can get money from which they will demand more goods. People produce goods to get
goods. They grow green beans to drive a car! Others make iPhones so they can eat green
beans. And still others produce cars to buy an iPhone.
So how can there be too many iPhones, green beans and cars, while there are people that
want iPhones, green beans and cars? For disproportionality theorists, the reason must
be that there are too many green beans! Since there are so many green beans, normal
supply and demand processes mean that a new equilibrium can only come with lower
prices. But if the current price is just enough to cover costs, to lower the price would
mean the green bean growers would lose money. Maybe we just wait until the market
recovers? But while we wait there is no money coming in. Which means our farmers
aren’t able to buy a new car. As car sales slow, the autoworkers don’t have the money to be
able to buy iPhones. And now the iPhone workers don’t have money to buy green beans.
Commerce stinks for all businesses, but it is not a general glut—although the bad effects
are felt generally. The root problem for disproportionality theorists is that too many
scarce resources were devoted to produce green beans—the workers and capital going
toward that production need to move toward the iPhone and auto industries. Prices and
wages in the green bean business need to fall relative to those in iPhones and cars, and
this will lead to resources being reallocated as people respond to the incentives of prices.
For disproportionality theorists, attempts to stimulate demand generally will not solve
the problem, although it could mask it for a while.
Say’s Law: production of
valued goods and services
generates the potential
purchasing power to enable
demand of other goods and
services

SAY’S LAW OF MARKETS
Much of the discussion above is captured in an economic concept called Say’s Law.
J.B. Say (see this chapter’s great economist feature) originated the concepts to clarify
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why trade might be poor. In one example recounted by economic historian Joseph
Schumpeter, Say addressed why English export trade to Brazil was so poor. It was
not the case that there was an overabundance of English goods, but rather only two
possibilities: either the English producers were making a product that Brazilians didn’t
want to purchase, or the Brazilians had nothing to trade for the valued English products.
Money is only an intermediary—ultimately, goods must trade for goods. If Brazil is
to demand more English goods, they must create more goods that the English traders
would like to take back for sale at home. If exports are poor and the Brazilians desire
English goods, the solution is clear: Brazil must produce more. Brazil must increase their
supply of goods to enable them to demand English goods. The idea that goods trade
for goods is fairly straightforward in the case of exports/imports, but as Schumpeter
argues, Say was the first to see more clearly than others that this is a general law affecting
all trade—including domestic trade. When under-consumption theorists argued that
there was not enough money in circulation, Say countered that there is always enough
money: what is needed is not more money, but for prospective buyers to produce more.
J. M. Keynes in his General Theory would later caricature Say’s Law as “Supply creates
its own Demand,” which unfortunately is how many economists understand the concept
today. Yet this definition is not true, nor is it how any of the advocates of Say’s Law
would characterize it. A more accurate and fair way to describe it would be to say that
production of valued goods and services generates the potential purchasing power to
enable demand of other goods and services. Supply does not necessarily create its own
demand, and if there is not enough demand, it is because there has not been enough
supply of valued goods and services by potential demanders in the correct proportions.
In a small town near my university (Yellow Springs, Ohio), there are several shops that
sell aspiring artists’ products. Paintings that may have required dozens of hours labor
in addition to cost of materials will sit on shelves unsold. Meanwhile, the struggling
artists may sit on the street corners playing their guitar for donations, unable to make
ends meet from the sale of paintings or music they offer. If these artists do not make
food purchases and restaurants subsequently have slow sales, we wouldn’t say there is a
“general glut” of excess food and paintings—we realize that if the artists would simply
change their employment to produce goods and services that people actually want to
pay for, then they would have the resources to buy a meal. The solution to the problem
of excess capacity in the restaurant business is not to stimulate demand, but for supply
to change—stop supplying unwanted paintings and music and start supplying things
people value. Production of valued goods and services in proportion to consumers’
desires is exactly what provides the resources to purchase other unrelated goods and
services. Those purchases will then stimulate the business of the unrelated businesses
(say restaurants in Yellow Springs), which will then use the additional sales proceeds
to make purchases in still other businesses. Slowly but surely, as supply is reordered
into products that people want to buy—in the proportion that they wish to buy them—
full employment will be restored. This is the essence of Say’s Law. Say’s Law does not
preclude a general slump, or even a prolonged slump. What it does say is that a general
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slump is simply evidence of disproportionality in production, and the only solution
is for production to be restored consistent with true consumer’s preferences. If there
are institutional barriers to changing prices and wages (such as heavy unionization
which will not allow wage cuts in the relatively overproduced area, or government
price controls in another), there is nothing in Say’s Law that says you will have full
employment.

AFTER THE CLASSICAL ECONOMISTS
Explaining business cycles by theories of disproportionality may be theoretically
satisfying in the “boom,” but often is rejected during the bust. Why? Continuing our
quick economic walk through history may help explain. In the 1800s, many economists
studied business cycles, with some economists (such as Marx) suggesting that cycles
were a natural result of a capitalist economy. As noted above, other economists like
Malthus concluded that business cycles were a result of under-consumption (or
conversely a general overproduction), while still others (e.g. J.S. Mill, David Ricardo, et
al.) recognized that too much production in one area necessarily meant that there was
too little production in other areas. In the former case, what was needed was additional
spending in the economy. In the latter case, what was needed would be a reallocation
of resources between sectors—and the necessary corrective agent would be price
adjustment, to include the price (or wage rate) of labor.
Even classical economists recognized that Say’s Law did not preclude business cycles. An
excessive change in money demand during a crisis was explicitly recognized as a source
of instability leading to depression. John Stuart Mill, whose Principles of Political
Economy was the economic text for a generation after its publication in 1848, said this4:
“Although he who sells, really sells only to buy, he needs not buy at the
same moment when he sells; and he does not therefore necessarily add to
the immediate demand for one commodity when he adds to the supply
of another. The buying and selling being now separated, it may very well
occur, that there may be at some given time, a very general inclination to
sell with as little delay as possible, accompanied with an equally general
inclination to defer all purchases as long as possible.”
In Mill’s view, the circular flow could very well be disrupted by decisions to hold money.
Money allows an individual to maintain purchasing power across time; if the flow of
spending is disrupted in time we can have problems. Why would people want to hold
more money? Financial panic! Again from Mill:
“I have already described the state of the markets for commodities which
accompanies what is termed a commercial crisis. At such times there is
really an excess of all commodities above the money demand: in other
words, there is an under-supply of money. From the sudden annihilation
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of a great mass of credit, every one dislikes to part with ready money, and
many are anxious to procure it at any sacrifice. Almost everybody therefore
is a seller, and there are scarcely any buyers; so that there may really be,
though only while the crisis lasts, an extreme depression of general prices,
from what may be indiscriminately called a glut of commodities or a
dearth of money. But it is a great error to suppose, with Sismondi, that a
commercial crisis is the effect of a general excess of production. It is simply
the consequence of an excess of speculative purchases. It is not a gradual
advent of low prices, but a sudden recoil from prices extravagantly high:
its immediate cause is a contraction of credit, and the remedy is, not a
diminution of supply, but the restoration of confidence.”5
Mill argues that the cause of depression is not too much production, but prior
imprudent investment that results in a crisis and reduction of credit. J.R. McCulloch, in
his Principles of Political Economy (1864), is even more explicit:
At the same time it is most true that sudden and extensive changes in
the value of the money of any great commercial country, or in the
credit of its merchants, always exercise a powerful influence, and
frequently, indeed, occasion great derangement in the channels
of mercantile intercourse. An increase in the quantity of money
occasions, by lowering its value, an increase in the prices of commodities,
at the same time that it affords additional facilities for obtaining credit,
and for indulging in speculation. But a contraction and consequent
rise in the value of money, being usually accompanied by a
sudden collapse of credit, has an opposite and commonly a much
more decided influence, and leads sometimes to very extensive
revulsions. Such changes cannot, indeed, take place without entailing
the most serious losses on all who have on hand considerable stocks of
produce; they are also very apt to involve those who have been carrying
on their business by the aid of borrowed money in serious difficulties; and
if the rise in the value of money be considerable, the influence of
the shock given to industry, and the disturbance in commercial channels,
may be such as materially to abridge the power of the society to make their
accustomed purchases; and may thus occasion a glut of the market,
not only in the country which is the seat of the revulsion, but also in those
countries whence she has been accustomed to draw any considerable
portion of her supplies (emphasis added).
Depressions are thoroughly possible in the classical system—for who could deny their
reality? The cause was to be found in incorrect proportion of goods produced, leading
to a crisis of confidence and withdrawal of credit from the economy. This classical view
would prevail until the Keynesian revolution.
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CHANGING ECONOMIC STRUCTURAL CONDITIONS AND THE
KEYNESIAN REVOLUTION
While the classical view of economics held in the latter nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, structural changes in the economy were creating strong headwinds in the
face of business cycles. In the United States, there were many significant depressions in
the 1800s, often connected with significant reallocation of resources in the economy.
The world was transitioning from primarily agricultural production to manufacturing,
and recessions/depressions in 1873, 1893, and 1907 were particularly severe. Yet as
the economy was becoming more dynamic and productive through the industrial
revolution, social conflict between capital and labor became more pronounced. Labor
union membership rose and unions were able to influence the passage of pro-union
legislation (such as gaining exemption from antitrust laws in the U.S. via the Clayton
Act in 1914), which made price adjustment in the face of sectoral resource misallocation
problematic. And precisely when labor adjustment was most needed (during the Great
Depression), pro-union legislation exploded. While there was a significant increase
in unionization in the U.S., in Great Britain it was larger, and certainly more virulent,
with a major national strike in 1926. This made any necessary reallocation of labor very
difficult, since labor wage rates were difficult to adjust.
Many economists believe that monetary mismanagement is the causal reason for
business cycles. Money enters into the economy at a specific place in time; that portion
of the economy that new credit creation favors will grow relative to those sectors of the
economy that do not receive new credit creation. Wages in those favored industries
are bid up relative to the non-favored industries. Labor (and capital) will therefore
tend to flow in the direction of the new credit creation. If the new credit is not based
on real consumer preferences (along with associated savings), eventually there will
be a conflict for resources (see chapter 12 for a review). When the bust occurs, the
corrective mechanism includes adjustment of wage rates in each industry to align with
true consumer preferences. Formerly favored laborers will need to take a relative wage
cut, and other industries will see a relative increase in wage rates, until the supply and
demand for workers (as well as capital) is consistent with true consumer preferences.
One of the largest sources of monetary disorder has historically been associated with
wars; countries seldom are willing to raise taxes to fund war efforts. The money supply
often expands rapidly during wartime with increased government expenditures as seen
in this chart from economist Ken Rogoff:
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Consumer Price Index, United States, 1775-2012.6

During the conflict, industries that produce war materials are relatively favored and
need to readjust upon cessation of hostilities. The U.S. saw a massive inflation of
“greenbacks” during the Civil War, and it took many subsequent years of deflation to
restore monetary order. Likewise, most nations inflated their currency during World
War I, despite previously being on a gold standard. Upon the conclusion of the war, not
only was some level of resource reallocation necessary to reflect peacetime production
realities, but in addition, all prices reflected the new inflated monetary reality. Great
Britain decided—very foolishly—to make its currency, the pound sterling as “good as
gold,” by resuming the gold standard at its pre-war parity, as if the inflation had never
even happened! This would mean that the entire economy would need a deflation
roughly equal in magnitude to the inflation that had preceded it. Unfortunately the
British labor market was incapable of the kind of wage rate flexibility that was needed;
and if the price of labor is not allowed to adjust due to union pressures (or any other
rigidity), the only other choice is to reduce the quantity of labor. In this matter John
Maynard Keynes and Ludwig Von Mises would be in agreement. Keynes warned of
returning to the pre-war parity in The Economic Consequences of the Peace, and
Mises would similarly say that attempts to reverse inflation by subsequent deflations
is akin to, after having run someone over by a car, you now try to help the patient by
putting the car in reverse and backing over her again!
Great Britain therefore started down the path to what would become the Great
Depression much earlier than the U.S. U.K. unemployment was generally greater than
10% from 1921-1929 and accelerated once the global Great Depression began, ultimately
peaking at over 22% in 1932. Why so much earlier? Perhaps the main reason was their
overvaluation of the pound sterling, which led to gold flight to the U.S. and the rest
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of the world. Since English goods and services were overvalued due to the strength of
the pound, their consumers could buy cheaper imports while their export industries
were uncompetitive. This led to significant gold outflows from Great Britain during the
latter 1920s. Much of those gold outflows ended up in the U.S., and contributed to the
U.S.’s roaring 20s “boom period.”7 Meanwhile France chose to undervalue its currency
resulting in gold inflows, going from holding 7% of the world’s gold reserves in 1926
to 27% by 1932; even the U.S. saw gold outflows as a result of these deflationary French
policies. These monetary flows were ultimately unsustainable, leading to a bust in the
U.S. and the rest of the world, followed by monetary “beggar thy neighbor” devaluation
policies and restricted trade. President Hoover matched Great Britain’s bad policies by
telling American businesses that wages would not be allowed to adjust; this problem
wouldn’t be fixed on the back of the “working man.” U.S. unemployment subsequently
rose to almost 25% by 1933, and was greater than 14% throughout the 1930s (including
those on work relief jobs).
Friedrich Hayek was reported to have predicted the Great Depression, and he expanded
Von Mises skeletal business cycle theory into a robust explanatory theory of how the
Great Depression happened. Yet the essence of that theory (outlined above) was that the
problem is found in the capital and labor misallocation during the original boom; the
bust is the necessary corrective action. Hayek didn’t really have much positive policy
advice; all he could say to do was stop messing things up. During a financial crisis a
proposed action plan of “don’t do anything” is never well received by politicians who
are elected precisely to do something. This provided an opening for a new way to think
about depression.

THE KEYNESIAN REVOLUTION
This short and obviously incomplete introduction to the Great Depression8 is to help
the reader understand why microeconomic explanations of “let the price system restore
equilibrium” were not satisfying. Economists such as John Maynard Keynes could
justifiably ask how long we should have to wait for such corrective action to occur.
Given that Great Britain had already been in a Depression for almost a decade when
Keynes’ General Theory was published, we can almost forgive Keynes’ dismissal of long
run concerns over his policy proposals when he argued that “in the long run, we are all
dead.”
Keynes attempted to answer the puzzle of why markets were not clearing. Why didn’t
wage cuts restore equilibrium in the labor market? Keynes surely had to know that
significant pro-labor laws as well as cultural mores diminished wage rate flexibility. As
he noted in the General Theory in his description of the classical theory, you might have
unemployment “due to the refusal or inability of a unit of labour, as a result of legislation
or social practices or of a combination of collective bargaining or of slow response to
change or of mere human obstinacy.”9 Yet, he argued “It is not very plausible to assert
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that unemployment in the United States in 1932 was due either to labour obstinately
refusing to accept a reduction of money-wages or to its obstinately demanding a
real wage beyond what the productivity of the economic machine was capable of
furnishing…Labour is not more truculent in the depression than in the boom—far from
it.” Wages had fallen in Great Britain during the decade, but not enough to clear the
market. Was there something else going on that was impeding market clearing? Keynes
theorized that classical economics had relied on a fundamentally wrong assumption,
Say’s Law, which argued that production of goods and services provided the basis of
purchasing power. In a world of Say’s Law, if a producer of shoes produced 100 pairs of
shoes per day, the value of those shoes would be purchasing power for the producer and
his or her workforce to purchase other goods. What if something prevented buyers from
purchasing the producer’s shoes? What if markets were full of “bulls and bears,” and
subject to large changes in optimism (bullishness) and pessimism (bearishness)?
In Keynes’ mind, stock markets were little more than gambling casinos. Emotional
mood swings were par for the course, and investment spending was ultimately governed
by psychological factors. When excessive “bearishness” prevailed, investment spending
would dry up, something with which most classical economists derided by Keynes
would agree. But rather than prices falling enough to make investment goods attractive
and spending resume, you would instead see a vicious downward spiral: workers in the
capital goods industries would become unemployed and would not have purchasing
power—they could then not buy other consumption goods and services. This would
result in reduced production of consumption goods, and workers in those industries
would be laid off, reducing their purchasing power, which would result in lower demand
for goods those workers would normally buy. And on and on the vicious spiral would go.
Indeed, in Keynes’ model, for a group of workers to take a wage cut, they would only be
contributing to the problem—since there would be less spending than normal, and the
spiral would continue downward. There are numerous critiques of this Keynesian story,
such as here and here, which we will not explore. Yet the conclusion for Keynes is this:
The solution to the depression is to stabilize the total spending in the economy, what he
called effective demand (and modern macroeconomics calls aggregate demand, or AD).
For Keynes, the normal state of affairs is underemployment equilibrium; the classical
case of full employment was only a special case—thus he claimed his was the more
“general theory.” In his model, savings was declared bad (and given the pejorative term
“money hoards,” as if money that is not spent on consumption is necessarily idle and
serves no other function) while consumption was good. This led him to advocate for
income redistribution, since savers by their hoarding would harm the economy, while
lower income groups could be counted on to spend more of their income. And if this
was not sufficient to get to a full employment, then government should engage in public
works. It didn’t even matter what the public work was: you could pay one group of
workers to dig a hole, while paying another group of workers to fill it up. No, I’m not
making this up!
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“If the Treasury were to fill old bottles with banknotes, bury them at suitable
depths in disused coalmines which are then filled up to the surface with
town rubbish, and leave it to private enterprise on well-tried principles of
laissez-faire to dig the notes up again (the right to do so being obtained, of
course, by tendering for leases of the note-bearing territory), there need
be no more unemployment and, with the help of the repercussions, the
real income of the community, and its capital wealth also, would probably
become a good deal greater than it actually is. It would, indeed, be more
sensible to build houses and the like; but if there are political and practical
difficulties in the way of this, the above would be better than nothing.
- John M. Keynes, General Theory
For Keynes, the imperative was to stimulate spending and boost effective (or aggregate)
demand. To be sure, Keynes said it would be wiser to build roads or houses or the like,
but if necessary, just spend on anything! To limit the “hoarders” in the economy, Keynes
advocated the “Euthanasia of the Rentier” class (the rich) by having the government
lower interest rates to take away any reward to save as well as to encourage private
sector investment. Many of the early general glut theorists were advocates of inflation
as the solution to depression, and thus were often called “monetary cranks,” since their
prescriptions involved printing more currency as the solution to depression. Keynesian
economics falls squarely in the camp of the under-consumption theories, and Keynes’
solution of inflation groups him with the monetary cranks of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, albeit his theory was more sophisticated. Low interest rates and
the attendant monetary inflation would also have the desirable attribute of a lower
cost of servicing the public debt necessary to fund public works. Finally, if all this
didn’t do the trick, Keynes called for moderate “socialization of investment,” where the
government would invest in public works that would improve infrastructure.
With this Keynesian theoretical backdrop, imagine you were a politician in the early
‘30s with unemployment at 30%, and one of the world’s leading economists suggests
the solution is for you to spend on public works that will benefit your constituents and
help you win reelection! You shouldn’t need our previous public choice chapter to know
that this would be popular. You can almost hear the politicians say, “go ahead, twist
my arm. If I really have to, I’ll vote to spend on my constituents. After all, it is my duty
to fix the economy!” World War II only seemed to confirm the theory. Everyone went
back to work for the war economy, either as a soldier or a factory armament worker—
indeed, the real problem now was how to get enough workers to meet war production.
For a new generation of young economists, Keynesian theory seemed to be the magic
elixir. Paul Samuelson in America and Sir John Hicks in England quickly worked
to systematize Keynes’ theory, as well as to reconcile and integrate it with standard
economic theory—resulting in what economists call the Neoclassical Synthesis, which
dominates most economic thinking to this day. Thus macroeconomics was born.
General microeconomic theory was powerful to explain individual and firm behavior
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in markets, but to understand the whole economy—especially deviations from a fullemployment equilibrium—Keynesian macroeconomics was needed.
A BIBLICAL VIEW OF PRODUCTION
While economists debate the importance of demand (consumption) or supply (production), the Bible seems clear:
consumption is the easy part, and what needs to be encouraged is production. If anything, the Bible warns against
a focus on consumption—preoccupation with our own consumption rather than a focus on God makes you a fool.
On the other hand, production is encouraged. Why? First is because of our very nature of being created Imago Dei, we are
created to work and be productive. Recall that work was assigned to Adam before the fall; it is not an effect of the curse.
We produce because that is what we are created to do. Second, the output of our productive efforts can bring glory to God.
Every wonderful work of man, especially those of unbelievers, are examples of God’s common grace. When unbelieving
doctors use their skills to heal, they are acting as image bearers whether they recognize it or not. And when Christians turn
from their sin, they can abandon their former self-focus and see production as a way to allow them to serve others:
Ephesians 4:28 – He who steals must steal no longer; but rather he must labor, performing with his own hands what is
good, so that he will have something to share with one who has need.
When we produce, we have something to give. When we give to those in need, in ways that meet their real need, we are
becoming increasingly like Christ.

MACROECONOMICS TODAY
DEMAND VS. SUPPLY SIDE

Demand side: the
spending decisions in the
private sector

Thanks to Mr. Keynes, earlier economic battles over general gluts vs. disproportionately
still live with us. Most economists use a Keynesian framework to understand how the
overall economy works, and the primary tool of public policy is to manage aggregate
demand (AD, what Keynes had called effective demand). If the economy is not
operating as robustly as policymakers assume it should, the demand side of the
economy should be managed by either fiscal or monetary policy. As a review from
previous chapters, fiscal policy is the taxing and spending policies of the government,
whereas monetary policy is the creation of new money and credit by the Federal
Reserve. The key point is that these policies are intended to either stimulate or depress
the demand side of the economy, or the spending decisions in the private sector. This is
primarily spending by consumers, but in the next chapter we’ll review the composition
of AD more fully.
Demand management was considered highly effective after WWII, with the heyday
of Keynesian economics occurring in the 1960s. Some economists thought that the
business cycle had been tamed completely. With competent technocrats running the
economy and pulling the right levers, we would grow moderately without the economic
pain of business cycles. This was not meant to be an ideological perspective, but purely
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a pragmatic technical argument. President Kennedy encapsulated this view in a
commencement speech at Yale in 1962:
What is at stake in our economic decisions today is not some grand warfare
of rival ideologies which will sweep the country with passion but the
practical management of a modern economy. What we need is not labels
and clichés but more basic discussion of the sophisticated and technical
questions involved in keeping a great economic machinery moving ahead.
In this view, demand management could tame the twin terrors of macroeconomics,
inflation, and unemployment, without the need of a recession. Macroeconomists
thought there was a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment; if unemployment
was too high you could reduce it by tolerating a little more inflation (and vice versa). This
relationship, known as the Phillips Curve, is seen in Figure 17.2. The 1960s seemed to
bear this out, with slow and steady growth, low unemployment, and low inflation.

Figure 17.2, Phillips Curve. The work of economist

A.W. Phillips suggested there was a potential tradeoff
between inflation and unemployment. If policymakes
were willing to accept more inflation, they could reduce
unemployment with easier monetary policy, and vice
versa.

Supply side economics:
focuses on the institutions
and incentives that lead
people to work, save, and
invest

Yet 1960s spending on both a War on Poverty as well as fighting an
actual war in Vietnam ultimately led to real resource pressures, and
inflation began rising. In 1968, Chicago economist Milton Friedman
presciently showed that there was no long run tradeoff in inflation
and unemployment as suggested by the Phillips Curve; attempts
to move unemployment below what is considered its “natural”
rate would simply lead to higher levels of inflation. Inflationary
forces only strengthened with President Nixon’s pressure on the
Federal Reserve to ease money supply in front of his 1972 reelection
campaign. In the 1970s, demand management fell off the tracks, as
prices and unemployment began simultaneously rising. With both
stagnation and inflation—“stagflation”—there was no magic Phillips
Curve tradeoff. Keynesian economics seemingly had no answer.

An alternative to Keynesian demand management is to focus on the
supply side of the economy. Supply side economics focuses on the
institutions and incentives that lead people to work, save, and invest.
In other words, the supply side is concerned with how we get the economy to produce
more, not how to consume more (as with AD). After the perceived failure of Keynesian
demand side economics to explain the 1970s stagflation, there was a renewed focus on
production and a supply side economics renaissance. The Reagan administration made
supply side economics the central part of their plan to revive the economy, primarily
through reducing marginal tax rates. While a supply side focus is a minority position in
economics, almost all economists acknowledge supply side considerations as important,
even if they are not the driving factor to halt depression.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY
In modern U.S. politics, the Democratic Party has historically focused more on demand side considerations,
whereas the Republican Party generally has a supply side focus. In practice, this often leads to public policies that
stimulate parts of both the demand and supply side, and sometimes a policy can be seen as affecting both. For example,
the Kennedy tax cuts in 1964 were argued by Keynesians as increasing the take home pay of workers and enabling them to
consume more, while supply siders would argue that lower tax rates increased the reward to work and would lead to more
work effort. Nevertheless, just as there is no atheist in a foxhole, politicians are usually Keynesians when the economy is
slack—in politics there is immense pressure to “do something.” Demand side actions are relatively quick in comparison to
supply side policies, hence politicians who frequently face voters generally favor demand side policies. Richard Nixon was
quoted as saying, “we’re all Keynesians now,” and George W. Bush implemented Keynesian tax cuts and public spending in
response to the financial crisis of 2007-08.

MACROECONOMICS TODAY

Nominal rigidities:
nominal (or money) values
of economic variables,
such as the price of labor,
might be “sticky,” and in
the face of some external
shock might lead to large
employment losses for
extended periods

Keynesian macroeconomists revamped their toolkit after the experience of the 1970s,
highlighting the supply side as a potential source of instability that demand management
needed to consider. In their view, the oil shocks of the 1970s led to the stagflationary
result, and consideration of supply shocks would improve demand management.
Further, a new branch of Keynesians, called New Keynesians, tried to bridge the micromacro economic divide by providing micro-foundations that could lead to macro
results. These New Keynesians stressed what they called nominal rigidities that could
prevent normal microeconomic adjustments from leading to equilibrium. Nominal
rigidities simply mean that nominal (or money) values of economic variables, such as
the price of labor, might be “sticky,” and in the face of some external shock might lead
to large employment losses for extended periods. Nominal rigidities helped explain
why wages and prices might not adjust quickly—an example might be longer term labor
contracts that would not quickly adjust until the next contract negotiation. If the labor
contract prevented a wage (price) adjustment, the only response would be in the quantity
of labor. We could have an equilibrium at lower than full employment, and government
fiscal or monetary policy could be used to stimulate the economy.
Almost all schools of thought failed to predict the “Great Recession of 2007/08,” and the
controversies over disproportionality and general glut remain. Keynesian economists
blamed the financial crisis on excessive Wall Street exuberance leading to too much
speculation and suggested government stimulus could correct. Most governments
around the world provided both fiscal and monetary stimulus post the crisis, yet the
recovery was much less robust than previous recoveries. Usually a severe economic
contraction will lead to a much sharper recovery, and a shallow recession will lead to a
modest recovery. The Keynesian response to the slowness of the recovery? We should
have had even a higher level of stimulus.
Other economists point to the housing bubble as a source of the problem, with
government support of the housing industry and easy monetary policies leading to
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a disproportionality in the economy. In this view, the government’s original policies
caused the problem, and subsequent policies to prevent housing prices from falling
delayed the necessary correction. Further, the low interest rate policy of the Fed since
the crisis has enabled other potential bubbles, creating yet more problems. Still others
pointed to the changing incentives to work, making it unprofitable to produce. Chicago
economist Casey Mulligan is at the forefront here, and his focus on changing incentives
to work places him firmly in the classical world of Say’s Law: to have the power to
purchase, one must first produce. The more things change in macroeconomics, the more
they stay the same.

IT’S A WRAP!
As you’ve learned in this chapter, the first person to argue often looks good, but
considering the other perspective can at least sharpen the argument. The classical school
is undoubtedly right that the source of a person’s ability to demand is prior production
(supply). In an economy that operates in time, prior production is a logically necessary
but not sufficient condition to keep the circular flow going. Further, Malthus’ (and later
Keynes’) view that demand might not be effective due to an unwillingness to spend was
also well understood by the classical economists. But they paid insufficient attention
to why demand might fail and why disproportionalities might persist for a long time.
Keynes’ caricature of classical economic views may be an unfortunate strawman,
yet economics as a science can use his critique to better drive us to understand why
disproportionalities might persist and what can be done to prevent them.
In the next chapter we will review the basic macroeconomic analytical technique and its
shortcomings. We will also review the variables that many macroeconomists focus on,
and that you will often hear about in business news—Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
Consumer Price Index (CPI), and unemployment. With the historical review of this
chapter, you are now ready for chapter 18!
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
JEAN BAPTISTE SAY
1915-2009

Photograph of Jean Baptiste Say 10

As related in Skousen’s The Making of Modern Economics, J.B. Say has been called the
“French Adam Smith.” Say learned English and read Smith’s Wealth of Nations while
in London for two years. He subsequently wrote his own treatise on economics, which
was the dominant economic textbook in America until after the civil war. This was in
part because Thomas Jefferson had Say’s work translated into English since his work was
“shorter, clearer and sounder” than Smith’s own treatise.
Say was not only a great expositor of classical economic theory, but he avoided the pitfall
of most classical economists’ support of an objective theory of value, usually embedded
labor. Say recognized what the source of value was: subjective utility to the consumer
who would purchase a good. He did not arrive at an understanding of marginal utility—
that would await the neoclassical revolution of the 1870s—but his understanding was
ahead of his peers in this area.
The concept of production being the source (or enabler) of demand ultimately was
called Say’s Law since it was first introduced in his 1803 edition of A Treatise on
Political Economy. Yet Say himself didn’t think of this as his contribution, but rather
what could be understood from Smith and other classical economists. James Mill greatly
focused the sometimes confusing Say in his own 1807 pamphlet, Commerce Defended,
and is sometimes co-credited, as Say’s subsequent revisions of his own text were clearly
influenced by Mill.
Say also was a vocal proponent of the role of the entrepreneur in economic production.
He said, “He is called upon to estimate, with tolerable accuracy, the importance of the
specific product, the probable amount of the demand, and the means of production:
at one time he must employ a great number of hands; at another, buy or order the raw
material, collect laborers, find consumers, and give at all times a rigid attention to the
order and the economy; in a word, he must possess the art of superintendence and
administration.” Say anticipated both Frank Knight’s and Ludwig Von Mises’ views of
entrepreneurship—not surprisingly given his focus on the importance of production to
the economy.
Skousen reports that Say was despised by Napoleon for his emphatic defense of free
markets, and Napoleon had him kicked out of his Tribunat (a part of the government
that considered laws) in 1806. Since Say’s textbook criticized his policies, Napoleon
banned it. That didn’t stop Say’s work from ultimately being published with four editions.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE TRUE OR FALSE
1. John Maynard Keynes strongly disagreed wtih T.R. Malthus.
2. Keynes used the new tool of aggregate demand to explain the roaring ‘20s.
3. Macroeconomics was always focusing on demand failures since its beginning.
4. J.B. Say would argue that goods trade for money.
5. The Phillips Curve was believed to be a tradeoff between inflation and
unemployment that policymakers could exploit.
6. Milton Friedman promoted the Phillips Curve to explain the business cycle.
7. The textbook author likes green beans! (Hint: this one is false)
8. The United States had unemployment >20% during parts of the Great Depression.
9. Keynes thought that labor was more difficult to negotiate with during a recession.
10. The 1970s were characterized by both high unemployment and high inflation,
something that was not predicted by the Phillip’s Curve.

THE FOLLOWING QUESTION IS SHORT ANSWER
11. Explain the difference between a general glut and a disproportionality in
production.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN ANSWERS
1. False.
2. False.
3. False.
4. False.
5. True.
6. False.
7. False.
8. True.
9. False.
10. True.
11. A general glut can be characterized by either too many goods/services produced,
or too little consumption. But the key is that the depression is general and that all
markets are equally “out of whack” (now that’s a technical economics term!)*, such
that the solution is increased spending—the problem is generally conceived as not
enough money circulating in the economy. The focus is on the demand side of the
economy, and how to get consumers spending again.
With a disproportionality in production, there is seemingly too many goods
produced, because all lines of business are “in a funk” (yes, that’s another technical
economics term!)*. Yet the cause of this depression that affects businesses generally
is the failure to produce products that consumers want in the correct proportions.
The focus in this view is on the supply side of the economy. Rather than trying to
stimulate consumption, this view wants to see relative prices adjust so that goods are
produced in the correct proportion that consumers want.
* Ok, more formal students can simply replace “out of whack” and “in a funk” with
“depressed” and you’ll be fine!
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ENDNOTES:
1. A number of resources were used to produce this historical summary. Joseph
Schumpeter’s History of Economic Analysis, Mark Skousen’s The Making of Modern
Economics, Thomas Sowell’s Classical Economics Reconsidered, W.H. Hutt’s A
Rehabilitation of Say’s Law, Richard H. Fink, ed. Supply-Side Economics: A Critical
Appraisal, Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz’s A Monetary History of the United
States, and most importantly, Steven Kates’ Say’s Law and the Keynesian Revolution
were instrumental in shaping my thoughts for this chapter.
2. See Rodney Stark’s The Victory of Reason (2006) for a historical review of capitalism
and why the label “dark ages” is a misnomer.
3. Quoted in Steven Kates, Says Law and the Keynesian Revolution, p. 45.
4. J.S. Mill, Essays on Some Unsettled Questions of Political Economy, p. 70.
5. J.S. Mill, Principles of Political Economy, p. 561.
6. Carmen Rinehart and Ken Rogoff, 2009 book, This Time is Different: Eight
Centuries of Financial Folly”
7. Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz, A Monetary History of the United States, pp.
279-284.
8. Understanding the Great Depression is often called the economist’s holy grail, and
there are likely many causal factors in both the initiation and understanding its
severity. In the U.S., restrictive trade policies (Smoot-Hawley Tariffs), increasing
income taxation, and government regulation all likely had effects. But to understand
a global phenomenon of such magnitude, only monetary disorder seems to fit—
since money is on one-half of every economic exchange. Even with agreement on a
monetary cause there remains disagreement. Eichengreen blames the gold standard,
Friedman and Schwartz blame the Fed (post the stock market crash), Rothbard
blames the Fed (prior to the crash), while Irwin adds blame to France’s monetary
authority.
9. J.M. Keynes, General Theory, p. 6.
10. [Portrait of Jean Baptiste Say]. (2005). Retrieved October 3, 2017, from https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jean-baptiste_Say.jpg
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN:

THE “MACRO” VIEW
OF THE ECONOMY

WHO’S RIGHT?
1 Chronicles 21:1-8 (NASB)
¹Then Satan stood up against Israel and moved David to number Israel. ²So David said to Joab
and to the princes of the people, “Go, number Israel from Beersheba even to Dan, and bring me
word that I may know their number.” ³Joab said, “May the Lord add to His people a hundred
times as many as they are! But, my lord the king, are they not all my lord’s servants? Why does
my lord seek this thing? Why should he be a cause of guilt to Israel?” ⁴Nevertheless, the king’s
word prevailed against Joab. Therefore, Joab departed and went throughout all Israel, and came
to Jerusalem. ⁵Joab gave the number of the census of all the people to David. And all Israel were
1,100,000 men who drew the sword; and Judah was 470,000 men who drew the sword. ⁶But
he did not number Levi and Benjamin among them, for the king’s command was abhorrent to
Joab. ⁷God was displeased with this thing, so He struck Israel. ⁸David said to God, “I have sinned
greatly, in that I have done this thing. But now, please take away the iniquity of Your servant, for
I have done very foolishly.”

So what’s wrong with a little census? Not included in the scripture above is God’s
response—a choice of three different (and severe) punishments. To answer this question
we have to ask, “why would David need a census at all?” The answer may lie in the report
of the census, expressed in terms of “men who drew the sword.” King David’s question of
the census is totally prudent from the perspective of a military commander who needs to
determine the strength of his forces. But in the case of Israel, their strength was never in the
number of their people, as God clearly said in Deuteronomy 7:7, “The LORD did not set His
love on you nor choose you because you were more in number than any of the peoples, for
you were the fewest of all peoples.” It was the hand of the Lord that defeated the Egyptians.
How many times did God remind the Israelites that He was the God who “brought them out
of Egypt?” In essence, David’s action was a lack of trust in God and seeking to have a way to
control Israel’s fate without relying solely on God.
We see a similar fault in macroeconomic theory. Rather than asking for a census (which
we do also), we collect statistics on numerous economics variables to allow economic
policymakers to control the economy. We are not content to trust in the market but rather try
to do better with economic technocrats. As with David, our efforts to control the economy
often don’t meet with our expectations. In this chapter, we will examine macroeconomic data
and analytical tools used to control our economy.
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DESIRED LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this chapter, the student should be able to...
§§ Compare and contrast fiscal vs. monetary policy
§§ Describe why idle resources may not lead to a “free lunch” with government
spending
§§ Define Aggregate Demand and list its four components
§§ Explain why a focus on consumption as the biggest source of economic activity
may be misleading
§§ Define the components of Aggregate Supply
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INTRODUCTION
Since its origins in the aftermath of the Great Depression and the publication of J.M.
Keynes’ The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, macroeconomics
has claimed two essential functions: that of the scientist and that of the policy advisor
(or engineer). As a scientist, the macroeconomist wants to understand what every
scientist is essentially trying to do: the causal relationships (cause and effect) of items
of interest. In this case, the relationships are between macroeconomic variables. Yet
the scientist has another hat—trying to use knowledge of those relationships to guide
economic policymakers. Notice that there are underlying assumptions in this statement.
First is that we ought to have someone improving the economy, and second, that any
policymaker is likely to improve on a suboptimal economy. The era preceding the
Great Depression was characterized by classical liberalism and basically a laissez faire
attitude toward markets. With government taking a hands-off approach to market
activities, the depth of the stagnation in the Great Depression created an environment
where people were more willing to accept government intervention. After all, with 25%
unemployment, is it likely that the government could do worse? Or so the thinking
goes. In this chapter, we will see how the government tries to guide economic policy and
explore some of the key economic variables that are often studied.
Fiscal policy: the taxing
and spending decisions of
the government
Monetary policy:
managing the flow of
money and credit in an
economy (usually by
targeting some interest
rate) to primarily affect
the private sector’s
consumption and
investment decisions

Let’s first review some macroeconomic terminology. The government has two primary
means of affecting the economy. Fiscal policy consists of the taxing and spending
decisions of the government. Monetary policy consists of managing the flow of money
and credit in an economy (usually by targeting some interest rate) to primarily affect
the private sector’s consumption and investment decisions. Fiscal policy decisions can
affect either the public sector (through direct government spending) or the private sector
(through taxes). Likewise, monetary policy primarily targets the private sector’s saving
and investment decisions, although controlling interest rates also affects government
spending decisions to the extent that governments fund some spending through debt
issuance in addition to taxes (the usual practice). So if an economy is booming and
inflation is perceived to be a potential problem, a policy maker might want to slow the
economy down through tight fiscal policy, by either raising taxes on the private sector
or reducing government expenditure. Or the monetary authority might restrict the flow
of money and credit by increasing interest rates. The reverse would be true for a slow
economy: policy makers might reduce taxes and/or increase government spending on
the fiscal side, or they might increase the flow of money and credit into the economy
on the monetary side. So the underlying toolbox of macroeconomic stabilization is
government policy, and its tools are fiscal or monetary policy.
To understand whether this is a good thing or not, let’s first review (from chapter 14)
an economic rationale for government at all. In today’s world there are many people
who think collective action via the government is the best way to operate based on their
own personal preferences. Others go to the opposite extreme, thinking that anarchy
is the best solution, since, in their view, only peaceful cooperation can lead to socially
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beneficial results. To help us flesh this out economically, we can think of the aggregation
of each individual’s view of the relative costs and benefits of government action as
leading to a political demand curve as well as a political supply curve for government,
as in Figure 18.1. If we assume that government uses resources that otherwise could
have been used by the private sector, there is an opportunity cost of government, as
represented by the upward sloping supply curve. It is upward sloping because as the
government grows, it will increasingly take resources away from more highly valued
private sector uses. For the demand curve, we only need to assume that government uses
productive resources in their most highly valued use first and then applies additional
resources to less valued collective goods and services. So perhaps you think that the most
valuable use of government might be to provide defense or police and judicial systems,
with government support of the National Endowment of the Arts much further down
the curve. This leads to a conceptual optimality in the size of government, represented
by G* in Figure 18.1. It is conceptual in that the costs and benefits are subjective, and
subjected preferences cannot be aggregated—thus impossible to know. Further, as our
public choice chapter shows, there are political economy reasons to suggest why some
government programs whose benefit is less than
its cost will nevertheless be funded. Yet this
simple supply and demand curve for government
is a useful starting point for thinking about
macroeconomic policy.

S

C/B*

D
G*

G

Figure 18.1, Conceptual Equilibrium in Government. Government provides

benefits (B) by providing collective goods and services, but the resources used
come at an increasing opportunity cost (C) from the private sector. This model
only assumes that collective action through government applies resources
to the most urgent need first, and that the resources taken for use from the
private sector are taken from the least costly use. This will result in the usual
downward sloping curve (representing the benefits of government services)
and upward sloping supply curve (representing the increasing opportunity cost
from diversion of productive inputs from the private sector to the public sector).
The political process will conceptually tend to drive the quantity of government
to where the benefits of government are equal to the costs, at G*.
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Figure 18.2 provides another conceptually
useful way to think about government policy.
The economy as a whole has a fixed amount
of resource inputs (Land, Labor, Capital, and
Entrepreneurship—see chapter 7), which can
be used to produce goods and services in either
the public or the private sector. If government
is expanded, the private sector must necessarily
shrink, and, conversely, if government shrinks,
the private sector can grow. In this model, there
is no free lunch (hey, that’s a great line for a
textbook title!); there is an opportunity cost
for any resource use. If resource inputs (Land,
Labor, Capital, and Entrepreneurship) are used
in one sector of the economy, they obviously
cannot be used in the other sector. While this
statement is true, the reverse is not necessarily
true: If resources are not used by one sector of
the economy, their use will not be guaranteed by
the other sector. This is the heart of Keynesian
macroeconomics—a world we’ll explore below—
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The Macroeconomy

Private
Sector

Public
Sector

Land, Labor, Capital, &
Entrepreneurship
Figure 18.2, The “Macro” Economy. We can think of the

macroeconomy as using resource inputs (Land, Labor, Capital,
and Entrepreneurship) to provide either public or private goods
and services. To increase the public sector, the private sector
must necessarily shrink. In this diagram, the dashed lines indicate
a larger or smaller size of the private sector, depending on the
size of the public sector, which is a collective choice outcome
(politically determined). Any resources not used by the government
are available for use in the private sector.

The Keynesian Macroeconomy

Private
Sector

Land, Labor, Capital, &
Entrepreneurship

Public
Sector

Idle Resource Inputs:
Land, Labor, Capital

Figure 18.3, The Keynesian Macroeconomy. In the Keynesian

view, the private sector will only occasionally employ all
available resources. Since the private sector is not able to use
these resources, there is no opportunity cost for production of
government goods and services.
Multiplier: spending begets
further spending
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where there are unused idle resources that can otherwise be
used by the government.
As in Figure 18.1, the logic of the model in Figure 18.2
is that increasing government comes with an opportunity
cost—at the expense of the private sector. You might say, “of
course.” Yet we will need to relax that assumption below in
Figure 18.3, as Keynesian macroeconomics in large part
denies this opportunity cost. In the Keynesian model, full
employment equilibrium is almost never achieved in the
real world, such that there are always unused resources,
and government expenditure can support the economy.
As Keynes said, his reasoning “shows how ‘wasteful’ loan
expenditure may nevertheless enrich the community on
balance. Pyramid building, earthquakes, even wars may
serve to increase wealth, if the education of our statesmen
on the principles of the classical economics stands in the
way of anything better.” As idle workers earn income
by producing government goods and services, their
purchasing power from their salaries expands demand
for private sector goods and services. As private sector
producers receive income from sales, it is distributed to
workers and shareholders, who spend it on yet other goods
and services. Further, the increased demand for private
output may result in increased production, which will
bring yet more productive resources into the economy.
In effect, spending begets further spending. This effect is
called the multiplier, and is often used as justification for
additional spending when economic activity is slack. We’ll
pick this up again in our discussion of aggregate demand
and GDP below.
Yet the presence of idle resources does not necessarily mean
the Keynesian theory holds. Just because resources are
idle does not mean government stimulus can put the idle
resources—and only idle resources—to work. In chapter
12, we identified one problem with business cycles is that
capital is heterogeneous, not homogenous, in that capital is
often useful in only limited applications. So, for example,
a press that stamps out steel fenders for an automobile
manufacturer can in no way serve as the capital necessary
for a semiconductor factory. In other words, capital is
often specific to its created use, and cannot be used in an
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alternate fashion—at least without significant rework. In a similar fashion, labor is also
heterogeneous, in that the skills of a person that is unemployed may not be useful for
either other currently in demand private sector uses or for government projects. While
labor is much easier to reallocate than most physical capital—as workers can often go
back to school and be retrained—there is a delay while this retraining process occurs.
And some labor may not be easy to retrain; older employees especially have a hard time
finding a new job that requires alternate skills (certainly at anything like the pay they
previously received).
As an example of this, consider the financial crisis of 2008, where the initial area of
concern was a bursting of a housing bubble. Housing prices had to fall, but also many
carpenters, plumbers, roofers, real estate agents, mortgage brokers, etc. all had to find
alternate employment. To address this, President Obama and the Democratic congress
passed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act in 2009, signed into law less
than one month into the new administration’s term. Much of the focus of the stimulus,
however, was on energy, science and technology, education, health care, and public
infrastructure (buildings, roads, rail, etc.). Many stimulus dollars went to areas that did
not directly benefit those unemployed workers that formerly were in housing-related
employment. Of course, the problem at the time was too much housing, so it was
appropriate not to devote new resources to housing. But former carpenters, roofers and
mortgage brokers have little to no ability to design new bridges or create green energy.
Failure to recognize this may be why the stimulus plan famously underperformed in
its predictions on employment. The assumption that labor is able to seamlessly shift
between jobs may have been reasonably appropriate in an earlier era where human
capital was low, but not in modern economies. To say that labor is highly specialized is to
say that it is heterogeneous. And this means there is likely a private-sector opportunity
cost to government spending, even when there are idle resources.
That labor is not easily substitutable, in contrast to the implicit Keynesian assumption, is
easily seen by any number of real world thought experiments. Think of whether you are
ready to answer the help wanted ad for a nuclear physicist or a radiologist. Many of the
readers of this textbook are in college or will shortly be. How many years do you think
it will take for you to be trained to reach your particular job goal? While it’s true that
even specialized labor can realign into lower skilled tasks in other industries, it might
come at a significant cut. Imagine a mortgage broker who was making $100k/year prior
to the recession, and his next best opportunity was as a retail manager making $40K.
Maybe it makes sense to wait and see if the market recovers? After all, time working
at the retail store is time that can’t be used to find an opening somewhere else in the
mortgage business. Likewise, the Bible presents a very diverse picture in terms of human
capabilities: the very diversity that we earlier argued (chapter 2) leads to specialization
and gains from trade, implicitly implies heterogeneity of labor.
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AGGREGATE DEMAND AND GDP
Aggregate demand: the
sum of spending in the
economy, or, the sum of
income in an economy

Government policymakers typically try to mitigate economic instability by fiscal and/
or monetary policy managing aggregate demand, which is the sum of spending in
the economy, or alternatively, the sum of income in an economy (since every person’s
spending is someone else’s income). We calculate this as the Gross Domestic Product:

GDP= C+I+NX+G
where C is consumption spending, I is investment, NX represents net exports (exports –
imports) and G is government spending. Let’s now unpack each of these definitions and
terms. First, begin by watching this video:

What is Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)?

When we think about total spending, a.k.a. aggregate demand, we are trying to capture
the total economic activity in the economy—we want to consider what households
are doing, what firms are spending on, and finally what the public sector is spending.
Basically we want to capture anything that implies a collective use of resources on the
production of final goods and services. Once we think about it that way, we’ll start
to exclude things. For example, let’s begin with government spending. We do not
consider social security taxes or payments to beneficiaries as government spending
in the calculation of GDP, because these programs simply transfer wealth from one
group of Americans to another group. Much of the government budget falls into the
category of transfer payments, and is thus excluded from GDP, since one person’s
spending necessarily implies another’s reduction in spending capability. So what would
be included? Any purchases of physical goods and services or payment to government
employees, such as police or military members, since these type of expenditures lead to
the creation of government-provided goods and services.
For the category of consumption, we want to capture all spending on final goods
and services—think Walmart, Sears, Chipotle, and Amazon. All the clothes, food,
cars, appliances, books, Breyer’s ice cream(!), and, yes, green beans are included here.
Consumption is the largest component of GDP in the United States, typically around
70% of GDP, causing many macroeconomists to focus on consumption as the key to
managing the economy. Indeed there is merit to that focus, given that the end goal of all
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production is consumption. However, final consumption is an unrepresentative measure
of economic activity. Much of our economic activity is to produce intermediate goods
(which will subsequently be used in the production of final goods), so GDP only includes
final goods to avoid double counting. To see why this matters, let’s imagine a simple
pencil. Say that total annual pencil production valued at $20M is sold to consumers,
but there is $10M of wood that was used in the pencils, as well as $5M of graphite, $1M
in erasers and brass, with $500K in yellow paint. If we include all of these venders that
supply the raw materials to pencil manufacturers in our GDP calculation, at the end of
the year, all the firms together would have $36.5M in sales. But we only count the $20M
in final sales as part of GDP. Why? Because the $20M in sales prices of the final product
includes the $16.5M in costs of materials the pencil manufacturers had to pay. To count
all of the economic activity would be to count the value of the intermediate activities
twice. Yet to think of the final producer of the pencils as responsible for all $20M is
equally misleading—pencil manufacturers effectively consumed $16.5M. This shows
that the dominant focus on consumption as the most important part of the economy is
misleading—if you are concerned about understanding the locus of economic activity.
The next category in GDP is investment, which includes all business spending on goods
and services that will increase the productive capacity of the firm in the future. It could
include hardware and software—anything that increases future productive capacity. The
category of investment also includes one major consumer item: new housing. When a
new house is constructed—even when sold to an individual—it is assumed the house will
provide a flow of housing services over many years; therefore it is counted as investment.
Sales of existing houses, however, are not included in GDP (except the portion of the
price of the sale that would go to real estate agents or banker’s fees), because the purchase
of an existing home is merely a transfer. You might ask why only houses are treated this
way. Why not other durable consumer goods such as washing machines or furnaces?
There is no particularly good reason; ultimately it is a judgment call of the Bureau of
Economic Analysis (the government agency that creates the GDP statistic). They chose
to include housing in investment rather than consumption—but their choice makes no
difference to the total value of GDP. For further information, the interested reader can
find a nice primer on GDP calculation here.
Finally we consider Net Exports, which is simply the amount of exports minus the
amount of imports. The U.S. has large and growing imports and exports; globalization
is transforming the U.S. economy as it is the rest of the world. Exports are goods
and services that we produce to sell to citizens of foreign nations, while imports are
foreign goods and services that we consume. We add exports to GDP since exports are
domestic production, but we have to subtract that value of spending on imports, since
that represents foreign production. The GDP total from each category, with relative
importance, is shown in Figure 18.4, from BEA data.
We can formally define GDP as the market value of all final goods and services produced
in a country during a given time period. Let’s briefly review the definition, paying close
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Government
18%
$2.9T

2014 RGDP
$16.085T

Net Exports
-3%
-$4.5T
Investment
17%
$2.7T

Consumption
68%
$10.97T

Figure 18.4, 2014 Real (inflation adjusted) Gross Domestic Product.

Because GDP is a measure of final goods and services, consumption is
dramatically larger than other categories, measuring over 68% of our total
GDP. Investment and Government are roughly equal, while Net Exports is
negative, indicating we have more imports than exports, i.e., we run a trade
deficit.

attention to the italicized terms: gross domestic
product is equal to the market value of all final
goods and services produced within a country
in a given period of time. GDP only considers
goods that are traded on markets, which excludes
much economic activity in a country. For
example, all work done in household production
(keeping up the home, cooking, maintenance,
etc.) is not considered part of GDP if performed
by a household member. Yet when the same
functions are hired out, those services rendered
will be part of GDP. If you go to Jiffy Lube for an
oil change, it is counted in GDP, whereas if you
buy the oil and filter at Walmart, only the cost
of the oil and filter (not your labor) is included
in GDP. The other important point is that the
market determines the value of the goods and
services, which represents the social imputation of
value of the good or service.

We discussed above that GDP only considers
final goods and services produced, so that we may
avoid double counting. Yet we also need to realize
GDP only captures goods and services, since they
are traded in markets. There are many, many things that we highly value in our country,
but they are not captured in GDP. For example, we value things like the health of our
churches and marriages, the quality of our civic discourse, and the joy of our children;
yet none of these are included. Watch this important critique from Robert F Kennedy on
the previous statistic used (Gross National Product) to capture this concern:

Robert F. Kennedy
Challenges Gross Domestic
Product

This suggests that GDP is not the be-all-end-all measure of our country’s performance.
Rather GDP is what it is—simply a statistic that attempts to describe the size and
composition of economic activity. Since we’re concerned about economic activity within
a country, GDP only captures those goods and services produced domestically and
must subtract out any imports from total spending. So a Honda built in Ohio is part
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of GDP, yet a Honda built in Japan and sold in the U.S. must be subtracted from GDP.
Finally, GDP is a stock variable, not a flow variable, which means that it is calculated
at a specific period of time. In the U.S., GDP is calculated quarterly as well as annually.
The number released in a given quarter is reported in an annual percentage number.
For example, if GDP rises by 1% in a quarter, it will be reported as 4% economic growth
that quarter. This concludes our review of thinking about economic activity from a
consumption perspective; in the next section we’ll examine economic activity from a
production viewpoint.

AGGREGATE SUPPLY
In the previous section, we said we could think about aggregate demand as being the
total spending in an economy, or the total income of all the market participants, since
one person’s spending is necessarily someone else’s income. Yet income primarily comes
about from the sale of goods and services, which leads us to another way of thinking
about economic activity: the supply side. In chapter 7 we identified the production
function as a way to think about any productive activity, and we used a simple model
where the quantity (Q) of output was a function of the labor (L) and capital (K):

Q = f(L,K)
In chapter 9, we expanded this to a more robust model which included technological
change, entrepreneurship, human capital, and natural resources:

Q = A f(L, K, H, N)
Aggregate supply: the
sum of all the production
activities in the economy

We can think of the sum of all the production activities in the economy as Aggregate
Supply (AS) and the production inputs as the sum of all resource inputs available in the
economy):

AS= A f(L, K, H, N)= Y
Even if the relationship is not something we can direct—as if the economy were one large
firm—we nevertheless understand that increasing the supply of productive resource
inputs can potentially lead to higher economic output. Economists that focus on the
supply side often propose government policies that encourage people to work, save,
and invest. In other words, “supply-siders” primarily (but not exclusively) advocate for
adjusting incentives for private sector activities. For example, a low tax rate on labor
or capital will tend to result in an increased supply of those resource inputs. Likewise,
political support for drilling for energy on public lands effectively increases the amount
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of natural resources in the economy. Many policymakers argue that an increase in
public spending on education will increase human capital and lead to a higher level of
output. Other policymakers suggest that decreasing the welfare state will decrease the
opportunity cost of going to work and thus increase the supply of labor. A consideration
of the supply side naturally leads us to think about economic growth, which we’ll do in
the next section.

ECONOMIC GROWTH
Economic growth. Is it good or bad? How much is enough? Is there ever too much
growth? Why does China have such high growth, and many of the so-called Asian Tigers
before it? Why do many Latin American and African countries grow much more slowly
(with significant differences in growth rates within each continent)? Questions such as
these abound in our public discourse and
certainly have been studied by economists
“The consequences for
since the beginning of our science, as
human welfare involved in
they should. Low economic growth leads
questions like these* are simply
to stagnating standards of living and, in
the case of some third world countries,
staggering: Once one starts to
keeps people mired in poverty. Yet rapid
think about them, it is hard to
economic growth in China has been
think about anything else.”
concurrent with significant environmental
* about differences in economic
costs. In mature economies, too rapid a
growth rates between countries
growth rate will often (seemingly) lead
to inflation, while too slow a growth rate
Nobel Laureate Robert Lucas
leads to unemployment. So economists
look for the “sweet spot,” or the
“goldilocks” growth rate, which is neither too hot nor too cold. As a rule of thumb for the
United States, a normal growth rate of ~3% is robust enough to create employment and
rising standards of living.
So what do we mean when we talk about economic growth? The usual way of expressing
it is measuring real GDP growth, or GDP growth rates that have been adjusted for
inflation. Since 1947, the U.S. real GDP growth rate has been slightly greater than 3%.
While the exact number is highly dependent upon the choice of beginning and ending
date, the usual secular (long run) numbers quoted range from 2-3%. As one study
showed, the implications of economic growth are staggering:
Between the year 1 C.E. and the year 1820, living standards in the “West”
(measured with data from Western Europe and the United States)
essentially doubled, from around $600 per person to around $1200 per
person... Over the next 200 years, however, GDP per person rose by more
than a factor of twenty, reaching $26,000.
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There are no doubt concerns that the tremendous economic growth in modern times has
contributed to materialism, as the sheer quantity of goods (and our constant exposure
to them from television and the internet) is enough to cause us to desire more than we
really need. This is exactly opposite the mindset that we want to have—to be content
whatever our circumstances are. Yet, economic growth (and the associated technological
change) has eradicated many of the ills of this fallen world. We no longer have smallpox,
and since 1990, over one billion people have been lifted out of extreme poverty! While
GDP is a good general metric to evaluate how a country is doing, economists often use
GDP per capita, or the amount of output that is available for each person on average,
as a better measure of the well being of a nation. So, for example, while China’s GDP is
arguably greater than the United States (on the basis of purchasing power), it is a much
poorer country on a per capita basis. To see why this is a good measure, watch this video:

Real GDP Per Capita and the
Standard of Living

So that we might understand why economic growth matters, consider the following
representative calculations, using our formula from chapter 16 on calculating future
values:

FV = PV x (1+ i)t
Let’s assume that the rate of growth in total compensation to employees (which includes
their wages and benefits) equals economic growth over longer periods of time. What
would the difference look like over a generation of 40 years for a family of four in
poverty as well as a new college graduate? Let’s start with a college graduate—say a
business student—with a starting salary of $50K. If economic growth is 2%, his or her
total compensation will rise over their working life to $110K.1 If this new graduate
advances into higher paying positions, the total will be even higher. Yet growth of 3% is
far more dramatic, with a final salary of $163K! Think of the quality of life difference in
just one generation with simply 1% more economic growth. Some economists think that
with wise economic policies it is possible for even higher rates of growth. If we had 4%
economic growth over a generation, this business student would end up making $240K!
And that is with no advancement. While this is nice to think about for most of us, it is
even more important for someone who is poor. In 2016, a family of four is considered
below the poverty line if they make less than $24,300. What would the difference be for
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this family over a generation? With 2% growth, they would see a final income of $53.5K.
2% growth would take them from poverty to lower middle class territory. Yet 3% growth
takes them to $79K, and 4% to $116K! So in a generation, robust growth of 4% would
take someone from the poverty line to an upper middle class standard of living. If you
care about the working poor, you should be concerned about promoting economic
growth! In the next section we’ll review the source of economic growth: productivity.

PRODUCTIVITY
Since economic growth is important for improved standards of living, how do we get
it? This has been a question that is always at least in the background of economics.
Recall that Adam Smith was trying to get an answer to this very question in his
majestic The Wealth of Nations. The full title helps us see this: An Inquiry into the
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. Smith was living at the beginning of
the industrial revolution that would raise the bulk of the world’s population from base
subsistence levels. He could see the initial phases and wondered why some countries
were experiencing this growth while others were not. His initial conclusion was that
the division of labor and associated gains from specialization drove this remarkable
growth, and that the benefits of this division were limited only by the size of the market.
So expanded commerce between nations helped grow the pie larger, as workers could
become more and more specialized.
Modern economics builds on this foundation of the institutions that lead to higher
growth (open and free markets) and considers how to improve the inputs to growth,
focusing on the aggregate supply function:

AS= A f(L, K, H, N)= Y
While there are several ways to view productivity, the most common is to consider labor
productivity, defined as output per worker. Manipulation of the AS equation above can
lead to (with a reasonable assumption of constant returns to scale):

Y/L= A f(1,K/L, H/L, N/L)
To improve productivity, there are four inputs that we can consider (A, K/L, H/L, and
N/L). Increasing any of these inputs would lead to increased productivity and ultimately
higher standards of living. As we learned in chapter 9, “A” can be considered a broad
view of technology (to include institutions) that enables a country to produce more
with a given set of resources. To improve “A,” macroeconomists would typically endorse
good institutions (rule of law, markets, etc.) and technology research. For capital per
worker (K/L), human capital per worker (H/L), and natural resources per worker (N/L),
economists would focus on the incentives that would bring forth more of each of
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these. Lower tax rates might spur investment in physical or virtual capital. Subsidized
education might create higher levels of human capital. Finally, good energy and trade
policies might lead to more natural resource availability for production.
When Adam Smith wrote his treatise, economic growth in England was the exception
that needed to be explained. However, in the intervening 200+ years, the more
relevant question is “what prevents countries from growing?” M.I.T. economist Daron
Acemoglu and James Robinson examine this reverse question in Why Nations Fail.
Their conclusion? Consistent with what we learned in chapter 10, it is the quality of a
nation’s institutions that primarily drive success or failure. For Acemoglu and Smith,
if “inclusive” economic institutions characterize a nation, they can grow. Inclusive
institutions are such things as property rights, rule of law, and free markets—have these
good institutions, and you’ll do reasonably well. However, if “extractive” institutions
characterize a nation, there will be little growth. Extractive institutions are “designed
by the politically powerful elites to extract resources from the rest of society.” The lesson
from Acemoglu and Smith is that not only can governments help promote economic
growth with good policies, but they must also be constrained from hurting growth
through extractive policies. As we learned in chapter 10, it’s all about the institutions!
When the institution of central banking causes monetary instability, the result is
inflation and lower growth—we’ll look at inflation in the next section.

INFLATION
We’ve previously learned how the fractional reserve banking system—when combined
with a central bank—can lead to inflation, which we defined as a rise in the general level
of prices over time. There are many ways to measure inflation, but the most common is
some sort of price index, where prices of a representative basket of goods (hopefully in
proportion to what people actually buy) are tracked and measured. In the United States,
the most common is the Consumer Price Index for urban consumers (CPI-U). The
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) surveys people to find out what they actually buy, and
this helps them assign weights to a particular item in the basket (e.g., how much weight
should we put on an increase in the price of salt if it is a very small part of a consumer’s
budget?). Once the items in the consumer basket are identified, and relative weights
assigned (according to the percentage of these goods in our budget), the BLS sends data
collectors out to shop! And to go online! And to make a few phone calls. All to find out
what the prices are that we actually pay for these goods.
To illustrate how this works, consider a two-good world: In-and-Out Burgers and surf
boards (maybe you live in California?). If you buy 1000 burgers at $4/each in a given year
and 2 surfboards at $600/each, we can find the price of this consumer basket in a current
year (which we’ll call our base year), which is ($4 X 1000) + ($600 X 2), or $5200. The
BLS uses the basket they assign and compares how prices change over time. So if they
had our basket, they would annually look at the price of a basket of 1000 burgers and 2
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surfboards. Let’s say that next year the price of burgers stays the same, but the price of
surfboards increases to $700. In this case, the cost of the basket becomes $5400, which
equates to a 3.8% inflation rate for that year ({$5400-$5200}/$5200 X 100). Of course the
actual CPI-U calculation is much more robust with more items in the basket, but the
principles are the same.
There are many uses for price indices; the most common use is as a proxy for the cost
of living. The CPI is not anyone’s actual cost of living, but it is representative of pricing
trends that affect all of our household budgets to some degree. Many employers use it
as a reference for worker’s pay; ideally they want to increase employees’ pay by at least
the inflation rate so that employees are not actually taking a pay cut (in real purchasing
power terms). Governments often use it to similarly adjust retirement benefits for
government workers. The cost of a given good or service is often compared to the general
inflation rate to indicate a problem (e.g., the increase in the cost of health care and
college has significantly outpaced the CPI inflation rate for the last few decades). We
can also use the CPI to compare dollar amounts across time. When Babe Ruth was paid
$80,000 in 1931 for the New York Yankees, was he underpaid? Or is the minimum wage
of 1960 higher or lower than today (in purchasing power terms)? These are questions
that the CPI can help us answer. To help us understand why no one index is perfect,
watch this video:

The Real “Truth About the
Economy:” Have Wages
Stagnated?

Inflation is considered one of the two key macro variables for government policymakers.
The other is unemployment, which we’ll consider in the next section.

UNEMPLOYMENT
You can arguably make the claim that we have macroeconomics as a science today
because of the significant human suffering from high unemployment during the Great
Depression. The human consequences are large (family stress, loss of income, etc.) and
are reflective of what it means to be human—we were created to work. In the Garden
of Eden, work was assigned to Adam before the fall, when everything was ultimately
called “very good.” So when humans do not have the dignity of work, they are falling
short of the flourishing that God intended. Yet this inherent goodness of work doesn’t
necessarily correspond with a job. In economics, we are concerned not with whether
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someone has work, but do they have a job if they meet certain conditions. For example,
many of you know people that do not work but spend time volunteering. Those
individuals have the dignity of God-honoring work, but they are not employed. But they
are also not counted as unemployed. Why not?
Economists want to understand the percentage of the adult population that wants a job
but cannot get one. We are not concerned with those that do not need or want to be in
the work force; therefore not every adult without a job is unemployed. If you are retired,
you are not considered part of the labor force. If you are a small child, you are not in
the labor force. If you work in the home, you are not counted as part of the labor force.
We also don’t count anyone as part of the labor force if they are not actively looking
for a job. So if an unemployed worker gets discouraged because of no job openings and
gives up looking, they are considered not in the labor force as well. So to understand the
health of the labor market, we have to consider three categories of people: Employed,
Unemployed, and Not in the Labor Force. The sum of those individuals who are
employed and unemployed is what we define as the Labor Force. The unemployment rate
is equal to the number of people unemployed divided by the labor force, multiplied by
100:

Unemployment rate = (# of unemployed/Civilian Labor Force) X 100
There are various measures of unemployment that can be reported, with some measures
significantly higher than others. The most common (and what you’ll hear reported in
the media) is the U-3 rate, which we have included in our definition. But what if we have
a person who is only able to get part time work at 15 hours but would like to work full
time? Should he or she be considered as fully employed? The U-3 rate does. However the
U-6 rate includes people that are marginally attached (discouraged workers that would
like to work but are not looking) and those that are not able to find full-time work. This
rate is often significantly higher as we’ll see below.
Labor Force Participation
Rate: measures the
percentage of the total adult
population that is in the
civilian labor force (either
employed or unemployed).

Another important measure of the health of the labor market is the Labor Force
Participation Rate. The labor force participation rate measures the percentage of the
total adult population that is in the civilian labor force (either employed or unemployed).
It’s not a very healthy labor force even if unemployment is officially 2% if the reason
is that everyone has given up looking for work because there are no jobs! In the next
section we’ll look at the most recent recession and its aftermath to assess the health of
the labor market.

APPLICATION: EMPLOYMENT POST THE 2007-08
FINANCIAL CRISIS
Most recessions have a positive correlation between the depth of the fall and the strength
of the recovery: a deep recession tends to have robust growth once recovery occurs,
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whereas a mild recession has a slower growth rate upon recovery. This is because much
of the reduced consumption during a recession is simply deferred consumption; for
example, once the market recovers people will buy the new car they have been putting
off. If the recession is deep and severe, there will be more deferred consumption that
must occur during the recovery phase. Thus a deeper recession will subsequently have
more robust growth than a mild recession. However, the 2007-08 recession did not
follow this pattern. A severe recession was not followed by robust growth, even eight
years later. A few economists even began calling this the “new normal,” claiming that
we have undergone a structural change in the economy that will lead to low growth
rates in the future. The relatively robust growth of the first two years of the Trump
Administration (prior to his trade wars and COVID-19) suggest that stronger growth is
indeed possible.
In Figure 18.5, unemployment is plotted along with GDP growth rate. Periods of
recession are indicated in gray, with unemployment sharply rising with recession. For
the period of the chart (1980-2015), there were four recessions (we’ll count the doubledip recession in the early ‘80s as one recession). Two were mild (1991, 2001) and had
slow recoveries. Two were severe, with the 1980-82 and 2008-09 recessions hitting ~10%
unemployment. In the 1980-82 recession, the sharp downturn was matched with a
subsequently robust recovery and associated unemployment drop, whereas the 2008-09
recession has had a tepid recovery and a slowly improving job market. Nevertheless in
2016 the unemployment rate is below 5%. But does that indicate we now have a healthy
labor market?

Figure 18.5, Unemployment Rate and RGDP Growth.

In this chart, you can see periods of recession leading to higher rates of unemployment, and economic expansions leading to lower unemployment.

Some economists say no, that the unemployment rate is not an accurate reflection of
the labor market. They suggest looking at the labor force participation rate, which has
been dropping steadily for years, but accelerated sharply in the aftermath of the recent
recession, as shown in Figure 18.6.
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Figure 18.6, Labor Force Participation Rate. Labor Force Participation rate has fallen to the lowest level in over 30 years, with an especially sharp

drop after the recent recession.

There are many reasons for this drop, and economists struggle to determine the
exact split, although there are analyses that attempt to do so. A large reason for the
downward trend, which pre-dated the recession, is the changing demographics of
baby boomers retiring. When people leave the labor force because they are financially
prepared for retirement, this is not necessarily a bad thing! But other reasons are
more troubling, such as the expansion of people on social security disability, as this
report from the Richmond Federal Reserve Bank shows. We can clearly see in Figure
18.7 that demographic changes are not the only reason for the drop in the labor force
participation rate.

Figure 18.7, Labor Force Participation rate, Prime Age Workers.

The drop in the Labor Force Participation rate is not simply due to demographics as baby boomers retire. Looking at prime age workers suggest the
labor market is more difficult since the recession.
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The labor force participation rate for workers between 25-54 years old has fallen sharply
in the aftermath of the recession, and has now plateaued at the lower level than before
the recession.
Other measures of the labor market also show continuing concerns. In Figure 18.8,
the broader U-6 unemployment rate (which includes marginally attached workers and
part-time workers that would like full time) is plotted against the more common U-3. As
the chart shows, the gap between the two accelerated sharply during the great recession,
has been slow to close to previous levels, and is still greater than prior to the recession,
suggesting it is still harder to find full-time employment than prior to the recession.

Figure 18.8, Unemployment rate comparison. Comparing the U-3 with the U-6 unemployment rate shows that the number of part-time and

marginally attached workers grew significantly during the last recession, and while improving, the gap between the two rates is still higher than
prior to the recession.

Frictional unemployment:
the level of unemployment
as people lose jobs from
dying firms and industries

Given the high social cost of unemployment, one might be tempted to think that the
best unemployment rate might be zero—everyone should have a job. But that is not true.
A dynamic, growing economy is always going to have some level of unemployment,
because some businesses will be rapidly growing while others—those that do not meet
consumers’ needs at a price they can afford—will be dying. Indeed, despite the social
pain, we want some level of unemployment (called frictional unemployment) as
people lose jobs from dying firms and industries. This releases people to join other
growing firms. This is painful in the short run for those who lose their jobs, but in the
longer term everyone is better off. For example, it is really a good thing that blacksmiths
were put out of business as automobiles came around. Yes, for an individual blacksmith
it was a blow. But ultimately we are all better off, since the alternative is a stagnant
economy with lower productivity and fewer choices.
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MACROECONOMICS: CETERIS IS NOT SO
PARIBUS
Earlier this chapter we mentioned one problem with the Keynesian macro model:
the assumption that there is no opportunity cost for idle resources. Another way to
consider this is to reflect on how policymakers typically try to influence the economy by
stimulating AD with government spending. Given the GDP equation:

Y= C+I+NX+G
for a macroeconomic policymaker, if the economy is in recession, additional
government spending can raise GDP—to increase any variable on the right hand side
necessarily will increase GDP on the left hand side. But why would this foundational
Keynesian macroeconomic assumption not hold?
To answer that, let’s review our concept of ceteris paribus from chapter 1. When we
use the assumption of ceteris paribus in any economic model, we are assuming that
it is possible to conceptually isolate the effects of a given change of one variable while
holding all other variables constant. In standard microeconomics this is a reasonable
assumption. For example, when we consider the effect of a freeze on the market for
Florida orange juice, we hold the demand curve constant, and shift the supply curve to
the left, resulting in a reduced quantity and increased price (just the reverse of Figure
5.10). We fully know that, despite our assumption of ceteris paribus, other things such
as tastes and preferences, income and price of related goods are all changing to some
degree. But the key is they are not necessarily changing because of a freeze in Florida, so
we may abstract away from the real world and still learn some important implications
from our model. But what if a freeze in Florida necessarily made every orange juice
drinker cold, such that they no longer wanted orange juice but wanted hot chocolate
instead? In that case, we would also have to shift the demand curve simultaneously. We
could not say what would happen with prices and quantity of orange juice because the
supply effects of the freeze would be counteracted (at least to some degree) by demand
effects in the substitution to hot chocolate. Which would dominate? We cannot know.
We would be left with the less than satisfying, “that’s an empirical question.” This means
we’d have to wait for the data to come out to see which effect was stronger. We could look
at prior history of similar changes to give reasonable predictions, but we should be under
no illusion that prior individual choices will necessarily be the same in the future. In the
future, even the same people will have gained new knowledge and are thus able to make
different choices. We learn, and we update our decisions based on our past experience to
make the result even better (see chapter 10).
In macroeconomics, the assumption of ceteris paribus is an especially heroic one—
quite unlikely ever to hold. Government spending, for example, is not something
that can be dialed up or down without necessarily impacting C and I. Consider an
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Crowding out: the impact
on the private sector
of inflation from the
government printing money,
which reduces private
sector consumption and
investment

increase in government spending. Where does the government get the resources to
increase spending? It can do one of three things: tax, borrow, or inflate (print money).
If the government taxes to fund its expenditure, it is going to cause the taxpayers to
reduce their consumption and/or reduce their savings (which will lead to an increase
in interest rates), which reduces private sector investment. If the government borrows
to fund the deficit, those funds would have otherwise been available for private sector
investment, which will cause investment to be lower than it otherwise would have been.
Finally, if the government prints money, this will result in inflation—reducing private
sector consumption and investment in real terms. This impact on the private sector
consumption and investment is often called crowding out, since the government action
is going to necessarily come at an opportunity cost of private sector resources.
So will the stimulative effect of government spending outweigh the reduction in private
sector activity? We are left with the same unsatisfactory answer as above: that would
ultimately be an empirical question. In a very weak economy with many idle resources,
it may well not have much of an opportunity cost. As the economy is relatively stronger,
the opportunity cost of an associated crowding out of private sector activity is greater.
Since there is a question as to which effect is likely to dominate, the appropriate way
to think of government spending may simply be: is the value of the government goods
and services spent to stimulate the economy more valuable than what the private sector
could have done? While necessarily a speculative and subjective question, the question
does have the benefit of correctly identifying the crucial issue from an economic point of
view: what are the costs and benefits of any proposed course of action? This is the heart
of economics, and should be the heart of macroeconomics as well.

IT’S A WRAP!
Doubly so, since you’ve just finished the chapter and the 3rd Edition of No Free Lunch!
In this chapter we’ve learned about some of the complexities of macroeconomics,
which help explain why it’s so difficult for macroeconomics to succeed in its goal to be
a predictive science. We’ve covered the main macro variables you’ll see in media when
the economy is discussed, and you know why unemployment is only part of the story
or our labor market as well as why growth should be a key consideration regardless of
your political persuasion. You know the difficulties of trying to manage the demand
side of the economy by government spending and some of the ways that policymakers
can alter incentives on the supply side. In a chapter like this, we can only scratch the
surface of a subject like macroeconomics, but you should be able to converse intelligibly
on many of the economic issues of the day. But remember an adaptation of a quote used
supposedly by Otto Von Bismark in speaking about Russia (“Russia is never so strong
or as weak as she appears”), “Economics is never so difficult or as easy as it appears.” You
can understand many powerful truths through the simply analytical technique of supply
and demand. But you need to keep after it—the world is full of economic fallacies.
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GREAT ECONOMISTS IN HISTORY
ROBERT LUCAS
1937-Present

We’ve already had two great economists in this text that were pioneers in
macroeconomics. Not surprisingly we had the originator, John Maynard Keynes
(chapter 8) and the systematizer, Paul Samuelson (chapter 16). Our third great
economist associated with macroeconomics, Robert Lucas, was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Economic Sciences in 1995 for his work identifying some of the limitations
of macroeconomics that preceded him. Specifically, he brought back in the human
side of economics into the macroeconomic picture. Macroeconomists prior to Lucas
believed that there was a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment (see chapter
17). If unemployment rose too high, it was possible to print more money and stimulate
the economy to bring unemployment down. Yes, it would result in a higher inflation
rate, but that was a tradeoff that policymakers could exploit. If inflation started gaining
momentum, policymakers could do the reverse—tighten monetary policy and slow
the economy, at the expense of a higher unemployment rate. This tradeoff was known
as the Phillips curve, after British economist A.W. Phillips, who noticed this empirical
relationship in his study of the U.K. from 1861-1957. Milton Friedman (our great
economist from chapter 11) and Edmund Phelps had already attacked the idea that this
relationship could be exploited, saying there was a short run tradeoff possible, but no
long run tradeoff, as people’s expectations would adapt to the higher inflation reality.
This made policy ineffective over the long term.
Lucas took this logic even further. Using the new concept of Rational Expectations, Lucas
argued that if people are rational, and they see the monetary authority printing money,
it will not take them long to learn that this will lead to higher inflation, and they won’t be
fooled into expanding production. People will come to understand the model that the
Fed is using, and they will no longer behave according to the model’s assumptions. This
more or less follows Lincoln’s Law: You can fool some of the people all the time, and you
can fool all the people some of the time, but you can’t fool all the people all of the time.
Eventually people will catch on to the Fed, and then policymakers won’t have any stable
relationship to exploit. Lucas’ argument simply appealed to the standard microeconomic
assumption of rational behavior—people acting in their own self-interest—but it had
massive implications. In contrast to Friedman and Phelps, Lucas had individuals looking
forward to ascertain what the future would hold. This suggested that policymakers could
only succeed if they could fool people as to their actions. For Friedman and Phelps,
policymakers could only be effective in the short run, not the long run. For Lucas, they
could only be effective in the short run if they behaved unpredictably.
Lucas further broadened this critique of policymaking to macroeconomic models
more generally in 1976, in what is called the “Lucas Critique.” The large macroeconomic
models that the Fed and others used were based on behaviors that would necessarily
change over time. Any relationship that a policymaker would like to try to exploit would
only be a stable if policymakers didn’t try to exploit it! As soon as they did, people would
figure it out and it would no longer work. In a Lucas world, the economist as engineer
would have a small role; the train is going to drive itself.
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For a better explanation of Lucas’s ideas on rational expectations, let’s just listen to this
video from Mr. Lucas himself:

What are rational
expectations?

On the human-interest side, Mr. Lucas and his first wife Rita unfortunately divorced
in 1989. But the former Mrs. Lucas had pretty rational expectations of her own. She
worked the divorce agreement to include a stipulation that if Mr. Lucas ever won the
Nobel Prize, she would be entitled to one-half the monetary award. This agreement had
a time limit—only if he won the award before 31 Oct 1995. And in early Oct of 1995,
Mr. Lucas was awarded the Nobel Prize. Half of his $1,000,000 monetary award (before
taxes) went to his first wife Rita!
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN: QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE TRUE OR FALSE
1. If there are idle resources, government spending will not incur an opportunity cost.
2. From an economic perspective, the optimal size of government is no government to
unfetter free markets.
3. GDP gives a complete measure of a nation’s well-being.
4. If the unemployment rate is very low, we know that we have a healthy labor market.
5. The labor force participation rate has risen sharply since the recession of 2008-09.
6. The unemployment rate has stayed at historically high numbers since the 2008-09
recession.
7. Declining labor force participation can be completely explained by demographics.
8. Fiscal policy concerns the taxing and spending decisions of the government to
influence the economy.
9. Crowding out refers to increased demand for a hot item that transfers demand from
less desired items.
10. Increased productivity is the key to economic growth.

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE SHORT ANSWER
11. Why is economic growth so important? Are there any concerns with growth?
12. Consumption spending is the largest component of GDP. Does this mean that it
should be the most important measure of economic activity?
13. Macroeconomics assumes ceteris paribus just like microeconomics. Why is this
potentially a problem?
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THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE MULTIPLE CHOICE
14. When government spending enters into the economy, the money the government
spends is distributed to workers and shareholders, who subsequently spend on
additional goods, and the process is repeated. This effect is called the:
a. Additive factor
b. Divider
c. Multiplier
d. Perpetual motion machine
15. The unemployment rate that includes part-time and marginally attached workers is
the:
a. U-3 rate
b. U-4 rate
c. Unemployment rate
d. U-6 rate
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN ANSWERS
1. False. Due to heterogeneity of resource inputs, its doubtful the government could
only affect resources that are idle.)
2. False.
3. False. It is an excellent measure of what it measures, but there are many things (both
economic and non-economic) that we value that are not included in GDP.
4. False. We need of job churn as new industries come on line and older ones fail; this
leads to frictional unemployment. It’s possible that very low unemployment rate
could be indicative of a stagnant economy. Nevertheless, a low unemployment rate
that is not the result of inflationary policy is generally a very good thing.
5. False.
6. False.
7. True.
8. False. It refers to government action that takes resources away from the private
sector, such that the private sector is “crowded out” of the activity.
9. True.
10. Economic growth enables robust job creation which supports new labor market
entrants. It also provides a higher social output to be able to deal with any material
concern, to include our ability to pay down our national debt.
11. Generally, no. Even more broadly, GDP is not necessarily the best descriptor of
economic activity. While consumption is the ultimate goal of production, yet it
is prior production which allows the possibility of consumption. This suggests
measures that include production may be more appropriate.
12. Ceteris paribus is a reasonable assumption for microeconomics, since although
we know that other things are always changing, they are not necessarily changing
because of the effect we are trying to investigate in our micro analysis. With
macroeconomics, a change in one of the variables, is necessarily going to induce
changes in other variables; ceteris paribus thus is generally inapplicable in
macroeconomic analysis.
13. c. Multiplier
14. d. U-6 rate
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ENDNOTES:
1. For the formula for future value, let i = .02 and t = 40. This leads to a multiple of any
present value of 2.208. With i = .03, the multiple is 3.26 and for i = .04, the multiple is
4.8.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITION INDEX

A
Absolute advantage: An individual (or firm, or country) is said to have an absolute
advantage if he can produce any given good or service with fewer resource inputs than
his potential trading partner. (Chapter 2—Increased Production from the Division of
Labor)
Accounting profits: the difference between total revenues and total costs (accounting
costs). (Chapter 7—Profit: The Driving Force for Entrepreneurs/Accounting Profit vs.
Economic Profit)
Acting man: a theoretical construact to describe human action, focusing on the way
humans evaluate situations and continually strive to “substitute a more satisfactory state
of affairs for a less satisfactory.” (Chapter 1—Assumptions)
Aggregate demand: the sum of spending in the economy, or, the sum of income in an
economy. (Chapter 18—Aggregate Demand and GDP)
Aggregate supply: the sum of all the production activities in the economy. (Chapter
18—Aggregate Supply)
Alert arbitrageur: someone who is especially attentive to opportunities to profit
from price differentials between markets. (Chapter 9—The Entrepreneur as Alert
Arbitrageur)
Allocative efficiency: when the marginal buyer receives a benefit that matches the cost
to produce the good. (Chapter 8—Perfect Competition)
Arbitrage: the act of buying in cheap markets in order to sell in expensive markets.
(Chapter 4—Every Demander Potentially a Supplier?)
Arbitrageur: one who buys in a cheap (inexpensive) market in order to sell in a dear
(expensive) market. The arbitrageur is able to profit by exploiting price differences
between markets. (Chapter 9—Entrepreneurship: The Essence of the Market Process/
Enter the Entrepreneur!)
Asset inflation: a general rise in prices of financial assets including stocks, bonds,
and commodities as a result of expansionary monetary policy. (Chapter 12—Federal
Reserve Policy)
Autarky: when all production is internal to the unit (individual or state) with no trade;
the unit is self-sufficient. (Chapter 2—Gains from Trade)
Average total (unit) costs: the average cost of one unit of output. It is calculated by
dividing total costs by the quantity produced: ATC = TC/Q. (Chapter 7—Short Run
Costs)
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Average (fixed, variable, or total) costs: the average (fixed, variable, or total) cost
of one unit of output. It is calculated by dividing the fixed, variable, or total costs by the
quantity produced: AFC = FC/Q, AVC = VC/Q, and ATC = TC/Q. (Chapter 7—Short
Run Costs)

B
Balance of trade: the difference between the amount of goods and services we export
and the goods and services we import. (Chapter 15—Balance of Payments)
Barriers to entry: obstacles that prevent new potential entrants from competing in a
given market. (Chapter 8—Monopoly Defined)
Bartering: exchange of one good for another directly, without using money (the
medium of exchange). (Chapter 11—The Origin of Money: The Most Marketable
Commodity)
Beta: a measure of risk based on the variability of an individual stock’s return relative
that of the overall stock market. (Chapter 16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in
Capital and Finance)
Broken window fallacy: an error in reasoning that assumes because a harm will
be repaired, and the repair stimulates the economy, the harm is beneficial to the
economy. The error is in the failure to identify how the resources would have been used
alternatively. (Chapter 1—Uncertainty vs. Risk)
Business cycle: the tendency of market economies to experience boom periods
followed by bust periods. (Chapter 12—Federal Reserve Policy)

C
Capital account: a measure of foreign investment in a country; typically the capital
account roughly balances the current account. (Chapter 15—Balance of Payments)
Capital gain: An investment incurs a capital gain if the sales price of the investment
exceeds the purchase price. (Chapter 16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital
and Finance)
Capital goods: goods used for the production of end-use (or 1st Order) consumer
goods. (Chapter 16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)
Cardinal utility: This can best be measured in some sort of units, and the relative
magnitude of the units matter as a basis of comparison. For example, if we had a basket
of goods with a “cardinal utility” of 5, it would be valued half as much as a basket of
goods with a “cardinal utility” of 10. With ordinal utility, we can only say the second
basket is preferred to the first; but we can’t say how much it is preferred. (Chapter 2—
Utility)
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Cartel: a group of firms that enter into an agreement, usually to control output in order
to split a monopolist’s profit. A cartel usually features a homogenous product. (Chapter
8—Monopoly/Monopolistic Competition & Oligopoly)
Ceteris paribus: “with other things the same,” or, “all else equal.” (Chapter 1—
Assumptions)
Communism: an economic system where decisions on resource allocation are made
collectively by the communist party and are characterized by complete social ownership
of all property, both consumer and capital goods. (Chapter 1—Economic Systems)
Comparative advantage: An individual (or firm, or country) is said to have
a comparative advantage if he or she can produce any good or service at a lower
opportunity cost than his or her potential trading partner. (Chapter 2—Increased
Production from the Division of Labor)
Complements: goods that are usually consumed jointly (at the same time). (Chapter
3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)
Compliance costs: the time and resources associated with both designing and
implementing the internal corporate controls to ensure the business doesn’t break the
law. (Chapter 14—Size of Government)
Compounding: the process of earning interest upon prior interest earnings. As
interest is added to the principal over time, and this total is reinvested, the total rises
at a faster rate as you “earn interest on the interest.” (Chapter 12—Loanable Funds
Framework)
Compound interest: The interest rate is applied more frequently than once per year
such that interest payments earlier in the year also accrue interest. (Chapter 16—
Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)
Consumer surplus: the gain to consumers due to the difference in the maximum price
they would be willing to pay (i.e., their reservation price) and what they actually have to
pay. (Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand/Consumer Surplus)
Contestable markets: When a market has low barriers to entry, even monopolists may
behave according to competitive pressures to avoid inviting other entrants to the market.
(Chapter 8—Monopoly/Protection from Monopoly)
Cost/benefit analysis: the process of evaluating a possible action by comparing the
costs of an action to its benefits. (Chapter 1—Assumptions)
Crowding out: the impact on the private sector of inflation from the government
printing money, which reduces private sector consumption and investment. (Chapter
18—Macroeconomics: Ceteris Is Not So Paribus)
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D
Deadweight loss: the loss in producer’s and consumer’s surplus due to the decrease in
mutually beneficial trades. (Chapter 8—Monopoly)
Debauch: diluting the value of your currency by inflation (printing more money).
(Chapter 14—Application in Public Choice: The National Debt)
Default: failing to pay of contractually agreed to debts. (Chapter 14—Application in
Public Choice: The National Debt)
Deflation: a fall in the general level of prices over time. (Chapter 12—Value of Money)
Demand side: the spending decisions in the private sector. (Chapter 17—
Macroeconomics Today: Demand vs. Supply Side)
Depreciation: the accounting process of allocating costs to the time period when
an asset is consumed. (Chapter 16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and
Finance)
Derived demand: when demand for any higher order good (further away in time from
the ultimate consumption good) results from demand of the final consumption good
or service. (Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages of Capital/Derived Factor
Demand)
Discounting: the process of converting future cash flow(s) into present value. (Chapter
16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)
Discount window: Banks needing additional reserves have the option of borrowing
from the Federal Reserve, paying the discount rate. This is referred to as borrowing at
the Discount window. (Chapter 12—Federal Reserve Tools)
Diseconomies of scale: As a firm gets larger, it may incur higher costs, typically due
to bureaucratic inefficiencies. (Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages of Capital/
Returns to Scale)
Division of labor: separation of production tasks between laborers such that each
worker will specialize in a few tasks that are part of an overall production process.
(Chapter 2—Increased Production from the Division of Labor)
Dollarization: This occurs when a country abandons an independent monetary policy
and follows U.S. monetary policy by either directly using dollars or indirectly by issuing
additional domestic currency units when backed by dollars. (Chapter 15—Exchange
Rate Regimes)
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Double coincidence of wants: the necessary condition for trade to take place in
a world without money; what each person has for trade must be wanted by the other
for a trade to take place. (Chapter 11—The Origin of Money: The Most Marketable
Commodity)
Dumping: In international trade, dumping occurs when foreign companies are
subsidized by their government and therefore allowed to sell products below their costs
to gain market share in foreign markets. (Chapter 15—Arguments against Free Trade)

E
Earmarks: appropriations for specific projects within a congressional member’s district
or a Senator’s state. (Chapter 14—Government Failure)
Economic profits: the difference between total revenues and total costs, to include
opportunity costs of the use of the owner’s equity and talent (not included in accounting
costs). (Chapter 7—Profit: The Driving Force for Entrepreneurs/Accounting Profit vs.
Economic Profit)
Economically efficient: A firm is said to be economically efficient if it cannot lower
costs further without decreasing output. (Chapter 7—Profit Maximization)
Economies of scale: As a firm gets larger, it can often reduce costs by more efficiently
purchasing resource inputs. (Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages of Capital/
Returns to Scale)
Effective interest rate: the rate that would have to be applied as simple interest to
achieve the same interest earned by more frequent compounding. (Chapter 16—
Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)
Efficient Market Hypothesis: Markets are said to be efficient if prices fully reflect all
available information. (Chapter 16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and
Finance)
Elasticity: a measure of the responsiveness of a given variable to changes in another
variable (usually price, but not always). (Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for
Demand/Elasticity)
Elasticity of supply: a measure of the responsiveness of the quantity supplied to its
price. (Chapter 4—Supply and Costs/Elasticity)
Emergent order: an order that arises out of the actions of numerous individuals, the
order of which is not likely to have been foreseen or intended by the individuals’ actions.
(Chapter 2—Emergent Order)
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Entrepreneur: the alert individual who appraises valuations of existing assets in
comparison to alternative uses, and is willing to bear the risk of financial loss should his
or her forecast be wrong. (Chapter 7—Bible Example Introduction)
Equilibrium: a market price where all buyers that want to sell and all buyers that wish
to purchase can do so—a state of economic balance where individual plans (and the
expectations which guide those plans) are mutually compatible in the sense that all plans
can be accomplished. (Chapter 5—Market Price Determination: Equilibrium)
Equilibrium point: a price which would allow all willing sellers to sell and all willing
buyers to buy. This equilibrium point is almost always changing, to reflect the changing
valuations of consumers and changing opportunity costs of producers. Nevertheless,
equilibrium is a point to which the market process continually tends toward. (Chapter
5—The Market Process in Action)
Ex ante: “before the event.” (Chapter 3—Introduction/Concepts for Demand: A
Quick Summary)
Ex post: “after the event.” (Chapter 3—Introduction/Concepts for Demand: A Quick
Summary)
Expectations: market participants’ judgments of future economic realities (prices,
demand for goods/services, etc.). (Chapter 2—How Markets Allocate Scarce
Resources)
Externality: a cost or benefit to a 3rd party who is not part of a market transaction.
(Chapter 13—Externalities: Noise Pollution!)

F
Fallacy: an error in reasoning. (Chapter 1—Uncertainty vs. Risk)
Fallacy of composition: the assumption that what is true of the parts is necessarily
true of the whole. (Chapter 1—Uncertainty vs. Risk)
Federal funds market: an interbank market where banks with excess reserves loan
to those banks with insufficient reserves overnight. The interest rate that is charged is
the federal funds rate, and the Federal Reserve targets this interest rate in conducting
monetary policy. (Chapter 11—Fractional Reserve Banking Explained)
Federal funds rate (FFR): the rate of interest charged by banks to one another for
overnight loans of money, used to meet regulatory reserve requirements. (Chapter 12—
Loanable Funds Framework)
Fiat money: a money that has no inherent use or value other than its monetary
function, which is declared by “fiat,” or the order of the sovereign. (Chapter 11—Money
Creation)
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Fiscal policy: the taxing and spending decisions of the government. (Chapter 18—
Introduction)
Fisher equation: i = r + πe (Chapter 12—Real vs. Nominal Interest Rates)
Fixed costs: any cost incurred by a firm that does not vary with additional output, such
as insurance for a facility. (Chapter 7—Short Run Costs)
Fixed exchange rate: Under a fixed exchange rate currency regime, a country stands
ready to redeem its currency at a fixed rate in some other currency (such as gold, dollars,
or Euros). (Chapter 15—Exchange Rate Regimes)
Flexible exchange rates: Under a flexible exchange rate regime, currencies are trades
on open market exchanges, and the value is set by markets. (Chapter 15—Exchange
Rate Regimes)
Foreign exchange: foreign currencies used by private market participants to purchase
foreign goods. Foreign exchange also refers to the markets where currencies are
exchanged. (Chapter 15—Purchasing Power Parity)
Free market: an economic system where decisions on resource allocation are made by
individuals (as contrasted with government collective planning) and characterized by
private property rights—in both consumer as well as capital goods—and the freedom to
exchange. (Chapter 1—Economic Systems)
Free rider: someone who can benefit from another’s purchase of a product; the product
once produced cannot be excluded from those who do not pay. (Chapter 13—Public
Goods)
Frictional unemployment: the level of unemployment as people lose jobs from dying
firms and industries. (Chapter 18—Application: Employment Post the 2007-08
Financial Crisis)
Fundamental value: the present discounted value of an asset’s future cash flows.
(Chapter 16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)

G
Gains from specialization: As workers specialize in a few tasks, they can become
very efficient. This typically results in increased output per worker in addition to higher
quality. (Chapter 2—Increased Production from the Division of Labor)
Good of the first order: a consumer good. The end goal of all production is for goods
and services that serve immediate wants. (Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages
of Capital)
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Gross domestic product (GDP): the monetary value of all final goods and services
produced domestically within a given time period. (Chapter 14—Application in Public
Choice: The National Debt)

H
Heterogeneous capital: Capital is usually very specific to its intended use, and it is not
equally applied elsewhere (i.e., it is not homogenous). (Chapter 12—Bubble, Bubble,
Toil and Trouble!)
High powered money: currency and reserves provided to the banking system by the
Federal Reserve (also known as the Monetary Base). This is often called high-powered
since these reserves can be multiplied to create broader money that circulates in the
economy. (Chapter 11—Fractional Reserve Banking Explained)
Higher order goods: goods that are used to produce consumption goods.
Numerically, the higher the order of a good, the further it is removed from actual
consumption. (Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages of Capital)

I
Implementation costs: the cost of doing whatever the government tells you to do.
(Chapter 14—Size of Government)
Income: the flow of monetary payments (wages, interest, rents, etc.) received over a
period of time. (Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)
Income elasticity of demand: measures how responsive the quantity demanded of a
good is for a given change in income. More formally, it is equal to percentage of change
in quantity demanded divided by the percentage of change in income. (Chapter 3—A
Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)
Inferior good: a good for which demand falls as income falls. (Chapter 3—A Deeper
Dive into Concepts for Demand)
Inflation: a rise in the general level of prices over time. (Chapter 12—Value of Money)
Institutions: humanly devised constraints that structure and guide human interaction.
(Chapter 10—Institutions)
Interest: Conceptually, interest is an expression of time preference. Numerically, it
refers to how much someone will have to be compensated to defer consumption today,
expressed as a percentage of the amount borrowed/loaned. (Chapter 12—Loanable
Funds Framework)
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Internalize the externality: when parties to any exchange include the costs and
benefits that their actions impose (or provide) to others in their supply and demand
schedules. (Chapter 13—Flower Power!)
Inter-temporal coordination: refers to the coordination of consumption across
time; this coordination is enabled by the interest rate. (Chapter 12—Loanable Funds
Framework)
Invisible hand: the principle that individuals acting in their own self-interest will tend
to act in a way that is socially beneficial, even though it was not part of their original
intent. (Chapter 2—Emergent Order)

L
Labor Force Participation Rate: measures the percentage of the total adult
population that is in the civilian labor force (either employed or unemployed). (Chapter
18—Unemployment)
“Laissez-faire” capitalism: an economic system where individuals are free to
produce and trade consistent with their private property rights, with no interference
from others or the government. The government’s role in this economic system is to
secure property rights by restricting violence, enforcing contracts, and punishing fraud.
(Chapter 5—Introduction)
Law of demand: as the price of any good falls, the quantity demanded rises; as price
rises, the quantity demanded falls—ceteris paribus. (Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into
Concepts for Demand)
Law of diminishing marginal utility: As more of a good is consumed, the
additional (incremental, or marginal) utility is positive, but lower than the utility
provided by the previous unit consumed. (Chapter 2—Utility)
Law of diminishing returns: the increase in production from increasing one factor
of production (while holding the other factors constant—ceteris paribus) will eventually
decrease. (Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages of Capital/Production
Function)
Law of markets: The purchasing power (money) necessary to enable someone to
demand goods in a market comes from their income earned while producing other
goods. (Chapter 4—Introduction)
Law of one price: In the absence of transactions costs, tradable goods should sell for
the same price in different locations. (Chapter 15—Purchasing Power Parity)
Law of supply: As the price of a good or service rises, the quantity supplied rises.
(Chapter 4—Supply and Costs/Supply Curves)
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Limited liability: An individual investor’s liability is limited to the amount of his
or her investment should the corporation go bankrupt. (Chapter 16—Valuing the
Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)
Logrolling: the practice of trading votes in a legislature (e.g., voting for a project that is
not of benefit to your constituents) in return for a promise by other politicians to vote for
your favored legislation subsequently. (Chapter 14—Government Failure)
Luxury: a normal good for which demand increases greatly as income rises. (Chapter
3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)

M
M1: a “narrow” form of money, consisting of highly liquid (easily converted to cash)
instruments. M1 includes government base money as well as money created by the
banks’ multiple deposit expansion. M1 = MB + Checkable Deposits + Other Checkable
Deposits (interest bearing) + Traveler’s Checks. (Chapter 12—Mmm-M&Ms (M1, M2,
M3)/Mmm-Monetary Aggregates)
M2: a “broader” form of money, including all the components of M1 but adding small
savings accounts that are easily converted to narrower money. M2 = M1 + Savings
Deposits + Small Time Deposits (<$100k Certificates of Deposit) + Retail Money Market
Funds. (Chapter 12—Mmm-M&Ms (M1, M2, M3)/Mmm-Monetary Aggregates)
Macroeconomics: the study of the economy as a whole, where all individuals’ and
firms’ decisions are aggregated as if the economy can be analyzed as a single entity.
(Chapter 1—Micro & Macro Economics)
Malinvestment: investment that is made not because of consumer preferences but
because of government manipulation of markets (usually interest rates). (Chapter 16—
Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)
Marginal: the additional unit being considered. (Chapter 2—How Markets Allocate
Scarce Resources)
Marginal cost: the cost to produce the next unit of output. (Chapter 7—Short Run
Costs)
Marginal product: the additional output produced by adding an additional resource
input, holding all other resource inputs fixed. (Chapter 4—Supply and Costs/Supply
Curves)
Marginal product of capital (MPK): the incremental (additional) output created
by adding one unit of capital to the production process while keeping all other factors
fixed. (Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages of Capital/Production Function)
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Marginal product of labor (MPL): the incremental (additional) output created by
adding one unit of labor to the production process while keeping all other factors fixed.
(Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages of Capital/Production Function)
Marginal revenue product: the contribution each productive input makes at the
margin, equal to the inputs marginal product multiplied by the marginal revenue of
output. (Chapter 7—The Worker is Worth His wage)
Marginal social benefit: the benefit to society of an incremental (or additional)
unit of a good (in this case government). Note this benefit is a conceptual number; it
is impossible to aggregate subjectively assessed benefits to arrive at an actual number.
(Chapter 14—What Should Government Do?)
Marginal social cost: the cost to society of an incremental (or additional) unit of a
good (in this case government). Note this cost is a conceptual number; it is impossible
to aggregate subjectively assessed opportunity costs to arrive at an actual number.
(Chapter 14—What Should Government Do?)
Marginal utility: the incremental (additional) utility (or benefit) to an individual
from an additional unit of a good or service. (Chapter 3—Introduction/Concepts for
Demand: A Quick Summary)
Market-clearing price: In any market, the equilibrium (or market clearing) price
allows all producers that want to sell and all consumers who wish to purchase to
exchange at that price. (Chapter 6—Market Process Application: Minimum Wage
Legislation and Price Floors)
Market wage: the wage rate for labor that prevails in competitive markets without
government interference. (Chapter 6—Market Process Application: Minimum Wage
Legislation and Price Floors)
Medium of exchange: the primary function of money as an institution: money is
exchanged for goods in markets, eliminating the high transaction costs associated with
bartering. (Chapter 11—Functions of Money)
Mercantilism: an economic doctrine that supported managed trade to stimulate
exports and minimize imports, and keep precious metals circulating within the home
country. While an economic doctrine, mercantilism was thought to be a way to ensure
national security for a nation by maintaining a higher gold stock. (Chapter 15—
Mercantilism vs. Free Trade)
Methodological individualism: the assumption that the causal factor of economic
action is the individual responding to incentives. (Chapter 1—Assumptions)
Microeconomics: the study of how individuals and firms make choices to allocate
resources. (Chapter 1—Micro & Macro Economics)
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Middleman: a firm that transforms a good (or service) into a form closer to the
consumer’s desired end state of a consumption good. (Chapter 6—The Market’s
Response to Transaction Costs)
Models: a simplified description of the processes a scientist wants to understand.
(Chapter 1—Assumptions)
Monetary base: the narrowest form of money in a fractional reserve banking system
(also called high powered money), consisting of Currency (C) and Reserves (R). (Chapter
12—Mmm-M&Ms (M1, M2, M3)/Mmm-Monetary Aggregates)
Monetary policy: managing the flow of money and credit in an economy (usually by
targeting some interest rate) to primarily affect the private sector’s consumption and
investment decisions. (Chapter 18—Introduction)
Monetary sterilization: the process of ensuring monetary inflows into a country do
not change domestic production. This usually occurs through the issuing of bonds to
sop up, or “sterilize” the incoming money flow. (Chapter 15—Mercantilism vs. Free
Trade)
Money: the most marketable commodity. (Chapter 11—The Origin of Money: The
Most Marketable Commodity)
Money market mutual fund (MMMF): An investment vehicle whose portfolio
includes highly liquid investments that can be easily sold, such as government Treasury
Bills or large corporations short term debt (called commercial paper). MMMF’s offer
slightly higher interest rates than a checking account, and do not officially carry a
government guarantee, but offer check writing privileges. (Chapter 12—Mmm-M&Ms
(M1, M2, M3))
Money multiplier: the ratio of the money supply to the monetary base. (Chapter 11—
Fractional Reserve Banking Explained)
Monopoly: a market structure with only one substantial provider. The monopoly firm
is therefore able to determine the price of the product, while consumers determine the
quantity produced (according to their demand schedule). (Chapter 8—Introduction)
Multiple deposit expansion: the process of money creation, enabled by a fractional
reserve banking system as new reserves are provided by the central bank. (Chapter 12—
Mmm-M&Ms (M1, M2, M3)/Mmm-Monetary Aggregates)
Multiplier: spending begets further spending. (Chapter 18—Introduction)
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N
Natural monopoly: occurs when an industry faces decreasing average costs over the
possible range of production, such that it is more efficient for one firm to produce for the
entire market. (Chapter 8—Monopoly)
Necessity: a normal good for which demand does not increase much as income
increases. (Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)
Negative externality: a cost imposed on others (a 3rd party) that are not part of a
market transaction. (Chapter 6—More Market Limitations: Poorly Defined Property
Rights)
Nominal rigidities: nominal (or money) values of economic variables, such as the
price of labor, might be “sticky,” and in the face of some external shock might lead to
large employment losses for extended periods. (Chapter 17—Macroeconomics Today)
Non-excludability: A good or service is non-excludable if production for one person
necessarily makes it available for everyone (such as non-scrambled radio signals).
(Chapter 13—Public Goods)
Non-rivalrous: A good or service is non-rivalrous if consumption by one individual
does not reduce the amount available for any other potential consumer. (Chapter 13—
Public Goods)
Normal good: a good for which demand increases with an increase in income.
(Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)

O
Oligopoly: a market structure with few firms and high barriers to entry. (Chapter 8—
Monopoly/Monopolistic Competition & Oligopoly)
On the margin: the incremental (additional) unit which is the focus of our choice
decisions. (Chapter 3—Introduction/Concepts for Demand: A Quick Summary)
Open market operations: the Federal Reserves preferred method of conducting
monetary policy; open market operations involves increasing or decreasing the level of
reserves in the banking system by the Fed’s purchase or sale of assets in the open market.
(Chapter 12—Federal Reserve Tools)
Opportunity cost: the next best alternative to a given choice—the true sacrifice of any
choice. (Chapter 2—How Markets Allocate Scarce Resources)
Ordinal utility: Utility can be rank-ordered; that is, an individual can say “I prefer
item A to item B.” (Chapter 2—Utility)
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P
Perpetuity: an investment that promises a constant return forever into the future.
(Chapter 16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)
Plan coordination: the continual process of adjusting our individual economic plans
and associated actions with the plans of others (as represented by the market realities
each individual faces.) (Chapter 1—Assumptions)
Pork-barrel legislation: legislation that includes many unrelated projects favored by
individual members with the goal of securing enough additional votes to pass the entire
bill. (Chapter 14—Government Failure)
Positive externality: A benefit to a 3rd party from a market transaction. (Chapter
13—Flower Power!)
Post hoc fallacy: an error in reasoning that, because an event (A) preceded another
event (B), (A) caused (B). Or, after this, therefore because of this. (Chapter 1—
Uncertainty vs. Risk)
Price ceiling: a form of governmental price controls which restricts the maximum
amount that can be charged for a good or service, resulting in a shortage. (Chapter 6—
Price Ceilings)
Price discrimination: occurs when a producer is able to charge differing prices to
customers according to their differing demands. (Chapter 8—Monopoly)
Price elasticity of demand: a measure of the responsiveness of the quantity
demanded to a change in price. (Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for
Demand/Elasticity)
Price floor: a form of governmental price controls which restricts the minimum
amount that can be charged for a good or service, resulting in a surplus. (Chapter 6—
Market Process Application: Minimum Wage Legislation and Price Floors)
Price searchers: These firms are either a monopoly or, through product differentiation,
have the ability to set the price of their products. These firms are called price searchers
as they must search to find the consumer demand for their product. (Chapter 8—
Monopoly)
Price system: Markets coordinate the allocation of scarce resources via changes in
consumer and producer behavior due to changes in relative prices. Relative prices
contain sufficient information for economic agents to make socially optimal choices.
(Chapter 5—Prices as Information Signals)
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Price takers: Firms in a “perfectively competitive” market structure sell identical
products and have no market power; that is, they have no ability to influence the price of
their product. (Chapter 8—Perfect Competition)
Principal: On a loan, this refers to the amount borrowed. (Chapter 12—Loanable
Funds Framework)
Producer’s surplus: the monetary gain to producers from the difference they would
be willing to supply a good or service, and the market price. (Chapter 4—Supply and
Costs/Producer Surplus)
Product differentiation: a marketing strategy to show the differential advantage
of a firm’s product over possible substitutes. (Chapter 8—Monopoly/Monopolistic
Competition & Oligopoly)
Production possibilities frontier (PPF): A PPF illustrates the tradeoff between two
goods, given a fixed amount of productive inputs. More of one good necessarily reduces
the production of the alternative good. (Chapter 2—Gains from Trade)
Productive efficiency: occurs when firms produce at their minimum average total
cost. (Chapter 8—Perfect Competition)
Profit maximizers: Firms/entrepreneurs may pursue many goals, but competitive
pressures will force them to maximize profits for their enterprise. All other goals and
objectives are subsidiary, as they are enabled by high profits. (Chapter 7—Profit: The
Driving Force for Entrepreneurs)
Protectionist legislation: legislation passed to restrict entry into markets by foreign
competitors. (Chapter 15—Comparative Advantage-Redux)
Public choice analysis (theory): a study of political behavior using the analytical
techniques of economics, with individuals maximizing their own utility according to
self-interest. (Chapter 14—Introduction)
Public goods: goods that are difficult for the markets to produce efficiently, since
they have attributes of non-excludability and non-rivalrousness. (Chapter 13—Public
Goods)
Purchasing power parity (PPP): an application of the law of one price, which
suggests that in the absence of transaction costs, goods should trade at the same price
everywhere. Purchasing power parity calculates an exchange rate which would allow
consumers to purchase a similar basket of goods in either country. (Chapter 15—
Purchasing Power Parity)
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Q
Quantity demanded: At every price, the demand curve identifies a specific quantity
that consumers are willing to purchase. Movement along a demand curve is said to
change the quantity demanded, while a shift of the demand curve is a change in demand.
(Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)
Quantity supplied: determined by the price of a good or service. According to the law
of supply, there is a positive relationship between the price of a good or service and its
quantity supplied. (Chapter 4—Supply and Costs/Individual vs. Market Supply)

R
Ration: the allocation of scarce goods to competing ends. (Chapter 2—How Markets
Allocate Scarce Resources)
Rational ignorance: Voters are said to be rationally ignorant when the costs of
being educated on an issue exceed the benefits. Since the ability to influence a political
outcome is very small for most Americans (the benefit of being politically informed), it is
rational for them not to expend resources (costs) to become an informed voter. (Chapter
14—Buy My Vote Please)
Regulatory capture: This occurs when regulators support the needs of the industry
they regulate rather than the needs of the general public. (Chapter 14—Real World
Regulators)
Regulatory costs: the sum of the compliance costs and the implementation costs
associated with any regulation. (Chapter 14—Size of Government)
Relative price: the price of one good or service in terms of another. (Chapter 3—A
Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)
Reserve requirements: the amount of reserves a bank is required to have by
regulation to meet cash withdrawal requirements of its customers. (Chapter 12—
Federal Reserve Tools)
Returns to scale: refers to how much output increases with a given increase in
productive inputs. Returns to scale focuses on how much more efficient a firm can
become in production as it grows larger. (Chapter 7—Structure of Production: Stages
of Capital/Returns to Scale)
Risk: a future event that can be assigned a probability of occurrence. Risky events can
be prepared for, or “hedged.” (Chapter 10—The Market Process/Uncertainty)
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Rules vs. discretion: a debate over how the central bank should conduct monetary
policy (i.e., should the central bank be mandated to follow a fixed rule that will
guarantee stability, or should the central bank be allowed flexibility in implementing
policy to deal with unforeseeable contingencies?). (Chapter 12—2nd Best Policy
Recommendations)

S
Say’s Law: production of valued goods and services generates the potential purchasing
power to enable demand of other goods and services. (Chapter 17—Say’s Law of
Markets)
Scarcity: We face unlimited wants and limited means to satisfy those wants (the central
economic problem). (Chapter 2—Introduction)
Simple interest: The interest rate is applied only to the principle of a loan. (Chapter
16—Valuing the Future—Concepts in Capital and Finance)
Socialism: an economic system where the means of production are owned by the state
but consumers’ goods are owned by individuals. (Chapter 1—Economic Systems)
Special interest group: a group of individuals with a strong interest in a particular
interest. This interest overcomes the tendency toward rational ignorance, and leads to
disproportionate influence on public policies. (Chapter 14—Government Failure)
Specialization: This occurs when individuals in a production process of many steps
each concentrate on a limited number of the necessary steps and become very proficient
at those particular tasks. (Chapter 15—Comparative Advantage-Redux)
Standard of deferred payment: Money facilitates transactions across time by
providing a standard for (or format of) what the final payment in the future will be.
(Chapter 11—Functions of Money)
Steady state: a state or process that does not change over time. (Chapter 6—Market
Limitations)
Stewardship: the care of assigned resources that are owned by another. In a biblical
sense, stewardship is the careful management of the time, treasures, and talents that
God has given us, in order to bring glory to God. (Chapter 5—Introduction)
Store of value: Money is considered a store of value because its role as a medium of
exchange can be both now as well as in the future. When held for its future purchasing
power, money is a store of value. (Chapter 11—Functions of Money)
Strategic behavior: when individuals have an incentive to hide their true preferences
(as in a negotiation) due to competing interests. (Chapter 13—Public Goods)
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Subsidy: a payment made by the government to encourage a particular behavior or
outcome. (Chapter 13—Flower Power!)
Subsistence wages: the lowest wage upon which a worker and his or her family can
survive. (Chapter 17—A Short Walk Through Economic History)
Substitutes: goods that share similar characteristics such that one good may reasonably
replace the other. (Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into Concepts for Demand)
Sunk cost: a past expenditure that cannot be recovered by any action taken in the
present. Sunk costs are therefore not part of the decision calculus. (Chapter 4—Supply
and Costs)
Supply side economics: focuses on the institutions and incentives that lead people
to work, save, and invest. (Chapter 17—Macroeconomics Today: Demand vs. Supply
Side)

T
Technologically efficient: A firm is said to be technologically efficient if it cannot
increase output without additional resource inputs. (Chapter 7—Profit Maximization)
Time preference: the observation that people prefer consumption today over
consumption of a similar item at a point in the future. (Chapter 12—Loanable Funds
Framework)
Total costs: the sum of all fixed and variable costs for a firm. (Chapter 7—Short Run
Costs)
Total fixed costs: the sum of all a firm’s fixed costs. Fixed costs are those that do not
vary as quantity produced changes (such as insurance on a particular facility). (Chapter
7—Short Run Costs)
Total revenues: the monetary value of all sales, equal to the price of each sale
multiplied by the sales price. If there is only one good and one price, total revenues
equals the price multiplied by the quantity sold. (Chapter 3—A Deeper Dive into
Concepts for Demand: Elasticity)
Trade surplus: This occurs when exports of goods and services produced in a country
are greater than imports. (Chapter 15—Balance of Payments)
Trade deficit: This occurs when exports of goods and services produced in a country
are less than imports. (Chapter 15—Balance of Payments)
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Tragedy of the commons: When resources are collectively owned, there is an
incentive for each part of the collective to consume as much of the resource as possible;
there is no incentive to conserve. The result is an overuse of the common resource.
(Chapter 6—More Market Limitations: Poorly Defined Property Rights)
Transaction costs: the costs of arranging trades between buyers and sellers. (Chapter
6—Market Limitations)
Transportation costs: the cost to transport goods from a seller to a buyer—to bring
the good to a market. (Chapter 6—Market Limitations)

U
Uncertainty: a future event for which a probability of occurrence cannot be known,
or that the knowledge of the event itself cannot be known. (Chapter 10—The Market
Process/Uncertainty)
Unit of account: Money serves as a unit of account by providing a common way to
compare different goods in terms of their price. (Chapter 11—Functions of Money)
Utility: the economic term to assess well-being, happiness, or personal benefit. This
conceptual idea is subjective and not numerically measurable. (Chapter 2—Utility)

V
Variable costs: any cost that increases/decreases as output increases/decreases, such as
labor and raw material inputs. (Chapter 7—Short Run Costs)
Venture capitalists: financiers who specialize in funding risky, early stage business
enterprises. These early stage ventures are high risk, but offer high reward. (Chapter 9—
Entrepreneurship: The Essence of the Market Process/Enter the Entrepreneur!)
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